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I. On the Magnetic B.elation^'^^pqid^i'Qharacters of the Metals,

By Michael Faraday, D.C.L.^ F.B.S.t Foi-eign Asso-

ciate of the Acad. Sciences^ 'Si'C.'^^^ ivyni^ll
.i\A U, -. ijiMt^i.iil A

IN
two former communications to iRe.E^iiosppnicaflitaga-j,
zinet I'especting- the magnetic characters of metals ge-

nerally and the temperatures at which they respectively lost
;

or gained the powers of magnetic induction, I said that iron,

and nickel were the only metals which had this powers and .

that I could not find it in pure cobalt. In this 1 was in error;

cobalt has this property in common with iron and nickel, as

others have said. I have sought for the piece of cobalt on

which I experimented and believed to be pure, but cannot

find it, and am now unable to ascertain the cause of my error,

though not too late to correct it.

By favour of Dr. Percy and Mr. Askin I have recently

experimented with two fine pieces of pure cobalt prepared b^^
the latter, both being well-fused and perfectly clean nlasse^f^.

This metal becomes strongly magnetic by induction, either of -

a magnet or an electro-current, and can easily be made to lift

more than its own weight. Like soft iron and nickel, it does

not retain its magnetism when the inducing influence is re-

moved. '

r '/
It was to me a point of great interest to ascertain whether,

and at what temperature, cobalt would lose this powej^ ,^nd .

become as the unmagnetic metals. To my surprise I found

this to be very high, not merely much higher than with nickel,

but far above that required for iron or steel, and nearly ap-

proaching the temperature of melted copper. That for iron

is a moderate red heat, and that for nickel the temperature
of boiling oil only. As the temperature rises, the magnetic
force of the cobalt continues, apparently undiminished, to

* Communicated by the Author,

t 1836, vol. viii. p. 177, and 1839, vol. xiv. p. 161.

Phil. Mag. S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 177. My 1845. B
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a certain degree of heat, and then suddenly ceases ; and it

comes on as suddenly in descending from still higher tempe-
ratures.

The oxide of cobalt procured by burning the metal cobalt

on charcoal by a jet of oxygen was obtained as a fused glo-
bule and was not magnetic.
The oxide of nickel being heated and cooled is not mag-

netic, but whilst heating care must be taken that it is not re-

duced. If heated in the flame of a spirit-lamp, especially at

the lower part, it will often appear to be not magnetic, and

then as the temperature falls will become magnetic ;
but this

is caused by the reduction of a little of the oxide at the edges
or elsewhere in the mass to the metallic state, and its exhibi-

tion of the properties of the metal at temperatures above and
below the magnetic point.

Manganese.—A piece of manganese prepared by Mr.
Thomson and considered pure was put into my hands. It

contained a trace of iron ;
it was very slightly magnetic, and

probably only in consequence of the little iron present. Before

a jet of oxygen or charcoal, it burnt with sparkles somewhat
in the manner of iron, and produced an oxide which could be

obtained either as a porous white mass or as a dense compact
brown mass, translucent in small slices; but in neither state

was the oxide magnetic.
I then cooled* manganese, chromium and many other

metals and bodies to the lowest temperature which I could

obtain by a mixture of aether and solid carbonic acid placed
i7i vacuo-\, the temperature being then not higher than 156° F.

below 0°, but not one of them assumed the magnetic state.

The following is a list of the substances:—
Platinum.

Gold.

Silver.

Palladium.

Copper.
Tin.

Lead.
Cadmium.
Zinc.

Rhodium.

Manganese.
Chromium.
Titanium.

Iridium and Osmium.

Antimony.
Arsenic.

Bismuth.
Fusible metal.

Speculum metal.

Plumbago.
Gas- retort carbon.

Kish.

Orpiment.
Realgar.

Sulphuret of antimony,
bismuth.

* Phil. Mag., 1839. vol. xiv. p. 162.

f Fhilosopbical Transactions, 1845, pp. 157, 158.
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Chloride of silver.

lead.

Protoxide of arsenic.

antimony,
lead.

Oxide of bismuth.

.,. tin (native).

manganese (native).

Sulphuret of copper.
iron.

lead.

silver.

tin.

Carbonate of iron, native.

Prussian blue.

Crystallized sulphate of iron.

Calomel.

Thus it appears that only iron, nickel and cobalt are mag-
netic, or can be made magnetic amongst metals after the man-
ner of iron; but the addition of cobalt, and still more, the

very high temperature required to take away this property
from it, increases the probability* that all the metals form a

common class in respect of this property; and that it is only
a difference of temperature which distinguishes these three

from the rest, just as it also in a similar respect distinguishes
them from each other.

In connexion with the effect of heat it may be remarked

(and perhaps has been remarked already), that, assuming an

elevated temperature for the internal parts of the earth, then

it is evident that at a very moderate distance from the surface,

as compared with the earth's tliameter, the substances compo-
sing the earth must be destitute of such magnetic power as is

possessed by a magnet; and, at a distance somewhat greater,
none of them can retain even that power which soft iron has of

becoming magnetic by induction. In such case, whether the

earth be considered as magnetic of itself, like a loadstone, or

rendered magnetic by induction under the influence of exter-

nal magnetic masses, as the sun for instance
;

still it can only
be in its crust that the magnetic power could be developed.

Assuming with Ampere, that the magnetism of the earth is

due to electric currents circulating around it parallel to the

equator, then of coui'se the above observations regarding the

effects of heat would not apply.

Royal Institution, June 7, 1845.

II. On the Products of the Distillation of Benzoate of Copper,

By John Stenhouse, Ph,D.\
EAR the conclusioHrol^ Dr. Ettling's very able and ela-

borate paper on the- Essential Oil of Spirea Ulmaria
and Salicylous Acid, which appeared in Liebig's Amialen for

1840, it is shortly stated, lhat^5y the destructive distillation of

» Phil. Mag., 1836, vol. viii. p. 177.

'I' Communicated by the Author.
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salicylite and benzoate of copper, Dr. Ettling had obtained

among other products two neutral crystalline bodies—that

from benzoate of copper having a smell very much resembling
the odour of the geranium. Being quite unaware that Dr.

Ettling had, subsequently to the publication of that notice,

analysed the compound from the benzoate of copper, I was

induced a few months ago also to prepare a quantity of that

substance and to subject it to examination. Having men-
tioned this circumstance to Dr. Ettling, he very kindly fur-

nished me with the subjoined account of his experiments, and

at the same time requested me to prosecute the examination

of the subject.

" A quantity of benzoate of copper consisting of a mass of

small, slightly soluble needles of a greenish-blue colour, ob-

tained by mixing hot solutions of benzoate of potash and sul-

phate of copper, was heated in a retort placed in an air-bath

to about the temperature of 220^ R. The retort was furnished

with a tubulated receiver and a pneumatic apparatus to collect

any gases which might be evolved. The salt became first

brown and then of a reddish copper colour, giving off at the

same time an oily matter, a portion of which crystallized in

the neck of the retort, while a light oil passed into the receiver,

where on cooling it also became filled with crystals. A gas

passed into the pneumatic apparatus, which, as it rendered

lime-water turbid and was absorbed by potash, was evidently
carbonic acid. A second portion of gas was also evolved,
which burned with a blue flame and was not absorbed by pot-
ash. It was not more closely examined. The mass of salt in

the retort diminished to about half its bulk, and when still

more highly heated gave out an oily liquid, which on cooling

crystallized in needles. If the distillation was carried still

further, the retort was found to contain a little of a brownish-

coloured salt of copper mixed with a quantity of metallic

copper.
" The solid portion yielded by the distillation had a greenish

colour, was hard, brittle, melted readily, and it, as well as the

more fluid portion, had very much the smell of naphthaline,

though also faintly reminding one of tlie odour of red gera-
nium. When the products of the distillation were heated

with a weak solution of potash, a portion of them dissolved,

forming a yellow solution, while another swam on the surface

of the liquid as a colourless oil, which on cooling became a

crystalline mass resembling paraffine. This crystalline portion
was repeatedly treated with alkaline leys, by which operation
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its bulk was exceedingly diminished, and probably a consider-

able quantity of it decomposed. The portion insoluble in al-

kalies dissolved very readily in hot alcohol, and crystallized
on cooling in long snow-white crystals. These were melted
and subjected to analysis in the usual way.

"I. 0'581 grm. gave 1*675 carbonic acid and 0*265 water.

"II. 0-5655 gave 1*633 carbonic acid and 0*258 water.

I. II.

Carbon . 78*55 7^*76

Hydrogen 5*06 5*06

Oxygen. 16*39 16*18

100*00 100*00
" When that portion of the distillate which dissolved in the

potash-ley was boiled in a retort, water passed over mixed
with a few drops of an oily matter, which was not more closely
examnied. What remained in the retort, on being saturated

with sulphuric acid, became a mass of shining crystals, which

closely resembled benzoic acid. When the brownish-red co-

loured salt which remained in the retort was treated with sul-

phuretted hydrogen gas, it became very hot and was covered
with a sublimate of white crystalline needles, while hydrogen
gas was given off and sulphuret of copper remained. This
sublimate was soluble both in alcohol and water, and crystal-
lized on cooling in long shining needles, having a strong acid

reaction and an appearance quite different from that of ben-
zoic acid. The acid can also be extracted from the copper
salt by means of ammonia. It readily crystallizes when the

ammonia is saturated with acetic acid, and the copper is preci-

pitated by sulphuretted hydrogen."

The quantity of the neutral crystalline compound which I

subjected to examination was obtained from benzoate of cop-
per prepared exactly in the way already described by Dr.

Ettling. The dried salt was distilled in a copper retort over
the naked fire. The amount of the neutral body which the

salt yielded was pretty considerable
;

it came over in oily drops
which condensed into a pasty crystalline mass as the receiver

cooled. The products of the distillation were benzoic acid,
the neutral crystalline body, and a small quantity of a heavy
oil, in appearance and smell much resembling benzone. The
pasty mass was first strongly pressed between folds of blotting-

paper to remove adhering oil. The crystals were then re-

peatedly agitated with a hot solution of carbonate of soda in

great excess, which removed the benzoic acid, the amount of

which considerably exceeded that of the neutral body. It is
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improper to employ a solution of a caustic alkali to remove
the benzoic acid, as such a proceeding would certainly destroy
a large proportion of the neutral compound. The crystals
were next collected on a filter and washed with cold water till

every trace of alkali was removed. They were then dissolved

either in hot alcohol or in aether, in both of which liquids they
are exceedingly soluble, and were purified by repeated cry-
stallizations. They crystallize out of aether in large four-sided

oblique rhombic prisms. The crystals are hard and brittle,

and grate between the teeth like sugar. They have a faint

aromatic smell, somewhat resembling that of the geranium,
but when heated approaching that of lemons. When slowly

deposited from an aethereal solution, the crystals may be rea-

dily obtained an inch in length. Their melting-point is 70° C.

After they had been kept melted for some time, to drive off

any adhering aether, they were dried in vacuo over sulphuric
acid and subjected to analysis.

I. 0*3508 grm. substance burned with chromate of lead,

gave 1'024<2 cai'bonic acid and 0'161 water.

II. 0*3902 gave 1*1437 carbonic acid and 0'182 water.

Atoms.
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point was very high, being 87° C. It was kept meUed for

some time to drive off any adhering aether, then dried under

the air-pump and subjected to analysis.

I. 0*316 grm. gave 0*7658 carbonic acid and 0*114 water.

II. 0*321 gave 0*7755 carbonic acid and 0*1116 water.

HI. 0*3805 gave 0*9183 carbonic acid and 0*1408 water.

IV. 0*2122 gave 0*1380 chloride of silver = 16*04 chlorine.

V. 0*2505 gave 0*1675 chloride of silver = 1649 chlorine.

VI. 0*177 gave 0*1155 = 1609 chlorine.

I. II. III.

Carbon . 66*09 65*88 65*87

Hydrogen 4*00 3*86 4*11

Chlorine. 16*20 16*20 16*20

Oxygen . 13*7 1 14*06 13*82

100*00 100*00 100-00

The substance employed for these analyses was prepared
at three different times. I am sorry to say, however, that I

have been unable to deduce any probable formula from these

analyses.
When this crystalline compound is heated in an alcoholic

solution of potash, benzoate of potash, chloride of potassium
with a little benzoic aether are immediately formed, the colour

of the solution becoming at the same time of aji inky blackness.

When this alkaline solution is treated with an excess of mu-
riatic acid, the benzoic acid precipitates on the cooling of the

liquid. The benzoic acid is mixed with a good deal of a dark-

coloured tenacious semifluid resin, which has a strong empy-
reumatic smell, exactly similar to that of creosote; so that

chloride of potassium and benzoic acid are not the only pro-
ducts of this decomposition. The benzoic acid was purified

by repeated crystallizations and subjected to analysis.

0*1572 grm. gave 0*3986 carbonic acid and 0*0734 water.

Found. Calculated.

Carbon . 69*15 68*85

Hydrogen 5*19 4*92

Oxygen . 25*66 26*23

100*00 100*00

The liquid chlorine compound already mentioned can rea-

dily be dissolved out of the bibulous papers by treating them
with aether. The liquid compound however always retained

a considerable quantity of the crystals dissolved in it, just as

oleine does margarine or stearine in the fats, so that I was quite
unable to purify it. This is much to be regretted, as it ap-

peared to be much the more interesting of the two, as it is that

which possesses the very pungent smell already mentioned.
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When the liquid compound was treated with an alcohoHc so-

hition of potash, it was also resolved into benzoate of potash,
chloride ofpotassium, and a similar resinous matter, the quan-

tity of which appeared to be even greater than that yielded

by the solid compound.

Neutral benzoate of lead, formed by adding a solution of

benzoate of soda to acetate of lead, was also subjected to de-

structive distillation. A small quantity of benzoic acid came
over mixed with a little of an aromatic oil, the smell of which
was quite different from that yielded by benzoate of copper.
I was unable, however, to detect the presence of any neutral

crystalline body.

Glasgow, May 12, 1845,

III. On the Aberration of Light. By G. G. Stokes, M.A.,
Fellow of Pembroke College, Cambridge"^.

nPHE general explanation of the phaenomenon of aberration

is so simple, and the coincidence of the value of the ve-

locity of light -thence deduced with that derived from obser-

vations of eclipses of Jupiter's satellites so remarkable, as to

leave no doubt on the mind as to the truth of that explana-
tion. But when we examine the cause of the phaenomenon
more closely, it is far from being so simple as it appears at

first sight. On the theory of emissions, indeed, there is little

difficulty ; and it would seem that the more particular expla-
nation of the cause of aberration usually given, which depends
on the consideration of the motion of a telescope as light passes
from its object-glass to its cross wires, has reference espe-

cially to this theory ;
for it does not apply to the theory of un-

dulations, unless we make the rather startling hypothesis, that

the luminiftrous aether passes freely through the sides of the

telescope and through the earth itself. The undulatory theory
of light, however, explains so simply and so beautifully the

most complicated phsenomena, that we are naturally led to

rega. I aberration as a phaenomenon unexplained by it, but
not incompatible with it.

The object of the present communication is to attempt an

explanation of the cause of aberration which shall be in ac-

cordance with the theory of undulations. I shall suppose that

the earth and planets carry a portion of the a3ther along with
them so that the aether close to their surfaces is at rest rela-

tively 40 those surfaces, while its velocity alters as we recede
* Communicated by the Author.
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from the surface, till, at no great distance, it is at rest in space.

According to the undulatory theory, the direction in which a

heavenly body is seen is normal to the fronts of the waves

which have emanated from it, and which have reached the

neighbourhood of the observer, the aether near him being sup-

posed to be at rest relatively to him. If the aether in space
were at rest, the front of a wave of light at any instant being

given, its front at any future time could be found by the method

explained in Airy's Tracts. If the aether were in motion, and

the velocity of propagation of light were infinitely small, the

wave's front would be displaced as a surface of particles of the

aether. Neither of these suppositions is however true, for the

aether moves while light is propagated through it. In the fol-

lowing investigation I suppose that the displacements of a

wave's front in an elementary portion of time due to the two

causes just considered take place independently.
Let u, V, w be the resolved parts along the rectangular axes

of j:", y, s, of the velocity of the particle of aether whose co-

ordinates are x, j/, z, and let V be the velocity of light sup-

posing the aether at rest. In consequence of the distance of

the heavenly bodies, it will be quite unnecessary to consider

any waves but those which are plane, except in so far as they
are distorted by the motion of the aether. Let the axis of z

be taken in, or nearly in the direction of propagation of the

wave considered, so that the equation to the wave's front at

any time will be

z = c + vt + i;, (1.)

C being a constant, t the time, and ^ a small quantity, a func-

tion of ^, y and t. Since n, u, w and ^ are of the order of

the aberration, their squai'es and products may be neglected.

Denoting by a, /3, <y the angles which the normal to the

wave's front at the point {x,i/, z) makes with the axes, we have,
to the first order of approximation,

^°-^"=-^' "^^^=-z|'
<^^'^=^-> ' • (2-)

and if we take a length V dt along this normal, the co-ordi-

nates of its extremity will be

If the aether were at rest, the locus of these extremities would
be the wave's front at the time t + d t, but since it is in mo-
tion, the co-ordinates of those extremities must be further in-

creased by ?^ rf ^, vdt, wdf. Denoting then by ^', y, 2' the
co-ordinates of the point of the wave's front at the time t + dty
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which corresponds to the point (j!',y, «) in its front at the time

t, we have

.^' = 5; + (to + V)dt\
and eliminating .r, y and z from these equations and (1.), and

denoting t, hyj'{x,i/, i), we have for the equation to the wave's
front at the time t + dtj

z' -{w + N)dt=C + Yt

+/{^
-

(«
-
v^^) dt, y -

(.
-
vg) dt,

t},

or, expanding, neglecting dt'^ and the square of the aberra-

tion, and suppressing the accents of sc, y and a,

s = C + Yt +
\;,
+ {w + Y)dt. . . . (3.)

But from the definition of ^ it follows that the equation to the

wave's front at the time t -\- dt will be got from (1.) by put-

ting i + d t for tf and we have therefore for this equation^

z=C + Yt + i;+[Y + ^Jdt.
. . . (4.)

Comparing the identical equations (3.) and (4.), we have

7^ = TO.
d t

This equation gives ^= / tadt: but in the small term ^

we may replace / wdt ^y =rr / lodz: this comes to taking

the approximate value of z given by the equation z = C + Ytf
instead of /, for the parameter of the system of surfaces formed

by the wave's front in its successive positions. Hence equa-
tion (1.) becomes

z=C + Yt + y/*'^^^'

Combining the value of ^ just found with equations (2.), we

get, to a first approximation,

TT 1 /*dw ,
- TT 1 PdW , ,^ .

2 YJ dx ' ^ 2 VJ dy
' ^ ^

equations which might very easily be proved directly in a more

geometrical manner.

If random values are assigned to u, v and to, the law of aber-

ration resulting from these equations will be a complicated
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one; but if ?f, v and ta are such that udx-\-vdij + iiodz is an

exact differential, we have

dw _ du dw dv
^

d x~~ dz^ dy'~ dz*

whence, denoting by the suffixes 1, 2 the values of the varia-

bles belonging to the first and second limits respectively, we
obtain

«2
-

«1
= -

v" » ^2
-

/3,
=

-^y-*.
. . (6.)

If the motion of the aether be such \h?i\.udx-^'ody -{-nadz

is an exafct differential for one system of rectangular axes, it

is easy to prove, by the transformation of co-ordinates, that it

is an exact differential for any other system. Hence the for-

mulae (6.) will hold good, not merely for light propagated in

the direction first considered, but for light propagated in any
direction, the direction of propagation being taken in each

case for the axis of ^. If we assume that udx -\-v dy +'wdz
is an exact differential for that part of the motion of the a3ther

which is due to the motions of translation of the earth and

planets, it does not therefore follow that the same is true for

that part which depends on their motions of rotation. More-

over, the diurnal aberration is too small to be detected by ob-

servation, or at least to be measured with any accuracy, and I

shall therefore neglect it.

It is not difficult to show that the formulae (6.) lead to the

known law of aberration. In applying them to the case of a

star, if we begin the integrations in equations (5.) at a point
situated at such a distance from the earth that the motion of

the aether, and consequently the resulting change in the di-

rection of the light, is insensible, we shall have u^=0, Wi
= 0;

and if, moreover, we take the plane xz to pass through the

direction of the earth's motion, we shall have

v^ = 0, /32
-

/3i
= 0,

and «2
—
«i=^;

that is, the star will appear to be displaced towards the direc-

tion in which the earth is moving, through an angle equal to

the ratio of the velocity of the earth to that of light, multiplied

by the sine of the angle between the direction of the earth's

motion and the line joining the earth and the star.

In considering the effect of aberration on a planet, it will

be convenient to divide the integrations in equation (5.) into

three parts, first integrating from the point considered on the

surface of the planet to a distance at which the motion of the
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aether may be neglected, then to a point near the earth where

we may still neglect the motion of the aether, and lastly to the

point of the earth's surface at which the planet is viewed.

For the first part we shall have
?<2
= 0, v^

= 0, and w„ u, will

be the resolved parts of the planet's velocity. The increments

of a and /3 for the first interval will be, therefore,
— ~, —

^.

For the second interval « and |3 will remain constant, while

for the third their increments will be -~, ^1, just as in the case

of a star, 1L2
and Vg being now the resolved parts of the earth's

velocity.

Fig. 1.

JP//i

\

Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 represents what is conceived to take place. P is the

planet in the position it had when the light quitted it; E the

earth in the position it has when the light reaches it. The
lines a Z>, c</, &c. represent a small portion of a wave of light

in its successive positions. The arrows represent the direc-

tions in which P and E may be conceived to move. The
breadth a 6 is supposed to be comparable to the breadth of a

telescope. In fig. 2, pmne represents an orthogonal trajec-

tory to the surfaces ab, cd, &c. ; p is the point of the planet
from which the light starts, e the point of the earth which it

reaches. The trajectory pmne may be considered a straight

line, except near the ends p and e, where it will be a little

curved, as from p to m and from e to n. The curvature at e

will have the same effect on the apparent position of the planet
as it would have on that of a star in the same direction : as to

the curvature at p, if we draw jy^f perpendicular to mn pro-

duced, the curvature will have the effect of causing ^; to be

seen as if it were at q. Now the angle between the tangents

at;j and m being that through which a star in the direction of

e is displaced by aberration to an observer at p, and the di-

* The lines towards P in fig. 1. should lean in the opposite direction.
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stance p m being by hypothesis small (two or three radii of the

planet suppose), it follows that the angle peg is extremely small,

and may be neglected. Hence a planet will appear to be dis-

placed from the position which it had v/hen the light left it,

just as a star in the same direction is displaced. But besides

this, the planet has moved from P while the light has been

travelling to E, These two considerations combined lead to

the formula for aberration, which is applicable to the planets,
as is shown in treatises on astronomy. The same reasoning
which applies to a planet will apply equally to the sun, the

moon, or a comet.

To give an idea of the sort of magnitudes neglected in neg-

lecting p g, suppose p m equal to the diameter of P, and sup-

pose the curvature from p to m uniform. Let r be the radius

of P, V its velocity, and R the distance P E. The greatest

possible value of the angle between the tangents at p and m is

1) v r v

^. In this case we should have /.peg = y^ = y D, D

being the semidiameter of P as seen from E. Hence the an-

gle ^^eg- must be very much greater for the moon than for

any other body of the solar system ;
for in the case of the

planets the value ofv is in no instance double its value for the

earth or moon, while their discs are very small compared with

that of the moon ;
and in the case of the sun, although its disc

is about as large as that of the moon, its velocity round the

centre of gravity of the solar system is very small. It would

indeed be more correct to suppose the sun's centre absolutely
at rest, since all our measurements are referred to it, and not

to the centre of gravity of the solar system. Taking then the

V 20"
case of the moon, and supposing ^ = o ^? D = 15', we

V IbO

find that the angle peg is about yyth of a second, an insensi-

ble quantity.
If we suppose the whole solar system to be moving in space

with a velocity comparable with that of the earth round the

sun, it follows from the linearity of the equations employed,
that we may consider this motion separately. It is easy to

show, that as far as regards this motion, the sun, moon, and

planets will come into the positions in which they are seen

just at the instant that the light from them reaches the earth.

With respect to the stars also, that part of the aberration

which varies with the time of year, the only part which can be

observed, will not be affected. If we suppose the aether which
fills the portion of space occupied by the solar system to be

moving in a current, with a velocity comparable with that of

the earth in its orbit, the result will still be the same. For if
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we suppose a velocity equal and opposite to that of the aetttie^'
'^ '**'

to be impressed, both on the aether and on the bodies of the

solar system, the case is reduced to that of the solar system

moving through the aether supposed to be at rest.

IV. On the Structure ofElectro-precipitated Metals.

By Warren De la Rue, Esq.^-

'^r^HE following observations, being the result of an exten-
-*• sive series of experiments on the practical application of the

processes of electro-metallurgy, will, I am induced to believe,

be acceptable to the Chemical Society.
The various appearances of the metallic deposit are fami-

liar to all manipulators in electro-metallurgy, and are distin-

guished by the names crystalline, lesser crystalline, malleable,

sandy and spongy ;
the latter being produced by an excess of

power in the battery, the first by too small a power in rela-

tion to the strength of the solution operated on. All these

deposits are however merely modifications of each other, they
are essentially crystalline, and even the malleable, or in other

words the most cohesive, is very inferior in strength to metals

wrought by the processes in ordinary use.

The malleable is that deposit usually required ; yet, even

with all the art of a practised electro metallurgist, it is diffi-

cult for a lengthened period to obtain it, inasmuch as the

power of the battery, the temperature of the air, and conse-

quently the conducting power of the fluids composing the

circuit are constantly changing their relation to the strength
of the electrolyte to be decomposed. There are other causes

presently to be considered which also play an important part
in producing these difficulties, and which we shall better

understand by considering what effect the form of the matrix

and the nature of its original surface have on the resulting

precipitate.
It is well known to persons conversant with the precipita-

tion of metals from their respective solutions by means of

voltaic electricity, that these solutions become exhausted of

the metal at the cathode to such an extent, that if we place
the cathode on the surfiice of the liquid all action after a short

time ceases : the exhausted liquid being specifically lighter, no
mechanical transfer of fresh liquid takes placet, ^"'^^ conse-

* Communicated by the Chemical Society; having been read Febi-iiary

17, 1845.

t Professor Daniell and Dr. Miller, in a paper on the electrolysis of se-

condary compounds, have entered into the investigation of these phaeno-
niena.
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quently the process is stopped. This exhaustion of the elec-

trolyte is the primary cause of the difficulties of the process.

If, for example, an attempt be made to produce a solid

medal by depositing between the respective matrixes of the ob-

verse and reverse, the attempt would undoubtedly fail ; the

opposite and approaching deposits never join and form one
solid piece. The cause of this is sufficiently obvious, and can

be easily traced to the exhaustion of the electrolyte ; for as

the opposite deposits approach they render the cavity smaller

and smaller, and at last it becomes so reduced that its ca-

pillarity interferes with the renewal of the liquid, and eventu-

ally the action ceases, a cavity containing the exhausted liquid

remains, and no true juncture takes place.
The following experiment proves, in a striking manner, that

the preceding is not merely a conjectural case. I prepared a

matrix by cutting angular lines about one-twentieth of an inch

deep in a metallic plate, the angle of the opening being about

35 degrees. On this was deposited copper to about the eighth
of an inch in thickness ;

the deposit was what would be termed

exceedingly good, and, to a practised eye, uniform, there being
but a slight indication of the original lines at the back ol

the cast; yet the copper could be broken with great facility

through the centre of each line, in a plane bisecting the angle,

presenting to the eye a very smooth and uniform fracture, and

giving the idea of its having been rather purposely cut through
than broken at random. Here we have an example of the

interstitial space being not only left between the walls of the

original groove, but existing through the additional eighth of
an inch of deposited metal, from the obvious cause of the in-

capability of the included liquid acting the part of a cathode.

Plate I. fig. 1 is a diagram of the section through the matrix
and deposited copper ; A being the matrix, B the deposited
metal.

A matrix from a wood engraving presents a good example
of the effect which the form of the mould has on the resulting

deposited counterpart : in it we have a vast assemblage of
minute grooves, the reverse of the lines in the engraving j

these grooves are never perfectly filled, from the cause before

stated, and the deposit is consequently cut up into an assem-

blage of minute pieces, joined apparently though not in reality,
and nicely held together by the intricacy of their interlacings.
The sky, from its consisting of a number of straight lines in

the engraving, is especially tender and troublesome to obtain

perfect. Though 1 have chosen the copy of a wood engra-

ving as an example, from its presenting an extreme case of

difficulty, yet the same effect is produced under other circum-
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stances ;
for instance, in the silver coating of a cylindrical

vessel having a flat bottom ;
in it there will infallibly exist a

fissure at the angle formed by the cylinder and the bottom.

Hence we see the necessity of roundi7ig off'
as much as pos-

sible all angles where we intend to deposit metals with the aid

of electricity.
The surface of the mopld must consequently have an obvi-

ous effect on the deposit, inasmuch as no surface can be per-
fect in its polish ; hence it must necessarily follow that the

more gradual the undulations and depressions are, the more

cohesive will be the deposit ; a wax matrix is perhaps one of

the best substances to deposit on, and a polytype matrix, ob-

tained by pressing a woodcut into a melted metallic alloy when
near its point of solidification, one of the worst, for we have

on it a copy of all the pores of the wood ; besides, the alloy

being crystalline, its surface is, when microscopically exa-

mined, exceedingly rough. All abrupt deviations from the

original plane, though small, have an injurious effect on the

resulting deposit, and this increases with the depth ; but deep
or shallow, the result is the same, and differs only in amount.

I have stated that all electro-metallic deposits are essentially

crystalline in their structure; this is readily proved by sub-

mitting them to the test of microscopic investigation, and

however carefully they be prepared, we shall perceive that

they consist of an assemblage of minute crystals more or less

perfectly formed. In Plate I. fig. 5 is represented a portion
of a beautiful deposit on a polished piece of metal after five mi-

nutes' action, the magnifying power employed being 300 times.

In it the crystalline structure is rendered apparent, and we see

moreover, here and there, groups of crystals starting up per-

pendicularly from the surface to a considerable height. Such

being the character of the first layers, the crystals, as in the

crystallization of a salt from its solution, increase in size, and

could we even obtain a perfect surface to commence on, we
must have, from the very nature of the process, the production
of inequalities, to which the shooting of these crystals above

the general surface mainly contributes ; these irregularities, as

before explained, can never perfectly be filled up, and a po-
rous structure must result ; add to this, that the crystallization
likewise spreads laterally from the summit of one group of

crystals to that of those in the neighbourhood, and it will be

readily perceived that spaces are here and there enclosed,

which can only become filled to the extent that the included

liquid is capable of yielding metal. Hence the microscope
reveals a structure such as I have delineated in fig. 2, which

is a section of electro-deposited copper magnified 100 times

Phil, Mag. S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 177. My 1845. C
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linear; the section is a cutting made with sharp scissors

through a plate of about the fortieth of an inch in thickness,

having the character of the lesser crystalline, and appeared to
"

the unassisted eye perfectly polished and compact. Fig. 3 is

a representation of the back of the same specimen, showing
clearly its crystalline structure ; this is likewise magnified 100
times. Even the most compact specimens present, under a

sufficient magnifying power (see fig. 5), the same porous ap-

pearance; the pores are smaller, it is true, but greater in

number, and the character of the deposit is the same. I here

again repeat that the electro-metallic deposit is essentially

crystalline in structure; in fact it is but a tissue of crystals

i?iterlactng but tiot ad/jerivg. We may diminish the power of

the battery with respect to the quantity of metallic salt present
in the electrolyte, so as to obtain, by these favourable circum-

stances, large and well-formed crystals,
—we may go on in-

creasing the power, and produce the crystals more and more

hurriedly, and consequently smaller and smaller and less per-

fectly formed, but we ultimately reach a point in the quantity
of electricity transmitted, that, if we increase it, the electrolyte
cannot be renewed with sufficient rapidity at the surface of

the cathode, and we have larger spaces left unfilled, thus pro-

ducing the sandy deposit. Lastly, we may increase it to so

great an extent that the metal assumes the form of the spongy
deposit; but still all are crystalline.
The ridges or lines which are frequently seen at the back

of electro-casts, placed vertically in the trough, more especially
in those where there are sharp angles jutting out from the

matrix, are produced by these points impeding the upward
flow of partially exhausted liquid, and causing it to run in

little detached streams
; where these exist t/iere the deposit is

formed less quickly than in those parts where the liquid is

stronger, consequently we have a hollow or groove produced,
which remains permanent. To produce an interchange of

the fluid in the precipitating troughs, a constant stream of

fresh liquid was caused to run in at the bottom whilst the

weak fluid overflowed at the top: the resulting current in

meeting the upward flow of the fluid at the surface of the elec-

tro-cast produced a series of vortices, and changed the vertical

ridges into a series of curiously-curved lines, which were

equally objectionable ; hence this scheme had to be rejected.

Fig. 4 is a magnified representation of a curious electro-

deposit of silver, kindly furnished me by Mr. Napier, who has

named it "silver sponge," from its resemblance to that sub-

stance. Under the microscope it is a most splendid arborescent

assemblage of crystals, and presents us with an extreme case
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of crystallization in electro-metallic deposits. The drawing is

made 200 times the natural size.

To return to an electro-copy of a wood engraving: it is found

by examination under the microscope, and would be antici-

pated from the preceding remarks, that each line has a space
in its centre

; they are in fact exceedingly hollow, and present
much the appearance of the hollow crystallized cakes of sugar
made by confectioners, and hence we see the advantage of

thoroughly tinning it at the back as soon as we have removed
the cast from its matrix; the tin insinuates itself into a great
number of the pores and binds the whole firmly together.
With the help of a little chloride of zinc the tinning is effecced

very readily, and should be done without disturbing the struc-

ture by filing.

There is one phaenomenon, connected with the employment
of electro-casts, exceedingly curious—it is their uselessness

for printing with vermilion ink (sulphuret of mercury), which
is not the case with respect to ordinary engraved copper
blocks. When an electro-cast is inked over with vermilion

printing ink, and a few impressions have been taken, the

vermilion is blackened, and as the process is continued the

copper begins to get white, and at last so much mercury is

precipitated on the surface as to prevent the adherence of

the ink. 1 am inclined to think that the porous and divided

nature of the electro-cast is the sole cause of its decomposing
the vermilion, and that the purity of the copper is not con-

cerned in it.

In most of the preceding remarks I have alluded to depo-
sits of copper, but I wish it to be understood that they apply

equally to gold, silver or other metals ; and such being the

nature of precipitated metals, 1 consider that though the

electro-melallurgic processes are a valuable addition to the

arts, there are uses to which they should not be applied ; as,

for example, the coating of one metal with another when it is

intended to protect the covered metal from the action of cer-

tain fluids, at all events wihout the precaution in all possible
cases of subsequently partially fusing the coating metal.

The production of ornamental pieces of plate, and the sil-

vering or gilding of such objects as are not subject to much
friction, is not open to the same objections. Platinum and

palladium also, if ever obtained by the electro-metallurgic

process in plates or other forms, should subsequently be sub-

jected to the process of welding and hammering. It has been

proposed to copper the bottoms of ships by this process ; apart
from the great difficulty of effecting this on a large scale, the

copper in my opinion would be far too friable for such a use,

C 2
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Copper duplicates of steel or copper engravings, it is well

known, are not nearly so durable as the original plates, yet
in some cases they may be advantageously employed,

—not

however where very large numbers are likely to be required,
as, for example, in the printing of bank notes. I was once
consulted as to the practicability of coating the interior of the

air-pumps and the valve facings of large marine engines by the

electro-metallurgic process, and I include this as one of the

improper applications of the art. In conclusion, I again re-

peat, that the processes of electro-metallurgy are a valuable

acquisition to the arts, yet it is necessary to bear in mind its

defects, in order that we may not apply it to purposes for

which it is unfitted.

V. On the true Composition of Chlorindatmit.

By August Wilhelm Hofmann, Ph.D.^

IN
a preceding memoir on the Metamorphoses of Indigo,

I have described under the name of trichloraniline a body
which may be regarded as aniline, in which three equivalents
of hydrogen are replaced by an equal number of chlorine :

Aniline . . . rrCjgHyN

Trichloraniline . =Ci2< pf >N.

I had already, a year and a half ago, observed the forma-
tion of this body by the action of chlorine on aniline t, but at

that time the quantity obtained was so small that I was

obliged to content myself with a conjectural opinion of its con-

stitution. More lately I found that the same substance was

produced by the treatment of chloraniline with chlorine. Even

by the last-mentioned way the quantity obtained was but
small. With all my efforts I could not obtain more than
was just sufficient for one combustion, which unfortunately

gave somewhat too much carbon J. Although myself tho-

roughly convinced of the exactness of the given formula,—
the method of formation of this body, the complete ana-

logy with tribromaniline and chlorodibromaniline, indepen-
dently of the analysis adduced, being sufficient evidences,— I

thought it however desirable to place the composition of tri-

chloraniline beyond every doubt by the production of better

numbers.
At first I thought of obtaining these numbers by a repeti-

* Communicated by the Chemical Society: having been read February
17,1845.

y> b

t Liebig's y4n7i. vol. xlvii. p. 68, and Phil. Mag. S. 3. vol. xxvi. p. 199.

X See the preceding Memoir.
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tion of the preparation and analysis, until I found the object
could be attained by a much more convenient way.

For this purpose I must here mention some results ob-

tained by Erdmann in his excellent investigation on indigo.
If indigo suspended in water be treated with chlorine, it is

transformed, as is known, into a reddish yellow mass, which
is a mixture of different substances. On submitting this to

distillation with water, chlorisatine and dichlorisatine remain
in the retort, whilst another body volatilizes with the watery
vapour, which according to Erdmann contained no nitrogen.
He called this substance chlorindoptene*, and gave for it the

following formula :

C32 Hg Clg O4.

By later experiments Erdmann found however that on di-

stilling chlorindoptene with potash or carbonate of potash it is

decomposed into a neutral body which passes over, and an acid

which remains in the retort united to the potash. The latter

is chlorindoptenic acid (chlorophenisic acid of Laurent) ;
the

former Erdmann called chlorindatmit, and gave it the for-

mula Cj2 H4 Clg O2.
Whence comes this body ? In what relation does it stand to

the other members of the indigo or phenyle series ? Among
the many derivatives of indigo made known to us by the inves-

tigations of Erdmann and Laurent it stands quite isolated.

On comparing the properties which Erdmann described as

belonging to chlorindatmit with those I had observed in tri-

chloraniline, it appeared to me in the highest degree proba-
ble that these bodies were identical. The properties of both

bodies correspond exactly, and the method of formation is

extremely alike. The production of trichloraniline, as well

as that of chlorindatmit, is accompanied by the formation of

chlorindoptenic acid. Erdmann had determined the carbon,

hydrogen and chlorine in chlorindatmit. His numbers cor-

respond completely with the composition of trichloraniline.

For comparison I placed together the theoretical numbers of

this body and the analytical results of Erdmann.

Chlorindatmit. Tiichloraniline.

Carbon . . =36-42t Carbon . . =36*66

Hydrogen . = 2-23 Hydrogen . = 2*03

Chlorine . . =53-58 Chlorine . . =54-09
Loss . . . = 7-79 Nitrogen . . = 7-22

100-00 100-00

*
Journ.fur Pralct. Chem., vol. xix. p. 334.

t The equivalent of carbon is here taken as 75.

i
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Erdmann did not look for nitrogen in chlorindatmit as he
had found none in chlorindoptene. Did chlorindoptene consist

of equal equivalents of chlorindoptenic acid and chlorindatmit,
such a compound (assuming chlorindatmit to be an azotized

body) would contain 3'61 percent, nitrogen, a quantity which
could not have been overlooked. It is, however, not com-

posed of a like quantity of each element, but the chlorindop-
tenic acid predominates very much, so that the amount of

nitrogen is much reduced, and may be easily overlooked. On
the other hand, the proportion of carbon and hydrogen cannot

essentially alter, as chlorindoptenic acid and chlorindatmit

contain nearly equal quantities.
To determine this question by experiment, I treated with

chlorine, according to Erdmann's method, a quarter of a

pound of reduced and again oxidized indigo suspended in

water. Although the operation was conducted in sunshine,

yet it was only after three or four days that the indigo was
converted into the brownish-yellow body. The whole mass,

together with the fluid, was poured into a retort and distilled

over an open fire. In the receiver a yellow crystalline sub-

stance condensed and swam on the surface of the water, which
had also passed over and contained hydrochloric acid. The
distilled product was saturated with potash ley, which com-
municates a dark colour to the fluid from the solution of a

portion of the crystals, and the whole was again submitted to

distillation. By gently warming the retort, a vapour was
evolved which condensed in the neck in the form of fine white

crystals like hairs, about an inch long, which, on bringing
the fluid to the boiling-point, passed over with the watery
vapours as an oil and again crystallized in the receiver. The
crystals were separated by filtration and dried. The investi-

gation was confined to the single question, whether chlorin-

datmit so prepared contained nitrogen or not?
On passing the vapour of chlorindatmit over fused potas-

sium a large quantity of cyanide of potassium was formed,
which evolved freely hydrocyanic acid on the addition of an
acid. A mixture of a proto- and persalt of iron produced a

gray-brown precipitate, which assumed the pure colour of

Berlin blue by the addition of a little hydrochloric acid.

Further, on heating with the soda-lime mixture a quantity of

ammonia was given off". Chlorindatmit therefore contains

nitrogen.
From the preceding facts several conclusions may be

drawn.
1st. The body produced by the action of chlorine on ani-
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line and chloraniline has in reality the following composition:

2nd. The chlorindatmit of Erdmann is nothing but tri-

chloraniline.

3rd. The name chlorindoptene merely denotes an indefinite

mixture of chlorindoptenic acid and trichloraniline.

The formation of trichloraniline by the action of chlorine

on indigo is not at all surprising. The transformation of in-

digo into nitropicric and chlorindoptenic acids, and into ani-

line, proves sufficiently that there are present in this body the

conditions necessary for the production of all the members of
the phenyle series. The action of potash and of chlorine on

indigo is in this respect essentially the same. The only dif-

ference is, that in the first instance a pure product of oxida-
tion is obtained, whilst in the second a number of the hydro-
gen equivalents of this product is replaced by a corresponding
number of the oxidizing agent, viz. chlorine. In the one case

aniline is formed, in the other trichloraniline. The latest in-

vestigations of Cahours*, in which he succeeded in obtaining

salicylic acid by treating indigo with hydrate of potash, show
that out of this latter substance hydrate of phenyle can like-

wise be produced, the compound free from chlorine, which

corresponds to chlorindoptenic acid.

In an analogous manner Erdmann f obtained, by the action

of bromine on indigo, bromlsaline, dibromisatine and bromin-

doptene. This last substance, distilled with potash, is decom-

posed into bromindoptenic acid and bromindatmit. Erdmann
did not analyse bromindatmit; but it is scarcely necessary to

remark that this body is nothing but tribromaniline(Fritzsche's

bromaniloid), r tj

''2\B }

VI. Analyses qf Farm-Yard Manure, and of Coal-Gas.

By Thomas RichakdsoNj Esq-X

rjlHE accompanying analysis of farm^yard manure is partA of an investigation in which I am at present engaged,
and the results show, rather unexpectedly, that this manure
has a somewhat similar composition in different localities.

*
Compt. Rend.

t Journ.fiir Pralct. Ckem., vol. xix. p. S.'jS.

X Communicated by the Chemical Society; having been read February
17, 1845.
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p,f(^See Boussingault's Economie Rurale.) The methods of ana-

lysis were those in general use. The manure was an average

sample, and taken just previous to its being applied to the

soil.

Farm-Yard Manure.

1. Fresh.

Water 64*96

Organic matter . . . 24*71

Inorganic salts, &c. . 10*33 100*00

2. Dried at 212°.

Carbon 37*40

Hydrogen .... 5*27

Oxygen 25*52

Nitrogen 1*76

Ashes 30*05 ^100*00

3. Inorganic Matter.

A. Portion Soluble in Water.

Potash 3*22

Soda 2*73
Lime 0*34

Magnesia .... 0'26

Sulphuric acid . . . 3*27
Chlorine 3*15

Silica 0-04 13-01

B. Portion partially Soluble in Muriatic Acid.

Silica 27*01

Phosphate of lime .

Phosphate of magnesia.
Phosphate of iron .

Phosphate ofmanganese
Phosphate of alumina
Carbonate of lime .

Carbonate of magnesia
Sand
Carbon ....
Alkali and loss . .

7*11

2*26

4*68

trace

trace

9*34

1*63

30*99

•83

3*14—-86*99

100*00

The following analyses are of the coal-gas which is sup-
plied to the town of Newcastle-on-Tyne. It contained in

100 parts,
—
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I. II. %4^'
Olefiant gas . . . . 10-19 9-25

Carburetted hydrogen. 31-35 36-05

Hydrogen .... 28-80 30-17

Carbonic oxide . . 16-28 11-42

Azote ...... 13-35 14-01

Carbonic acid ... a trace a trace

Atmospheric air . . 0-48 0*50

Naphtha vapour . . a trace a trace

Ammonia .... a trace '

100-35 101-40

VII. Contributions to Actino-Chemistry. By Robert Hunt,

Esq., Secretary to the Royal Cornisoall Polytechnic Society,

Sfc.^

MANY of the changes produced upon photographic pre-

parations, by the influence of the solar rays, are of a

remarkable character, and few of them in the present state of

our knowledge can be satisfactorily explained. In some in-

stances it would appear that new properties are imparted to

bodies by exposure to sunshine ;
in others, that radiation has

the power of disturbing the known chemical forces, and appa-

rently establishing a new order of affinities ;
whilst in all we

are forced to recognise the operations of a principle, the na-

ture of which is involved in the most perplexing uncertainty.
In the hope of being enabled to follow out some of these phae-

nomena, under circumstances more favourable for investiga-
tion than those which offer themselves in the ordinary method

of pursuing photographic experiments with the chemical com-

pounds spread upon paper, where we have organic matter in-

terfering with the results, I have been led to examine with

attention the changes which take place under more simple
conditions. It must be evident that a subject so extensive as

this new branch of inquiry, embracing all material elements

and their combinations, will not readily admit of satisfactory

generalization ; in this paper, indeed, I am scarcely able to

do more than record a few facts, under particular heads, with-

out any attempt at systematic arrangement.
To prevent any misinterpretation of terms, or confusion

of ideas, it will be necessary to make a few preliminary re-

marks. The researches of Sir John Herschel and others

most distinctly prove that the Light, Heat and Chemical
Power of the solar rays are three distinct classes of phaeno-

* Communicated by the Chemical Society ; having been read March 3,

1845.
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mena. It has indeed been suggested they may be distinct

principles^ and a considerable amount of experimental evidence

has been brought forward in support of this position. With-
out entering into the argument in this place, I desire simply
to impress strongly the necessity of considering the three effects

of luminous agency and colour, of calorific action, and of

what has been called photographic influence, as phaenomena
depending upon three things (whether these be independent

principles, or only modifications of one great immaterial ele-

ment, not being here considered), to which it is necessary to

give distinctive appellations. Light and heat are terms about

which, in their familiar acceptation, there can be no mistake;
but it is to be regretted that some confused terms have had
the sanction of some eminent experimentalists, leading, as it

appears to me, to a sad complexity of ideas. An " invisible

chemical coloration" is the hypothesis of one philosopher and
" invisible light

"
the epithet of another, introduced in me-

moirs of great interest, in which the changes produced by the

dark chemical rays, as they have been called, are sought to

be explained. In support of this view it has been suggested
that rays of light may exist which do not produce any excite-

ment of the optic nerves of man, and it has been assumed that

these rays may still be sufficiently powerful to produce vision

in the night-roving animals ; howbeit, of this there is not the

slightest proof, and all the phaenomena of vision in the cat,

owl, and the like, in comparative, not absolute darkness, may
be physiologically explained. However, in this paper Light
will be used to distinguish those radiations which produce
vision and colour. Heat, those affecting any thermic phte-

nomena; whilst those radiations on which certain chemical

changes are supposed to depend will be distinguished by the

epithet of Actinic.
At the Meeting of the British Association at York, it was

proposed by Sir John Herschel that all those phaenomena
which exhibit change of condition under the influence of the

solar rays should be distinguished, as forming a peculiar pro-
vince of chemistry, by the term Actino-Chemistry, and this

was generally approved by the Chemical Section. Actinism
it is proposed shall in future be used to express that principle
or modification upon which these phaenomena depend. Ac-
TiNiciTY will distinguish this power in action, and Actinized
I shall use to signify any substance which has been exposed to

Actinic influence. In the progress of the examination of

these physico-chemical phaenomena other epithets must of ne-

cessity be formed ; for example, it will be convenient to speak
of media which obstruct the passage of actinism, like the qua-
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dri-sulphuret of lime and the solution of the bichromate of]

potash, as Adiactinic, whilst media admitting the free per-
'

meation of this power, as colourless glass, or a solution of the

ammoniuret ofcopper, would be distinguished as Diactinic*.

Any instrument used for measuring the amount of chemical
disturbance effected by the solar rays, would be called, as was

proposed by Sir John Herschel, an Actinograph. With
these preliminary observations I do not think any difficulty
will arise from the terms made use of in this paper.

Influence of the Solar Rays on Precipitation.

In 1832 Sir John Herschel communicated the remark-
able fact, that when a solution of platinum in nitro-muriatic

acid, which has been neutralized by the addition of lime, and
has been well-cleared by filtration, is mixed with lime-water
in the dark, no precipitation, or scarcely any, takes place, but
when (being thoroughly cleared of any sediment) this mixture
is exposed to sunshine it instantly becomes milky, and a white
or yellowish-white precipitate speedily falls.

By exposing this mixture behind coloured media, Sir John
Herschel found that the effect was due to the influence of the

most refrangible rays. I have placed this mixture in small

glass tubes, and so arranged them that they were individually

exposed to a separate ray of the spectrum. After an exposure
of one hour the following results were obtained, the precipi-
tates having been carefully washed and dried in the tubes in

which they were formed.

Most refrangible rays beyond the visible spectrum 0*07 gr.
Violet rays 1'05 ...

Indigo rays 0'60 ...

Blue rays 0*45 ...

Green rays 0*10 ...

Yellow and orange rays
Red rays 0*05 ...

It is a fact worthy of especial notice, that this precipitation
is so dependent upon the amount of sunshine, that precipitates
obtained in the same time, being carefully weighed off, will

show the relative amounts of actinic influence to which they
have been exposed.

Maiiganate of Potash.—A solution of this body having been
made in the dark, was placed in two glass vessels and set

aside. After having been kept in darkness for two hours, the
* These terms are formed from those proposed by M. Melloni in his

*' New Nomenclature for the Science of Calorific Radiations," a slight

liberty being taken with them for the sake of euphony.
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solutions remained as clear as at first. One of the vessels with

its contents was then removed into the sunshine, when the

solution immediately became cloudy, and was very speedily

decomposed, the precipitate falling heavily. By experiments
with the spectrum, I have since found that the precipitation is

due almost entirely to the more refrangible rays. I have not

been enabled to decide with that degree of accuracy I could

desire, in which ray the maximum effect is produced. The
precipitates formed in the blue, indigo and violet rays were

nearly of the same weight, but it did appear that the precipi-
tation was most speedily produced by the mean blue ray.

If we dissolve the brown precipitate from the mineral cha-

meleon in a solution of cyanide of potassium, we have a clear

fluid. Place one portion in darkness, and expose another

to good sunshine, the solution preserved in the dark will re-

main quite clear for many days, whereas that exposed to ac-

tinic influence throws down a brown precipitate after a few

hours' exposure. If the solution is washed over paper, we

j)rocure by exposure good negative images of leaves or any
other body superposed.
A few grains of sulphate of the protoxide of iron were

dissolved in rain water. If kept in perfect darkness, the solu-

tion remains clear for a long time ; it becomes, however, even-

tually cloudy and coloured from the formation of some per-
oxide of iron, even in tubes hermetically sealed. A few mi-

nutes' exposure to sunshine is sufficient to produce this change,
and the oxide formed, instead of floating in the fluid, and as

in the former case rendering it opake, falls speedily to the

bottom.

Some years since, at the Meeting of the British Associ-

ation at Plymouth, I published an account of an exceedingly
sensitive "

photographic
"
process, the agents employed being

iodide of silver and the ferro-cyanide ofpotassium. I have since

then made some experiments with the hope of ascertaining
the rationale of the chemical changes which take place. This

has not been done in anything like a satisfactory manner ;

they have, however, led me to observe a curious effect pro-
duced in mixed solutions of iodide of potassium and ferro-

cyanide of potassium under the influence of sunshine. If

a mixture of these salts is kept in the dark, no change takes

place for a long period, but if exposed to sunshine, the colour

of the solution is much deepened, becoming of a bright golden

yellow, and a light brown powder is precipitated. I have re-

served the examination of this powder for some future period :

I believe it to be a combination of iron and iodine, and I have

good reason for believing that a very remarkable change takes
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place in the arrangement of the elements of the salts em-

ployed.
100 grains of the protosulphate of iron were dissolved

in 2 oz. of distilled water ; 30 grs. of the bichromate of potash
were dissolved in 4 oz. of distilled water; 1 oz. of the iron

solution was weighed into two large test-tubes, and 6 drachms
of the solution of the bichromate of potash added to each,
which formed a fine red- brown clear solution. One tube was

kept from all light, and the other exposed to good sunshine

for an hour ;
in both tubes there was a precipitation of the

chromate of iron, described by Dr. Thomson in his memoir
on the Salts of Chromium, published in the Philosophical
Transactions. The solutions, which were perfectly clear, were

poured off from the precipitates; these were washed and

weighed. The precipitate formed in the dark was found to

weigh three grains more than that formed in the sunshine.

This result was different from what my previous experiments
had led me to expect, and it was several times repeated with

the most scrupulous care. In every instance the precipitation
which took place during thejirst exposure to sunshine was less

than that formed in darkness.

The clear actinized solution poured oflF from the chromate
of iron, being again exposed to solar influence, the other

being carefully guarded from the slightest radiation, it was
found that the precipitation went on much quicker in sunshine
than in the dark ; the side of the tube facing the sun was al-

ways thickly coated with chromate of iron, whilst the other

side of it was perfectly free from any precipitation. Dr.
Thomson has shown that this precipitation is produced by
heat ;

it became interesting to know what part solar heat had
in the phaenomena. As I experienced some

difficulty in ar-

ranging in a satisfactory manner many tubes along the pris-
matic spectrum, I used only three. One was placed in the
mean indigo ray, another in the mean yellow ray, and the
third in the least refrangible red ray. After an exposure of
four hours, the precipitation formed in the tubes in the differ-

ent rays was as follows :
—

Indigo ray 5*25

Yellow ray 0*50

Red ray 2-15

Similar results were obtained by placing the solutions behind

blue, yellow and red glasses, proving that although the calo-

rific rays were not without action, the principal effect was
due to the chemical rays. The half grain formed in the

yellow ray I still regard as due to the thermic or actinic power
of the beam, as behind a deep-coloured yellow solution (sul-
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phate of potash and chromium) no precipitate was formed in

eight hours.

I have made one or two other experiments (particularly one

with a mixture of the bichromate of potash and the sulphate
of copper) in which precipitation appears retarded by solar

agency. I am rather inclined to think that it will eventually
be proved that the electric energy of the different bodies in

relation to each other will greatly modify the results we shall

obtain in these experiments, and I intend, if possible, to in-

vestigate this part of the subject with care. Since Becquerel
/ has shown [Annales de Chimie, November 1843) that the

electrical excitation produced by the solar rays is different for

each ray, and that this power is at its maximum in the yellow
'

ray and also in the violet ray, the minimum force being be-

tween the green and blue rays; and since the mean maximum
of chemical energy has been shown to manifest itself in the

violet ray, and its minimum invariably to reside in the yellow

ray ; and as it is known that the negative and positive cur-

rents or sparks produce opposite effects, may we not reason-

ably conclude that the solar radiations are in some remarkable

manner involved in the production of electrical phgenomena?
To say, as has been said, that electricity is the agent pro-

ducing the effects I have been considering, is rushing much
too hastily to a conclusion ; indeed, cases will be found in

which, at the maximum of electrical power in the spectrum,
electrical phenomena which would occur in darkness or in

light, apart from heat or actinism, are entirely prevented.

Colour of Precipitates.

If a solution of bichromate of potash is exposed to sun-

shine, it acquires a property of precipitating several metals as

chromates, differing many shades in colour from the colours

produced by a similar solution prepared and kept in the dark.

If the actinized solution be poured into a solution of nitrate

of silver, the chromate of silver formed is of a much more
beautiful colour than that given by a solution which has not-

been exposed to the sun. A like effect will take place in pre-

cipitating chromate of mercury with actinized and non-acti-

nized solutions of the chrome salt.

Solutions of sulphate of iron exposed to sunshine yield
a Prussian blue with the ferro-prussiate of potash, of a far

more beautiful colour than that produced by a solution which
has not been so exposed. If solutions of both the salts are

kept for many hours in good sunshine, the colour of the re-

sulting Prussian blue is still improved.
I have long noticed in the process of darkening photo-
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graphic papers and Daguerreotype plates, that the colours pro-
duced varied in richness of tint and in shade with the bright-
ness of the sun and the clearness of the atmosphere at the time

of exposure. In some positive processes, in which a darkened

paper was bleached under the influence of actinic radiations

(if this expression be permitted), the effects of colour were
often very striking and beautiful, whereas in winter, or when
a slight haze existed, a dull dun-brown almost invariably re-

sulted. It appears that dyers and the manufacturers of some
of the fine pigments are not unacquainted with these facts ;

they are certainly curious, and deserve attentive investigation
at the present time. I regret that I am only in a position to

record the facts I have noticed, not having as yet determined
even the influence of the various independent rays upon these

coloured precipitations.

Actinic Influence on Chemical Combination.

Two phials were filled with a solution of acetate of sil-

ver and carefully corked. One was exposed for an hour to

good sunshine, whilst the other was carefully kept in the dark.

At the end of this time, a solution of the protosulphate of iron

having been made in the dark, ten drops of it were added to

each solution of silver. The one which had been exposed
gave immediately a copious precipitate of silver, whereas the

other was only rendered slightly turbid, and was some mi-

nutes before it precipitated. Alter having stood eight or ten

minutes no difference could be detected in the quantity of sil-

ver precipitated in either phial.
Acetate of mercury was used in the place of the acetate of

silver, and the difference between the actinized solution and
the other, on the addition of the iron salt, was very striking.
The two salts, acetates of silver and mercury, were mixed

(they had been used, combined rather successfully, in a pho-
tographic process of some interest). One portion was ex-

posed in a large test-tube carefully corked, and another por-
tion was protected from all light in a bottle. The exposure
in this case was from two to three hours, but during that

time there was not more than half an hour's good sunshine.

By the light of a taper an equal quantity of the sulphate of
iron was added to each. In about three minutes the solution

which had been exposed appeared a little disturbed, small

specks were seen to form in various parts of the fluid, and
these rapidly increasing in size and assuming star-like shapes,
fell heavily. At the expiration of an hour a dark and bulky
precipitation was formed, but in the unexposed solution the

precipitate was but little and of a light gray colour. In about
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two or three hours a coating of white metal was formed in

two well-defined stripes along the tube which had been undeV
solar influence ; one on the side directly facing the sun, an4
the other on the other side of the tube, but along a line, upor\
which I found by subsequent experiment the rays were con-

centrated, by the form and refractive power of the media—
glass and metallic solution—through which they had to pass.
That these lines were due to the action of the solar rays was

proved by placing a piece of blackened paper around a tube,;

as marked in the figure, which effectually prevented the me-
tallic deposit over the space it covered. This deposit is some-

what capricious in its formation. The experiment has been

often repeated, but although the precipitation was invariably
as described, it frequently happened that no metal was de-

posited along the glass. ^'!:i^'^ "'^j
V' '^•^^'^

"^,11

Sulphate of iron in solution ^yas
'

foUrtd io £S^\me the

same property by exposure as the other salts above-named.

30 grs. of this protosalt were dissolved in an ounce and a half

of water. It was then divided into two portions, one of which

was exposed for an hour to sunshine. 100 grs. of each solu-

tion were carefully weighed into test-tubes, and the same

weight of a solution of nitrate of silver made in the dark, was

added to each. As quickly as possible the precipitates were

collected, washed, dried and weighed. The precipitate pro-
duced immediately by the iron solution which had been acti-

nized weighed 2'8 grains, whereas the precipitate by the un-

exposed solution weighed 0*7 grain. These results ard the

mean of six experiments.
Two test-tubes had 120 grains of an actinized solution of

nitrate of silver weighed into them, and into two others was

put the same quantity of a like solution which had not been

actinized. Four other tubes held the same weights of solutions

of the protosulphate of iron, two of them actinized, the others

not so. They were mixed in the following order, and the

precipitates collected immediately from each were as stated:—
1. Actinized silver with actinized iron . 0*5 gr.
2. Unactinized silver with unactinized iron 0*7 ...

3. Actinized silver with unactinized iron I'O ...

4. Unactinized silver with actinized iron 1'5 ...

Considerable difficulty arises from the length of time which

must necessarily elapse before the precipitates can be re-

moved from the solutions. In all cases I find that after some
little time the conditions required to effect a precipitation are

established, and in both kinds of solutions it then proceeds
without any apparent difference. It would appear from the

above results, which are the mean of many experiments, that
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when. both solutions are brought into the same actinic condi-

tion they do not precipitate more freely than those do which
have been kept in the dark. It appears to be necessary that

the actinic states should be dissimilar to ensure the production
of these curious phaenomena, which evidently point to some
law of chemical action which has not yet been made the sub-

ject of study.
Bichromate of potash, it is well known, is decomposed

by the agency of the solar rays when in contact with organic
matter. A solution of this salt spread upon paper forms a

photographic agent of some interest. The paper, which is of

a fine yellow colour when first prepared, becomes brown upon
exposure to the sunshine, from the chromic acid of the salt

being acted upon by the organic matter of the paper. A si-

milar change takes place, to a certain extent, in solutions of

this salt in distilled water, when exposed in clear glass ves-

sels, for some time, to bright sunshine. The evidence we
have of this is the gradual formation of minute bubbles of air,

which are redissolved, and the progressive increase of free

chromic acid in the solution, which may be detected by any
of the usual methods.
A combination of the bichromate of potash and of sul-

phate of copper, either on paper or in solution, exhibits the

above change very clearly, in the gradual formation of a

chromate of copper of a peculiar character, which, although
brown at first, becomes nearly white by prolonged exposure
to solar influence; indeed, upon paper the whiteness is quite

complete. Some very remarkable changes have been detected

in combinations of these salts, which will be made the sub-

ject of a future communication.

Actinic Influence on Electro-chemical Action.

Some years since, when endeavouring to discover the che-

mical action exerted by the sun's rays on the iodide of silver,

I was induced to form some small galvanic arrangements, a

description of which and the results of my experiments, I

published in the Philosophical Magazine for October 184<0.

As these experiments bear strongly on my present researches,

I venture to extract a passage or two from that paper.
" In a watch-glass, or any capsule, place a little solution

of silver; in another, some solution of any hydripdic salt;

connect the two with a filament of cotton, and make up an

electric circuit with a piece of platina wire; expose this little

arrangement to the light, and in a very short time it will be

seen that iodine is liberated in one vessel, and the yellow
Phil. Mag. S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 1 77. July 1 845. D
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iodide of silver formed in the other, which blackens as quickly
as it is formed.

" Place a similar arrangement to the above (31.) in the

dark, iodine is slowly liberated. No iodide of silver formed^
but around the 'wire a beautiful crystallization of' metallic silver.

** A piece of plalina wire was sealed into two glass tubes ;

these when filled, the one with hydriodate of potash in solu-

tion, and the other with a solution of the nitrate of silver, were

reversed into two watch-glasses containing the same solutions,

the glasses being connected by a piece of cotton. A few hours

of daylight occasioned the hydriodic solution in the tube to

become quite brown with liberated iodine; a small portion of

iodide of silver was formed along the cotton, and at the end

dipping in the salt of silver. During the night the hydriodic

liquid became again colourless and transparent, and the dark

salt along the cotton became yellov) as atfirsts
I have resumed this inquiry under modified conditions,

but the results have been invariably of a similar character to

the above. I shall for the present merely describe two sets

of experiments, from which 1 draw these conclusions:—
1st. That electro-metallic precipitation is prevented by the

influence of the sun's rays.
2nd. That light is not the retarding agent, but that the

exercise of electrical force is negatived by the direct influence

of actinism.

I placed in a test-tube a strong solution of nitrate of silver;

in another tube, being closed at one end with a thin piece of

bladder, I placed a solution of iodide of potassium ; this was

supported in the solution of nitrate of silver by being fixed in

a cork, and a piece of platina wire was carried from one solu-

tion into the other. An arrangement of this kind was kept in

the dark; iodine was liberated in the inner tube, and a cry-
stalline arrangement of metallic silver was formed around the

platina wire in the outer one. Another was placed in the

sunshine; iodine was liberated in the dark, but no silver was

deposited.

Having exposed the above solution to the sunshine of July

during a long day, the tube was placed in a dark cupboard,
but the actinic influence which had been exerted on the solu^

tion of silver had produced a permanent change in its condi-

tion ; after several days no trace of any metallic deposit could

be detected, but the whole of the iodine again entered into

combination, whereas this was not the case in the unexposed

glasses.
In the inner tube I placed the solution of silver, and in the

outer one the hydriodate of potash. One arrangement was
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kept in the dark, the other was exposed to good sunshine. In

both instances the hberated iodine gave an intense yellow to

the solution, and in both cases the quantity of metallic silver

deposited was precisely the same.

This yellow fluid being analysed by the prism was found to

obstruct all the rays above the green, whilst it permitted the

permeation of the yellow and orange rays in great quantity
and power. It is therefore evident that the luminous rays of

the solar spectrum have no power in retarding electro-che-

mical action.

I submit these details of experiments in a new and im-

portant branch of science to the Chemical Society, knowing
that they form but a very imperfect account of an extensive

series of phaenomena, but I do so with the hope of being en-

abled eventually to render my contributions more comprehen-
sive.

Vlli. Experiments on the Electric Discharge of the Jar. [Ex-
tract of a letterfrom M. Matteucci to M. Arago.)*

HAVING lately had occasion, in one of my lectures on

electricity, to employ the new electrical machine of

Armstrong, I thought it would be interesting to repeat the ex-

periments of Colladon with this machine. The large quantity of

electricity which is developed with this machine led me to hope
that, even with an ordinary galvanometer, we might obtain in-

dications of current by making a communication between the

insulated boiler and the conductor furnished with points and

also insulated, agaiyist 'which the jet of vapour is directed. It

was, indeed, with an ordinary galvanometer, the wire of which,

makes 200 turns, and which is furnished with a somewhat im-

perfect static arrangement, that I obtained, operating in the

manner I have stated, a fixed deviation in the direction given

by the conditions of the experiment. This direction took

place the contrary way, on reversing the position of the ex-

tremities of the galvanometer, being always directed from the

extremity of the wire turned toward the vapour to that of the

boiler. I have tried some experiments with a view of com-

paring the intensity of the current with the tension of the vapour
in the boiler ;

and I have operated from two atmospheres up
to five successively. The fixed deviation increased from 3 de-

grees up to 10 and '27 degrees, going from the pressure of

t\vo atmospheres to four. It appeared to me that the devia-

tion was sensibly the same for pressures exceeding four at-

mospheres. On holding one of the extremities of the wire

* From the Comptes Hendm, April 14, 1845,

D2
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Vfith an insulating handle, at a certain distance from the con-

ductor or the boiler, whilst the other extremity of the wire

was in contact with the boiler or the conductor, there was

always a constant deviation in the needle, but it was less, how-

ever, than that which existed when there was no interruption
in the circuit. In this case, even at the distance of several

centimetres, there was a series of sparks which appeared
without interruption. I wished however to assure myself of

it by one of the very ingenious means discovered by Mr.
Wheatstone. This was a revolving disc, upon which I traced

black stripes. The space of time which elapsed in passing
from one stripe to the other was 0*00009 of a second : the disc

appeared immoveable. It is proved therefore that the light
was not continuous, and that it was a series of sparks or of

successive discharges which traversed the circuit, giving to

this circuit itself the properties of a conductor traversed by a

voltaic current. The enormous quantity of electricity which

is produced by this machine in all circumstances of the atmo-

sphere, allowed of my making a series of experiments which

complete the identification of the electric current properly so

called with the discharge of the jar. I prepared a demi-right

angle ofcopper wire perTectly similar to the moveable conductor

of Ampere, The two small cups filled with mercury, into

which the points of the moveable conductor are plunged, are

fixed on a column of resin. The moveable conductor is sup-

ported by a silk thread without torsion. I fixed upon a resin

foot a copper wire, which was consequently parallel to the

longest side of the right angle, to which it could thus be

brought near or removed from it at will. The whole appa-
ratus was covered with a bell glass to prevent the effect of the

agitation of the air. It is not difficult to conceive the ar-

rangements of the experiment so as to cause the discharge of

a battery to pass into the two conductors, either in the same

direction, or in the opposite one ;
I shall therefore not stop to

describe them. I began by passing the discharge into one

only of the conductors, keeping the other either insulated or in

communication with the ground : one while the discharge

passed through the moveable conductor, at another by the

fixed conductor. When the two conductors are at the distance

of fifteen to twenty millimetres, employing the discharge of a

battery of nine jars, each of which had a surface of 0'"*'''*12, no •

movement was observed in the moveable conductor, even when
examined with the telescope of the cathetometer. At a di-

stance less than fifteen millimetres between the two conductors,
the moveable wire was in all cases seen to be slightly attracted

by the fixed conductor. This same attraction is manifested in
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"*'niuch more evident manner when the fixed conductor or the

illbveable conductor is in communication with the conductor

oF the electrical machine. Lastly, if the fixed conductor be

electrified with sparks, the moveable conductor is successively
attracted and repelled. These phaBnoniena are veiy easily

explained by the ordinary attractions and repulsions of elec-
'

trifled bodies, in presence of bodies in the natural state. I

only wished to try these experiments with my apparatus, in

order to see what part it might have in the phaenomena which

I am about to describe. The two conductors are arranged in

such a manner as that the discharge should penetrate them in

opposite directions. The distance between the two conductors

was from ten to fifteen up to thirty millimetres. I began by

observing the moveable conductor with a telescope ; but this

was useless, for the movements of repulsion which take place
in the moveable conductor at the moment of the discharge
are so great that they may be observed with the unassisted

eye. On passing the current along the two conductors in the

same direction, the moveable conductor was also seen, and in

a very distinct manner, to fall upon the fixed conductor at the

moment oFthe discharge. Thus we may admit, without any
kind ofdoubt, that the fundamental law of Ampere, oFthe at-

traction of currents of the same direction, and of the repulsion
of currents of opposite direction, holds good in regard to the

discharge of the jar under the same circumstances.

I shall lastly add, that I repeated my experiments on the

induction of the discharge of the jar {Annales de Chimie et de

Physique, 3rd series, t. iv. Feb. 1 842.), by passing the discharge
of the battery through the wire oF a plane spiral in presence
oF a similar spiral, the two extremities oF which are united with

the ends of the wire oF a galvanometer. At whatever distance

the two spirals are, the current oF induction, which continu-

ally diminishes in proportion as the distance increases, al-

ways passes in the same direction as the current oF the jar.

cesses oF magnetizing to ascertain the direction oFthe current

I lay a stress on this result, because, when employing the pro-

oFinduction, we sometimes find this result, sometimes the con-

trary, according to the distance oFthe two spirals and the ten-

sion oF the discharge. When the current oF induction is made
to act on another spiral, whose extremities communicate with

the galvanometer, the current oF induction oF the second order

which is obtained passes in the contrary direction to the in-

ductor current. These are the results described in my me-
moir already cited,

—results which I have just now had occa-

sion to veriFy.



IX. On Algebraical Couples. By Arthur Cayley, Esq.^

B.A., F.C.P.S., Fellow of Trinity College^ Cambridge'^,

TT is worth while, in connection with the theory of quater-
A nions and the researches of Mr. Graves (Phih Mag.,
No. 173), to investigate the properties of a couple tx+jy, in

which ijj are symbols such that ^

ij = «! » + ^V"

If I X +jy 1 0^1 +7>i = i X +7 Y, then
,^

,

-^ ,^X =
ad^j^i + «' ^j/i + r^ii/ + y* j/yi,"^

Imagine the constants «, ^... so determined that ix +J'y
may have a modulus of the form K (a; + \y) {x + [uy) ; there

results one of the four following essentially independent sy-
stems:—

*i =i * = y ' + V ' '' *
"^
~

'.^'

/ = _
;,^g/ + (y + ;, +^S)y

• ^

"'v.

X + \Y = -i
(y + X 8) (.r + Xy) (^1 + A^j

-<
1X + /^Y=— (y + /x 8) ix + iM,?/) (^ + luy,).

The couple may be said to have the two linear moduht. ;, „ ^..

_L(y +
x8)(.c+Ay):^(y

+ ^8.)(^ + |t.^);

as well as the quadratic one,

1

y + khy + [j^hx + \yx + fjt,yiA Ur

the product of these, which is the modulus, and the only mo-
dulus in the remaining systems.

B. ,2^_8, + -L(y + 8A+7)y d
A

JIC

*i=i' = y« + ^i

* Communicated by the Author,
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r

50

C. ,.=:__(U^+ y(X+^)).-^i

/ = (A + /x, y + Aft 8) *
—
77

r

J

X + ftY =— (7 + /A S) (a^ + ^ j/) (a^i + Aj/i).

D. ''=-s«' +
3^(rH-SA

+ ^)j

/= -.Xii.li + {y-VX + fs.l)j

X + XY =— (7 + AS) (^ + /tj/) (^, + A3/1)

X + ,AY = -i
(7 + /* 8) (^ + A

?/) (o-i + /^ j/i ).

The formulae are much simpler and not essentially less ge-
neral, if

jct
= — A. They thus become

A'.

H.

''^ = 8, + -Ji

/=^'s, + 7i

X± A Y = ± y(7±aS)
. {x±\y) (:ri±Aj/j).

(Two linear moduli.)

*i=i» = 7< + 8j

x±ay= + Y(y±^^)(-*' + ^^)('^i + ^i/i)-
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X2'

i» = y» + Sj
f^^'

X + XY = ± — (y ± >^ 8) (.r ± x^) (^'i + xyi)ii
'."in;>n •

X

D'. ,2==_g,_
x̂^-^

-
i 1 '

,

;^= X^6» + y; , ,

.
• X±xY= + — (y±xg.)C^-=F ^^)(-^'i^%'!R'^^'' ^T'

,oiJ ^ • - ' oi Jr>ir//

There is a system more general than, (A,) having- /a ising/ifi

linear modulus
<7 (5X4- Y): this is rwojlij lyod ne gnininlas

E. ,2 = «
(.
_

5;) + ^nf^^f II" :}fi 9Wi«'v 9low

(,.^ y
— «

I' y^ +
V;^,;fii,i^o jibyob ihjmji >

,ii' J, = y(i-5j) + flyj,, ..rn.n' 'I liinij ^:,mh
' .lJ6ov< adi bin. f = r' (*

— ^iO + !77 . fiosrrcwl .a.K
. ,,.,,, . fX + Y =

<7 (6 jr + _?/) (5.Av-K34j)4^.-i.':;
-<iooa ^minv/

or, without real loss of irenerality, ^/ {'
"'* ^^^^ -3^^"^^^ ^^ff"*

T',
° 2_ ''•• 3 it Ivj'fj'/oa 'jjjonf nu fit hnj;

^* '

-«^,{<rir vr:f, odi lo J29T 9dj
. ,/.: y

= «'» Of;-ol .ffi.j? ^C

J2 = y' , + qj.

To complete the theory of this system, one may ad^^'uie
identical equation ^

1 V y(62_Ma)/ a'-fiy \/ a'-M T'x +

.•here M = Hy-H) -
Jc^-^c^)

^

K y — « y
\ a! fl V

By determininij the constants, so that -i s> = ——rAi

a'^&y'
-^

= - _ g
? the system would reduce itself to the form A. .j,jH

Cam bridge, April 23, 1 845. 7
'^^ ^

i
•

. hllJ; 4otl



X. On a Phcenomenoii in ^Jiich the distatit objects were seen^^ff^'^"^.

inverted. By Edward Joseph Lowe, Esq.^

ON Thursday, April 17, 1845, at 2^^ 20"^ p.m., a curious

and very unusual pha3nomenon was observed near

Radford, which is situated about a mile W. of Nottingham.
A group of trees at the distance of two miles, and a hill

(behind the trees) at the distance of four miles at the most

remote portion from the place of observation, were seen in-

verted in the air and of a gray colour ; the inverted phaeno-
menon did not touch the objects of which they were the image,
but appeared about 30' elevated above them. There was a

haze between the objects and the phagnomenon; also the sum-
mits of the inverted landscape did not end in blue sky, but were

observed also to end in haze. The breadth of the hill was

?0°, which was inverted of an equal size, and appeared some-

what to resemble Pendle Hill in Lancashire. The phaeno-
menon was seen for five minutes, and when left still visible;

returning an hour afterwards it had vanished. No clouds

were visible at the time, and the wind was very brisk.

The morning had been cloudless until 10^ a.m., then few

cumuli clouds of small size floated over, increasing in abun-

dance until 1^ p.m., when they began to disappear below the

S.E. horizon ; at 2^ p.m. sky almost cloudless and the weather

warm, soon after perfectly cloudless; at 3^ p.m. cirrostrati

formed themselves on N.W. horizon ; these increased rapidly,
and in an hour covered the sky, which remained overcast for

the rest of the day. The barometer fell from 30*596 in. at

9^ a.m. to 30*560 in. at 9^ p.m. (attached thermometer 9^

a.m., 64°; 9*^ p.m., 6G°)'-, the minimum temperature was 36°,

and the maximum temperature 58°*7; the direction of the

wind and clouds was from the N.E., and the distant prospect
rather hazy. There is a valley of some considerable size in

the direction of the phsenomenon, but not much water; the

principal portion is the river Leen, which is about seven yards
wide, and does in some measure take its course in a direction

from the observer to the phaenomenon.

XL On a Magnificent Meteor seen in ^Nottinghamshire.

By Edward Joseph Lowe, Esq.*

ON Thursday, April 24, 1845, a blue meteor, of a most
unusual size and brilliancy, was seen near High Field

House (lat. 52° 57' 30"; long. 1° 11' W.) in the above county.
The weather had been for the five days prior to the 24th

hot, and almost cloudless; for the mean of clouds for that

* Communicated by the Author.-
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2'4>

period only amounted to —— . The temperature had reached

its greatest of heat on the 24th at 4^ p.m., viz. + 70°*1, at which

time the hygrometer was +59°'2; the wind nearly calm and

veering to E., and in the evening to S. The barometer had

been gradually falling from the morning of the 21st, and at

6^ p.m. a heavy thunder-storm passed over High Field House
from the S. moving to the N. ;

the lightning was most vivid

at 6^ \B^ p.m. In the morning a faint solar halo was formed,
and in the evening an arc of a solar iris, very sensibly pris-

matic, was visible. At 9^ SS"" (mean time), the night, which

was very dark, suddenly became light as day, and the objects
near and distant were visible as plainly as in broad daylight:

immediately a magnificent meteor, of a blue colour, was seen

traversing the interval from the zenith, through the stars 21,

30, 40 and 41 of the constellation of Leo Minor, and the stars

95, 9Qi X, 59, T and 75 of the constellation of Leo Major (a

distance of 30°), which it accomplished in little less than three

seconds of time: it exploded very near the star ^, Leonis

Majoris, and, after falling in small fragments of light for the

space of 1°, became suddenly extinguished. Its apparent size

was very nearly equal to the disc of the moon, and perfectly
round in form ; but its brilliancy very far surpassed that lumi-

nary, and its intensity could not possibly have been less than

three times as light as our satellite. No train of light was left

behind the meteor, as is seen with the caudate meteors. It

appeared of no considerable height above the surface of our

earth. There were no clouds visible at the time
;
but a few

cumuli appeared soon after, and the moon rose of a red

colour.

Should any one have noticed this phaenomenon in the azi-

muth of the meteor, a comparison of remarks would prove
both interesting and important, for the height of the meteor

above the surface of our earth might be ascertained.

XII. Reduction of the Four Forms of w in Jacobi's General

Transformation of an Elliptic Function to one form only.

By the Rev. Brice Bronwin*.

T^HE constants in Jacobi's transformation of an elliptic- function are all expressed by the two series of quanti-
ties—

sin^am (4«)), s\n^am{%w) sin^am (2?z
—

2) w,

sin^ CO am (4aj), sin^ co am (8 m) ...... sin^ co am (2 w
—

2) co.

* Communicated by the Author.
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But sin am {2 n (f>
— 2

oi)
= + sin am (2 w),

sin «7» (2 « CO — 6 w) = + sin am (6 »), &c.
and
sm CO am {'21100

—
2(a)

= sin«m(K + 2w— 2«c«)

= + sin aw(K + 2«;)
= + sin am

(
— K — 2co)

"

'*^.4:sina?»(K
— 2«>—2K)= + sina»2(K

—
2co)

= +s\ncoam{2ui)i smcoam{27iw —Q(a)=. + sin coaw (6 w),

&c.
These constants therefore may be all expressed by the two
series

sin^ a/w (2 co), sin^«m(4!co) sin^aw(«— 1) co,

sin^co am (2 w), sin^ coam{4<co) sin^ co am (n
— 1 ) w.

Consequently the 4 co in this theory may be everywhere re-

placed by 2a>; and this reduction Jacobi has himself partially
made.

But
. o ,^ , cos^ am (2 co) 1 — sin^ am (2 co)
sm* CO am (2 co) = —

r-o 1^
—r = , ,o .

c,

—
,^ r »

'^ '' A2 a»? (2 co)
1 — A-^ sm^ am (2 co)

• o ,. . 1 — sin^ aw (4 co) .
sm^coaw (4co)

= ^ .
^ rr^i &c.

^
1 — fc^ sm'^ am

[4f 0))

And sin^awi (4 co), sin^ am (6 co), &c. may all be expressed by
functions of s'm^ am (2 co). Therefore all the constants in this

theory may be expressed by functions of sin^aTw (2 ca).

Now sin^ am (2co)
= sin^ am (2 co — 2 K) = sin^ am (2 co'),

if

co' = CO — K. Let

2 r K + 2 r' K' \/^ .

n

and make n = 2^— 1> ^ — i>
=

^i ; we have

,_ (2r-2p+l)K +2r'KV^ _ (2ri + l)K+ 2;-'K'\/^
""

w n
'

Hence the second form of co reduces to the first.

Again,
sin^ am (2co)

= sin^ aw (2co
— 2K—2K' V^) = sin^ am{2j)y

if ct/srco-K-K'^/^. Let

2rK + (2r'+l)K''v/-lw = i )

n
and make r/ = r' — ^ + 1, r^ and p remaining as before; we
have in this case,

, (2r-2p+l)K+ (2r'-2»+ 2)K'\/^
Ctt' = -5 ± i. '-

n

^ (2 r^ + 1) K+ 2 r^ K' a/^
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The third form, therefore, reduces to the first.^^ <^
"^^ sAmM^

Also, __
""''' '"-^"'^

sin^ am (2 w) = sin^ am (2 w — 2 K' \/ — 1)
= si'n^ awi (2 w'),

if c«'=«;-K V'-l. Let ...i^ii T ^^ji^^vs.ae

_ (2r+ l) K + (2r'^r) ^t*^^^~^}^^

-! _ (2r+l)K + 2yVK^\/-l .-Ja..

which reduces the fourth form to the first. For, from what
has been demonstrated, it follows that

sin^ am {2mu)) =y{sin^ atn (2w)} =y{sin^ am
{2u)')}

= sin^ «7» {2mM') sin^co am (^mw) =:f^ {sin^ ain (2 a;)}

= /i {sin^ am (2 co') }
= sin^co atn (2 m co'),

where 7n is any integer, / and f denote certain functions, co

stands for one of the last three forms of this quantity, and w'

for the first form. To these we may add

cos^ am (2 m w) = 1 — sin^ am (2 w w) = 1 — sin^ «;« (2 m vJj

= cos^ am (2 7W w').

Jacobi's transformation reduced is

«/

di/

or

_ J^ /^-^ dx

^= iv? s^a{2(o)M s^ a
(-i w)

-'id J.?;) l-^^^'''s2«(2a;)*l-FA-2s2„(4^)

l-
,>^^4f4' s2a(w— l)a;

M
1 — k^xh'^a {il

— 1
)
cy J

{sin

CO am (2K;)sincoaw (4<ctf)... sin coam[n
si

(«.)

(1.)

sin am (2cy) sin a?rt (4 w) ... sin am (w
—

1)

A = ^" {sin CO am(2«;) sin CO am (4 w)... sin CO am(w—l)w}'*,
where w may have any of the four forms. Let w again denote

any of the last three forms, co' the first. In (1.) and in the

expressions of M and A, we may change ca into w', and the

values of all the coefficients and all the constants will remain

unchanged. There is then but one transformation.

We easily transform (1.) into

sa. Msa {u->r2oJ) sa(M4-(2«— 2) w')
2J sa. w'sa(3w') sa (2w— l)w'

(2.)
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Malce «=0, 2w', 4^', &c.
;
and we have7/= 0. Again, make

u=oo'f 3a)', 5co', &c.; and we have 3/= + 1. For the other

forms of CO we have

_ sa.usa{u + 2co) s a (w-f (2?j
—

2)«;) ,

^ ~
srt(K-2co)sa(K-4«j) sa(K-(2w-2y«ry

'
^'^'^

When w= K, K— 2 w, &c., this gives 3/= + 1. But which
of these values falls between ?i = 0, u = 2 co, or between m=0,
w = 2 w', we cannot tell. We ought, however, in good facto-

rial formulae to know. And when u= oo', 3 w', &c., this must

give j/= + 1 ; because (3.) must give the same value of
3/ thai

(2.) does. But when we put for w' its value in w, this does
not appear; nor can we reduce the result, except for the second
form of cu, without eliminating w, which would be equivalent to

reducing (3.) to (2.) But all these things ought to be appa-
rent in the face of factorial formulae. Other faults might be

pointed out; and we might point out similar faults in the ex-

pression of the value of v^l —3/^. But I shall not dwell upon
the subject. If the last three forms of 00 do not render the

values of3/ erroneous, they render the formulae faulty. They
are unnatural; they reduce to the first form, and there is but

one transformation.

If Mr. Cayley had proved in his paper of November 1844
all that he wished, it would not follow that the different forms
of CO would give really distinct transformations. But his for-

mula (6.) is not Jacobi's. To agree with his, the first member

should be d), ( -=-5= I* the denominator of the second
*'(m)

<^(K—2co)$(K— 4«)) ... <^(K-(2w— 2)co).

He might however, by a suitable modification of (5.), have

arrived at Jacobi's result. But his proof of the possibility of

is not to me satisfactory. It is unnecessary to state my ob-

jections, because he has not shown the possibility of

2 7w K + (2 7«'+ 1) K' \/'^ + 2 r6= 2ftH -I- (2 j[a' + 1)H' v"^.

The omission of this appears to me very strange. Ot course

the omission renders his paper perfectly nugatory. For the

possibility of this equation does not follow from that of the

former, supposing that to be fairly proved. If he had shown
the possibility of this last, I believe he would have found it

necessary to modify a little the form of some of the quantities

a, bf &c. Moreover, if he had transformed the factorial values

ofy{M), F(w) (I use here Abel's symbols), he might have

found it necessary to modify them stjU further. In a com-
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plete proof, such as Mr. Cayley professes his to be, all these

things ought to have been done. And I heartily wish he had
done them, and done them rightly, for the sake of the result.

Mr. Cayley thinks that his paper just referred to will lead

to the complete determination of H and H'. I think so too;
CO

and I say that H = ^, and that this follows from (2.) of this

paper. But from the last three forms of » I cannot determine

H. And if I could, it is easy to see from (3.) that they would

give different values to this quantity ; another proof of the

faulty nature of these forms. For the transformation being
but one, H ought to have but one value. I suppose the dif-

ferent forms of CO derived from one another, as in this paper.
With regard to Mr. Cayley's last paper, I have to observe

that I had made trial of the form co =
, and did not

3

make it to be a transformation. But on going over the subject

again, I find I somewhere made a mistake. It is complemen*^

tary however, and makes no part of the direct transformation,

although somehow strangely derived from it, without the pro-
cess by which the complementary is derived from the direct

one. I pass over the rest of this paper, because it would be

an endless and useless task to discuss every minute parti-
cular.

Gunthwaite Hall, May 13, 1845.

XIII. On Fresnel's Theory of Diffraction. By R. Moon,
M.A., Fello'w of Qiieen's College, -Cambridge, and of the

Cambridge Philosophical Society.

[Continued from vol. xxvi. p, 94. J

IN
a paper which appeared in a recent Number of this

Journal (see vol. xxvi. p. 89), I endeavoured to point out

some remarkable errors in Fresnel's investigation of the fringes

produced by an opake body illuminated from a single point ;

and in particular I endeavoured to stigmatize an erroneous

principle of approximation adopted by Fresnel, and which I

then stated, and now assert to be such, as to vitiate every in-

vestigation of that ingenious person in this department of

optics. 1 thence proceeded to show that Fresnel's mode of

investigation, when properly conducted, leads to conclusions

very different from what he supposes, and such in fact as are

completely at variance with the observed phaenomena which
he wholly fails to account for; and I further drew the con-

elusion, that the principle of small waves emanating from the
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general front (certainly one of the most absurd and chimerical

ever proposed) is untrue, and that the whole structure founded

upon it as a necessary consequence falls to the ground. But
let not the scope of these observations be misunderstood : the

principle in question has been represented by some leading
writers on this subject as so completely part and parcel of the

undulatory theory*, that the student who is little conver-

sant with these subjects might suppose, that by rejecting it

we reject the theory in toto; but such is by no means the

case.

The principle is quite collateral to the theory. With the

investigations into the phaenomena of polarized light it has

absolutely no connection whatever. Rejecting it as I do, I

still admit and profess my belief in the truth of the undula-

tory theory of reflexion and refraction, of the explanations of

the interesting experiments of the two mirrors and the prism
of small refracting angle, and of that admirable portion of the

theory which relates to the phaenomena observed in the sha-

dows of narrow fibres and the colours of Newton's rings.
But if there be any soundness in the principles I have laid

down, the remaining portion of the theory of diffraction, the

whole theory of apertures, and of the shadows of extended
bodies must be entirely rejected.

Having thus explained my position, I shall proceed to make
some further observations on the subject of diffraction, partly
with a view to a more complete exposure of the extraordinary

* One can hardly resist a smile at the extravagant admiration which
some of these gentlemen have displayed towards this monstrous hypothesis.
Even were it true that Fresnel's deductions from his principle were correct,
that circumstance would only establish its truth, as a curious, indeed, but
isolated and useless fact. To call it an explanation were an abuse of terms :

for a phaenomenon can only be said to be explained when its occurrence is

traced to agents whose existence is known or probable, and the mode of
whose operation is understood. Will any one pretend to say that he can
understand how a wave should at every point of its progress push out other

waves from everj' point of its front ? The mind of an angel could not com-

pass such an idea. And if it be admitted that the truth of the proposition
cannot be seen a priori, will any be bold enough to assert that they anti-

cipate the time when such a property of luminous waves shall be proved ?

It is just as likely as that we should be able to prove the existence of the

solid epicycles dreamt of by the ancient philosophers. Let nie once for

all make a remark which applies as much to Fresnel's theory of double
refraction and to tlie labours of others in the same department as to the

matter in hand. It is not by a system of hap-hazard conjectures that we
are to expect to arrive at truth. After all that has been said and written

about the " Inductive Philosophy," one might have expected that by this

time its merits were pretty well established, and that we should not now
have to restrain the vain efforts of men seeking for light upon any other

principles; but in fact, in this case of Fresnel's theory, the whole scientific

world seems to have lost sight of these principles.
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fallacies which have been worked up into the received theory,
but chiefly with the intention of giving a clear view of the en-

tire subject; and whilst I disclaim the idea of endeavouring to

build up a settled theory of my own in the place of that which

I assume myself to have destroyed, I propose to suggest
various considerations which from time to time have occurred

to me, and which 1 have some hope may lead, in the hands

of those who have more time and opportunity for such re-

searches than are likely to fall to my lot, to the ultimate and

complete elucidation of the subject.

Recurring to my former example, suppose a series of con-

centric, spherical, diverging waves to be diffracted by an opake

body indefinitely extended in all directions but one. If we

suppose that no reflexion takes place near the edge of the dif-

fracting body, and that no vibration is communicated through
it to the aether beyond, or, admitting the possibility of either

or both of these circumstances occurring, if we suppose it to

be ascertained, by experiment or otherwise, that the phaeno-
mena are in no degree attributable thereto, it is evident that

each wave of the series must prolong \\.%^^ continuously within

the shadow. On a former occasion (see vol. xxiv. p. 81 of

this Journal) I endeavoured to point out how, upon a parti-

cular assumption as to the nature of the incident waves, this

would naturally occur upon simple mechanical principles.

But I conceive the same would be true, whatever the nature

of the incident wave might be. For experiment assures us,

that light actually penetrates within the geometrical shadow

of the diffracting body, and upon the assumptions we have

above made, this can only occur through an innate power in

diffracted waves of diffusing themselves laterally; and this

being the case, it seems impossible that such diffusion should

operate itself otherwise than continuously. If we were to lay
aside the consideration of any disturbing effect which the

forces residing in the particles of the diffracting body might

produce in the diffracted waves, perhaps this position might
be stated absolutely ;

as would be the case if Fresnel's con-

clusion, that the diffraction is independent of the nature of the

diffracting body and the form of the edge were to be relied

on ;
and at any rate it is very difficult to conceive how these

forces should tend to produce discontinuity.

Assuming then that each extended wave is continuous up
to the point where it finally terminates, it is evident that no

interference can occur, except through the intersection of

waves nearly imrallel to each other, which would imply, that

after diffraction the waves vary from the spherical form ;
and

that this change of form is effected differently in different
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rWaves, and this even when the light is what is commonly called

homogeneous, or of one colour. If this view of the subject be

correct, we have only to suppose the wave's composing light
of one colour to be propagated in the same ever-recurring

cycle, the successive members of such cycle being so related,

that whilst they possess the property when undiffracted of

traversing transparent media with the same velocity, yet they
differ from one another so far in the nature of their vibration

(or, assuming in order to fix our ideas a specific hypothesis
as to the nature of the undulations, the relative condensations

and rarefactions of their several parts), as that after diffrac-

tion they change their forms in different degrees; and if we
further suppose that this relative change of form is so adjusted
as that each wave of the cycle is intersected by its immediate

consecutive very soon after passing the diffracting body, that

the loci of such intersections are nearly coincident and form

a hyperbolic line of sensible breadth, and that the loci of the

intersections of each wave, with its second, third, &c. conse-

cutives, form other such lines respectively, laying without the

former and each other, and the known phasnomena are at

once accounted for*.

Of the remarkable view of the constitution of light which

this mode of considering the subject, if well-founded, unfolds

to us, it is not my present purpose to speak ; I shall rather

address myself to the discussion of two objections which may
be urged against it.

The first is, that the lines of interference actually start im-

mediately from the edge of the diffracting body, whereas upon
the principle above explained, they can only occur at a finite

distance from it. To this I shall only reply, that assuming
the objection to be founded in fact, of which I am disposed to

think there is no irrefragable proof, it in reality amounts to

very little, for though the lines of interference according to;

the above theory do really commence at a finite distance from-

the edge of the body, it is perfectly possible, and in fact highly;;

probable, that such distance should be of insensible magni-'
tude.

The second objection to which I propose to advert may to*

some appear to have more weight, and 1 freely admit that,s

yrimajacie^ it is deserving of some consideration. It is this :

the change in the form of the waves after diffraction, to which

we have ascribed the interference in the above example, and

which occurs as well in that part of each wave without the geo-
* The reader who may be desirous of seeing this mode of explanation

more elaborated, will find a somewhat more detailed account of it in the

volume of this Journal last referred to.

l^hil. Mag, S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 177. July 1 845. E
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Wiih which we arc now dealing 'occurs without the shadow),
can only take phice thl'oUgh h change in the velocity of tranV

misisionfiw^ier^as.1 it iiiisii^eufeitaHy been considered that a»

vacuo all waves are transmitted with the same uniform veld>»-

city. Bub, .thpygU disposed to consider it as approximately
true, that in vncuo, ^aTl

contunious waves are propagated with

'the'sfAWib'un'iforrii velbci^y, I am by no means inclined to admit

that the rlimarkable case' of broken waves is amenable to the

same rule. I have elsewhere observed in reference to this

subject (see the paper last referred to), that "thepr^gnt is a

case of wave-motion altogether peculiar, and one of which no

example has been hitherto subjected to investigation." All

cases of v/ave-motion hitherto investigated algebraically (I

might have, added 'or otherwise,' unless Fresnel's luminous

theory be thought an exception to the remark) resolve them-

selves into the simple case of the propagation in the direction

iof the axis of a cylindrical tube, of a wave whose front is per-

pendicular to its edge. The motion of a wave after diffrac-

tion may be assimilated to motion along a tube of which part
of the side has been cut away." Now, though perfectly true

that in the former case the wave is propagated with the same

uniform velocity, it seems very inconceivable, I might say

perfectly incredible, that in the latter the wave, attenuated by
its lateral extension (for it viust extend itself laterally), should

present an even front with the undiffracted wave, and so far,

therefore, from the change of form of the waves being contrary
to received principles, it isjust what in the nature of things must
take place. , , ,,j

:
.

/But that npp^je may suppose Fresnel's theory to be
fri^e

from an objection, real or imaginary, which presses upon min4
I shall proceed to show, that even according to it the form of
the wave is changed after diflPraction.

'Jfljis
woidd readily ap-

pear from a considera-
^ -,^uLv\^^ ^'^ ,n:a .^luiuuikJtion of the formula

wh.ch,,,„;^,,^f .^^ gnijdiioL ladjia/l
rresnel gives tor the di- /

°

sturbance in the example a. J, 'fi'^ ovodu adi ^^nKKUoAh t\\
*

above discussed, but it is i

'

"*

manifested with singular /
_ 'l

clearness in the following ^1 .rj.ilJoli

investigation, taken sub-

stantially from Mr. Airy's
tract on the Undulatory
Theory, p. 270 et seq.

A B a section of the umij

diffi-acting body by the

plane of the paper which
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Theoi-if of Dijffi'tich'bh. r&l

likewise passes through the aperture A B, which is to be
ccmsiderecl as a parallelogram of very small breadth. [Mr.
Airy does not explicitly state this fact, but the investigation
assumes it.] Take AH = H B, and let z be

thei|wi|prt;<
whose

41)umination is to be considered. /i .> iji; l . , .

^bJijmizo-rfjJGsii^il T^Z^m, "(Mi^^fL; AB = ^5."^1 -V'^^'

'U'''' i""'*".""
'"'" "" " '"'' " ' ' '

'.''' .ML'f*'

Considering each small element <^z pf A B as the origin of a

>?idj oJ
'.^djxjh-^ir !>'>, f^.^^)i'jd/f''r\'<

v/iui \ '.ii!r:fMr>

ft 81 in-i/ ZG^^*^ lx~'*'^ '~^™'''^ ^^«' T-^qpff
->

""
"'/^'<^- 2%

-i' • » ' ' '•'' '•"••'fR rmitor.

't^/—^sin— (vt — c — zcos^) 'hlno'jil

noij^.:^) :^' .(^^.11.^.-^.'! •-•-';;^':-

^

2,,^ ;
- •

x

-33'+—. — -. I COS— {1)^—c— ocosS)— cos— (r'^— c + /;cos9) i

„„. -c 2 TT cos 9 \ A ^
.

-* A ^ V

=={—:
—- sm —7 6 cos fl . sm— (vi— c].

Now if this really representee! theTilfensfty at z, as Mr.

Airy would have us believe, it would follow, that after en-

tering the aperture the waves cease to be plane, and assume a

spherical form, having the middle point of the aperture for

their centre. Hence it is plain, that if the variation in velo-

city of the diffracted waves be an objection, Fresnel's theory
is as much open to it as mine*. I«,;ii»i'j

The considerations with reference to the change in the con-
dition of the diffiacted waves which I have above endeavoured
to unfold, were suggested to me at a time when I looked up
to Fresnel and his theory with some portion of that respect
and reverence which certain teachers of the University of

Cambridge have so sedulously endeavoured to inculcate.

Neither doubting his experimental results, nor indeed his

* In discussing the above example, I have not thought proper to advert
to the erronesus approximation contained in it, which 1 have elsewhere

sufficiently considered, and which is such as to render it totally valueless.

But I may observe, that not only is the formula for the intensity incorrectly
deduced from the premises laid down, but it is itself untrue. For, accord-

ing to that formula, we ought to have a series of maxima and minima in the

plane of the paper and nowhere else, whereas it is very certain that the

frincipal

maxima and minima would not occur in the plane of the paper,
t is obvious that the screen would be crossed by bands parallel to the

length of the aperture, and therefore in a plane perpendicular to the plane
of the paper, as Mr. Airy himself afterwards admits (see art. 78 of his trea-

tise).

E2
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theory, so far as it went (which in the way of explanation was

not a great way), I was led to the above conchisions while in

search of a more intelligible mode of accounting for the phae-
nomena than Fresnel's appeared to be, and which I naturally

sought in the only direction in which, assuming the trust-

worthiness of his experiments, it could be found, namely by
consideration of the effect of the diffraction of the waves them-

selves abstracted from any specific action of the diffracting

body. But I must confess that since that time my faith in

Fresnel's merits as an experimentalist, as well as a theorist,

have been greatly shaken, and that I do not feel the degree
of confidence which I once entertained as to the truth of the

position which he assumes himself to have established by ex-

periment,
" that diffraction is independent of the nature of the

diffracting body and of the form of its edge." But if this be

not the case. Dr. Young's theory of diffraction is at once

revived ;
and thus this point of fact forms an experimentum

cruets as to whether his theory or mine is to be received. If

Fresnel's conclusion be contrary to the fact, and the diffrac-

tion is dependent on the nature of the diffracting body, my
theory cannot well be true and his cannot well be false, and

vice versa. But whatever be the conclusion we may ultimately
come to upon this point, and to experimentalists I leave it,

the above suggestions may not be without their use; first, as

directing attention to the nature of the motion of discontinu-

ous waves, a subject which has never hitherto been discussed

in any intelligible manner; and secondly, as thereby affording
a clearer and more certain elucidation than has ever yet been

given of that remarkable phaenomenon usually referred to, by
saying that "light will not penetrate round a corner."

I hope to have an opportunity at an early period of enter-

ing upon the consideration of Fresnel's theory of polarized
light and of double refraction.

10 Maddox Street, Bond Street,
June 13, 1845.

XIV. Proceedings ofLearned Societies.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

[Continued frcna vol. xxvi. p. 539.]

May 22,
"

IV/f EMOIR on the Rotation of Crops, and on the

1845. ^^
Quantity of Inorganic Matters abstracted from

the Soil by various plants under different circunistances." By
Charles Daubeny, M.D., F.ll.S., Professor of Rural Economy, &c.
in the University of Oxford.

The author was first led to undertake the researches of wliich an

account is given in the present memoir, by the expectation of verify-
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ing the theory of DcCandolle, in which the deterioration experienced

by most crops on tlieir repetition was attributed to the deleterious

influence of their root-excretions. For this purpose he set apart,
ten years ago, a number of plots of ground in the Botanic Garden
at Oxford, uniform as to quality and richness, one-half of which
was planted each year, up to the present time, with the same species
of crop, and the other half with the same kinds, succeeding each
other in such a manner that no one plot should receive the same

crop twice during the time of the continuance of the experiments,
or at least not within a short period of one another. The difference

iil the produce obtained in the two crops, under these circumstances,

would, the author conceived, represent the degree of influence

ascribable to the root-excretions.

The results obtained during the first few years from these experi-
ments, as well as from the researches which had, in the mean time,
been communicated to the world by M. Braconnot and others on
the same subject, led him in a great measure to abandon this theory,
and to seek for some other mode of explaining the falling off" of crops
on repetition. In order to clear up the matter, he determined to

ascertain, for a series of years, not only the amount of crop which
would be obtained from each of the plants tried under these two

systems, but also the quantity of inorganic matters extracted in each
case from the soil, and the chemical constitution of the latter, which
had furnished these ingredients. The chemical examination of the

crops, however, on account of the labour it involved, was confined

to six out of the number of the plants cultivated ; and of these, three

samples were analysed, the first being the permanent one, viz. that

cultivated for nine or ten successive years in the same plot of

ground ; the second, the shifting one, obtained from a plot which
had borne different crops in the preceding years ; the third, the

standard, derived from a sample of average quality, grown under
natural circumstances, either in the Botanic Garden itself, or in the

neighbourhood of Oxford. These analyses were performed by Mr.

Way, formerly assistant to Professor Graham, of University Col-

lege, London, and now attached to the Agricultural College near

Cirencester.

The examination of the soils was carried on in two ways; the

first, with the view of estimating the entire amount of their avail-

able ingredients ;
and the second, with that of ascertaining the quan-

tity in a state to be taken up at once by plants, the available ingre-
dients being those which are soluble in muriatic acid; the active

ones, those which are taken up by water impregnated with carbonic

acid gas. This portion of the investigation was conducted in part

by the author, and in part by Mr. Way, and has reference to three

subjects ; first, to the amount of produce obtained from the deficient

crops ; secondly, to their chemical constitution ; and thirdly, to the

nature of the soil in which the crops were severally grown.
The plants experimented upon were spurge, potatoes, barley, tur-

nips, hemp, flax, beans, tobacco, poppies, buckwheat, clover, oats,

beet, mint, endive, and parsley. The only crop which seemed to
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show the influence of root-excretions was Euphorbia Lathyris, which

would not grow in the same ground three years successively, sX^,,

though the soil was found afterwards fitted for rearing several othecu

species of plants. In the remaining cases, tliere was in general a.,;

marked difference between the permanent and the shifting crop, tq,>

the disadvantage of the former; and where exceptions occurred tPiji

this rule, they seemed capable of being accounted for by accidental,,

causes. The amount of each year's crop is given in a tabular form,

and their differences illustrated by diagrams showing the relation

between the two crops of each vegetable. ,.1,1,,,;
The second part of the memoir commences with an account of thq,

method of analysis pursued by the author for determining the
natureiq

and proportions of the ingredients present in the ashes of the cropsr,

submitted to examination. This method was, in general, similar to

that recommended by Will and Fresenius in their paper published
in the Memoirs of the Chemical Society

*
;
but in determining the

amount of phosphoric acid, the followif!g-W0t)fi,W3,s .a^^pt^d-in.pr.^;,.
ference to the one therein given. ,,;of) ..f/i tcfli Jnd : iiuijiiiUAiio:) nJi

As the phosphoric acid would seize uponr^he iiipn in preferenq^,,
to any other base, the amount of peroxide of iron present in the asj^ ,

was first determined by precipitating it from a muriatic solution by,,,

means of acetate of ammonia. The weight of the precipitate gives
that of phosphate of iron, from which that of the peroxide of iron,)

may be readily calculated. This being ascertained, he proceeds to.i

determine the phosphoric acid by operating on a fresh portion o^,;

the solution of the ash, into which a certain known weight of iroq,^

dissolved in muriatic acid is introduced, in quantity more than suffi-:(,

cient to unite with the whole of the phosphoric acid present. This
,

done, acetate of ammonia is added and the mixture boiled, when all

the peroxide of iron, whether combined with phosphoric acid or not,

is thrown down. From the weight of the precipitate, that of the

phosphoric acid present may be calculated, as both the amount of

peroxide of iron present in the ash, and that which was added sub-

sequently, are known.
A report is then given of the analysis of the ashes of barley, of

the tubers of potatoes, of the bulbs of turnips, of hemp, of flax, and
of beans, all cultivated in the Botanic Garden ; and from the data

thus obtained, the quantity of inorganic matters abstracted from the

soil in ten years by the above crops is deduced : and a table is given

showing the relation between the permanent and shifting crops, with

respect to their produce, the amount of inorganic matters, that of

alkali, and that of phosphates, contained in them.

In the third jxirt of his paper, the author considers the chemical

composition of the soil in which the above-mentioned crops were

grown. He states, in the first place, the method he adopted for de-

termining the amount of phosphoric acid present in the soil.

An analysis is then given of the soil taken from a portion of the

garden contiguous to that in which the experiments were carried on,

and from one of the plots of the garden itself, and from these data
* See Phil. Mag. S. 3. vol. xxv. p. 500.
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phbsphbric afeid for riiifetcehicrbps of barley of the salue^aA«»UIiri(*B'w

thb average of those of the permanent crops, and ^fthfeiBaraei<5uiriityilf
a^ that Obtained' in 184'4''. It was also found, that ^hepe'wasiE^'Siipplyp
of potass sufficient for fifteen crops of barley ; of «odaf for fbrtyi^v^n
arid of magnesia, for thirty-four. Whenj ho*weveii, we eiaiirfweiotpi'

m'uch of these ingredients is taken up by water containing carbonreli

acid, the proportion of each is found to be much smaller
; and 'a-' >

striking difference exists, in this respect, between the soil which haul"

been recently manured and that which had been drawn upon by &><-'

sufecessidn Of crops. In the first case, the quantity of alkaline siil-

phate obtained in the pound was 3*4
gi-te. ; in the latter it varied froiw'!

0*7 to 0*07 ; and of phosphate, the quantity in the former was abotif '>

0*3, whilst in the latter it varied from 0-18 toG'05. •'•nanlii-'

From these facts the author concludes, first, that the falling 'OffJftf J

a crop after repetition depends, in some degree, on the less ready"!

supply of certain of the inorganic ingredients which it requires foP'

its constitution ; but that two crops equally well supplied by the soil

with these ingredients may take up different quantities of them, ac-

cording as their Own development is more or less favoured by thfl)i

presence of organic matter in the soil in a state of decomposition. <;^'

Secondly, that it is very possible that a field may be unproduc»Jin

tiVe, although possessing abundance of all the ingredients requirOd'i

by the crop, owing to their not being in a sufficiently soluble forrid'^'f

arid therefore not directly available for the purposes of vegetatiorif^'
so that, in such a case, the agriculturist has his choice of three'^

methods
; the first, that of imparting to the soil, by the aid of manurejib

a sufficient quantity of these ingredients in a state to be immedi^ <

ately taken up; the second, that of waiting until the action of de-

composing agents disengages a fresh portion of those ingredients
from the soil (as by letting the land remain fallow) ; and the third,

that of accelerating this decomposition by mechanical and chemical

means. '*-'" '^" 'i'""" ^iji'-j i'^ui ^i^-i' ^j") :'
•

i
'von. id .iiti,<!a'+'(

Thirdly, that it is probable that in most districts ^sufficient'

supply of phosphoric acid and of alkali for the purposes of agricul-
ture lies locked up within the bowels of the earth, which might be

set at liberty and rendered available by the application of the arti-

ficial means above alluded to.

'Fourthly, that the aim of naturo seems' to be to bring into this

soluble, and therefore available condition, these inorganic substances

by animal and vegetable decomposition, and therefore that we are

counteracting her beneficial efforts when we waste the products of

this decomposition by a want of due care in the preservation of the

various excrementitions matters at our disposal.

Fifthly, that although we cannot deny that plants possess
^ the

power of substituting certain mineral ingredients for others, yet that

the limits of this faculty are still imperfectly known, and the degree
in which their healthy condition is affected by the change is still a

matter for further investigation.

Lastly, that the composition of various plants, as given in this
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pap^r, differs so widely from that reported by Sprengel and others,

that we are supplied with an additional argument in favour of the

importance of having the subject of ash-analysis taken up by a

public body, such as the Royal Agricultural Society of England,

possessed of competent means and facilities for deciding between the

conflicting authorities, and supplying us with a more secure basis for

future calculations.

CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

[Continued from vol. xxvi. p. 612.]

April 20, 1844.—On the Transport of Erratic Blocks. By W.
Hopkins, M.A., F.R.S. &c.

The principal object of this paper is to investigate the transport-

ing power of currents of water in general, and to explain in parti-

cular the nature of those which would arise from the instantaneous

or paroxysmal elevation of any considerable extent of the earth's sur-

face lying beneath the surface of the .sea. The author has termed

them elevation currents. The immediate effect of an elevation like

that just supposed, would be the elevation to a nearly equal height,
of the surface of the superincumbent water, whence a great wave
would diverge in all directions. Such a wave would be attended by
a current in the direction of the wave's propagation, and has thence

been called a wave of translation. When such a wave proceeds along
a uniform canal, Mr. Russell has established experimentally the fol-

lowing facts :
—

1. Every particle in the same transverse section of the canal has

the same motion.

2. The velocity with which the wave is propagated is equal to that

due to half the height of the crest of the wave above the bottom of

the canal.

From these data the author has calculated the velocity of the cur-

rents which would necessarily attend these waves of elevation. It

depends principally on the height of the elevation and the depth of

the sea, while the time during which the current will flow, depends
principally on the extent of the elevated area and the depth of the

sea. Thus if the depth of the sea should be 300 feet, and the height
of the crest of the wave above the even surface of the sea (which may
be considered as approximately the same as the elevation of the sud-

denly raised area) should be 50 feet, the wave would be propagated
with a velocity of upwards of 70 miles an hour, and the attendant

current would be upwards of 10 miles an hour. Also, if the elevated

area were circular, the width of the wave would exceed the radius

of the circle. The wave would have the essential character of a tidal

wave termed a bore, except that it diverges in all directions, instead

of proceeding along a confined channel.

The author next j)roceeds to calculate the motive power of currents

of water. Let v be the velocity of the current, p ,
the density of the

water, and S the area of a plane surface on which the current acts,

and so placed as to make an angle 9 with the direction of the cur-
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rent ; then if R denote the whole normal action of the currentoi^jBjf x>ec«?'*
we have

"

R = J!!p, Ssin^O,

provided 9 do not deviate too much from 90°. When = 90° the

truth of this formula has been proved by numerous experiments, for

all velocities up to 11 or 1 2 miles an hour, and may be assumed to

hold, at least approximately, for still greater velocities. It has also

been proved experimentally to be approximately true for any value

of 9 not differing by more than 45° from a right angle, as is the case

in the applications made of the formula.

The velocity of the current just sufficient to move a block will de-

pend on the volume, the specific gravity, and the form of the block.

If the block slide, much will depend on the nature of the surface

over which it is transported, and thus a very uncertain element will

be introduced into the calculations. This uncertainty, however, will be

in a great degree removed if we calculate the force sufficient to make
the block roll. Each block would present a separate problem if it

were required to find accurately the current necessary to move it,

but as great accuracy is not necessary in the cases here contem-

plated, it is sufficient to make the calculations for a few determinate

and simple forms as those to which more irregular forms may be re-

ferred with a sufficient approximation to accuracy. Thus the author

has considered the cases of blocks whose sections perpendicular to

their length are squares, pentagons, hexagons, &c., and has calcu-

lated their dimensions, that a current of about 10 miles an hour

might just be sufficient to make them move by rolling. Assuming
the specific gravity of the blocks to be 2'5, we have the following
results :

—
1. A parallelopiped.
Side of the square section perpendicular to its length = 2*73 feet.

2. A pentagonal prism.
Side of the pentagonal section perpendicular to its length = 2*27

feet.

.3. A hexagonal prism.
Side of hexagonal section perpendicular to its length = 2'3 feet.

When the motion takes place, as here supposed, in a direction

perpendicular to the length of the block, the efficiency of the cur-

rent to move it will evidently be independent of the length of the

block. If we suppose the length of the parallelopiped to be equal
to the side of a section of it taken as above, it becomes a cube ; and

if we take the lengths of the blocks in the other two cases to be

equal to twice the length of the sides of their sections respectively,
their lengths will not much exceed their heights. Then the weights
of the blocks will be 1|- ton in the first, nearly 3 tons in the second,

and upwards of 4 tons in the third case. Again, if the block be an

oblate spheroid resting with its axis vertical, and the polar axis

= fths of the equatorial diameter, the current of about 10 miles an

hour will just make it roll if its height be about 2 feet, and its weight
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about 4 tons. If the polar axis == ^ths of the equatorial diameter,

the block will be just moved, protided its height be 3^ feet and its

weight 14 or 15 tons. i

,:
^ ,f:,,, j, , t. ,f

I

j,;i
^

In this part of the investigation it is shown that the power of

rapid currents to transport blocks of enormous magnitude is per-

fectly consistent with the almost inappreciable power of currents of

which the velocity does not exceed, for instance, 2 miles an hour ;

for it is shown that the weight of a block of given form and specific

gravity, which may thus be moved, varies as the 6th power of the velo-

city of the current. Thus if a current of 10 miles an hour will just

move a block of a ceitain form, whose weight is 5 tons, a current of

15 miles an hour would move a block of similar form of upwards of

55 tons. A current of 20 miles an hour would, according to the

same law, move a block of 320 tons, while a current Of 2 miles an

hour would scarcely move a small pebble.
In the previous calculations the relation between the magnitude of

the block and the velocity of the current has been determined on the

supposition that the current, at the instant it acquires its greatest

velocity, shall just be able to move the block, which would again be

left at rest without being moved through any sensible space. If the

velocity be greater or the mass smaller, the block will be transported

to a distance which the author has calculated. Let
.

.,
;

.
i

02 be the velocity 'of a current just sufficient to jmovei an assigned

block; i :,; ; (!(1V. CO'
':

Vi the velocity of the transporting current acting on the abov? block,

1 being greater than Ug ;

I the breadth of the great wave of translation producing the current ;

h the height oftiie highest J^cmiJ.oJ ^fe w^e^abojreji^leypl^of^giglj
°^^^'> , :',:•!,; 1

•' '! - •• '':ti:'-;;:vMU r!oi;<< ,t^brio:hioo aJ ,iolH the depth of the ocean ; , ..
, <m,> orii

s the space through which the block is transported by the
wa,v<?,[,.^ ^^.^

The following Table gives corresponding values of these quanti-

ties. The last column gives the corresponding value of the space (s^)

through which a particle of the water, or any body floating in the

w^tef^wiill he carried by the wave. The expressions for s and s^ are

-il) :jl((B-Ii)Jji«iHO') : 1 (yj
_

o,)2

(J 10 noiJiJaq-'Ji n
'

A6sn'jbUuu'j

it lo flirjil)

[See opposite page.] ; 1 1 1

In estimating the magnitude of a block which may be moved bya
'

given current, the transport is supposed to take place over a hori-

zontal surface sufficiently hard and even for the block to roll upon it

without impediment. In other states of the surface the transport

might be more or less impeded. The constant action of denuding
causes would be highly favourable to the transport by the successive

removal of local impediments. The author conceives that the ob-

jection to this mode of transport, founded on inequaUties of surface

' s iy-iuia ,3iol . .

il.iill W 2

V being much greater than v

V
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which now exist between the original site of a block and its present

position, have been far too much insisted on by some geologists,

for, he contends, such inequalities could not generally exist under

the continued action of denuding causes, among the most powerful
of which may be reckoned the transporting currents themselves.

It should be remarked, that it ajDpears from the values of s given
in the preceding table, that the space through which any consider-

able block could be moved by a single wave of elevation, is only

equal to a small fraction of the breadth of the wave. Consequently,
if such a block has been moved by this agency to a considerable di-

stance from its original site, the transport must have been eiFected by
a repetition of transporting waves ; and, therefore, since a wave of

considerable height can only be produced by a sudden elevation, this

theory of transport is ultimately associated with the theory which

attributes the more marked phsenomena of geological elevation to a

repetition oi paroxysmal movements.

The author concludes with some general observations on the evi-

dence by which we may hope to distinguish between the effects of

the three different agencies to which the transport of blocks may be

attributed—glaciers, floating ice, and currents of water. Large an-

gular blocks in the immediate neighbourhood of glacial mountains

(such as the alpine blocks) may doubtless, in many cases, be referred

to glaciers, while the transport of similar blocks to great distances
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may be referred to floating ice. Smooth rounded blocks of smaller

dimensions, especially when spread out with other detrital matter in

layers of considerable horizontal extent, the author would refer to

the action of aqueous currents. .dy \ i
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February 14, 1845.—Extractsfrom the Report of the Councilof ^he

Astronomical Society to the Annual General Meeting.

To her Majesty's Government we have to express our obligations

for printing in our Memoirs, at the public expense, the late Professor

Henderson's right ascensions of principal fixed stars, deduced from

observations made at the Cape of Good Hope in 1832 and 1833. It

has been a fixed rule with the Council not to print in the Memoirs

the official transactions of public observatories ; and they are happy
to say that administrations of all parties, and also the Directors of

the East India Company, have always recognised the reasonableness

of this rule, the instant the grounds on which it was made were

brought before them.

The Council have received from Mr, Baily's executors the manu-

script details of the Cavendish experiment.
In the month of March last, Dr. Lee requested that the Society

Avould accept the perpetual advowson of the Vicarage of Stone, near

Hartvvell. The grant is now enrolled according to the statute. This

is the second gift of an advowson from Dr. Lee, to whom the Society
is under many other obligations, and who has shown an incessant

interest in its welfare, not only by munificent contributions to its

funds, its library, and its collection of instruments, but by active

personal services extending over many years.

Among the losses by death, your Council have to regret Captain
Basil Hall, Professor Henderson, and Mr. J. Frodsham.

Memoir o/ Professor Henderson.

At none of its former anniversary meetings has this Society had

cause to deplore heavier losses than those it has sustained in the

past year. The death of its pi'esident, Mr. Baily, was followed, at

a short interval, by that of Professor Henderson of Edinburgh ; an

astronomer of first-rate merit, and one who, for many years, has

been conspicuously distinguished among us by the frequency and

importance of his contributions to our publications. His services

to the cause for which we are associated have been, indeed, of no

ordinary kind
; and, although prematurely terminated, have entitled

him to a high place among the most deserving of our members. It

becomes, therefore, a duty we owe to his memory to recapitulate

in this Report his principal claims to our gratitude, and to ])lace on

record a few particulars of his personal history ; as M^ell to testify

our respect for his eminent merits, as to gratify, however imperfectly,

the desire which will be felt to know something of the life and cha-
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ra«t«r of one whose labours will henceforth form part of the annals

of astronomy.
Thomas Henderson was bom at Dundee on the 28th of December,

1798. His father was a tradesman in respectable circumstances,
who died early in life, leaving to the care of his widow a family con-

sisting of two sons and three daughters. The eldest son, John, was
bred to the legal profession ; and, after practising for some time as

a writer in Dundee, went to Edinburgh, where he studied for the

bar, and was rapidly rising to distinction as an advocate, when he

died suddenly, at the age of thirty-eight, of aneurism of the heart.

Thomas, the other son, and the youngest of the family, was destined

also for the profession of the law, and had the advantage of receiving
the best education which could be obtained in a town which has long
been distinguished in Scotland for the excellence of its public schools.

After the usual preliminary instruction, he was sent, at the age of

nine, to the grammar school, where he pursued the usual course of

classical study during four years, and was distinguished by his dili-

gence and quickness of apprehension, being generally the dux of his

class. In 1811, he proceeded to the Academy, where he continued

two years longer. The Dundee Academy was at that time under
the very able rectorship of Mr. Duncan, now Professor of Mathema-
tics in the University of St. Andrew's. The course of instruction

included elementary mathematics, natural philosophy, and chemistry ;

and young Henderson passed through the complete course with the

same distinction which had marked his progress at the grammar-
school. Professor Duncan, in a letter to the writer of this notice,

bears the following testimony to the merits of his former pupil.
" The two Hendersons," he says,

" were the best scholars I had in

the whole period of my incumbency. You are aware, I suppose,
that John became distinguished at the bar, and was only prevented,

by an early death, from rising to great eminence. Thomas, the fu-

ture astronomer, was remarkable for every thing that was good,—
the diligence and success with which he prepared his lessons, the

exactness with which he performed the exercises, the propriety and

modesty of his demeanour."

At the age of fifteen he was placed in the office of Mr. Small, a

writer (or solicitor) in Dundee, with whom his brother had entered

into partnership. In this situation he remained six years ; and it

appears to have been during this period that he began to devote his

leisure hours to the study of astronomy, though the particular cir-

cumstance, or accident (if, indeed, there were any other cause than
the promptings of a naturally active and inquisitive mind), which
first gave this direction to his inquiries is not known. During his

attendance at the Academy, and even at an earlier date, he had
evinced a remarkable predilection for works relating to geography
and chronology ; and his taste for these studies was often gratified
at the expense of his health, for he was naturally of a weakly con-

stitution, and subject to some disorder of the eyes, which at times

rendered him nearly blind. From these subjects to astronomy the

transition is easy and natural ; and, although he received no aid
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from theliessons of a master, and had no encouragement from exam-

ple, yet, in a town which could boast of being the birth-place of

Ivory, and in which Dr. Small, the expositor of Kepler, had so long
resided, it may be supposed there would prevail, among the better-

informed classes of the inhabitants, some general sentiment of respect
for proficiency in astronomy and mathematics, which might not be

without its influence on a mind possessing a peculiar aptitude for

such studies. However this may he, the fact deserves to be re-

corded, as an instance of what may be done under circumstances ap-

parently the most adverse, that it was while employed as an attor-

ney's clerk in a provincial town, that he laid the foundations of that

extensive acquaintance with astronomy for which he became after-

wards so distinguished.

Having gone through a six years' apprenticeship, Mr. Henderson,
at the age of twenty-one, repaired to Edinburgh for the purpose of

completing his legal education and obtaining professional employ-
ment. He first obtained a situation in the law office of a Writer to

the Signet, where his intelligence and abilities were remarked by
Mr. (now Sir James) Gibson Graig, who became his steady patron
and friend, and by whose recommendation he was appointed secre-

tary, or Advocate's clerk, to the celebrated John Clerk, afterwards

one of the judges of the Supreme Court of Scotland, under the title

of Lord Eldin. On Lord Eldin's retirement from the bench, he was
for some time private secretary to the Earl of Lauderdale ; an office

which he relinquished for the more profitable appointment of secre-

tary to the Lord Advocate (Jeffrey). In these successive employ-
ments, he passed the twelve years from 1819 to 1831 ;

and it may
be remarked that, although of a subordinate nature, they were such

as would only be entrusted to a person of acknowledged abilities,

and one whose character for fidelity, discretion, and general intelli-

gence, was already established. It is probable that they allowed

him considerable intervals of leisure, but in no other respect were they
favourable for scientific pursuits ; and, indeed, it may be regarded as

one of the most remarkable features in his history, that while en-

gaged in the discharge of multifarious and active duties, in a line of

life so foreign to astronomy and physical science of any kind, he

should not only retain his tastes for the liberal studies he had com-
menced at the Dundee Academy, but find leisure to make so many
new and important acquisitions.

Soon after he became resident in Edinburgh his astronomical

acquirements procured him introductions to Professors Leslie and

Wallace, Captain Basil Hall, and other distinguished persons, by
whom his talents were quickly appreciated, and who afl^orded him

every encouragement to persevere in his scientific pursuits. At
that time the small observatory on the Calton Hill, belonging to

the Astronomical Institution of Edinburgh, was placed under the

charge of Professor Wallace, who, finding in Mr. Henderson a per-
son to whose hands the instruments could be safely entrusted, al-

lowed him free access to them, and thereby gave him an opportu-

nity of acquiring a practical knowledge of a subject which he had
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akeady I become familiar with from study and booksv 'Jfhe'instruJ-

iments, it is true, were not of first-rate excellence,—a clock an<l

transit of 30 inches focal length, with an altitude and azimuth inl-

strument by Troughton, formed the equipment of the observatory ;

v-T-*but to a young astronomer, who had no other access to astrono-

mical apparatus, such an opportunity was invaluable ; and there is

little doubt that this circumstance had'coiisiderable induence ou his

future history, .h i'-/\ -J- .' rr.in ^niJ -i'i/.v.if ,-n\)u]- iVnv-<

The opportunity of making observations,' however, did not 'in' any
degree withdraw him from the less inviting parts of the science.

From the outset of his career he perceived that, in order to be an

astronomer, something more is necessary than mere expertness in

the use of instruments. He accordingly continued to direct his

main attention to the reduction of observations ; and, at an early

period, acquired a great knowledge of methods, and great facility in

calculating eclipses, occultations, cometary orbits, and, generally, in

all the computations and reductions which are subservient to practi-

cal astronomy.
iiiiMr. Henderson first brought himself into notice as an astronomer

in 1824, by communicating in that year to Dr. Young, then Secre-

tary to the Board of Longitude, a method of computing an observed

occultation of a fixed star by the moon, of which that accomplished

philosopher thought so highly, that he caused it to be publishedi
under the title of an improvement on his own method, in the Nauti-

cal Almanac for 1827 and the four following years ; accompanied in

some of the last of those years by a second method also proposed by
Mr. Henderson. These methods were also published in the London

Quarterly Journal of Science ; and he received for them the thanks

of the Board of Longitude. About the same time, or shortly after,

he began to contribute to the Quarterly Journal of Science various

useful papers and notices ; among which may be mentioned, in par-

ticular, elements for computing the eclipses of the sun, and lunar

occultations of the planets and satellites for the years 1826, 1827,
and 1828 ; and lists of the principal lunar occultations for the years
1826, 1827, 1828 and 1829. These lists, it is presumed, were the

cause of several valuable observations of the phsenomena being made,

which, but for them, would probably have been neglected.
In 1827 he communicated a paper to the Royal Society of London,

" On the Difference of Meridians of the Royal Observatories of

London and Paris," which is published in the Philosophical Trans-

actions for that year, and which furnishes a remarkable instance of

the value of that habit of scrutinising calculation for which he was

particularly distinguished. In the copy of the observations officially

furnished from the Royal Observatory to Sir John Herschel, with a

view to his operations in 1825 for determining the difference of lon-

gitude between Greenwich and Paris by means of fire signals, there

was an error of a second in one of the numbers, which had the effect

of causing some irregularity in the results of the different days' work ;

but as the discrepancies were small, they had been ascribed to errors

of observation. Mr. Henderson, remarking the irregularity, was led.
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to recalculate the original data, and thereby detected the errors a»^
not content with this, he submitted the entire process to a new cal-!

culation. His result differed immaterially from that which had been

previously obtained ; but the correction of the error, by rendering
the single results more consistent, gave a greatly increased confi-

dence to the general conclusion ; and, as was said of it by Sir John

Herschel himself,
" had the effect of raising a result liable to much

doubt, from the discordance of the individual days' observations, to

the rank of a standard scientific datum, and thus conferring on a na-

tional operation all the importance it ought to possess."
Mr. Henderson's connexion with this Society began by his under-

taking, upon the request of the Council, to compute an ephemeris
of the occultations of Aldebaran by the moon, in the year 1829, for

ten different observatories in Europe, In this undertaking he was

associated with Mr. Maclear, and the ephemeris, purporting to be

their joint production, was read at the December meeting in 1828,

and published in No. 15 of the Monthly Notices. His first contri-

bution to the Memoirs (published in vol. iv.) contained observations

of transits of the moon, and stars nearly in the same parallel of dcr >

clination, over the meridian, made at the Calton Hill Observatory in

1828, from which and corresponding observations made at Green-

wich he computed the difference of meridians. This paper deserves

notice, as showing that he had already adopted the practice of esti-

mating and allowing for the weights of the results and determining
their probable errors, according to the methods in use among the

German astronomers, but of which the examples were not, as yet,

frequent in this country. The method of determining differences of

longitude by means of observations of moon-culminating stars, then

recently proposed by Nicolai, had been strongly recommended by
Mr. Baily in a paper published in vol. ii. of the Memoirs, where all

the requisite rules and formulae were given for the computation.
Mr. Henderson entered into these views with his accustomed energy,
and not only embraced every opportunity of putting the method in

practice by computing corresponding observations, but was at much

pains to promote such observations by preparing lists of moon-cul-

minating stars for the use of observers. A list of this kind was pre-

pared by him at the request of the Council for the use of the

Arctic expedition under the command of Captain (Sir John) Ross

in 1830.

Another subject on which his talents for computation were fre-

quently exercised in furtherance of the views of the Council, was the

calculation of the lunar occultations of fixed stars and planets. Ob-
servations of these phsenomena, interesting both to practical and

physical astronomy, were at that time much encouraged by the So-

ciety on account of their use in determining longitudes ; and, as such

phenomena will seldom be observed unless they have been predicted,

it was desirable to ascertain the times of their occurrence by a pre-

vious calculation. In this case also Mr. Henderson rendered most

efficient aid by contributing, for several years, monthly lists of the

principal lunar occultations computed for the meridian of Greenwich.
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The promptitude and accuracy with which these calculations were
made induced the Council to request him to communicate his me-
thods to the Society ; and he accordingly drew up a set of Practical

Rules for the Approximate Prediction of Occultations, which are

published in vol. iv. of the Memoirs. These services were duly

acknowledged in our Annual Reports ; and at the anniversary meet-

ing in 1830 the thanks of the Society were voted to him " for the

very valuable assistance he had rendered to the cause of astronomy
in his various computations presented to the Society." _.

The amount of Mr. Henderson's contributions to astronomy fronl'

1825 to 1830, consisting of observations, tables, remarks, methods,
and calculations of various kinds, published in the Quarterly Jounial

of Science, the Nautical Almanac, and the Notices and Memoirs of

this Society, would have done credit to a professed computer ; but in

order rightly to appreciate his zeal, it must be remembered that he

was all this while occupied with professional duties of a kind which
would be found by most persons to be sufficiently engrossing. His

disinterestedness was no less remarkable than his scientific ardour ;

for though in the receipt of very^moderate emoluments, he declined all

remuneration for his calculations ; nor would this feature of his cha-

racter be fully appreciated unless it were told at the same time that

a considerable part of his income was appropriated by him to the

support of his mother and sisters.
'^

Mr. Henderson's official duties, while connected with the Earl of

Lauderdale and the Lord. Advocate, brought him for some months in

each year to LondoUj upon which occasions he became personally

acquainted with the principal astronomers of the metropolis, and
had an opportunity, particularly at the observatory of Sir James

South, which was freely thrown open to him, of seeing and handling
instruments of the first class. His various useful contributions to

astronomy had already acquired for him a considerable reputation; .'

and the high opinion which had been formed of his talents was in-

creased by observation of the worth and unaffected simplicity of his''

character, and the range and extraordinary accuracy of his informa-

tion on all astronomical subjects. Accordingly, a prospect of attach-

ing him to an office by which his services would be secured for the
'

exclusive benefit of astronomy, afforded satisfaction to all those who
took an active interest in the progress of our science.

The death of Dr. Robert Blair, in December 1828, having caused a

vacancy in the professorship of Practical Astronomy in the University
of Edinburgh, Mr. Henderson's qualifications for that office were re-

presented to the Government (the patrons of the appointment) by Dr.
'

Thomas Young, and energetically urged by some other astronomers,

particularly by Captain Basil Hall. From the correspondence which

passed with the Secretary of State, it appears that the Government

upon that occasion postponed the filling up of the vacancy in order that

opportunity might be given to consider upon what footing the office,

which had hitherto been a sinecure, could be placed with the great-
est prospect of advantage to science. In the summer of 1 829 another

astronomical appointment became vacant by the lamented death of

Phil Mag. S. 3. VoL 27. No. 1 77. July 1 84.5. F
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Dr. Young. This very eminent person had received valuable assist-

ance from Mr. Henderson in the computations required for the Nau-
tical Almanac, and had formed the most favourable opinion of his

talents. About a fortnight before his death he placed a memorandum
in the hands of the late Professor Rigaud of Oxford, to be made use

of in case of his decease ;
and when the anticipated event took place,

the memorandum was found to contain a request that it might be

stated to the Board of Admiralty that he knew no person more com-

petent to be his successor in the superintendence of the Almanac
than Mr. Henderson. Professor lligaud lost no time in making
known in the proper quarter the recommendation of his deceased

friend, which he also supported with the weight of his own influence ;

but in consequence of other contemplated arrangements it was un-

successful, and the superintendence of the Nautical Almanac was,

upon that occasion, committed to Mr. Pond, then Astronomer Royal.
Mr. Pond was also well aware of the efficiency and value of Mr.
Henderson's aid, and immediately preferred a request to him to con-

tinue the same computations which he had been accustomed to sup-

ply to Dr. Young ; making offer at the same time of remuneration,
and sufficient employment to occupy a great portion of his time.

But although Mr. Henderson shortly after supplied Mr. Pond with

some calculations on which he had previously been engaged, this

offer appears to have been declined, and for two years longer he con-

tinued to follow his professional occupation.
His character as an astronomer, however, was now fully esta-

blished ; and accordingly, on the death of Mr. Fallows in 1 83 1 , he

was regarded as one of the persons best qualified to undertake the

direction and management of the observatory established by Govern-

ment, and then recently completed, at the Cape of Good Hope.
Through the intervention of Captain Beaufort his qualifications were
a second time brought under the notice of the Lords Commissioners

of the Admiralty, and on this occasion successfully : but the idea of

leaving his country was distasteful to him ; and he accepted the

office with some reluctance, and only in deference to the advice of

his friends. The warrant of his appointment is dated in October

1831, and a few months after he embarked for the colony.
Mr. Henderson arrived at the Cape in April 1832, and forthwith

commenced his observations. The principal instruments were a ten-

foot transit by Dollond, and a six-foot mural circle by Jones ; and
his only assistant was Lieutenant Meadows, who had been sent out

in the previous year. Few examples are upon record of more zea-

lous and successful exertion than that which is furnished by him du-

ring his residence of thirteen months at the Cape. The results of

his own personal exertions during that short interval comprehend
the determination of the latitude and longitude of his station ; the

positions of stars near the South Pole for determining the polar 2)o-

sitions of his instruments ; the amount of refraction near the horizon ;

observations of the moon and stars for determining the moon's hori-

zontal parallax ; of Mars for determining the parallax pf that planet,
and thence that of the sun ; of eclipses of Jupiter's satellites ; occul-
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tations of fixed stars by the moon ; a transit of Mercury ; places of

Encke's and Biela's comets ; and finally, between 5000 and 6000
observations of declination. So large a mass of work would have
been sufficiently creditable under the most advantageous circum-
stances ; but when we call to mind that he had to contend with all the
difficulties incidental to a new and imperfectly organized establish-

ment, where no assistance was to be obtained from artists, and with
a notoriously unmanageable instrument, it will be easily admitted
that it would be difficult to overrate the zeal, perseverance and skill,

with which he laboured to discharge the duties which had been in-

trusted to him. But the merit of accumulating so large and valuable
a mass of observations, great as it must be dlowed to be, is com-

pletely thrown into the shade by comparison with that which is due
to the persevering industry with which he laboured in their reduction,
and in deducing from them the results we shall presently have oc-

casion to mention.

When Mr. Henderson accepted the appointment to the Cape
Observatory, it was no doubt anticipated (probably even by himself)
that his residence there would be of some considerable duration.
These anticipations were not realized, for in May 1833 he resigned
the office, and shortly after returned to Europe. The reasons which
induced him to take this step were fully stated by him in his letter

of resignation addressed to the Secretary of the Admiralty. After

briefly alluding to the exertions necessary to carry their lordships'
instructions into eiFect, he went on to say, that not only did the state

of his health render him unable much longer to support the requisite

labour, but that the observatory, considered as a place of residence,
laboured under so many disadvantages, and required a mode of life

so different from that to which he had been accustomed, that he
found it impracticable to remain longer ; and being thus unable to

perform the duties, he felt it to be incumbent on him instantly to

resign the situation. But with that regard for the interests of science,
and that kindness of disposition so eminently characteristic of him,
he added, that on his return home he would proceed, with the sanc-

tion of their lordships, to the task of reducing the observations and
of extracting from them the results they were intended to afford ;

expressed his sense of the efficient aid he had received from his as-

sistant. Lieutenant Meadows ; modestly proffered such assistance as

his experience might enable him to give to his successor ; and con-

cluded by recommending the state of the observatory to their lord-

ships' consideration.

Had his state of health permitted him to continue his observations

satisfactorily, there can be little doubt that the inconveniences of

which he complained would in due time have been removed, or at

least have become supportable ; but he had been made aware before

he left England, that his physicians already apprehended the germa
of that disease which eventually proved fatal to him, and under the

depressing influence of this knowledge, aggravated by separation
from all his friends, and his family to whom he was tenderly attached—and by his complete isolation—his spirits gave way, and he be-

F2
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came apprehensive that he would be unable to maintain the obser-

vatory, from which so much was expected, in a state of the requisite

efficiency. Impressed with this idea he took the resolution to give
in his resignation, in order that it might have the contingent benefit

of another appointment ; and thus an act which, hastily judged, might

appear to be an abandonment of his post, was the simple and natural

result of a high, it may be an exaggerated, sense of public duty.
The sacrifice involved in his resignation was of no small importance
to him in a pecuniary point of view ; for all he had to fall back upon
was a pension of 100/. a-year, to which he had become entitled upon
the retirement of Lord Eldin. But no one was ever less influenced

by considerations of personal or pecuniary advantage, and under any
circumstances he would have disdained the emoluments of office

without the most punctilious discharge of its duties.

On his return to this country in 1833, Mr. Henderson took up his

abode in Edinburgh, and being now without official engagements, he

began the task of reducing the rich store of observations he had

brought with him from the Cape. The first result of this self-im-

posed labour Avas the determination of an important astronomical

element—the sun's parallax
—from a comparison of observations of

the declinations of Mars near opposition, made at Greenwich, Cam-

bridge and Altona, with the corresponding observations at the Cape.
Previous to his departure for that station he had expressed a wish

that a selection should be made of such stars as could conveniently
be observed with Mars at the ojiposition in November 18?2, with a

view to the determination of the parallax, and that a list of them
should be circulated among diff'erent astronomers in various parts of

the world, for the purpose of obtaining corresponding observations.

Accordingly, Mr. Sheepshanks having furnished the apparent places
of Mars during the requisite period, and Mr. Baily having selected

the stars to be observed, the Council caused the list to be printed and
circulated with directions as to the mode in which the observations
should be made. In consequence of these preparations four sets of

corresponding observations were obtained, from each of which Mr.
Henderson deduced a value of the parallax. The mean of the whole

gave a parallax of 9""028 ; a result which is known from the more
certahi method of the transits of Venus to be somewhat too large,
as was the case also in Lacaille's attempt at the Cape in 1751, to

determine the solar parallax by the same method. The determina-

tion, he remarks, is chiefly valuable as showing the probable accuracy
of the method, and the limits within which this important datum in

physical astronomy may be determined independently of the rare

phsenomena of the transits of Venus.
Another paper of a more elaborate kind followed soon after, con-

taining an investigation of the anomalies of the six-foot mural circle

in the Cape Observatory. When this instrument was first set up
there were found to be considersble discrepancies in the reading of
the diflferent microscopes, a circumstance which occasioned great
perplexity to Mr. Fallows ; and although that astronomer ascertained
that the mean of the six readings might be depended upon, he did
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Dot succeed, ia arriving at aay satisfactory conclusion respecting the

cause and the laws of the irregularities. Aware of these anomalies,

which indeed were confirmed by his first observations, Mr. Henderson
a few weeks after his arrival at the Cape, undertook a laborious ex-

amination of the state of the instrument by means of a series of

readings of each of the six microscopes at every tenth degree of the

limb ; and in April and May 1833, shortly before his departure from

the Cape, he repeated the experiment on a more extended scale, by
examining the division corresponding to every fifth degree of the

circle, and also the divisions immediately before and after it. On
the results of this last experiment, which, however, were found to

be identical with those of the former one, he grounded the investi-

gation which forms the subject of the paper;
—an investigation

which exhibits in a very advantageous point of view his sagacity,

patience and laborious accuracy, and is an admirable model of a

carefully conducted experimental inquiry. The result was, that in

order to explain the observed anomalies it was necessary-to suppose
the figure of the instrument to be an oval of small eccentricity, that

the pivots of the axis were not exactly circular, and that the whole

instrument frequently changed its position upon the pier from the

defective bearing of one of the pivots. But the most important
conclusion deduced from the investigation,

—as it involved no less

important a question than the trustworthiness of the whole of his

Cape observations,—was that the mean of the readings of the six

equidistant microscopes was affected only to a very small extent (if

affected at all) by these imperfections, and that the probable error of

the instrument is not greater than the errors of the best instruments

of simTlar construction hitherto made. From a similar investigation,
founded on a less complete examination of the instrument by Mr.

Fallows, Mr. Slieepshanks and Mr. Airy, in a paper which is printed
in vol. v. of the Memoirs, had previously arrived at a similar con-

clusion*.

While thus busily employed with the reduction of his own obser-

vations, on the results of which, he was well aware, his reputation
as an astronomer would essentially depend, Mr. Henderson's assist-

ance was still, as it had been in the early part of his career, freely

extended to others whenever an opportunity occurred of promoting
the cause of astronomy. Thus, at the request of Mr. Baily, he un-

dertook the reduction of Captain Foster's observations of the comet

of 1830, made at Ascension Island, the results of which, together
with an ephemeris for facilitating the calculation of observations of

the comet made in the southern hemisphere, are published in vol. viii.

of the Memoirs. Fortunately, however (even though thus turned to

* It may not be without interest to state that, when this instrument was

sent back to England some years afterwards, and examined at the Royal

Observatory, it was found that, owing probably to some oversight in the

construction, the large steel collar carried by the conical axis was quite

loose. It is well, perhaps, the discovery was not made sooner, or the in-

strument would probably have been condemned, and the observations been

lost.
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account), the interval of leisure was of no long duration; and he

was soon called upon for the discharge of more active duties. In

1834 an agreement was concluded between the government and the

members of the Astronomical Institution of Edinburgh, whereby the

latter gave up to the University the use of their observatory on the

Calton Hill, which the former undertook to convert into a public

establishment, by furnishing it with suitable instruments, and making

provision for an observer and assistant. It was then resolved to fill

up the office of Professor of Practical Astronomy, which had remained

vacant since 1828, and to combine with it the direction and super-
intendence of the observatory ; and the Secretary of State did this

Society the honour to request that a deputation from the Council

would confer and advise with him respecting the person whom it

might be proper to appoint to the situation. In consequence of this

request, a deputation waited upon Lord Melbourne, and, in the

strongest terms, recommended Mr. Henderson, whose appointment

accordingly followed immediately. The royal commission, nomina-

ting him Professor of Practical Astronomy and His Majesty's Astro-

nomer for Scotland, which was dated the 18th of August of that

year, required him to take upon himself the care and custody of the

instruments within the observatory, and " to apply himself with dili-

gence and zeal to making astronomical observations at the said ob-

servatory, for the extension and improvement of astronomy, geo-

graphy, and navigation, and other branches of science connected

therewith."

Mr. Henderson was now placed in a situation suited in every re-

spect to his tastes, habits, and pursuits ; and, as he was still young,
those who were best acquainted with the extent of his knowledge,
his industrious habits, and his facility and accuracy in all practical

matters, formed the highest exijectations of the value of his future

services to astronomy. Nor were their expectations disappointed.
The annals of the Edinburgh Observatory, his Catalogue of Southern

Stars, his investigations of annual parallax, and other deductions

from his Cape observations, besides various contributions relative to

subjects of a less important, but always of an interesting nature,

amply justify the recommendation of our Council ; while their very
excellence increases our present regrets that a career so auspiciously

begun has been so prematurely brought to a close.

As soon as Mr. Henderson had got his observatory into working
order, and had established a regular routine of duty, he resumed the

reduction of his Cape observations,—an occupation which engrossed
the greater part of his leisure time during the remainder of his life,

and of which the fruits dre a series of papers communicated to the

Society and published in our Memoirs, all more or less interesting,
and some of them of the first order of excellence.

The next result of these reductions, and, indeed, one of the most

intrinsically important of the whole, was a Catalogue of the decli-

nations of 172 principal fixed stars, chiefly in the southern hemi-

sphere, which was read to the Society at the April meeting in 1837.

Owing to various causes of delay, the reduction of the right ascen-
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sions of the same stars was only completed, and the results given to

the Society, in the course of the last year. They have, however,

already been printed, and will appear in our forthcoming volume.

Although the number of stars contained in this Catalogue is not

large, it acquires importance and value both on account of the still

relatively defective state of our knowledge of the absolute positions

of the southern stars, and from the circumstance that it is the first

which has been deduced from observations made in the southern he-

misphere with instruments equal to those of the best European ob-

servatories. Indeed, if we except Mr. Johnson's excellent Catalogue
of Stars observed at St. Helena, it must be regarded as the first in

which the places of stars not visible in our latitudes have been de-

termined with the precision and certainty now aimed at in astro-

nomy. It was principally with a view to the determination of the

positions of the principal southern stars, for the aid of navigation,

that the establishment of the Cape Observatory had been urged

upon and undertaken by the government, and this catalogue forms

one of the most important instalments astronomy has yet received

from it.

Although the determination of the absolute places of the stars

formed the principal business of the observatory, Mr. Henderson

was too zealous an astronomer to omit taking advantage of the cir-

cumstances in which he was placed to investigate various important

points which can only be determined by a comparison of observa-

tions made at places remote from each other, or which acquire a

special interest from the position of the observer. A point of this

latter kind is the amount of refi'action in the southern hemisphere.
In an interesting paper on this subject, printed in vol. x. of the

Memoirs, he has given the results of a series of observations made
at the Cape, of stars having a greater zenith distance than 85°, both

north and south, and compared the refractions thence deduced with

the tables cf Bessel and Ivory. As tending to throw light on the

important subject of horizontal refractions, these results are valuable

with reference to general i^hysics as well as to practical astronomy.
Another important determination, also prompted by the locality,

was that of the moon's horizontal parallax. It is well known that

the determination of this element was one of the principal objects of

Lacaille's voyage to the Cape ; his purpose being to obtain observa-

tions of the moon's declination corresponding to others made at dif-

ferent European observatories. A similar investigation was proposed
for Mr. Henderson, or rather several stars had been marked in the

Berlin Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac as favourably situated for

having their declinations observed along with the moon's in both

hemispheres, by which means the moon's apparent declinations are

obtained free from the effects of errors in the assumed declinations

of the stars. But the number of corresponding observations of this

kind which could be made, being found to be too small to permit the

element to be determined from them with sufficient accuracy, Mr.

Henderson had recourse, whenever there was a deficiency of moon-

culminating stars, to such of the principal stars as were observed.
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and could be used for comparison. The investigation, like all others

which he undertook, is conducted in the most careful manner ; and

the result, although, in consequence of the mode of proceeding

adopted, it is dependent on the accuracy of the determination of the

relative declinations of the principal stars, is probably the best de-

termination of the constant we are in possession of.

It would almost seem as if, in these investigations, Mr. Hender-

son had it in view to repeat the labours of Lacaille in his memorable

residence at the Cape about the middle of the last century. In an-

other and more important feature he may be considered as an imi-

tator of that great astronomer. Lacaille had remarked that, in the

then advanced state of astronomy no one could any longer be believed

on his mere word ; and that, in order to employ with confidence an

observed position, it was necessary to have all the details of the ob-

servation and all the elements of reduction. No astronomer was

ever more careful of the observance of this important maxim than

Mr. Henderson. From the reading of the circle to the final result

of the investigation, every thing necessary for the complete under-

standing of the process or verification of the work is carefully set

forth and explained ; and, accordingly, all his investigations and re-

sults are characterized by an air of truthfulness which it would be in

vain to look for where a different practice is followed.

But of all the results which he deduced from this persevering ex-

amination of his Cape observations, the one which will be considered

as the most interesting is the annual parallax of the double star a
Centauri, amounting to about a second of space. This binary sy-
stem was recognised to be double about a century ago ; and, on

comparing the observations of Lacaille with those of the present
time, it is found to have an annual proper motion of about 3"' 6.

Being situated within about 30° of the South Pole, it is always
above the horizon at the Cape, and consequently favourably placed
for being accurately observed at all times. The intrinsic brightness
of the two component stars is also remarkable ; and from this, and
their large proper motion—circumstances indicative of proximity to

our system
—Mr. Henderson was led to suspect they might have a

sensible parallax. He was not, however, aware of their large proper
motion till he was about to leave the Cape ; and the observations

from which the result was first deduced, were accordingly not made
with especial reference to the question of parallax, but for the pur-

pose of determining their mean positions. The first indications of

parallax were detected upon a comparison of their declinations with
those of such of the standard stars as were observed on the same day
throughout the year ; but he deferred the announcement of the dis-

covery until he had com])leted the reduction of the right ascensions,

and obtained, by this means, a further test of the accuracy of his

conclusion. A similar investigation of these latter observations con-

firmed the previous deduction ; and, in a paper read to the Society
at the January meeting of 1839, he announced a parallax of the

double star amounting to about a second of space. With his habi-

tual caution and accuracy, he applied every means of testing the re-
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suit tlie observations afforded, deducing the parallax separately from
the observations of right ascension, from the direct observations of

declination, and from the reflected observations of dechnation, and
this in respect of each of the two stars ; and though the resulting

parallax differed somewhat in the different cases, the general agree-
ment was satisfactory, and the amount much too large to be ascri-

bable to probable errors of observation. But notwithstanding the

corroboration which the results of these different modes of deduction
afforded each other, if the question of the parallax of this binary star

had been allowed to rest in the state in which it was placed in Mr.
Henderson's first paper, astronomers would probably have agreed in

thinking his investigation only went the length of establishing a

strong probability in favour of its existence. Mr. Main, after an
elaborate comparison of the result with the individual observations

from which it was deduced, observes, "For the present it must be
considered that the star well deserves a rigorous examination by all

the methods which the author himself has so well pointed out ; and

that, in the event of a parallax at all comparable with that assigned
by Mr. Henderson being found, he will deserve the merit of its dis-

covery, and the warmest thanks of astronomers, as an extender of

the knowledge we possess of our connexion with the sidereal sy-
stem."—Memoirs, vol. xii. p. 36. The result, however, was far too

curious to be allowed long to remain without an attempt being made
to confirm it. No sooner was Mr. Henderson's paper communicated
to Mr. Maclear, than that energetic astronomer undertook a series

of observations of the double altitudes of the two stars with the

mural circle,-Avith an express view to the question. They extend
over seventeen months, from March 26, 1839, to August 12, 1840 ;

and, as the mural circle at the Cape was changed shortly after their

commencement, they have the further advantage of having been

made, for the greater part, with a different instrument. These ob-

servations being transmitted to Mr. Henderson, he immediately un-
dertook to reduce them ; and, in an elaborate paper inserted in vol.

xii. of the Memoirs, he deduced the parallax for each of the two
stars both from the direct and reflected observations. The results

entirely confirmed his former deductions, but, as was to be expected
from the greater number of observations, they were more consistent.

The mean gave, as before, a parallax of about 1"; whence it is in-

ferred that this system, the nearest, perhaps, of the stellar bodies,
is separated from us by an interval exceeding 200,000 times the

distance of the sun from the earth.

Looking to the history of this interesting subject
—to the consist-

ent results given by the Dublin circle, which have been disproved

by other instruments—and considering that the present determina-

tion has as yet been only partially confirmed by the observations of

right ascension, the cautious astronomer will, perhaps, be inclined

to maintain some reserve until the star shall have been examined
with an instrument affording the means of exact micrometrical mea-

surement, or, at least, until a longer series of meridian observations

shall have been made ; for, as has been remarked by Sir John Her-
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schel,
"

It is only on a very long series of observations of absolute

places, affected, as they are, by instrumental error and uncertainty
of refraction, that any conclusion of this kind can rest with secu-

rity." But whatever the ultimate decision of astronomers may be

with respect to the parallax in question, there will be but one opi-
nion as to the merit of Mr. Henderson's investigations, and the in-

terest which attaches to the subject : and, in the meantime, it will

be remembered that this is the first determination of the parallax of

a star which has been confirmed by a different observer using a dif-

ferent instrument ; and that if future observations shall continue to

give similar results, which now seems a reasonable anticipation, to

Mr. Henderson will indisputably belong the enviable distinction of

having been the first who succeeded in an inquiry so often, but

fruitlessly, attempted by astronomers, namely, the discovery of a

fixed star whose distance from our system is capable of measurement
and expression. For these researches he was proposed to the Council

at the meeting in November last, as deserving the Society's gold
medal for the present year, but his untimely death prevented the

question from being entertained.

Another attempt made by him to determine the annual parallax
was less successful. Sirius, the brightest star in the heavens, might
be supposed to be one of the least remote ; and some astronomers—
Cassini, Lacaille, and Piazzi—had assigned it a parallax of several

seconds. The Cape observations being well adapted for the inves-

tigation of the question, Mr. Henderson undertook the examination

of those made by himself, and also a series by Mr. Maclear, in order

to ascertain if they indicated any sensible parallax ; but in this case

the result amounted only to about a quarter of a second,—a quan-

tity not exceeding, perhaps, the probable error of the determination.

Mr. Henderson's labours on the subject of parallax did not termi-

nate even here. In a letter to Mr. Main, which was read at the

December meeting of 1842, he gave the results of an investigation
of the parallaxes, as they appear from his Cape observations, of

twenty stars which had been observed sufficiently often to reduce

the errors of observation within reasonable limits. They comprehend
the greater number of the stars situated in the same region of the

heavens as a Centauri, which have been indicated by Sir John Her-
schel as deserving of investigation for parallax, and which, on that

account, are at present objects of particular attention at the Cape
Observatory. In a few instances considerable parallaxes appear ; in

the greater number of cases the results are so small as to afford little

hope of a measurable parallax being found, and in some they are

negative. The mean of the twenty parallaxes is +0""29, a result

which, on the whole, may be considered as affording encouragement
to continue the research.

It is matter of much regret that the reduction of the entire series

of Mr. Henderson's Cape observations—the rich store from which
the above interesting results have been extracted—has not been

completed by him
; and that the observations must consequently be

deprived of the advantage of liis final revision. From the examina-
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tion of his papers it appears that the number of positions determined

both with the mural circle and transit instrument, from April 10,

1832, to May 24, 1833, is between 5000 and 6000. The transit

observations (made chiefly by Lieut. Meadows) are found to be care-

fully written out, with the column headed " correction of instru-

ment
"

filled up for the whole period ; and that headed " correction

of clock
"
from the commencement to October 31, 1832. The circle

observations, which were all made by himself, are in a similar state

of forwardness ; and it may be inferred from the appearance of the

papers, that if he had lived a few months longer, and the work had

proceeded at the ordinary rate, the whole would have been ready for

the press.
A statement of the results deduced by Mr. Henderson from his

Cape observations could not be properly concluded without an ex-

pression of admiration for that disinterested zeal which led him to

undertake and execute so great an amount of extra-official labour.

The observations, it will be remembered, were made at a public esta-

blishment, and their reduction was matter of public concern and im-

portance ; and after his resignation of the appointment, the public had

no claim on his services more than on those of any other individual.

But, as already remarked, considerations of this kind never, in any

degree, influenced his conduct ; and, during ten long years, he gra-

tuitously devoted to this purpose all the time he could spare from

his official duties. In the same circumstances almost any other

person would have claimed, and undoubtedly have obtained, both

assistance and remuneration.

In addition to the results now mentioned, he rendered still an-

other important service to the astronomy of the southern heavens, in

superintending the reduction of the stars observed at the Cape by
Lacaille. This work, which he undertook at the instance of Mr.

Baily for the British Association, was announced as completed in

our Annual Report for 1843 ; but it has not yet been published.
Mr. Henderson's labours in the Edinburgh Observatory are well-

known to astronomers from the five volumes of observations which

have been published for 1834-1839. A sixth volume is understood

to be left nearly ready for publication ; and the observations for the

remaining years will, no doubt, still be rendered available to science.

The published volumes are prefaced by an Introduction, containing
a minute and most lucid description of the instruments and methods

used in the observations and reductions, with every detail and ex-

planation which can contribute to give authenticity and value to the

work. His first year's observations having been referred to this

Society by the Home Secretary, a committee of the Council reported

them to be of first-rate excellence, and recommended their publica-

tion as matter of scientific importance. This report has been rati-

fied by all astronomers ; and, so far as they have yet been published,

the Edinburgh observations not only do credit to the astronomer and

his assistant, Mr. Wallace, but have conferred on the Observatory a

high reputation among the similar institutions of Europe.

Although the periodical publication of the Edinburgh observations
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rendered it, in a great measure, unnecessary for him to have recourse

to other channels of publicity, he continued, from time to time, to

communicate to this Society various observations of phsenomena,
either of an occasional nature or having an immediate interest, and
notices likely to be useful to practical astronomers. Among these

may be mentioned observations of the planets near their oppositions
and inferior conjunctions, of moon- culminating stars, of the annular

eclipse of the sun on May 15, 1836 ; and, more especially, elements

of cometary orbits. Indeed, if he had no other claim on our regard,
his care in disseminating the earliest information respecting the

orbits of newly-discovered comets would alone have entitled him to

the applause due to a useful labourer in the cause of astronomy.
Various observations and notices of the kind now referred to were
also communicated by him to Professor Schumacher, and published
in the Astronomische Nachrichten, whereby they obtained immediate
circulation over the continent.

His attention at Edinburgh was chiefly directed to planetary ob-

servations, and the formation of an extensive catalogue of zodiacal

stcirs. He had proceeded far in the latter work ; and in one of his

last letters, written to an intimate friend, he spoke of being engaged
in fixing the positions of some of those stars in Argelander's recent

catalogue, which, though visible to the naked eye, had escaped the

notice of all former astronomers.

In recounting Mr. Henderson's labours in the Edinburgh Obser-

vatory, we should fail to do justice to his zeal if we omitted all allu-

sion to other avocations which occasionally made large demands on
his time. His office of professor, though he gave no lectures in his

own department, entailed on him various duties. During one whole
session (1835-1836) he delivered the mathematical lectures for

Professor Wallace, then incapacitated by illness ; and in the last

year he undertook, for some time, a similar duty for Professor Forbes,
in the class of Natural Philosophy. In short, he was one whose

general talents and habits of business, coupled with extreme bene-

volence and great good sense, rendered him a most useful coadjutor ;

and, accordingly, the largest share of any public business, with which
he happened to be connected, -was sure to fall into his hands.

Having none of the accessory advantages of birth, fortune, or early
introduction, Mr. Henderson had to rely on his own energy and
talents alone in conquering his way to fame ; and he was only be-

ginning to enjoy his well-earned reputation, both in his own country
and abroad. He was admitted a Fellow of this Society in 1832, and
of the Royal Society in 1 840, and he had been a member of the

Royal Society of Edinburgh since 1834, It does not appear that

he was a member of any foreign society, but he was in frequent cor-

respondence with Schumacher, Bessel, Encke, and other distinguished
astronomers on the continent, by whom his talents and opinion on
astronomical subjects were held in high estimation.

In 1836 he married Miss Adie, eldest daughter of the well-known

optician and ingenious inventor of the syrapiesometer. The death
of this lady in 1842, a few weeks after the birth of their only child.
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produced an effect on his sensitive temperament from which he never

completely recovered. In the summer of that year he was gratified

by an event which afforded him at the time the liveliest pleasure,
and ever after formed a bright spot in his memory. This was the

visit to Edinburgh of Professor Bessel, whom he had always been

accustomed to regard as his master in science ; and for whose cha-

racter and writings he entertained an unbounded admiration. In

company with the great astronomer, and his countryman and col-

league, the celebrated mathematician Jacobi, he made a short excur-

sion to the Highlands ; and his friends well remember the delight
with which he used to recount the incidents of that journey, and re-

late anecdotes of his illustrious companions.

Although his constitution was never robust, and he was occasion-

ally subject to low spirits, during the influence of which he would

express misgivings as to his hold on life, his health did not undergo

any visible change till the autumn of 1844, when he was suddenly
seized with an illness of so alarming a kind, that, happening at the

time to be on a visit to a friend, some days elapsed before he could

be removed to his own house. From this attack he partially reco-

vered, and hopes were entertained that he would soon be. enabled to

resume his usual duties ; but a relapse having occurred, he expired

suddenly on the 23rd of November, a few weeks before he would

have completed his forty-sixth year. The disease was then ascer-

tained to be hypertrophy of the heart ; and there can be little doubt

that, in the state of health induced by this organic disorder, the

fatigue of the nightly observations, and of climbing the steep hill on

the summit" of which the observatory is built, had been extremely

prejudicial to him, and contributed to accelerate its fatal termina-

tion.

The character of Mr. Henderson as an astronomer stands high,
and his name will go down to posterity as an accurate observer, an

industrious computer, a skilful manipulator, and an improver of

methods in that department to which he devoted himself. Endowed

by nature with perceptive powers of great acuteness, and accustomed

by his early professional training to examine and sift the evidence

of every fact or statement presented to his mind, and to keep it be-

fore him until he had obtained a clear conception of it in all its bear-

ings, every acquisition he made was perfect ; and all his knowledge
was stored up in a memory of unusually retentive powers, in so or-

derly a manner, as to be always available at the moment it was wanted.

A sharp eye, and habits of order, regularity, and attention, enabled

him to become an excellent observer ; but the services for which he

will be remembered consist not so much in numerous and accurate

observations, as in the use which he made of them and the manner
in which he worked out their results. At the outset of his career

he was led (probably by the commendation of them in our Memoirs)
to study attentively the methods of the German astronomers, parti-

cularly those of Bessel and Struve, upon whose model he formed his

practice, and from which he never departed. All his memoirs and

investigations are characterised by the excellences of those illustrious
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masters. Every observation is scrupulously discussed, and its results

drawn out in the most concise and serviceable form. His processes
are fully explained ; his formula; of reduction carefully chosen ; no

labour is evaded ; and no circumstance which can affect the accuracy
of the final result is passed unnoticed. Nor is the manner in which

his results are set forth and communicated inferior to the skill dis-

played in deducing them. His descriptions of instruments, methods,

and details of practice, are stamped by a simplicity, neatness, and

precision, which show at once the correctness of his taste and his

mastery over his subject. His introductions to the Edinburgh ob-

servations may be cited as admirable specimens of astronomical

writing. Nothing, indeed, is more remarkable in all his composi-
tions than good taste, and the entire absence of every trace of exag-

geration of his own merits or affectation of singularity. Discerning

clearly his object, he pursues it in a direct undeviating course ; never

stepping aside for the sake of display, yet skilfully availing himself

of every means of reaching it, which science had placed at his dis-

posal. To represent him as profoundly skilled in the higher de-

partments of physical astronomy would be to make a pretension,
from which the modesty of his nature would have recoiled ; but he

had a sufficiently accurate knowledge of the analytical processes by
which the phsenomena of the universe are deduced from, or connected

with, the theory of gravitation, to appreciate correctly their bearings
on the practical branches, to which he directed his attention. To
a very considerable knowledge of mathematics he added great powers
of calculation—powers which he never abused ; for though less liable

than most men to make mistakes, he, in no case, allowed himself to

dispense with the most scrupulous revision of his work. One of his

most distinguishing qualities was sound judgment. He never at-

tempted any thing to which his powers were not fully equal ; and,

as a consequence of this, whatever he did he did well.

Few men have been more conversant with the modern history of

astronomy, especially that branch of it with which he was more im-

mediately connected. It may be said-, without any exaggeration,
that he knew, and could name the author of every invention or con-

trivance, whether mathematical or mechanical, bearing on his pro-
fessional duties.

In his private character, and the relations of domestic life, Mr,

Henderson was distinguished by great warmth of affection and ami-

ability of disposition. Naturally modest and retiring he shrunk from

the most distant contact with obtrusiveness and ostentation ; but he

knew well enough his position, and was by no means deficient in

spirit to defend it. His disposition was cheerful and social ; and

when released from official duties he took great pleasure in the so-

ciety of his friends, to whom he was endeared by the worth of his

character, the unafi'ected simplicity of his manners, his kind-hearted

benevolence, and enthusiastic admiration of whatever is noble and

excellent. His reputation for astronomical knowledge, and his rea-

diness to assist in its promotion, involved him in an extensive cor-

respondence ; but, however occupied he might be, when reference
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was made to him on any point connected with his professional pur-
suits, he was always to be depended upon for a prompt answer,
either containing (as was most frequently the case) a full exposition
of the matter in hand, or a frank acknowledgment that he had no
information to give. He was disinterested and generous to a degree
hardly consistent with his circumstances. Notwithstanding his

slender appointments he had already collected an extensive and valu-

able astronomical library ; but the proceeds of its sale were the prin-

cipal part of the heritage he left for his orphan daughter.
The loss of so excellent a member, at an age when his knowledge

and faculties had only attained to maturity, and when past triumphs
justified the brightest anticipations for the future, cannot be regarded
by the Society with feelings of ordinary regret. Let us hope there

will never be wanting among us examples of similar and equally suc-

cessful devotion.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR MAY 1845.

Chiswick,—May 1, 2. Very fine. 3. Fine, with clouds. 4. Cloudy and cool.

5. Fine : dense clouds ; clear. 6. Cloudy : rain. 7. Cloudy : showers. 8. Rain.
9. Cloudy: clear. 10. Foggy : cloudy : clear at night. 11. Cloudy. 12. Rain:

showery. 13. Cloudy and fine. 14. Fine. 15. Overcast: fine. 16. Cloudy.
17. Overcast: slight frost at night. 18. Cloudy: showery. 19. Cloudy and
cold. 20. Cloudy : rain. 21. Heavy rain. 22. Cloudy : very clear. 23. Over-
cast : fine : heavy rain. 24. Hazy clouds : heavy rain at night. 25. Rain.
26. Overcast : heavy rain. 27. Very fine. 28. Hazy and damp. 29. Thick
haze: rain. 30. Fine. 31. Very fine : cloudless: overcast at night.

—Mean
temperature of^he month 5°'3 below the average.

Boston.—May 1. Fine. 2. Fine: thunder and lightning p.m., with rain. 3.

Cloudy: thunder and lightning p.m., with rain. 4. Fine: rain earlyA.M. 5. Fine:
rain early a.m. ; rain p.m. 6. Rain. 7. Cloudy : rain early a.m.: rain p.m. 8.

Fine : rain A.M. 9. Cloudy : rain early a.m. 10. Rain. 11. Cloudy. 12. Fine :

rain A.M. and P.M. 1 3. Fine : rain p.m. 14, 15. Fine. 16. Cloudy. 17. Cloudy:
rain A.M. 18. Windy. 19. Fine: rain early a.m. 20. Fine : rain p.m. 21.

Cloudy. 22. Fine. 23. Cloudy : rain p.m. 24, 25. Cloudy : rain early a.m.
26. Cloudy : rain early a.m. : rain p.m. 27. Fine. 28. Fine: rain early a.m. :

rain P.M. 29. Cloudy : rain p.m. 30,31. Fine.

Sandwick Manse, Orkney.—May 1. Drops: showers. 2. Showers. 3. Showers :

sleet. 4. Bright : showers. 5—7. Clear. 8. Rain : showers. 9, 10. Showers.
11. Bright: cloudy. 12,13. Clear. 14. Drops: clear. 15. Fog: drizzle.

16. Showers: drizzle. 17. Bright: clear. 18. Cloudy: clear. 19. Clear.

20. Cloudy. 21. Bright : cloudy. 22,23. Cloudy : damp. 24,25. Cloudy.
26. Bright: cloudy. 27. Cloudy. 28,29. Bright : clear. 30. Cloudy: fine.

81. Bright: fine.

Apiilegarlh Manse, Dumfries-shire.
—May 1. Heavy showers. 2, 3. Heavy

showers, with hail. 4. Sunshine and showers. 5. Fine. 6. Moist : light drops.
7—9. Slight showers. 10. Fine. 11. Rain p.m. ; hoar-frost a.m. 12. Showers.
13. Fair and fine. 14. Rain nearly all day. 15— 17. Fair; fine: bracing air.

18. Fair, but threatening. 19. Fair, but threatening : fine. 20,21. Fair, but

threatening : droughty. 22—24, Fair, but threatening. 25. Fair, but threaten-

ing : few drops of rain. 26. Fair, but threatening : very droughty. 27—30.

Fair, but threatening. 31. Fine : warm.
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XV. Experiments and Observations on some Cases of Lines in

the Prismatic Spectrum produced by the passage of Light

through Coloured Vapours and Gases, and from certain Co-

loured Flames. By W, A. Miller, M.D., F.R.S.t Profes-
sor of Chemistry in King's College, London *.

[With two coloured Plates.]

THE inquiry into the cause of the dark lines in the solar

spectrum is one involved in so much difficulty and ob-

scurity, and the interest which attaches to its solution, in con-

nexion with some of the most refined questions relating to the

nature of lightj is so great, that I trust I shall be pardoned
for bringing forward some additional facts bearing upon the

subject, however little I may have to say in explanation of

them. These facts may, however, at a future period, assist us

in arriving at some general conclusion.

In examining the prismatic spectrum of light that had been

transmitted through the deep red vapours of the nitrous acid

(NO4), Sir D. Brewster made the remarkable discovery, that

the absorption of the rays by this medium differs from that of

coloured liquids and solids in general, in the production of a

multitude of lines crossing the spectrum in the same direction

as those observed by Fraunhofer ; these lines being broadest,

darkest, and most abundant towards the more refrangible ex-

tremity of the spectrum. He found them to occur equally,
whether solar or artificial light were employed. Shortly after,

Prof. Miller of Cambridge, and the late Prof. Daniell, of

King's College, extended this inquiry to other coloured va-

pours, viz. to chlorine, iodine, bromine, euchlorine and indigo.
Between the spectra of iodine and bromine they discovered a

very exact parallelism, the coloured image in each case being
* Read (June 21, 1845) at the Meeting of the British Association held

at Cambridge, and communicated by the Author.

Phil. Mag. S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 178. Augtist 1845. G



82 Dr. W. A. Miller on some Cases of Lines

crossed through a great portion of its extent by numerous

equidistant lines, corresponding both in number and position
in the two substances.

This remarkable similarity of action upon light, between

bodies whose chemical properties are in many respects so

closely allied, induced me, as the subject appeared to have

been completely laid aside by the philosophers to whom these

observations are due, to examine a variety of other coloured

compounds. I was in hopes of discovering, amongst other

bodies, and particularly amongst compounds of similar nature

and properties, a correspondence, if not in the colorific posi-

tion, at least in the general arrangement of the lines (if any
were produced), which are rendered visible by a prismatic

analysis of the light that has been transmitted through the

different coloured media. This hope, however, I have not

been able to realize to any considerable extent. But though
the lesults obtained are many of them negative, as the cases

in which no lines occur are much more numerous than

those in which they are produced, I have met with some facts

which I believe are not generally known, and which may,
therefore, possess sufficient interest to warrant my submitting
them to the consideration of men of science. The mere enu-

meration of the substances in which I have failed to discover

them may, besides saving others some fruitless labour, be of

some value.

My observations may be referred principally to two heads,

those which relate to the effect of coloured gases and vapours

upon transmitted light, and those which arise from expe-
riments on the spectra produced by tiames of different co-

lours.

Before detailing the mode in which the following experi-
ments were conducted, I will briefly state the principal results

which I have obtained from the first series.

1. In no case where colourless gases are employed, have I

detected any additional lines. Fourteen different substances

were employed, varying in density from that of hydrogen,

0*069], to that of aether, 2'586', and hydriodic acid, 4-388.

Of these bodies three were simple, viz. oxygen, hydrogen and

nitrogen, and eleven were compounds, varying greatly in their

mode of condensation, as in binoxide of nitrogen, where the

elements unite without condensation
; protoxide of nitrogen,

where three volumes of the gases become two; and ammonia, in

which two volumes are condensed into one; in chemical pro-

perties they differed not less widely. Five of these gases were

acid, the carbonic, hydrosulphuric, hydrochloric, hydriodic,

find sulphurous acid. One ammonia is alkaline, one cyano-
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gen is usually considered an organic radicle, one a compound
of such a radicle as aether ; the remaining one, chloride of

sulphur, possesses ])roperties referable to none of these heads.
2. The mere presence of colour is no indication of the ex-

istence of lines. Vapours which the eye cannot distinguish
from each other will be found in one case, as with bromine,
to give numerous lines, in another, as the chloride of tungsten,
to give none at all.

3. The probable position of the lines cannot be inferred

from the colour of the gas : with the green perchloride of

manganese the lines are most abundant in the green, whilst

with the red vapours of nitrous acid they increase in number
and density as we advance towards the blue end of the spec-
trum.

4. Simple bodies, as well as compounds, may produce lines;
and two simple bodies which singly do not produce them, may
in their compounds occasion them abundantly. Neither oxy-
gen, nitrogen, nor chlorine, when uncombined, occasions
lines

5
but some of the oxides, both of nitrogen and of chlo-

rine, exhibit the phaenomena in a most striking manner.
There are, however, oxides, both of nitrogen and of chlorine,
which do not occasion the appearance of lines.

5. We find also that lines may exist in the vapour of simple
substances, as in iodine, which disappear in their compounds ;

this is exempl^ed in the hydriodic acid, a combination of

equal volumes of gaseous iodine and hydrogen, united without
condensation.

6. Sometimes the same lines are produced by different

degrees of oxidation of the same substances, a remarkable in-

stance of which is furnished in the oxides of chlorine. Here
chemical considerations of interest may assist in explaining
the cause.

7. The lines are increased in number and density by in-

creasing the depth of the coloured stratum through which the

light is transmitted, or by any cause which increases the in-

tensity of the colour; proving that more lines exist than our
instruments or eyes are capable of discerning when the vapour
is dilute. This is especially exemplified with iodine and bro-

mine.

8. These lines occur both with polarized and non-polarized

light. There is little doubt, although I have not yet made
the experiment, that the lines thus produced, as with the or-

dinary solar lines, indicate an absence of chemical influence,
as well as of the luminiferous portion of the ray.

In all the experiments on transmitted light, the luminous
G2
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source employed was, unless otherwise specified, the diffused

light of day. The different spectra represented in Plate II.

were obtained by I'eceiving the rays upon a prism of Mu-
nich flint glass, mounted upon Fraunhofer's plan and ad-

justed to an achromatic telescope, placed at 20 feet from a

vertical slit in a brass plate, one-fortieth of an inch in width

and about 4 inches long. Half of this slit admitted diffused

daylight in its ordinary state, the other half of the aperture
was covered by the tube or other vessel containing the gas or

coloured vapour. The two spectra were thus placed in juxta-

position, and the lines of Fraunhofer could, in most cases, be
traced across the vapour-spectrum, furnishing exact points of

comparison between the two.

By increasing the depth of the coloured stratum, we in-

crease the strength and number of the lines visible; new and
fainter lines being rendered discernible by rendering the colour

of the gas more intense. A smaller quantity of some bodies

is capable of rendering these lines visible than is required to

produce the same effect with others; e.g. a quantity of iodine

vapour, just sufficient to give a violet tinge to the air in the

tube, renders the lines distinctly perceptible, whilst with a

tube of bromine, the vapour of which is as full a red as that

of nitrous acid, the lines, though visible, are very indistinctly
defined. I have, therefore, in experimenting on permanent
gases and vapours of liquids volatile at ordinary temperatures,
been careful not to decide on the absence of lines unless the

light had been transmitted through a body of vapour at least

9 inches deep. It is possible that in one or two instances of

substances which require high temperatures for their volatili-

zation, the employment of a stratum of greater depth might
have revealed spectral lines, as, with the exception of sulphur,
the experiments were, on account of the difficulty of uniformly

heating larger vessels, performed in tubes three-fourths of an

inch internal diameter. These exceptions, however, if they
exist, will I believe be very few, as in no case, by using thicker

strata, have I found lines, when in such tubes all indications of

their existence were wanting. The vessels I have found con-

venient in operating on the larger quantities of gases are rect-

angular boxes of colourless plate-glass, usually cemented with

marine glue.
In connexion with the effect of varying the depth of the

coloured stratum, I may mention, that if we increase the in-

tensity of the colour, e.g. with nitrous acid by the application
of heat, the lines throughout the whole spectrum become
much darker, and where they are few in number, more sharply
defined ; but where they are numerous, they increase to such
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an extent as altogether to arrest the passage of the light, and
the space from F to G, which in

fig. 4- represents several well-

marked groups, becomes one continuous band of shadow.
On allowing the tube to cool, the lines in this part resume
their former distinctness. Analogous phaenomena are ob-
served in the case of iodine; this vapour acts principally on
the green portions of the spectrum, and if the vapour be at all

dense, the orange and yellow spaces appear crossed by the

equidistant lines (Plate II. fig. 2) which characterise this

vapour; and they gradually are lost in the green, which seems
blotted out by a uniform shadow. As the tube is allowed to

cool, and the mass of vapour becomes rarer and its hue fainter

and fainter, the lines are seen by degrees extending into the

green, and at length the whole shaded portion is filled with

them : they do not disappear in this part until those in the

orange and yellow are gone, and until the last tinge of violet

in the tube has completely passed away. In most instances,
where vapours, and not gases, are the subjects of experiment,
it will be found advantageous to exhaust the air and seal the

tube by the flame of a blowpipe. The vapour of indigo and
of several other bodies is thus experimented on without diffi-

culty.
I need not advert to the remarkable but now well-ascer-

tained fact, tha^ in the light of the afternoon and evening, lines

become visible which at other times are not readily detected,
and that those of the red and orange portions of the spectrum,
in particular, become much more distinctly marked; but a

singular appearance accidentally presented itself to me the

other day. I was examining the spectrum of the diffused day-
light towards the evening when a violent thunder-shower came
on; lines not before visible were distinctly apparent, and a

group in the brightest part of the spectrum between D and E,
though nearer to the former line, became very evident, in-

creasing in distinctness with the violence of the shower
; as the

rain passed away they again faded and disappeared. I have
had subsequent opportunities on several occasions of confirm-

ing the accuracy of this observation.

In
fig. 1, I have represented approximatively some of the

principal groups of lines that I have observed in daylight after

transmission through different vapours. No pretensions to

accuracy are made in these sketches; they are simply in-

tended to convey an idea of the general position and grouping
of the lines.

The two first series, those of bromine and iodine, are pro-
duced by simple bodies; the remaining ones by compounds
containing only two elements, it is true, but the arrangement
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of the molecules of which, it is all but certain, is far more

complicated than such an apparent simplicity might warrant

us in expecting.
In fig.

1 some of the principal solar lines are depicted as

fixed points of comparison.

Fig. 2 gives the general appearance of the lines presented

by iodine ; the specific gravity of this vapour is 8'707 ; the

lines in this case are most distinct in the orange and yellow

portions, and in the green becoming so numerous as to obli-

terate it: these lines are not sharply defined, but shadow off

into the lighter spaces very gradually*. In the more refran-

gible part of the spectrum I did not discern them.

Fig. 3. Bromine shows lines corresponding to those of

iodine; they are less distinct, however, and can scarcely be

discerned in the orange portions ; the violet end of the spec-
trum is entirely intercepted. Specific gravity 5*390.

Fig. 4. Some of the principal lines in the peroxide of ni-

trogen, NO4, specific gravity 3*183, the gas is of a deep
orange : in this gas one vol. of nitrogen and two of oxygen are

condensed into one.

Fig. 5 gives some of the groups exhibited by the peroxide

of chlorine, Clg Og ; these are principally confined to the blue

and indigo portions, the colour of the gas being a bright

orange. No correspondence between the position of the

principal groups in these two gases is observable.

It appeared to me of great interest now to ascertain what
influence the successive steps of oxidation of the same body
might have upon the spectrum ; and two classes of substances

presented themselves as well-adapted to this inquiry, viz. the

oxides of chlorine and of nitrogen.
Thanks to the researches of many eminent chemists, and

especially of Millon and Pelouze in the last few years, we
are now in possession of means for preparing and insulating
these compounds of chlorine in a state of purity. Finding the

lines (fig. 5) in the gas extricated from chlorate of potash on

the addition of sulphuric acid, I next prepared some pure
chlorous acid from chlorite of lead (PbO, CIO3); this salt,

on the addition of nitric acid, furnished chlorous acid (CIO3)
in a state of purity. In this gas 2 vols, of chlorine and 3 vols,

of oxygen are condensed into 3 vols., and it has a specific

gravity of 2*646 ; and on proceeding with prismatic analysis
of the transmitted light, the very same series of lines was pro-

* I am informed by Prof. Miller, that with instruments of hi<;h magni-

fying power and accuracy of definition, these bands are seen distinctly to

be composed of very fine lines, increasing in number and strength towards

the central or darkest portion of the band.
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duced. Chlorous acid, in very small quantity, is capable of

tinging a very large bulk of water of a bright yellow colour.

As the gas had so marked an effect on the spectrum, I was
induced to try this solution, but failed entirely in discovering
lines

; the liquid arrested the whole of the more refrangible

rays entirely, no light passing beyond the midspace between
E and F.

I now prepared some pure peroxide of chlorine (Clg Og),

freeing it from chlorine and chlorous acid, by which it is al-

ways accompanied, by passing the gas through tubes sur-

rounded with a mixture of ice and salt; the peroxide alone

condenses at this temperature, and the deep red liquid thus

obtained was allowed to fall into a tube and evaporate; the

same series of lines were produced. In this gas, which has a

specific gravity of 2*325, 1 vol. of chlorine and 2 vols, of oxy-
gen are condensed into the space of 2 vols.

Euchlori?ie was next tried ; the gas was disengaged from a
mixture of hydrochloric acid and chlorate of potash, conden-

sing the compound as before by a freezing mixture : to this

compound Millon assigns the curious formula of CI3O13; here

too 1 found the same series of lines. Millon's theory of the

composition of these bodies is, that the peroxide of chlorine is

a compound ai chloric and chlorous acids in single equivalents,
as it is immediately resolved into these two acids by the action

of alkalies; and lie considers the euchlorine, or chloro-chloric

acid, as he proposes to call it, a compound of 1 eq. CI Og with
2 CIO5, the action of acids, immediately resolving it into those

acids in the proportions just mentioned. Certainly the oc-

currence of similar lines in all three, although the condensa-
tion varies, does not militate against this view, but increases

its probability.
Millon's new compound, chloro-perchloric acid, which re-

sults from the action of solar light on chlorous acid, I have
not hitherto obtained in a state of sufficient purity to pronounce
upon.

It is remarkable that the hypochlorous acid (Clg Og), though
of a bright greenish-yellow, furnishes no such lines; the den-

sity of this gas is 5'881, 2 vols, of chlorine and 1 of oxygen
being condensed into 1. It is an interesting fact, that the

colourless protoxide of nitrogen^ in which 2 vols, of nitrogen
and 1 vol. of oxygen are condensed into 2, having a specific

gravity of 1 •524', has also no sensible effect upon the spec-
trum.

In the series of oxides of nitrogen, the hinoxide^ NOg, in

which 1 vol. of nitrogen is united with 1 vol. of oxygen with-
out condensation, also a colourless gas, has no effect on the
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spectrum. No oxide corresponding to this in the chlorine

series is as yet known.

Hyponitrous acid I have not isolated in sufficient purity to

furnish trustworthy results.

Fig. 6 represents the grouping of these lines as seen in day-
light transmitted through the vapours of j)erchloride of man-

ganese, which is readily prepared by adding a few crystals of

permanganate of potash to oil of vitriol in a test-tube, and

dropping in a fragment of fused chloride of sodium, a green
vapour (MngCly) is immediately liberated, which is however

quickly decomposed by the moisture of the air. It will be

remarked, that in this vapour, the colour of which is green, the

lines are most abundant in the green part of the spectrum, the

green tint of the gas being due principally to the mixture of

the blue and yellow rays.
The perjluoride of manganese, which corresponds in compo-

sition to the perchloride, does not yield any lines that I could

perceive, but the moment a fragment of common salt is dropped
into the mixture from which the fluoride is being disengaged,
the lines of the perchloride make their appearance. Both the

perchloride and perfluoride are decomposed by water, and on

dropping in a little of this fluid into the tube of perchloride,
all the lines instantaneously disappear. The purple vapour of
the permanganic acid, in which the number of equivalents of

oxygen corresponds to that of chlorine and fluorine in these

compounds, is equally inactive with the fluoride.

I have examined very many other substances which yield

vapours of different colours, but have not succeeded in finding

any which give distinct lines besides those above mentioned,
with the telescope which I employed. It was not, however,
an instrument of very high power.

Simple bodies :
—

Chlorine.—Greenish-yellow colour; specific gravity 2*47.

This is the more remarkable, as bromine and iodine both give
them.

Sulphur.
—Yellow ; specific gravity 6'654!.

Selc?iium.—Yellow.

Compounds :
—

Selenious acid.—Yellow (Se02).
Hypochlorous acid.—Yellow; specific gravity 2*993 (CJgOJ.
Oxychloride of chromium.—(Cr CI Oc,); red vapours*.

Oxychloride of tungsten.—(WCIO^) ; red vapours.
Terchloride of tungsten.—(WClg); red.

*
i'rof. Miller informs me, that by means of an instrument of superior

quality, he has succeeded in satisfying himself that lines are produced by
this vapour.
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Sesquichloride of iron,—(Fe^ CI3) ; reddish-brownv ' '
!

Perjltioride qfmangane&e (Mn2 FI7).
—

Greenish-yellow. This

.is remarkable, as the perchloride gives a very distinct series.

Permanganic acid (MngOy).
—

Purple. This is beautifully
shown by allowing a drop of water to fall into a tube full of

the perchloride of manganese, when all the lines immediately

(disappear.
!>!>. Indigo.

—
Splendid crimson vapour (CjgHgNOg)*^'";'"'^'?

Alizarine from madder.—Orange vapour {Q>^\i^cf>{^. Bcith

these substances require careful management in the sublima-

tion, as they are readily charred, and a small portion is always

decomposed, whatever the amount of care employed.

In making experiments on coloured flames, I generally
used an alcoholic solution of the compound on which I was

experimenting. A common cotton wick supported in a small

glass tube furnished the lamp whose flame I wished to exa-

mine. This little lamp was placed opposite the fissure, in a

tin box, the side of which next the slit was permanently open,
whilst the opposite side was furnished with a door opening
outwards and upwards, so that by a string it could be raised

to admit the light of day, and would afterwards close by its

own weight when allowed to fall back. Fraunhofer's lines

(Plate III. fig. 7) thus again served as points of comparison ;

the comparison, though not rigidly accurate, being still very

nearly so, and perfectly sufficient for my purpose.

Fig. 8 in Plate III. exhibits the remarkable spectrum given

by a solution of chloride of copper. Several intervals of abso-

lute darkness here occur, interrupted by bright lines of great

intensity, particularly in the green and blue spaces. The

general hue of the diffused light is a bluish-green.

Fig. 9 represents the spectrum from the green light of bo-

racic acid, in which, besides the bright streak at D, five well-

marked bright bands occur in the yellow and green, and a

narrow line in the indigo.

Fig. 10 is the spectrum from nitrate of strontia, the red and

orange portions of which are particularly developed, and are

crossed by three very strong black lines; a bright line will be

remarked ii>(he blue and another in the indigo.
«anv'.m^'/

Fig. 11 is that from an alcoholic solution o^ chloride ofcal-

cium ;
besides the lines in the orange, there is a very brilliant

yellow streak at D, and two bright bands in the yellow : in

addition to these is a bright streak in the indigo.

Fig. 12 represents the spectrum of a flame coloured by
chloride of barium. It is in its features intermediate between

that of strontia and lime ;
the most remarkable character is in
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a bright streak in the orange, another in the yellow, and one

in the indigo.
Even chloride ofsodium, though the intensity of the light is

accumulated in the bright band near D, shows a marked ten-

dency to the occurrence of bands in other parts ; a distinct,

though faint light extending far into the indigo, when a bright
streak terminates it almost suddenly.

Chloride of manga?tese gives indications of the occurrence

of bands, though but feebly. I have also tried solutions of

the chlorides of iron, zinc, cobalt, nickel, mercury and mag-
nesia: in all a feeble band occurs in the green portion, as re-

presented in the three last spectra; this is probably connected

with the disengagement of chlorine from the salts during com-

bustion ;
and the bichloride of mercury gives a bright streak

near G in the indigo.
The combustion of phosphorus in the open air gives a pure

spectrum without lines. 1 tried it also in chlorine, but did

not obtain any very clear spectrum, as the deposition of chlo-

ride on the jar quickly rendered it opake.
Another source of light was furnished by the ignition of

different substances in the oxyhydrogen jet: the light thrown

directly upon the prism was too intense for the eye to bear,

I therefore received it on a sheet of white paper, and em-

ployed the diffused light so obtained. In the spectrum from

charcoal nearly midway between D and E, a very short bril-

liant streak was visible, and the same streak appeared when
the flame was thrown upon a fragment of dried alum.

Lime and strontia gave results similar to those furnished by
the solution of their salts when used to tinge the flame of al-

cohol, but not quite so well marked. Baryta melted too

rapidly to furnish any satisfactory result.

Zinc, iron, steel and platinum gave brilliant spectra, but no

lines except that at D were visible. Copper, lead and anti-

mony melted without giving light sufficient to make any satis-

factory observation.

It may be interesting to remark, in connexion with the spe-

culations on the absorptive action of the sun's atmosphere, that

if solar light be transmitted through a flame exhibiting well-

marked black lines, these lines reappear in the compound
spectrum, provided the light of day be not too intense com-

pared with that of the coloured flame: this may be seen in the

red light of the nitrate of strontia, and less perfectly in the

green of the chloride of copper. It would therefore appear
that luminous atmospheres exist in which not only certain rays

are wanting, but which exercise a positive absorptive influence

upon other lights.
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It was my intention to have instituted a comparative series

of experiments witli the Hght obtained by ignition of the metals

by the voltaic battery, but this point has already, I find, en-

gaged the attention of my friend and colleague Professor

Wheatstone ;
and he has made it the subject of an investiga-

tion, characterized by his usual ingenuity and accuracy. .^;

XVI. On Imaginary Zeros, and the Theory of Conjugate
Poifits. By J. R. Young, Professor of Mathematics in

Belfast College^.

IN
a paper read at the last meeting of the British Associarr

tion, the writer of these remarks had occasion to notice'

the errors frequently committed by neglecting the algebraic

sign of zero in the extreme or limiting cases of certain infinite

series ; and to shov/ that this neglect had led Abel and other

distinguished analysts to conclusions incompatible with the

general laws of algebra. r

For example: Abel says, in reference to the series ,^7

1 . 1 . ^ ,

1 . „ rsdjonA
~^=sm(p- — sm2^+--sm39 -...., ^ ,„ „ ->-,

that "
lorsque <p

= 7r ou — tt, la serie se reduit a zero, comme
on voit aisement. II suit de la, que la fonction '," ; /

.
J

: 311}
bei-(fu<.

-It'll.} J sin
(p

— sin 2
(p +— sin 3

(p --^lir.^i^Kon liKO'i/iri')

•>,:,,!:; !

,, ,

^ ^
'--' :^'- v -kMJd 3run!'

a la propriete remarquable, pour les valeurs
ip =7r, et ^ =— tt

d'etre discontinue." {(EuvreSf tom. i. p. 90.)
But this conclusion is erroneous; for it is overlooked that

when
<p
becomes tt, simp vanishes positively, sin 2

ip negatively,
sin 3

(p positively, and so on ; and that when
<p
becomes — tt,

the signs of the several vanishing terms are the opposites of

these; so that, the continuity being still preserved, we have^
in these extreme cases, uxlhrr- baJbmt .vmQjvT

1 /, 1 1 \ ^ •
' ---*-

and

yJOiiid boJiUilii
from either of which we learn that

1

T''
,

1 1
., .„=00=14-- 1 f- »

'

' '^'^'

2 3
'

fi! lo noiov

a result that we know to be true from other principles.
* Read at the Meeting of the British Association at Cambridge, June

1845, and communicated by the author.
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" As ^

it is thus important to inquire whether the sign of an

evanescent quantity be plus or minus, may it not be of equal

importance to ascei'tain, in certain investigations of analysis,

whether that sign be real or imaginary? That attention to

this is of consequence in the application of algebra to geometry
will appear by taking the extreme case of the ellipse, when by
the continual shortening of the minor diameter, the curve ulti-

mately degenerates into a finite straight line—the major dia-

meter: the equation to this ultimate form of the ellipse is

y
— — V c^— x^.^ a

Between the limits x=—a and x—+a, the evanescent

quantity on the right is real, implying that every point on the

axis of X, which does not lie without these limits, is a real

point of the locus. But if x exceed a, in either the positive
or the negative direction, the evanescent quantity is imaginarT/;
and consequently, in accordance with the ordinary interpre-

tation, the corresponding points on the- axis of x are beyond
the bounds of the locus.

If the curve had been an hyperbola instead of an ellipse,

the equation, in the extreme case, would have represented two
infinite straight lines in directum with the axis of abscissas,

but separated from each other by an interval equal to the fixed

principal diameter.

But it is in the theory of conjugate points that the imagi-

nary zero is in a more especial manner an item of importance ;

and it is from the disregard that has hitherto been paid to it,

that the discrepancies and contradictions, to be found in the

most recent expositions of that theory, chiefly arise-

That such contradictions really exist may be easily shown :

thus Mr. Walton, in a very ingenious and instructive paper
on this subject in the Cambridge Mathematical Journal, vol.

ii. p. 164, says, in reference to the doctrine almost universally

taught,
" Several writers on the calculus have erroneously

supposed -T^, at a conjugate point, is necessarily imaginary."

And the late distinguished Mr. Gregory, in his valuable Ex-

amples, states that "
it may happen that~ and any number

of the differential coefficients are possible at a conjugate

point" (p. 162). In the preceding page we find it affirmed

d v
that,

" If
-f^

is found to have two or more equal and possible

values, there are two or more branches of the curve touching
each other in one point, which is called a point of osculation."
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And yet at page 170 it is said,
" Tiie curve whose equation is

{c^i/—x^)^= {x—hY'{x—a)% a<b ,. .- - .

has a conjugate point whose co-ordinates are .r xsc, y s?:
-*^,

but the differential coefficients are possible till we come to the

third." Now these differential coefficients, thus affirmed to

be possible, give each a pair of equal values ; so that the point
under consideration ought to be pronounced, not a conjugate
point, but a point of osculation*.

Again, the most prevalent doctrine respecting conjugate
points is, that every such point may be correctly regarded as

an evanescent oval; and simultaneously with this view it is

also maintained that the existence of the point is indicated by
d v—

becoming imaginary {Lacroixy English translation, p. 99).

But in Mr. Walton's paper, before referred to, it is affirmed

that, according to the theory of the evanescent oval, "-y^ax
must remain perfectly indeterminate;" while Prof. De Morgan
declares (Differential and Integral Calculus, p. 382) that "

it

is useless to attempt a test of a conjugate point by the differ-

ential calculus."

It is clear, from the above contradictory views, that the

theory of conjugate points is still in an unsettled state; but
before attempting to reconcile these contradictions—for after

all they are more apparent than real— it may be well to offer

a remark or two on the principle of continuity in reference to

inquiries of this kind. !)

It appears to me that this important principle universally

prevails in all the general expressions of analysis; and that it

is incorrect to affirm that it suffers any breach or interruption
in any instance whatever. No doubt a continuous series of
real values, furnished by a general analytical expression, may
terminate, and a new series—a series of imaginary values—be

originated, both series conforming equally to the law implied
in the general form; but no instance can be adduced in which
a continuous series of imaginary values becomes interrupted by
the interposition of a single real value, and is then again re-

sumed ; although such a remarkable interruption is frequently
said to happen at a conjugate point, and analogous circum-
stances are often said to occur in other analytical inquiries, as

for instance by Abel, at the place already quoted, and again
* In reality the osculation will be that of two imaginary, not of two real

branches of the curve, since the equal values alluded to are imaginary, as
will be seen hereafter.
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in the foot note at p. 71 of his first volume, as also at p. 268
of the second volume.

It is a valuable peculiarity of algebra, that it supplies, by
indications of its own, cautionary information which, if at-

tended to, would prevent hasty interpretations of this kind.

The symbol
—

-, as is well known, is often such an indication ;

and, as Lagrange has observed, is the form which analysis
assumes to preclude a violation of its own laws.

The hitherto neglected symbol v' — 1, is a symbol of like

character ; its office being to apprise us that whenever we ar-

rive at it, by passing over a continuous series of values for the

quantity that has thus become zero, the corresponding conti-

nuous series of values of the function itself is an imaginary
series, with which imaginary series the value arrived at neces-

sarily unites, and must thus be itself considered as imaginary.
It is possible that if this imaginary zero be arrived at through
a descending series of values, it may appear as a real zero

when reached through an ascending series, and vice versa.

But this implies no contradiction, nor would it lead to the

conclusion that the same point would, in such a case, be both

real and imaginary ; the proper inference would be that the

imaginary point is superposed upon the real point, or that the

imaginary branch of the curve passes through a real point of

the locus. If, however, the zero continue to be imaginary, in

whichever way we arrive at it, then the values of the function

continue to be imaginary after the passage through this zero,
as well as before. At the passage a real point no doubt exists—not however to interrupt the continuous series of imaginary
values adverted to—it exists independently of that series, and
free from all connexion with it; inasmuch as the co-ordinates

of the point satisfy the equation though the symbol v^— 1,

implying such connexion, be suppressed ;
the co-ordinates of

this conjugatepoint will therefore be determined by finding the

co-ordinates of the imaginary point situated upon it, and then

suppressing the symbol \^— \,

In like manner there is no interruption of continuity in those

curves that have what have been caWed punctuated branches
\

the continuous branches, whether real or imaginary, exist in-

dependently of the assemblage of real points constituting the

punctuated branch ; and, as among these no continuity ever

existed, it would be wrong to speak of any interruption of con-

tinuity in reference to them.

From the foregoing considerations it is easy to infer plain
and unequivocal rules for the determination of conjugate points,
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keeping in mind the additional principle, that when y becomes
(111

imaginar}', for a particular value of x, the coefficients
-j-,

-7-^, -r^^ &c. must also be imaginary for the same value pf*«'>

inasmuch as differentiation does not interfere with the radi-

cals which affect x in the original function y. We thus ob-

tain the following criteria:— •^j'Tr/ti'nJ ?

1. Let the equation be solved for one of the Variables ; then

if any pair of values for .r and y which satisfy the resulting

explicit equation, difller from real values only by the sym-
bol \/ — 1, in whichever direction we arrive at the zero, those

real values will be the co-ordinates of a conjugate point, (ij^np

2. If it be inconvenient to solve the equation for one of the

variables, we may take a differential coefficient of 4iny order

whatever; then, if any pair of values for x and
7j
render this

coefficient imaginary, and at the same time satisfy the rational

equation of the curve, those values will be the co-ordinates of a

conjugate point; it being observed, as before, that if the ima-

ginary value differ from a real value only by OV'— 1, this

zero must remain imaginary in whichever direction we arrive

at it. In the contrary case, a limit or a cusp will be implied,
and not a detached point.

' i^.-oci u

Let us apply these principles td*^ example already quoteid'

from Mr. Gregory, viz. -rfj ,t!>70v.'O!

'

>! jfli

{c^y-:^f = Ix-hf ix-a)%"a<-bi
'-"

"
"V'^^'tl

solving this for
j/,

we have ; gi? ijaw zn

d^y = {x-bf {x •a)3+ ^, v/od ion-

which, for x = a, gives «/
= ^ ± 0\/—m^ (my^hig"p'tit f6^'

A— a) ; and as the zero remains imaginary, whether .«• = a be
arrived at from a succeeding or a preceding value of ,r, we

a^
conclude at once that the co-ordinates x = a^ y z=

—^^ belong

to a conjugate point.
If differentiation be employed, we find the imaginary to be

d v d^ V . . d? y
zero, both in -f^ and in -~,^ but to be finite in -~. We

dx dx^ dar

may therefore conclude that in the imaginary curve through

the conjugate point, y, -^ and -r-^ each give equal imaginary

(p y
values, while the imaginary values of -j^

^**e unequal a^.
that
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point: the imaginary curve, according to the inference of Mr.

Gregory,
" has contact of the second order with the plane of

the axes*."
I have employed the term imagmary in the foregoing ob-

servations in accordance with the usual phraseology ;
but the

views of Mr. Warren and Dr. Peacock, in reference to the

geometrical interpretation of the roots of unity
—and which

views Mr. Gregory and Mr. Walton have done so much to

illustrate and confirm—will necessarily lead to the abandon-
ment ofthis expression in the application of analysis to curvesf.
From what has now been shown, it appears that it is not

" useless to attempt a test of a conjugate point by the differ-

ential calculus:" since this point has tlie same situation as

another which unites with the continuous series of points form-

ing an imaginary curve, or a curve out of the plane of the co-

ordinates, and to any continuous series of values the calculus

is, of course, always applicable. But we may connect the

isolated point with a continuous series of real values, by re-

garding it as the extreme case of a series of diminishing ovals.

By confining our attention to this latter continuous series, the

d V
values of -r^ at the point become innumerable, and all real ;

by confining our attention to the former continuous series, the

(I V
values of -T^ become imaginary; but if we consider the point

in its detached state, unconnected with either series, then, of

course, to attempt to apply the calculus would be absurd.

The equation

[x
- af + (3/

-
Z>)2

=

* In strictness it has contact of the second order with a certain curve in

this plane J the curve, namely, of which every point, indifferently, is repre-
ss

sented by the co-ordinates of the conjugate point, x-=.a,y=.-^i when a is

supposed to vary J in other words, the curve whose equation is5^=-j; for

y, -^ and—
^, when a is put for x, will, with the exception of the imagi-

nary zero, be the same in both curves. When the imaginary curve is

viewed as a real curve out of the plane of co-ordinates, as Mr. Gregory
views it, I must confess that I do not see the grounds of the inference,

quoted above, as to the order of contact with this plane.

f The writer of these remarks is anxious here to express his conversion

to these views of Dr. Peacock
;
and he wishes to do so thus publicly, be-

cause upon a former occasion (Mathematical Dissertations, p. 30) he ven-

tured to state his misgivings as to their accuracy, although he took care to

do so with that becoming hesitation and respect which he felt to be due
towards so high an authority.
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ftifhishes a good illustration of these remarks. By solving it*

for one of the variables, we have

y = b± s/—[x-af~ h±{x — a) i^^T,
which for x:=.a, however this value o^ x be reached, becomes

y=^±0\/_i; therefore x— a,Tj = b are the co-ordinates of

a conjugate point. '^

Again, by differentiating the equation, we have

dy _ x—a _ —{x— a)
*

'dx~ y —b~ [x—a)\/'^~
~^ '

this, for a* = a, as indeed for every value of .r, is imaginary;
and as this value of x, conjointly with j/

= ^, satisfies the ra-

tional equation proposed, a conjugate point is thus indicated,^.

Lastly, by regarding the equation as the extreme case of ..

i^x-df + i^y~bf^r\
we have i

^ — _ 'En^ — ~^^~^)
dx~ y—b~ ^r^—[x—af

'

For x=a, simply, this no longer becomes a vanishing fraction ;

the numerator only becomes zero : in order that the denomi-
nator may vanish also, we must introduce the additional hy-^

pothesis r=0; thus numerator and denominator vanish in'

consequence of two distinct hypotheses, so that in this case the

fraction is necessarily indeterminate ;
hence when the circle

degenerates into a point, the values of-r^ are unlimited; and

conversely, when these values are unlimited, the circle dege-
nerates into a point

—the same point that was indicated by the

preceding methods.

Belfast, June 9, 1845. ,.

XVI I . On StyrolCi and some ofthe Products ofits decomposition.

By Dr. John Blyth and Dr. Aug. Wilhelm Hofmann*.

^P^HE class of bodies comprehended under the general name
-*- of Balsams has not been forgotten in that active investi-

gation of organic bodies to which chemists have with predi-
lection devoted themselves, since the discovery of easier and
securer methods of investigation have removed the chief diffi-

culties. An examination of these substances was indeed highly
desirable, as the knowledge of them derived from older works
no longer corresponded to the present state of the science, [

The earlier investigations of these substances were purely
* Communicated by the Chemical Societ\': having been read April 7,

1845.

Phil. Mag. S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 1 78. August 1 845. H
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qualitative; everything crystalline and which united with

bases was benzoic acid; those, on the other hand, which did

not enter into combination were described as camphor. If,

on distillation, a volatile fluid body was obtained, it was con-

sidered sufficient to state that the substance contained also a

volatile oil.

Since the discovery of the potash apparatus has introduced

an entirely new mode of investigation, our knowledge on these

points has considerably augmented. The labours of Fremy,
Plantamour, Simon and Deville, are rich in interesting results.

Along with the proper balsams of Peru, Tolu, &c., there

is also known in commerce a material whose extraction is

uncertain, called liquid storax [Styrax liquidus)^ which, from
its properties, is closely allied to this class of substances.

Fluid storax has already been the subject of several investi-

gations. The earliest known to us is that of Bouillon-La-

grange*. It contains no results at all deserving of notice.

He considered the crystalline acid present in storax as ben-

zoic acid. More lately, Bonastref communicated observations

on fluid storax. He investigated a crystalline deposit which
had been formed in an alcoholic solution of the balsam long

kept. These crystals, which Bonastre took at first for ben-

zoic acid, were insoluble in cold and hot water, but soluble in

alcohol; the solution had no acid reaction. To this indifferent

crystallizable body he gave the name styracine. He found

the same substance, along with many others, again in an in-

vestigation of the American Copal J, a balsam which in many
points resembles storax.

The most complete investigation of fluid storax we owe
more lately to Edward Simon§. This chemist first showed
that the acid found in the balsam, and which had been hitherto

taken for benzoic acid, possessed all the properties of cinna-

mic acid. An analysis of the silver salt made by Marchandy
put this beyond a doubt. Simon gave also some fuller

details on tlie substance named styracine by Bonastre, and

finally he examined the oil obtained from fluid storax by di-

stillation with water, and which in its properties was quite dif-

ferent from that prepared by Bonastre from the Copal balsam.

To this oil from storax he gave the name styrole.
The investigation of this chemist is rich in interesting ob-

servations; on the other hand it contains in proportion but

* Jnn, de Cfi. ct de Phys., 1st ser., t. xxvi.

t Journ. de P/iarm., vol. xiii. p. 149. 1827.

J Journ. de Pharm., vol. xvii. p. 338. 1831
; and Mag.fur Pharvi., yon

Geiger und Liebig, vol. xxxvi. p. 90.

§ Liebig's A7inal., vol. xxxi. p. 265.

II
Journ.fur Prakt. C/iem., vol. xvi. p. 60.
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few analytical determinations. From the analyses of Mar-
chand, Simon gives the per-centage composition of styrole and

styracine, without however at all attempting to assign rational

formulae. The determination of such formulae was however
of much interest, as only by these could the relations of the

compounds to other groups be shown. To fill up this blank,
we undertook, at the request of Prof. Liebig, to make some

inquiries in this direction : these were performed in the la-

boratory of Giessen, and, we need scarcely add, that during
their course we were assisted by his advice.

We commence with the description of the oil of storax.

, -.,. . Siyrole.

^it Preparation.
—The material which we employed for the

preparation of styrole was the common commercial "liquid
storax." It possesses a dark gray colour, and at the tempe-
rature ofsummer is of a soft consistency, which allows it to be
drawn into threads. At a low temperature (0° C.) it is hard
and brittle. It has a highly aromatic odour, and is so rich in

oil, that it can be pressed out with the fingers. Fluid storax

oil can be obtained by distilling the balsam with water; but,
as the latter contains also free cinnamic acid, it is more ad-

vantageous to add an alkali. For this purpose we followed

Simon in employing carbonate of soda, in his proportions of
14; lbs. of crystallized soda to 20 of storax. We found that

the half was quite sufficient.

The distillation was conducted in a copper retort with a

gentle heat; the watery vapour loaded with oil was directed

through a serpentine tube. In this way a milky-coloured
water distilled over, on the surface of which the oil collected

in a transparent, slightly yellow layer. We have submitted
to distillation in the above method about 70 lbs. of storax.

The material we employed was not all received at the same

time, and gave very different amounts of oil. In the first ope-
ration we obtained 12 oz. of styrole out of 41 lbs. of storax. A
later preparation, in which 27 lbs. of the balsam were em-

ployed, gave scarcely more than 3 oz. This difference arises,

as Simon has already remarked, from the age of the balsam,
as the styrole experiences in time a peculiar change. To this

point we shall return later.

The volatile storax oil, as it is obtained by distillation,

contains a small quantity of water, from which it can be easily
freed by remaining over fused chloride of calcium. The fluid

deprived in this way of water can be regarded as pure styrole,

although it still possesses a shade of yellow. To obtain it

quite colourless, it must again be submitted to distillation.

H2
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In this operation a peculiar phaenomenon is observed, which

was first indicated by Simon. When styrole is heated

in a tubulated retort in which a thermometer is placed, a

quantity of vapour is evolved at 100° to 120° C. At 145|°
the fluid begins to boil, and there distils over a clear, oily and

beautifully iridescent fluid. For some time the thermometer

remains stationary at the above temperature, then begins sud-

denly to rise so fast, that it must quickly be removed from

the retort. The portion left behind has now completely

changed its character to a thick, tenacious substance, through
which the bubbles formed at the bottom of the vessel force

their way with much difficulty to the surface. From this pe-
riod scarcely any more oil distils over, and, on allowing the

retort to cool, its contents become a solid transparent glass.
The quantity of this solid residue is variable: it amounts
sometimes to a third of the oil employed. We shall return

to this point afterwards. The product of the distillation is

perfectly pure styrole.
2. Properties of Styrole.

—This body is in the form of a

colourless, transparent fluid, of a burning taste and peculiar
aromatic odour, resembling a mixture of benzole and naphtha-
line, which adhei-es tenaciously to linen. At a temperature
of 20° C. it neither solidifies nor loses any of its extreme mo-

bility. Exposed however to a mixture of solid carbonic acid

and aether, it solidifies instantaneously into a beautiful white

crystalline mass. It is in the highest degree volatile, and eva-

porates at all temperatures ; the oily spots made by it on paper
disappear after a few seconds. The boiling-point lies, as

already stated, about 1451° C. This same temperature was
found in several trials. A wick dipped in styrole burns with

a brilliant, smoky flame. Its vapour can be passed without

decomposition through a red-hot tube.

Styrole is lighter than water : its specific gravity at the or-

dinary temperature of summer is 0'924. It disperses and re-

fracts the rays of light in the highest degree. Its coefficient

of refraction is for the red rays 1*532.

It mixes in all proportions with asther and absolute alco-

hol. Spirit of wine dissolves less according to the propor-
tion of water it contains. It is soluble in pyroxylic spirit,

acetone, bisulphuret of carbon, fat and aethereal oils. Water
dissolves only a small proportion, but still sufficient to give
it the burning taste and odour of the oil. The amount of

water which can become mixed with the oil is equally small.

Styrole shows no reaction on vegetable colours. Like the

aethereal oils, it dissolves by the aid of heat a large proportion
of sulphur, which, on cooling, is deposited in the form of large
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pris'ms. Phosphorus is likewise sohible in hot slyrole, from
which it also crystallizes. Caoutchouc swells up by the aid

of heat in this substance; only a small portion however
,j^

dissolved.

t;i.3. Composition ofStyrole.
—We have already stated that on

the occasion of Simon's investigation, Marchand analysed

styrole. From his experiment it appears tiiat this body consists

of carbon and hydrogen, in the proportion of two of the

former to one of the latter*. We have also analysed styrole,
and our results confirm those of Marchand.

ii'tb
On combustion with oxide of copper, styrole prep^fje^jji^

two different periods gave the following numbers:—
j^.^^ -jiuijl

I. 0'2722 grm. of styrole gave 09168 grm^j^f p^jrjjji^i^ijc j^^Ji^

and 0' 1935 grm. of water.
, ^y-, u,,., , 1 t,-,,,^

II. 0'464'Ogrm. of styrole gave 1*5745 grm. of carbonic

acid and 0"3290 grm. of water.

Corresponding in the 100 parts to-tji5^ /nailL Jniofj'aVlJ oj:

Carbon . . . 91-86 92-54 '; ''^^''^q

Hydrogen . . 7-89 7*87 r' '^r
.CCtll

Theory requires-
Mean of exijer!tiie'nf£ ;

2 equivalents Carbonf = 150*0 92*30 92*20
'

1 ... Hydrogen= 12*5 7*70 7*88 ''K

162*5 100-00 100*08 ^\
The above experiments leave no doubt as to the relative

amount of the carbon and hydrogen, but give no idea of the

absolute number of equivalents of the elements in the equi-
valent of styrole ; or, in other words, lead to no conclusion as

to the formula of the compound. This point it was however

very desirable to ascertain, as we already possess two bodies,

benzole and cinnamole, which have the same composition in

the hundred parts.
The determination of a chemical formula for styrole was

attended with some difficulty. Like benzole and cinnamole,
this body formed no direct compounds, if we do not consider

here the products obtained by the action of chlorine and bro-

mine; in the case of the former substances, however, their

* The volatile oil which Bonastre (.Journ. de Pharm., vol. xviii. p. 344)
obtained from the Copal balsam is certainly a totally different carbo-hy-

drogen from styrole. Henry and J. Plisson (same Journal, p. 451) found
its composition to be— Carbon = 89"25

Hydrogen = 10'46

Oxygen = 00-29

100*

This oil is also distinguished from styrole by becoming solid at 0° C.

t Carbon = 75. Hydrogen = 12-5.
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formulse were in a certain measure given by their origin
from benzoic and cinnamic acids, and could be controlled by
a determination of the specific gravity of their vapours. The

origin of styrole, on the other hand, is quite obscure, and the

determination of the specific gravity of its vapour was no

longer to be thought of after we had observed the peculiar

metamorphosis produced by the action of heat.

There remained therefore no other way to arrive at a pro-

per formula than by studying the products of its decomposi-
tion. As we had already some information from Simon on this

point, it appeared desirable to follow the same way. In the

course of this memoir it will be seen that we were led to adopt

Cjg Hg as the formula of styrole.
\. Products of the Decompositio7i ofStyrole. Action ofNitric

Acid.—In its physical properties styrole is closely allied to ben-

zole and to benzoene (toluine of Berzelius), lately discovered by
Deville* as a product of the dry distillation of Tolu balsam.;

The interesting results obtained by Mitscherlich, and later by
Deville, by the action of nitric acid on the above-named bo-

dies, and particularly the remarkable transformation of nitro-

benzide into aniline, observed a short time ago by Zinin-|-, in-

dicated to us a method which promised to lead to a proper
formula of styrole. Were a compound analogous to nitroben-

zide to be obtained, or a base to be formed whose atomic weight
could be easily determined, such data would at once lead to

a knowledge of the proper constitution of styrole.
In the memoir already referred to, Simon has communi-

cated some experiments on the action of nitric acid on styrole.
He obtained a peculiar neutral body, which he named nitro-

styrole^ without however ascertaining its composition. Along
with this body he observed the formation of benzoic and

hydrocyanic acids.

Nitrostyrole.

The preparation of this substance is attended with difficulty.

Notwithstanding a great number of experiments, we have not

been able to find out a method to procure at will a consider-

able quantity of this body. According to Simon, storax oil

must be distilled with nitric acid (but of what concentration is

not stated) till it has become brown, and is completely con-

verted into a resinous mass. After freeing it from nitric acid

by washing, this resin is to be distilled with water, when the

nitrostyrole volatilizes with the watei'y vapour.

By following the directions given by Simon, and employing
* Ann. de Ch. et de Ph., 3rd ser., vol. iii. p. ] 51

; and An7i. der Chem. und
Pharm , vol. xliv. p. 304.

-f Ann. der Chem. und Pharm., vol. xliv. p. 286. _,:
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in the distillation ordinary nitric acid, we obtained indeed the

peculiar substance named by him nitrostyrole, but in quantity

bearing no proportion to the amount of oil employed. The
oil is very slowly attacked by common nitric acid. On heat-

ing the mixture to boiling the styrole becomes of a yellow
colour, but at the same time a large quantity of undecomposed
yellowish oil distils over. Only after being five or six times

poured back into the retort does it begin to change its cha-

racter, by becoming heavier, more tenacious, and finally sink-

ing to the bottom of the vessel. At this period the oil-drops
which pass over with the water smell no longer of styrole, but

possess a peculiar sharp odour of cinnamon, and violently
attack the eyes. If the st3'role has become quite brown and
sunk to the bottom, it solidifies on the cooling of the retort into

a resinous mass. The watery fluid above the resin, on the

other hand, deposits a quantity of crystalline plates. On re-

moving the crystals from the retort, washing the resin with

water to free it from the nitric acid, and again heating to

boiling the resin with water, the greater portion becomes

dissolved, and there distils over a volatile matter possessing
in the highest degree the odour of cinnamon. After a short

time these oil-drops solidify in the retort. On allowing the

retort to cool when no more of this substance passes over, the

whole fluid becomes a crystalline mass. By long-continued
distillation, a portion of this crystalline matter, which is, how-

ever, much less volatile than the nitrostyrole, also passes over

into the receiver.

As already stated, the quantity of the volatile oil obtained
was exceedingly small. Only after repeated operations, and
at the sacrifice of several ounces of styrole, was a quantity pre-

pared sufficient for analysis. It was separated by filtration

from the fluid which distilled over with it, and after washing
with water, which dissolves but a small proportion, again di-

stilled with the vapour of water, and finally dissolved in boil-

ing alcohol. On cooling, large beautiful prisms* crystallized
from the solution, j)ossessing the characteristic odour of cin-

namon, and a sweet but highly burning taste.

The following results were obtained on combustion with

oxide of copper, after the substance had been dried over sul-

phuric acid for several days :
—

I. 0*2662 grm. of the crystals gave 0*6250 grm. of carbonic
acid and 0*1190 grm. of water.

II. 0*1630 grm. of crystals gave 0*3885 grm, of carbonic

acid and 0*0790 grm. of water.

* In the memoir of Simon exact measurements of these crystals are

^ven from G. Rose.
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III. 0*2787 grni. of crystals gave 0*1 255 grm. of water.

IV. The nitrogen was determined by the method of Dumas,
by burning the substance in an atmosphere of carbonic acid.

0*5088 grm. of crystals gave 48* cub. cent, of moist nitrogen
at 19° C. and 327'" barom.

These numbers correspond to—
I, 11. III. IV.

Carbon . . 64*04 64*50

Hydrogen . 4*96 5*38 5*00

.,,: Nitrogen 10*30

When we consider that the method of Dumas always gives
an excess of nitrogen, we can from the above numbers deduce

the following formula, Cig H^ N O4, giving per cent.,
—

Mean of experiments.
16 equiv.
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would have had the composition Cjg H^ N, and by tre^^mpnt-
with oxidizing means would probably give compounds oF"A

indigo series, perhaps isatine. We have hitherto, however,
not succeeded in preparing it.

We have already stated, that by the treatment of styrole with

nitric acid, there passes over, towards the end of the distilla-

tion, an oil which possesses in the highest degree the odour of

nitrostyrole. This oil is nothing but a solution of nitrostyrole
in several other fluid bodies, probably undecomposed styrole
and some oil of bitter almonds. On exposing this mixture to

a very low temperature (
— 20° C), it solidifies nearly com-

pletely into a crystalline mass, which can be separated from

the adhering fluid oil by pressing in filtering paper : it is pure

nitrostyrole.

Benzoic Acid.

The crystals which separate on the cooling of the watery
fluid during the preparation of the resin for the formation of

nitrostyrole, consist, according to the length of the distillation

or the concentration of the nitric acid employed, either of

benzoic or nitrobenzoic acid. In general we obtained a mix-

ture of both.

To be quite certain on this point, we treated, in the re-

peated distillations which we undertook for the preparation
of nitrostyrole, storax oil sometimes with quite dilute nitric

acid.

By continuing the distillation for a considerable time, there

passed over with the watery vapour a substance which con-

densed in the neck of the retort and in the receiver into a cry-
stalline mass. This was dissolved in weak potash ley and
boiled till all odour of nitrostyrole had disappeared. Acids

produced in this alkaline solution a white crystalline precipi-

tate, which was separated by filtration, washed, and dissolved

in boiling water. From this solution large crystalline plates

separate, which are identical with those deposited from the

liquid above the resin (in the preparation of nitrostyrole), and
which in every respect resembled benzoic acid. To remove

every doubt, we formed benzole from it, and submitted the

acid itself to analysis.
The following results were obtained by combustion with

oxide of copper:
—

0'3260grm. gave 0*8230 grm. of carbonic acid and 0*154v5

grm. of water.

The amount per cent, calculated from these numbers cor-

responds exactly to the formula C14 Hg O4, as is shown by
the following statement:—



Theory.
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solution of the residue, crystals which possess all the proper-
ties of nitrobenzoic acid discovered by Mulder*. We have

made several analyses of this acid and its silver salt, which,

however, we consider we may pass over, as, after proving the

formation of benzoic acid, the appearance of nitrobenzoic acid

was easily explained.
Simon states that hydrocyanic acid is one of the products

of the action of nitric acid on styrole : we have not observed

the formation of this acid.

It has been already stated that the amount of nitrostyrole
obtained was exceedingly small. We have modified the pro-
cess for forming it in several ways, in order to obtain, if pos-

sible, this interesting body in larger quantities.
'

The analogy which exists between nitrostyrole and nitron'

benzide, both in their mode of formation and properties, ap-

peared to indicate the way to a more advantageous method of

preparation. For this purpose we dropped styrole into fuming
nitric acid, which formed with it a deep red solution, with

great evolution of heat. Here also, even by the employment
of artificial cold, the formation of red vapours could not be

avoided. From the nitric acid solution water precipitated a

yellow resinous substance of soft consistency, which possessed
in the highest degree the characteristic smell of nitrostyrole.
After washing with water till the greater part of the nitric

acid was removed, the yellow mass was submitted to distilla-

tion with water. A quantity of nitrostyrole volatilized with

the watery vapour, greater than was obtained in the former

method, but still out of all proportion to the amount of oil

employed. We were equally unfortunate in the treatment

with fuming nitric acid, which had been previously saturated

with deutoxide of nitrogen.
If a current of nitrous acid (NO3) be passed through styrole

when warm, a violent reaction takes place with the evolution

of vapours, which possess the irritating odour of nitrostyrole ;

at the same time there is formed a peculiar odourless crystal-
line substance, insoluble in water, alcohol and aether. This

compound we have not studied.

In this reaction, which is certainly very complicated, nitro-J*

styrole is likewise formed in only very small quantities.

Action of Chromic Acid on Styrole,

On submitting to distillation a mixture of styrole, bichromate

of potash, sulphuric acid and water, the greater portion of the

styrole passes with the watery vapour undecomposed into the

receiver. A reaction takes place only after the contents of

• Ann. der Chem. und Pharm. vol. xxxiv. p. 297.
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tni^'i^^^oi't'have commenced to become solid; by continuing
the distillation large crystals of benzoic acid collect in the

receiver.
' « •--'

Action ofJkmingStdphuric Acid on Styrole.
''

On mixing fuming Nordhausen sulphuric acid with styrole,

a violent reaction takes place with the evolution of heat; the

oil becomes tenacious, and assumes a dark colour. The ad-

dition of water produces the separation of a brown resinous

niass. The fluid filtered from this substance gave, when
treated with an excess of carbonate of baryta, a soluble baryta

salt, which, however, could not be obtained in a crystalline
form. The physical properties of these products, probably

analogous to Mitscherlich's sulphobenzide and hyposulpho-
benzidic acid, are far from inviting to a nearer investigation.

•It

Action ofBromine on Styrole.

Bromostyrole.
—By the addition of bromine to the volatile

oil of storax it becomes heated to boiling, and the evolution

of hydrobromic acid always takes place. The oil is by this

reaction completely transformed into a crystalline mass of a

peculiar odour.

The formation of hydrobromic acid can be completely
avoided by placing the flask in water and adding the bromine

by drops. By waiting each time till the heat evolved has

been removed, the product obtained is uniform.

The crystalline mass is insoluble in water, but communi-
cates to it a highly peculiar penetrating odour and taste,

which resemble a mixture of oil of citron and juniper. It is,

on the other hand, very soluble in alcohol and aether. We
have in vain endeavoured, by gentle evaporation of the sethe-

real solution, to obtain well-formed crystals. The boiling
saturated alcoholic solution on cooling deposits the compound
in the form of an oil, which covers the bottom of the vessel,

and not unfrequently remains long fluid under the tempera-
ture at which it solidifies, until shaken, when it becomes solid.

It fuses under boiling water. It is decomposed by an alco-

holic solution of potash, bromide of potassium, and another

compound containing bromine being formed.

The products submitted to analysis were of different pre-

parations. Nos. I. and II. were formed directly by the treat-

ment of styrole with an excess of bromine. The somewhat

yellow substance was washed with spirits of wine till it ap-

peared white, and after solution in the same menstruum was

again precipitated by the addition of water, and washed with

the same fluid till all trace of hydrobromic acid, which forms
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in considerable quantity during the preparation, was removed.
The substances employed in Nos. III. and IV. were made
with great care; merely traces of hydrobromic acid were

formed, which were also removed in the same manner.
The combustions, which were all made with chromate of

lead, gave the following results :
—

,
! I. 0*3950 grm. of substance gave 0*5150 grm. of carbonic

acid and 0*1155 of water.

II. 0*3095 grm. of substance gave 0*4085 grm. of carbonic

acid and 0*0920 grm. of water.

III. 0*3650 grm. of substance gave 0*4085 grm. ofcarbonic

acid and 0*1047 grm. of water.

IV. To determine the bromine, the substance was carefully
mixed with caustic lime and heated to redness in a combus-
tion-tube. The heated mass was then dissolved in nitric

acid, filtered, and precipitated by nitrate of silver. Treated
in this way there was obtained from 0*2668 grm. of substance

0*3805 grm. of bromide of silver.

These numbers correspond per cent, to—
I. IT. in. IV.

Carbon . 35*85 35*99 36*23

Hydrogen 3*23 3*27 3*18

Bromine . ... ... ... 59*83

From which the following formula is deduced,

Cjg rdg Ijrg;

giving per cent, the following numbers :
—

1 6 equivts. Carbon = 1 200*00 36*85

8 ... Hydrogen= 100*00 3*07

2 ... Bromine =1956-61 60*06

3256*61 100*00*

Action of Chlorine on Sti/role.

Chlorostyrole.
—By the treatment with chlorine there is form-

ed a compound analogous to the bromostyrole. The chlorine

compound is fluid. It is extremely difficult to prepare the

chlorine compound pure. A stream of the gas passed through
styrole is rapidly absorbed, without any evolution of hydro-
chloric acid, if the current be not too rapid, and the tempe-
rature kept low, at the same time that the influence of the

direct rays of the sun be avoided. By long treatment the oil

changes into a thick fluid, which is chlorostyrole. As soon as

the evolution of hydrochloric acid indicates that no more sty-
role exists free, the action must be interrupted. The evolution

* The loss of carbon in Nos. I. and II. arose evidently from a mixture of
another product richer in bromine. The evolution of hydrobromic acid in

the preparation can only take place from such a cause.
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of hydrochloric acid indicates that the decomposition is pro-

ceeding further, by the formation of products of substitution

which contain fewer hydrogen equivalents than exist in sty-
role ; whereas chlorostyrole is a simple compound of chlorine

and styrole, or at least may be considered as such.

We have frequently prepared and analysed the first pro-
duct of the action of chlorine on styrole. The analyses

proved however to us that only on one occasion were we for-

tunate enough to have hit the proper moment when the action

of chlorine must be interrupted. All the other combustions,
which we pass over, gave a constantly varying, but always too

small a proportion of carbon.

.inBurned with chromate of lead the following results were
obtained :

—
0'3553 grm. of chlorostyrole gave 0*7200 grm. of carbonic

acid and 0*1505 of water.

From which the following formula and theoretical numbers
are deduced, C^g Hg Clg. 1

Theory. Experiments
I

*
1

,. 16 equivts. Carbon . . 1200 54.*91 55*26

,'i7
8 ... Hydrogen . 100 4*57 ^'^O, i

I;,, ;

2 ... Chlorine . . 885*3 40*52
'

,* 1 ... Chlorostyrole 21^5^ TOO'

By heating chlorostyrole it is decomposed into a new oily

product with evolution of hydrochloric acid. This product,

which is probably C^g < ^^ >, is obtained in more consider-

able quantities when chlorostyrole is distilled with caustic lime.

We have not examined it more closely. The formula of

styrole derived from nitrostyrole is thus completely supported

by the analysis of the bromine and chlorine compounds. .^

By the continued action of chlorine for several days on sty-
role in direct sunlight, that oil is changed into a thick viscid

fluid, with the evolution of a very large quantity of hydro-
chloric acid. This substance is not even the last product of

the action, as by further continuance hydrochloric acid is

still given off.

The same fact is observed on submitting styrole to the ac-

tion of chlorate of potash and hydrochloric acid.

Action of Heat on Styrole. .^

Metastyrole,— The remarkable change experienced by styij

role under the influence of heat has been already mentioned
in the preceding pages. We stated that in rectifying the oil

a considerable portion of pure unchanged styrole passed over
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at first, but at a certain point the contents of the retort be-

came thick, and on cooling solidified into a firm transparent
vitreous mass.

On first observing this phoenomenon we thought it arose

ft'om the conversion into resin by the action of the air of a

portion of the raw oil which had been standing in a bottle

only halt-filled, and that this substance being held in solution

by the remaining fluid oil, was separated on distilling the latter

from it. A similar idea seems also to have occurred to Simon,
from his bestowing the name of oxide of styrole on the residue

found in the retort on submitting styrole to distillation.

We soon convinced ourselves that this idea was erroneous

by distilling a second time a portion of newly-rectified oil.

A very considerable residue of solid matter, though not

quite so great as in the first distillation, was observed to re-

main in the retort. The same amount was further found in

a third, fourth and every succeeding distillation. The ra-

pidity with which styrole changes into the solid substance, in-

dicated sufficiently that it could not be from combination with

oxygen. This fact was besides established by direct experi-
ment. Indeed so little attraction has styrole for oxygen, that

it can be left exposed to air for weeks together without any
change in its colour. A portion of oil was confined for

several months over mercury in a tube filled with oxygen gas
without the least diminution in the volume of the latter. We
soon recognised that this metamorphosis of styrole takes place
without loss of or addition to any one of its elements, and

solely through a change in the molecular structure of this

body produced by the action of heat. Analysis as well as syn-
thesis has equally proved that styrole and the vitreous mass

(for which we propose the name of metastyrole) possess the

same constitution per cent.

Metastyrole, when prepared from colourless oil, is equally

transparent, and possesses the same povvers of refraction as

the latter body *. On the other hand, it completely loses the

characteristic odour and taste which distinguish styrole. Me-
tastyrole is totally inodorous and tasteless. At the ordinary

temperature this body is hard and can be cut with a knife.

By heat it becomes soft, and can be drawn out into threads,
which strikingly resemble spun glass. It is insoluble in water
and alcohol, as well in the cold as when heated. In boiling
aether a small portion is dissolved, which, on leaving the solu-

tion to spontaneous evaporation, becomes attached to the sides

* There is scarcely an organic body which refracts tiie rays of h"ght so

strongly as metastyrole. It is not improbable that it might be applied to

several optical purposes.
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3?4c*££j>§tjpi;he vessel in a thin almost transparent layer, that can be

separated from the glass, and presents a most deceptive like-

ness to the thin membrane lining the shell of an egg. The
portion which has not been dissolved in the aether swells to

six or seven times its original volume. This mass contains,o
when dried at the ordinary temperature, a large quantity of

uether, which is driven off only by heat. Turpentine oil also

dissolves traces of metastyrole ; sulphuric acid is in the cold

without action, but on the application of heat carbonizes the

metastyrole, with evolution of sulphurous acid. The action of

nitric acid will be presently mentioned.
To obtain metastyrole completely pure, and in a condition

fit for analysis, advantage was taken of its relations to aether.

The vitreous mass was boiled in aether till it was completely
converted into the swollen gelatinous matter from which the

excess of aether was decanted ; this contains the unchanged
styrole that had remained in the resinous mass

;
and after

heating the residue in a water-bath, to expel the aether, a

completely inodorous and tasteless white spongy mass was
left behind, which could be easily reduced to powder. This

powder was again boiled in alcohol, dried, and burned withj^
chromate of lead.

0-2955 grm. gave 0*9970 grm. of carbonic acid and 0*2130

grm, of water. Corresponding in 100 parts to—
Carbon 92*05

Hydrogen 8*00

Styrole contains—
Carbon 92*30

Hydrogen 7*70

This combustion is sufficiently decisive, but to remove all

doubt the following experiment was made.
A portion of styrole was confined in a strong glass tube, her-

metically sealed by the blowpipe lamp, and placed in an oil-

bath, whose temperature was not allowed to rise above 200° C,
At the end of half an hour the styrole had completely changed
into metastyrole. The same result was obtained by sealing a

portion of it in small glass bulbs, in which scarcely a trace of

air was left, and submitting them to the temperature of boil-

ing water. On the second day the styrole had become thick,
and on the third solid.

A bulb of the same size was exposed to the heat of the sun
in the hot summer months. The same transformation like-

wise took place ; but at this temperature it required three

weeks to produce the same effect as takes place almost imme-
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diately at that of 200° C. Intensity and duration * of actioi^;

are seen here, as everywhere else in nature, to be equivalent.:-

Light appears, however, to play a part in the transforma-
tion of styrole ; at least a small portion sent to Professor Lie-

big five years ago by E. Simon, and which had been kept in a
dark press, is still as fluid as if newly distilled.

This metamorphosis of styrole by heat is so much the
more extraordinary, as this agent generally acts in a contrary
direction, either to liquif}' or volatilize. The white of egg
alone, in certain points, offers some analogy ; and these two

bodies, at a higher temperature, exhibit likewise, though in a
distant degree, the same behaviour.

L. Gmeiin t has shown that the coagulated white of egg,
heated in a Papin's digester with water to 200° C, becomes

again fluid, and forms with the water a yellow liquid. This
observation has been lately confirmed by Wohler and

Vogel J.

If metastyrole is heated in a small retort over a spirit-

lamp, it becomes again fluid, and a colourless oil distils over,
which is pure styrole. By a carefully conducted distillation

there remains scarcely any residue in the retort.

It was possible that the oil obtained by distilling meta-

styrole might be another body of the same composition as

styrole and metastyrole, but possessing different properties.
The regenerated oil forms instantaneously with bromine the

characteristic smelling bromine compound. Besides this re-

action, which, as will be seen immediately, is not decisive, the

action of heat on the regenerated oil is quite conclusive.

Heated to 200° C, in a tube hermetically sealed, it is con-
verted into metastyrole, which by a higher temperature is

again in its turn reconverted into styrole.
After having ascertained that styrole and metastyrole had

the same composition per cent., and that the difference in their

physical properties could only arise from a dissimilar arrange-
ment of their molecules, it was of some interest to obtain an

explanation of this arrangement. As the specific weight of
the vapours of both bodies could not be compared with each

other, there remained no other resource but to study more

closely the products of decomposition of metastyrole. As
bromine and chlorine act only very slowly on metastyrole,

sulphuric acid carbonizes it, and by fusing with potash a sim-

* The varying amount of styrole obtained from the different sorts of
storax is probalily owing to the same metamorphosis produced in the
conrse of time.

t Handbiich, 3rd edition, vol. ii. p. 1053.

X Ann, dcr Chem. und Pkarm., vol, xli. p, 238.

PhiL Mag. S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 178. August 184.5. I
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^iiSjCQpyersiQn, into styroI^jfoUows iti nitric. )ac*^

as the decomposing agent.

"
.ojfiw io .iingOt'EI'O hiui bioB

'-'^''^'^
l'^ Action ofMrth M^^'^lfea^^PiH^t n *^J

^, Jt^iijvmetastt/role.
—Common nitric acid, either waritt'Or e61d,

'attacks metastyrole but little. Even strong fuming nitric acid

acts but feebly in the cold, but on the application of heat dis-

solves it quickly with the evolution of red fumes. If a suffi-

cient quantity of nitric acid has not been employed, the new

product is precipitated on cooling in the form of a slimy sub'-

stance. On the other hand, if the acid has been in excess,

the fluid remains quite clear, from which, on the addition o^

water, a white curdy mass, which sometimes has a shade df

yellow, is precipitated. This is washed with water to remove

all trace of nitric acid, and afterwards boiled in alcohol to get
rid of any trace of benzoic acid which may have been formed
from styrole still remaining in the pores of the metastyrole,;J

The body thus obtained, and for which we propose the

name of nitrometastyrole, is when dry in the form of a white

or yellowish, completely amorphous powder, insoluble in

aether, alcohol and water, but soluble in fuming nitric and in

sulphuric acid. By the application of a gentle heat it burns

with a slight deflagration, like many bodies which possess the

elements of hyponitric acid, and with a strong odour of oil of

bitter almonds. As the physical properties of this body do

not indicate any certainty of its purity, it was burnt to ascer-

tain this point as nearly as possible. After some analyses
it was recognised that the new product of decomposition re-

tained traces of undecomposed metastyrole, from the nitric

acid solution becoming very turbid on cooling. This fact was

proved by dissolving the substance in concentrated sulphuric

acid, when the undecomposed metastyrole remains undis-

solved. On the other hand, by boiling the solution of meta-

styrole too long in the nitric acid, a mixture was obtained,

on precipitating with water, consisting for the most part of

nitrometastyrole, and of a second product containing Jess

carbon and more nitrogen. dociia

Nitrometastyrole is obtained pure by dissolving metastyrole
in a quantity of acid sufficient to hold it in solution on cool-

ing. Nitric acid must be added to the hot solution as long
as it is observed to become turbid on pouring a few drops out

into a watch-glass. uo

The analysis of the substance prepared in this way gawe
the following results :

—
aup

I. 0'3235 grm. of nitrometastyrole gave 0'7230 grm, of qar-

bonic acid and 0*1325 grm. of water. a



and some "^fihepra^U (^'n'ts ili^eeSkp&Mliotu ^\A^

baJllbe-2880 gi-wi.
of

iiub.stfrncid^^ave>«H.^9J5f^l^l»i^^ftflW>fe(Jti4t

acid and 0-1330 grm. of water. inonG ^^mV.oqiuo'job oib en

III. 0*2865 grm. of substance gave 0*1 170 gvni.
of water.

IV, 0'3I42 grm. of substance gave 0-1278 grm. of water.

f.blcX^.*ic5J'he nitrogen was determined by the method of Dumas,

fbybtrrrting the substance in an atmospbeFe of,-€«rfeenic add',

and calculated from its volume. bloj arb ni ^Id'jal iu6 ?Jox;

0'G125 grm. of nitromelastyrole gave'53 cubic cen!imetres

of nitrog©» at 329" barometer and 9^C. thermometer. In per

•<rtilt.=iaiiltf
J3 lo fUiot dilJ fii *>nii003 ao boJrJi({i:>uiq <.\ j:juLo-jq

,.>-.)/:) ni nQ'j6 zaAlhhii odj ll.Jjnnd ?H;bo odJiyO .sotVU?.

Carbon iji;4,ilj.(K6Qfife&lv/ iifiiliie^jiub oJiup aiiifime)'i biuft adl

HydrogeB^Bil aaiAt&lnoc AAUG ^r;f«i4*i^J>'iua
sftiHtc & .-(-t.-j^/

Nitrogenj wlnif/ ibiw bodafiw ei hiiIT .bainJiqiaa-iq ai tV/10'06

These numbers correspond to the formula Cj4 Hg NO4, as

is shown by the comparison of the numbers found and calcu-

late.! /J^Blsm griJ'lo 89'ioq Oill iii guiniiima-! i!ij<; jh' i

jiiJ a^oqoiq 3W il-jidw lol bnj:
-Thid^j^.^f* ^Mi&n'tJftexperiments.

ajiilw xj io nnoi sdi ni yib f«r '

% is

4i*§SHJrrTCJarbQn, ,.
.fc 1050-00 61-69 61'S2/ ,0

niQ)ni?"j Hydrogen . = 75-00 4-40 4-7JLj,ljaj

>v\\ii&ih Nitrogen . . = 177-04 10-40 lO-OQqlua
oift ««w Oxygen . . = 400-00 23-51 ,, dJiw

loHio^o Nitromelastyrole=1702-04 100-00 /d'io aJnaniab

• Tkkingthe most probable supposition, that nifrtyittiftkstyH6ife

stands in the same relation to metastyrole as nitrostyrole to

styrole, or nitrobenzide to benzole, that is, that one equivalent
of hydrogen in the carbo-hydrogen is replaced by one equiva-
lent of hyponitric acid, the formula for metastyrole will then

be C,4 H~, from which it is seen, that by the metamorphosis
of the body, Cjg Hg, the number of equivalents of carbon and

hydrogen in the new compound has diminished by one-eighth.
The formula of nitrometastyrole differs from that of an-

thranilic acid and protonitrobenzoene by containing one equi-
valent less of hydrogen. The formula of the two latter bodies

is Ci4 H7 NO4. Late investigations* have shown that proto-

nitrobenzoene, as well as anthranilic acid, when distilled with

lime, is decomposed into carbonic acid and aniline. As nitro-

metastyrole is a body completely analogous to nitrobenzoene,

we expected to form under similar circumstances a base with

the formula Cjg Hg N. The experiment did not however turn

out to our expectation. On distilling a mixture of lime and

nitrometastyrole, a very complicated reaction follows, a large

quantity of carbon is deposited, ammonia is evolved, and at

« New Modes of Formation of Aniline, by Dr. J. S. Muspratt and Dr.

A. W. Hofmann.—Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxvi. p. 581. '^-^^^i^^^^^

12
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the same time a proportionately small quantity of a brown

coloured oil passes over. Hydrochloric acid dissolves a large

portion of this oil, from which it is again separated by the ad-

dition of alkalies. This oil is nothing but aniline^ which is at

once recognised by the dark violet colour it gives with a so-

lution of chloride of lime, and the yellow colour its solution

in acids communicates to pine-wood. The formation from

nitrometastyrole of this base, which contains more hydrogen
than the original substance, is certainly the result of a very

complicated reaction, which cannot be exhibited in any equa*
tion.

The following is the series of bodies investigated in this

memoir :
—
Styrole Cjg Hg Mr*
Bromostyrole ..,'. C,(5 Hg Br^ i ./*

Chlorostyrole '^[^"f**^. C « Hg CI, ^^^^^
^^^

<^ . Nitroslyrole « . . • Cje S
j^^^J

Hydruretofbenzoyle(?) C14 H^ Ogj H
Benzoic acid .... C,. H^ O3, HO

iH ^ ^f!2no!
Nitrobenzoic acid . • C14

<^ ^y^^ V^a* Mfi^i liiifr

^^'

Metastyrole . . . . C,. H,^
'

joHbD bne
" ' '

. fH 1
'

t Nitrometastyrole . * Cj4 < ^^ >. ?

The experiments detailed in the preceding pages hav^

proved that the formula of the carbo-hydrogen derived from

the storax must be expressed by C,y Hg. This is, however,
likewise the formula of the carbo-hydrogen analogous to ben-

zole, and which is derived from hydrated cinnamic acid bv

the separation of two equivalents of carbonic acid.
,^

Are Styrole and Cinnamole identical? obnffi

^j. This question must necessarily present itself when we con-

sider that storax contains large quantities of cinnamic acid,

and that this balsam, according to the views of later celebrated

pharmacologists (as Th. W. Martins*), is obtained not by
incision but by a kind of distillation.

-^,j
How easily in this operation a portion of the cinnamic acid

might be converted into cinnamole and carbonic acid, we know

from the fact of benzoic acid, when passed in vapour through
a red-hot tube, being decomposed with ease into carbonic acid

and benzole.

The details given us by different chemists on cinnamole

• Grundrist der Phatniakognmie des Pflan'xeiireivhs, f>.
346.
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differ exceedingly from each otiier. Simon and Marchand

prepared this substance by distilhng cinnamic acid and cau-

stic hme. Herzog* followed the same course ;
he obtained a

yellowish fluid, which on rectifying gave a light colourless

oil, whilst a yellowish-brown, heavy liquid remained in the

retort. Cinnamole (named by Marchand and Simon cinna*-

momine) which has been prepared in this way boils at 89° C«

and has a specific gravity of 088.

According to Mitscherlichf no product can be obtained in

this way possessing a constant boiling-point. He considers

the liquid which distils over on rectification as a mixture of

different carbo-hydrogens of similar composition, and sus-

pects that it contains benzole.

Finally, Gerhardt and CahoursJ have stated that a mixture

of 1 part cinnamic acid and 4 parts baryta, when distilled,

g^ve a product having a constant boiling-point.
The formula Cjg Hg was controlled by a determination of

the specific gravity of th^ vapour, and- by the^ analysis of a

bromine compound. ,t f) ,'Cv,f.,r,^ryorr»riin<fr'f rH
The properties described by the last two chemists as be-

longing to cinnamole (cinnamene), correspond completely
with those of styrole. Cinnamole boils, according to Gerhardt
and Cahours, at 140° C. It forms with chlorine a fluid, and
with bromine a crystalline compound, the latter having the

formula Cjg Hg Br^. With nitric acid it gives rise to a pro-
duct which appears to be benzoic acid. In one point, how-

ever, they differ. Cinnamole does not possess the property
of forming by heat an isomeric solid compound. Gerhardt
and Cahours do not mention in their memoir anything of this

phaenomenon, which, if it existed, could not have escaped their

observation in the determination of the specific gravity of the

vapour. This determination could not in reality have been

made at the temperature mentioned. Styrole was exposed for

three or four hours in an oil-bath to a temperature of 182° C.

(the same temperature by which Gerhardt and Cahours made
the determination of the specific gravity of the vapour), with-

out, however, being altogether volatilized. There remained

constantly a considerable portion of metastyrole behind. \

To obtain accurate results on this point, w^e prepared cin-

namole by means of lime and baryta. With respect to the

action of the lime, we obtained the same results as Mitscher-

Jich.
The distilled product is a mixture of different bodies.

* Arch, der Pharm., 2 ser. vol. xx. p. 167-

f Monatsbericht der Ser. Acad. u. Lehrb. 4th edit. vol. i. p. 179.

j y//m. de Chim. et de Phys., 3rd ser. vol, i. p. 60, and Ann. der Chem. u.

Pharm. vol. xxxviii, p. 96.
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lfii"§U^fii6lbn of the presence of benzole we found to be also

^I'rect. The body described by Herzo*^ under the name of

cninamole was evidently benzole mixed with traces of othet

materials. The boiling-point and specific gravity given by
him are in themselves sufficient evidence. By distilling a

considerable portion of cinnamic acid with lime we easily ob-

tained proof of this identity in the following manner:—Tht
rectified product was submitted again to an interrupted distil-

lation. The oil which passes over under 100° C. was col-

lected by itself, and after treatment with fuming nitric acid,

was then exposed to the action of a reducing agent. Aniline

was thus obtained, which is easily recognised by its charac-

-teristic properties.
f^Tt was probable that the poition of fluid which boils at a

higher temperature contained cinnamole. We endeavoured

by interrupted distillations to separate it, but could not obtain

any liquid having a constant boiling-point. The thermometer
rose at last above 200°. The portion distilled at 1 40° formed
with bromine a white crystalline mass, which in appearance
Atid smell possessed the most striking similarity to bromo-

styrole. This crystalline compound was probably biomocin-

7iamolef as no styrole could be supposed to exist in it, no trace

of residue being left in repeated distillations.
^-""^ Cinnamole obtained, according to Gerhardt and Cahours*

<^j>lan, by distilling cinnamic acid with baryta, proved, after rec-

tification, a colourless fluid, which in point of smell was very
similar to styrole, though the former was rather more agree-
able than the latter. With bromine it forms a crystalline

compound having very much the appearance of bromostyrole.

Unfortunately a sufficient quantity was not obtained to deter-

mine the boiling-point.
''^^ i^^JBDim/n nnoH

As a further point of cyrt1|SftHs6h, a portion of the prhdtict

(prepared from lime and cinnamic acid), distilled at 140°, was

sealed up in a strong tube. Another tube was filled with the

oil made according to the plan of Gerhardt and Cahours, and

several others with styrole. All these tubes were placed in an

oil-bath heated to 200° C. After half an hour the bath was

allowed to cool and the tubes removed, when the styrole was

found to have become solid, whilst the substances prepared
from cinnamic acid by lime and baryta had lost nothing of

^
their fluidity.
'^^ This experiment appears at first sight to negative the idea

«'6f the identity of the two substances. When, however, it is

consideretl that the product obtained on distilling cinnamic

acid and lime ccmtains other bodies besides cinnamole, and

that the substance prepared from biiryta and the s^me acid



and some of the products of its decomposition. ^ ill^rl? r r* »

was in too small a quantity lo be more closely investigiated^^

it is evident that the solution ofithis questioa must be reseiJ

Jbr future investigations.,,,,, yloxii^d /hngbi'/a tv.n yU>frn:(i(in

Should these prove in an-unequivocal way the difFeijence of

the two bodies, it would be of great interest to ascertain from
what material styrole has its origin. For this purpose it would
be in the first place particularly important to gain some in-

formation about the source from which Slyrax liquidus is ob-

tained. The onlyauthentic information we possess on this point
Js given by Martins*, namely, that it is introduced through
Suez and Trieste, is named by the East Indians Cotter Mija,
and is produced from a tree called Rosa Mallas. From this

tree two products are, according to Martins, obtained, the

one, the common Styrax liquidus, through a sort of distillation ;

the other a balsam, which is very rarely to be met with in

interestiiixU adT Jnioq-^nihod Jnatsno;) a puivwd binpil /m
bbunol ''0-M n ballije^ib (•

Postscript.
^^^^^ aVodB Jaiif 1b bay*

aarm'ffjoqqr. n'' ih'nhj
,??; _

'

oi'\i{i' c o/nmoid ibpa
The preceding memoir was finished in its principal points

when the investigation of the products of distillation of dra-

gon's blood by Gienard and Boudaultf appeared. ,y ,A>au>v>u

A short notice of this subject had been earlier laid beforei

the French Academy J. What was then stated, however, did

not lead us to suspect in the slightest degree that the products
obtained by distillatitm from dragon's blood could stand in

any relation to our investigation of fluid storax. Their late

memoir, which contains many essential corrections of the

former communication, showed us at first sight the connec-

tion between it and our investigation. Messrs. Gienard and
Boudault having communicated some striking results, not

easily to be understood, it appears to us not to be without

interest to conclude this memoir with a few remarks on the

investigation of the French chemists, as our experiments fur-

; nish a key to their difficulties.

Gienard and Boudault, by distilling dragon's blood, ob-

tained, in addition to water and some acetone and benzoic

acid, a reddish-brown oily fluid, which is a mixture of differ-

ent bodies. From this they isolated two carbo-hydrogens,
which they named dracyle and draconyle.

For their preparation the raw oil was submitted anew to

distillation, and the product, distilled at 180° C, was collected

by itself; it contains dracyle and draconyle. To separate them,

•
Briejliche MitthcUwig.

"-''i"^ JJulK.iq oiiJ Ji.ni hniihumyj

t Journ. de Pharm. et de Ch4mtttie'^i\^vvhi^i-Q5fiii''^ [)ffh f"' >•

'

;- ; Ibid. vol. i. p. 274, and Ann. der Chem. u. Pharm. vol. xlvU}, p. J|43.
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t\\e mixture must be several times distilled at a low tempera-
ture, never reaching the boiling-point. What passes over is a

colourless fluid, and consists of dracyle, with a small quantity of

draconyle; the solid residue in the retort is entirely draconyle.
To free the dracyle from the draconyle,

'' which passes over

dissolved in the vapour of the former^^ it must, acccording to

Glenard and Boudault, be several times distilled over hydrate
of potash. The potash appears here to form no combination

with the draconyle,
" hut only to modify it in such a way that it

is no longer soluble in dracyle." The draconyle remaining in

the retort is to be washed with alcohol to remove the dracyle
and then heated to 150° C, by which the last traces of dracyle
are driven off.

Pure draconyle is, according to these chemists, a colourless

mass of a shining appearance; insoluble in water, alcohol,
aether and potash-ley, but soluble by heat in fat and aethereal

oils.

Draconyle is not volatile, but by aid ofanother carbo-hydrogen
it can he distilled. (II n'est point volatile ; toutefois, il peut i

distiller a la faveur d'un autre hydrogene carbone).
From the analysis of Glenard and Boudault, draconyle con-

tains two equivalents of carbon to one of hydrogen. The
formula found for the substance obtained by the action of ni-

tric acid on draconyle, and for which they proposed the name

nitrodraconyle, was Cj4 Hg NO4. This gives for draconyle
Ci4 H7. That substance sealed up in a tube and heated to a

high temperature is converted into a yellow fluid, which boils

at 140° C, and has the same composition as draconyle itself.

Thus far are the details given by Glenard and Boudault. On
comparing the results of these chemists witii ours, it is at once
seen ihsiimetastyrote and draconyle are identical. A satisfactory

explanation is immediately found for some things in their me-
moir otherwise incomprehensible. We cannot, for instance,
understand how a body with the properties given it, and totally
devoid of volatility, can distil by the aid of another carbo-hy-
drogen. In boracic acid, indeed, we possess a body in itself

completely fixed, but which volatilizes in not inconsiderable

quantities with the vapour of boiling water; still this quantity
is but a trace in comparison with the amount of the watery

vapour. Our experiments however explain quite easily this

difficulty. Draconyle [nietastyrole) exists in the corresponding

"product ofthe distillation ofdragon's blood, not as such, but in the

form ofsiyrole. After the distillation only is this styrole changed
into metastyrole (draconyle). It is not easily understood why
the mixture must be repeatedly distilled to obtain draconyle,
and why the distilled dracyle obstinately retains a small por-
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tion of draconyle(thatis,in this case styrole), which can only be

removed by continued heating with hydrate of potash. The

hydrate of potash is here really unessenliai, the separation"

being produced by the action of the heat alone. The most'

certain and complete mode of
separation

would be to seal up
the mixture in a strong tube of glass, and heat it for an hour

at 200° C. in an oil-bath. On opening the tube, the dracyle
could be directly distilled from the metastyrole (draconyle).

Although, on making a comparison of the two bodies, there

can be no doubt of their identity, it appeared desirable to^
substantiate the assertion by direct experiment. The point
would be settled could there be obtained from dragon's blood

styrole or any of its compounds. We are indebted to Dr.

J. S. Muspratt for a quantity of the oil collected at 180° C.

in the rectification of the raw product. On submitting this

to a new distillation, dracyle alone at first passes over, then a

mixture of dracyle and styrole, and finally almost pure styrole

shortly before the metastyrole (draconyle) is formed in the re-

tort. With bromine it forms a crystalline body, possessing
all the properties of bromostyrole. Much weight however was

not to be attached to this reaction, as it was found that dracyle
also formed with bromine a compound which crystallized in

beautiful needles. To decide the point, a quantity of the fluid

was sealed in a strong tube and heated in an oil-bath to 200°'

C. On withdrawing it at the end of an hour, the contents

were not quite solid, but the original light, moveable fluid

was converted into a jelly of tenacious consistency, which, on

allowing the tube to cool, could scarcely be moved. The sty-

role had evidently contained a small quantity of dracyle.
The appearance of styrole in the products of distillation of

storax and dragon's blood brings these two substances into

close relation with each other ; probably they both contain the

same, or a similar principle, which by distillation is decomposed
in a similar manner. Its isolation would be of great interest.

For this purpose however the analysis of the resins must be

conducted in a different manner than has hitherto been the

case. Cinnamic acid has not as yet been observed in dra-

gon's blood.

XVIII. Note on the useful applications of the Refuse Lime of
Gas-'isoorks. By Thomas Graham, Esq.^ F.R.S.'^

J HAD lately occasion to examine the lime as removed from
• a dry lime purifier. The gas before reaching the latter

had been washed with dilute sulphuric acid, which accounts

* Communicated by the Chemical Society; having been read April 7»

1845.
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for th'6 absetiC6 of ammonia and cyanogen compounds. The
lime had not been exposed more than a few hours to the air

before it was operated upon. Still, to my surprise, it did not

blacken an acid salt of lead, and contained no sulphuret of

ttalciwirt.
'

It was not dried, but analysed in a damp stat6)

exactly as it is sent out of the works to be used as mantHFel '-

n.u.M.,./ . > Composition ofQff^.f^e_,^^^^^^^ ^^j, ^^^r^

Xd ^Jiiirqlc Hyposulphite of lun^^^i g^rf .9mil^(39jirfqlH8oqY,ri
4m rijiw b'> Sulphite of lime ,i3,iW. fCiohnM^jio slgnia 'a

oJni baJouL Sulphate ot lime jj|,jo£i,ina avome^'^Q hioB oiioriq
loi oldeJior Carbonate oHimea^j eblm^-

1**48
Mq-gmil ad)

-nBU[) ni ao! Hydrate ,Qf,|ijin,^i noiJB^Bqo'K.f ^. .^^'^^doqioq arrij

ni 92fj liDdi Sulphurj-B.^jjHjjTi^j^^lPfji siOHi 3di ;|s^HAoD9d ai ^iii

bailqqB ad '
Sand . . .• . . -frioifidd

'
''^ ^ialq-otio^h

lavlialo 91 Water combined . o-naiJDf 8*4i>
oJ^^bg-.Bl.

Water (free) 23-79. jsvlia nroii

100-

With no more than a trace of ammonia and cyanogen. ^-„
'^ The lime in the porous condition in which it is takenfrom
the dry-lime purifiers, absorbs oxygen so rapidly from the

air as to heat, and hence the state of oxidation in which the

sulphur is found. If the lime be very damp, or diffused

through a quantity of water, as it comes from the wet-lime

purifiers, then the absorption of oxygen is much slower. The
fluid portion then contains in solution the bisulphuret of cal-

cium of Herschel, which may be crystallized from it ; and at

first very little else.

.\^;
After the first rapid absorption of oxygen, the further oxi-

*daliou of the gas- lime is decidedly slow. A specimen keptjp
an open vessel, and repeatedly moistened and rubbed to powfr
der when it dried, was found after three months' exposure to

retain 7 per cent, of sulphurous acid, besides all the free sul-

phur originally present. The hyposulphurous acid had en-

tirely disappeared. Hence, if added to soil as manure, gas-
lime must be powerfully deoxidizing, a property which will

generally impair its utility.

ju It appears advisable, where the refuse-lime does not possess

any value from ammonia, to dry it strongly, or roast it. It

would thereafter consist of nearly equal weights of sulphate
and carbonate of lime, and be in the condition most valuable

d.'j a manure.

^•f Refuse-lime, such as was examined, may be recommended
as a convenient and most oeconomical source of the hyposul-

phites. The lime, after being taken from the purifiers, should

be exposed to air for two or three days, till it loses all smell
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of sulphuretted hydrogen. The highly soluble hyposulphite of

liuie may then be dissolved out by little more than an equal

weight of cold water. The solution may be evaporated at 120"^,

Hnd the hyposulphite of lime crystallized out; or, the solution,

Ji>y adding carbonate of soda, converted into hyposulphite of

soda, which is a more stable salt, may be evaporated at a

higher temperature, and crystallizes more easily.
From the refuse-lime, one- sixth of its weight of crystallized

hyposulphite of lime has been obtained in a state of purity by
a single crystallization. When the gas is washed with sul-

phuric acid to remove ammonia, before being conducted into

the lime-purifier, it yields the refuse-lime more suitable for

this purpose. The preparation of the hyposulphites in quan-
tity is becoming the more important, as besides their use in

electro-plating and photography, they are likely to be applied

largely to the extraction of chloride ahd bromide of silver

from silver ores. '^l- i'jiu //

XIX. Examination of Babi7igtonite.B7/ Robert D.

Thomson, M.D.. Lecturer on Practical Chemistry in the

j^ University of Glasgow^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ l^„^ ^.^,^^ ^j ^^ ^^^

^^YNONYMS.
—Axolombus Augite spar (Haidinger) ; he«-^ midomatischer Korazit (Breithaupt).

History.
—The name Bablngtonite was given in 1824, by

M. Levy, to a mineral occurring crystallized on felspar from

Arendal in Norway, in honour of Dr. Babington, one of the

founders of the Geological Society of London f. Hitherto

this mineral has been of such rare occurrence, that no analy-
sis of it has been made. A specimen having lately come into

iny possession, I have taken the oppgrtunity of subjecting it

to a careful examination. "i^JtB fanuol y^H ^btmh U nariw jyb

Crystalline Form.—The crystals' examined appear foagrefe

exactly with those described by Levy. They occur distributed

over the surface of albite and associated with dark green am-

phibole. The crystals are sometimes six-sided, at other times

eight-sided, doubly oblique prisms..'<3!i,'jj7
<.zi ihiqini vii^

;ji\-3g

The co/oz^r of the ci-yiitals
is bladkj^aabV4lM^^}r«9|itendent

and vitreous. '<* t{lrt"'>"<; Ji Y/'b oJ ^iji;iomnn> mod 'juiui -im.

The hardness is 5-^5. on 'io Je^
' ''

The speci/k gravity is 3*355. f^'IIbis- stated by Breithaupt to

be 3*406, a very close approximation ;
and in Alger's edition

of Phillips's Mineralogy, the specific gravity is given as 3*5

-lu8or{V!l ofli 1o > ! c I iirnoiKoaj i&otn briu InsinsvnoD r fin

bhioil^ r*"C6tfinifiniciaterfby theAnthor.' "' ' •>^-, .o(ffI! y/IT .gyjidq
liomi hit Annals of Pjiilosopby, Second Series, vol.jV^.^j^ fS^oqzo od
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without any authority. Kobell fixes it at 3'i» QU what author-r

\iy is not mentioned. • Mi^i ^nibajaiq adj "lo

ui]^Au^ <til<3 Ulpwpip© the crystals ftise per se into a black

©nam^Jii
'

ft)ili8

With carbonate of soda they fuse into a green opake bea9

in the reducing flame.

With borax in excess a clear pale yellow bead becoming
violet, and with microcosmic salt in excess a clear pale amber
bead are formed. ThesQ results are similar to those obtained

by Mr. Children, and his conclusions respecting the nature of

the constituents of the mineral, by testing, a,re corroborated

by analysis,

The following analysis was mad^ with the carefu) assistance

of my friend and pupil, William Parry, Esq., late of the 4^ii

King's Own Regiment.
20*87 grains lost by a red heat 0-26 grs. water,

•=>'" T9-62 grains gave 9*42 grs. silica,
'

"'^
amfis .

^ s
3-38 ... protoxide Of iron,'^^'^^^M"^«^

«

4«oom«^i.x.^.^.;.>.ii;.;2.j^ ^^^ red oxide of manganeS^'"'!!*
n«nJ •ladj'td noum o^Ib -

•
i r-

"^f" ™
e[!Tfob->ffQa yd 9an ;^t.dJ'Q^ ••• protoxide of manganeSe^,^ j^^^^

^•oiun ofh"
;>fl^if!<^i

hiiH W^. -M
, alumma, ^ ^.|^j ^. ^^

.'iiinoi^nk]n<l5'!^\,?'mn
carbonate of lime,

^.^^^^ ^jg^^

vv-cT,>a AnV^'J^ <:v^\ Xc* ^'^ ...'^magnesia. \ „;\> .-O'ZX
These numbers correspond with the following per-centage

composition :
—

I. II. III. IV.

Coniposition Atomic weights of No. of No. of atoms re..

by expt. the constituents, atoms, duced to lowest
terms.

Silica 47-46 2- 23*73 26*36

Protoxide of iron . . 16*81 4*5 3*75 4*16

Protoxide of manganese 10*16 4*5 2*25 2*5

Alumina 6'48 2*25 2*88 S'2-afi

Lime 14*74 3*5 4*21 4*6

Magnesia .... 2*21 2*5 0*90 1*0

Water 1'24 1-125 1*10 1*22

99*10
dl

if is necessary to observe that the manganese contained a

minute portion of iron. m-iK r Hi

The first column gives the r^iiilt&'bfexperiment; the second-

the atomic weights of the constituents; the third column is the

product of the division of the first by the second column
; and

the fourth exhibits the product of the division of the number^

in the third column by the lowest term in that column. ""^

I
The following Table expresses the theoretical composition
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of the mineral as deduced from the third and fQjirlbrl^tiAtlfflPt

of the preceding table:— 'lorff v-f /• 71J

; /j;h.I -B OJni .5jt *»^ . By calculfltion. NO; ofatoms. Atbmic weight.
Silica . , . , . . 47-24-

,
23 ^6 u<

Protoxide of iron+ r. ii)fu 1^*4S iJ Jv1(«>^ ,\o<k\tottQ&-ift'^ 487/
Protoxide of manganese 9*24' .9fn2R TirilooboTS

Alumina . . . /a .'''a6'94 rnx\Qn\ xmc\<\i!6'75

Lime . . . i\ ^ii^'yK \A>'^^ iku <W\ tr Im^^VAovi

Magnesia . . .'liilirni^ 2*59 — 1 .lir>ffnc)'i f)i8'Bfi3d

Water :»
9riJ^M]d9cj»'_9'i,?!j!^j^iifi5tioJ5

y.id b»?t^n9ffclid3 .illSfd

The formula to express the composition of babingtonite,^
as deduced from tliese calculations, is as follows:—*';_t.~" ^

MgO SiO, + 4CaO SiO + 4FeO (SiO)2 + 2MnO (SiO)2 + 3A10 (SiOj^'4-^i^
or it consists of two simple silicates and three bisilicales,,^

Babingtonite agrees with the amphibole class in possiessing
a complicated constitution. It contains nearly the same
amount of silica, but much less magnesia and a greater amount
of manganese. Its specific gravity is also much higher than

that of amphibole. My analysis approaches one by Bonsdorfl^
of a black hornblende from Nordmark and Pargas, the mag*
nesia being replaced by manganese in babingtonite.

XX. 0« the Resolution of Equations of the Fifth Degree,

'By James Cockle, Master of Arts, of Trinity College,

Cambridge ', of the Middle Temple^ Special Plead^nf{<fM[,ii<jj

1. IN the equation of the fifth degree in
j/,

/+;^iy+i>2y+?3/+^43/+P5 = o. . . (1.)

and ^^ = || (^^
+ ^p. A+ A«J,

. *

tuti^

where A = j^g
-^ ;

^'^^r-'VI^A

theti) if W — -^ be substituted foi' y Irt (l.), we obtain an equa«

tion in v of the form of De Moivre. Denoting b^' x ftlie root

of the general equation of the fifth degree, let
-,'> j^Tn .,,{ r

y^^^{M,v^') + X^{Wx^') + N'y+ F.i'-'+ Q'.r''> X^a»»e>V (Sit

the suffixes denoting the number of quantities included under^

<ttich 2, aftd the expressioh ft)f^ 'Consisting, Consequentl)', o^

noiJisoc* Cdtntrtunicated by T. S, Davi^, Esq.; t'.lt.S., F.S.ftJi ^ill'
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'''^^

cle^rfen terms, 'ioi that,! b^'tlW notation of p. 114i^6fe^j|?*ttff
the Mathematician, (2.) and (3.), respectively, beddttJ^'' ^f*!'**^

J^M^^^.'n •• :^^-^' and/MlO) = . i^^^f^
!NQw'i^)iaye s^^^^

at paragraph 6 of that page, hgJ^^Jl^Y
ineaiis of a quadratic, which we shall here

represep^^^^jj^j^j^

C(-io) = o, • • •

/
' ^ M.M

and four base-\ quadratics which may, respectively, be denoted

(6.) may be reduced to .^^iV^vvis^tftO

fend also, hbw, by means of a quadratic,
-iaoa^A dai^iifJ A

6
2 /.^ N _ Q ^

jiom no ikou-iiz itim.

and a cubic, , ,.x;(,;ino-^^(%)
= Oj • ' m ^sam deotli oi i^fefj

^8,^ j^ liil^ypi^t^Jyj
reduced to the base cubiv/ ov/i ni onob ?ijw

)«a-i9fiib djiv/
noiij/^^s ^ ;^^3

= J (3) —
q; '.^'^^^"P,^'^^^^"9/!}

whence, by eliminating Zc^
between this last equation and (7.)

(which we may now reduce ta/* (2) = 0)* we arrive at a final

biquadratic'^V
.'^^«'^

^^^^ffA
•><>'^

^'*,^>^Ar/
...

i ^
' ii -J i tMr> Mil

lor determining a?, ; and
^"2, &c. can be found by means of

the other equations distinguished by letters; and, consequently,

i^',
A", &c. are known.

_ ,^^j
.^.^. ..^ .^^.-^

2. In this investigation, if we suppose that jj'^o gjjig jj^Bg

a; = Q ^? + 4/ (x), . ,rj ^aiL O raoi^9.)

then our object is ?iot to satisfy (6.) independent^' tf^^^'^i^li
to have that quantity at our disposal for the purpose of satis^

fying (7.) t, but to reduce (6.) to a linear form, and then eli-

minate between (6.) and (7.)-

3. In general, after effecting our fundamental reduction

/«(Z»)=S(n ....... (10.)

we may group any two of the quantities h'^ together, as in the

above instance, and make their sum equal to zero ; or should

it in any case be necessary, we may increase the number of

disposable quantities, and, possibly, obtain a (transcendental?)
result, by grouping two or more terms of the right-hand side

of (10.) together, and making their sums equal to arbitrary
^

'* The 2nd page of No. iii. (July 1844).

f The word " base
"

is used to indicate that they degenerate tof liifear

equations. %• - jjiiou A t

J See Phil. Mag.,S. 3. vol, viii. p. 538, and vol. ix. p. ga" ^^^ §"omfi
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quantities, taking care that the sum ol the arbitrary quantities
shall vanish; or we may change the right-luind side of (10.)

intp X (^0» X '^^'"g ^^ arbitrary function. ,,
_

,, , y

"'4. The values of a to be selected in the tra,nsforrnations of
duadratics and biquadratics, which I cave at p. 384 of the'last

volume of this work, are, respectively, 1 and —1.
^

^dambridge, July 1, 1845. t^ = (or) oi^

XXI. On a certain Method offepresenting by Diagrams the

\ 'Mesults of Observations. By the Rev. S. Earnshaw, M.A.f
Cambridge'^.

IN attending the proceedings of the Physical Section of the

British Association at the late meeting in this place, I

was struck on more than one occasion with a defect in the

method which had been employed by some of the experimen-
talists in representing their results on paper. My remarks
refer to those cases in which polar co-ordinates were used, as

was done in two very interesting and important papers ; one
"On the quantity of rain which had fallen with different

winds at Toomavara," and the other " On Shooting Stars.."

In the former paper, the observer (the Rev. Thomas Kno^)
reduced his observations to a pictorial state, by drawing upo4
paper from a fixed point several lines to represent as many
directions of the wind ; and this done, he set off upon each of

these lines, measuring from the fixed point, a length propor-
tional to the quantity of rain which had fallen while the winp
was in that particular direction, and within certain limits on
each side of it. Perhaps this will be plainer by a figure.
From O draw eight lines, ma- ^^

king angles of'iS^ with each other, ii« uj iow ?a Jyjljdo lijo uadi

to represent the directions of the no i%^iJnBiJji Jfldi av^oj
wind according to the letters 3'>ab9'r\j^1u|^ ^J^gnJ'd
placed at their extremities. From
O set off OB to represent the wii+*-

quantity of rain which fell, not

only when the wind was in the ^ .,^ ^^,^^,^^^^^^^^north but also when it was m
.^^[nu^JmB^^s^od^

any direction between the points ^^ ^ i«?^ „„ .,„„ „. ^'.

N.N.E. and N.N.W. On a si-
-

j -^ ,,5^,^^^.^ m-,^„„;5
milar plan set off the other portions' 6C,'0D, ... . This was
the method employed by Mr. Knox ; and a similar principle, I

believe, was made use of by M. Gravierf in reducing to paper

* Communicated by the Author.

t A notice of M. Gravier's researches on Shooting Stars will be found
among the miscellaneous articles of the present Number.—Ed.
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the numerical laws of the falling stars which appeared in the

various quarters of the heavens. The remarks, therefore,
which I have to offer apply equally to both those papers; and
indeed to all others in which the method of polar co-ordinates

is employed. In forming a diagram in the manner just de-

scribed, three objects seem to be proposed; to discover the

mean result, by drawing a curve line through the points A,
B, C, D, ...; from the inspection of such a curve to conjec-
ture the general laws of the phaenomenon ; and to be able to

interpolate results. These objects are gained in perfection
when rectangular co-ordinates are used, but not so when polar
co-ordinates are employed. Now when the experiments have
a relation to directions estimated about a point, and 'to mag-
nitudes depending upon those directions, polar co-ordinates

have a natural claim to be employed : but when used, as Mr^
Knox and M. Gravier used them, there is a peculiar disad^,

vantage, which it is desirable to remove, especially as the re-

medy is extremely simple. In Mr. Knox's diagram, if a

radius-vector be drawn at random, it will represent the mean

quantity of rain which fell while the wind's direction was within

an angular distance of 22|° on each side of that radius-vector.

It is therefore impossible to see by inspection how much rain

fell while the wind's direction lay within two proposed direc-

tions, unless they happen to include exactly an angle of 45°.

It must be acknowledged that this is a great defect. The

remedy is as follows:— Instead of the lines, set off from the

fixed point, being taken proportional to the quantities to be

recorded, they should be taken proportional to the square
roots of those quantities. If this be done, the figure, drawn

through the points so obtained, has this property,
— the area

included between any two radii-vectores represents to the eye
the whole result corresponding to all directions included be-

tween those two radii. For example; in Mr.
Knox's experiments, OA, OB, OC, OD ...

,

being set off proportional to the square roots

of the corresponding quantities of rain ; and a

curve (as in the annexed diagram) being drawn

through the points A, B, C, D ...
;

if we now
draw any two radii, OM, ON, making any angle with each

other, the area MON will represent the quantity of rain

which fell when the direction of the wind lay between M O
and NO. In M. Gravier's experiments, where number of

stars takes the place of inches of rain, the area MON repre-
sents the number of stars which fell in that portion of the

heavens whicli is inclmied between two planes, one of which

passes through MO and the observer's zenith, and the other
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through NO and the zenith. [Perhaps I may be allowed to

suggest, that it would be an advantage to some of M. Gra-
vier's results, were they reduced so as to have reference either

to the pole of the earth, or to the magnetic pole as a zenith

point.]
'yU'Ji.u ...I, .). I

Through the medium of your valuble Journal, I desire to

obtain for this communication the attention of men of science

who are engaged in inferring from observations the general
laws of phaenomena. The advantage of the method I have

proposed will be immediately seen by every person who will

give it a trial ; I shall not, therefore, occupy your space by
any further statement of its superiority, but conckide with re-

marking, that unless the plan I have proposed be followed,

the method of polar co-ordinates is inferior to that of rectan-

gular co-ordinates, and is deprived of some of the advantages
which it can be made to possess.

Cambridge, June 27> 1845.

XXII. On the Action of Chlorine on Cinnamic and Benzoic.

Acids, ^j/ John StenHOUSE, P/i.Z).*
j,

IN
a short paper

" On the Action of Peroxide of Lead on
Cinnamic Acid," published in vol. xix. of the Philo-

sophical Magazine so long ago as the year IS^l, I have in-

cidentally mentioned that " when cinnamic acid is boiled with

a solution of hypochlorite of lime, it is converted into benzoic

acid with the formation of an oily liquid, which however is

not oil of bitter almonds, as its taste and smell are quite dif-

ferent and much more aromatic." The extremely small quan-

tity in which I at that time obtained this oily liquid unfortu-

nately prevented me from being able to subject it to examina-
tion. As I was subsequently led to doubt if the acid into

which the cinnamic acid had been decomposed was really the

benzoic acid as I then imagined, I was induced, nearly six

months ago, to resume the subject. While thus engaged, I

was surprised to find the following passage in a paper on

Chloranil, by Dr. Hofmann, read before the Chemical Society
in December last:— " Neither phloridzine, phloretine, cuma-

rine, nor cinnamic acid are transformable into chloranil. The
first three furnish, by the action of chlorate of potash, yellow
resinous bodies insoluble in water but soluble in alcohol, while

the last is converted into a colourless oil^ to which I shall recur

in a future paper f."

From the perusal of the above extract I was immediately
led to suspect that Dr. Hofmann had, by a different process,
* Communicated by the Author. f See Phil. Mag. S. 3. vol. xxvi, p. 205.

Phil. Mag. S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 178. Augicst 184.5. K
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obtained the oil to which I have aheady referred; and on re-

peating his experiment I was soon convinced that the oils pro-
duced by acting on cinnamic acid either with hypochlorite of

lime or with chlorate of potash and muriatic acid are identical.

I may mention that the cinnamic acid on which I operated
was prepared from liquid storax by the following process:

—
The storax was boiled for a couple of days with a very strong
alkaline lye. The alkaline liquor when cold was diluted with

a considerable quantity of water, which precipitated most of
the resin which it held in solution, and it was then decom-

posed b}' an excess of muriatic acid. The cinnamic acid pre-

cipitated in a very impure state, being mixed with a large

quantity of resin.

If the alkaline liquor is neutralized while hot, this resinous

matter melts and aggregates into large masses, which inclose

much cinnamic acid, which is not easily separated from them,
as they are not I'eadily acted on by water. The cinnamic
acid was purified by repeated crystallizations; the resin of the

storax which had escaped decomposition during the first ope-
ration was again digested with an alkali, and the process above
described repeated so long as it continued to yield any cinna-

mic acid. Cinnamic acid is usually prepared from balsam of

Peru by means of an alcoholic solution of potash; balsam of

Peru however is very difficult to decompose, does not yield

quite so much cinnamic acid, and is more than twice the price
of liquid storax, which is therefore by far the more oecono-

mical source of that acid.
'

Action of Hypochlorite of Lime on Ci7ina7nic Acid.

When a quantity of cinnamic acid is dissolved in a saturated

solution of hypochlorite of lime and subjected to distillation,

a violent effervescence ensues, owing to tiie escap<3 of carbonic

acid gas, and a quantity of oil mixed with some acid and water

passes over into the receiver. This oil is heavier than water,
and has a very peculiar aromatic smell, intermediate between
that of bitter almonds and Spirea ulmaria^ though not exactly
like either of them. Its taste is sharp and burning, pretty

closely resembling that of cress seed. The oil was first washed
with water to remove adhering acid. It was then left to stand

for some days over a mixture of fused chloride of calcium and

fragments of unslaked lime, to free it from moisture and muri-

atic acid; when poured off' this mixture, the oil was strongly
alkaline. It was tlien very cautiously distilled: the first sn)all

portion which came over was colourless and neutral, but what
followed became more and more acid, the last portions exceed-

ingly so, evolving fumes of muriatic acid and assuming a deep
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yellow colour. This operation was several times repeated
with similar results. In this respect the oil very closely re-

sembles chlorbenzine, which also cannot be distilled without

being more or less decomposed. As the oil was always par-

tially decomposed when distilled off fused chloride of calcium,
another portion of it was repeatedly rectified with the vapour
of water. The oil then came over quite colourless and neu-

tral. This operation also freed it from a quantity of resinous

matter which very readily forms in it. The purified oil when
freed from water as well as possible was still more completely
dried by being kept for some weeks over sulphuric acid in

vacuo. When heated it readily catches fire and burns with a

green-coloured flame, and emits fumes of muriatic acid gas.
When heated with caustic potash, it is partially decomposed
with the formation of chloride of potassium. When the oil is

treated with strong nitric acid, it is readily attacked with co-

pious evolution of deutoxide of nitrogen; and on the cooling
of the liquid the oil is converted into a crystalfine mass. The
acid which is formed contains nitrogen and crystallizes rea-

dily; it is very soluble both in water and in alcohol; it forms

soluble salts with the alkalies, and when neutralized it causes

no precipitate in solutions of lime or silver salts. I have sub-

jected portions of the chlorine oil, prepared at different times,
to numerous analyses, from the results of whieh I am induced

to believe that it is a carburetted hydrogen in which variable

quantities of the hydrogen are replaced by chlorine. As the

oil is a neutral body, J have been unable to determine its

atomic weight, but I expect that the examination of the acid

wJiich it forms with nitric acid will throw some light upon this

point. I am at present occupied with this subject, the results

of which I expect to communicate very soon. It has been al-

ready stated that the chlorine oil may also be readily pro-
cured by digesting cinnamic acid with chlorate of potash and
muriatic acid. It is also invariably formed when a stream of

chlorine gas is passed through a hot solution of cinnamic acid;
so that there are three different methods by which it can be

procured. The production of this oil. forms an excellent test

for the presence of cinnamic acid, j io jnill iiuiliJiUjrtyc (i-j.-.uLi

When either salicine or phloridzine are digested with a so-

lution of hypochlorite of lime, carbonate of lime and resinous

substances also united to lime are produced, but neither chlo-

ranil nor any oily or crystalline compounds.

j^jil^ffii^a^iion of ike Acids formed hy ike Action of Hypochlo'

4Yi':i-:iy:jVtte,t^Xjime on Cinnamic and Benzoic Acids,

' After the mixture of hypochlorite of lime and cinnamic acid^
K2
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had ceased to yield oil to any considerable extent, it was trans-

ferred into a flask and boiled with a large additional quantity
of a solution of bleaching powder, so as to ensure the com-

plete decomposition of the cinnamic acid. The boiling was
continued till every trace of the oil had been removed. A
sediment slowly formed in the liquor consisting of carbon-
ate of lime and resinous matter united to lime : the liquid
was filtered in order to separate this precipitate : the clear

liquid contained a soluble salt of lime united to an organic
crystallizable acid. The lime-salt is exceedingly soluble, but
does not crystallize, and forms, when concentrated, a shining

transparent pellicle on the surface of the liquor. The salt was

decomposed by an excess of muriatic acid, and digested till

all the chlorine was driven off. As the liquor cooled, the acid

precipitated in white voluminous flocks ; these were collected

and washed with cold water to I'emove adhering muriatic

acid. The crystals usually contain a little adhering resinous

matter, from which they may be easily purified by repeated

crystallizations. When the acid is heated in a quantity of

water too small for its complete solution, it melts into an oily

liquid, and in this respect differs from benzoic acid and re-

sembles cinnamic acid : cold water dissolves very little of it,

but it is tolerably soluble in boiling water, especially when the

boiling is continued for some time. It is much less soluble

than benzoic acid, however, and a good deal of it remains dis-

solved in the mother liquors. The acid dissolves very rea-

dily, both in alcohol and in aether. Water precipitates it from
its alcoholic solution. When left to spontaneous evaporation,
it readily crystallizes in small needles, which cross each other

and form stars; they have a silky lustre. Its smell is dis-

agreeable when it is impure, a little resembling that of naph-
thaline, but it diminishes as the acid grows purer, and at last

wholly ceases : its taste is sharp and bitter, and affects the

throat like benzoic acid. When gently heated, it melts and
sublimes in crystals; when very highly heated, it catches fire

and burns with a greenish flame, emitting much smoke. This
led me to suspect that the acid contained chlorine, and on

neutralizing a little of it with potash, treating the salt destruc-

tively, neutralizing it with nitric acid and testing it with nitrate

of silver, I obtained a copious precipitate of chloride of silver.

The acid itself produces no precipitate in a solution of nitrate

of silver, but when it is neutralized by an alkali, a white floc-

culent precipitate appears. This precipitate is pretty soluble

in boiling water, though much less so than benzoate of silver,

but I was unable to obtaifi it in crystals. The acid gives no

precipitate with acetate of lead, but a pretty dense precipitate
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with tUe. subacetate." Several portions of the pUrified aciicl

prepared at different times by treating cinnamic acid with

hypochlorite of lini^ c»r^n©ljchiiefi^iifi;212° and subjected to

^^palysis,
'

:)r 'Mcunuut -iilt

/ (1.) 0*2011 grm. substance burned with chroniate of lead

-^^iQ)5ft3%fiWbatti$ aoi^^ftndiO'QQOSjwater.vi wu.c
ju^t...ljje

birfntl sfft r^miLoi baJinu 'isliam guoiiisa-t .bnxj smil 'lo oin
' Found. .

.^ L ,i Benzoic acid calcHKitea. ,

Carbon. 68 -96^^''^^ ^"V'^^f^^'^l^' Carbon. 1050 68-85

Hydrogen 4-<" ^'"'^.
*^'

^^'^^fg; Hydrogen 75 4-91

Uxygen . 26*05 ., -^ 4 Oxygen . 400 26*24

%.ff )lr>
lOO'OO

,,(fj 'to iORi'tuz adi no oioiiioci ^ft?^;q^in: i (

Afniost pure benzoic acid.
, .p.i-tljm 'io 2293X9 ms v ^ nyjoh

'

'<2.) a. 0*2455 gave 6*57^ (%2 yaiH^d*093 HO. "^^^^^^

^y^^^m^k^^332 gave 0086 AgCP."'""''«V^"7."^ buJi,..qio^iq

and the acid with one equi-
valent of chlorine.

Hydrogen 2'9^^''^A
T^ — -i.l(J/n9891

10000

53-70
3*19

22*63

20*48

vm)fii^9f i-frF^flis abiil ii niE'flir»*«^WfWtl with 1 equiv. of chlorine

*Parbon .

63*6!?.,f;q ^^11,^0
qJ yctn vcnij . CupfOg.HO.

Hydrogen 4*29j,yj^9,i >j bloc 'aiJ^^Y/ {i^.o-n
Chlorine. 9*0^ jj noii jloa 9Jol1J ^t ^^X^?
fW,.r«r. oo.oi; ^\'""" ,"^ .^..f 5 Hydrogen 62*5
.^^>Se» l^|^9d

rno.1 a-i9ftib
, ciflorine 442*6

,1f io olJli)lVWOQ9vlo2?.ih -toJfiw bl^ Oxygen. 400*0
Acid'bcJtweeti benzoic addJnvQf'ihod iu i^... 'M c - ajijivyj >- ,_„ ._

9miJ 6rno8 *i61 baunilM'li .100*00

;vnpbni; 1
' <

'

': u; 'jiosnad nKiK.

-«

(3;) 0*2495 gave 0*47lfCO^^^nd 0*067 HO.^rf^ "^ ^-^^^'"^^

mo-ilic 29Jj;?fqiy9-iq'i9jBW .T •

'

r ur •

•

, „ , Found. .„„4„^^,.- L4 Eprmula of acid with 2 equiv. of chlorine.

aMbyoa 11/11118
Cn^^f^Oj,

HQJihiioi n

^(>lli2 Bi 4 Carbon. '1 050*0' '44*02
ollJil u , 4 Hydrogen 50*0

rrT>
i|)i9i5

9ilJ 2 Chlorine 885*2
Acid with between one and

1^(1^^ q.,jj({g 4. Oxvffen . 400*0

twoequivalentsofchlonrj^jj^,^^ ^,3^./^ .bioc oiosngd 9>ii

2*09

37*01

16-88

-i(i (4.) I.ii0*3293 gave 0*5423 COg and 0*0667 HO.
no llv 0-2892 gave 0*477 COg and 0-062 HO. Js oi

^^^^ 100*00

ClandO 52*81
-3utt OJlM

. •T>ni\!inj»non
Formula of acid

f^i^V^^Vr^"'''' W^'" 'T' '^^^'^^o equiv. of chlorine

2*

52*64

ioiqoo ts.

i([
oil 29114i)©Ui

4.)j.\ilciJiJ9n ii ^ H

Calculated.

1050*0 44*02

50*0 2*09

885*2 37*01-,W„!o...,WO-00 100*Q(};:aT _.,.^,., ,,,^ .,^,
Corresponding to the aciiiwjii^W^ ,f;nfrn fb4f4;.iO t-400*©'^^' 16*88

^quivaler.ts
of chlorine,

^j,,.,,,^,^
,,; .j uipj^o 0.I uidiuni --"iiw-Joo^oO

a}BJ(qir)Slct danob ^^m-iq a Jiid tbiolllo 9Wil9:>/i djiw Q)nliqi'*aiij
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*<(5;)!«. 0*393 silver salt gave 44^9 CO^ and 0'064 HQ*
.

vifc' 0'6025 gave 0-268 Ag Ck , jfiiii io jJiioljiooq/fi lo JbiIj oi

Found. . -.iu k, j..ivFoiittufeiiof'silv«r^lt with"lit;cHorioaa

C. . 31*16 ' Io iusj gfjoi 14 at. Carbon 1050- 31*&7n
H. '. (IrSO JnoDBXif jsnl. oi4v.. Hydrogen 50* TSl

AgO i '43*!14>n aimxijuiio u^il u. Chlorine. 442-6 13'43

il^uoiia... Oxygen. 300*0 9*13

HoMiDdlki.. AgO > 145.1*6 44*06
:b 9 fIt 'to noiJO) jil43i94/2/i 100*00

icpi 'ii biaB oioxuyd mh to naj^oslj/n
.jwfiBlgb vbR'JliB

CI & O 23*90 jotl u

100 '00 '•i 'i-

Corresponding very nearly
with the silver salt with one

equivalent of chlorine.

The first portion of the acid analysed was treated for a short

time only with a comparatively small quantity of hypochlorite
of lime; it resembled benzoic acid, and differed very consider-

ably in its properties from the other portions of acid above
described. In fact, as is evident from the results of its ana-

lysis, it was nearly pure benzoic acid, and contained scarcely
a trace of chlorine, as I ascertained by direct experiment.
The 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th portions of acid had been repeat-

edly treated with large quantities of hypochlorite of lime and
muriatic acid, some of them five and six times successively;
and their analysis showed that their carbon, hydrogen and

oxygen had diminished, and the amount of chlorine they con*-/;

tained increased in a corresponding proportion, thus forming
a series of chlorinated acids in which one and two atoms of

hydrogen are replaceil by similar equivalents of chlorine. It

is evident, as has been already observed, that the acid, the

analysis of which stands first in order, is almost pure benzoic

acid, the hydrogen of which has been scarcely at all attacked

by the chlorine. The action of chlorine on cinnamic acid,

therefore, is undoubtedly at first confined to converting it into

the oily chlorine compound so often mentioned, and into ben,-,

zoic acid; so that if its action could be interrupted exactly*^
when this had been effected, these would be the only products.
This precise period it is extremely difficult to hit, as the chlo-
rine proceeds immediately to attack the benzoic acid and to

replace one, two, and as we will by and by see, so many as
three equivalents of its hydrogen, thus forming a series of
three distinct chlorinated acids. It is extremely difficult tq
obtain any one of these acids quite free from admixture, either''

of undecomposed benzoic acid on the one hand, or of more

highly chlorinated acids on the other. The way in which this

is most nearly accomplished, is by means of the silver salts,
which are much less soluble than the benzoate of silver, and
which consequently remains dissolved in their mother liquors
when pretty dilute. The action of a mixture of chlorate of
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potash and muriatic acid on cinnamic acid is precisely similar

to that of hypochlorite of lime, viz. the production of the oily

compound, and subsequently of some of the series of chlori-

nated acids. As stated in a previous part of this paper, it is

not necessary to have the chlorine in a nascent state, in order
to effect the decomposition of the cinnamic acid. For if a

stream of chlorine gas is sent through a hot Solution of cin-

namic acid, the chlorine oil and benzoic acid are immediately
formed ; and if the action of the chlorine is continued, the

hydrogen of the benzoic acid is replaced just as in the cases

already detailed.

There is a striking analogy, therefore, between the action

of chlorine and of nitric acid upon cinnamic acid, the first

effect of nitric acid upon cinnamic acid being confined to con-

verting it into benzoic acid and oil of bitter almonds; but if

the action of the nitric acid is pushed still further, the benzoic

acid is also decomposed and converted into nitro-benzoic

acid.

From what we have already stated, it was to be expected
that in order to obtain these chlorinated acids, it would not

be necessary to employ cinnamic acid, but that they would
also be formed by acting directly upon benzoic acid itself,

which is a much more easily procurable substance than cin-

namic acid, and therefore a much more convenient source of

these acids. This 1 found to be the case. Of course the

benzoic acid gave no oil, but only the chlorinated acids.

The following are some of the results of chlorine on benzoic

acid applied in the three several ways already described:—
^!^. ^^CJhlorobenzoic acids produced from benzoic acid by
niearis of hypochlorite of lime and muriatic acid.

I. a. 0*6092 substance burned with chromate of lead gave
0-990 CO2 and 0-114- HO.

b. 0'4375 burned with hydrate of lime gave 0*6175 chloride'

of
siiver.|;i ^"*:-^;"v'V '";:'i

""""
^"^•'^^"^';^^' "^^'i;

c. 0'.^$'45^dfi;hd silver s^lt'g^kve O'l'S^ Chl^bride of silver.
'

d. 0*3425 of the silver salt gave 0'3525 carbonic acid and

0-034 water.

II. Another portion of benzoic acid treated still more fre-

quently with hypochlorite of lime than the preceding.
0-3435 substance gave 0-5095 COg and 0-610 HO. ,
III. Acid which had been still longer treated than No. II.'

-'

0-3572 substance gave 0-510 COc, and 0-051 HO.

B. Chlorobenzoic acid obtained by acting on benzoic acid

by a mixture of chlorate of potash and muriatic acid.

IV. 0-2066 substance gave 0-324 CO2 and 0-036 HO.
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^ Ck, v. Acid obtained by means of chlorine gas sent through

a^Jiot
solution of benzoic acid for about 56 hours.

a. 0-3334 substance, 0*6675 carbonic acid, and 0*097 HO.
^',b,

0*2068 substance, 0*4165 COg, and 0*0665 HO.
c. 0*3522 substance gave with hydrate of lime 0*3125 chip,-,

ride of silver. / r

d. 0*8098 of the silver salt gave 0*9395 COo and 0*1095
HO.
^^e. 0*414 silver salt gave 0*223 chloride of silver.

vl. Acid through a solution of which a stream of chl9^ijj§

gas was passed for seventy hours. r^fyt

_^a. 0*4158 substance gave 0*8053 COg and 0*119 HO.

.^^•^.
0*336 of the silver salt gave 0*1775 chloride of silver.

J,
The following are the determinations per cent.

/i i«and6 II. III. IV. n. b. . )S 'to 93fr;)tjfeil
C 44-32 40-45 38-93 42-77 54-60 54-92 52-82
H 207 1-97 1-58 -'IW" 323 357 3-18

S' 18-79}
^^"^^ ^^'^^ 55-30 42-17 41-51

|21-29|
^^^.^

'^^' 100-00 uhFoo T(Hh>o 10000 100-00 100-00 liimMi 40(Foo

fibn EiniHcJavio b .hxon n Silver salcsLntiuan ar noiJflfoa snii

-ol/
'

'

'5* V.

i c and d. d and e. VI.
, ,

*^" C . . 28*06 31*64
H . . 1*10 1*50

AgO . 39*13 43-57 42*73

*;'
' ' CI and O 31*71 23*29

100*00 100-00

It will be observed by reference to the formulae given in a

previous part of the paper, that the acid A. obtained by hypo-
chlorite of lime corresponds to the acid with two equivalents
of chlorine. No. II. , which was treated with still more hypo-
chlorite of lime, gave a mixture containing acids with two and
three equivalents of chlorine; and No. III., in which the
treatment was carried still further, corresponds to an acid

with nearly three equivalents of chlorine.

Calculated.

fcki 14 Carbon . . 37*29
-*'|J' ' 3 Hydrogen . 1*33

:'"'' -c^i'' 3 Chlorine . . 47*16
4 Oxygen . . 14*22

Ibo*oo

B. The acids obtained by means of chlorate of potash is a
mixture of acids containing two and three equivalents of chlo-

rine.



C. marked V. is an acid containing one equivalent or^
' "^

riiie
;
and tlie silver salt marked VI. is a mixture of acids

taining one and two equivalents of chlorine.'
''^/"^

'

V. ,

Though several attempts vi^ere made, I did tt'bf^ sdcreed in

obtaining any of the salts of these acids in distinct crystals.
When boiled with a mixture of muriatic acid and alcohol,

each of these acids formed an aether, which in its smell and
other properties closely resembled that of benzoic acid.

It is stated in most systems of chemistry, that chlorine has

lib action on solutions of benzoic acid, but from the facts al-

ready adduced, it is evident that this opinion is very incorrect.

It would be unjust to conclude without referring to the expe-
riments of M. Herzog, detailed in Berzelius's Report for

1842, p. 107, Paris edition. M. Herzog says, "that when

dry benzoic acid is exposed to the action of chlorine under the

influence of solar light, the gas is absorbed and the acid is

transformed into a reddish humid mass, having a disagreeable
and fishy smell. When this is treated with carbonate of soda,
it forms a brownish-red solution, while a resinous body having
the smell of benzoin remains undissolved. When the alka-

line solution is neutralized with nitric acid, a crystalline acid

containing chlorine precipitates." The amount of the chlo-

rine contained in it he did not determine. M. Hertzog also

mentions that cinnamic acid is decomposed by chlorine in a

similar way, yielding a chlorinated cinnamic acid. He makes
no reference to the formation of any oil, nor does he appear
to have attempted an analysis of any of these compounds
whatever.

Glasgow, June 9, 1845.

\i\\ri.'.
\

*

'•";'''•': XXIII, Proceedins'S ofLearned Societies.
j/fl storntlrfg n;tv

"..». .F»; ,f J ^ V ROYAL SOCIETY.

Anniversary Meeting, Nov. 30, 1 844.

^I^HE Marquis of Northampton in the Chair.
-- The noble President stated that the two Royal Medals had been

adjudged by the Council to Mr. Boole, for his important papers on
a General Method of Analysis* ; to Dr. Andrews of Belfast, for his

valuable paper on the Thermal Changes accompanying Basic Sub-

stitutionsf ; and the Copley Medal to Signor Malteucci of Pisa, for

his discoveries in the magnetic electricity of animal nature.

The President then presented the Medals ; after which he pro-
ceeded to state that the Society had lost some distinguished meni-

* An abstract of this paper will be found in vol. xxiv. p. 459.—Ed.
"
t Abstracts of Dr. Andrev\'s's researches will be found in vol. xix. p. 183;

vol. xxiv. p. 457 ; vol. XXV. p. 93, of this Journal.—Ed.
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bers ; among whom were Sir Henry Halford, who long presided over

the College of Physicians ; and Dr. Hope, who for many years was

Professor of Chemistry in the University of Edinburgh.
" We have

still more immediate reason," his Lordship added, "to lament the

decease of one of our ablest and most zealous colleagues, the late

Mr. Baily, who had always taken an active share in the business

as well as in the scientific pursuits of the Royal Society *. We have

also to deplore the death, at a venerable age, of Dr. Dalton of Man-

chester, whose eminent discoveries have so largely contributed to

our chemical knowledge and to the scientific reputation of En-

gland."
The Address contains obituary notices of deceased Fellow's of the

Society, from which we select the following:
— i-

Dr. Thomas Charles Hope was the son of Dr. John Hope,
Professor of Botany in the University of Edinburgh, and was born

at Edinburgh on the 21st of July 1766.

His devotion to chemical science and his recognition as a chemist

date from an early period of his life ; for he was, on the death of Dr.

Irvine, appointed Lecturer on Chemistry at Glasgow on the 10th of

October 1787, while yet in his twenty-first year. He was further,

in 1789, appointed Professor of Medicine in the same university,

conjointly with his uncle Dr. Stevenson. It does not appear, how-

ever, that he had actually delivered lectures on either subject in

Glasgow until 1793; he most probably passed the interval in study-

ing at home and abroad, for we are informed that he returned from

France in 1791, and he thereafter continued to lecture at Glasgow
until 1795. At this period, he received the distinguished compliment
of being recommended by Dr. Black as his assistant and successor

in the chemical chair at Edinburgh. Accordinglj^, in 1795, Dr. Hope
entered on his new duties by delivering a course conjointly with

Dr. Black, whose decaying powers permitted him only to deliver the

lectures on Caloric. In this, as well as in the courses of chemistry
which he delivered in Glasgow, Dr. Hope taught the then recent

doctrines of Lavoisier, which had not yet entirely overthrown the

doctrine of phlogiston, and had not previously been publicly taught

by any professor in Britain. ,: :

Dr. Hope's exertions during his residence at Glasgow had not

been limited to writing and improving his lectures. On the 4th of

November 1793, he read to the Royal Society of Edinburgh his

well-known paper,
" On a mineral from Strontian," in which he

pointed out the existence of an undescribed earth, distinct from

barytes, with which it had been confounded, and to which he gave
the name of Strontites.

In 1803, in the 6th volume of Nicholson's Journal, a brief notice

was published of the instrument with which Dr. Hope employed a

solution of sulphuret of potassium for eudiometrical purposes ; and

* The admirable memoir of our much-valued friend and correspondent
the late Mr. Francis Baily, from the pen of Sir J. Herschel, and read by
him at a special meeting of the Astronomical Society, is printed entire in

our 26th volume, p. 38.—En.
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in 1804, he laid before the Royal Society of Edinburgh the careful

and elegant experiments, by which he demonstrated that the pro-

position laid down by Dr. Croune in 1683 regarding the expansion
of water by cold is really correct ; and that the phenomena observed
do not depend, as Hooke and others had maintained, on changes
occumng in the capacity of the vessel in which the experiment is

conducted. From these researches, Dr. Hope concluded that the

maximum density of water is at 39^° or 40^^ Fahr. ; a result con-

firmed by the more recent and very accurate experiments of Hiill-

Strom, who estimates its point of greatest density at 39*39° Fahr.

This, his favourite subject, received a still further elucidation from
him at a later period of his life. In 1839 he read to the Royal
Society of Edinburgh a paper, in which he showed that this law held

true with regard to water only in its pure state ; and that when it

contains saline matters in solution, as in sea-water, it follows the

ordinary law of regularly progressive expansion by heat and con-i-

tractlon by cold.

The last communication which Dr. Hope made to the chemicall'

world was in 1843, when he read two papers on the colouring mat-'

ter of the Camellia japonica, Magnolia yrandijlora., and Chrysau'
themum leucanthemum. In these communications, he asserted the

existence of three new proximate organic bodies, to which he gave
the names of Camelline, Magnoline and Leucanthemine, but which
he did not obtain in a separate form. :\v v.- iv^xjij-.i

Dr. Hope's claims on the gratitude of the chemical world arer not

to be estimated by his merits as an observer. He seems, from the first,

to have resolved to devote himself rather to the business of teaching
than of research. He spared no pains to make his lectures attractive

to the student; his style of writing was elegant and concise, and hia';

delivery easy but impressive. The great charm of his lectures, how« '^

ever, consisted in the elegant experiments with which he illustrated

them : these were so well-devised, so skilfully arranged and so neatly

performed, that a failure on his lecture-table was an occurrence

almost unknown. One other circumstance which contributed to his

success as a lecturer was the excellent health which he enjoyedV
During a period of nearly sixty years, in which he was engaged iw'^

studying or teaching medicine and chemistry, he was not more than

six days in all prevented by illness from discharging his duties. He
retained his vigour and his- faculties with little diminution till within

a short period of his death]; but in 1843, finding himself unequal to

the duties of his class, he arranged with his colleague Dr. Traill ttt>f!

deliver the lectures for him, and shortly after resigned the appointM^^d

ment into the hands of the patrons.
y- ub

Dr. Gregory was appointed to the vacant chair, and before he had

entered on its duties his veteran predecessor died at Edinburgh on

the 13th of June 1844, in the 78th year of his age. ; -i

John Dalton was born on the 5th of September, 1766, at Eagles^
field, near Cockermouth, in the Cumberland Lake district. He >.

passed some years as teacher of mathematics in a school at Kendal^ IjI

-ail—.yU .q ^ocauiov jdJbiJ luo

i^
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and removed in 1793 to Manchester, where he contiiWied, to >jrosui«

during the whole of his after-life. i.,!tin onfoo h/um til)

I, It was doubtless his long residence among the lakes and mountiins

ofCuraberland, and his consequent early fanailiarity with the ever-

varying conditions of the atmosphere observable in that district,

that gave the first impulse to his genius, affd materially influenced

his subsequent scientific career. Ilis earliest important publication
was a Treatise on Meteorology, which furnished a clear compendium
of all the facts then ascertained, and made known various original

views, especially on the altitude of the Aurora Borealis. From ob-

serving and recording the sensible atmospheric changes, the phaeno-
menaof dew, of clouds and of temperature, he was naturally impelled
to inquire into the constitution of the atmosphere, and more gene-

rally of mixed elastic fluids, and into the theory of evaporation and
the laws of heat. On these questions he made public, through the

Transactions of the Manchester Society, a series of experimental
memoirs, of which it is impossible to over-estimate the importance.
His first conception of the mutual relations of mixed gases was, that

each gas stood in the relation of a vacuum to the particles of all other

gases ; but in his New System of Chemical Philosophy he subse-

quently relaxed the strictness of this original proposition, by con-

ceding that the particles presented some mechanical impediment to

commingling. He ascertained the form of the vapours of water and
some other liquids at different temperatures, and dispelled by these

experiments and others of equal importance the obscurity in which
the theory of vaporization had been left by De Luc and Saussure.

He first showed that a given space, whether void or filled with any
gas, in contact with water, contains precisely the same amount of

aqueous vapour, and thus established the non-existence of chemical

affinity between the gas and the steam of water. It is impossible not

to be impressed with the beautiful simplicity of the instruments by
which these important results were wrought out. Four barometric

tubes, filled with mercury, over which were admitted small columns
of water, alcohol, ether and sulphuret of carbon, were the means

employed for the admeasurement of the comparative forms of the

vapours at different atmospheric or artificial temperatures. Among
these successive memoirs is one of great merit on the heat evolved

during the entrance of air into a vacuum. He showed the inade-

quacy of the thermometer to serve as a measure of this evanescent

elevation of tempei'ature, and by an ingenious contrivance obtained

a much closer approximation to the true heat.

The first part of his New System of Chemical Philosophy will pro-

bably constitute the most durable monument of his scientific genius ;

in this small volume are condensed the results of many years' patient

thinking and of much laborious research ;
those larger portions,

which are devoted to the measure of temperature and the theory of

specific heat, may still be studied with advantage, though they were
deemed by Dr. Dalton himself to have been in great part superseded

by the labours of MM. Petit and Dulong. The short concluding
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chapter contains the first announcement of th6 atoWiib dOcrtrine of

chemical combination.

"'He has often expressly stated that the tables of chemical equiva-
lents constructed by Wenzel and Richter first suggested to him the

conception that chemical combination must have place between the

ultimate particles or indivisible atoms of bodies. The tabulated

differences of weight of the different bases required to neutralize a

given weight of acid would, on this hypothesis, represent the respec-
tive weights of their ultimate atoms. Further evidence of more
decisive character presented itself in the instances in which one body
combines with another in more than one proportion. The successive

combining quantities were ascertained to be represented by numbers

that were simple multiples of the smallest or lowest quantity. Dr.

Dalton's earliest illustration of his law of multiple proportions was

derived from the gaseous compounds of oxygen and nitrogen. Dr.

WoUaston afterwards discovered other examples of the law in the

tartrates and oxalates, and M. Gay Lussac's precise experiments on

gaseous combination completed the chain of evidence. All the phse-
nomena of inorganic chemistry have been since shown to be in strict

accordance with the atomic hypothesis, which has banished the un-

certainty of conflicting results, by enabling the experimentalist to

anticipate and correct his analyses, and has thus raised chemistry, as

respects numerical precision, almost to the rank of a mathematical

science.
' -''''f'-^'-

' •> ;'!:• ' '

i" *

It would be inconsistent with the principles of logical induction to

claim for the atomic doctrine higher rank than that of the most con-

venient form of expressing and recording chemical phaenomena, and

of the most probable hypothesis that has been hitherto proposed for

interpreting chemical combination. In the field of organic analysis,

which has of late years been laboured with signal success, rules of

combination seem to obtain which are difficultly reconcileable with

the doctrine of Dalton. It is scarcely possible to conceive the me-

chanical juxtaposition of so large a number of elementary atoms as

would appear to constitute one compound organic atom ;
there are

consequently many among the cultivators of this branch of chemical

science who refuse to accept the atomic hypothesis as now consti-

tuting a sufficient generalization of established facts. Yet even in

the chemistry of vegetable substances, the remarkable changes dis-

covered by Mitscherlich, which he conceives best explained by the

union of propejacent atoms of hydrogen and oxygen, and their elimi-

nation in the form of water, minister strong support to the theory of

atomic combination. Without venturing to anticipate the future

destinies of the hypothesis of Dalton, it is sufficient for the fame of

its author to acknowledge the mighty impulse it has given to the

progress of chemical knowledge.
Dr. Dalton died on the 27th of July, 1844.

Thomas Henderson, Professor of Practical Astronomy in the

University of Edinburgh, and Her Majesty's Astronomer for Scot-

land*.

* A full memoir of Professor Henderson, from the Proceedings of the

Astronomical Society, will be found at p. 60 of the present volume.—Ed.
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William Allen was the son of Mr. Job Allen, a silk-manufad*'

turer of Spitalfields, and was born in London on the 29th of August
1770. His father being of the Society of Friends, he was

strictly
educated in the principles of that religious community, of which he

continued till his death an exemplary and distinguished member.
The early preference evinced by him for chemistry induced his

father to place him in an establishment of high repute, of which,
some years after, he became the proprietor. But happily for suffer*

ing humanity, neither commercial gains nor the love of science itself

could hold exclusive possession of his mind. From an early period
of his life he co-operated with Clarkson, Wilberforce and other philan-

thropists in their efforts for the abolition of the African slave-

trade, which were happily at length successful.

Mr. Allen's connexion with the schools of chemistry and natural

philosophy in Guy's Hospital commenced in 1803, and continued till

1826 : Mr. Allen's ability and fitness as a teacher of science were
there amply attested.

• m1 luuiJi.! j.<

In 1804, Mr. Allen read his first course of lectures on mtiural yn'i-

losophy in the Royal Institution. The valuable researches on carbon,
carbonic acid, and the changes effected in atmospheric air by respi-

ration, made by Mr. Allen in conjunction with Mr. Pepys, are tdb'

well known to require remark. The results are to be found in ot^f

Transactions for 1807, 1808, 1809. Mr. Allen was in 1807 admitted

a Fellow of the Royal Society. He also became a member of other

scientific bodies of this country and of the continent.

It was, however, to other objects of public utility that the greater

part of Mr. Allen's life was devoted. The education of the poor on

christian principles, and the circulation of the holy scriptures, were

among the first to which he directed his efforts ; and wherever he

went the moral improvement of his fellow-creatures occupied his at-

tention. He was at all times ready to cooperate with the good of

every creed whose aim was the happiness of mankind, and probably
no man of his generation lived to see nobler fruits of his labours*.

Having been one of the founders of the British and Foreign School'

Society, he was, in 1808, elected its first treasurer, an office which he

held until his death. To this institution he liberally contributed not

only his time, but also large pecuniary assistance. At Lindfield, in

Sussex, he expended large sums in building schools of industry, and
laboured assiduously by other plans for bettering the condition of

the poor. Among these the system of allotments of land found him
a zealous patron.

In 1818-19 Mr. Allen visited Russia, where, in the reign of thd^'^

Emperor Alexander, he, in conjunction with two friends, compiled a
volume of scriptural selections, for the instruction of youth in the'

7,>,
,

_

'
. -;i

.^?, [Among the laudable objects to which Mr. Allen's efforts were devote^y"

and of which he lived to see the fruits, the abolition of capital punishments)
was one of the most important, although it has not been mentioned in th^
notices which have been published of his useful life.

For several years a committee, of which tlie writer of this note was a

member, for assisting Sir S. Romilly and otiiers in the pursuit of this object,
held its meetings regularly at Mr. Allen's house, in Plough Cojirt.—R.T.]
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military and other schools of that empire. Mr. Allen made several

other journeys for benevolent objects to the continent, and he greatly
exerted himself ill, behalf of iJ^p G^:|?«k§, ai?d ,pf ,the Waldenses fl^
Piedmont.

, . V :,,,

The source of Mr. Allen's extraordinary influence was to be found
in that singleness of purpose, which, breaking down the obstacles of

party, gave him access to those in power, and carried him as by a

royal road to the confidence and favour of princes. At home we
find him enjoying the marked consideration of their late Royal High-
nesses the Dukes of Kent and Sussex, the former appointing him
one of his executors ; and abroad he was in frequent communication
M'ith the Emperor Alexander.

Mr. Allen possessed in an uncommon degree the power of giving
his mind to a great variety of subjects, and this, together with his

activity, economy of time and early habits, enabled him to accom-

plish a prodigious amount of good. His correspondence alone was
a labour from which most men would have shrunk.

in addition to subscriptions and donations to public charities, the

casual calls on Mr. Allen's benevolence were very heavy ; he also

gave cheerfully, and tliere are perhaps few great works which he
did not at some period of his life assist. The extent of Mr. Allen's

charity seems to have been widely known, for we find the Emperor
Alexander urging it as a reason for his undertaking tlie supply of

drugs for the Russian armies, an offer which he gratefully but firmly
refused, and to his honour be it spoken, he resisted a temptation the

value of which it would be difficult to estimate. At the end of a

long life he could say that he had aex^r. compromised his public, user
fulness for private interests.

j.iurii'! 'i-nib

During the last fourteen years of his active life, Mr. Allen had

passed about half his time at Lindfield, diffusing happiness and doing
good to those about him. The review of a well-spent life gave com-
fort to the evening of his days, and that gospel which had been his

rule through life was his stay in death, sustaining his mind in se-

renity and peace.
He died at Lindfield on tlie 30th of December. 1843, aged 73. ,>

The following Noblemen and (lentlemen were elected Officers anfl[J

Council for the ensuing year, viz.—
,j.,^

President.—The Marquis of Northampton. Treasurer.—Sir John;
William Lubbock, Bart., M.A. Secretaries.—Peter Mark Roget,
M.D., Samuel Hunter Christie, Esq., M.A. Foreign Secretary.

—
John Frederic Daniell, Esq., D.C.L. (since deceased) Otlier Mem-
bers of the Council.— John Bostock, M.D. ; William Bowman, Esq. ;

Isambard Kingdom Brunei, Esq.; Rev. William Buckland, D.D.
;

Sir William Burnett, M.D., K.C.H.; George DoUond, Esq.; Very
Rev. Dean of Ely ; Thomas Graham, Esq., M.A. ; Roderick Impey
Murchison, Esq.; Richard Owen, Es{]. ; Sir James Clark Ross^

Capt. R.N. ; John Forbes Royle, M.D. ; William Sharpey, M.D. f
John Taylor, Esq.; Rev. Robert Walker, iNLA. ; Lord WrottesleVi,''

'
r, myj ii/l:;/Oc: -11) '.

<j(Jii 'Mil u ; no't,'t3diii9fn
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[Continued from p. 79-]

February 14, 1845.—Extractsfrom the Report of the Council of the

Astronomical Society to the Annual General Meeting.

The Royal Observatory must occupy a very prominent place in

this year's report.
Tlie reduction of the Greenwich planetary observations from 1750

to 1830 was suggested by the British Association at the [first] Cam-

bridge meeting. On the motion of the Board of Visitors of the Royal
Observatory, Her Majesty's government undertook to defray the ex-

pense of printing, and committed the work to the charge of the As-

tronomer Royal. All is now done and printed in 671 large quarto

pages, except the introduction. There are five sections : I. contains

the investigation of clock errors and rates, and computation of mean
time, all by stars. II. Investigation (by stars) of index errors of

quadrants and circles, and zenith points of circles (the Tabulce Regio-
montancE are the basis of these two sections). III. Geocentric places
of the planets inferred from the original observations, and corrected

by the elements obtained in I. and II. IV. Computation of the ta-

bular geocentric places of the planets, each from the best existing

theory applying to that planet (the four small planets excepted).
V. A comparative view of the observed and tabular geocentric places,
and an exhibition of the equations which this gives for the heliocen-

tric errors of each planet.
The reduction of the Greenwich lunar observations from 1750 to

1830 was also suggested by the British Association, and has been
carried on under the superintendence of the Astronomer Royal at the

expense of the government. The reductions being now very nearly

completed, the Board of Visitors has recommended to the govern-
fnent to print them with considerable detail, and with actual correc-

tion of the elements of the tables. This last is rendered practicable

by the deduced results having been uniformly compared with those

of Plana's lunar theory (with some emendations). It is understood
that an adequate sum is to be inserted in next year's estimates.

It will be perceived that the Royal Observatory is making up its

ledger ; and future astronomers, who will nearly as soon publish
unmade as unreduced observations, will be surprised at the uniform
credit which it has maintained during the long period in which it

has never investigated the state of its own accounts. The truth is

that it has always led the world ; and it is not fair to demand of the

highest why it is not yet more high. We may now confidently ex-

pect new lunar tables, and considerable emendations of the planetary
ones. The astronomical world will not fail to bear in mind what it

owes to the present Astronomer Royal, who, when at the head of

the Cambridge Observatory, first presented a complete volume of

reduced observations as part of the regular business of the institution.

If, as may reasonably be assumed, the impulse given to astronomy
in England by the young exertions of this Society was one of the
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causes of the foundation of an observatory at Cambridge, we form
no trivial wish when we hope that the consequences of the future

may equal in importance those of the past.
It is probably known to most of the Fellows, that the government,

on the representation of the Astronomer Royal to his Board of Visi-

tors, has sanctioned the erection of an altitude and azimuth instru-
ment for extra-meridional observations of the moon. For more than
a century all fundamental observations of stars and planets have been
made in the meridian ; and if sufficient frequency of observation could
be ensured, there is no reason to su])pose that any other species of
observation could be required. In the case of the moon, however,
there is a necessary loss of the meridian observation during a part of
the month, and occasional occurrence of clouds at the time of other-
wise visible transit ; to which it must be added, that theoretical

knowledge of our satellite is so advanced as to make it difficult to

carry it further by such sets of observations as can be procured with
meridional instruments. The Astronomer Royal has therefore de-
termined to commence the task of following the moon through her

daily course to an extent which will supply, or more than supply,
the failure of meridian opportunities ; and your Council feels a san-

guine presentiment that this abandonment of the meridian will be an

epoch in the history of astronomy. Tlie altitude and azimuth in-

strument is constructed on the same general principles as the ord-

nance zenith sector described by Mr. Airy at the meeting of May
13, 1842. It consists of very few parts, and these cast, and there-

fore rather massive ; and so important has it been considered to

unite the small parts, that the microscopes are cast in the same piece
with the rest, and are bored afterwards. The instrument turns on

pivots above and below. The revolving azimuthal frame consists

only of four casts—namely, the lower end, with a pivot and four

microscopes; the two sides, of which one has four microscopes ; and
the top, with its pivot. Tlie moving vertical circle consists of two

parts only ; one having one pivot, the graduated circle, and the two
ends of the telescope, the other having the other pivot. The extreme
firmness which is required in the construction of a theodolite (as it

may very properly be called), which shall give results comparable to

those of the fixed instruments, is of course accompanied by consider-

able loss of manual adjustment, and consequent increase of arithme-

tical reduction. Those who have any idea of the very serious labour

involved in the contemplated class of observations, as compared with
that required in meridional work, will feel that the present As-
tronomer Royal has dictated to his successors the motto by which

Ptolemy described Hipparchus, (piXoTrovos nal (piXuXijdris ; and they
will also feel that he has adopted it for his own.

Your Council cannot but feel it to be a matter of congratulation,
that the principal public observers of Great Britain have, to no small

extent, begun to bear in mind that different observatories, situated

at no great distance from each other, should aim at diversified plans
of action and independent objects of investigation. While all have

recorded the places of the bodies of the solar system, and have lent

P/iil. Mag. S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 1 78. August 1845. L
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the assurance of number of observations, and consequent power of

detection, to the data on which future planetary tables will be con-

structed, each one has tried, or is trying, to make the greatest pro-

gress of some one branch of astronomy peculiarly its own work. Thus,
while Greenwich has constantly devoted its peculiar attention, pur-
suant to the will of its founder, to the moon, the large equatoreal at

Cambridge has suggested the researches of the Plumian Professor ;

the Radcliife observer at Oxford has devoted his special attention to

the circumpolar stars, and will soon be furnished with a new mode of

action by the possession of the splendid heliometer which is in prepa-
ration

; and our lamented colleague at Edinburgh has left the materials

for a catalogue of zodiacal stars. Differences of locality, of instru-

ments, of mode of government, of taste and reading in the directors

of different observatories, will originate differences of plan ; it may
be permitted to a body so closely connected with the common pursuit
as your Council, and so deeply interested in the astronomical welfare

of each and all of these institutions, to hope that these differences of

plan will one day arise out of a matured system of co-operation, in

which foreign observatories will be combined with our own. Much
advantage has arisen in this country from the division of labour,
which has thrown the observation of double stars and nebulae upon
the amateur astronomer ; and more will always be gained, the larger
the amount of strength and the wider the range of researches which
are thus judiciously subdivided.

The benefit of co-operation has been lately seen in the junction
of the observatories of Pulkowa, Altona, and Greenwich, for the de-

termination of their differences of longitude. Our associate, M.
Struve, had connected Pulkowa and Altona ; and, having strongly
represented to his government the propriety of taking Greenwich as

the zero point for all longitudes, it was resolved to connect the two
last-named observatories. A portable transit was erected during
the last summer in a temporary observatory on tlie grounds of the

Royal Observatory, and forty-two box chronometers were carried

backwards and forwards by the steam-boats, eight times each way.
At first M. Otto Struve observed at Greenwich, and M. Dollen at

Altona, for two voyages : the observers M'ere then reversed for four

voyages, and again resumed their old stations for two more ; by
which arrangement it was hoped to eliminate both personal equation
and its gradual changes. The clock in the temporary observatory
w^as regularly compared with the Greenwich transit clock, so that
tlie ordinary observations of the Observatory will contribute to the
result : to this end all necessary observations for personal equation
were made. The result is not yet completely calculated.

While the preceding operation was in progress, another of a simi-
lar kind was undertaken by the Astronomer Royal and Mr. Sheep-
shanks, for the connexion of Valentia in Ireland (the western point
of Europe) and Greenwich ; to which was added, the incidental de-
termination of the longitude of Liverpool Observatory and Kingstown
Harbour. Valentia is nearly in the latitude of Greenwich, and it

will probably be the extremity of an arc of parallel extending across
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the south of Russia. Mr. Sheepshanks (and afterwar<fi Rar.^il9^n*y .

.

was stationed with a portable transit instrument at Kinge.towflV-^ad^
* *

thirty pocket chronometers were carried backwards and :(f^wa«aej "^-^^
eight times each way. The mode of carriage was as follows ''i^** j? ^0:T'
The chronometers being in two well-padded cases, each contain-

ing fifteen, these cases were inserted in boxes which were screwed to

the railway carriages and steam-boats (the owners of which gave

every possible facility) : these boxes were not disturbed throughout
the whole operation, each one forming, in fact, a part of a carriage
or steam-boat

; all had similar locks, and each person employed was
furnished with a key. An assistant took the chronometers from

Greenwich to the Euston Square station; Mr. Hartnup received

them at Liverpool and transferred them to the steam-boat ; and Mr.

Sheepshanks or Mr. Hind received them at Kingstown. In a similar

manner, when a portable transit was erected at a station at Valentia,

under the charge of Lieut. Gossett, R.E., the chronometers were
carried backwards and forwards, ten times each way, in boxes fixed

upon the mail coaches as far as Tralee, and afterwards in an express
car, furnished by M. Bianconi.

Several parts of the disputed boundary between the United States

and British North America are defined astronomically ; and, to pre-

pare for the proper execution of this part, two officers of engineers.

Captain Robinson and Lieutenant Pipon, employed under the British

Commissioner, Lieut.- Colonel Estcourt, were for some time stationed

at the Royal Observatory. There was one point which was not ne-

cessarily astronomical, the drawing a straight line of between 60 and

70 miles to connect two defined points. As it appeared almost im-

possible to eflfect this by survey, from the difficult character of the

country, Mr. Airy recommended that the azimuths at the two ends

should be computed from observed latitudes and difference of longi-

tudes, and that two parties should cut through the woods in the as-

signed directions, one from each terminal station. The two parties

thus cutting, independently of each other, drew lines which met
within 300 feet.

We have yet to acknowledge one more obligation to the Astro-

nomer Royal, namely, the recent publication of a Catalogue of the

Places of 1439 Stars reduced to the 1st of January 1840. This work
contains the mean places of stars deduced from all the observations

made at Greenwich in the years 1836 to 1841 inclusively. The

place of the equinox is that resulting from observations during the

same period. The year which corresponds to the mean of the ob-

servations of each element is also given ; and the annual precession
for 1S40, with the proper motion for those stars in which account of

proper motion has been taken. This necessary information with

respect to the mean date was first given, we believe, in the Cam-

bridge Catalogue ; and we trust that every future catalogue will also

contain it. It is otherwise impossible to investigate proper motion,
or the changes in proper motion, with the nicety which the present
state of practical astronomy authorises us to apply to these delicate

researches. The nomenclature is taken from Baily's
'

Flamsteed,' the

L2
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magnitudes from Argelander's Uranometria ; and there are columns

of references for those stars which occur in the catalogues of Heve-

lius, Bradley, Mayer, Piazzi, the Astronomical Society, Groombridge,
Pond, Argelander, Cambridge (first), Johnson and Taylor. This

brief notice needs no further comment here ; for it would only be a

waste of time to add one word describing the excellence of the in-

struments employed, the finish and perfection of the reductions, the

care of the editor or the utility of the final results. We congra-
tulate all cultivators of astronomy on this noble addition to its Fun-

damenta, the influence of which will be instantly felt in every work-

ing observatory, and directly or indirectly throughout every depart-
ment of the science.

In the Cambridge Observatory Professor Challis has confined him-

self in a great degree, so far as the meridian instruments are con-

cerned, to the planets and those double stars which have been ob-

served with the Northumberland equatoreal. A first series of obser-

vations of double stars is in preparation, and a Second Cambridge
Catalogue, in continuation of the one which was inserted by Mr. Airy
in our Transactions. The observations of the various recent comets
with the equatoreal above-mentioned will be valuable additions to the

several yearly volumes.

Your Council have great satisfaction in directing the attention of

the Society to the Observatory recently established at Liverpool by
the corporation. In accordance Avith the advice of the Astronomer

Royal, the astronomical portion consists of a transit-room and a dome
for a large equatoreal. An adjoining apartment is appropriated to

the chronometers which are brought there for trial or rating, and to

the meteorological instruments ; the rest of the building forms a

comfortable house for the observer. A transit of five feet focal length
and four inches aperture by Simms, a sidereal clock and a mean time

clock by Molyneux, and a standard barometer (Newman's construc-

tion) by Adie of Liverpool, have been for some months in use, to the

perfect satisfaction of Mr. Hartnup, the director. The telescope of

the transit is a particularly fine one, and the mounting, which was
directed by the Astronomer Royal, is the strongest and stiff^est per-

haps in existence. With the two clocks (which are within hearing
of each other, and which are regularly compared whenever time is

got or chronometer errors ascertained) it forms a perfectly efiicient

apparatus for getting and keeping the time, and is adequate to the

most delicate determinations of right ascension. When the equato-
real is completed (the object-glass will have an aperture of eight
inches, the mounting is to be under Mr. Airy's superintendence), we

may expect most valuable assistance from the Liverpool Observatory
in the extra-meridian branch of practical astronomy. But the prin-

cipal and most interesting object of this establishment is, that of

giving true time to the great port of Liverpool ; an object which is of

high national importance, and which has hitherto been almost unac-

countably neglected. The observatory is admirably situated for this

purpose, on the brink of the Mersey at the entrance to the Waterloo

Dock : the horizon is good, and infinitely better than could have been
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hoped for in the heart of a busy manufacturing town. A ball similar

to tliat at Greenwich is let fall every day except Sunday, precisely
at one p.m. Greenwich time, and the whole arrangement is so comi

plete, and the longitude so well known, that the dropping of the

balls at the two obsei^vatories may be considered to be simultaneous.

It is evident that an observatory furnishing exact time will be of the

greatest utility to all makers of good chronometers, and a hindrance
to the venders of those which are indifferent. The ship-owners may,
too, if they please, enjoy an advantage hitherto belonging solely to

the Admiralty, that of having their chronometers tried and rated by
a competent and disinterested party previous to purchase ; an advan-

tage which will be thought almost inappreciable by persons fully
aware of the dependence of modern navigation on the goodness of

timekeepers ; and also, what indifferent watches are now disposed
of to the unwary by ignorant and unscrupulous dealers. Mr. Hart-

nup's aid was most efficient in the measurement of the Valentia arc

of longitude ; and we trust that is only the first of many services to

be rendered to science by this zealous and intelligent observer.

The magnificent telescope erected by the Earl of Rosse, which
has attracted so much of public attention, is nearly in working order ;

nothing being now incomplete except some of the gallery machinery.
It may reasonably be predicted that the energy which has called this

instrument into existence will not quail before the more easy and

pleasant task of using it. There is nothing on which it is so diffi-

cult to speculate as the probable results of an increase of optical

power.

Passing to another extreme, your Council desire to notice the re-

markable catalogue published by our associate, M. Argelander, of

stars observed with the naked eye. The author is the Bayer of our

generation, and his appreciation of magnitudes will probably come
into universal use. He has re-opened the road in which the astro-

nomer may make himself useful without any instruments at all. His
announcement of nearly thirty stars, which, though visible to the

naked eye, are not tobe found in any catalogue, startling as it may seem
at first, will not perhaps surprise those who remember how various the

objects of different catalogues have been. It is most desirable that

these stars should be observed with a view to the verification of the

fact. If only half the number of new visible stars should be sub-

stantiated, it will be a useful lesson in any point of view. It is to

be remembered that we are not positively to assume that these stars

have been neglected by preceding observers : there is much reason

to suppose that such bodies have before now disappeared. There

may be re-appearances, and there may be new appearances. Variable

stars, with periods of several hundred years, or even less, might
easily give rise to what M. Argelander has observed.

While commemorating the results of the past year, we ought not

to forget those who are working in distant lands, under circumstances

which prevent our receiving immediate information of their proceed-

ings. Mr. Maclear's verification of Lacaille's arc at the Cape of

Good Hope is an operation in which English and French astrono-
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mers have each their peculiar interest ; and some little account of

this arduous and toilsome undertaking will doubtless be interesting
to the Society.
With the aid of his assistants and a military' detachment placed

under his command, Mr. Maclear began, on the 1st of September,
1840, the measurement of a base line, eight miles in length, on the

plains of Zwartland. Its direction is about west by south to east

by north. The measurement of the first 1600 feet was repeated,
and the difference of the results was found to be inappreciable,

though the operation was rendered most harassing by the excessive

heat. The measurement of the whole line occupied six months, not

more than from 500 to 750 feet being completed in one day. Mr.
Maclear thinks that there is just ground for believing that the

entire base, 42,818 feet in length, is scarcely erroneous to the

amount of half an inch, and that the error is probably much less

than this.

Thenceforward the trigonometrical survey continued to occupy a

large share of Mr. Maclear's attention. In December 1842 he pro-
ceeded in H.M.S. Arrow to take the zenith sector up to the Oli-

phant's River, which was then intended to be the northern limit of

the arc, though it was afterwards deemed advisable to extend the

triangulation both north and south of Lacaille's original arc ; north-

ward to Lily Fontein on the Kamies Berg, which has been accom-

plished ;
and southward to Cape I'Agulhas, which is approaching to

completion.
This labour has subjected the observers to the greatest privations,

to intense heat on the arid Karroos in summer, and to extreme cold

in the winter, when they had to ascend such commanding heights as

the Cedar Berg, the Snew Cop, the Winter Hock, and the Worcester

Range, leaving their wagon or horses far below them, and being

consequently reduced to sleep under the open sky, amidst snow and

sleet, waiting from day to day, till the weather would admit of flash-

ing their heliotropes towards the concerted points. Mr. Maclear

speaks in the highest terms of the zeal of his assistants during the

whole of these laborious and trying operations.
The East India Company has lately presented the Society with

two valuable volumes, printed by the order of the Madras govern-
ment. The first, containing the meteorological observations made
at the Madras Observatory for twenty years (1822-1843), will find

those who can more appropriately discuss its merits than your Coun-
cil; The second touches us more nearly. It is a Catalogue of

11,015 stars, made from the five volumes of Madras Observations,
and includes all of the Astronomical Society's Catalogue and of

Piazzi's, which are visible at Madras, together with 3445 southern

stars, selected with reference to the Paramatta Catalogue, all reduced
to January 1, 1835, about the middle period of the observations.

A systematic error of considerable magnitude in the divisions of the

mural circle was discovered in 1840, and its amount ascertained for

each single division ;
and every place has been corrected for the error

incident to the division in which it was observed. The proper mo-
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tions of stars which appear to exceed a quarter of a second of space
have been tabulated. Of the merits of this Catalogue it would be

impossible to give any opinion at present ; but your Council need
not say that, from what is known of the zeal and industry of Mr.

Taylor, they are well prepared to believe that it will soon be charac-

terised as a valuable addition to sidereal astronomy, and an indis-

pensable aid to the southern astronomer.

The progress of Sir John Herschel's reductions of his southern

observations must interest the Fellows of this Society. From the

state in which they now are, it is not very improbable that the Ca-

talogue may appear in a year from this time. The constant atten-

tion M'hich the completion of this great undertaking requires, has

prevented Sir John Herschel from taking that share in the business

of the Society, from which, previously to his departure for the Cape
of Good Hope, its affairs derived so much benefit. The Council hope
that the impediment will speedily cease to exist, not more for the

sake of the Society than of its distinguished ex-president ; for it

must be admitted that, in travelling through the numerical reduction

of observations, the astronomer finds very few of the flowers with

which the love of science may strew the more intellectual part of the

road.

By the death of Mr. Baily, the superintendence of the standard

measure of length, and of the astronomical catalogues in progress at

the expense of the government and of the British Association, pass
into other hands. The standard scale has been undertaken by Mr.

Sheepshanks, who has obtained from the Council the use of a vaulted

room in the basement story in which to make the comparisons.
The Nautical Almanac for 1848, the fifteenth of the new series,

appeared in the month of December last. For several years past,
the advance which it was judged necessary to provide, namely, four

complete years, has been gained ; and it must not be forgotten that,

when Lieut. Stratford was placed in charge of this national work,
there was hardly a year in advance. On looking at the steady and
effective manner in which this arduous undertaking has been exe-

cuted, your Council feel that their praise is needless. With regard,

however, to the obligations under which Mr. Stratford has laid as-

tronomers, in matters unconnected with the immediate routine of the

ephemeris, they can hardly be fully appreciated, and certainly not

duly acknowledged, till after the next appearance of Halley's comet.

There is also a stability given to the ordinary mode of conducting
the Nautical Almanac, by the formation of a regular board of com-

puters ; a thing which did not exist when the present Superintend-
ent came into office, and without which it would have been difficult

to have fully carried out the recommendations of the Nautical Al-

manac Committee.
Since the last anniversary of the Society three comets have been

discovered. The first was found by M. Mauvais at the Royal Ob-

servatory of Paris on July 7 ; and, two nights afterwards, it was de-

tected at Berlin. The elements differ materially from those of any
comet whose orbit has been previously calculated.
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The second comet was discovered at Rome at the observatory of

the Collegio Romano, by our Associate, Signor Francesco de Vico,
on the night of August 22. Considerable interest is attached to this

comet, its period of revolution appearing to be only five and a half

years. At the latter end of September it was easily seen with a

small telescope ; but, after that time, it became rapidly fainter, and,

during the first week in December, was visible only with instruments

of very great power. Another revolution of the comet will be com-

pleted in the early part of the year 1 850.

A third comet was discovered on the evening of December 28, by
M. d'Arrest, of the University of Berlin. It is stili visible. The
elements somewhat resemble those of the second comet of 1793, for

which Burckhardt computed an elliptical orbit of about twelve years'

period; but the perihelion distance of the comet in 1793 was r4,
while that of the present comet is only 0-9, a difference far too large
to admit of the identity of the two bodies, except in the case of enor-

mous perturbations.
Your Council will conclude this Report with one remark. It is

obvious, from what has been stated, that this is a period of great ac-

tivity, and that all parts of practical astronomy are in full cultiva-

tion. It may, perhaps, be rather a proof of this than the contrary,
that the number of communications forwarded to the Society to be
read at the ordinary meetings has materially decreased within the

last few years. We may easily suppose that, as the work of the

Observatory becomes more arduous, its superintendent has less time
for the consideration of points which are not immediately connected
with annual duties ; and it is certain that nothing diminishes the

occasional power of contributing to Transactions in the private as-

tronomer, so much as self-devotion to some great branch of the sub-

ject, pointed out by personal taste or strong inducing circumstances.

But, nevertheless, it ought to be remembered that the Memoirs of

the Society are not merely the depository of facts, processes, or rea-

sonings, which it is right to preserve. Though they may finally be-

come nothing more, if it be right to apply such words to so import-
ant a function, yet it must be remembered that, on its first appear-
ance, each volume is the impulse and stimulus of its day, the sug-
gester as well as the receptacle of thought, the cause of future as

well as the proof of past progress. The ordinary meetings of the

Society must dwiftile, to the serious diminution of its utility, unless

they be nourished by communications of interest. And even grant-

ing that the magnitude of the objects on which astronomers are en-

gaged at any one time, renders it almost impossible for them to

supply the Memoirs at the equable rate hitherto maintained, it must
not be forgotten that there are many points connected with the the-

ory and practice, and, above all, with the history of astronomy, which
are constantly arising out of every research, directly or collaterally.
Those to whom such things present themselves, are especially re-

quested by the Council to bear in mind that any interesting inform-

ation, however inadequate to be the basis of a formal paper, finds its

immediate use at our meetings, and its record in our Monthly Notices.
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There is much reason for regret in the circumstance that the scien-

tific body of our day has almost entirely lost the character of the col-

lector of suggestions worthy of consideration, hints of useful ten-

dency, and valuable but isolated information. If the minutes of

the Royal Society in the time which preceded the publication of the

Principia should now and then excite a smile, it will be checked by
the obvious consideration that we owe much of what has been since

done to the currency which the disposition to communicate, and the

facilities for doing it, aiForded to mere suggestions. Much might,

perhaps, be done by encouraging the slighter and less elaborate form
of communication, which it is one object of the Monthly Notices to

perpetuate ; and your Council hope that those Fellows who have
shown themselves capable of greater things, will not forget that the

small matter which, thinking only of themselves, they might be in-

clined to throw on one side, may possibly meet the difficulty, or ad-

vance the object, of some other member of the Society. At the

least, it will add attraction to the proceedings of the ordinary meet-

ing, which it is so important to the welfare of the Society, and,

through it, of astronomy, to render both instructive and interesting.

XXIV. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

RESEARCHES ON SHOOTING STARS. BY M. COULVIER-GRAVIER.

UP to the present time, says the author of this memoir, shooting
stars have not been the object of observations regularly followed

up and prolonged for a sufficient time, to enable us to arrive at any
general law. In truth, it has been imagined that determinate periods
were observable when these meteors showed themselves infinitely
more numerous than at ordinary times ; but the periodical returns
to which it has been thought they might be subjected, begin to ap-
pear problematical, and perhaps they would never have been admitted
if the investigation had been commenced by seeking to ascertain the

appearances for each night of the year. Such a task, indeed, would
have been very arduous, and it is this doubtless that has discouraged
observers. For my own part, having been engaged since 1829 in

this class of researches, to which I first devoted my attention with a

particular object, I have since pursued them for their own sake, and
from the year 1841 I have kept regular registers of my observations.
I have found it desirable, for this purpose, to take an associate in

my labours, M. Chartiaux, who observes one half of the heaven
while I am employed on the other. I myself note down each ap-
pearance, both those which my assistant announces aloud and those
which I myself see. In this manner it is impossible to take one ob-
servation twice over, which is otherwise almost inevitable when se-

veral persons being engaged in observing at the same time, each
notes down what he perceives in the portion of the heaven which is

assigned to him. I may perhaps explain thus the very extraordinary
numbers noted by four persons who made observations simultane-

ously on the same spot.
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Observers have generally chosen their time for making these re-

searches. For our part, a clouded sky alone interrupts our observa-

tions, to which we return, at any hour in the night, as soon as the

state of the sky permits. My registers give the following results :

from the month of July 1841 to the month of February 1845, 5302

shooting stars observed in 1054 hours. I have grouped, in the differ-

ent tables contained in my memoir, these observations in such a

manner as to be able to deduce from them results relatively to the

greater or less frequency of these meteors, according to the hours,

months and years. It will be conceived that, on this latter point, I

do not yet pretend to draw any conclusions from observations which
do not extend in a regular manner over more than four years ; but

as to the horary and mensual variations, I think that I have already
arrived at two general laws. Thus, in each month comprised be-

tween the winter and summer solstices, the mean number of falling

stai's, for one hour, is very sensibly the same ; and this is also the

case during the six other months ; with this difference, however, that

for the latter, the mean is nearly double what it is for the others, and

the change takes place, so to speak, without transition. With re-

gard to the horary variations, on the contrary, there is a gradual

change, and from six o'clock in the evening, which is the hour of

the minimum, the number of the appearances goes on increasing

continually up to six in the morning, which is the moment of the

maximum.
In the second part the author treats of the directions of shooting

stars. The following is the distribution of 1000 of these meteors

relatively to the sixteen angular spaces into which he divides the

horizon, proceeding in the direction north, east, south, west :
—74,

90, 82, 91, 114, 86, 70, 79, 63, 34, 29, 28, 33, 28, 35, 64; which
shows that many more stars come from the east than from the west,

and nearly as many from the north as from the south.

The author thinks that the difference between the number of stars

observed in the two directions, east and west, is attributable to the

twofold motion of the earth.

There are mensual variations which it is difficult to determine.

In winter, the influence of the south is the greatest possible ; in

summer the influence of the north is very perceptible. With regajd
to the influence of the east, it is the weakest in summer, and the

strongest in spring and in autumn.
The horary variations are more marked. Those from the north

are most numerous towards midnight, and least so in the morning.
With respect to the east, there are most in the morning and fewest

in the evening. From the south there are often the most in the

morning ; lastly, from the west there are most in the evening.
In the third part of his memoir, the author treats first of the

magnitude of shooting stars ; he gives the name globe jilant to every
meteor which presents a sensible disc, and reserves the name of shoot-

ing stars for the meteors which have an appearance analogous to

that of the fixed stars and the planets. He calls them of the first

magnitude when they appear equal to Venus or Jupiter; of the
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second magnitude when they resemble fixed stars of the first magni-
tude ; and thus with the rest. Among 5302 meteors, the author

counted eight shooting globes and eighty shooting stars of the first

magnitude ; whence it follows that, if no obstacle prevented, an ob-

server Avould see one shooting globe a week, and one falling star of

the first magnitude each night of eleven hours.

In general the falling stars have the same tint as the fixed stars.

Sometimes this colour passes into yellow, then into a bluish or <

greenish tint, in proportion as the meteor approaches the horizon. «?

Among all these meteors there are some red ones, which travel

slowly, and have a globular form, like a billiard-ball coloured red.

The author thinks that these are of a particular character. Lastly,
he distinguishes others which are extinguished at their highest point
of brilliancy, as if they were plunged into water.

With respect to the trains which some stars leave behind them,
these cannot be compared to smoke, but rather to a shower of sparks
like that of rockets. The train begins and ends always with the star

producing it, but it continues one or two seconds after the disappear-
ance of that star. Sometimes the star breaks up into fragments,
which form a continuation of the train, and which vanish almost as

soon. No star has ever caused any audible noise, whether remain-

ing simple, or producing a train, or separating into fragments.
In general the course of shooting stars is rectilinear, or rather in

an arc of a large circle. The author has seen fifteen whose course

was curvilinear.

At the conclusion of his investigation the author has given a ca-

talogue of the most remarkable shooting stars, with the indication of

the characters which they have presented. Before proceeding to the

theoretical part of the subject he announces some histoi'ical researches

relative to it.—Comptes Rendus, May 5th and June 2nd, 1845.

ON THE SUPPOSED OCCURRENCE OF PHOSPHORIC ACID IN
ROCKS OF IGNEOUS ORIGIN. BY PROF. C. KERSTEN.

In the '

Philosophical Magazine,' vol. xxiv. p. 467, is an abstract

of a paper by Dr. Fownes, on the occurrence of phosphoric acid in

rocks of igneous origin. Dr. Fownes asserts that he found small

quantities of phosphoric acid in combination with alumina, &c. in all

these rocks, and supposes that it is probably to this presence of phos-
phoric acid that many soils which have originated by the decom-

position of those rocks owe their fertility. He found phosphoric
acid in a porcelain clay from Dartmoor, in the gray vesicular lava

from the Rhine, and in the white trachyte from the Drachenfels on
the Rhine, in tolerable quantity in the two latter rocks ; further, in

several basalts, in porphyritic lava inclosing crystals of hornblende
from Vesuvius, and in volcanic tufa from the same locality in consi-

derable quantity. As these observations of Dr. Fownes appeared of
some importance in a geognostical and agricultural point of view,

and, as far as I am aware, no phosphoric acid had hitherto been de-

tected in the above-mentioned rocks, I was induced to repeat Dr.
Fownes's experiments.
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The following rocks were examined for phosphoric acid:—1st,

porcelain earth from Aue in Saxony ; 2nd, porcelain earth from

Bayonne ; 3rd, gray vesicular lava from Niedermennig on the

Rhine ; 4th, white trachyte from the Drachenfels; 5th, basalt from
the Meissner in Hessia ; 6th, Trass from Vesuvius.

The following was the mode of examination:—The finely-pul-
verized rocks were fused with 4 times the quantity of chemically-

pure soda, the fused masses digested in water, and the liquids filtered

from the insoluble residues neutralized with nitric acid. These neu-

tralized liquids were now evaporated to dryness, and after treatment

with water and separation of the silicic acid, tested with nitrate of

silver and the other known reagents for phosphoric acid.

In all the above rocks, however, not the least trace ofphosphoric
acid could be detected ; consequently the above-mentioned observa-

tions of Dr. Fownes are founded on some error*. In the gray vesi-

cular lava from Niedermennig there was found a quantity of chlo'

rine ; and on boiling it in the pulverized state with water and eva-

porating the liquid, small quantities of chloride of sodium were ob-

tained ; at the same time with this a brown organic substance was ex-

tracted, which coloured the water brownish on evaporation and was
carbonified on ignition.

—
Journ.fiir Prakt. Chem., March 31, 1845.

EXAMINATION OF SOME NATIVE AND ARTIFICIAL COMPOUNDS
OF PHOSPHORIC ACID. BY C. RAMMELSBERG.

Wagnerite (Pleuroklase).

"We are indebted for the only analysis of this exceedingly rare mine-

ral to Fuchs, who obtained in the year 1821 the following results :

phosphoric acid4r73 per cent., magnesia 46' 66, peroxide of iron 5*0,

peroxide of manganese 0"5, hydrofluoric acid 6*5 . Fuchs decomposed
the mineral with sulphuric acid, and separated the sulphate from the

phosphate of magnesia by water. The phosphate of magnesia was

decomposed by boiling it with a solution of potash. The phosphoric
acid and fluorine were not directly estimated. If his method of

analysis be minutely examined, the results are seen to be only ap-

proximative, and a repetition of the analysis would be very desir-

able. In the specimens selected by the author for analysis, there were

large, opake, reddish, and small transparent, wine-yellow^ crystals

of wagnerite, imbedded in a green aluminous mass and accompanied
with quartz, calcareous spar and bitter spar. Its specific gravity,

according to Fuchs, is 3* 13. The author found it 3*068 at a tempe-
rature of 57° F. in the transparent parts, and 2*985 in the opake

portions.
Three analyses were made by methods differing as widely as pos-

sible.

1 . The substance reduced to a fine powder was treated with sul-

phuric acid in a platinum crucible. This, even in the cold, caused

the evolution of fumes of fluoride of silicium from the admixture of

* The observations of Dr. Fownes have, however, been fully confirmed

by W. Sullivan, Esq., as will appear from a communication to be inserted

in our next.—Ed. Phil. Mag.
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silicic acid (quartz). The mixture was heated until the whole of

the fluorine and the greater part of the sulphuric acid were expelled ;

it was then moistened with water, next mixed with four parts of car-l

bonate of soda, evaporated, and finally heated to redness for half an
hour. The perfectly fused mass was exhausted with water, and after

repeatedly evaporating the alkaline solution, each time adding car-

bonate of ammonia and redissolving, the phosphoric acid was preci-

pitated by chloride of calcium. The exhausted residue, after solu-

tion in muriatic acid, yielded, on the addition of ammonia, a preci-

pitate of oxide of iron, with a small quantity of alumina and mag-
nesia, and some phosphoric acid ; it was therefore again fused with

carbonate of soda. The separation of the bases, and also the sepa-
ration of the lime and magnesia from the ammoniacal liquid, was ac-

complished by the ordinary methods.

2. The mass treated with sulphuric acid as above was finally re-

tained at a temperature below that of redness, until fumes of sul-

phuric acid ceased to escape, and was then exhausted with water.

According to the statement of Fuchs, sulphate of magnesia (with per-
oxide of iron) only should have been thus dissolved ; and by ascertain-

ing the amount of sulphuric acid we might expect to obtain the equi-
valent amount of fluorine. But this cannot be accomplished, partly
because the mineral always contains a little silicic acid which escapes
in the form of fluoride of silicium, and partly because the water re-

moves phosphate of alumina as well as the sulphate. The portion
insoluble in water is likewise decomposed in this case by heating it

to redness with carbonate of soda, although by so doing the whole of

the phosphoric acid cannot be removed, and the precipitate obtained

on the addition of ammonia must be digested and boiled with solu-

tion of potash for a considerable time.

3. The more transparent parts of the mineral, being the most re-

cent and the purest, were decomposed by a mixture of an equal weight
of hydrate of potash and three times their weight of carbonate of

soda. The perfectly fused mass when treated with water yielded an

alkaline solution, containing phosphoric acid and fluorine, and an

insoluble residue, consisting of magnesia and the other bases, a. The

liquid was evaporated to dryness in a water-bath in a platinum cap-
sule, treated with water, separated by filtration from a small residue

of phosphate of magnesia, hydrochloric acid then added so as to pro-
duce a slightly acid reaction, the carbonic acid expelled by a very

gentle heat, and then precipitated by ammonia and chloride of cal-

cium in a closed vessel. The precipitate, consisting of phosphate of

lime and fluoride of calcium, was decomposed by sulphuric acid and

alcohol, and thus the lime was estimated ; the alcoholic liquid was

slightly evaporated, then mixed with ammonia and chloride of cal-

cium, and the quantity of phosphoric acid in the phosphate of lime

ascertained by decomposing it with sulphuric acid. b. The residue

of the exhaustion of the fused mass, when acted upon by hydrochloric
acid, left a residue consisting of silicic acid. The precipitate thrown

down from this solution by ammonia also contained some phosphoric
acid, it was therefore again heated with carbonate of soda. It con!*'
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tained moreover peroxide of iron, lime and magnesia ; a portion of

the two latter still remained to be estimated in the ammoniacal filtered

liquor. The three above analyses, the third of which yielded the

best results, afforded the following proportions :
—

I. n. III.

Silicic acid 2' 68

Phosphoric acid 41*89 40-23 39-56

Magnesia 4204 38-49 46-07

Lime 165 4*40 2-32

Protoxide of iron .. 2*72 3-31 4-47

;ijw Alumina 0"55 0*96

Ijitj; Fluorine 9*12

liia/ 103-22

The silicic acid is merely mixed with the wagnerite in the form of

quartz, it must therefore be deducted. The same holds good with

the alumina and small quantities of the remaining bases, which are

combined with carbonic acid, forming calcareous and bitter spar, and
cannot be completely removed in selecting the fragments. Their

amount is however very inconsiderable. If we deduct the 2' 68 per
cent, of silica there remain 40-61 per cent, phosphoric add, 46*27

magnesia, 4-59 protoxide of iron, 2-38 lime, 9-36 fluorine; results

which do not differ to any extent from those of Fuchs except in the

proportion of fluorine. If we calculate from the third analysis, we
find that the quantities of protoxide of iron and lime, which nearly

replace one part of magnesia, amount to one equivalent for 4-43 of

the latter. Now 9-36 fluorine to form MgFl require 6-34 Mg= 10-34

magnesia ; consequently 40-36 per cent, of magnesia remain to com-

bine with the 40" 61 per cent, phosphoric acid. But as the above ex-

periment could hardly yield the entire amount of phosphoric acid and
of fluorine, we have no hesitation in regarding the magnesian phos-

phate as 3MgO, PgCj, assigning to wagnerite the formula Mg Fl

+ 3MgO,Po05. This formula requires 43-32 per cent, of phos-

phoric acid and 11-35 per cent, of fluorine, whilst the formula

MgFl + 4MgO,Pc,05 requires only 38-5 phosphoric acid, thus less

than the experiment yields, and 55-73 magnesia ; it is therefore in-

correct.

In the specimens of the wagnerite selected for analysis, there were

reddish, dull, and soft portions, the examination of which showed
that they were probably decomposed wagnerite ; they consisted prin-

cipally of silicic acid. On analysis they yielded 93-81 per cent, silicic

acid, 1-87 phosphoric acid, 1-41 alumina and peroxide of iron, 2*58

, lime, and 1-49 magnesia.
—

Poggendorff's Ann. Ixiv. p. 251.

[To be continued,]

ON THE STRUCTURE AND RELATIONS OF CORNULITES AND
OTHER SILURIAN FOSSILS. BY MR. J. W. SALTER.

The singular fossil named CorniiUtes serpularivs is well known as

characteristic of the Silurian rocks of Gothland, Britain and North

America, and its affinities have been the subject of much conjecture.
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Mr. Salter's investigations proved that it differed essentially from any
crinoidal animal or coral, and was most probably an ancient form of

the SerpuLiiKB. From a similarity of structure in the Tentaculites,

another abundant fossil of the Silurian rocks, Mr. Salter is disposed
to refer it to the same group with Cornulites.—Proc. Brit. Assoc.

Cambridge, June 19.

ERUPTION OF VESUVIUS.

Letters from Naples announce, that the expected eruption of

Mount Vesuvius has commenced. At their date, the volcano had

been for several days throwing up flames and stones, by the mouth
of the cone formed some months ago in the midst of the crater ; and
the burning lava had opened a wide passage below, and was flowing
down the side of the mountain.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR JUNE 1845.

Chiswick.—June 1. Overcast and fine. 2. Very fine : sultry. 3. Sultry: rain

at night. 4. Showery. 5. Slight rain : cloudy : boisterous at night. 6. Cloudy
and windy. 7. Very fine : showery, and boisterous at night. 8. Boisterous :

clear and fine. 9. Very fine. 10— 12. Very fine : sultry : clear and fine at nights.
13. Foggy: snltry. 14,15. Very hot and sultry. 16. Overcast. 17. Sultry.
18. Rain: clear at night. 19. Hazy: very fine. 20. Cloudless: very fine.

21—23. Very fine. 24. Uniformly overcast : heavy rain : clear. 25. Cold and

dry: cloudy: rain. 26. Cloudy : fine. 27. Rain. 28. Overcast : heavy showers :

clear. 29. Very fine. 30. Slight rain : very fine.—Mean temperature of the

month 1 \° above the average.

Boston.—June 1. Rain : rain early a.m. : rain a.m. 2. Fine. 3. Fine :

2 o'clock P.M. thermometer 72° : rain p.m. 4. Fine : thunder and lightning, v»ith

rain P.M. 5. Cloudy: rain early a.m. 6. Windy. 7. Fine : rain p.m. 8, Cloudy.
9. Fine. 10. Fine: 3 o'clock p.m. thermometer 74°. 11. Fine: 1 o'clock p.m.

thermometer 75°. 12. Fine: 4 o'clock p.m. thermometer 76°. 13. Fine:
I o'clock P.M. thermometer 78°. 14. Fine : 12 o'clock noon thermometer 78°.

15. Cloudy. 16. Cloudy : 1 o'clock p.m. thermometer 78". 17. Fine. 18. Cloudy:
rain early a.m. : rain a,m. and p.m. 19. Fine. 20. Cloudy. 21. Fine. 22.

Cloudy. 23. Fine. 24. Fine: rain, with thunder and lightning p.m. 25. Cloudy.
26, Fine. 27. Cloudy: rain a.m. and p.m. 28. Cloudy : rain a.m. : thunder
and lightning 1 p.m. 29. F"ine. 30. Fine : rain early a.m.—N.B. The warmest
June since June 1826.

Sandwich Manse, Orkney.
—June 1. Cloudy. 2. Cloudy : clear. 3. Bright:

cloudy. 4. Showers. 5. Bright : showers. 6. Bright : drops. 7. Clear :

fine. 8. Drops: rain: clear. 9. Drops: cloudy. 10. Bright: datnp. II,
12. Bright : cloudy. 13. Bright : clear. 14. Damp : cloudy : fine. 15. Cloudy:
rain. 16. Fog. 17. Bright : damp. 18. Rain : damp. 19. Bright : clear.

20. Bright: damp. 21. Cloudy. 22. Showers : cloudy. 23. Bright : cloudy.
£4. Damp : fine. 25. Bright : showers : cloudy. 20. Rain : damp. 27. Showers.

28. Cloudy: showers. 29. Showers ; clear. SO. Cloudy : clear.

Applegarlk Manse, Dumfries-shire.
— June 1. Fine soft rain. 2. Very fine:

fair. 3. Fine rain. 4. Showers all day. 5. Rain continued. 6. Hain. 7. Soft

showers. 8. Heavy rain a.m. ; fair p.m. 9. Showers. 10. Fair and growing.
II— 14. Very fine summer day. 15. Very fine summer day: thunder: a few

drops of rain. 16. Showery all day. 17. Slight showers. 18. Slight showers

P.M. 19,20. Fair and fine. 21. Fair and fine : a few drops : rain. 22. Fair

and fine : very dry. 23. Fine : one slight shower. 24. Rain, very heavy. 25.

Showers. 26. Fair and fine. 27. Rain: wind: thunder. 28. Fair and clear.

29. Fair a.m. : shower p.m. 30. Showers.

Mean temperature of the month 56°"55

Mean temperature of June 1844 55 "10
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XXV. On the Presence of Phosphoric Acid in Rocks and Mi-
7ierals. By William Sullivan, Esq.^^

¥ N a recent paper in the Philosophical Transactions, Dr.
^ Fownes showed the presence of phosphoric acid in several

igneous rocks, and having made some investigations on the

same point, I may perhaps be allowed to state them here.

About two years ago, Prof. Liebig mentioned to me the im-

portance of examining different rocks in order to ascertain, if

possible, the presence of phosphoric acid in them, as he con-

sidered very naturally that it must be universally present in

all soils and in the rocks from which they are derived, as we

invariably find it in the ashes of plants. In the winter of

184;3-4'4', I made a number of analyses in order to see how
far this idea could be borne out, and also to show that impure
limestones were better adapted for agricultural purposes than

those usually preferred. To these analyses I have since con-

siderably added
j but the only publicity I gave the matter up

to the present time, was a short notice which was published in

a Cork newspaper about a year and a half ago, intended prin-

cipally for the information of the agriculturists of that lo-

cality.
The ordinary method employed for the detection of phos-

phoric acid I found not to answer where the quantity of that

substance is very minute ; and besides, it is likely to give er-

roneous results where large quantities of iron, alumina and
lime are present : indeed, it is chiefly owing to phosphoric acid

being thrown down along with these bases in the analyses of

minerals containing this acid only in minute quantities, that

its presence in most substances of mineral origin has hitherto

escaped detection.

The mode which I adopted is capable of giving the most
* Communicated by the Author.

PhiL Mag. S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 1 79. Sept. 1 84.5. M
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accurate results,—in fact the most minute quantities possible

may be detected with certainty. The following is the me-
thod:—
When the mineral was limestone, or a substance containing

a large quantity of lime, I took about four ounces of it broken

into fragments, introduced it into a covered crucible and ex-

posed it for three or four hours to a strong white heat; the

mass thus treated was then digested in water, when I suspected
the substance contained potash or soda, in order to dissolve

out these bodies, and strong hydrochloric acid poured on the

remainder (if I did not wish to examine for potash, the ig-

nited mass was directly treated with the hydrochloric acid);
the whole was then evaporated to drj'ness, the dried mass

moistened widi a few drops of hydrochloric acid, and then

treated with water and filtered to separate undissolved silica
;

ammonia was then added to the solution, the precipitate col-

lected, well-washed and dissolved in hydrochloric acid; if the

mineral contained no iron, or but little of that substance, a

few drops of perchloride of iron were added to the solution

and then excess of acetate of potash ;
if phosphoric acid was

present in the most minute quantity, a precipitate, at first light

brown, but gradually darkening as it falls to the bottom of the

glass, of phosphate iron, was obtained, as this substance is to-

tally insoluble in acetate of potash. If the precipitate do not

immediately make its appearance, it should be allowed to

stand for some time, when it will be perceptible. It some-
times happens, when the quantity of the phosphoric acid is

extremely minute, that it does not deposit itself for twelve

hours; and in one or two instances it ilid not occur until after

twenty-four hours. Wh'en the precipitate obtained was large,
which was usually the case from the large quantity of the sub-

stance employed in the analyses, I invariably verified the re-

sult by re-dissolving the precipitate thus obtained and testing
with sulphate of magnesia and ammonia and nitrate of silver,

which always afforded well-known results where phosphoric
acid was present.
The substances which did not contain lime enough to be

treated in the preceding manner were reduced to powder and
fused with a mixture of carbonates of potash and soda, or
where it was of importance to ascertain the presence of potash,
with caustic barytes, and I then proceeded as in the other case.

It may not be unimportant to mention here, that potash, or

rather potash and soda, appear to be as universally present as

phosphoric acid : indeed, in none of the minerals which I ex-

amined was it totally wanting, though there was frequently but
a mere trace.
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The following is a list of the minerals which I examined for

phosphoric acid. I have also noticed those in which potash
and soda occur, that is, those rocks in which these substances
had not hitherto been noticed.

Minerals.

Nine varieties of carbo-

niferous limestone from
the neighbourhood of
Cork.

Muschelkalk and dolomitt

from the same forma^

tion, from near Fulda in

Hesse-Casel.

Roojing-slate used at

Giessen.

Flags used in the west of

Ireland, supposed to be
millstone grit.

Slate from Corrigaline,
near Cork.

Old red sandstone, Cork.

Phosphoric acid.

In all I could detect its

presence, and in one it

occurred in sufficient

quantity to be deter

mined.

Present, but apparently
more abundant, in the

dolomite.

Considerable precipitate,
but tvavellite is found in

some localities in the

same rock.

Traces, but very minute,

Precipitate large enough
to examine quantita-

tively. [This is the best

locality known, I be

lieve, for wavellite.j
Trace in one specimen,
but a decided precipi-
tate was obtained from

three ounces of another.

Alkalies.

Potash was found present
in all, but in such small

quantity that I could
not determine it. From
the same cause I could
not determine whether
soda was present.
Minute traces.

Large precipitate, with

chloride of platinum
and a small trace of
soda.

Trace of potash, but
could not ascertain if

soda was present.
Decided precipitate with

chloride of platinum.
Sufficient soda to pro-
duce a precipitate with

antimoniate of potash.
Could not detect soda,
but detected a trace of

potash.

Minerals.

Diorite containing augite, from the

valley of the Lahn, Nassau.

Clinkstone, from Rhongebirge, Ba-
varia.

Phonolitic Tufa, Rhongebirge, Ba-

varia.

Hornblende in crystals, from Rhon-

gebirge.

Olivine, in a state of decomposition,
from the Vogelsgebirge, Hesse-

Darmstadt.

Augite, crystalline, Rhongebirge.
Compact basalt, from Giessen.

Trap rock of the nature of green-

stone, from the north of Ireland.

Basalts, Giant's Causeway.

Pumice stone, from the Lake of I^aach,

near Andernach, on the Rhine.

M

Phosphoric acid.

Obtained sufficient from two ounces
to test with nitrate of silver.

Abundant traces.

Considerable precipitate.

Minute traces.

Sufficient to ap])Iy the test of nitrate

of silver; but three ounces were

employed.
Abundant traces.

Considerable traces.

Only minute traces in one specimen,
but in considerable quantity in an-

other.

Enough to produce a precipitate
with sulphate of ammonia and mag-
nc<\a. from two ounces.

Considerable precipitate from three

ounces.

2
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Minerals.

Sodalite, Vesuvius.

Variety of ht/perst/iene, occurring in

the diorite on the Lahn, Nassau.

Lepidolite, locality unknown.

Obs'idimi, from Li pari.

MicUy Spessart, Bavaria.

Granite, Odenwald, Germany.

Chlorite slate, locality unknown.

Augite porphyry y locality unknown.
Mica slate, locality unknown.

Gneiss, Odenwald, Germany.
Two specimens of Scotch granite,
localities unknown,

Tincal, or native borax, from East

Indies.

Phosphoric acid.

Trace; had not enough for a second

analysis.
Distinct traces.

I obtained so large a precipitate, that

I think it must form an important
constituent of this mineral.

Present in considerable quantity.
Minute traces, but more abundant in

another specimen from Russia.

Enough to give all the usual tests

from about 1^ ounce.
Sufficient from two ounces to give a

precipitate with nitrate of silver.

Considerable traces.

Enough for nitrate of silver test.

Considerable traces from two ounces.

Large precipitate from two ounces.

The quantity of phosphoric acid in

this substance was very considerable,

being equal in one instance to 2-13

per cent. I think most native borax
will be found to contain phosphate
of soda.

Dntholite. In one specimen of this mineral from

Andreasberg in the Harz, the quan-
tity of this acid present was suffi-

ciently large to be estimated. I also

detected its presence in a specimen
from North America, but in neither
case had I enough of the mineral to

make another analysis.

It is very curious that such a large quantity of phosphoric
acid should in these two cases be associated with boracic acid,
which is of a decided volcanic origin. It would be verv in-

teresting if the substances occurring with the native boracic
acid in Tuscany, and also the other minerals containing boracic

acid, were examined for phosphoric acid. The quantitative
determination of the phosphoric acid in rocks would, in mv
opinion, be of little importance, as phosphoric acid, although a

constant, is a very variable constituent. This, however, does
not apply to the simple minerals, such as olivine, of which it

forms very probably a constant constituent.

Dublin, July 17, 1845.

XXVI. Some Observatiotis on the Theory and Application of
Electricity. By F. C. Henrici*.

1. TT is usually considered, that in consequence of the sup-
J- posed repulsion exerted between the particles of elec-

* From PoggendorfTs Annalen, vol. Ixiv. p. 345.
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tricity of the same kind, the free electricity of any conductor
is diffused over its surface and forms a layer of inconsiderable
thickness. But, on the one hand, if the electricity were thus
forced towards the surface, there must be something which

forces, consequently electricity, in the interior ofthe conductor,
and again the repelled particles must exert an equal but op-
posing action, inasmuch as they cannot escape into any sur-

rounding non-conductor. Thus an equilibrium would be
formed betwetMi all the electrical particles, which could only
consist in an equality of their mutual pressure. In fact, we

only find this condition in aeriform bodies which are confined
in any given space (as in porous bodies, which have no at-

traction for them); moreover, in a solid body heated through-
out and surrounded by a bad conductor of heat, we find no
trace of a distribution of this heat over the surface.

It is difficult to understand what is the nature of the re-

pulsion supposed to exist between the particles of like elec-

tricities. When repulsion occurs between two such particles,
both must evidently separate from one another, consequently
a fluid consisting of such particles must be expansible, and
vice versa compressible. The mathematical theory of electri-

city hitherto adopted requires, however, that the electricities

should be incompressible fluids. This assumption is how-
ever by no means supported by analogy. In ponderable bo-

dies we find a repulsion of the ultimate molecules in gases

only, /. e. in remarkably compressible bodies alone; in liquids,

properly so called, which are always to a certain extent com-

pressible, we find an attraction of their particles.
The ordinary view of the electrical principle is conse-

quently not capable of explaining the action of electrified bo-

dies at a distance, which is produced as if their free electricity
existed only at the surface, and altogether we must consider

it merely of use as a means of handling electrical phaenomena,
and as enabling us to treat the same mathematically.

2. The current from an electrical machine produces gal-
vanic (magnetic, thermal, chemical, &c.) effects, just as the

current from a galvanic series. We can, without difficulty, re-

duce two currents, one originating in each manner, to exactly
the same galvanic action. In this case the electrical particles
must have the same quantity of motion in both.

But what a marked difference exists in their tension ! and

yet, according to the dualistic hypothesis, the separation and
reunion of the electricities in the conducting circles of each

must take place with equal energy if the above-mentioned

conditions are to be fulfilled. Hence it appears natural that

there should exist different kinds of electricity, just as there
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are different kinds of light, heat and sound. Electrical phse-
nomena would then also be undulatory. We certainly do not

readily see how the positive and negative could in this way be

accounted for; but such a difficulty cannot justify us in re-

jecting an explanation in other respects so accordant with

reason. Viewed in this light, the increased effect produced
by the simultaneous action of several sources of electricity

(the voltaic pile, the electrical battery) would be considered

as caused in the same way, as by the simultaneous action of

many sources of the same kind of light an increased illumina-

tion occurs, and in the simultaneous emission of several sounds

an increase in the sound conveyed to the ear is produced.
The action of the condenser would then be intelligible as con-

verting electricity of less into that of higher tension.

I may be permitted here to draw attention to the facts

which electrical phsenomena seem to point out, that an essen-

tially different mode of propagation of the electricity occurs in

the so-called non-conductors to what takes place in the con-

ductors. Thus it appears that in the former, when they
allow the electricity to be diffused to any extent, as the air,

its propagation follows the same laws as light and radiant

heat; this is especially pointed out by the late experiments of

Petrina, who found that electricity, when propagated in a rec-

tilinear direction in the atmosphere, in passing by a screen (a

metallic conducting plate connected with the earth), suffers dif-

fraction, just as rays of light and heat do. Hence any sub-

stance would be so much a better or worse conductor than

another as it was suitable to either one or the other method
of propagation of the electricity ;

with imperfect conductors

both must occur to a certain extent. In other respects the

non-conductors of electricity can only be compared within

narrow limits with transparent bodies, because in the former
the diffusion of the electricity will always be proportionally

very limited; the so-called non-conductors of electricity will

always be comparatively opake substances when considered

electrically. It must also be admitted that they may be com-

pelled by a sufficiently strong electrical power to propagate
the electricity by conduction through more or less limited

spaces (electric sparks, lightning). It moreover deserves to

be noticed, that there is no conduction of heat and light in

the same sense as occurs with electricity. We are unac-

quainted with any diffusion of light within bodies which can
be compared to the conduction of electricity, and the diffusion

of heat within bodies not only obtains with infinitely less ra-

pidity, but also according to entirely different laws from the

conduction of electricity (the same holds good with sound).
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Magnetism exhibits the remarkable property of being retained

or absorbed by no other bodies than the few magnetic metals,
whilst it is diffused through these comparatively slowly, and
in a manner more analogous to heat. Consequently there is

no conduction of magnetism at all resembling the conduction

of electricity.
If the appearancesof light, heat, electricity and magnetism,

are phaenomena of motion, we must arrive at the conclusion

that their exceedingly rapid mode of propagation essentially

depends upon motion of an imponderable matter (aather), their

slow diffusion being essentially dependent on the movements
of the atoms of the bodies. An analogy between magnetism
and heat consists in the rays emanating from the former prin-

ciple being absorbed by the magnetic metals, these thus be-

coming magnetized, just as bodies become warmed by the ab-

sorption of heat ; but there is this difference between the two

agents, viz. that there are but few bodies capable of absorbing
the magnetic rays, whilst there is scarcely one which is not

able to absorb those of heat. Consequently nearly all bodies

may be regarded as completely pervious to the former rays.
3. If we place two equal-sized plates of copper and zinc

upon one another, and after contact separate them, when
tested by a delicate electrometer they are both electrical, this

occurring only after contact. From this it has been concluded

that the dissimilar electricities evolved by the contact of he-

terogeneous metals neutralize one another at those parts where

they are in contact, and that a comparatively small portion of

them is set in motion. This retention in very good conductors

is unintelligible, if no other forces were exerted : these effects

however are evidently those of condensation, as Peclet long
since proved by experiment; he showed that all smooth me-
tallic surfaces, when in contact, even without intervening layers
of varnish, act as condensers. In fact, in the present case,

the same effect would be evident if the contact of the zinc with

the copper plate occurred at a few physical points only (pro-

bably when their surfaces are perfectly smooth, and they are

lightly placed upon one another, there is no real contact):

this agrees with what we observe, that the effect is weaker in

proportion as the surfaces in action are less. Thus the expe-
riment by no means justifies the supposition, that the electri-

cities set free by the contact of heterogeneous metals neutralize

one another at the place of contact ; it is rather natural to

suppose that they possess freedom of motion. The conse-

quence of this will be, that from the almost perfect conduction

exerted at the place of contact, they will for the greater part
combine again, and that a very small portion of them only
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is diffused over the two conductors lying in contact. This
latter portion however may be further carried away by con-

duction, and it is evident that by contact compensation must
ensue for that which is thus carried away (perhaps absorbed

by a condenser, or in some other way).
If the conduction be now completed in a manner requiring

no further action by contact, an electric current is produced,
the power of which must evidently be proportional to the per-
fection of the whole conduction, because in any given time a

certain quantity only of electricity can escape at the point of

contact. This quantity of electricity however always amounts
to a very small portion only of that originally produced by the

contact, as even the best conduction presents a remarkably
greater resistance than the point of contact itself.

Thus the internal condition of an open galvanic series*

cannot be compared with a charged electrical jar, because in

this the electricities conveyed to it from without are artificially

separated from one another by an intervening non-conductor
and prevented from neutralizing each other. But even here
a certain amount of electricity, although it is but small, and

proportional to the conducting power of the separating non-

conductor, must evidently pass through this to produce neu-
tralization. The discharge of the jar ensues when any better

conduction than by means of the non-conductor is presented
to the electricities, as for instance, by the air, or still more the

earth (which affords in the case of Volta's pile very imper-
fect conduction). Consequently, an electric jar, if no dis-

charge occurred through the air, would almost entirely part
with the electricity communicated to it by rapid discharge
through the completed circuit, whilst of the electricity pro-
duced by contact a small quantity only can ever be collected

and made effective at one time.

From these considerations, it cannot be allowed that the

electricity from contact in the experiments we have investi-

gated is capable of being rendered perceptible to the electro-

scope without condensation, because, as we have stated, even
between unvarnished and very small metallic surfaces conden-

satory effects occur. I have succeeded, by the following method
of proceeding, in making the electricity of contact unequivo-
cally perceptible without condensation. A strip of silver was
fastened to one end of a strip of zinc, the whole was then bent
into the form of a U ; between the two arms a narrow strip of

gold leaf was suspended, so that it could be moved without

* By an open but complete series, as is well known, we understand one
in which, if we adopt the contact theory, the series is complete, as ex-

pressed l)y the formula,
"
Copper— zinc—liquid

—
copper."
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difficulty to and fro. By carefully moving this gold leaf, it

was very easy to place it in such a position that it should be
attracted by the strip of zinc only when negatively, and the

strip of silver only when positively electrified. As it was
electrified by induction, on removing the electrifying bodies

(sealing-wax and glass gently excited by friction) the opposite
attraction to that produced by the approximation ofthem took

place if an attraction had been thus produced. In my opinion
we have here no ambiguity. There is scarcely occasion to re-

mark, that the apparatus was enclosed in a glass vessel. As
the normal attraction ensued only when the gold leaf was in

a certain position {i. e. exactly midway between the arms of

the compound strip), the small intensity of the electricity of

contact is perfectly intelligible. Thus if the gold leaf be ap-

proximated to either arm, its free electricity will overpower
the weak electricity of contact of this arm, and act upon it by
induction, whence attraction between the two must always
ensue, as the experiment indicates. I have some hopes of

being able to obtain a comparative admeasurement of the in-

tensity of the electrical effects of contact by this method.
4. It is well known that free electricity appears in many

chemical processes. Thus the fumes of burning potassium
are positive, whilst those of burning phosphorus are negative*.
Are we hence to conclude that the atoms of the potash con-
tain positive electricity and those of the phosphoric acid nega-
tive electricity in excess ? Certainly not. We must merely
consider that if the fumes of potassium appear positively elec-

trical, the burning potassium itself must possess negative elec-

tricity ; the conclusion that the potassium contained prepon-
derance of negative electricity would thus be arrived at. How-
ever, the phosphorus, which by combustion must possess posi-
tive electricity, as the phosphoric acid appears negative, might
be regarded as a body containing positive electricity predomi-
nantly. There is no doubt that the electricity which appears
in these experiments is first produced in the act of combustion ;

perhaps it arises from the violent separation of the burnt par-
ticles from those still unburnt. Besides, this spontaneously
disappears in a very short time, even when it is not purposely
annihilated, and the precipitated fumes then indicate no fur-

ther trace of free electricity ; the chemical attraction, therefore,
of the potash for the phosphoric acid cannot depend upon the

action of free opposite electricities with which their atoms are
said to be endowed. Neither can we suppose that any latent

electricity exists in them, for such would be unable (if so ca-

pable per se) to exert any outward action. If, nevertheless,
we were to attribute free electricity to the atoms of bodies, and

*
Berzelius, Lchrbuch der Chemie, ii'" auf. S. 103.
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to deduce hence their chemical attraction, we must evidently
admit the existence of a great difference in the quantity of
their peculiar electricities in the various atoms of bodies ; the
most positive bodies must contain the largest amount of posi-
tive, and the negative bodies the largest amount of negative
electricity. But how can electro-chemical attraction occur,
when two positive or negative bodies act on each other? and

yet such bodies combine with each other in the most varied

proportions.
Thus it is vain to endeavour to find a physical basis for the

electro-chemical views. But there exists between the elec-

trical relations and the general chemical character of a body,
a parallelism which cannot be mistaken (as I have already
endeavoured to prove elsewhere), and I am still of the opinion
that it deserves attentive consideration.

5. The compound galvanic series presents a peculiarity
which, in my opinion, deserves to be considered more carefully.

If n represents the cells of like constitution, the electromo-
tive force of which is expressed by E, their resistance being= r, when united with an homologous metal, and provided
with a common conductor whose resistance is =/' (previously
to which the circuit is not perfectly complete), the intensity
of the current (Q) in the latter is

r+ nr
When the elements are arranged in the form of a pile, the

intensity of the current Q' is

nr+r''

When r* is =sr, we have Q= Q'=
[71+ l)r'

and it is then a matter of indifference in what manner the ele-

ments are combined as regards the effects. If we now examine
the intensity of the current in the elements of the compound
series, theory gives the equation

_ E
^~r+ n7-''

we thus arrive at the remarkable conclusion, that when r' is

srr, the intensity of the currents in the elementary series is

only
— of that contained in the pile series ; in other words,

the same mechanical (or other) effect of the conductor closing
the circuit, produces under these circumstances in the pile a

consumption of matter 7i times greater than occurs in the

compound series formed of the same elements. Thus, were
it possible, by mechanical arrangements, to render the resist-
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ance r' of the conductor completin<y the circuit =r, the ex-

penditure of these arrangements arising from the galvanic

consumption of matter in using 1000 elementary series com-
bined in the manner of the compound series, would amount
to y^l^^th only of that caused by their arrangement in the

form of a pile. Consequently, in the former combination, the

polarization would also be remarkably slight ; we might also

thus avoid the use of constant series, and in the selection of

a liquid might merely take into consideration, in addition to

its conducting power, its chemical relation to the two metals,

so as to avoid chemical action between them.

If n be very considerable, so that r in nr' may be disre-

garded, we have
q^E^„^^^^.

in a very large (strictly considered infinite) number of elemen-

tary series; the greatest possible effect of the conductor closing
the circuit is thus obtained, considering r' as one, without any

galvanic consumption of matter, for then no electric current

exists in the elementary series. Perhaps we can arrive still

nearer the mark, as in a very large number of elementary

series, not only the thickness of the smooth metallic plates, be-

tween which the liquid is enclosed, but also the thickness of the

layers of the liquid is reduced to a minimum : thus the whole

apparatus may be confined in a comparatively limited space.

XXVII. Contributions to the Knowledge of Conjugate Com-

pounds. By Dr. H. Kolbe, Chemical Assistant in the

University of Marburg^.
'T'HE examination of the products arising from the decom-
^

position of sulphuret of carbon by means of chlorine has

led to the discovery of an interesting series of bodies, which

belong, almost without exception, to the class of the so-called

conjugate compounds!, and among them the substitution of

chlorine by hydrogen is particularly observed, which will pro-

bably throw considerable light on the constitution of certain

organic combinations. These compounds, produced almost

by the direct combination of their elements, have such a strong

similarity to those considered to belong to organic chemistry,
that it is impossible here to draw a distinct line between or-

ganic and inorganic bodies.

I have already:]: shown that chlorine and sulphuret of car-

bon carefully dried are decomposed into a mixture of chloride

of sulphur and perchloride of carbon; this takes place not

* Communicated by the Chemical Society ; having been read April 7>

1845.

t
"
Corps copules

"
of Gerhardt. X Liebig's Annal. vol. xlv. p. 41.
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merely at a red heat but at ordinary temperatures, in daylight
as well as in the dark. This perchloride of carbon is identi-

cal with Regnault's
" ether chlorhydrique de Vesprit de bois

perchlorure" and may he obtained with ease from the chloride

of carbon. Perchloride of carbon does not enter into direct

combinations, but it unites with sulphurous acid when both

are in a nascent state, and forms conjugate, neutral, indiffer-

ent bodies, which Berzelius and Marcet discovered when they

digested sulphuret of cai'bon with moistened chlorine or nitric

acid*. I call this white, volatile, crystallized compound sul-

phite of perchloride of carbon, C Clg SO2. It may be ob-

tained in large quantities by digesting peroxide of manganese
and hydrochloric acid for several days in a close vessel with

sulphuret of carbon, and after the decomposition is complete

distilling the mixture. Its formation is explained by the fol-

lowing formula,—

Sulphite of perchloride of carbon suspended in water is re-

duced by chloride of tin, sulphuretted hydrogen, or sulphurous
acid, and converted with the loss of one equivalent of chlorine

into sulphite of chloride of carbon, C CI SOg, a colourless,

inodorous, and very unstable combination, soluble in water

and alcohol. The solution in water is decomposed upon ex-

posure to the air, combining with one equivalent of oxygen,

forming oxide of chloride of carbon and sulphurous acid.

Chlorine occasions a precipitate of regenerated sulphite of

perchloride of carbon. Bromine also produces a similar in-

soluble combination, which will be the subject of a future ex-

amination. Iodine occasions no precipitate. The behaviour

of sulphite of perchloride of carbon towards the caustic alka-

lies gives rise to a series of conjugate hyposulphates, which
have the greatest similarity to one another, although their con-

junctives, by which they are alone distinguished, are bodies

of quite a different chemical nature. The acids thus produced
do not show the slightest similarity to sulphurous acid; the

chemical properties of the latter are upon formation of the

conjoined bodies completely changed, and they have obtained

properties and a power of combination which place them by
the side of the strongest inorganic acids. The first of these

combinations is hyposulphate of chloride of carbon, HO+Cg
CI3, S2 O5. It contains as a conjunct perchloride of carbon,
and is formed together with chloride of potassium when the

sulphite of perchloride of carbon is dissolved in caustic potash.
The potash salt crystallizes after evaporation of the neutral

* Berzelius's Chemistry, i. p. Q22.
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solution in large rhombic tables, which effloresce upon expo-
sure to the air. The crystals contain one atom of water

; the

effloresced salt is free from water, and is composed of KO +
C2 CI3, S2 O5. This decomposition is thus explained

—
2C CI.2 SO^XKO + C2 CI3, S2 O5
2KO JK CI.

The hydrous hyposulphate of chloride of carbon, which is

obtained by precipitation of the baryta salt with sulphuric

acid, crystallizes upon evaporation in small prisms, not per-
manent in the air, which may be heated to 150° without de-

composition. They are not oxidized by boiling with nitric,

nitromuriatic or chromic acids
;

nitric and hydrochloric acid

may be distilled offfrom them widiout any change. The salts

of hyposulphate of chloride of carbon are soluble in water and
in alcohol, and easily crystallizable. They are decomposed
by heat into sulphurous acid, chloro-carbonic oxide gas, and
the metallic chloride, which last remains free from sulphuric

acid, and is colourless. The barytic salt is formed like the

alkaline salt, by solution of the sulphurous perchloride of

carbon in baryta water; it crystallizes upon evaporation in

large four-sided tables; at 100° C. it is composed of BaO +
Cg CI3, 83 O5 + aq. The remaining salts are formed by neu-

tralising the free acid with a basic carbonate. The ammo-
niacal salt crystallizes most readily in fine large prisms.

Hyposulphate of chloride offormyle, HO+ Cg HClg, SgO^,
is the second in this class of coupled acids. It is formed by
the substitution of one equivalent of hydrogen for one equiva-
lent of chlorine of the hyposulphate of chloride of carbon,
when zinc is dissolved by hyposulphate of chloride of carbon,
which takes place without the evolution of hydrogen, but with

the formation of hydrochloric acid,

HO + C2 CI3, S2 O5I ZnO + C2 HCI2, S2 O5
2Zn JZnCl.

The potash salt, KO + C^ HClg, 83 O5, is also obtained by
boiling caustic potash with sulphite of chloride of carbon,
which combines with one atom of water,

2C CI SO2I
KO ^KO + C2,HCl2, S2O5.
HO J

This salt is easily soluble in water and hot alcohol, difficultly

soluble in cold alcohol ; crystallizes from a hot, saturated al-

coholic solution in small, shining nacreous leaves ; dried at

100° it is anhydrous, and is resolved at 250° C. into hydro-
chloric acid, sulphurous acid, carbonic acid and oxide of

carbon
; chloride of potassium slightly coloured by charcoal

remains behind. The free acid may be obtained by precipi-
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tating the alcoholic solution of the potash salt with sulphuric
acid. The filtered acid solution may be evaporated, and the

excess of sulphuric acid precipitated either by carbonate of

lead or baryta water. The hydrate of the hyposulphate of
chloride of formyle forms a thick liquid, which crystallizes,
in vacuo over sulphuric acid, in small scales, and is similar

both in its stability and power of combination to the hypo-
sulphate of chloride of carbon. The silver salt, Ag O +
Cg HClo, S2 O5, is very sensitive both to light and heat; it

can only be obtained in a crystallized state in a vacuum and
in the dark

; when dry it will bear a temperature of 100° C.
without change.

Hyposulphate of chlor-elayle, HO-i-SCgHg CI, 85 O5, con-

tains chloride of elayle as a conjunct, or another isomeric com-

pound. It is formed by the substitution of two equivalents of

hydrogen for two equivalents of chlorine of the hyposulphate
of chloride of carbon, when a solution of hyposulphate of chlo-

ride of carbon and potash is acidified by sulphuric acid, and

decomposed by a galvanic current. Two pairs of the Bun-
sen carbon and zinc series are required for it

;
two amalga-

mated zinc plates were the electrodes.

The average power of the current, as measured by Weber's

galvanometer, was 82°, equal to a deflection of the needle of

55°. The hydrogen in the nascent state unites with the chlo-

rine of the hyposulphate of chloride of carbon at the cathode,
and forms muriatic acid ; the equivalents of chlorine are sub-

stituted by equivalents of hydrogen. This exchange only pro-
ceeds in the formation of the hyposulphate of chlor-elayle, as

long as the fluid which is to be decomposed contains an ex-

cess of acid,

KO + C2 CI3 S2 O, r^^^+
^2 H, CI, S, O5

*^^
I2O.

The oxygen is not set free by the above decomposition, but

unites with the zinc of the anode; but if the fluid is so far sa-

turated with sulphate of zinc, that the reduced zinc is deposited
on the cathode, then it must be precipitated with carbonate of

potash, and the filtered fluid being again rendered acid, must
be once more exposed to decomposition by the current.

This operation is to be repeated as long as traces of chloro-

hyposulphate of formyle are perceived, whicli will be known
when the potash salt of the hyposulphate of chlor-elayle, to be

extracted out of the fluid precipitated by carbonate of potash
and evaporated to dryness, gives out muriatic acid at a red

heat. It is impossible to separate both the salts when they
occur mixed.
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The potash salt of the hyposulphate of chlor-elayle is very
much like the salt of hyposulphate of cliloro-formyle ; it cry-
stallizes out of hot alcohol in small needles, and differs, as

before stated, principally by its behaviour at a red heat. It

is precipitated by diluted sulphuric acid and chloride of cal-

cium, which remains of a dark black by the separation of car-

bon ; in fine, the hyposulphate of chlor-elayle is quite like the

hyposulphate of chloro-formyle. If a platinum anode be used
in the above decomposition of the potash-hyposulphate of
chloride of carbon, then the free oxygen acts on the com-

pound and oxidizes it. There goes off at the anode a mixture
of chlorine, oxygen and carbonic acid, and after the decom-

position is finished there is contained in the fluid only hypo-
chlorate of potash and bisulphate of potash. Under the same
conditions the solution of chloride of potassium changes into

hypochlorite of potash, and ultimately into chlorate of pot-
ash

; hypochlorite of potash is only formed in the presence of

free acid. Iodide of potassium likewise becomes iodate of

potash ; I could not produce a^uoraie of potash from the de-

composition of fluoride of potassium.

Hyposulphate of methyle = HO + Cg Hg, S^ O5. This

compound concludes the series of conjugate hyposulphites.
It contains as conjoined a carbo-hydrogen corresponding to

the bichloride of carbon, which possesses the same composi-
tion as the radical of methyle. It may be produced in the same
manner as the above acid, by means of the galvanic current,
from hyposulphate of chloride of carbon and potash when the

solution contains free alkali. The decomposition takes place
as represented by the following formula :

—
KO + C, CI3, S, Oj fi^

+ ^2 "3_
6HO

[go
~

The uncombined hyposulphate of methyle exhibits also the

greatest resemblance to the hyposulphate of chloro-formyle>
and is produced like it from the alcoholic solution of the pot-
tash salt by precipitating with sulphuric acid. The concen-
trated acid crystallizes in vacuo over sulphuric acid in deli-

cate, easily soluble laminae, which may be heatetl to 130° C.

without decomposition. It cannot be oxidized by nitric or by
chromic acid, and forms only insoluble crystalline salts.

The potash salt, KO + Cg Hg, S^ O5, at 100° C. is dissolved

with difficulty in cold absolute alcohol; and the hot saturated

solution crystallizes during the cooling in soft, silky fibres,

which form so close a texture, that the mother-water appears

gelatinous. On being heated a liquor separates, which has a

neutral reaction, and there is also obtained a fetid, volatile
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product, not further examined : there remains bisulphale of

potash mixed with charcoal.

The lead salt, PbO + Cg Hg, 83 O5 + aq, crystallizes by
spontaneous evaporation in large prisms: it has a feeble acid

reaction, a sweetish taste, and when dried at 100° C. is anhy-
drous. By boiling with oxide of lead a basic salt is produced,
PbO + C2 H3 S2 O5 + 2 PbO, which becomes dull by expo-
sure to the air from the separation of carbonate of lead, and
in a vacuum dries up into an amorphous saline mass.
The silver salt, AgO + €3 H3, 83 O5, admits of evapora-

tion by heat, and only becomes slowly blackened by exposure
to the light. It crystallizes in small, thin, anhydrous laminae,
and by a red heat leaves pure metallic silver. All the four

conjugate hyposulphates agree further in not uniting with

oxide of ethyle to form an aether. In respect to its composi-
tion, the hyposulphate of chloro-carbon is ranked with the

oxalate of chloro-carbon, or the combination which is known
under the name of chlor-acetic acid.

Oxalate of chloro-carbon, HO + Cg CI3 Cg O3.
—As re-

spects the chemical properties of this compound, I have but
little to add to the minute investigations of Dumas, as I found
that Melsen's statement as to the reproduction of acetic acid by
means of the potassium amalgam was perfectly corroborated.

Respecting its formation, I may mention that it can be also

obtained from the oxidation of chloral by fuming nitric acid,
or with a mixture of chlorate of potash and muriatic acid,

—
C4 CI3 HO2 + O2 = HO + Cg CI3 C2 O3.

Further, chloral is to oxalate of chloro-carbon what alde-

hyde is to acetic acid. This body, about the constitution of

which there have already been so many opinions expressed,
is also to be considered as a conjoined compound of formylic
acid with perchloride of carbon, Cg CI3 O2 HOg, an opinion
which not only shows the oxidation to form oxalate of

chloro-carbon, but also explains simply and sufficiently the

origin of aldehyde and the known decomposition into per-
chloride of formyle and formic acid.

Perchloride of carbon and oxalic acid can unite to form
oxalate of chloro-carbon, if they are brought together at the

moment of their production. This takes place if chloride of

carbon (C CI) is exposed, under a layer of vt^ater, with chlo-

rine to the sunlight. One part of the perchloride of carbon

produced is decomposed in the nascent state by water to form
muriatic acid and oxalic acid ; the latter of which unites with

another part of the perchloride of carbon, thus—
2C2 ClglHO -f C 2 CI 3C2 O3

'}4HO r 3HC1
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The oxalate of chloro-carbon remains dissolved in water,
and may be ultimately separated from the muriatic acid mixed
with it and crystallized, by evaporation iu vacuo over lime and

sulphuric acid. The silver salt of this acid does not contain

any hydrogen : it detonates by heating, and becomes black by
exposure in the air. 0396 grm. left by a red heat 0*210 grm.
chloride of silver.

0*658 grm. burned with oxide of copper, produced 0'214<

grm. of carbonic acid. These numbers correspond in 100

parts to 39'9 of silver and 8*9 of carbon. The formula Ag O
+ C2 Cig Cg O3 requires 40*0 silver and 8*9 of carbon.

If we admit these simple facts, then it follows that the acetic

acid, which has been until now only known as a product of

the oxidation of organic matters, can be also formed syntheti-

cally from its elements. Sulphuret of carbon, chloride of car-

bon, and oxalate of chloro-carbon are the members which in

conjunction with the elements of water constitute the means of

transition from carbon to acetic acid.

The oxalate of chloro-carbon can also be changed like

the hyposulphate of chloro-carbon by the galvanic current,
alkali being present, into acetic acid. I have likewise obtained

certain signs of the existence of the corresponding members
of the hyposulphate of chloro-formyle and hyposulphate of

chlor-elayle, which lie between the oxalate of chloro-carbon

and acetic acid. All these facts seem to speak in its favour,
and make it at the same time highly probable that the acetic

acid is a conjoined compound, or, in other words, methyl-
oxalic acid, HO + Cg Hg, Cg Og.

I shall communicate these observations in a future paper
after the examination is terminated.

It follows from the above, that without doing homage to

the new theory of substitution, we may assume, as an un-
doubted fact, a reciprocal exchange of hydrogen and chlorine.

Methyle or perchloride of carbon may be conjoined with hypo-
sulphuric acid, the character of the compound will be little

changed by it
; but nevertheless, there is no reason for sup-

posing hyposulphate of methyle to be hyposulphate of chloro-

carbon, in which hydrogen takes the part of chlorine. The
assertion reversed would be equally true. It is a constant fact

that several, perhaps, isomorphic combinations can be repre-
sented as conjuncts of one and the same acid, without an
essential change of the acid properties of the conjoined body.
The organic bases containing chlorine, which have been newly
discovered by Hofmann*, may perhaps be elucidated in a simi-

lar point of view.
*

[Phil. Mag. S. 3. vol. xxvi. p. 385.]
Phil. Mag. S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 179. Sept. 184.5. N
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XXVIII. On Toluidine^ a new Organic Base. By James
Sheridan Muspratt, Ph.D., and Augustus William
HoFMANN, Ph.D.*

THE artificial formation of different compounds hitherto

considered as exclusively the products of the vital pro-
cess has been during the last ten years among the most in-

teresting results furnished by the study of the metamorphoses
of organic bodies. We have found in cyanic acid and ammonia
the compounds by whose union iirea is produced ; by the ox-
idation of uric acid with pure oxide of lead allantoin formed,
a crystallizable matter existing in the allantoic fluid of the

cow ;
and salicine and Jiisel oil, when properly treated with

substances rich in oxygen, furnish us the acid's produced in

the process of the vegetation ofSpircea Ulmaria and Valeriana

officinalis', and, lastly, the composition and properties of the

volatile oil of Gaultheria iprocumbens were only necessary to be
known for its artificial production to succeed immediately in

the hands of the chemist.

Still the greater part of the researches made during the

last ten years in organic chemistry have been of a purely ana-

lytical nature. Although the metamorphoses of a consider-

able number of organic bodies have been studied, still this has

not been with the view of obtaining certain compounds which

suggested themselves to the theoretical inquirer, but rather

with the intention of drawing conclusions as to the composition
and properties of the body which was the starting-point of

the investigation from the properties and nature of the pro-
ducts of its decomposition.
From such inquiries we have reaped a rich harvest of ex-

perience, they have made us somewhat better acquainted with

the transformations which an organic substance suffers under
the influence of the most different agents, and have thus qua-
lified us for attempting the formation of a given compound in

one or the other way. But few such synthetical experiments
have as yet been performed; it is likely that a great number
will be made without success, which may be probably owing
to suppositions contrary to nature ; but it cannot be doubted
that we shall proceed in this direction with greater certainty
when a number of even unsuccessful trials of this kind has
been undertaken.

The artificial production of bodies occurring in nature

presents at first a purely theoretical interest, but all will agree
that such endeavours may become of the highest practical

importance when they consider those compounds which now
* Communicated by the Chemical Society ; having been read April 7,

1845.
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take a high place in medicine, the arts and commerce. The
valerianic acid is already so often employed in medicine, that

its production upon a large scale from fusel oil cannot long
be postponed, and this becomes the more feasible, as we can
obtain the latter in such large quantities as a secondary pro-
duct in rectifying distilleries. Of what influence would be
the invention of a process for procuring the medicinal ve-

getable alkaloids in a simple artificial way? If a chemist
should succeed in transforming in an easy manner naphthaline
into quinine, we would justly revere him as one of the noblest

benefactors of our race.

Such a transformation has not as yet succeeded, but this

does in nowise show its impossibility. We have become ac-

quainted in the last ten years with a remarkable series of ar-

tificial organic bases, and, with the exception of urea, which
in many respects differs from the other organic bases, there

is none which has been met with in nature, but there are

man}' among them bearing the greatest similarity with the na-
tural ones in properties and composition.
The artificial bases which we now possess have been ob-

tained in very different ways. The first bases procured by
Liebig*, melamine, ammeline and ammelide, were produced
by the decomposition of sulphocyanide of ammonium by heat;
and others, such as aniline ^ and chinolineX, were formed by
fusing alkalies with organic matters, or by distillation only,
as the first mentioned and lophine, recently discovered by
Laurent §. Basic bodies have further been produced by the

action of ammonia upon organic compounds. To these be-

long the Thiosinnamine oi' Will||, and amarine obtained by
Laurent** from the hydruret of benzoyle, and another highly
remarkable base newly prepared by Fownesff from the so-

called artificial oil of ants. Lastly, chemists have succeeded
in replacing the sulphur in sulphuretted compounds by oxy-
gen, and thus obtaining new bodies possessing basic properties.
We see examples of this kind in sinnamine formed by Var-

rentrapp and Will from the thiosinnamine ; and Simon's si-

napoline, obtained by the desulphuration of oil of mustard.

These modes, however, for the formation of organic bases

are only applicable in a very few cases, as the bodies from
which they were derived were themselves more or less insu-

* Annul, der Chem. und Pharm., vol, x. p. 1.

f Fritzsche, Annal. der Chem. und Pharm,, vol. xxxvi. p. 84.

X Gerhardt, Annal. der Chem. und Pharm., vol. xlii. p. 310.

§ Compt. Bend. vol. xviii. p. 1016.

II
Annal. der Chem. und Pharm., vol. Hi p. 8.

**
Compt. Rend., vol. xix. p. 353.

ft Phil. Trans., 1845. [Phil. Mag. S. 3. vol. xxvi. p. 254.]

N2
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lated and peculiar, and therefore till chemists succeed in dis-

covering more compounds of the same classes, the formation

of basic bodies in this manner must be limited.

It is quite different with another method, by which chemists

have also succeeded of late years in procuring basic bodies.

Zinin* was the first who conceived the happy idea of investi-

gating the products produced by the action of sulphuret of

ammonium upon nitrogenous compounds, which latter were

procured by treating various carbo-hydrogens with nitric acid.

Zinin investigated in this point of view Laurent's nitro7iaphtha~
lase obtained by the action of nitric acid upon naphthaline, and

nitrobenzide, discovered by Mitscherlich, and he arrived at the

remarkable result that these bodies lose their whole oxygen
under the influence of sulphuretted hydrogen, and in assuming
hydrogen pass into combinations, presenting in every respect
the characters of true organic bases

;
the two bases formed

by Zinin in the manner described, are the Jiaphthalidain, for

which Berzeliusf has lately proposed the more appropriate
name of naphtalidine, and benzidain, afterwards recognised as

identical with aniline. The following comparison of formulaj

shows how nearly the original compounds are connected with

the required products :
—

Nitronaphthalase Cgg H^ NO4 =

Naphtalidine . . C20 H9 N =

Nitrobenzide . C12 H5 NO4 =

Anihne . . . C12 H7 N

By this comparison the transformation occurring through
sulphuret of ammonium may be considered as ultimately a

substitution of the elements of amidogen for those of peroxide
of nitrogen, independently of these combinations existing or

not in the compounds. Zinin's discovery is very remarkable
in its consequences, and will, without doubt, become of vast

importance for the group of alkaloids. If we consider how

large is the number of carbo-hydrogens already known, all of

which change their composition when acted upon by nitric

acid, giving compounds corresponding to nitronaphthalase and

nitrobenzide; then, supposing these products to suffer also an

analogous decomposition with sulphuret of ammonium, there

will be no limit to the production of new bases, and we may
naturally infer that even those occurring in nature might be

* ^nnal. der Chan, unci Pharm., vol. xliv. p. 283.

\ Jahresbenchty xxii. p. 545.
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produced if we only succeed in obtaining the appropriate
carbo-hydrogen.
A greater correspondence as to properties and chemical

character cannot be imagined than that subsisting between

aniline and the two following bases : nicotine contained in the

fresh leaves of the tobacco plant, and coiiiine found by Geiger
in all parts of the hemlock [Conitim maadatuiri).

According to the analysis of Ortigosa and Belard, lately

corrected by Melsens*, nicotine is represented by the formula

and coniine, by Ortigosa'sf formula, which has yet to be

confirmed, by C,,U,,^ Q).

Now if we could succeed in obtaining the carbo-hydrogens

there would be no difficulty in procuring, in an artificial way,
nicotine and coniine, i. e, by treating the product of the ac-

tion of fuming nitric acid upon the above hydrocarbons with

sulphuret of ammonium. We should have—
Cjo Hg unknown.

Cjg Hjg unknown.

CiefS;^!^unknown.

The hypothetical hydro-carbons above cited havenot hitherto

been obtained ; but when we consider how many decomposi-
tions yield carbo-hydrogens, and also that the destructive di-

stillation of organic matters promises to furnish us with an

inexhaustible supply of these compounds ;
and as we recog-

nise daily, produced in these processes of transformation, new
bodies thoroughly analogous to those looked for, we need not

despair of obtaining those sought; and thus, by the destruc-

tion of organic compounds, open a new source for the forma-

tion of products generated in other ways, and which are pro-
duced in the vegetation of plants.

Considerations such as these have led us to undertake

* Ami. del' Chem. und Pharm., vol. xlix. p. 353.

f Ibid. vol. xlii. p. 313.
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a series of investigations concerning the action of sulphuret
of ammonium upon various bodies containing, like nitro-

naphthalase and nitrobenzide, the elements of peroxide of

nitrogen.
There occurred in this inquiry some questions the answers

to which appeared of interest. Above all, it was necessary to

decide whether the transformations suffered by niironaphtha-
lase and nitrobenzide were identical with those of all simi-

larly constituted bodies. Secondly, it was requisite to ascer-

tain how hydrocarbons behave in which more than one equi-
valent of hydrogen is replaced by peroxide of nitrogen. Here

very different results might be imagined. Lastly, it was of

the greatest value to study the properties of those bodies re-

sulting from treating with sulphuret of ammonium the pro-
ducts of the action of nitric acid upon oxides of hydrocarbons.
The following is the first of a series of investigations made

with regard to the preceding statements. The experiments
were performed in the Giessen laboratory, and therefore we
cannot refrain from expressing our greatest thankfulness to

Professor Liebig for his kind assistance and counsel during
the course of them. We commenced by a careful repetition
of Zinin's experiments upon the formation of naphthalidine,
and have procured this body possessing all the properties
ascribed to it by that chemist. As to the production of ani-

line from nitrobenzide, every information has already been

given upon that subject*; in fact, we must confirm Zinin's

statements in every respect. From among the numerous

carbo-hydrogens offering themselves for an investigation we
selected two, which, from their particular analogy with benzole,
seemed most appropriate for carrying out our object. These
are toluole and cumole. We shall in this treatise communicate
the experiments upon toluole.

Preparation of Toluole.

Toluole was some years ago recognised by Devillef among
the products of the distillation ofTolu balsam, and this chemist
described it under the name benzoene, which indeed is not

happily chosen. Berzelius| has given to this body the name
toluine or toluole, which last we shall retain in our commu-
nications. We have proceeded in the preparation of toluole

according to the directions of Deville, which we willingly
confirm. Eighteen to twenty pounds of the balsam of Tolu

* Vide Hofmann's investigation upon Coal-gas Naphtha, Philosophical
Magazine, vol. xxiv. pp. 115, 193, 261.

f /Inn. de Chim. et Phys. 3 ser. vol. iii. p. 168.

ij; Jahresbericht, vol. xxii. p, 354.
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were submitted to distillation in glass retorts, partly over an

open fire and partly on a sand-bath. There passes over at

first aqueous vapour, and when the temperature is sufficiently

elevated, a large quantity of benzoic acid (with a slight admix-

ture of cinnamic acid), which solidifies immediately in the

recipient into a white crystalline mass. As soon as the fluid

distilling over no longer solidified the receiver was changed,
and then there condensed a yellow liquid*, which is, accord-

ing to Deville, a mixture o^ toluole and benzoic cether. When
it had cooled—a quantity of benzoic acid previously dissolved

was deposited
—we redistilled and only collected the portions

passing over from 130°—140° C. This distillate is deprived
of the last traces of benzoic acid by being repeatedly distilled

with pieces of solid potash. The fluid obtained in this way
possessed nearly all the properties ascribed by Deville to

toluole. The product, however, in this manner is extremely
small when compared with the quantity of Tolu balsam em-

ployed. We have, on account of this, endeavoured to dis-

cover another source for getting the toluole in larger quan-
tities, but without success ; we therefore deem it necessary to

mention this, as it may spare perhaps other vain attempts.

Cahoursf has occasionally found in his investigation upon
gaultheria oil that the salicylate of the oxide of methyle, when
distilled with caustic barytes, furnishes anisole, the same pro-
duct that the anisic acid isomeric with the former yields under
the same circumstances.

Ci6 Hg Og + 2BaO = C,4 Hg O^ + 2(BaO, COg).
*

.
' I

,
.

Salicylate of the Anisole.

oxide of methyle. Dracole.

This unexpected transformation seemed to point out a new
source for the production of manifold hydrurets of carbon, by
treating in a similar manner the various compound aethers.

Anisole differs only from toluole in two equivalents of

oxygen.
Anisole Cj4 Hg Og
Toluole Cj4 Hg

The question now presented itself as to whether toluole could
not be produced by the action of caustic barytes or caustic

lime upon an aether containing two equivalents less of oxygen
than the salicylate of the oxide of methyle ? Such an aether

is the benzoale of the oxide of methyle :—
* The crystalline mass collected in the first receiver contains likewise

a large quantity of the same liquid, which can be separated by mere distilla-

tion with water.

I Jnn. de Chim, et dc Pliys. 3 ser. vol. x. p. 353.
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C,6 Hg O4 + 2BaO = Ci4 Hg + 2(BaO, COJ?
Benzoate of the Toluole.

oxide of methyle. Benzoene.

Deville has given benzoate of the oxide of ethyle as one of

the products of distillation of Tolu balsam
;
hut if we consider

how minute is the difference per cent, between the ethyle
and methyle compounds of benzoic acid, as also that Deville

did not either analyse the alcohol from the former, or change
it into acetic acid, we may readily infer that his compound is

not benzoic aether, but benzoate of methyle, which by the

temperature acquired in the distillation is partly converted

hito toluole and carbonic acid. Considerations of this kind

prompted us to study the action of caustic lime upon benzoate

of the oxide of methyle. We passed the vapour of this body
over incandescent lime previously strewn in a combustion

tube, and obtained an oil which was not dissolved by potash

ley. From its comportment and analysis it proved to be

benzole and not toluole. It solidified at 0° C. into a crystalline
mass resembling loaf-sugar, and could be converted readily
into aniline. The transformation which the benzoate of the

oxide of methyle undergoes is therefore of a different kind,
and there is probably generated olefiant gas, or an isomeric

compound, which we did not however collect.

C16 Hs O4 + 2CaO = C12 He + C^ H^ + 2(CaO, CO^) ?

Benzoate of methyle. Benzole. Olefiant gas.

The metamorphosis observed in the salicylate of the oxide of

methyle appears therefore to be peculiar only to the aethers

of those acids whose hydrates contain six atoms of oxy-
gen.

Preparation of Toluidine,

We acted upon toluole with concentrated nitric acid, and on
the addition of water procured an oily fluid perfectly analo-

gous to nitrobenzide. This substance is nitrotoluide, and
when it is dissolved in alcohol, saturated with ammoniacal

gas, treated with sulphuretted hydrogen, and then allowed to

repose in a corked flask for some days, a beautiful crystalliza-

tion of sulphur appears, and the liquid loses the smell of sul-

phuretted hydrogen. It must now be saturated anew with

hydrosulphuric acid, and this process repeated until that

gas no longer disappears. This method is very convenient,
but tedious, as to obtain a sufficient quantity of the base for

an investigation two or three months are required. To hasten

the process, it is necessary, after each treatment with sulphu-
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retted hydrogen, to distil the whole liquid, whereby the depo-
sition of sulphur is quickened, although some of the gas
escapes decomposition. After the separation of the sulphur
the residue in the retort must be mixed with the distillate, the

whole treated again with hydrosulphuric acid, and distilled.

This process must be repeated five or six times successively.
The decomposition of nitrotoluide by sulphuret of ammo-
nium, as well as the bodies similarly constituted, takes place
with great difficulty. Even after a very long exposure to the

influence of sulphuretted hydrogen and endless distillations, a
small quantity of the nitrotoluide remains intact, which is

readily seen by adding water to the treated menstruum, the

hydrochloric acid in excess filtering off the sulphur, and agi-

tating the filtrate with aether. On evaporating the sethereal

extract, undecomposed nitrotoluide will remain. The dark
red acid solution remaining, after draining off the aethereal

solution ofnitrotoluide, on being evaporated to about one-third

of its original volume, in order to expel the alcohol, and then

submitted to distillation with sticks of potash, gives off in

addition to aqueous vapour and ammonia, a colourless or

slightly yellowish oil, which sinks in the receiver and solidi-

fies after some time into a crystalline mass. This body is a
new organic base, for which we propose the name toluidine.

Its purification is very simple. The distillate, which was still

slightly alcoholic, contained some of the base in solution; we
therefore supersaturated the whole with oxalic acid, evapo-
rated to dryness in a water-bath, treated the residue with

boiling alcohol, and filteried. The oxalate of toluidine perco-
lates through, while the oxalate of ammonia, which is insoluble

in this menstruum, remains. When the filtrate cools, the

oxalate of the new base separates almost entirely in fine white

needles. These were edulcorated, then dissolved in boiling
water and decomposed by a strong potash ley. The base

immediately separated in the form of colourless oil-drops,
which after some time rose to the surface as an homogeneous
layer, and in cooling solidified into a radiated crystalline mass.

This was ejected, thrown upon a filter, washed with distilled

water until the liquid percolating possessed no more an alkaline

reaction, and then desiccated between folds of bibulous paper.
The dry crystalline mass required only to be again rectified

in order to obtain it chemically pure. During this last pro-
cess it first melts and then there distils over a beautiful fluid

dispersing light in an eminent degree, and which, after some

seconds, solidifies into a colourless transparent crystalline
mass.
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Composition of Toluidine.

The perfect analogy subsisting between benzole and toluole,
so evident in every point of view, left in our minds no doubt
as to the composition of the new base. We have notwith-

standing submitted it to elementary analysis, but have omitted
the determination of the nitrogen.

By a combustion with oxide of copper, 0*1955 grm. tolui-

dine gave 0'5630 grm. carbonic acid and 0*1515 grm. water.

Centesimally,
—
Carbon .... 78*53

Hydrogen . . . 8*61

Agreeing with the formula C^^ Hg N; which we append in

a calculated form.

Theory. Found.

14 equiv. Carbon . 1050*00 78*38

9 ... Hydrogen 212*50 8*39

I ... Nitrogen . 177*00 13*23

1339*5 100*00
In order to control this formula, we prepared the double

compound of the base with chloride of platinum. On igniting
this fine crystalline compound, 0*4337 grm. of it gave 0*1372

grm. SSI 31*36 platinum.
Atomic weight from experiment 1359*50
Atomic weight theoretical . . 1339*50

The formation of toluidine from nitrotoluide is perfectly
analogous to that of aniline from nitrobenzide :

C,4 H7 NO4 + 4 HS=Ci4 Hg N + 4 HO4-6 S
.

, , ^ V
^ ;

Nitrotoluide. Toluidine.

Properties of Toluidine.

The new base, as previously stated, is obtained in the form
of a colourless crystalline mass. From a hot saturated solu-

tion in aqueous alcohol it shoots, upon cooling, into large
broad plates, which fill the whole menstruum. It dissolves in

asther, pyroxylic spirit, acetone, sulphuret of carbon, the fatty
and essential oils with the same facility as in alcohol. Water
also dissolves a small quantity of toluidine, particularly with

heat, and after some time it separates in extremely small leafy

crystals, exhibiting a splendid iridescence. On agitating with
aether the base is extracted from the water.

Toluidine possesses a vinous aromatic smell and burning
taste. The remarkable correspondence as to smell and taste be-

tween benzole and toluole, nitrobenzide and nitrotoluide, is also

recognised between toluidine and aniline. These bases could
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not possibly be distinguished one from the other by smell.

Toluidine has no action upon curcuma paper, but it colours

green the pigment of dahlias. Reddened litmus paper is

faintly blued. Toluidine is heavier than water. It evapo-
rates at all temperatures, and vi'hen a glass rod moistened with

hydrochloric acid is held over it white fumes are perceptible ;

this also takes place with nitric acid, but in a less degree.
When pressed with the hand between paper it leaves a slight

stain, which is however very fugitive. The fusing-point of
this base lies at 40° C, the boiling-point exactly at 198° C.

Some years ago Professor Kopp * drew attention to the re-

markable relation subsisting between the boiling-points of
bodies whose composition differs in a constant number ofequi-
valents of the same elements. He found, for instance, that

the difference in the boiling-points of two compounds which
differ by two equivalents of carbon and two equivalents of

hydrogen (Cg Ha) is invariably 19° C. Kopp showed this at

first by comparing the boiling-points of a vast number of

ethyle and methyle compounds, and then the numerous hy-
drated acids differing in Cg Hg. Since that time this concur-
rence between a series of newly^discovered aethers and acids

has been perfectly confirmed, but it seems to take place only
in bodies of an analogous character, as remarked by Kopp
and subsequently by Fehling f.

We possess in benzole and toluole and their derivatives also

two series of analogous bodies, whose composition is distin-

guished by the constant difference C^ Hg. It was of interest

to compare the boiling-points of these bodies in the sense re-

ferred to.

Boiling-point. Difference.

Benzole 86° C—Mitscherlich ... \ nao
Toluole, 108°.—Deville J-

^^

Nitrobenzide 213°.—Mitscherlich. . \ ^^o
Nitrotoluide 225°.—Deville .... J
Aniline 182°.-.A. W. Hofmann • • 1 |^o
Toluidine 198°.—Muspratt & Hofmann/

This comparison shows undoubtedly that Kopp's rule holds

good with regard to the above-cited bodies.

The differences evidently arise from mistakes in observa-
tion. As for the boiling-points of nitrobenzide and nitroto-

luide, the somewhat considerable variation can by nowise sur-

prise, knowing as we do with what readiness bodies of this

nature undergo decomposition when submitted to distillation.

Ann. der Chem. und Pharm.,\o\. xlii. p. 79. fPhil. Mae. S. 3. vol. xx,

p. 187.]

t Ibid., vol. liii. p. 410.
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It is very probable that the boiling-point of nitrotoluide is

higher, and as for toluole its boiling-point by Deville also does
not appear exact.

We will prove in a future paper that dracyle, a hydro-
carbon obtained in the destructive distillation of dragon's
blood by Bondault and Glenard *, is identical with toluole.

Glenard and Bondault give as the boiling-point of their li-

quid 106° C. According to this determination the difference

between it and benzole would only be 20°.

From the preceding remarks an uncertainty is removed
which has reigned with regard to the boiling-point of aniline,
which according to Fritzsche is 228° C. ; his product being
obtained from indigo. The foregoing statement refers to ani-

line (cyanole) procured from coal-gas naphtha. It is there-

fore perfectly clear that there must have been some error in

Fritzsche's determination.

Toluidine shares with aniline, and in general with the bases

obtained in a similar manner, the property in an acid solu-

tion of imparting an intense yellow colour to fir-wood and
the pith of the elder-tree. But it does not afford the beau-
tiful reaction with hypochlorite of lime which characterizes

aniline ; an aqueous solution of toluidine when mixed with li-

quid chloride of lime gives a pinkish hue. It also differs

from aniline in its behaviour towards fuming nitric acid and
chromic acid. Toluidine gives with nitric acid a fine scarlet

colour, whereas aniline assumes an indigo blue tinge.
With chromic acid it gives a reddish brown precipitate,

which appears to be chromate of toluidine. It does not in-

flame when brought into contact with crystals of chromic acid.

The following will sufiice as to the behaviour of toluidine

towards the solutions of the metallic oxides.

Sidphate and chloride of copper give greenish precipitates,

possessing a crystalline aspect.
• Chloride of iron deposits hy-

drated peroxide of iron when heated with toluidine.

Toluidine gives with nitrate of silver a white cr3'stalline

precipitate, evidently a double salt, which easily blackens.

This base gives with chloride of platinum and chloi'ide of pal-
ladium beautiful orange-yellow crystalline precipitates, of

which the latter is somewhat lighter than the former.

Toluidine furnishes no particular appearances with other

reagents.

Compounds of Toluiditie.

The same extraordinary capacity for crystallizing which we
have in the salts of aniline also distinguishes those oftoluidine.

* Journal de Pharm. ct de Chem., 3 ser. vol. vi. p. 250.
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An alcoholic solution of this base solidifies almost immediately
when mixed with most acids, and in order to obtain the salts

in good crystals it is only necessary to employ water or spirits
of wine as the solvent. The compounds are inodorous, and
with the exception of the palladium and platinum salt co-

lourless. When they are exposed, particularly in a moist

state, to the air, they acquire a pinkish hue like the aniline

compounds. They are decomposed by the caustic or car-

bonated alkalies and ammonia with the greatest facility; the

toluidine separating in crystalline grains.
The constitution of the salts of toluidine resembles that of

the aniline and ammoniacal salts.

Sulphate of tohndi?ie, SO3 + C14 Hg N, HO.—Toluidine
was dissolved in aether and then a few drops of sulphuric acid

added, when immediately a shining white crystalline precipi-
tate appeared, which was collected on a filter and edulcorated
with more of the solvent. This salt is difficultly soluble in

alcohol, but more readily dissolved by aether.

Anali/sis.

0'4'102 grm. ofsulphate of toluidine gave 0*3015 grm. of sul-

phate of barytes= 25*22 per cent, sulphuric acid.

This determination agrees with the formula

S03+C,4H9N, HO,
as the subjoined comparison shows.

Theory. Found.

t

*
»

1 equiv. Sulphuric acid 500*00 25-60 25*22
1 ... Toluidine . . 1339*50 68*67
I ... Water . . . 112*50 5*73

1952*00 100-00

Binoxalate of toluidine,
2 Cg 03+ 0,4 Hg N, HO+ 2

a'q.—The salt obtained on mixing a solution of toluidine in

alcohol with an excess of oxalic acid is a binoxalate. It ap-
pears in silky needles, which are sparingly soluble in cold

water and alcohol and quite insoluble in aether. This salt is

more readily dissolved b}- spirits of wine and boiling water.

The solution has a strong acid reaction and a saline unplea-
sant styptic after-taste. The combustion of this compound
with chromate of lead afforded the following numbers :

—
0*3975 grm. of the oxalate gave 0*7575 grm. carbonic acid

and 0-2120 grm. of water.

Centesimally,
—
Carbon . . . . 51*99

Hydrogen ... 5*90
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The formula of the acid salt is in perfect accordance with
the above results, 2 C^ O3+ C14 H, N, HO+ 2 aq, which we

append with the calculated composition.

Theory. Found.

18 equiv. Carbon . ,
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hydrochloric acid and chloride of platinum are mixed toge-
ther. The crystals were washed with a mixture of alcohol

and aether and then desjiccated in a water-bath. We have al-

ready alluded to the determination of the platinum in this

salt when speaking of the atomic weight. The analysis gave
31*36 per cent, of platinum.
The formula CIH, C14 Hg N + Pt Clg agrees with 31-51

per cent, platinum.
We have not examined the other salts of toluidine, and

shall therefore only remark that the nitrate and phosphate
are obtained in crystals on bringing the respective acids in

contact with toluidine.

Products ofthe Decomposition of Toluidine.

We should have been exceedingly glad to have submitted

toluidine to the action of different agents, but the difficulty of

obtaining this body in sufficient quantity prevented us from

satisfying our wishes. We can therefore only give a few re-

actions, which we had the opportunity of remarking during
the course of the investigation. When the vapour of tolui-

dine is passed over fused potassium, an energetic reaction

ensues, and there is formed a quantity of cyanide of potas"

sium, as was readily ascertained by the residue giving off hy-

drocyanic acid when treated with a mineral acid. With con-

centrated 7iitric acid the base is decomposed, and a large

quantity of nitrous acid eliminated. On mixing the solution

with water, sulphur-yellow flakes are deposited, which dis-

solve in alkalies with a brownish-red colour, and reappear on

the addition of an acid. Ihis behaviour is analogous to that

of nitrophenisic acid, but we are not in a position at present
to communicate anything more definite concerning this sub-

stance. When this base is treated with a solution of bromine
a violent action ensues, accompanied by an elevation of tem-

perature and formation of hydrobromic acid. When the

product is heated in a test-tube, there sublimes in the upper

part white, shining needles, which are soluble in alcohol and

aether, but insoluble in water. They do not possess basic

properties, and behave in every respect like tribromaniline;
it is highly probable that their cotnposition is also similar.

We have not yet procured a sufficient quantity of these cry-
stals in order to verify by experiment the annexed formula,—

The effect of chlorine upon toluidine has not been at all stu*

died, but it is highly probable that in this reaction there would
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be formed collaterally with trichlorotoluidine derivative pro-
ducts of substitution of anisole.

We possess in the indigo, salicyle and phenyle families,

well-examined groups of organic bodies, which are in the most
manifold manner connected with each other. There appears
to be parallel with these another extended series of corre-

sponding compounds, which differ only in Cg Hg, but as yet
there are many interruptions, so that the group of indigo is

entirely wanting.
In toluidine we have described one member which hitherto

was unknown; the others requisite will also certainly be dis-

covered before long.
The following is a view of these two series of compounds :

—
Indigo, Salicyle and Phenyle series. Anisyle series, &c.

Indigo CigHjNOa
Isatine Cig Hj NO4

Chlorisatine
Ci6J^j''|n04

Dichlorisatine
Ciej^f |n04

Salicylic acid CnHgOg Anisic acid CjcHgOe

Bromosalicyle ^" j Br r^«
Bromanisic acid ^is

1 Br |

^^

Dibromosalicyle ^i^lBr I
^6

Tribromosalicyle ^" { Br } ^6

f„tsSid"^:::::::::}c4{!6.}o.
Ni.r.„is,eacid c^s&J".

Wanting Bromonitrasine C\e\ Br V

INO4J

HyTraS-ofph;;-;!;*:^
^-««^« c^hso,

B=:£i-a;:^::::::}c.{&}0.
Bromanisde C4^}0.(P)

?£SS\;*id'-:::}c.{?i:}0.
Dibromamsole

C,{S4}0,
Trichlorophenole "Ip /^aln
Chlorophenissic acid ...i^^^\C\^]^^
Pentachlorophenole 1p fH 1/->

Chlorophenusic acid /
^12 1 CI5 J

^^2

Kff"?aiid';:::::}c42%J««
"inUra^ole

C„{«5<,^}0.
Trinitrophenole 1

j-tt
-.

Carbazotic acid \^n\ smh f ^2
Nitrophenisic acid J

l-'^^''"4J

Anthranilic acid Ci4 Hy NO4
Salicylous acid Ci4H6 04
Benzoic acid C14H6O4

Nitrobenzoic acid ^"1 NO 1^^
Benzole CjsHg Toluole C14HS

Sulphobenzide ^J2"| §6 1
Sulphotoluide (?)

Hyposulphobenzidic acid C12 Hg Sj O5 Hyposulphotoluidic acid. C14 H7 Sj O5
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Indigo, Salicyle and Phenyle series. Anisyle series, &c.

Chlorbenzolc ^lajcf I +3Cin Products of the

f:
„ ^

j
action of Chlorine

Chlorben7.ide ^12 j cf [
upon Toluole.

193

Nitrobenzide
Cij-j -^^

Y

Binitrobenzide ^i^"! 2NO f

Azobenzide C12 H5 N
Aniline C12 H7 N

Bromaniline
Ci2"| j^®

f-N

Dibronianiline
Cij-j g^ ?-N

Tribromaniline
Cjj-j p^ r^

Chlorodibromaniline ... Cjos Clj

[Br.

Nitraniline
^i^InO^}-^

Ch{S:}+ciii

.^i^icig}

Nitrotoluide ^»
l NO f

BinitrotoUiide
Ci4-| ^^q \

Toluidine C.HgN

N

We have given at the close of the table a body which has

not yet been described. This is the nitraniline^—

NO>'
aniline, in whicli one equivalent of hydrogen is replaced by
the elements o{•peroxide of nitrogen. In continuing our re-

searches on the substitution products of aniline, and upon
which one of us has lately published *, we tried to produce the

above compound in a variety of ways, but we have only ar-

rived at a satisfactory result by acting upon binitrobenzide with

sulphuret of ammonium.
The new body in which the electro- positive properties of

aniline are preserved, crystallizes, affords crystallizable com-

pounds possessing the same constitution as those of aniline, and

undergoes distillation without being decomposed. Chemistry
has no analogue to nitraniline. It is the first body in which

basic properties are recognisable in spite of the entrance of

peroxide of nitrogen, and does on this account therefore de-

serve the attention of chemists.

We shall shortly communicate to the Society our results

upon nitraniline. In concluding this treatise we shall draw

*
Hofmann, Metamorphoses of Indigo. Phil. Ma?., vol. xxvi. p. 385,

502.

Phil. Mag. S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 1 79. Sept, 1 845. O
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attention to a remarkable way for obtaining aniline, and which
we discovered during our experiments.

Chemists are well acquainted with the interesting compound
Mitscherlich described under the name of azobenzide in one
of his beautiful papers upon the derivatives of benzoic acid.

He obtained this body by distilling nitrobenzide with alcohol

and potash, together with other products which were not fur-

ther investigated. Azobenzide differs only from aniline in

two equivalents of hydrogen.

Aniline . . . C^g H^ N .

'^

Azobenzide . . Cjg H5 N.
'

'^

In order to see if a closer relation did not subsist between
these two bodies, we prepared large quantities of azobenzide,

following Mitscherlich's directions throughout, and obtained

this body, possessing all the properties ascribed to it by that

chemist.

On more closely examining the secondary products formed

dui'ing this process, we found that besides other substances

there is likewise produced a very large quantity of aniline,

and the residue contains a considerable quantity o^ oxalic acid.

These observations appear to shed more light upon the

manner in which the azobenzide is formed, i. e. if we assume
that the oxalic acid is produced from the alcohol at the ex-

pense of the oxygen of the nitrobenzide : 2 equivalents of

nitrobenzide and 1 equivalent of alcohol contain the elements

of 1 equivalent of azobenzide, 1 equivalent of aniline, 2 equi-
valents of oxalic acid, and 2 equivalents of water, as shown
in the subjoined equation,

—
2 (C,2 H5 NO4) + C4 H, O HO = '

Nitrobenzide. Alcohol.

C,2 H5 N + C12 H7 N + 2 (C^ O3, HO) + 2 HO.

Azobenzide. Aniline. Oxalic acid.

We are far from supposing that the above equation repre-
sents the true decomposition, as other products are formed ;

and further, the aniline distils over long before a trace of ox-

alic acid is detectable in the retort. The true transformation

can only be given when all the products of this complex re-

action are investigated. We are at present engaged upoD
this subject, and expect shortly to solve the problem. ,'^



XXIX. Observations connected with the Discovery of the Com-
position of Water. By Sir . David, .BjlBWSKfiB* ;^,-6£,

hi F.ILS,^ aftd V.P.R.S* Edin.
^\im:u\rii- \Wn vm ,'A'Au^'^d^

iMTo ill </t, Tot SMharsk\Tfi^lWi iB«^r>-'.y|> rioih-

I
OBSERVE in the Number of the British Quarterly Re-
view ju8t published, a paragraph containing some very

unfounded and unjust assertions respecting the discussion
which took place some years ago on the subject of the disco-

very of the composition of water. The following is the para-
graph in which these assertions are contained :

—
" Sir David Brewster afterwards took up the subject (Edin.

Review, No. 142), and endeavoured to mediate between the

contending parties, but to little purpose. For he chose to con-
sider it as a question of national honour^ involving the rival

claims of Cavendish the Englishman and Watt the Scotch-

man, and wliilst he was xvilli?ig to divide the merit between

them, assigned to his countryman the lion's share."

Without questioning the author's courtesy in attaching my
name to an anonymous review, when his object was to injure

my character and wound my feelings, I have no scruple in

giving the most pointed contradiction to every statement and

every insinuation contained in the preceding paragraph. I

use the word insinuation, because it is impossible to read the

paragraph in question without perceiving, in the language
employed, even if that language had been the vehicle of truth,
the reviewer's desire to infuse into his statement a bitter per-
sonality. But the assertions of the British Quarterly reviewer
are equally offensive with the language which conveys them.
He charges me, by name, with having decided a great scien-

tific question, interesting to the whole civilised world, from
motives of national feeling,

—with sacrificing by a temporising
verdict Cavendish the Eiiglishman to Watt the Scotchman,—
and, under the pretence of dividing the merit, with assig?iing
to my countryman the lion's share.

, ..Were I to seek an apology for these unfounded aspersions,
I should conjecture that the author had not read the review
which he thus misrepresents, for the very reverse of every
statement which he makes is true. In place of dividing the

merit of the discovery between the Englishman and the

Scotchman, and giving the lion's share to my countryman, /
have given the whole merit of the discovery to Cavendish the

Englishman, and have reserved only for Watt the Scotch-

man, the merit of the previous hypothesis,
—a merit freely

given him by Cavendish himself, and one which no other

person ever claimed.

02
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In proofpi these assertions, I refer to the following passages
ffJ'Uie Ecfinburgh Uevievv. .

''^*Mr. Watt felt a just indignation at the Idea suggested' Iby;

Deluc, of his not claiming the merit w/iich belo7igedto his )iy-

pothesis ;
but we are sure that his astonishment would be

equal to ours, were he to learn that that hypothesis had been
made to supersede and cast into oblivion the grajid ex2)e7-i'

mental discovery of Cavendish. The great merits of these two

great men are fortunately not in collision, Mr. Watt will

for ever enjoy the honour of that singular sagacity which pre-
sented to him the hypothesis of the composition of water; and
Cavendish will never lose the glory 'which belongs to hitUy qf
having given that hypothesis, whether he ncas cog7iisant of it on

not, the force atid stability of truth." If the reviewer shaulct

perceive any ambiguity in these expressions when standing
alone, he will find their meaning amply explained in previoits

parts of the Review, and especially in the following expres-
sion :

—"The glory of having discovered the composition of

water, that is, of having established it as a physical truth, &,c.

&c." I have likewise stated, that " Mr. Watt never pretendeijj
to have discovered the composition of water;" and a little

further on I add, that "as Mr. Watt never wrote another
word on the subject, nor made a single experiment after his

paper (the paper containing his hypothesis) was printed, how
is it possible to identify this hypothesis with the discovery of the

composition qfwaterl"—No. 142, p. 496, Jan. 1840.
Now this decision, which in the Review I have

characterize'c^
as "deliberately and impartially formed," is precisely, and in

terms, the very same as that of Dr. Black. " This idea,"

says he, "of the nature of water was suggested by Mr. Watt;
Mr. Cavendish, however, was the first who gave it solidfoun-
dation and credibility"

—
p. 494.

Having thus repelled the charges of the reviewer, I may
now state the reasons why I might have talten up the subject
as the British Quarterly reviewer expresses it, even if I had
not been compelled to discuss it in a review of the Life and
Inventions of Mr. Watt. In the year 1819, immediately after

Mr. Watt's death, his friends submitted to Dr. Hope and

myself his claims to the discovery of the composition of water.

After a careful examination of the documents on which these
claims were founded, we came to the decision that the merit
of the discovery belonged to Mr. Cavendish. This decision,

however, was not satisfactory to Mr. Watt's friends, and we

accordingly find a detailed statement of his claims in the bio-

graphical sketch of him published in the Supplement to the

Encyclopcedia Britannica. This statement was reprinted by
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ni^ in tti« life of Mr. ^^art
inj ^UMy^^^,^

Y*(W^ave cppieci the preceding statement as that of Mr,

WaVtjS n'iends, but a regard for the reputation of Mr. Caven-

ciisfi^ independent of higher motives, compels us to acknow-

ledge that the statement is partial, and the argument not well-

founded. We are not able, at present, to refer to the original

documents, but we had occasion, some years ago, along with

adistinguished chemist (Dr. Hope), to examine them with

(Tiinute attention; and it was then our decided
convictioii.^

that the merit of the discovery of the composition of water
be^

longed to Mr. Cavendish."—Edin. Encycl., vol. xviii. p. 78^. ,,

'These observations will, I trust, convince every candid

rfeader that the reviewer's charges against me are utterly

groundless. Although Mr. Watt was my countryman, and,

my personal friend and correspondent; although I cherished

for him the warmest affection, and admired him as one of the

greatest and best men of his age, I have at three different

times of my life come to the decision that he was not, and
that Cavendish was the discoverer of the composition of water.

Had I been disposed to sacrifice truth, under the influence of

national and personal feelings, I might have found a safe

shelter behind the broad shield of M. Arago and Lor^:
Brougham's authority, and would thus have avoided the an-^

noyance of rebutting the calumnies of the British Quarterly
reviewer.

« t
• jT-ii f I am, my dear ibir, ^j^ -.nr..*«»

r // i '

^^^ ™°^^ faithfully yoursj ,gg
St. Leonard's College, St. Andrews, D. BrewSTER. V^
'^•--U' Augusts, 1845. , //
. . I .J.. . :>' . .r.fl!

- ^. .. !{
•

XXX. Observations on 0::one as compared to Chlorine, oil

By Professor Sch(ENBEin of Basle. su

'To tJie Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and JeurtiaV?^

Gentleme*' '*-'»i 'i^'3'{
ydi III .iJu// .iM to anoijnsvnl

MANY properties,' aftcT '{he' most" es'seiCfaroriel Delonging^
to ozone, are so similar to those possessed by chlorine,

that I was led to suspect ozone to be a simple halogenous body
like chlorine*. My more recent researches having rendered it

highly probable, if not altogether certain, that ozone is a pe^'
culiar compound of hydrogen and oxygen, 1 can no longer
maintain my former view, and we must place ozone far away
from chlorine, in case we regard, according to the established

* The nature and properties of ozone have been described in vol. xvii.

p. 293, vol. XX. p. 64, and vol. xxiv. p. ^QQ of the present series.—Eu.
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theory of the day, the latter body as an elementary one. The

elementary nature of chlorine having, however, by no means
been proved by any decisive fact, and it being well known that

all the reactions produced by that body can be accounted for

by the theory of Berthollet, just as well as by the hypothesis
set up by your illustrious countryman, it seems to me that the

existence of ozone ought to induce chemists to reconsider the

chiefly ifrofn reasons oi tneoretical simplicity"'

analogies, that chemists were determined to give up the old

theory and adopt the new one, cyanogen forming with mer-

cury a compound similar to that produced by chlorine with

the same metal ; cyanogen constituting with oxygen and hy-
drogen two acids bearing some analogy to the chloric and

hydrochloric acids, the readily oxidable carbon remaining,
even at the highest temperature, inactive towards chlorine, the

muriatic acid of Berthollet having never been isolated, and
the views of Davy ojEFering a very great facility in explaining
the reactions of chlorine ; these were the reasons which induced
chemists to abandon the old theory and admit the present one.

In doing so they sacrificed a sum of analogies much larger
than that on account of which the new hypothesis was adopted.
The numerous class of muriatic salts that bear so close an

analogy to what we call oxy-salts, could no longer be parallel-
ed to the latter; nay, on account of the striking resemblance

existing between those two classes of salts, chemists saw them-

selves, as it were, forced to change the views they had for-

merly taken of the oxy-salts and oxj^-acids, and imagine a

great number of compound halogenous bodies being, as to

their chemical character, similar to chlorine and cyanogen.
But up to this present moment not one of those imagined ha-

logenous bodies has yet been produced in an isolated state, any
more than the anhydrous muriatic acid of Berthollet. It ap-

pears, therefore, that there are at least as many arbitrary and

hypothetical notions mixed up with the modern views as there

were in the old theory, and that in this respect Davy's idea

does not offer peculiar advantages over that of Berthollet.

Before entering into an appreciation of both rival theories,
I shall take the liberty to point out once more the very great

similarity existing between the properties pf ozone and chlo-

rine. ^

1 . Though we are not yet acquainted with ozone in its pure
condition, we nevertheless know that at the common tempera-
ture it exists in a gaseous state like chlorine.

2. Ozone when concentrated has an odour very similar to

that of chlorine, bromine and iodine.
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3. Ozone, like the three last-named bodies, enjoys the power
of negatively polarizing gold and platinum.

J
,4. Ozone, like chlorine, is absorbed at the common tempe-

reture by most metallic substances.

;
5. Ozone, like chlorine, is readily taken up by phosphorus

at the common temperature, causing at tiie same time a disen-

gagement of light and some heat.

6. Ozone, like chlorine, is absorbed by iodine.

7. Ozone, like chlorine, very easily unites with olefiant gas,

producing a compound which seems to be analogous to the

chloride of hydrocarbon
8. Ozone, like chlorine, has the power of decomposing sul-

phuretted hydrogen, and other compounds of hydrogen simi-

larly constituted.

9. Ozone, like chlorine, transforms sulphurous acid into

sulphuric acid.

10. Ozone, like chlorine, decomposes the iodide of potas-
sium and the ferro-cyanuret of the same metal.

11. Ozone, like chlorine, being placed in contact with the

protoxides of a number of metals, converts them into the cor-

responding peroxides. The protoxides of lead, manganese
and nickel, for instance, are transformed into the peroxides
both by ozone and chlorine.

12. Ozone, like chlorine, discharges the colour of many
sulphurets, for instance, that of the sulphurets of lead and an-

timony.
13. Ozone, like chlorine, destroys completely, and with

great energy, all the vegetable colouring matters.

14'. Ozone, like chlorine, is readily taken up by a variety
of other organic substances, for instance, by the ligneous ones,

albumen, fibrine, caseous matter, &c.
15. Ozone, to finish the comparison, being inhaled, causes

catarrhal affections, very similar to those produced by chlo-

rine.

Now, as there can be hardly any doubt that the reactions

just mentioned are due to part of the oxygen contained in

ozone, and as there is not one single fact known which is ir-

reconcilable to Berthollet's theory, we must think it at least

possible that the chemical effects produced by chlorine may
also depend upon the oxygen supposed to be contained in oxy-
murialic acid.

In a theoretical point of view it is a most important, and, I

may add, by far too little an appreciated fact, that free or iso-

lated oxygen happens to be much less apt to unite with oxid-

able substances than oxygen in a certain state of combination.

In proof of ihe correctness of my assertion, I need only call
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to mind certain acids and peroxides. Half the oxygen con-
tained in chromic acid exhiijits such a high degree of chemica^^
excitement, tliat at the common temperature it sets on fire, .

not only aether and alcohol, but also ligneous substances, as

paper and wood
; whilst under the same circumstances, free

oxygen does not act at all, or at any rate very slowly upon"
the above substances. Nitric acid offers a similar instance;
and the peroxides of lead and manganese being put in contact

with a solution of indigo, destroy, like chlorine, that colour-

ing matter; and the same peroxides, when brought into the

presence of a solution of iodide of potassium, eliminate iodine^

But the most striking instance of the exalted oxidifying power
of latent oxygen we have in ozone itself. The affinities of free

oxygen are generally called forth by the agency of heat, so

that at the common temperature even potassium is not acted

upon by oxygen, if the latter happens to be completely an-

hydrous.

Starting from the hypothesis of BerthoUet, according to

which chlorine is composed of muriatic acid and oxygen, we
can easily conceive why chlorine at the common temperature
acts upon so gi'eat a number of oxidable substances. The

oxygen being latent in chlorine, is in a state of great chemical

excitement, similar to that in which the same element exists

in ozone, chromic acid, nitric acid, the metallic peroxides,
&c. ;

and in which state oxygen is so very apt to unite, even
at the common temperature, with most of the oxidable mat-

ters. If these substances happen to be of such a kind as to

combine readily in their oxidized condition with the muriatic

acid of the older chemists, which is the case with hydrogen,
phosphorus, sulphur, and the greater part of the metals,
that circumstance must prove an additional reason why, in

most instances, oxymuriatic acid acts at the common tempe-
rature upon those bodies. There are two facts that have, as

already observed, much contributed to set aside Berthollet's

views, and gain to oxymuriatic acid the i-eputation of being a

simple body. Those facts are, the chemical inactivity exhi-

bited by chlorine towards carbon, and the discovery of cya-

nogen. As to the difficulty arising out of the first fact, it is

easily removed by admitting that anhydrous muriatic acid

unites only in one proportion with carbonic acid to form what

Davy called phosgene gas, and that there does not exist a

compound consisting of muriatic acid and carbonic oxide.

These suppositions, taken together with Berthollet's view, ac-

cording to which muriatic acid cannot be obtained in an iso-

lated state, satisfactorily account for the inactivity alluded to.

Giving anhydrous rnuriatic acid the sign M, we must consider
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chlorine as M + O. Now C with M-f O might possibly pfioo
J

(luce CO+M, but no such compound existing, according ^6
our supposition, chlorine does not act upon carbon. G with

2M.#^ dould form CO^+SM, but no
sudH^'Cohl'^fetln'd'Ifk'^J."

wise existing, only CO2+ M could be produced ;''but we eas'ity

'

see that in such a case M would consequently be set at
liberty^ ,

that M, however, not being able to exist in an isolated stati^»j

chlorine must prove chemically inactive towards carbon. -y.

As to cyanogen, it certainly cannot be denied, that with r^nr

gard to some of its chemiciil bearings, that compound exhibit^;
a close analogy to chlorine; and we can easily conceive \\o\f

such a fact could induce Berzelius to adopt the new doctrine,
after having ^,.^bly, ^pd ,Jjjtbj§0,n?M9?ri.^en^iyr»'j<iefepds4,.thi?.,Ill - "

-• ' o V
oici meory. uiijiaaajoq nova o'luir/iynr/i >j_nommo:> silt Jj^ l/uij

But in parallehng cyanogen to chlorine, chemists wer|^,
forced to admit, that in some cases a compound body is capaTf
ble of acting the part of an elementary substance ; and indeed

a very extensive use has lately been made of such an admis-
sion to account for a great number of facts belonging to or-

ganic chemistry, though not one single organic element has
been produced in an isolated state, for as far as I know, no-

body has as yet seen either ethyle^ formyle, benzyle, or any
other yle*. In order to establish an analogy between cyano-
gen and chlorine, according to the principles of Berthollet's

theory, we must admit that the former contains oxygen ; but

cyanogen yielding nothing but nitrogen and carbon, from
whence shall we take oxygen ? Starting from Berzeiius's hy-
pothesis, according to which nitrogen consists of one equivalent
of an elementar}' substance called Nitricum and one equivalent
of oxygen, we can conceive how cyanogen might be a com-

pound similar to oxymuriatic acid. €3 N (by N we note the

nitricum of Berzelius) is to be considered as a body analo-

gous to Mf, and as M-f O is = CI, so is CjN + O = Cy. In

combining cyanogen with potassium, the latter takes up the

oxygen of the cyanogen, and Cg N combines with the oxide

just in the same way as, agreeably to the old theory, the oxy-
gen of the oxymuriatic acid unites with the metal, and the

muriatic acid with the oxide. In decomposing cyanide of mer-

cury, the oxygen of the oxide of that metal unites with Cg N to

form C2N + = Cy. In exposing cyanogen to the action of

intense heat, it is resolved into carbon and N + Oor nitrogen.
I need not say, that on this hypothesis what is called anhy-
drous hydrocyanic acid must be considered as C2N+ HO, as,

according to the old doctrine, anhydrous hydrochloric acid

tti;
* Prof. Schoenbein forgets that kakodyle has been isQlated.—JEc.
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must be taken for M + HO. This view of the nature of cya-

nogen offers, in my opinion, the advantage of assigning a

similar constitution to two bodies, being, as to their chemical

bearings, so very hke each other, whilst the established theory
is forced, in spite of that similarity, to consider one of those

bodies as an elementary substance, and the other as a com-

pound consisting of principles which differ from chlorine as

much as night from day.
If we compare the compounds which oxygen forms with

elementary bodies with the compounds which chlorine pro-
duces with the same substances, we cannot but be struck by
the similarity existing between both series as regards the

ratio in which the equivalents of their constituent parts are

united. If we except the bromides, iodides, and, to a certain

extent, the sulphurets, there are, to my knowledge, no other

sets of compounds that bear, with respect to the relation al-

luded to, so close an analogy to each other as the oxides and
chlorides do. That similarity loses, however, its peculiar cha-

racter so soon as we admit the correctness of the old views.

According to them, it is, as it were, a matter of course that

chlorine unites, for instance, with iron in the same definite

proportions as oxygen combines with that metal ; for CI being
M + O, protochloride of iron is =M + FeO, and the perch lo-

ride SM + FegOg.
S^ It is a very remarkable exception to that rule according to

which no elementary substance forms a real chemical com-

pound with water, that chlorine and bromine produce hy-
drates. If we take chlorine and bromine for compound sub-

stances, their capability ol' chemically uniting with water loses

its exceptional character and comes under the general rule.

Admitting with Berthollet that chlorine is muriatic acid

united to oxygen, and considering ozone as a compound ana-

logous to chlorine, we are obliged to parallel water to mu-
riatic acid, and admit that with regard to oxygen, water acts

the same part as muriatic acid does. Water uniting so inti-

mately with the stronger bases that these compounds cannot

be decomposed by any degree of heat, and the same substance

combining so readily with many other basic oxides, water may
be considered as a sort of acid ; and that view has very often

been taken of the chemical nature of the compound mentioned.

We may therefore be allowed to consider water as an acid and

arrange it beside muriatic acid. As to ozone, it appears not un-

likely that it is an isomeric modification of peroxide of hydro-

gen, i. e. composed of one equivalent of water and one equiva-
lent of oxygen. Now chlorine being considered as a compound
consisting of one equivalent of muriatic acid and one equivalent
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df oxygen, it is very easy to parallel to each other the re-

actions exerted both by ozone and chlorine upon metallic

substances. Let us take potassium for an instance : ozone is

readily taken up by that metal, hydrate of potash being pro-
duced, as potassium is transformed by chlorine into a muriate

of potash; in one case the metal unites with the oxygen of

ozone, in the other with that of chlorine; and in one instance

water unites with the base, and in the other muriatic acid.

The latter being a strong acid completely neutralizes the basic

properties of potash, whilst water, on account of its being a

feeble acid, is not able to do so. In a similar manner all the

other chemical reactions exhibited by ozone and chlorine, may
very easily be compared to each other. The greater energy
of action exhibited by chlorine is not very difficult to be ac-

counted for. Muriatic acid has a very powerful affinity for

metallic oxides, whilst that of water for the same substances

happens to be much weaker.

'A fact which merits attention is the formation of ozone and
tjhlorine being effected by electrical means. If electrical

sparks are caused to pass through a mixture of aqueous va-

pour and oxygen, ozone is generated ; and on making electrical

sparks act upon a mixture of anhydrous hydrochloric acid and

oxygen, chlorine is produced. As to the generation of chlo-

rine effected by electrical means, the old theory accounts for

it by admitting that electricity has the power of determining
free oxygen to combine with muriatic acid and eliminate water.

Regarding the formation of ozone under the circumstances

above mentioned, we cannot explain it in any other way than

by saying, that electricity causes the direct union between
water and oxygen. The similarity existing between the be-

fore-mentioned ways of producing ozone and chlorine is at

any rate a very remarkable fact, establishing another analogy
between both bodies.

My experiments have shown, that in electrolysing water

ozone is disengaged at the positive electrode as a secondary
product. Now by subjecting hydrochloric acid to the action

of a current, chlorine happens to be set free at the same elec-

trode. According to the old theory this chlorine must also

be considered as a secondary product of electrolysis; and in

this respect another striking analogy is exhibited between chlo-

rine and ozone.

The question is, whether phosphorus acts upon a mixture

of muriatic acid gas and oxygen in the same way as that sub-

stance does upon a mixture of aqueous vapour and oxygen.
I have not yet tried the experiment, though it is worth while

to do so.
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iofh^iJeledtrdi^^triical system, as established by Berzeliu^,^

places oxygen at the head of what are called the electro-ne-

gative elements, and puts chlorine in a positive relation to that

bddtiJ^ It is however a well-known fact, that in a great nunii'

hfepoP cases, chlorine, with respect to its electro-negative acti-

vity, very much surpasses oxygen. Chlorine is capable of

expelling oxygen from a great number of oxides ; chlorine

eliminates bromine and iodine from the bromides and iodides,
whilst pure oxygen seems not to act upon those compounds.
In spite of these exalted electro-negative powers possessed

by chlorine, it is apt to produce with oxygen a series of acids'

in which chlorine is said to act the part of an electro-positive!

principle. I ask, how is it possible that in some cases chlorine

proves to be a more electro-negative body, and in another in-

stance a more positive one than oxygen ? It seems to me that

the facts alluded to are very little in accordance with the prin?"

ciples of the electro-chemical system; nay, that they imply a

direct contradiction to them, provided chlorine be taken for

a simple substance. But if we consider it as oxymuriatic
acid, all the anomalies spoken of disappear, and we can easily
account for the reactions produced by chlorine. The oxygen
disengaged, for instance, during the reaction of chlorine upon
potash, comes from the oxygenized muriatic acid, and not

from the potash ; and the decomposition of the former is

effected by the strong affinity which potash has for muriatic

acid. Those who maintain that there is some truth in the

principles of the electro-chemical system, must, I think, be
inclined to readopt the views of Berthollet, in order to save

their endangered theory.
'

'

Before concluding, 1 shall take the liberty to add some ge-
neral considerations regarding the subject I have treated of.

By regarding chlorine as an elementary substance, one of the

greatest theoretical changes that ever took place in the history
of chemistry was effected. Indeed, by Davy's theory, oxygen
lost, if I may say so, its royal dignity amongst the elements;
and at any rate a very powerful rival was set up in chlorine.

Oxygen was no more the body exclusively enjoying the

privilege of being the generator of acids, the supporter of

combustion, &c. ;
that privilege was also claimed for the up-

start. But if there should be found good reasons for giving

up Davy's hypothesis and readopting the old doctrine, we
could hardly help restoring oxygen to its ancient dignities,

'

and considering it again as an agent that has not its equal

amongst the rest of the elementary bodies. To speak without

metaphor, oxygen would become again one of the centres
o^f^

chemistry, as it formerly was, and as most likely hydrogeiV^
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may be. Indeed both substances bear so much the stamp of

simplicity, they exhibit so decided a chemical antagonism
towards each other, both ofthem, conjointly with their remark-

able product "water," act throughout the domain of our science

so extensive and important a part, that we can hardly help

suspecting them to be active in some way or other in most, if

not in all chemical reactions,and seeing in oxygen and hydrogen
the hinges upon which the whole chemical world turns. The

theory of Davy, seducing and plausible as it appears at first

sight, has possibly proved a check, rather than a spur, to the

development of chemistry, on account of its having changed,

perhaps, the true point of view from which oxygen ought to

be looked at. For if oxygen should happen to act that
all-^

important part which Lavoisier and the chemists of the last

century assigned to that element, it is not difficult to see that

the views of Davy are calculated to retard the progress ofj

theoretical chemistry rather than to accelerate it.

I need not say, that the considerations I have taken the

liberty to submit to you have been entered into with the view

only of drawing the attention of philosophers towards a subry.

ject which seems to me to be of considerable theoretic^aliinohr.

portance, and worthy of our study. ^>3f'^,^a9-'i{j

jon bflB tbiofi oitmium hssino^yxo
;

C. F. Schcenbein*
orj

X^XI. On the Existence of an Equivalent Relation between

^"'Heat and the ordinary Forms of Mechanical Power, By
'^^ITames p. Joule, Esq. .,

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and JournaU^

Gentlemen,

nPHE principal part of this letter was brought under the
*• notice of the British Association at its last meeting at

Cambridge. I have hitherto hesitated to give it further pub-
lication, not because 1 was in any degree doubtful of the con-

clusions at which I had arrived, but because I intended to

make a slight alteration in the apparatus calculated to give
still greater precision to the experiments. Being unable, how-

ever, just at present to spare the time necessary to fulfil this

design, and being at the same time most anxious to convince

the scientific world of the truth of the positions I have main-

tained, I hope you will do me the favour of publishing this

letter in your excellent Magazine.
The apparatus exhibited before the Association consisted

of a brass paddle-wheel working horizontally in a can of water.

Motion could be communicated to this paddle by means of
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weights, pulleys, &c., exactly in the manner described inji^

previous paper*.
'

The paddle moved with great resistance in the can of water,
so thai the weights (each of four pounds) descended at the

slow rate of about one foot per second. The height of the

pulleys from the ground was twelve yards, and consequently,
when the weights had descended through that distance, they
had to be wound up again in order to renew the motion of the

paddle. After this operation had been repeated sixteen times,

the increase of the temperature of the water was ascertained

by means of a very sensible and accurate thermometer.

A series of nine experiments was performed in the above

manner, and nine experiments were made in order to elimi-

nate the cooling or heating effects of the atmosphere. After

reducing the result to the capacity for heat of a pound (rf

water, it appeared that for each degree of heat evolved by the

friction of water, a mechanical power equal to that which can

raise a weight of 890 lbs. to the height of one foot, had been

expended.
The equivalents I. have already obtained are,--<lst, 823 lbs.,

derived from magneto-electrical experimentsf; 2nd, 795 lbs.,

deduced from the cold produced by the rarefaction ofair J; and

Srd, 774 lbs. from experiments (hitherto unpublished) on the

motion of water through narrow tubes. This last class of expe-*
riments being similar to that with the paddle-wheel, we may
take the mean of 774? and 890, or 832 lbs., as the equivalent
derived from the friction of water. In such delicate experi-

ments, where one hardly ever collects more than half a degree
of heat, greater accordance of the results with one another

than that above exhibited could hardly have been expected.
I may therefore conclude that the existence of an equivalent
relation between heat and the ordinary forms of mechanical

power is proved ; and assume 817 lbs., the mean of the results

of three distinct classes of experiments, as the equivalent, until

still more accurate experiments shall have been made.

Any of your readers who are so fortunate as to reside amid
the rom.antic scenery of Wales or Scotland, could, I doubt

not, confirm my experiments by trying the temperature of the

water at the top and at the bottom of a cascade. If my views

be correct, a fall of 817 feet will of course generate one d^
* Phil. Mag. vol. xxiii. p. 436, The paddle-wheel used by Reiinieifl

his experiments on the friction of water (Phil. Trans. 1831, plate xi.
fig, 1)

was somewhat similar to mine. I employed, however, a greater number of

"floats," and also a corresponding number of stationary floats, in order to

prevent the rotatory motion of the water in the can.

t Phil. Mag. vol. xxiii. {)p. 263, 347. J Phil. Mag. May 1845, p. 369.
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gree of heat; and the temperature of the river Niagara will

be raised about one-fifth of a degree by its fall of 160 feet.

Admitting the correctness of the equivalent I have named,
it is obvious that the vis viva of the particles of a pound of

water at (say) 51°, is equal to the vis viva possessed by a pound
of water at 50° plus the vis viva which would be acquired by
a weight of 817 lbs. after falling through the perpendicular

height of one foot. j buiiow ^ti oJ biit?

Assuming that the expansion of elastic fltiids oh the r&i

moval of pressure is owing to the centrifugal force of revolving
atmospheres of electricity, we can easily estimate the absolute

quantity of heat in matter. For in an elastic fluid the pres-
sure will be proportional to the square of the velocity of the

revolving atmospheres ; and the vis viva of the atmospheres
will also be proportional to the square of their velocity ; con-

sequently the pressure will be proportional to the vis viva.

Now the ratio of the pressures of elastic fluids at the tempe-
ratures 32° and 33° is 480 : 481, consequently the zero of tenM

perature must be 480° below the freezing-point of water.

We see then what an enormous quantity of vis viva exists

in matter. A single pound of water at 60"^ must possess
480° + 28°= 508° of heat, in other words, it must possess a vis

viva equal to that acquired by a weight of 415036 lbs. after

falling through the perpendicular height of one foot. The
velocity with which the atmospheres of electricity must revolve

in order to present this enormous amount o^ vis viva^ must of

course be prodigious, and equal probably to the velocity of

light in the planetary space, or to that of an electric discharge
as determined by the experiments of Wheatstone.

••-^/'i I remain, Gentlemen, ^

Oak Field, near Manchester,
Yours respectfully,

: August 6, 1845. James P. Joule.

XXXII. An Examination of Dr. Dalton's Neiio Method of
Measurifig the Water of Crystallization contained in dif-

ferent varieties of Salts. By Samuel Holker, Bury*.

THE subject of this paper was suggested to me by my
friend Mr. Davies, Professor of Chemistry at the Royal

Medical School, with whom I have for some time devoted

myself to the study of chemistry. I may observe as a rather

remarkable circumstance, that an inquiry of so much interest

and importance, commenced by Dr. Dalton, and displaying

* Read at the Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society, February
20, 1844; and communicated by the Author.
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the ingenuity by which all his researches have been charac-

terized, should have excited so little attention among men of

science. The law which he attempted to establish would be

highly valuable if it could be confirmed, and if not correct it

must be desirable that its fallacy should be demonstrated.

Under this impression I have undertaken to repeat and ex-

tend his experiments. The law which Dr. Dalton gives rela-

tive to the combination of salts and water is, that when a salt

dissolves it will only increase the volume in proportion to the

water of crystallization it contains.

The method by which Dr. Dalton ascertains the water of

crystallization in salts is as follows:—"I have," he observes,
"a bottle with a stopper which just contains 572 grains of

pure water, when the stopper is put in and wiped clean and

dry at the temperature of 60° F.
;
a graduated tube or jar is

necessary, about six inches long and one quarter of an inch

in diameter, to measure exactly to a grain of water." In using
this apparatus,

" the bottle is first filled with water at the tem-

perature of 60° F. and wiped clean and dry ; the water in the

bottle is then carefully transferred into a vessel of larger di-

mensions, and a known weight of the salt to be tried is dis-

solved in the fluid
;
the solution of salt is then carefully trans-

ferred into the bottle, and the spare liquor, if any, is put into

the graduated tube."

Now it is evident that this apparatus of Dr. Dalton is not

susceptible of the requisite precision and nicety of manipula-
tion

;
for in transferring the solution of salt from the vessel of

larger dimensions into the bottle and graduated tube, there

will be a loss owing to the cohesion of the water to the glass,
so that the error will be very considerable when a sparingly
soluble salt is used.

In prosecuting a research of so much interest and import-
ance, I found it necessary to use much more delicate appa-
ratus than that employed by Dr. Dalton, as it was desirable

to obtain for the establishment or subversion of a law as ac-

curate results as possible. In order to effect this purpose, I

procured a tube about six inches long and a quarter of an inch

in diameter, with a bulb blown at one end, which when full

up to a certain mark on the stem, held exactly 430 grains of

pure water. From this mark upwards the tube was divided

into 100 grain measures, so that when full up to the highest
mark it held exactly 530 grains of pure water.

In order to experiment with this apparatus, I first filled

the bulb and stem to the lowest mark with water, and after-

wards added a known weight of salt, carefully noting the in-

crease of bulk.
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r^Oti repeating Dr. Dalton's experi^
'^^^'^^

J^"^ j'Pti"'*?^*" -^^^^

Agents with this apparatus, there ap- '-^
i?yr.a br

peared to be considerable discrepancy
'"^

.^.
-''

in the results; indeed they were so much *^^ ^* " ^'"*

at variance, that I was induced to sus-

pect at once that the law, which his in-

genuity had suggesteil, would not bear

the test of practical application ;
for iiouciiujino :>

according to his results, "if the salt

was anhydrous it would all go into the

bottle, exactly filling it to a grain,

showing that the salt enters into the

pores or interstices of the water. If

the salt contained water, the quantity
of water was measured in all cases

whatever by the narrow tube, showing
that the solid matter had in reality en-

tered into the pores ofthe water. Thus
if the sulphate of magnesia be made

anhydrous and then dissolved, the so-

lution of the sulphate would exactly
fill the bottle as the water did before ;''

or in other words, when a salt, whether

hydrous or anhydrous, is dissolved in

water, the acid and base of that salt will

occasion in all cases whatever a con-

densation exactly equal to the bulk of

that acid and base."

Dr. Dalton here recommends that the sulphate of magnesia
be made anhydrous and then dissolved ;

and with this salt, as

well as with the carbonate of soda, our experiments, both on'
the hydrous salts and when made anhydrous, very nearly

agreed, though in the experiments on several of the other salts

tried in the same manner the results varied.

But Dr. Dalton seems to have overlooked the fact, that the

law in order to be correct must apply, not only to the hydrous
salts made anhydrous, but to the naturally anhydrous salts, as *

sulphate of potash, nitrate ofpotash, &c. ; and in no part of his'

paper can I find that he has tried any of this variety.
' "

In ascertaining whether the really anhydrous salts dissolved I

in water without increasing the bulk, I was almost as much

surprised with the results of my experiments as Dr. Dalton
was with his; for I found that when a salt, whether 4iydrous
or anhydrous, dissolved in water, there was sometimes a con- '

densation and sometimes an expansion of the whole volume
of the salt and water, according to the nature of the salt used.

Phil, Mag. S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 179. Sept, 1845. P
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And that when a class of isomorphous salts dissolved^ they oc-

casioned an increase or diminution of volume in a midtiple ratio

of the condensation or expansion occasioned by the several atoms

of those salts. And that when a class of isomorphous salts made

anhydrous, combined with the requisite quantity of water of cry-

stallizatioti, the condensation then occasioned was also in a mul-

tiple ratio.

What I mean by condensation is, that when the joint bulk
of the salt and water is less than the sum of their bulks seve-

rally, and when there is a greater volume than the original
volume of the salt and water, there is an expansion.

In making an experiment with one of the anhydrous salts,

*'for instance nitrate of potash," I took a certain quantity of
the nitrate well-dried and in fine powder, and dissolved it in

the 4-30 grains of water contained in the bulb and stem of the

apparatus ;
1 then suffered it to remain about half an hour

partly immersed in a vessel of water, with a piece of glass over

the opening of the tube to prevent loss by evaporation, in

order that the solution might absorb the requisite quantity of
heat to raise it to the temperature of 60° F. at which the room
was; as there is a certain quantity of heat rendered latent by
a salt dissolving in water, so that if the condensation occasioned

by the cold was not counterbalanced by the addition of the

requisite quantity of heat, the experiment would be incorrect.

In making an experiment with a hydrous salt, I proceeded
much in the same way as with the anhydrous, except that it

was dried by exposure to a temperature of about 60^ F., for

if the heat was raised higher, as in the case of the anhydrous
salt, some of the water of crystallization might probably have
been driven off. As by this mode of experimenting 1 could

only obtain the increase of volume when a certain quantity of

salt was dissolved in the 430 grains of water taken as a stand-

ard, and finding that most of my experiments, both on the

hydrous and anhydrous salts, did not correspond to the law
which Dr. Dalton had given, the only ones that did approxi-
mate being the sulphate of magnesia and carbonate of soda, as

stated before; I next proceeded to determine if the increase

of volume had any relation to the specific gravities of the dif-

ferent substances, or if, when a known weight of salt was dis-

solved in water, the increase of volume was in proportion to

the volume, as indicated by the specific gravity, and if so, the

salt would dissolve without either expansion or contraction.

In trying if there was any relation of this kind, it was im-

portant to obtain the specific gravities of the different salts as

near the truth as possible. The way in which I found them
was as follows:— I have a botde witli u stopper, which when
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full contains exactly 500 grains of pure water at the tempe-
rature of 60^ F. I balance it on a pair of scales, then take a

solution of the salt made by heating water with more than it

can dissolve, allow it to cool to the required temperature, so

that it may be perfectly saturated, and fill the bottle exactly
half-full of the solution. The bottle being half-full is then

balanced on a pair of scales, and filled up to the stopper
with the salt well-dried and in fine powder: it is then care-

fully weighed again, and this weight, minus the weight of the

former additions, is divided by 250, which gives the specific

gravity of the salt. The reason I divide by 250, is because

the bottle will hold 500 grains volume of pure water; there-

fore if it be half-full of solution and hall-full of salt, 250 will

equal the volume of that salt compared to an equal volume of

water; so that if a saturated solution, alcohol, aether, or any
other fluid, be poured into the bottle till half-full, there will

be a bulk which will equal 250 grains of pure water.

On referring to Dr. Ure's Dictionary of Chemistry, I found

several of the specific gravities of the salts used in my expe-
riments, and these agreed almost exactly with the results as

determined by the above method, though I afterwards found on

repeating the experiments, some of the others, especially the

hydrous salts, to be incorrect. Thus, according to my expe-
riments, I found the specific gravity of nitrate of potash to equal
2"075, while the specific gravity of the same salt, according to

Dr. Ure, was 2-073, and several of the others agreed almost

as closely ; I therefore inferred that the preceding method
was correct.

It is important to use a satui'ated solution of the substance,
the specific gravity of which is to be taken ; for as I afterwards

found, there was generally a certain condensation or expan-
sion when a salt dissolved. For if pure water be employed,
or any fluid that will partially dissolve the substance when put
into the bottle, there will be an erroneous result of the expe-
riment, amounting in cases where there is a condensation to

a greater specific gravity than the truth, and where there is

an expansion to a less. Thus on dissolving 100 grains nitrate

of potash in 500 grains water, I found the specific gravity of

the solution to = I'llOO, while the calculated specific gravity

equalled 1*094<4, for 100 grains nitrate, specific gravity 2*074',

equal 48'21 grains of pure water bulk for bulk, and 500 grains
of water equal 500. Therefore

100 + 500 = 600 for the weight,

which divided by 48*2 1 + 500=54'8-21 for the bulk of water,

gives roo^^ as the specific gravity of the solution. But since

when 100 grains of nitrate of potash are dissolved in 500 grains
P2
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'wafei^tne^e IS' ll( decrease of volume amounting to 6*22 grains

by measure; therefore the preceding way of calculating the

specific gravity, when the quantity of water and nitrate are

known, will be incorrect, as there is no allowance made for the

condensation which takes place when the nitrate dissolves.

The following formula will give the solution to this calcu-

lation. Let X = the specific gravity of the solution ;
W =

the weight of salt; w = the weight of water
;
V = the volume

ofsalt; V = the volume of water; and C = the volume of con-

W + w
densation. Then .r =

v^ n — ^^^ specific gravity of

the solution. '

Thus if 100 grains nitrate of potai^h, specific gravity 2*074<,

be dissolved in 500 grains water, required the specific gravity
of that solution. Now it is known by experiment, that when
100 grains of the nitrate dissolve in 500 grains water, there is

a condensation of 622 grains by measure. Therefore

100 + 500 , ,«^ I -J
\

- ^
=

48^2r+:5"00^6~^22

= ''^^^^ '^'^

^'"^"";"^
specific gravity; and as this calculated specific gravity differs

3
only T-r-rr parts from that obtained by experiment, I think

it goes far to prove that there is generally a certain conden-
sation or expansion when a salt dissolves, though not in the

proportion Dr. Dalton has given.
In order to find the amount of condensation or expansion

when a salt dissolves, the specific gravity is first ascertained

as accurately as possible, and after this the increase of volume,
when a certain quantity is dissolved in the water contained in

the bulb and stem of the apparatus. From these two known

quantities, the increase of volume more than that occasioned

by the volume of the salt, oi', as I call it, the expansion or

the decrease of bulk less than that indicated by the volume or

the condensation, may be calculated. Thus if 100 grains of

nitrate of potash, specific gravity 2*074', be dissolved in 430

grains of water, and give an increase of bulk from the lowest

mark of 41*99 grains, the condensation in this case will equal
6*22 grains by measure, for 100 grains of the nitrate = 48"21

grains of water bulk for bulk; and as there are only 41"99

grains indicated by the narrow tube for 100 grains nitrate of

potash, there is a condensation of 6*22 grains measure: or

100 grains of the nitrate combine with 430 grains of water,
the bulk of the whole becoming 471*99 grains measure; and
as the whole volume, if there had been no condensation, would
have been equal to 478*21 grains measure, according to the
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specific gravity, therefore tliere qiust have been 6*22 graiiis,

l^y measure, decrease of volume. V , i

There is here inserted a table showing the results of'most

of the experiments on the salts both hydrous and anhydrous,

together will) the specific gravities as determined by the above

m^hod. ,hjj1.,^ jAi ovi^i !li.^ ..luuno- ^^iiuu.^>l wii
It may perhaps not be ouf or place to i^ate, that I nave

.^refully repeated most of the experiments since this paper
>yas first read, and have inserted those which appear to be

most accurate
;
so that a slight difference will exist in the re-

sults as then copied by Dr. Playfair and several other gentle-

men, and those of the experiments more recently conducted.
.UOiJi.

,')iyirfjs.ofti33( Isomorphous Salts. MC-iti OOi 'li ^i

Dissolved in 430 grains of water at the temperature of 60° P.

'.

"

,

maintained throughout the experiment.
Increase of volume. Conden- Specific

Atom. Class. grs. measure. sation. gravity,

r 26-50] f 2-6751

lOQ r (Ghrpmate of potash «^
26-00 ^2625 ll-09<^ 2-680 ) =2-678

J
,iii.-d

-

[26-25 J [2-680 J

30=7-00 )

' jbAiDfidr- li'iJi:!!;-
[20-53"] f 2-670 "1 >

30=7-00 I 88 L Sulphate of potash A 20-53 V 20-85 1203^ 2-680 \ =2-676
30= 7-33 J [21-50J [2-680 J

f 43-00] r2-0751
-nobnoD xnioa t Nitrate of potash ...

-j

42-50
(.42-83

6-35 i. 2073 V =2-074

I [32-00] ,,...i..rr r2-25o^
muaH««v^ .^6 iNitrate of soda \ 3175 Ul-91 6-38

{
2-240

\
=2-246

Ii9ianeqx9
^

[32-00J [2-250 J

ri9-00] r2-155]
60 r Chloride of sodium.^ 1950 ^9-33 8-51

<^
2-156 \ =2-155

.0^ J; ll9-50j L2-155J

,, \ [32-00"] ri-910]
76 IChlor. of potassium \ 3250 {32-16 7-464 1945

)>
= 1-918

[3200 J (_
1-900 J

f68-00] f 1-6641

123 f Sulph. of magnesia.-/ 67-00 U7OO 687 \
1-665 \

=1-665

I: .i,,*i I66O0J [l-666j

100=45-5] .1;, l,j ,4.7j^, (-6500] ^ ^ ^fV^^^/l"

'3 LSuIpliate of ;

"' ' "'

b

100=460 U43 ISuIpliate of zinc ...A 65-78 |>65-26 710-^ 1-970 V = 1-976

'Tfl«=45-5j [65-OOj [l-980j ':^

4-50]
60 rAiihyd. sulph. magn,^ 400

J.
416 62-84

4-00 J

2-501

SOlAnhyd. sulph. zinc.-! 300 I 2-83 62-43

3-00 I

r43-00] [2-073
J 42-50 U2-83 6-35-^2075

[43-00.1 [2-073

25 = 1000] 1 r49-60] f2-320]

102
r Nitrate of potash ... ^

42-50
}.
42-83 6-35

\
2-075 V = 2-074

;i:25 = 1 0-00 \ 124 L Chlorate of potash . \ 4960 V 5001 336
\
2320 \

=2323
25 = 10-25] [50-84] [2-330 J



166 Nitrate of lead { 26-50
}
26-91 10-73«^ 4-40

L27-26J l_4-42 J

r38-34-] ^ZT: ri-53
54 Muriateof ammonia-^ 39-25 ^38-86 3-34-^ 1-52

L3900J . [l-52

100= 49-00 1 r63-701 ^Zt^' f 1 -840 ]
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Hydrous and Anhydrous Salts*

Increase of volume. Conden- Specific
Atom. Class. prs. measure. sation. (gravity,

[27m^ r4-42 1

J.
=4-41

= 152

100=5000 U30 Sulphate of iron ..A 6500 164-13
'

6'10.^ 1-864 ^ = 1-851

I00=4900j i^63-70j \\-^5(}]

100=65-00T r93-60"1 f 1-4601
100= 65-00 [-144 Carbonate of soda.J 93-60 U3-12 5-84-^ 1-440 I =1-455

100=64-OOJ 1^92-16 J [ 1-465 J

102 grains nitrate of potash dissolved at 150° F. gave an in-

crease of 4-5*00 grains by measure.

60 grains chloride of sodium dissolved at 150° F. gave an
increase of 21*50 grains by measure.

100 = 56 = 123 grains sulphate of magnesia dissolved at

150*^ F. gave an increase of 68*88 grains by measure.

100= 47=143 grains sulphate of zinc dissolved at 150° F.

gave an increase of 67*21 grains by measure.

54 grains muriate of ammonia dissolved at 150° F. gave an
increase of 41*00 grains by measure.

At 60° Fahrenheit.

430 grains measure of saturated solution of nitrate of soda
diluted with 60 grains of water occasioned a condensation of

1*00 grain measure.

430 grains measure of saturated solution of nitrate of potash
diluted with 60 grains of water occasioned a condensation of

0*5 grain measure.

430 grains measure of saturated solution of muriate of am-
monia diluted with 60 grains of water occasioned a condensa-
tion of 0*25 grain measure.

430 grains measure of saturated solution of sulphate of

magnesia diluted with 60 grains of water occasioned a con-

densation of rOO grain measure.

430 grains measure of saturated solution of sulphate of zinc

diluted with 60 grains of water occasioned a condensation of

1*00 grain measure.

I have here repeated the experiments as much as possible
in the atomic numbers of the various salts, in order that the

results may be affected as little as possible by the influence of

water in producing a greater or less expansion or contraction

out of the proportion to that occasioned by the other salts.

I am perfectly aware that by obtaining data on which allow-

ances for the quantity of water might be based, the multiple
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relation which appears to exist in some of the salts might be

brought to coincide much more perfectly than it does at pre-^

sent; but as this paper is designed only as an introduction to

a research which at a future time I hope to complete in a more

satisfactory manner, I have merely stated the direct results of

ex})eriments without obtaining data requisite for allowances,
which hereafter I might find to be incorrect.

To ensure accuracy in the above experiments, it was neces-

sary to obtain the various kinds of salts perfectly free from

impurity^ and having analysed some of them, they were found
to contain the same quantity of acid, base and Water, as indi-

cated by Dr. Turner's Chemistry; and most of the others

being tried with the several tests for impurity in such salts,

Were found to contain no appreciable quantity. The way I

calculate the amount of condensation occasioned by a salt made

anhydrous combining with the requisite portion of water of

crystallization, is as follows:-^

Let X = the amdUtit of condensation occasioned by the an-

hydrous salt.

W = the weight of crystallized salt.

V = the volume of crystallized salt.

C = the condensation resulting from the solution of the

crystallized salt.

B = the weight of the water of crystallization.
E = the increase of volume that the salt deprived of its vfater

of crystallization occasions in solution.

A = the weight of anhydrous salt.

Then (W-B) = A; therefore ^ = (V-C-E) = the con-

densation produced by A. To give an example :
—If 123 grains

of sulphate of magnesia, specific gravity 1*665, condense in

solution 6-87 grains by measure, the water of crystallization

being 63 grains; and 60 grains anhydrous sulphate increased

4*16 grains by measure, required the amount of condensation

occasioned by the anhydrous sulphate.
ThenA= (123

—
63) = 60, therefore ^-rr (73-87

— 6-87— 4.-16)
= 6284 grains measure, the amount of condensation produced

by the 60 grains of anhydrous sulphate combining with the

Requisite portion of water of crystallization to form 123 grains
of crystalline salt.

I have drawn out a table, partly theoretical, of most of the

isomorphous salts used in the experiments^ being chiefly di-

rected by the composition to show the multiple relation that

appears to exist in each order.
' The discrepancies that occur in this proportion may be very

reasonably accounted for, as they are not so great as to excite

a doubt as to the accuracy of the law, by supposing that the
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isomorphous salt may contain a small quantity of another salt

of the same class combined with it; and if so, the separation
of these by crystallization will be exceedingly difficult, if not

impossible. The ordinary reagents do not show one of two

isomorphous salts in the same solution when the other is pre-
sent in great excess, though the greatest source of error ap-

pears to be in the quantity of water influencing the condensa-
tion produced by each salt which is not dissolved in atomic

proportion.
On continuing this research on the increase or diminution

of volume, I found that a chloride, iodide, or sulphuret of a

metal, or by the other nomenclature, the hydrochlorate, &c.
of the oxide of a metal, when dissolved in water occasioned a

condensation, while the hydrochlorate of ammonia caused an

expansion ; and if this line of demarcation could have been

established, it would have given rise to one of the most import-
ant laws in chemical science. For when hydrochloric acid is

added to the oxide of a metal, "for instance soda," we do not

know whether, in the presence of water, a chloride of the metal
is formed or the muriate of soda; though the muriate of am-
monia is considered by some to be a chloride of ammonium,
yet the theory now generally adopted is, that when muriatic

acid unites with ammonia, the muriate of ammonia is formed;
and when the same acid unites with a metallic oxide, it forms
a chloride ; and as the hydrochlorates expand while the chlo-

rides contract, we may infer that a salt, the acid of which con-
tains hydrogen, expands in solution, while the haloid salts

contract; the combination of the hydracids with ammonia
thus forming muriates, &c., and of the same acids with metallic

oxides, forming chlorides, iodides, &c.
If this most important law could have been established, we

should then have a ready and easy way of distinguishing be-

tween the hj'drochlorates and chlorides in solution, and not

only of distmguishing between these two varieties ;
for if the

muriates expand while the chlorides contract, the various com-
binations of chlorine and muriatic acid following the same

order, we should then, perhaps, have had an opportunity of

distinguishing the nature of bleaching powder and the like

compounds, and thence inferring if chlorine can combine at

all with the oxide of a metal !

But unfortunately for this law, on proceeding with the ex-

periments, I found that several of the ammoniacal salts did

not correspond with it, so that this law, like the one devised

by the superior skill and ingenuity of Dr. Dalton, could not

be practically established.

I think Dr. Dalton's law relating to the water of crystalli-
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zation would have been almost as interesting as the one show-

ing the difference between the muriates and chlorides, if they
could have been both established, as then we should have had
a much more convenient way of measuring the water of cry-
stallization than making an analysis, which, perhaps, would
be very complicated, and therefore much more liable to error.

From the experiments contained in this paper, I think the

following conclusions may be drawn :
—

First, that when a salt dissolves in water, there is sometimes

a condensation and sometimes an expansion of the original
volume of the salt and water.

Secondly, that the application of heat and the quantity of

water make a certain difference in the amount of condensa-

tion or expansion resulting from the solution of a salt.

Thirdly, that in the case of the isomorphous salts especially,
when a class of them dissolve, they occasion an expansion or

condensation in a multiple ratio of the increase or diminution

of volume occasioned by the several atoms of those salts; and
that when a class of hydrous isomorphous salts made anhy-
drous combine with their requisite portion of water of cry-

stallization, the condensation then occasioned is also in a mul-

tiple ratio.

Manchester, June 1845.

XXXIII. Proceedifigs ofLearned Societies.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Feb. 26, \ PAPER was read by Mr. Lyell,
" On the Miocene

1845. ^'^
Tertiary Strata of Maryland and Virginia, and

North and South Carolina."

These rocks of the middle tertiary period are chiefly exhibited

between the hill country and the Atlantic, and form a band of low

and nearly level country, almost 150 miles wide, and not 100 feet

high. They are assumed to belong to this period, because they are

seen resting on the eocene deposits, and exhibit about the same pro-

portion of recent species. The United States miocene beds consist

chiefly of incoherent sand and clay, and the sandy beds, otherwise

barren, have often been fertilized by the use of shell marl. In the

suburbs of Richmond, Virginia, there is however a remarkable bed

of siliceous sand, derived from the cases of infusorial animalcules.

The paper was accompanied by comparative tables and lists of the

fossils.

A paper, also by Mr. Lyell,
" On the White Limestone and

other Eocene Tertiary Formations of Virginia, South Carolina and

Georgia."
The eocene beds extend chiefly to the south of the miocenes de-

scribed in the foregoing paper, and are very widely spread in the

Southern States on the shores of the Atlantic. The mineral character
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of the beds 5ri the notth is so like that of the cretaceous series, that

were it not for the fossils, they might readily be mistaken ; but to-

wards the south a new mineral tyi^e is put on, and the rocks consist

of highly calcareous white marl and white limestone. In point of

fact, there seems to be as great a chasm between the cretaceous rocks

and the tertiaries in America as in Europe.
A second part of Mr. Lyell's paper gave an account of a series of

rocks, called in America the Burr-stone, a siliceous rock, containing
fossil sponges, and belonging, it would seem, to the upper division of

the eocene period.
March 12.—A communication was read by Prof. Sedgwick, "On

the Comparative Classification of the Fossiliferous Slates of North

Wales, with the corresponding deposits of Cumberland, Westmore-
land and Lancashire."

The object of the author in this memoir was to give a general ac-

count of the Silurian rocks of the lake district of the North of En-

gland, comparing them with those of North Wales, so far as he had
hitherto investigated the subject. In both there appears to be a se-

ries extending through the various members of the Silurian rocks.

In the lake district, the Lower Silurian rocks are imperfectly seen,

and are not more than 300 or 400 feet thick, the Ash Gill beds being
the highest ; but the Upper Silurians are admirably shown, and con-

tain characteristic fossils. Of these latter, the Coniston limestone

and the Coniston flags form an important group as much as 1200 of

1400 feet thick, and correspond with the Denbigh flags of North

Wales and the Wenlock shale and limestone of the Silurian system.
The Ireleth slate and grits succeed and occupy a considerable space,
and must be of very great thickness. These higher beds in Cumber-

land abound with Terebratula Navicula, but above them are remark-

able bands with Asterias, while the upper portion is full of fossils,

the prevailing type of which is Upper Ludlow.

April 2.—A paper was read by Mr. Austen,
" On an Aerolite

said to have fallen near Lymington, Hants."

A paper was also read by Capt. Bayfield, R.N., "On the Junction

of the Transition and Primary Rocks of Canada and Labrador,"

April 16.—A paper was read by Mr. Macintosh,
" On the Sup-

posed Evidence of the former existence of Glaciers in North Wales."

Mr. Macintosh combated the opinion of Dr. Buckland as to the

origin of scratches and grooves on various rocks, referring these ap-

pearances, in many cases, to structural phsenomena.

April 30.—A paper was read by Mr. Murchison,
" On the Palae-

ozoic Deposits of Scandinavia and the Baltic provinces of Russia,

and their relations to Azoic or more ancient crystalline rocks, with

an account of some great features of dislocation and metamorphism

along their northern frontiers."

In this paper Mr. Murchison gave a general outline of the result

of his recent examination of Northern Europe, and the conclusions

to which he has arrived, chiefly with reference to the classification

of a large tract of country before undescribed on a large and compre-
hensive scale.
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May 14.—An extract was first read from a letter by Dr. A. Ges-

ner,
" On the Gypsiferous Red Sandstone of Nova Scotia,"

A paper was read by Mr. Austen,
" On the Coal Beds of Lower

Normandy."
The chief object of the author was to describe the actual geolo-

gical position of these small basins, and suggest that they might
rather be of the Permian than the true Carboniferous period.

Dr. Mantell read a paper, entitled " Notes of a Microscopical Ex-

amination of the Chalk and Flint of the South-east of England, with

remarks on the Animalcules of certainTertiary and Modern Deposits."
This paper is published entire in Number 103 of the Annals of

Natural History for August, p. 73.

A paper was read by Mr. Bowerbank,
" On some specimens of

Pterodactyl recently found in the Lower Chalk of Kent."

May 28.—A communication was read, "On the Geology of Lycia."

By Prof. E. Forbes and Lieut. Spratt, R.N.
The authors stated, that the rock forming the greater part of Lycia

consists of the scaglia, or Apennine limestone, a series not very di-

stinctly defined, and that near the river Xanthus another rock of

greenish sandstone, whose age was not determined, rested conform-

ably on the scaglia. In other places, true tertiary beds, both marine

and freshwater, overlie the scaglia ; and of these the marine are the

most ancient, and, from the fossils which occur in the different beds,

they are found to be all of the same age. The authors then described

the districts in which the tertiary marine beds appear, some of them

being from 2000 to 3000 feet, and others at a still greater elevation

above the sea-level. The freshwater tertiaries of Lycia are much
more extensive than the marine beds, and extend over the district at

heights of 200 or 300 feet above the plain. They consist of marls,

capped by flat tables of conglomerate limestone. The relative age
of these tertiary beds is determined by the presence of both marine

and freshwater strata in the two great valleys of the Xanthus, the

former being identified with the Bordeaux miocenes, and the latter

therefore being much newer than the eocene freshwater tertiaries of

Smyrna. A considerable mass of travertine is found in the great

plains of Pamphylia, and it forms cliffs of considerable height, through
which the rivers pour. Certain recent changes of level were also

noticed, which had attracted the attention of Sir C. Fellows. In

conclusion, the authors consider that the scaglia, the formation of

most ancient date, was deposited as fine sediment in a deep sea, and
was in progress during the whole of the secondary, including the

cretaceous, epoch ; the evidence of this consisting in the remarkable

mixture of fossils observable in Mount Lebanon and elsewhere, and
the great thickness, the extent, and the conformable superposition
of the different beds. The sandy beds resting on the scaglia seem
to have been more recent than the miocene marine strata, the pre-
sence of which marks a great change in elevation. This change was
more than paralleled by a converse one of depression, producing
lakes in which the freshwater tertiary beds were deposited, and which
have been since drained by changes in level still going on.

A short notice was read, being the translation of a memoir by the
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Baron Leopold von Buch,
" On a new family of Crinoidal Animals,

called Cystidece."
The stony cases of these animals differ from Encrinites chiefly in

the absence of arms and the presence of ovarial apertures in the

plates. They are found abundantly in the lower beds of the Silurian

series, chiefly in Scandinavia.

A paper was read,
" On the Relation of the New Red Sandstone

to the Carboniferous Strata in Lancashire and Cheshire." By E.
W. Binney, Esq.
The author endeavoured to show that the Lancashire coal-field, al-

though of great thickness, does not exhibit a passage upwards into

the new red sandstone, but that it is a more perfect series than that

in the west of Yorkshire and Derbyshire. He also supposes that the
coal-measures are generally thrown down by the various faults, the
dislocation being of some extent; that these measures continue un-
altered beneath the upper beds ; and finally, that the lower portions
of the new red sandstone are but imperfectly exhibited in the coal-

field in question.

ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY.

[Continued from p. lo3,]

Address of the President (G. B. Airy, Esq., Astronomer Royal) on

the award of the Medal to Captain Smyth.

Before I proceed to my immediate object, you will allow me, gen-
tlemen, to express my regret that the duty of addressing you should

have fallen upon me. The place which I reluctantly occupy ought,
in the ordinary course, to have been filled this day by one to whom
this Society mainly owes its existence and prosperity, and with whose
scientific life every portion of our history is indissolubly interwoven.

I will not, however, enlarge further on this irretrievable loss, but
will briefly remind you that every member of the Society, who has

been proud of his connexion with it while its interests were success-

fully supported by Mr. Baily, is bound in honour and conscience to

give his best efforts for its continued prosperity, by the means which
have hitherto proved so successful : individual and independent
efforts tempered by a love of unanimity, and zealous industry guided

by prudent forethought.
It is the duty of your president, gentlemen, to announce the de-

cision of the Council as to the award of the Medal which, by the

laws of the Society, is at their disposal on the present occasion : and
I have to inform you that the Council have awarded the Medal to

Captain W. H. Smyth, R.N., Foreign Secretary of this Society, for

his Bedford Catalogue, forming the second part of the work entitled

Celestial Cycle, which has been published by that gentleman within

a few months.

The Bedford Catalogue contains the most interesting double and

multiple stars of which the primaries are in Piazzi's Catalogue, and
a selection of clusters and nebula; from Messier's Catalogue (Conn.
des Temps, 1784) and from the papers of the two Herschels; com-
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prising 170 nebulae and clusters, 580 double stars, 20 binary systems,
and 80 triple and multiple stars. The magnitude, colours, &c. of the

stars are carefully noted ; there are numerous comparisons with the

results (published and unpublished) of other observers ; and the

proper motion of the primary of each system is given with care.

This scientific information is accompanied with much antiquarian
research and literary history, and the work is likely to prove ex-

tremely attractive to the general reader. But the value of the work,
in reference to the Medal of this Society, is derived almost entirely
from its measures of double and multiple stars, and to these I shall

confine my further remarks.

The subject of the labours for which this Medal is awarded is in-

teresting ; and the circumstances under which the Medal is awarded
are peculiar. It is incumbent on me to make a few remarks upon
the subject, and to explain the circumstances to which I allude ; but,
after the Report which has so long engaged your attention, it is ne-

cessary for me to be brief.

The astronomy of double stars may be stated to have commenced
with Mr. W. Herschel's paper in the Philosophical Transactions,
1782. It is, therefore, essentially a modern science. But it is worth
while to remark that it was not then begun with the views which
have since become the principal motives for pursuing it. It was

begun with the intention of discovering whether the observations of

stars presumed to be at very different distances, but nearly in the

same position as seen from the earth, would exhibit any indication

of the earth's annual parallax. No such indication was discovered ;

but an unexpected and perhaps a more important result was in no

long time deduced from the observations. The relative places of the

components of a double star were found to change, and the change
had no respect to the position of the earth in its orbit, but went on
from year to year. In several instances the change altered its cha-

racter so completely, that it could be represented in no way but by
supposing that one star revolves round the other. And from that

time the observations have been pursued almost exclusively with the

view of tracing the orbits of binary stars.

One step of great importance has been made. Methods have been

successfully introduced for the investigation of the elements of the

orbits of double stars, on the supposition that the law of gravitation

applies to them. And these methods have been applied to many
stars, and from the elements so computed ephemerides have been

prepared, by means of which the theoretical position of the double

stars, computed on the same law of gravitation, may be compared
with the position which shall be observed in the heavens.

To complete this outline of the progress of double-star astronomy,
it appears only necessary to add, that it is believed that not more
than one or two stars have completed their revolutions since they
were first observed, and that there is no sufficient evidence that the

same orbit has been retraced in successive revolutions.

Had I attempted, gentlemen, to enter more in detail into the hi-

story of this science, I should have done little more than weary you
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"with the repetition of the same name. A Herschel was the projector
of the science ; the same Herschel established it to the utmost extent

to which a most powerful intellect using the most powerful instru-

ments in the world could carry it ; another Herschel improved the

accuracy of the observations, increased their number, and fixed the

positions of many stars for an epoch sufficiently distant from the

former to give accurate measures of their motions ; and, finally, in-

troduced that method of determining the elements of their orbits

which is yet probably the best that exists. A Struve has filled

volumes with the records of the observations made with the magni-
ficent instruments at his command. Compared with these, the ad-

ditions made by others to the theory or to the observations appear
small, Yet it would be unjust to omit mention of the labours of

Savary on the theory, and of those of South, Dawes, Bessel, and

Madler on the observations. To these names we can now add that

of one whose labours place him in a higher position, the name of

Smyth.
I may perhaps for a moment quit the scientific part of this notice

to remark that this science is in its origin and principal advances

essentially English, and that by far the greater part of the work
done upon it has been done by private and not by official observers.

The former class is one of whom our country has good reason to be

proud. 1 say advisedly that, since the time of Tycho, no country
has witnessed efforts directed with such force, such judgement, and
such perseverance, as those of Herschel and Groombridge in sidereal

observation, and those of Baily in astronomical literature and in ob-

servations of a different class. It has been the pride of our men of

business to show that in them at least the effect of the cares inci-

dental to their position has been not to degrade but to sharpen the

intellect ; not to render it insensible to everything but gain, but to

show that honourable gain is only a means to an end, and that that

end is the very highest cultivation of the mind.

Although the instance before us is in some degree different, its

general character is the same. An officer, whose rank has been de-

rived, in the first instance, from the honourable profession of arm* ;

whose European reputation has been founded upon his services,

first as a volunteer and afterwards in official employment, in the

scientific and useful task of maritime survey ; employs the leisure

hours of his riper years upon the furtherance of the astronomy of

double stars, devotes to that object his fortune and his energies with

a perseverance scarcely inferior to those of the persons to whom I

have already alluded, and finally produces an extensive catalogue of

double stars possessing, as we believe, the highest claims to the fa-

vourable reception of the scientific world. I cannot forbear to add

that the results of this labour have been published in a form which

cannot fail to fix the attention and to direct the studies of many other

able men of the same class : but I add also that this circumstance

ought to have no influence, and has had no influence, in deciding

your Council on the award of this Medal.

I might offer you my reasons, gentlemen, for believing that ob-
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servations, like those of double stars, requiring little calculation, but

demanding peremptorily the most complete devotion of time and

energies when favourable states of the air occur, are likely alvi^ays to

be better carried on by private observers than by official astronomers.

I might state, that the regular observer, when wearied with five hours'

calculation in the forenoon, is not likely to seize upon that pj-ecioua

eky which sometimes suddenly presents itself in the evening, and to

continue his observations till dawning day terminates them. I might,
on the other hand, explain that private observers can seldom under-

take the masses of calculation which are incidental to meridional ob-

servations. But I shall remark no further on this than to observe

that, in the instance of the double-star observations before us, as well

as in many of the others, discretion has been shown in the selection

of the subject as well as perseverance and skill in the pursuit of it.

Gentlemen, the position of the person by whom this work has

been executed is thus far important, that it is necessary for us to di-

stinguish between the work executed in the discharge of official duty,
and that which is presented by the gratuitous labour and expense of

a private mdividuai upon whom we have no claim of any kind. The
former circumstance may frequently prevent us from even taking into

consideration the merits of some important works ; the latter will

render similar works admissible for our judgement as to the propriety
of awarding to them our Medal. But when I have said admissible

for our judgement, I have said all. No claim whatever is established

by this gratuitous character of the work. The claim must be founded

only upon the value of the work with reference to the present
wants of science ; and to this point I shall now advert.

It has happened, gentlemen, that I have twice had the honour to

deliver addresses from this chair, in which allusion has necessarily
been made to the nature of the nebulae, and of those apparently ne-

buloid bodies, the comets. I have endeavoured to explain my idea,

that it is in the examination of these that the cosmogonic niiysteries

of the world are to be read on the ]arge scale, as in geology on the

small scale. The investigation of the motion of double stars appears
to me likely to give us an insight into laws equally grand, but of

very different character. It is here alone that we can see the me^-

chanics of the universe on a grand scale. The radius of the orbit of

Uranus is small in comparison with the distance of the two stars of

61 Cygni, and probably very small in comparison with the distance

between the components of some binary stars whose parallaxes have

not yet been ascertained. The law of gravitation seems to be failing

even at the distance of Uranus. May it not, perhaps, fail more com*

pletely, or may not a different law almost completely prevail over it,

at distances like those of the double stars ? Whether this question
is to be answered affirmatively or negatively, and whatever may be

the modification which the law may require, this appears certain,

that it is only in the observation of double stars that we can find an

answer to the question.
If now we inquire what is the quality of our observations upon

which the correctness of our answer will mainly depend, we find th^t
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it h accuracy; comprising under this word the two different stfeps,

of exactness in making observations, and certainty in transmitting
them to the reader. And upon the importance of this accuracy, as

contrasted with number or variety, I cannot express my opinion with'

sufficient strength. It is matter of history that the establishment of

the laws of Kepler, of the system of Copernicus, and finally, of the

theory of gravitation, depended upon a discordance between the

theory of that period and the observations amounting to eight
minutes of arc. This was then a small quantity but certainly ap-

preciable, if the best instruments and best methods of the time were
used. Now, gentlemen, am I wrong in saying that the establish-

ment of a cosmical theory, infinitely more comprehensive and more

important than that of gravitation, may depend upon the certainty
of a measure to the tenth part of a second } I say, that it is more
than possible ; that it is highly probable ; and that there is fair pro-

bability of its occurring within our time. Kepler on a similar occa-

sion put to himself the question,
"

Is it likely that an observer so

accurate as Tycho can have been in error by eight minutes.''" and

boldly answered to himself, "It is impossible, and, therefore, a new

theory must be formed." When the question shall be put regarding
the measures of the Bedford Catalogue, made at a critical time, and
on which a future theory may hinge. Can these numbers be trusted

with certainty to one or two- tenths of a second ? shall we be able to

answer. Without doubt they can "i This leads me to a very import-
ant part of my present remarks.
The Catalogue of the Celestial Cycle, as exhibited to the public,

contains simply the result for each star of all the observations made
on that star. In some cases results are given for more than one

epoch ; but in all cases, every result is given without exhibition of

the individual observations from which it was deduced. This form
of publication is open to a very grave objection, and one which was

seriously discussed by your Council. In a remark above I spoke of

the accuracy of published obser^j^tions as depending on two circum-

stances ; exactness in making the obsei'vations, and certainty in

transmitting them to the reader. With regard to the exactness of

the observations, we had the evidence of a member of the Council

who had compared unpublished observations made under the most

unquestionably favourable circumstances with individual observa-

tions made by Captain Smyth ; and we had also the indirect evidence

derived from the progressive changes in the relative positions of

some of the stars. These kinds of evidence probably had their weight
with members of the Council ; but to me, I must aver, they were

entirely unnecessary. My confidence in the exactness of the obser-

vations is purely personal. Knowing the attention which has been

given to the adjustments, the intentness of the observer upon his

work, the nerve which is made steady rather than disturbed by the

anxiety to procure a good observation, and the general skill in the

management of the instruments, I can truly say, that if an accurate

observation were required, I would desire that it should be made by
Captain Smyth. Yet I could wish that I had the means of exhibit-
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ing to the world the grounds of my general confidence in the skill of the

observer. Still more, I wish that I could produce sufficient means for

estimating numerically the probable error of the observations, as af-

fected not only by personal sources of error, but also by the causes of

error which no skill can overcome. 'I'hese remarks apply to the pro-
bable exactness of the observation only. With regard to the certainty
of transmission to the reader, there is no sufficient security. The fair-

ness of apportionment of weights, the correctness of means of separate

results, the correctness of the printing ; for all these there is no secu-

rity. Let it not be supposed that these remarks are answered by refer-

ring me to the circumstances, that the computation is easy, that it has

been performed by the astronomer himself or immediately under his

eye, and that he has himself superintended the printing. I know by

experience that errors are more likely to occur in easy than in difficult

computation ; that the principal person usually performs calculations

and reads proof sheets with less accuracy than comparatively illite-

rate assistants ; and that, after all his care in passing the sheets

through the press, errors will creep in over which he has no control

whatever. Had the manuscripts of the observations and of the cal-

culations in this instance been placed at our command, my remarks

would have been comjDletely answered. In the case of Lord Wrot-

tesley's Catalogue, to which the Medal of this Society was awarded,

and in that of Groombridge's Catalogue, the printing of which was

placed by the Admiralty under my superintendence, the original ob-

servations and the intermediate calculations were placed at the com-

mand of this Society ; and the repeated references which already it

has been found necessary to make to the latter manuscripts prove
the propriety of this caution. In the instance of the Bedford Cata-

logue we have no such power of referring to the originals. Feeling
these things, gentlemen, and impressed with a sense of the responsi-

bility to you and to the world of science which is implied by my po-

sition in this chair, I deem it my duty to state to you, that I for one

have hesitated in assenting to this award except in the hope that the

manuscripts relating to these observations would at some time be

placed in our hands. And I am fully persuaded that it is the gene-
ral feeling of the Council that the reasons upon which this Medal is

now presented are such as have never before been used to justify our

awards, and are not likely to be used again. I trust that the value

of the Medal will be greatly enhanced to Captain Smyth by this con-

sideration. I trust that he will perceive that, where direct evidence

was wanting, this Council have not refused to give to the world their

most solemn assurance of the value of the Bedford Catalogue, relying

only, until further security shall be given to them, upon their perso-

nal appreciation of the instrumental skill, the editorial care, and the

general exactness and fidelity of the observer.

{The President then, delivering the Medal to Captain Smyth, addressed

him in the following terms) :—
Captain Smyth,—In the name of the Council of the Royal Astro-

nomical Society, I present to you this Medal ;
and I beg leave to

Phil. Mag. S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 1 79. Sept. 184<5. Q
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convey with it the expression of my own opinion that never was a

Medal more worthily earned. Permit me, Sir, at the same time to

remark, that the character of the Council is most deeply pledged in

this award, and that I trust that, at no distant period, it will be re-

deemed by such communication of the details of the observations as

will enable the Council to refer other inquirers to publications that

are within the reach of all for a sufficient justification of this judge-
ment.
The following Fellows were elected Officers and Council for the

ensuing year, viz.—
PrMjVew^.— Captain W. H. Smyth, R.N., K.S.F., D.C.L., F.R.S.
—Vice-Presidents. George Biddell Airy, Esq., M.A., F.R.S. , Astro-

nomer Royal; Samuel H. Christie, Esq., M.A., F.R.S.; Bryan
Donkin, Esq., F.R.S.; Thomas Galloway, Esq., M.A., F.R.S.—
Treasurer. George Bishop, Esq.

— Secretaries^ Rev. Robert Main,
M.A. ;

William Rutherford, Esq.—Foreign Secretary. Rev. Richard

Sheepshanks, M.A., F.R.S.— Council. George DoUond, Esq.,

F.R.S.; Solomon M. Drach, Esq.; Lieut.-Col. George Everest,

F.R.S.; Rev. George Fisher, M.A., F.R.S.; Manuel J. Johnson,

Esq., M.A. ; John Lee, Esq., LL.D., F.R.S. ; Edward Riddle, Esq. ;

Richard W. Rothman, Esq. ; Lieutenant William S. Stratford,

R.N., F.R.S.; The Right Hon. Lord Wrottesley, M.A., F.R.S.

CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

[Continued from p. 60.]

October 28, 1844.—On the Foundation of Algebra, No. IV.—
On Triple Algebra. By Augustus De Morgan, Esq., of Trinity

College.
The extensions which have successively been made in algebraical

interpretation have been consequences of effiarts to interpret symbols
which presented themselves as necessary parts of the algebraical lan-

guage which is suggested by arithmetic. The now well-known sig-

nification of a-\-b^— l did not yield any new imaginary or unex-

plained quantities : and accordingly no effort (within the author's

knowledge) was made to produce an algebra which should require

three dimensions of space for its interpretation, until Sir William

Rowan Hamilton wrote a paper (the first part of which appeared in

the Philosophical Magazine
* before the present one was begun) on a

System of Quaternions. This system, as the name imports, involves

four distinct species of units, one of which may by analogy be called

real, the three others being imaginaries, as distinct from one another

as the imaginary of ordinary algebra is from the real. These ima-

ginaries are not deductions, but inventions ; their laws of action on

each other are assigned : this idea Mr. De Morgan desires to acknow-

ledge as entirely borrowed from Sir William Hamilton.

Sir William Hamilton has rejected the idea of producing a triple

algebra, apparently on account of the impossibility of forming one in

which such a symbol as a^-\- bi) +cX represents a line of the length

V(a'^+b'^+c'^). Mr. De Morgan does not admit the necessity of
* Vol. XXV. pp. 10, 241.
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having a symmetrical function of a, b, c, and, throwing away this

stipulation, points out a variety of triple systems, partially or wholly

interpreted.
Sir William Hamilton's quaternion algebra is not entirely the

same in its symbolical rules as the ordinary algebra : differing in that

the equation AB=BA is discarded and AB=—BA supplies its place.

Those of Mr. De Morgan's system, which are imperfect, all give

AB=BA, but none of them give A(BC)= (AB)C, except in particu-
lar cases.

Mr. De Morgan gives systems of triple algebra, which he distin-

guishes into quadratic, cubic, and biquadratic, according as the in-

vented imaginary units represent square roots, cube roots, or square
and fourth roots, of the negative real unit. It would not be easy in

an abstract to give any account of these, but among them are

found,—
1 . An imperfect quadratic system, strongly resembling the common

double algebra, and which would, but for its imperfect character, be

at once recognised as the proper and natural extension of the inter-

pretation of imaginary quantities to three dimensions of space : the

ultimate symbol for a line is I (cos 9+ sin 9 ^a)~^)-
2. An imperfect quadratic system, very like the former one, except

in having a peculiar inversion in the operation of multiplication, and

a somewhat remarkable mode of representing what would by analogy
be called arithmetical multipliers.

3. A perfect quadratic system, the interpretation of which has con-

siderable resemblance to that of the first-mentioned system, and is

completely attainable, though not of great interest.

4. Three perfect cubic systems, each irreconcileable with the

others, though closely connected with thei];i. Each system presents
a triple trigonometry, the cosine and two sines of which are each a

function of two angles ; but these can be easily expressed as func-

tions of common circular and hyperbolic sines and cosines. The in-

terpretations of these systems are very imperfect, and appear to pre-
sent great difficulty, but their symbolical character is unimpeachable.

5. A perfect biquadratic system, which is of a redundant charac-

ter, that is, its fundamental form represents a line drawn in space
from a given origin, with a symbol to spare, which may represent
the time of drawing it, its density, its tendency to a given position,
&c. at pleasure. Many interpretations are attainable, but Mr. De

Morgan does not pretend to say that he knows the one which ought
to be adopted. It is singular that every attempt to reduce this

algebra, by assigning a condition among the subsidiary symbols of its

fundamental form, leads to an imperfect algebra. The system first

mentioned in this abstract is one such result, and fails in its rules of

multiplication, as before mentioned, Another is obtained, which is

perfect as to its rules of multiplication, &c., but fails in its rules of

addition.

Mr. De Morgan concludes by giving some formulae which may be
useful to those who would try to interpret algebra of three dimen-

sions by the use of solid angles in the place of plane ones.

Q2
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December 9, 1844.—On the Values of the Sine and Cosine of an
Infinite Angle. By the Rev. S. Earnshaw, of St. John's College.

It has been usual with mathematicians to write zero as an equiva-
lent for both sin jc and cos x when x becomes infinite. The object
of this paper is to examine into the propriety of this usage. The
inquiry derives importance from its bearing on the general correct-

ness of Fourier's theorem for the transformation of functions, and
from its affecting the truth of many remarkable results in definite in-

tegrals. Certain principles also whicli have been assumed and acted
on by Poisson, Fourier, Cauchy and others, in treating of jjeriodic
infinite series, are examined, and sliown to be untenable : for exam-

ple, it is shown, that as 1 —a; approaches zero, 1 —x -{ x'^— x^ + . . .

ad inf. does not approach 1 — 1 + 1— 1-f-... ad inf. as its limit ; that

this last series has not a unique value, and that its value is not —
,

as has generally been argued. It is also remarked that every series

of the form a^x" -\-a^^xl +...« x^ -{ ... is discontinuous in those

terms which are at an infinite distance from the first, unless the co-

eflScients tend to zero as n and v tend to oo . The truth of this de-

pends on a circumstance which does not seem to have been remarked
before, viz. that however small \—x may be, a value of v can always

be found so large that {\—x)v may be finite, and therefore x", which

is equal to (1
— 1 — x)*, is not equal to 1 in the limiL but, to

glim, of {\-x)\ ; ^"^, ''!'

It is lastly proved that sin oo and cos oo are not equivalent to

zero, whether we regard them as the results of integration between

limits, or as the limiting cases of more general forms.

February 10, 1845.—On the Connexion between the Sciences of

Mechanics and Geometry. By the Rev. H. Goodwin, of Caius Col-

lege.
This paper contains an attempt to determine the ground of the

truth of the elementary propositions of mechanics. I'he remarkable

analogy between mechanics and geometry suggests the thought, that

perhaps there may be something more than analogy, that in fact the

basis of the two may be the same. 1'he author endeavours to show
that this is really the case ; the ground of the reasoning is, that force

is a physical expression of the two ideas of magnitude and direction,

of which a straight line is the geometrical expression, and therefore

that propositions which are true for one event are true for the other.

Hence it is argued, that inasmuch as the giving two sides of a tri-

angle gives the third, so that the third may be considered as the re-

sultant of the two already given, so if the two sides represent ybrces,
the third will still represent the resultant of the two forces already

given.

Reasoning of this kind does not, of course, admit of a very de-

monstrative c\\&ra.ci(iv primd facie ; it is the author's design rather to

point out a path to the truth, than to assert that he has cleared away
every difficulty.
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iih The subject is further elucidated by the application of the remark-

able symbol e*'^~^, a symbol which in geometry serves to indicate

the direction in which a line is drawn with respect to a given fixed

line ; the same symbol is perfectly applicable as a sign of aiFection

for forces, and hence the conclusion is strengthened that the ground
df truth in the two sciences is the same.
'" The reasoning of this paper extends not only to forces, but also

to velocities and moments, and to all expressions of whatever kind

of the pure ideas of magnitude and direction,

"If the author's reasoning be sound, the elementary propositions of

riifechanics are necessary truths in as strict, in fact, in exactly the

same, sense as the elementary propositions of geometry ; and to a

mind which dwells upon them, the truths of the one science ought
to appear in as axiomatic a light as those of the other.

XXXIV. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

ADDITIONAL NOTE TO MR. SULLIVAN's PAPER AT p. 161 OF
THE PRESENT NUMBER.

CINCE writing the preceding paper, a short notice on the^ same subject has been published by Prof. Kersten*, in

which he speaks of having detected chlorine in a specimen of

lava from Niedermennig. I am glad that 1 can add a few ex-

periments on the same point. In nearly all the basalts, clink-

stone, one specimen of granite, diorite, and particularly car-

boniferous slate, from which I never found it absent, I could

detect chlorine by the same means as that employed by Ker-
sten. Fluorine appears to be equally diffused, as I could de-

tect its presence in nearly all the minerals which I analysed,
but particularly in diorite from the Lahn, and the carbonife-

rous slate from the south of Ireland. The following is the

method which I adopted for the detection of the fluorine, par-

ticularly in bodies undecomposable by means of sulphuric
acid, recommended by Rose. The mineral, finely pulverised,
was ignited in a platinum crucible with from three to four

times its weight of carbonate of soda; the ignited mass moist-

ened with water, and the soluble portion filtered from the in-

soluble. Care should be taken to employ as little water as

possible. The solution thus obtained is to be poured into a

platinum capsule, and very carefully supersaturated with hy-
drochloric acid. In stirring the solution no glass should be

employed, but either platinum or silver. The acid should be
allowed to rest for some time until all the carbonic acid has

escaped. When no more is evolved, the liquor should be su-

persaturated with ammonia, and the whole poured into a flask

provided with a cork. Chloride of calcium is then to be
*

Page 155 of the present volume.
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added, which throws down fluoride of calcium if a fluoride of

any metal be present. Care should be taken to prevent ac-

cess of air as much as possible, otherwise carbonate of lime

would also be thrown down. The whole is then to be filtered,

and the precipitate gently heated with strong sulphuric acid

in a platinum crucible covered with a glass plate, having a

thin coating of wax with a few letters or words etched on the

wax, so as to leave the glass bare at a few points. The pre-

cipitate can thus be proved beyond doubt to be fluoride of

calcium, by the glass being attacked by the evolved hydro-
fluoric acid.

Dublin, August 1^.

ON THE NEW METAL RUTHENIUM.

M. Claus states, that after an uninterrupted labour of two years'
duration, he has succeeded in obtaining the above metal, which he
had previously discovered, in a state of purity and by a simple pro-
cess from the residues of platina.

This metal has, however, as yet been obtained only in the state of

a gray powder, which is much lighter than iridium ; and its simple
and double chlorides strongly resemble those of this metal. The
chloride of potassium and iridium so strongly resembles that of po-
tassium and ruthenium, that M. Berzelius, to whom M. Claus sent

a portion, stated it to be the salt of iridium ; but some days after he
withdrew this opinion, and considered this salt as that of a metal
which was unknown to him.

The characters of this metal are so distinct, that no doubt can be
entertained as to its being different from all previously known. Its

highest chloride has a fine orange colour ; and when ammonia is

added to its aqueous solution, a black oxide is precipitated, whereas
the solutions of the other platina metals are not precipitated at all

by ammonia at common temperatures. The solution of the chloride

is not altered by hydrosulphuric acid (H-S) till the action has been

long continued, and then a brown precipitate is at first obtained,
virhich afterwards becomes a black sulphuret, and the solution as-

sumes a magnificent azure-blue colour. These changes depend upon
the precipitation of a small portion of metallic sulphuret and the

conversion of the chloride into a higher one, which has a blue colour,
and which is not decomposed by the hydrosulphuric acid. If a

plate of zinc be put into the solution of the orange chloride, acidified

by a little hydrochloric acid, a black metallic powder is precipitated
after some time, and the solution becomes of a deep indigo-blue co-

lour ; eventually the whole of the metal is precipitated, and the so-

lution becomes colourless.

The metal thus obtained, and all its combinations, when mixed
with a large quantity of nitre and heated strongly to redness, give a

blackish-green mass, which, when dissolved in water, yields a solu-

tion of a fine orange- red colour. This solution of the potash salt of
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the metallic acid blackens organic bodies, and is decomposed by the

addition of organic substances, such as alcohol, and also by the ac-

tion of acids, &c. ; and there is precipitated a velvet-black compound
of the oxide and potash ; this is soluble in boiling hydrochloric acid,

and yields an orange-coloured solution of the chloride. This chlo-

ride is very easily decomposed, especially when dissolved in water ;

it loses chlorine and becomes nearly black, and sometimes of a cherry-
red, and precipitates an insoluble black powder. In this state of de-

composition it possesses an almost incredible degree of colouring

power, so that a few hundredths of a grain render half a pound of

water almost opake.
If the chloride be precipitated by ammonia, and the black preci-

pitate obtained is dissolved in hydrochloric acid, and the solution

evaporated to dryness, a dirty green residue is formed, this, when
dissolved in a large quantity of water, gives an opake solution, which,

is black witli a tint of cherry-red ; this, with the addition of a little

nitric acid, yields, when evaporated, extremely fine tints of colour;

it becomes first violet, azure-blue, red, yellow, and lastly green by
evaporation to dryness ; this last property is also possessed by the

sesquichloride of iridium. But its other properties, its action with

nitre and hydrosulphuric acid, are so characteristic, that the exist-

ence of ruthenium as a peculiar metal is evident to the sight. The

tendency of this metal to combine with the alkalies is so great, that

when fused with potash it dissolves perfectly, and yields with water

an orange-yellow solution, which is the potash salt of the metallic

acid.

On this account this metal cannot be reduced in the same manner
as the chlorides of the other metals of platina, by mixing them with

soda and heating them to strong redness. If a mixture of the chlo-

ride of this metal with soda be heated to redness, the greater part
of the mass dissolves in water with an orange-red colour.

M. Claus states that he names this metal ruthenium, because it is

found in small quantity in the white substance mentioned by Osann,

consisting chiefly of silicic and titanic acid, peroxide of iron and

zirconia ; and considered by him as a peculiar metallic oxide, which

he named oxide of ruthenium. The discovery of the new metal

escaped Osann, because he repeatedly treated his impure oxide of ru-

thenium with hydrochloric acid, without examining the solution, and

considered the insoluble residue as the new oxide. M. Claus further

states, that he has also obtained Osana's oxide of ruthenium, pos-

sessing all the properties which this chemist assigns to it ; from this

oxide M. Claus procured, by means of hydrochloric acid, a large

quantity of his oxide of ruthenium with a little peroxide of iron.

Having determined the properties of this metal by operating on
small quantities of it, the author states that he found it easy to ob-

tain it from the platina residue by means of a single fusion with

nitre; the treatment with hydrochloric acid being difficult, and oc-

cupying much time.—Journ, de Pharm. et de Ch., Juin 1845.
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>»•' ON OSMIUM AND ITS COMPOUNDS.

M. Claus states, that from fifteen pounds of platina residue he

obtained nearly four ounces of metallic osmium. During these ex-

periments he states that he discovered previously to M. Fremy the

osmite of potash, but it was obtained by a different process. It is a

very beautiful salt, which crystallizes in regular octahedrons of a

black, garnet, or rose-red colour. The colour depends upon the

quickness of their formation. When formed slowly by gradual cool-

ing in solutions which are not too much saturated, they are black,

the edges being transparent and of a garnet-red colour : if they are

quickly deposited from a saturated solution, they are garnet-red ; and
if the separation of the salt be effected by agitation, the crystals are

pulverulent and of a rose-red colour. When reduced to powder, the

salt is almost white ; it is KO -f- OsO^ + Aq-. It dissolves slowly in

water, imparting to it the same colour as raanganesiate of potash.
The solution is partially decomposed by evaporation ; free osmic acid,

OsO'', is disengaged, and black oxide of osmium, OsO'--|-Aq, is pre-

cipitated ; the liquor becomes strongly alkaline, and a part of the salt

crystallizes without decomposition ; the decomposition occasioned

by evaporation may be prevented by adding great excess of potash
to the solution of the salt. Acids readily decompose the solution of

osmite of potash, yielding oxide of osmium and osmic acid : 2(Os03)
produce OsO^+ OsO^; this fact the author also states that he ob-

served previously to M, Fremy. The oxide has the remarkable pro-

perty of decomposing with slight detonation when it is heated in a

glass tube into metallic osmium and osmic acid; 2(Os02) yield
Os + OsO* . Osmite of barytes, BaO -f OsO^ -\- Aq, forms fine black

crystals with a diamond-like splendour ; this salt is prepared by mix-

ing a solution of osmic acid with excess of barytes water ; the yellow
liquor deposits crystals at the expiration of a month ; a large quan-
tity of the salts of iridium was also obtained among other products
of the first fusion with nitre ; among these Avere three ounces of a

salt which the author supposed to be a salt of iridium, but which he

afterwards found to be chloride of potassium and ruthenium.
The author then attempted to obtain this new metal from the re-

sidue which had been once heated to redness with nitre, and treated

with water and acid ; the following process succeeded, and one ounce
and a half of the chloride of potassium and ruthenium was obtained

by it :
—

equal parts of the residue and of nitre were heated to white-

ness for two hours in a Hessian crucible ;
the calcined mass was taken

by an iron spatula from the crucible while red-hot, and reduced when
cooled to coarse powder. This was treated with distilled water, and
the mixture allowed to become clear by standing ;

this solution was
of a fine deep yellow colour, and water was added as long as it con-

tinued to dissolve. This solution contains rutheniate, chromate, and
silicate of potash, without any trace of rhodium or iridium, and only
a slight one of osmiate of potash. Nitric acid is to be cautiously
added to the solution till it ceases to be alkaline ;

this precipitates
a compound of oxide of ruthenium and potash, and a small quantity
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of silicic acid, in the state of a velvet-black powder, and chromate of

potash remain in solution. After washing the compound of potash
and oxide of rutlieniura in hydrochloric acid, the solution is to be

evaporated until the silicic acid gelatinizes ; it is then to be diluted

with water and filtered. The solution must not be evaporated to

dryness in order to separate the silica more perfectly, because in that

case the chloride of ruthenium is converted into an insoluble sub-

chloride.

The filtered solution is of a fine, yellow colour, and is to be re-

duced to a small quantity and mixed with a concentrated solution of

chloride of potassium, there then separates the salt KCl- -f- RuCl*,
in reddish-brown crystals. The liquor poured off from the crystals
furnishes afterwards much of this salt by evaporation ; by repeated

crystallizations this salt is obtained in great purity.
—Journ. de

Pharm. et de Ch., Juin 1845,

.
i'i'li; 'Jlffl"" 'Cm iiVlllilOVt

OBSERVATIONS ON THE FOREGOING MEMOIRS. BY M. FREMY.

The author remarks, that M. Claus alludes to some compounds of

osmium which he had obtained before him (M. Fremy). He further

observes, that before his paper on metallic acids appeared in the

Annates de C/iimie, he had inserted in the Comptes Rendus de I'Aca-

demie des Sciences and in the Journal de Pharmacie, extracts from his

researches on osmium, in which he stated the properties and compo-
sition of the osmites. M. Fremy therefore contends for the priority
of his experiments ; he also observes that M. Claus represents the

osmites by OsO', MO, which is the composition stated in his me-
moir.—Journ. de Pharm. et de Ch., Juin 1845.

EXAMINATION OF SOME NATIVE AND ARTIFICIAL COMPOUNDS
OF PHOSPHORIC ACID. BY C. RAMMELSBERG.

[Continued from p. 158.]

Ptiospfiate of Magnesia.

According to Graham's analysis, the salt which separates on mix-

ing dilute solutions of sulphate of magnesia and phosphate of soda

contains 15 eq. of water, 8 of which are given off at 212°. The
author examined the gelatinous precipitate which is formed in con-

centrated solutions of these salts, and which differs from the former

crystallized salt in containing less water. After a portion had been
washed in the cold and dried in the air, it lost 1*558, by remaining
for some time over sulphuric acid it lost 0*1 13, and on heating to

redness 0'451 ; in all 0'567= 36"2 per cent. The estimation of the

magnesia showed that the salt was 2MgO, P., O^, and that the amount
of water it contained was almost accurately 7 eq.

= 35 '85 per cent. ;

consequently this salt has the composition of that crystallized and
dried at 212°. If the liquid which has been separated from the cry-
stals by filtration is allowed to stand, crystals of 2MgO, P^ O5 + 1 5HO
form in it ; if it be heated, it becomes turbid, and a flocculent sub-

stance is deposited, probably the tribasic compound.
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To test the accuracy of RifFault's statement, that the phosphate of

magnesia is decomposed by ebullition into an insoluble basic and a
soluble acid salt, a portion of the precipitate we have described, still

moist, was repeatedly boiled with water, the whole was filtered and
the residue washed with hot water. The filtrate was acid, contained
a considerable quantity of phosphoric acid, but little magnesia, and
did not yield any crystalline salt. The phosphate of magnesia is

thus decomposed by boiling with water into a basic salt and free

acid. The former when dried forms a white powder, and only differs

from the bibasic salt in being coloured yellow by salts of silver, after

having been heated to redness. r087 grm. of the substance dried

in the air lost by exposure to red heat 0'267 ; the residue, after

being heated with carbonate of soda and washed, yielded 0*37 mag-
nesia; consequently the salt is = 3MgO, PjOs+ SHO, and should

yield, according to calculation, 34"76 per cent, magnesia, 40"02

phosphoric acid, and 25 '22 water.

Lazulite and Blue spar.

The only complete analyses, and these were published twenty-six

years ago, are of the lazulite from Radelgraben, near Werfen, and
of blue spar from Krieglach in Styria.

Lazulite according Blue spar according
to Fuclis. to Brandes.

Silica 2-10 6-50

Phosphoric acid . . 41-81 43'32
Alumina 35-73 34-50

Magnesia 9-34 13-56

Protoxide of iron , . 2-64 0-80
Lime 0-42

Water 6-06 050
97-68 99-60

The author analysed a dark blue lazulite from the Fischbacher

Alp in the province of Gratz, and a bright blue spar from Krieglach
in Styria. The specific gravity of the lazulite was 3-106-3-123,
Fuchs found 3-057 ; that of the blue spar 3-021, according to Brandes
3-001 ; according to Klaproth 3-046. On account of the great diffi-

culties presented in the analysis of these substances, the author, even

by repeating them several times, could not obtain results which

agreed perfectly. The mineral was heated to redness, to estimate the

quantity of water it contained : this caused the colour to change
from yellow to brown, resulting from the oxidation of the protoxide
of iron. The substance in fine powder was fused with carbonate of

soda and the mass decomposed by muriatic acid. After separating
the silica, the acid solution was digested and boiled with concen-

trated solution of potash in a platinum dish, which eff^ected the solu-

tion of the greater part of the alumina and phosphoric acid. The

f)hosphate

of alumina was then thrown down by ammonia, from the

iquid acidified with muriatic acid ; its composition was ascertained

either by fusion with carbonate of soda and silica, or by decomposing
it \>Y sulphuric acid and sulphate of soda. The phosphoric acid re-
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maining in the liquid was precipitated by chloride of calcium. The

portion undissolved by the potash, which contained the oxide of iron,

lime and magnesia, with some alumina and phosphoric acid, was dis-

solved in muriatic acid and precipitated by ammonia.
This threw down everything except the greater part of the lime

and magnesia, which was separated from the filtered solution in the

ordinary way. The precipitate was heated to redness with carbonate

of soda, a little caustic potash being added, then exhausted with

water, and the solution treated in the same manner as the potash
solution obtained at first, to which it was added, whilst the residue,

dissolved in muriatic acid, yielded the amount of iron, lime, and mag-
nesia. The following are the results of five aaalyses of lazulite and

three analyses of blue spar :
—
Lazulite.

I. II. in. IV. V.

Silica 0-53 4-44 4-44 176 8-04

Phosphoric acid 42-19 4158 44-91 40-60(46-10*) 43-26(49-8)
Alumina 29-42 31-63 26-39 3210 24-76

Magnesia 1061 8-60 10-69 937 9-81

Protoxide of iron ... 10-55 6-69 6-18 Q-^l 721
Lime Ill 138 203 0-77 Ml
Water 5-59 5-68 5-36 6-03 5-81

100- 100- 100- 100- 100-

Blue spar.

I. II. III.

SUica 6-64 6-64 12-56

Phosphoric acid. .. . 38-05 (43-05) 44'21 40-12(42-77)
Alumina 33-93 28-05 24-12

Magnesia 12-04 11-39 10-67

Protoxide of iron . . 1-54 ]-77 2-56

Lime 1-32 1*54 4-67

Water 6-48 6-40 5-30

100- 100- 100-

These analj'ses differ principally in the quantity of phosphoric
acid and alumina they contain, and the amount of the latter is much
too small, which is dependent on the method used in its separation.
The silica exists accidentally in the mineral in the form of quartz,
its amount must therefore be deducted. Now if we calculate the

oxygen in the quantities ascertained, it is found that in most of the

experiments the amount of oxygen in the alumina is twice as great
as that in the bases (RO). That of the phosphoric acid is apparently
twice as great as that of the alumina, and that of the water is equal
to that of the bases (RO). The quantities of oxygen in RO : Al^Oj
: Pa Oj : HO are in the proportion of 3:6:12-5:3. The most pro-
bable expression of lazulite and blue spar then is, 2R3 O^ Pg O5
-f4AL2 03, 3P2O5+ 6HO ; a formula the first member of which cor-

responds with the ordinary degree of saturation, the second with a

* The figures within the brackets indicate the quantities of phosphoric
acid found, those in the diagram itself are calculated.
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wavellite free from water and fluorine ; consequently lazulite and

blue-spar are the same mineral, and are only distinguished by the
former containing a larger portion of protoxide of iron, which is iso-

morphous with the magnesia, hence also its darker colour. But as
the protophosphate of iron is colourless, and the double salt only
yields a blue colour with basic ])hosphate of iron, it is probable that
lazulite also contains some peroxide of iron.

t'T' Amblygonite.

This mineral, which was discovered by Breithaupt, and is found

only in the granite of Penig(Chursdorf and Arnsdorf) and Zinnwald,
is one of the rarest, and from its chemical composition, one of the

most remarkable minerals. Berzelius found 11 per cent, of lithia, as
well as phosphoric acid and fluorine. According to Plattner it also

contains soda, tinging the flame of the blowpipe yellow, so that the
reaction of the lithia is barely perceptible. Its specific gravity, ac-

cording to Breithaupt, is 3"11. After making many fruitless expe-
riments the author adopted the following method of analysis :

—The
mineral, in fine powder, is heated with sulphuric acid in a platinum
vessel until the fluorine is driven ofi^, the solution is diluted with
water and precipitated by ammonia

; the alumina and part of the

phosphoric acid are thus thrown down, and the precipitate may be

decomposed by fusion with either carbonate of soda and silica, or

bisulphate of potash. The ammoniacal filtrate, which contains the
alkalies and the remainder of the phosphoric acid, is decomposed
with chloride of calcium to separate the latter, and the excess of

lime is afterwards removed by oxalic acid. The alkaline sulphates

remaining after evaporation and heating to redness, are estimated by
first precipitating the potash by chloride of platinum ; the weights
of the sulphate of lithia and soda are next estimated, and finally the

quantity of acid they contain. To ascertain the amount of fluorine,

the powder of the mineral was distilled with silica and sulphuric acid,

and the fluoride of silicium conducted into water, so that none of it

could escape. The fluid was supersaturated in a platinum dish with

pure carbonate of soda, boiled, and flnally, after the escape of the

carbonic acid, precipitated by ammonia and chloride of calcium. The
analysis yielded the following results :

—
I. II. III. IV. V.

Phosphoric acid . 48-00 47-15
Alumina 36-26 38-43 36-62 36-89
Lithia 6-33 7-03
Soda 5-48 3-29

Potash 0-43
Fluorine 8-11

We cannot regard amblygonite as a compound of fluoride of li-

thium and sodium with phosphate of alumina, because the amount
of fluorine is not sufficient to saturate the metallic bases of the alka-

lies ; consequently it must consist of phosphate of alumina and lithia

(soda), and fluoride of aluminium (sodium). Three-fourths of the
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fluorine belong to the aluminium, one- fourth to the lithium and so-

lium, thus in the proportion of 5 equiv. to 2 eq. In the remaining
double phosphate the quantity of oxygen in the alumina is half as

great as that in the phosphoric acid, that of the alkalies amounts to

a third part of the former. Whilst the alumina of the phosphate
contains five times as much oxygen as the aluminium of the fluoride

which is converted into alumina, we thus obtain
'

' ' '
'

'' '"'" '"

(5R3 O 3P2 0,+ 5Al, 0, 3P2 O,) + (RFl + 2A1 3F1)

as the formula for amblygonite. !

It has been previously mentioned, that ammonia throws down

phosphate of alumina from the solution of the amblygonite in sul-

phuric acid. The quantity in one experiment amounted to G8-33

per cent, of the mineral, and consisted of 3r71 phosphoric acid and

36*62 alumina, consequently it was SAlaOgSPgO^, i.e. the same

phosphate as the formula requires.
—Poggendorff's Ann. Ixiv. p. 251.

.
,. [Tq he ontinued.]

A i -: > - /iatiBJo hoffiim ^CHiULitUiit ariJ ulJwisarii

THE GREAT symmetrical' BAROMETRIC WAVeI
yr

In the report on Atmospheric Waves which I had the honour to

present to the British Association for the Advancement of Science

at its last meeting, there is one point of great interest, and which it

is very desirable to investigate further ; I allude to the recurrence

of the great symmetrical barometric wave, an engraving of which is

inserted in the Report of the Thirteenth Meeting of the Association.

This wave, extending over thirteen days, was first observed in No-
vember 1842; the apex passed London about noon of the 18th.

Its return in 1843 occurred about noon of the 1 4th, with a rise and
fall of nearly the same period ; and in 1 844 a nearly similar rise and
fall of the barometer took place,

—the epoch of the transit of the

crest, October 27, about noon. These almost regular barometric

oscillations render the barometric movements of the months of Oc-
tober and November highly interesting. It is accordingly proposed
that meteorological observations, on a similar plan, should be made
as extensively as possible, with a view to observe this particular

wave, should it again return ; and meteorologists are invited to direct

their particular attention to the oscillations of the barometer during
these months.

Times of Observation.—The following hours are the most suitable

for the object now in view :
—3 a.m., 9 a.m., 3 p.m. and 9 p.m. ;

these hours divide the day into four equal parts ; they have been re-

commended by the Royal Society as meteorological hours, and are

the hours at which observations are made daily, by direction and
under the superintendence of the Honourable the Corporation of the

Trinity House, which have been most advantageously used in the

examination of atmospheric waves.

In cases, however, in which the observation at 3 a.m. may be in-

convenient or impracticable, it will be important to substitute for it

two obgervations, one at midnight and the other at 6 in the morning.
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so that the hours of observation will in such cases be 6 a.m., 9 a.m.,

3 p.m., 9 p.m. and midnight.
To individuals who cannot command these hours, it is recom-

mended that observations should be made as near them as possible ;

'these will still be valuable, although not to so great an extent as

those made at the regular hours. In these cases, however, it will

be absolutely necessary to substitute two readings for every one of

the regular hours omitted—one previous to, the other succeeding
the hour so omitted ; and these should, if possible, include an equal
interval both before and after such hour. In all cases the exact hour

and minute of mean time at the place of observation should be in-

serted in its appropriate column in the form for recording the obser-

vations.

At the regular hours of observation, or any others that the ob-

server may fix upon, in accordance with the foregoing instructions,

it will be necessary to observe,—
1st. The barometer, with its attached thermometer, and enter in

the form the actual height observed with the temperature of the mer-

cury.
2nd. The external and dry thermometer.
3rd. The wet bulb thermometer.
These observations are particularly essential in order to separate

the pressure of the vapour from the aggregate pressure, as measured

by the mercurial column.

4th. The direction and force of the wind.

These are important to determine the connexion between the un-

dulatory and molecular motion of the wave.
5th. The character of the weather at the times of observation ;

"which may be recorded by Capt. Beaufort's symbols.
It is proposed to commence the observations on the 1st of October

next, and continue them daily, until the end of November, unless it

should be found that at that time the wave is not completed, in which
case it will be requisite to continue them a few days longer.

It will be necessary on returning the form (to be forwarded to ob-

servers) when filled, to accompany it with the following data for re-

duction. A blank is left for this purpose on the back of the form.

The geographical co-ordinates of the place of observation, viz.

latitude and longitude.
The altitude of the cistern of the barometer above the level of the

sea, exactly, if not, as near as it can be obtained.

The internal diameter of the tube of the barometer.

The capacity, neutral point, and temperature.
These are usually engraved on the instrument.

If the coefficients of the diurnal and annual oscillations have been
determined for the place of observation, include them.

Those sets of observations which may be reduced by the observers

should be accompanied with the original observations, and a refer-

ence to the tables used in their reduction, also the data above men-
tioned.
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Gentlemen, on applying to me, may be furnished with copies of

these instructions and forms for recording the observations ; and all

observations that may be made in accordance therewith and for-

warded to me, will be carefully examined and reported on at the

next meeting of the British Association.

N.B. Observations will be made at several Lighthouses by direc-

tion of the Honourable the Corporation of the Trinity House, and

Captain Beaufort has most kindly undertaken to obtain observations

from several of our surveying vessels.

2 Sidney Place, Cambridge Road, "W. R. Birt.
Bethnal Green.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR JULY 1845.

Chiswick.—July 1. Rain and boisterous, with heavy rain in forenoon : over-

cast. 2. Overcast ; rain. 3. Sultry : thunder and rain : clear at night. 4, 5.

Very fine. 6. Sultry, with slight dry haze : lightning at night. 7, 8. Very fine.

9. Cloudy : rain. 10. Rain : overcast. II. Rain : cloudy : 1 p.m. thunder and

excessively heavy rain commenced. 12. Fine. 13. Slight rain : overcast.

14. Very fine : rain. 15. Showery: fine. 16. Very fine : rain. 17. Showery.
18, 19. Very fine. 20. Cloudy: rain. 21. Fine. 22. Very fine : rain. 23.

Drizzly. 24. Overcast. 25, 26. Foggy : overcast. 27, 28. Cloudy : rain.

29. Heavy clouds : clear. 30. Densely clouded : rain. 31. Heavy showers.—
Mean temperature of the month 1|° below the average.

Boston.—July 1. Cloudy: rain early a.m.: rain a.m. and stormy p.m. 2.

Cloudy. 3. Cloudy : rain early a.m. : rain with thunder and lightning a.m.
4. Cloudy : rain, with lightning p.m. 5. Fine. 6. Fine : lightning at night.
7. Fine: 3 o'clock p.m. thermometer 81°. 8. Fine. 9. Fine : rain p.m. 10.

Cloudy. 11. Rain. 12, 13. Cloudy. 14. Cloudy: rain early a.m. : rain p.m.

15,16. Fine. 17. Rain. 18. Fine. 19. Cloudy. 20. Cloudy: rain p.m.

SI—27. Cloudy. 28. Fine : rain p.m., with thunder and lightning. 29. Rain :

rain early A.M : rain p.m. SO. Fine: rain p.m. 31. Fine; rain, with thunder
and lightniug p.m.

Sandwich Manse, Orkney.
—July 1. Cloudy : rain. 2. Damp: clear. 3. Clear:

drizzle. 4. Clear : showers. 5, 6. Clear. 7. Rain : fog. 8. Clear. 9. Cloudy :

showers. 10. Showers: clear: damp. 11. Bright: showers. 12. Showers.
13. Showers: clear. 14,15. Cloudy: showers. 16. Cloudy. 17. Clear.

18, 19. Bright: hot. 20. Damp: fog. 21. Fog. 22, 23. Cloudy. 24. Cloudy :

damp. 25. Cloudy : drops. 26. Drops : cloudy. 27. Clear : showers.

28. Clear: rain: clear. 29. Fine. 30. Cloudy : fine. 31. Bright: drops.

Apjtlegarth Manse, Dumfries-shire.-^July 1. Very heavy rain. 2. Very beau-
tiful day. .".. Showers : thunder. 4. Fine. 5. Very fine. 6. Showers : thunder.
7. Showers a.m. : fine p.m. 8,9. Showers. 10. Fair and fine. 11. Showers.
12. Fair and clear. 13. Wet. 14. Heavy showers. 15. Fair and fine. 16.

Heavy showers. 17. Fair and fine. 18, 19. Fair, but cloudy. 20,21. Fair,
but clear. 22, 23. Fair, but cloudy. 24, 25. Fair and fine. 26. Showers.
27. Fair a.m. : showers p.m. 28. Fine: thunder. 29. Showers p.m. 30, 31.
Showers.

Mean temperature of the month 56°'2
Mean temperature of July 1844 56 -9

Mean temperature of July for twenty-three years . 58 •!

Rain in July 2 '18 inches.

Mean rain in July for eighteen years 3*91 „
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XXXV. A71 Account of the Fossil Treesfound at St. Heleiils,

By Edwaud William Binney and Robert Harkness*.

[With two Plates.]

ABOUT the beginning of August 1843, owing to the ex-

cavations made in the White Grit Quarry at Scotch-

row, near St. Helen's, three almost perfect specimens of fossil

trees were discovered.

At the Cork meeting of the British Association, Mr. Binney

gave a verbal account of the fossils, and in October of the

same year read a paper upon them before the Manchester

Geological Society, which was afterwards published in the

Philosophical Magazine for March of last year.
The fossils, then laid bare only on their western side, were

found standing almost upright in a thick deposit of indurated

gray silty clay, locally known by the name of " warren," which

lies immediately upon the white sandstone, which in this loca-

lity is about ten yards thick, and which it is necessary to re-

move before the white sandstone can be worked. The whole

thickness of the clay, as seen at this period, was about seven

yards, and the bases of the fosfeils were on an average about

eight feet above the white sandstone; above the clay there oc-

curred a deposit of till, about seven feet in thickness, which

appeared to cut off the upper portion of the trees ; all of which

stood in a line running nearly north and south, and at right

angles to the strata, which dip at an angle of about 23° to the

E.S.E.
The geological position of the deposit in which the fossil

trees are met with, is in the lower part of the middle Lanca-

shire coal-field, about 119 yards above the Rushey-park seam,
the last thick coal in the series, and between the seams known
in the neighbourhood of St. Helen's by the names of the Sir

• Communicated by the Authors.

¥hil. Mag. S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 1 80. October 1 845. R
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Roger and Yard mines. We are enabled, by the kindness of

our friend Mr. William Hawkshead Talbot, to give the fol-

lowing section showing the position of the fossils :
—

yds. ft. in.

Coal 2

Dirt ..*.!.** 010
Coal 9

Dirt 006
Coal 10
Warren containing the trees . 17

Stone, "white grit" ... 16 1

Coal and dirt . . . * . 10
The thickness of the warren and white grit, as shown in

this section, differs from that obtained in the quarry ;
but this

circumstance is easily accounted for, when we consider that in

the one case the section is from the deep, whilst in the other,
at the quarry, it is taken at the outcrop.
On the discovery of the trees, hundreds of people visited

them, and the novelty of the occurrence, as well as their very

perfect state of preservation, had so far excited the ignorant

cupidity of many, that although every care was taken by the

proprietor of the quarry to preserve them, yet still individuals

found means to obtain portions of the roots, by placing ladders

against the perpendicular wall of rock beneath them at night,
and by this means mutilated them very considerabl3^
The tree on the north side of the quarry was about four

feet in length, cylindrical, decorticated, and about a foot in

thickness, not possessing any well-defined seams, but with

ribs and furrows, proving it to be a Sigillaria. At its base

there were no distinct roots, but in the clay underneath it

were numerous impressions, which were evidently those of

roots, and from which there emanated distinct and easily traced

fibrils or rootlets.

The one occupying a central position in the quarry had been

removed, and was lying in a fragmentary state in an adjoining

quarry. Its diameter was about fifteen inches, and in form it

appeared to have been nearly cylindrical. The external sur-

face presented all the scars, ribs and furrows which commonly
appertain to Sigillaria reniformis, so much so as to induce the

authors to believe that the individual belonged to that species.
From information received from the workmen, this specimen
does not appear to have had any traces of roots.

The individual situated on the south-west side of the quarry
was by far the largest and most perfect specimen, being ori-

ginally nine feet in height; two feet had however been re-
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moved from it when the authors first saw it, so that when mea-
sured by them it was found to be only seven feet high. It

differed from the others in form, being tapering instead of cy-
lindrical. Fully one-half the tree was encased in the matrix^
but sufficient was visible to give a correct idea of the nature
of the stem, the upper portion of which was covered by pretty

regular ribs, which were about two inches in breadth and se-

parated from each other by shallow and narrow furrows, par-

tially filled with coaly matter. The surface of the ribs was
covered with irregular longitudinal lines, and when viewed

through a lens showed distinct impressions of longitudinal
fibres: no traces of scars were however visible.

The trunk was for the most part decorticated, but in some

places small patches of coaly bark were observable. The ribs

and furrows became more irregular and indistinct as they ap-

proached the base, and in the lower parts of the tree wholly
disappeared. At this part the stem presented a rugged and

gnarled appearance, much resembling the base of large and
old trees when deprived of their bark.

At the base of the stem were found four roots, which seemed
to emanate from the tree in pairs. The two which issued im-

mediately from the most prominent portion of the base of the

tree, as seen when in part encased in its matrix, had been in

a great measure removed, only about eight inches remaining ;

but the two others were more perfect and larger, the one being
about fourteen inches and the other about two feet in length.
The workmen however affirmed that the roots were originally

considerably larger, and that they had extended fully nine feet

from the stem. All the roots were covered with bark, which
adhered to the matrix in which they were imbedded, so that

when cleared they always appeared decorticated. The surface

of the roots, when at any distance from the stem, was covered

with the corrugated lines and areolae, which are characteristic

of Stigmaria. From each of these areolae there issued a long,

generally compressed, black fibril, having in some cases traces

of a small internal cylinder. These fibrils were met with run-

ning in all directions through the indurated blue clay, and
some of which when measured exceeded three feet in length.

Such is a description of the trees as seen in August 1843;

they remained in the same position from this period, protected,

by a perpendicular face of rock sufficiently high to prevent
access by ordinary ladders, from the vandalism which previ-

ously injured them; and by their mineral nature, which dif-

fered from the substance in which they were imbedded, being
a hard fine-grained grayish-brown sandstone, from the effects

of the atmosphere until the month of May 18415. During this

R2
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interval they were visited at different times by the authors, who
were desirous of being present when the whole of the larger
tree should be uncovered, in order to examine the opposite
side. This occurrence took place on the 21st of May last,

intimation having previously been given to Dr. Buckland and
other geologists, that on that day the tree would be entirely

uncovered, in order to afford them an opportunity of seeing
the connection which subsists between Sigillaria and Stigmaria,
as shown by this plant. Circumstances having, however, in-

terfered to prevent several from availing themselves of the op-

portunity, the only individuals who were present when the

tree was laid bare, with the exception of the workmen, were
the authors of this account. The appearances on the eastern

side of the tree were very similar to those on the western : the

furrows and ribs were to a great extent the same, and at once

identified the tree with Sigillaria, although no distinct scars

were noticeable. Larger portions of the bark occurred on
this side than on the one laid bare two years previous. One
of these near the top, in thickness from one-third to half an

inch, was eight inches square, and another near the base was
of still larger size. These patches of bark were marked by
longitudinal fibrous lines, easily distinguishable to the eye,
and similar to those which occurred upon the stem when de-

corticated, but of greater size. The stem contained no inter-

nal cylinder, and all its tissues seemed to have been removed
before the mineral matter of which it was composed had filled

up the internal portion of the plant. A considerable portion
had disappeared from the upper part of the stem since it was
first seen in August 1843, the eastern side only measuring
three feet seven inches in height, and its circumference at the

top was six feet eleven inches, about the middle eight feet five

inches, and at the base nine feet nine inches, showing cor-

rectly the tapering form of the stem, which at its lower part

presented the same gnarled appearance as seen on the oppo-
site side two years previously.
At the base of the stem the tree appeared to increase in

thickness very rapidly, and on removing the matrix on the

north-eastern side, a bulging form was in part visible
;
an ap-

pearance owing to the roots diverging from the stem, which
when a greater portion of the gray clay had been removed,
became observable. On this side there seemed at first to be
two enormously thick roots, each occupying about a quarter
of the base of the tree ; but on the removal of more of the

matrix, each of these two roots again divided themselves

equally, and gave rise to two others similar in size : and when
more of the clay had been removed, each of these secondary
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roots in their turn became dichotomously divided, and gave
origin to two other equal and similar roots.

To enter into a more detailed description of these roots and
their sizes :

—The main roots at their commencement measured
each three feet two inches across, and, after running about one
foot tJiree inches, gave birth to the secondary ones, which were
about two feet four inches in breadth at their commencement;
these, at the distance of about seven inches from their origin,

again bifurcated and produced two tertiary roots, each ofwhich
was about one foot four inches across. By this regular mode
of dividing each of the main roots produced four distinct and

separate ones, each at its commencement of a compressed oval

form. The tertiary roots struck down into the clay in an al-

most perpendicular direction from one foot ten inches to about
two feet, after which they took a nearly horizontal direction,
without taking the dip of the strata into consideration, or else

they would have appeared to run upwards. In order to give
a more correct idea of the roots, the following description of

the drawings has been added :
—In Plate V. fig. 1 A represents

a fragment of a root on the northern side which had been in-

jured in making the excavation ; its inclination was about 30°.

The one marked B ran at its commencement more on the

level than the preceding one, and swelled out in a singular
manner for some distance, dipping at an angle of 20°; it soon
however struck downwards at a much steeper angle, viz. 50°,

and after proceeding in that direction about fourteen inches,
it took a horizontal course and became a flattened Stigmaria.
The one marked C dipped downwards at an angle of 58°;
that marked D at 80°, and the ones marked E and F at a

similar angle, and G at 50° before they took horizontal direc-

tions. The root H, like A, was a mere fragment and dipped
at an angle of 35°. All the roots taper much as they proceed
downwards, assuming more and more the Stigmaria character,
until they run through the strata in a horizontal direction,

when they become possessed of all the appearances of flattened

specimens of that plant. In order to show how quickly the

roots diminish in size, it may be stated that the one marked
G at the point of its first bifurcation measured one foot three

inches across, and at the distance of three feet below the same
root only measured five inches in breadth. This root was
four feet six inches long from its origin, at the stem, to its low-

est extremity traced, from whence a cylindrical rootlet, about

an inch in diameter, having a thick coaly envelope, and send-

ing out side shoots took its rise, an appendage not observed

on any other of the five roots, which were followed about four

feet, when they entered masses of ironstone, which prevented
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the successful use of the pickaxe, so that none of them were
traced to their termination.

All the roots were surrounded throughout their whole length
with a coaly bark, but like that which covered the stem, it ad-

hered so firmly to the matrix, that in general, when the roots

were laid bare, they presented a decorticated appearance.
The upper surface of the decorticated roots was marked with

irregular and interrupted ribs and furrows, which diverged on
each side of lines parallel to the longitudinal axis of the root,
as observed in the fossil trees of Dixon Fold. Several slight

depressions traversed the upper sides of the roots in a diagonal
direction to the ribs and furrows, these resembled impressions

produced by long grass-like fibres having laid upon the roots;
circular impressions occurred similar to those seen on the

large stems of Stigmaria. From each of these impressions
issued the long fibrous appendages which have been termed
leaves. These fibrils wei-e met with in the matrix all round
the roots, but they occurred much more abundantly on the

under than on the upper sides, and were in general less fre-

quent on the higher parts. These appendages were cylindri-

cal, and when not compressed, about a quarter of an inch in

diameter; their length must have been very great, for at the

distance of three or four feet from the root, ihey were not found
to decrease in thickness : they occur abundantly throughout
the whole depth of the warren, which is seventeen yards in

thickness, so that it is not improbable that these appendages
may be at least equal in length to those described by Mr.
Steinhauer. These appendages were covered by a carbona-
ceous envelope, and some of them appeared to afford traces of

a small internal cylinder.
The deposit all around the tree abounded in various coal

plants ; these, for the most part, consisted of leaves of the Pe-

copteris nervosa^ sometimes adhering to their rachis, Calamites,

Asterophyllites, Lepidostrobus, Lepidodendron, species of

Neuropteris and Cyclopteris. The Calamites appeared in great
abundance, and in several instances specimens were obtained
which appeared to have their bases in contact with the main

roots, before they assume the Stigmaria character, in such a

manner as almost to induce the observers to believe that they
had some intimate connection with the tree.

In removing the encasing matter from the eastern side of

the large tree, another was discovered about five feet distant,
and due east from the large tree ; occurring further on the dip
than the other, it appeared rather lower in position, but in

reality its base was about one foot six inches higher before

the strata were inclined. Of this tree only one foot seven inches
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of the stem remained, which at its base measured four feet

seven inphes in circumference. As in the large tree, the whole
of the bark was converted into coal, about one-third of an inch

thick, which fortunately adhered to the stem instead of the

matrix much better than in any of the other trees, and there-

fore showed the ribs and furrows of Sigillaria in a much more

perfect and distinct manner than the other individuals. This

tree, which was cylindrical in shape, was of a softer nature

than the others, being composed of the indurated gray silty

clay which constituted the matrix. Its base was a little conr-

cave, and from it sprung four slightly compressed roots, mea-

suring one foot six inches across at their origin. On the

under side of each root in the middle, appeared a singular su-

ture which ran under the base of the tree, and there uniting
formed a regular cross. The roots struck downwards almost

perpendicularly into the strata, and the whole tree bore great
resemblance to the molar teeth of a human being. The ex-

ternal surface of the roots was covered with a coaly envelope
much thinner than that which occurred upon the stem, and
was marked in a similar manner to the surfaces of the rootis

of the large plant, except that it showed the raised circular

markings of Stjgmaria and the diagonal depressions previously
alluded to running across their upper surfaces in a more pro-
minent degree. The roots all proceeded downwards to the

depth of about one foot six inches, tapering in thickness until

they came nearly to a point; afterwards they took a horizontal

direction, and could be traced as thin black flattened carbo-

naceous matter, sending forth radicles like those described pre-

viously in all directions, being in fact Stigmaria. In all re-

spects this stem and root and the stem and root of the large
individual already described resemble each other, except in

the number of the roots, appearing to be individuals of the

same species, differing only in age (see Plate V. fig. 2).

No person, even on a casual view, could fail to be struck

with the great regularity and uniformity of the roots of the

larger tree when taken collectively. This great regularity re-

sulted from the spaces which intervened between each of the

roots, and which were of so uniform a nature that they could

scarce have been produced by accident. Of these spaces which
ran up to the base of the stem, there were four principal ones,
each resembling the other in size and form, and separated
from each other by the main roots, which were more than

three feet across. The boundaries of these intervals, which
were the sides of the main roots, gave them a rounded form
at their upper extremity, beneath which, at the distance of

about nine inches, they measured nearly a foot across. As
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theroots proceeded downwards, they increased in width, and
the spaces became narrower in consequence, until the roots

again rapidly narrowed and finally terminated. The secon-

dary roots also gave rise to secondary spaces; these com-
menced about one foot three inches below the upper part of

the principal spaces; they were likewise rounded at their

upper extremities, but continued to increase in width as they
descended. These spaces were separated from each other by
the thickness of the secondary roots, which measured two feet

four inches. At the distance of about seven inches below the

higher extremities of these secondary spaces, originated the

spaces caused by the bifurcation of the tertiary roots; these

were separated from each other at their origin by one foot four

inches, the breadth of the tertiary roots. In form these spaces
resembled those produced by the secondary roots, except in-

creasing more rapidly in width as they descended. This uni-

formity and regularity in the roots of this plant will be more
manifest by referring to Plate VI., which would represent the

roots if compressed ; where A shows the main roots. A' the

principal areas, B the secondary roots, and B' the secondary
areas, C the tertiary roots, and C' the tertiary areas. This pe-
culiar regular mode of rooting is most probably characteristic

of this genus of plants, and the various degrees of dichotomi-

zation appear to result from a difference of age in the different

individuals. Thus, in the small specimen found about five

feet east of the large one, there is seen only the four main

roots, which had not commenced bifurcating at their base.

In the trees found at Dixon Fold, the same regular appear-
ances are presented as in the large individual; and a Stigma-
ria in the museum of the Leeds JPhilosophical Society affords

evidence of a similar regularity.
Such is the description of a tree having for its base and

roots a fossil the most common in the coal formation, and

concerning which various incorrect opinions have been pro-

pagated, resulting in part from an examination of imperfect

specimens, and also from authors refusing to receive correct

descriptions, which did not altogether coincide with their pre-
conceived itieas of the natural affinities of this fossil. Stig-
maria has, since the commencement of geology as a science,
never ceased to exercise the ingenuity of fossil botanists; but
of all the accounts we possess concerning this fossil, the one

published in the year 1818 in the Transactions of the Ame-
rican Philosophical Society stands pre-eminent, both for its

fullness and its remarkable accuracy ; and although some of
the deductions are incorrect, still the great care and correct-

ness of Mr. Steinhauer, as manifest in this account, cannot be
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too highly eulogized, since every discovery connected with this

fossil renders the value of the description more appreciable.
The authors of the Fossil Flora have represented, in the

31st plate of their valuable work, what they term a "nearly

perfect specimen
"

of Stigmaria. This specimen, which was

obtained from the roof of one of the Newcastle coal seams,

shows only the under side; the central part, like the large tree

already described, was concave,
" the whole surface being co-

vered with wrinkles, which, when attentively examined, were

seen to be caused by depressed semicircular spots, compactly

arranged in a spiral manner, in the centre of which is a round-

ish scar, to which a little fine coaly matter adheres." From
this centre the arms radiate, bifurcating as they increase in

length, and becoming covered with the characteristic tuber-

cles of Stigmaria, Having fibrils attached as they receded from

the centre. Two other individuals occurred in the same roof,

but the authors state " that the upper part of the centre itself

was too much damaged, to have its structure made out." From
an examination of these specimens they were induced to con-

clude " that Stigmaria was a prostrate land-plant, the branches

of which radiated regularly from a common centre, and finally

became forked." What the nature of this centre was, the

authors declare to be difficult to conjecture, but they conceive

it to have been dome-shaped, a form which probably resulted

from the plant growing upon a hillock. The succulent nature

of Stigmaria they infer from its commonly occurring in a com-

pressed state, and also from the eccentricity of its woody axis,

-when this is traceable, which also shows it to have been of a

dicotyledonous nature.

From the great regularity of the tubercles which cover the

radiating portions of the plant, the authors are led to suppose
that they were the base to which leaves were attached, and

hence they reject the conclusion of Steinhauer, that they were

the parts from whence the roots emanated. The same cir-

cumstance which led them to infer the succulency of the ra-

diating parts, viz. their compressed state, also induced them

to suj)pose that what they termed leaves were of a similar cha-

racter. From their examination of the whole characters, the

authors came to the conclusion that the Stigmariae were allied

to the Euphorbiacese or Cacti.

The reliance on the part of these authors on the perfection
of their specimen, which appears to have been sufficiently im-

perfect entirely to mislead them, has been the cause of many
errors having been propagated respecting Stigmaria. In the

first place, there appears to have been no evidence upon which

they were able to form any opinion as to the nature of the
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roots of their creeping plant, but on the contrary, the concave
base froni whence the roots ought to have issued possessed si-

milar characters witli the radiating stems; and with regard to

the leaves, these appear to have radiated from the so-called

stems, not only striking upwards and sideways, but also down-

lioards,
—rather an extraordinary direction for the leaves of a

creeping plant to take. Then as regards the supposed dome^

shaped summit, which they state to be much damaged, they
do not appear to have looked after any portion of it in the

roof from whence the plant fell. Altogether these plants ap-
pear to have borne great resemblance to the base and roots of

the large tree at St. Helen's, which would most probably have

presented a perfect similarity, had the circumstances under
which it was first discovered been the same, viz. by excava-

thig under its base, when the lower portion would most pro-

bably have separated from the matrix, by one of the joints
which run through the plant from the strata, and have fallen

on the floor a perfect duplicate of the Jarrow fossil.

Dr. Buckiand, in his Bridgewater Treatise, takes for granted
the dome-shaped summit, which was merely conjectured by
the authors of the Fossil Flora ; but the absence of large roots

appears to have been a difficulty, and he is led to trail in

swamps or float in shallow lakes his Stigmaria,
" like the mo-

dern Stratiotes and Isoetes." Indeed, when we consider that

fossil botany has been termed the romance of natural history,
vve need not express any surprise at the numerous and vague
opinions which have floated along with this plant.

Such are the two opinions which have been most currently

adopted, and which are still most generally entertained con-

cerning the nature of Stigmaria, which our description has
shown to be merely the root of Sigillaria. Perhaps it may be

urged that there is scarcely sufficient proof to show that the

larger tree was a Sigillaria, for although possessed of ribs and
furrows, it wanted the characteristic scars of this genus. These
scars are however in general obliterated near the base of all

large specimens, an effect the result of age, which also causes

several of the ribs, each of which is covered with a series of

scars, to unite and form themselves into one broad rib. These
gears also undergo considerable change in form as the plant
increases in age, first narrowing and lengthening considerably,
with only a small circular space in their centre covered with a

coaly envelope: this circular space gradually disappears as

the tree increases in size, and the elongated lines become less

distinct, and ultimately in old specimens all traces of it are

lost ;
the large ribs themselves at the base becoming imperfect,

as seen in the large individual.
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The interior of the large specimen did not afford any traces

of the small internal cylinder eccentrically situated, so common
to uncompressed Sigillaria; nor by fracture did it show any-

thing which would lead to a knowledge of its internal struc"

ture. Fortunately for fossil botany, a specimen of Sigillaria

elegans from Autun, with internal structure, fell into the hands

of the illustrious French botanist, Adolphe Brongniart. From
an examination of this individual, he was induced to refer Si-

gillaria to the Cycadeons gymnosperms, and the internal cy--

linder which had hitherto been considered as pith, he found to

consist of both pith and woody fibre, separated from each other

by reticulated vascular tissue. Between this cylinder and the

cuticle there was an immense development of cellular tissue,

through which the bundles of vessels ran which communicated
with the scars on the exterior of the plant. In his observa-

tions on the internal structure of this fossil, this botanist enters

into an examination of the characters of Stigmaria, and sug-

gests, that in all probability it is merely the root of Sigillaria,

and that in its internal arrangement it bears great resemblance

to the roots of the Zamia pungens. With regard to the re^-

gular order of the areolae, which induced the authors of the

Fossil Flora to suppose that Stigmaria could not have been

roots, Brongniart states that a similar arrangement is met with

in the roots of some aquatic plants.
In the year 1839, Mr. Binney, in company with several gen-

tlemen, found some upright specimens of Sigillaria reniformis

resting upon a small seam of coal exposed in cutting the tun-

nel at Clay Cross, on the North Midland Railway near Ches-

terfield. These were followed downwards until they becanie

Stigmaria, but there was some difficulty of proving the abso-

lute insertion of one plant into the other, so that in this case

some doubt existed.

From the present tinie, by the discovery of the fossil tree at

St. Helen's, the question as to the relation which existed be^

tween Sigillaria and Stigmaria must be considered as settled in

favour of the opinion of the one being the stem and the other

the root of the same plant, justifying the conclusion formed by
one of the authors of this account in 1839, and the inferences

afterwards drawn from an examination of their internal struc-

ture by Brongniart.
What may have been the foliage of Sigillaria, the authors,

from actual observation, are not prepared to say; but they
consider it not improbable that Pecopteris nervosa^ from its

great abundance and its peculiar character, may have been in-

timately connected with this plant. This peculiar character

consists in the absence of any midrib in the leaflets, and in
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having several veins originating from the rachis, circumstances

very different from those which prevail in true ferns, more

particularly in the Pecopt^ris, and which appear to connect it

with Odontopteris, a fornv very nearly allied to Otopteris, a

fossil of decided cycadeous type, occurring along with other

cycadeous forms in-' the Yorkshire oolite*.

The roots of Sigillaria are more abundant than any other

remains which occur in the coal formation, and the smaller

fibrils abound to such a degree in coal floors, that it is scarcely

possible to obtain a hand specimen of one of them without

meeting with some trace of the rootlets of Stigmaria; and in

most of the floors these roots are met with unassociated with

any other description of plant.
This great abundance of the roots in floors, and the very

frequent occurrence of stems of Sigillaria in various states in

the coal deposits, would almost justify the supposition that this

plant had, by its destruction, formed the chief portion of our

coal seams, an opinion which is further confirmed when we
remember that such portions of coal as show traces of internal

organization have decidedly a gymnospermous character.

The upright position of many of these stems also seems to

lead to the conclusion, that these trees have not been trans-

ported by the agency of water, but rather that they have pe-
rished on the spot where they originally grew, most probably

by some such cause as a subsidence of the locality, to which

circumstance it is probable that we owe the formation of all

our coal deposits with floors containing Stigmaria.
The external character, the internal structure, and all the

circumstances under which Sigillaria occur, render the sup-

position that this plant was of a partially aquatic nature, and

required a watery habitat, exceedingly probable. Its roots

most commonly occur in a deposit which was originally soft

mud, through which the rootlets struck for a considerable di-

stance in all directions : the quincunx order of the arrange-
ment of the scars which cover the main roots also justifies the

conclusion as to the nature of the habitat in which it grew and

flourished during the e()och when |)lant^ were grailually puri-

fying the atmos[)here and rendering it fit for the respiration
of vertebrated animals.

* The authors are unable to conceive on what grounds Lindley and

Hutton have referred this specimen to Pecopteris, having only the adhe-

rence of its base to the rachis to identify it with this genus, and wanting

entirely the distinct midrib from whence the veins originate.
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XXXVI. On the Constitution of BebeermPT Bi/ Douglas
Maclagan, M.D., F.R.S.E., and Thomas G. Tilley,
Esq.) Professor of Chemistry in the Qtieen^s College^ Bir-

mingham^.

"DEBEERINE is the name given by Dr. Rodie of Deme-^ rara to an organic base, of which he pointed out the

existence, in the bark of a tree of that colony known by the
names of Beheeru or Green heart. This tree has recently been
examined botanically by Sir Robert Schomburgk, and found
to be a species o{ Nectandra, which in compliment to Dr. Rodie
he has named N.Rodiei (Hooker's London Journal of Botany,
December 1844-).

The general properties of the alkali, and the preparation of
its sulphate for medicinal use, were further described by one
of us in a paper read before the Royal Society of Edinburgh
in April 1843 (Transactions, vol. xv. part iii.). In this me-
moir an account was given of the preparation of bebeerine, in

what was regarded as a state of chemical purity, and of its

separation by means of aether from what was believed to be
another alkaline matter, sipeerine; but as the substance is

neither crystallizable nor colourless, it could not decidedly be
affirmed to be chemically pure until its constitution had been
determined by ultimate analysis. This desideratum it is pro-

posed to supply in the present paper.
The chief difficulty in preparing the pure alkali arose from

the troublesome process required to free it from adhering
tannin, considerable loss being experienced in the methods
then adopted. This has subsequently been accomplished with

greater facility by the following process, which may be appli-
cable to the purification of other organic bases.

The sulphate prepared for medicinal use, which is always
more or less impure, is precipitated by ammonia; and the al-

kaline matter thus sepai'ated, is, after washing with water, tri-

turated with about an equal weight of freshly precipitated and
moist hydrated oxide of lead. The magma thus formed is

then dried over the water-bath, and the alkali is taken up by
absolute alcohol. On distilling off the spirit, the organic base
is left in the form of a transparent orange-yellow resinous

mass, as described in the paper above quoted. This, on being
dried, pulverized, and treated with successive portions of pure
aether, is in great part dissolved in this fluid. The dissolved

portion, on distilling off the aether, is obtained in the form of

a translucent, amorphous, but homogeneous resinous-looking
substance, ofa pale yellow colour, and possessed of all the pro-

* Communicated by the Authors.
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perties of an organic alkali. This is pure bebeerine, as de-

scribed in April 1843.

Bebeerine thus obtained does not crystallize. It is very so-

luble in alcohol, less so in aether, and very sparingly in water.

Heated, it fuses; and the heat being continued it swells up,

giving off vapours of a strong peculiar odour, and burns with-

out residue. Subjected to the action of oxidizing agents, it

gives with bichromate of potash and sulphuric acid a blackj
and with nitric acid a yellow resin. It forms with acids salts

which are all uncrystallizable ; with perchloride of gold, mer-

cury, copper, iron and platinum, it gives precipitates which
are soluble to a certain extent in hot water and alcohol, but

which on the solution cooling are not deposited from it in a

crystalline form*.

To ascertain the composition of the base, two portions of

it, prepared at separate times, were subjected to combustion.

(1.) 0*300 grms. substance gave 0-179 water and 0*788

carbonic acid.

(2.) 0-3505 substance gave 0*1965 water and 0*922 car*

bonic acid.

(3.) 0*350 substance gave 0*2095 water and 0*914 carbonic

acid.

Nitrogen was estimated by Will and Varrentrapp's method.

(1.) 0*4030 substance gave 0*3490 ammonio-chlofide of

platinum.

(2.) 0*417 substance gave 0*1175 platinum.
These numbers lead to the following per-centage propor-

tions, the atomic weight of carbon being taken at 75*85.
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(2.) 0-6250 salt gave 0-1200 platinum = 19-28 per cent.

(3.) 0-5335 gave O'lOSO platinum = 20*20 per cent.

The platinum salt was burned with chromate of lead.

0-4005 salt gave 0-152 water and 0-6232 carbonic acid.

For nitrogen.
—0-430 salt gave 0*177 ammonio-chloride of

platinum.
Chlorine was estimated by heating with lime, dissolving in

nitric acid, and precipitating by nitrate of silver.

0-420 salt gave 0-3730 chloride of silver.

These numbers lead to the following formulae:—
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Pt CI4 '2118-30 6330-20 1 atom platinum salt

HCl 455-13 2573-4.3 1 atom PtCl4+HCl

2573'4!3 3756-77 atomic weight of bebeerine

which is a close approximation to the found numbers. The
rational formula for bebeerine then is

It appears to have been sufficiently established by the ex-

perience of medical practitioners, that bebeerine possesses
marked properties as a remedy for periodic diseases (Mac-

lagan, Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, April 1845).
On comparing its composition with that of other vegetable

alkalies possessed of similar remedial powers, such as quinine
and cinchonine, it is not a little remarkable that it differs

from them in atomic constitution, and that it is isomeric with

morphia which acts as a pure narcotic. The atomic consti-

tution of morphia, calculated from the formulae deduced by

Liebig and Regnault from their analyses, agrees perfectly with

that given above for bebeerine. The composition of the two

bases is, in fact, identical.

This is the first instance of isomerism occurring in sub-

stances belonging to the class of organic bases.

One very interesting conclusion regarding the action of

medicinal substances appears to be deducible from these re-

sults, that similarity of physiological properties does not de-

pend upon similarity in the proportions of their constituents.

It seems probable that the mode in which their atoms are

grouped has an important share in modifying their physiolo-

gical actions
;

for in the present instance we have the same
number of atoms both in morphia and bebeerine, but in the

one producing a white crystalline body of narcotic qualities,

in the other a yellow amorphous resinous-looking substance,

acting as an anti-periodic. The difference in their physical

properties in fact proves that their elements are differently ar-

ranged.
We have not been enabled to examine sipeerine, the sub-

stance left behind when pure bebeerine is dissolved out by
means of aether. It occurs in very minute quantity, and re-

quires a very tedious repetition of the treatment with aether

to free it from the last traces of bebeerine. There seems,

from some trials which we have made, good ground for be-

lieving that it is a distinct alkali, but it has not been obtained

in sufficient quantity to enable it to be subjected to ultimate

analysis.
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XXXVII. On the Spheroidal Condition ofLiquids,
Py W. G. Armstrong, Esq.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

Gentlemen,
A T the recent meeting of the British Association at Cam-
•^^

bridge, I had the pleasure of witnessing M. Boutigny's

pleasing experiments on the spheroidal condition of liquids;
and since my return to Newcastle I have exhibited the same

experiments to the Philosophical Society of this town, accom-

panied by explanatory observations, the substance of which I

take the liberty of communicating to you for insertion in the

Philosophical Magazine. This I am induced to do, not only
because I conceive that observations upon a subject so much
before the public as this is at present, are likely to be interest-

ing to a considerable portion of your readers, but also because

the explanation of the phaenomena is still in some measure a

matter of controversy.

Although M. Boutigny's experiments embody no new dis-

covery, yet they have the no small merit of showing in a stri-

king and prominent manner, effects with which most persons
are in some degree acquainted, but which fail to excite atten-

tion in consequence of the unattractive form in which they are

commonly observed.

The fundamental experiment of the series consists in drop-
ping water upon a metallic plate or dish to which heat is ap-
plied. If the dish be heated to 212° or upwards, the water

immediately boils and is dissipated in vapour, provided the

temperature of the dish do not exceed a certain limit; but if it

do exceed that limit, then the condition of the liquid is en-

tirely changed and the following effects may be observed :
—

1st. The ebullition of the water, instead of being accele-

rated, is altogether prevented, and the evaporation is greatly
retarded.

2nd. The water assumes a rounded or ^^
spheroidaV^ form,

like a globule of mercury.
3rd. The water does not touch the dish, being separated

from it by a thin interposing stratum of vapour,
^th. The temperature of the water never rises above 205°

(96 centigrade), being 7° below the boiling-point,
A tolerably correct idea may be formed of the spheroidal

condition of water by reference to the annexed diagrams.

Fig. 1 represents a dish containing water in the spheroidal
form, and, by way of contrast, the diagram fig. 2 represents a

similar dish containing water which is not in the spheroidal
form.

Phil. Mag. S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 180. October 184.5. S
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If instead of water we use a liquid that boils at a lower tem-

perature than water, then similar effects are obtained at a re-

duced temperature of the dish. Thus if the dish be not suf-

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

ficiently hot to sustain water in the spheroidal state, it will still

be sufficiently hot to sustain spirit of wine in that state
;
and

again, when it is too cool for spirit of wine, it may still have
sufficient heat to produce the effect with aether. On the other

hand, if the boiling-point of the liquid be higher than that of

water, then it is necessary lo increase the temperature of the

dish, in order to produce the spheroidal state. But whatever
the boiling-point of the liquid may be, the maximum tempe-
rature it attains in the spheroidal form is always several de-

grees below the temperature at which ebullition takes place.
It is obvious, therefore, that the cause which limits the

temperature of the liquid spheroid, as well as that which oc-

casions its separation from the heating surface, has an intimate

connection with the boiling-point of the liquid. This circum-

stance affords a strong presumption that the effects are in

both cases in some way or other attributable to evaporation ;

and I shall now endeavour to explain the phaenomena in con-

formity with this view of the subject.
It is easy to conceive that the radiant heat of a red-hot dish,

into which water is poured, will be sufficiently powerful to

vaporize the inferior surface of the water before it comes into

actual contact with the dish ; and it is obvious that the vapour,

resulting from such an action of the heat, must necessarily
find a place between the water and the dish, so as to prevent
their nearer approximation. The weight of the liquid will

tend to displace the interposing steam, but the continued eva-

poration will maintain the separating stratum so long as the

dish remains sufficiently hot to vaporize the water without

actual contact.

The absence of ebullition, which also characterizes the

spheroidal state of liquids, is plainly attributable to the steam

being enabled to escape from beneath the fluid without rising

upwards through the mass
; and the rounded form which the

liquid assumes is simply owing to there being no adhesion

between the fluid and the dish to prevent the particles from

obeying the influence of their mutual attraction.

With regard to the fact that liquids in the spheroidal state
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never attain, by several degrees, the temperature at which,

under ordinary conditions, they would boil, the reason of this

appears to me to be clearly explainable as follows:—
Suppose heat to be applied to the dish represented in

fig. 2, then the particles constituting the inferior surface

of the liquid, being in contact with the dish, would abstract

from the dish the heat which is taken up in the process of

evaporation. But when the liquid is in the spheroidal state,

as represented in fig. 1, then the particles constituting the

inferior surface of the fluid being separated from the heated

dish, abstract the heat required to convert them into vapour,
not from the dish, as in the other case, but Jrom the rest of
the liquid, with which alone they are in contact. In other

words, the cooling influence of evaporation is in the one case

exercised upon the dish, and in the other case upon the liquid.

Hence, therefore, a liquid in the spheroidal state never can

attain the temperature at which it boils, because the more we
increase the heating action of the dish, the more we also in-

crease the cooling action of evaporation.
This explanation is at variance with that propounded by

M. Boutigny, who accounts for the comparatively low tempe-
rature of the liquid spheroid, by ascribing to it a power of al-

most entirely reflecting heat from its inferior surface ;
but this

hypothesis affords no explanation of the relationship which

unquestionably exists between the boiling-point of the liquid

and its maximum temperature in the spheroidal state. Be-

sides, if reflexion of heat prevented increase of temperature,
it would also prevent evaporation, which it clearly does not

;

for, when the dish is highly heated, the water evaporates with

considerable rapidity, although its sensible heat remains con-

stant at 7° below the boiling-point.
It is said, and I have no doubt of the fact, that when a

liquid heated to the boiling-point is poured into a dish suffi-

ciently hot to produce the spheroidal state, the temperature
of the liquid immediately recedes to the point which it would

have attained if the liquid had been placed in the dish with-

out being previously heated. Now this effect is fully accounted

for by the cooling action of evaporation operating in the man-
ner I have described, but it is perfectly inexplicable on the

hypothesis of reflexion of heat.

I repeated M. Boutigny's beautiful experiment of plunging
a mass of red-hot platina into a glass of cold water, in which

the metal remains incandescent for several seconds after the im-

mersion, and is seen invested with an atmosphere of steam.

In this experiment there is no ebullition of the water, notwith-

standing that the steam has no outlet such as it has when the

lb 2
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liquid is in the ordinary spheroidal stale. The reason of this

I rendered apparent by first heating the water to the boiling-

point, and then immersing the red-hot platina, which in that

case produced a rapid ebullition during the time that the metal

remained incandescent and separated from the water by the

usual atmosphere of steam. The absence of ebullition in M.

Boutigny's experiment is obviously therefore simply owing
to the steam being condensed by the coldness of the water,
as soon as it recedes beyond the influence of the heated

platina.
It is instructive also to observe the different effect produced

by the partial and the total immersion of the red-hot platina
in water heated to 205°, which it will be recollected is the

maximum temperature that water acquires in the spheroidal
state. If the heated metal be only partially immersed, there

is no ebullition, and the temperature of the liquid remains

stationary ; but if the platina be wholly sunk in the water, then

the temperature rises and ebullition takes place. The reason

of this difference is very evident: when the platina is not en-

tirely covered by the water, the steam it produces has an out-

let, and the conditions resemble those of water in the sphe-
roidal state

;
but when the platina is submerged, the heated

steam is compelled to bubble up through the water, and

thereby not only produces ebullition, but also imparts in its

passage additional heat to the liquid.
1 easily succeeded in showijig M. Boutigny's remarkable

experiment of freezing water in a red-hot platina capsule by
the agency of sulphurous acid, which boils at a temperature of

18° below the treezing-point of water. This singular experi-
ment is entirely dependent upon the peculiar mode of evapo-
ration, which is incident to liquids in the spheroidal form.

When the acid is poured into the red-hot vessel, its inferior

surface is instantly vaporized, and the resulting stratum of in-

terposing vapour prevents the liquid from touching the metal,

and causes it to pass into the spheroidal form. In this condi-

tion the acid consumes by evaporation part of its own sensible

heat, and its temperature in consequence suffers a further de-

pression of about 5°. The acid is thus maintained at an ex-

tremely low temperature in the heated capsule, so that when
water is also poured into the red-hot vessel, it is immediately

congealed by the intense cold of the contiguous liquid.

M. Boutigny attempts to account for the explosion of steam-

boilers by reference to the spheroidal condition of water. He
supposes that wlien water is admitted into an over-heated

boiler, it assumes the spheroidal state; and that afterwards,

on the partial cooling of the boiler, it is brought into contact
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with the heated metal and causes so sudden a production of

steam as to burst the boiler.

I feel, however, great difficulty in conceiving the possibility
of water within a steam-boiler existing in the spheroidal con-

dition. The coarse rough surface which the interior of the

boiler presents to the water is extremely unfavourable to the

spheroidal state; and there is every reason to believe that the

separation could not exist in part of the boiler without exist-

ing throughout the whole. But be this as it may, the exces-

sive heating of the boiler is the real cause of the mischief; and
unless it can be shown that the spheroidal state of the water is

the cause and not the effect
of the boiler becoming red-hot, the

explanation appears to me to amount to nothing.
M, Boutigny, with more reason I think, also conceives that

the spheroidal condition of water has an important bearing

upon the art of tempering steel. Whatever promotes contact

between the heated steel and the water into which it is plunged,
must accelerate the cooling and increase the hardness of the

steel. Now it has been shown that the higher the boiling-

point of the liquid, the higher is the temperature of the metal

necessary to preserve separation ;
and hence-probably the rea-

son why artificers can harden steel more effectively in salt and
water than in water alone, because the addition of salt raises

the boiling-point of the water.

The remainder of M. Boutigny's experiments do not involve

any other principles than those I have already touched upon,
and I shall not, therefore, trouble your readers by any obser-

vations upon them.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, W. G. ARMSTRONG.
August 9, 1845.

XXXVIII. On Currents of Electricity produced by the Vibra-

tion of Wires and Metallic Rods. By William Sullivan,

Esq."^

¥N reading over a paper of Seebeckfj in which he observed
•* that when a compound bar of bismuth and antimony was
heated at the junction of the two metals, a peculiar sound was
heard to accompany the deflection of the galvanometer-needle,
I thought at the time that if a similar sound could be pro-
duced by vibration, a current might in all probability be de-

veloped. Although I soon found that the sound so produced
had nothing whatever to do with electricity, I did not give up
the idea that electricity was more intimately connected with

* Communicated by the Author.

f Ueberdie Magnetische Polarisation der Metalle und Erzedurch Tem
peratur

—-Differenz in PoggendorflTs Annul., vol. vi. p. 269.
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molecular motion than was generally supposed. In order to

test the accuracy of my views, I took a flat piece of board
about two feet long and morticed two uprights, each three

inches high, into it about eighteen inches apart. I then took

a piece of No. 15 brass wire and soldered it to a similar piece
of iron wire, and stretched it tight over the uprights so as to

produce, when set in vibration, a musical note; the ends of

this compound wire were then connected with an exceedingly
delicate galvanometer, similar to that used by Melloni in his

researches on radiant heat; when this was set in rapid vibra-

tion, a slight deviation of the needle took place, the direction

of the current being from the iron to the brass, as in a similar

thermo-electric circle; this was not, however, always the case,

but seemed to depend upon the kind of vibration, though I

could not discover how. That this effect did not depend on

any heat produced is quite certain, as the current ceased the

moment the vibration ceased. I could not always produce a

deviation, and very often, when there was a current produced,
it was scarcely appreciable until I increased the oscillation of

the galvanometer-needle by frequently breaking contact. On
one or two occasions I noticed a deviation equal to that pro-
duced by heating the junction of the two wires to dull redness.

From some of my experiments, it would appear that when the

wire vibrated continuously from end to end, the greatest effect

was obtained ; but when from some cause a nodal point was

produced in the centre of the wire, and the two halves of the

wire vibrated in opposite directions, no effect was produced.
This point indeed was the cause of all my difficulties, as I

found it almost impossible to detect when this took place. As
the amount of electricity developed by such an arrangement
as that just described must naturally be very small, I thought
it would be well to increase the masses set in vibration : for

this purpose I took a bar of antimony, five inches long, three-

eighths of an inch wide, and a quarter of an inch thick, and
soldered it to a similar bar of bismuth ; to the ends of this

compound bar copper wires were attached, which communi-
cated with a galvanometer. When this was set in vibration,

by striking it with a piece of iron, as a file, suspended from a

piece of string, results similar to the former were obtained : at

times considerable deviations were thus obtained, whilst very
often no deviation whatever could be observed ;

the whole

effect seeming to depend on the manner in which the vibra-

tions are propagated along the wire. The results were on the

whole much more satisfactory with this arrangement than with

the former. I could also detect the nature of the vibrations

occurring in such a bar much better than with wires in the
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beautiful manner pointed out by Strehlke*, that is, by cover-

ing small drops of water with lycopodium, and placing these

globules on the bar, when the directions of the vibrations will

be shown by the motion of the particles of lycopodium.
I could obtain no satisfactory results in my attempts to in-

crease the deviation of the galvanometer-needle produced by
a current flowing along a conducting wire by setting the latter

vibrating, as was naturally to be expected from the nature of
the current produced. In some cases the deviation was ma-

terially increased, whilst in others it appeared to be very much
diminished. It is unnecessary for me to say, that whenever a
current was observed to be produced in the vibrating wire,
it acted on the magnetic needle as all conductors under si-

milar circumstances. Indeed, there must be some intimate
connection between magnetism and vibration, from the fact

that if a bar o{ steel be struck with a hammer, so as to occa-
sion a ringing sound, the bar will become magnetic; whilst if

struck with anything soft, the effect so produced is very tri-

fling ;
and also when a magnet is allowed to fall on any hard

body which causes it to vibrate rapidly, it will be much more

injured than if no such vibration be produced.
I do not think two metals necessary for the production of

electricity by vibration ; for when I tried the effects of vibra-

tion on a bar composed of crystalline hard iron and soft fibrous

iron, I obtained results which certainly lead me to think that

the arrangement of the particles has much more to do with the
matter than their nature. Such an arrangement certainly

gives decisive thermo-electric effects, as does also a wire com-

posed of crystalline copper and fibrous copper. The subject
however is not decided, as it would require much more deli-

cate apparatus than I at present possess.
Just as I was about to publish these results, I read an ac-

count of the experiments of Ermann, which were communi
cated to the last meeting of the British Association, from which
he obtained some very beautiful results so closely connected
with my own that 1 was induced to repeat all my experiments
again ;

but my results did not differ from those which I ob-
tained at first, although the galvanometer which I used on the

second occasion was not very sensible, at least for such pur-
poses. One of Ermann's results certainly coincides in a very
remarkable manner with mine, namely,

" that the tribo-ther-

mical effect is instantaneous, and that the deviation vanishes

quite as instantaneously as it commenced ; the return of the

needle to its primitive station being one of the most striking
features of the phaenomena." To these facts he adds, that the

*
Poggendorflf's Annal.y vol. xl. p. 146.
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results seem more likely to be effected by a vibratory motion

of molecules than by a continuous effluence of caloric fluid. In

fact, vibratory motion is the sole cause of the phaenomena he

observed, and not the heat produced by the friction.

There are a number of points of great importance in this

inquiry which demand further investigation, but which at pre-
sent I cannot follow out from want of proper apparatus ; but
I hope it will meet with the attention from men of science

which it deserves ; indeed it cannot be in better hands than

in those of Ermann, who, I hope, will prosecute the subject
with vigour.
The effect of vibratory motion on bodies has hitherto at-

tracted little attention, strange to say, although it must pro-
duce some very curious effects on them. Its effects on che-

mical combination will, I am sure, very shortly yield some

extremely beautiful results. I have been myself trying some

experiments of this kind
latterlj', and shall, I hope, be able in

a short time to communicate my results to this Journal. One
experiment however deserves to be mentioned here. While
in Giessen I saw the curious result obtained by Drs. Hofmanu
and Blyth, by heating styrole in a closed tube to a tempera-
ture of 200° centigrade, by which that substance was con-

verted into a solid vitreous mass having exactly the same com-

position as the styrole, to which they gave the name of meta-

styrole. Some time after I thought 1 might be able to pro-
duce a similar effect, by subjecting a portion of it inclosed in

a tube to rapid vibration for several days. For this purpose
I prepared a considerable portion of styrole and inclosed it in

a long narrow glass tube, and caused it to vibrate by the fric-

tion of a moist cloth attached to a little mechanism set in mo-
tion by a spring for thirty hours, when nearly the whole of

the styrole become solid : when the solid mass was again di-

stilled, liquid styrole was obtained. The tube containing the

substance unfortunately broke just as I was about to repeat the

experiment, but I hope to be able to repeat it in a short time.

Dublin, August 12, 1845.

XXXIX. On Brown Iron Ore. % Lieut.-Col. P.I. Yorke*.
QOME observations having led me to believe that the ana-^

lysis generally assigned in systems of mineralogy to the

crystallized hydro-oxide of iron really belonged to another

substance, I undertook the following experiments to clear up
the point.

• Communicated by the Chemical Society; having been read March 17,
1845.
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When I made the experiments I had not seen the second
edition of Dana's Mineralogy*, or the analyses of Kobell

quoted therein, or I should probably have saved myself the

labour. Although my results accord with those of Kobell,

yet as it does not appear that any distinctly crystallized spe-
cimen has been analysed, and as the most interesting problem
in mineralogy is the connection between crystalline form and

composition, it may not be deemed superfluous if I submit

my results to the Chemical Society.

A. Crj/stallized Brown Iron Ore.

The specimen was obtained from Restoomel mine near
Lostwithiel. The specific gravity of the mineral, taken on a

crystal weighing 2*504 grs., I found to be 4«'37; when taken
from the powdered mineral, in the manner described by G.
Rose, it came out 4*22 to 4'24.

I annex figures of the forms of two crystals, and the mea-
surements I have observed on them, together with those of
similar angles obtained by Phillips and Levy. Levy makes
the primary form a right rhombic prism of 95°* 14, the ratio of
whose terminal edges is to that of the lateral edges as 10 to

9t ; and I have followed this author in the choice of the planes
assumed as primary.

Fig. 1. agrees perfectly with the view that the primary form
is a right rhombic prism ; but with the crystal fig. 2. I met
with a difficulty, inasmuch as I obtained as the inclination of

g, on a plane apparently corresponding to h^ fig. 1, the angles
1 J5°40', and with ^ on the other side 114° nearly. I believe

this is owing to there being in reality two very narrow planes,
i i'i as I have represented them In

fig. 2, meeting at a very
obtuse angle, and to my catching the reflexion from one plane
only. Could it be from a cause of this kind that G. Rose
has referred this substance to his fifth system of crystalliza-
tion? J I hope an experienced crystallographer may be in-

duced to examine this crystal.

Composition.
—Some preliminary experiments satisfied me

that the substance consisted of red oxide of iron, oxide of

manganese and water, with small but variable quantities of

silica. I could not detect any phosphoric acid or alumina.

* A System of Mineralogy, by James Dana, 2nd edit., New York and
London. 1844.

f Description d'une Collection de Mineraux formte par M. H. Heuiand,
par A. Levy. Londres, 1837. vol. iii. p. 155.

J Eleviens de Crystallographies par G. Rose, traduit par V. Regnault,
p. 261 (18).

'H'^^mi
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Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2.

MonM'

W. Phillips

130° 40'

117° 50'

121° 45'

129° 30'

Levy f.

95° 14'

P. I. Yorke.

130° 27'.

114° 46'.

121° 34'.

129° 26'.

P. I. Yorke.

96° 0'

115° 42'?

114°?
g on I' . . .

g on i . . .

The most brilliant and perfect planes
are g ^.

Quantitative Analysis,

1. 100 parts lost by ignition 10, and left undissolved, when
acted on by muriatic acid, 2*61 of silica.

2. 12*16 grs, of picked crystals free from quartz yielded
—

In ] 00 parts.

Silica 0035 0*28

Water 1*225 10*07

Red oxide of iron . . . 10*89 89*55

Oxide of manganese . . 0*02 0*16

12*17 10006
Excess . . 0*01

The silica obtained is probably an admixture only ;
abs-

tracting the silica, the following gives the result of experiment

compared with theory :
—

In 100 parts.

Fe,03 =

HO

Atomic

Weight.
80

Experiment.Theory.
89*89

9 = 10-11 10*10

This formula (FcgOg + HO) agrees with that obtained by
Kobell from substances designated as nadeleiseneiz, goethite
and lepidokrokite % : the first is a name given by Breithaupt
to the crystals found in the neighbourhood of Bristol, which
have been described by W. Phillips ; the specimen examined

*
Crystals from the neighbourhood of Bristol.

f Crystals from Botallack, Cornwall.

X Jnnales des Mines, 3d Ser. vol. xi. p. 493.
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by Kobell was from Oberkirchen in Oldenbourg; it was

crystallized, but the crystals were not measurable. This is

undoubtedly the same species that 1 have just described.

Under the second name is included a substance of the same

composition apparently as the first, but from the observations

of Rose it seems doubtful whether it has the same crystalline
form*. It is under the name of goethite, however, that our
mineral of Lostwithiel, &c. appears in Dana's work. I may now
remark, that as the composition of this substance is perfectly

analogous with that of manganite (MngOg+ HO), so are the

crystals plesiomorphous; the primary form of manganite being
a right rhombic prism of 99° 40', and the ratio of its terminal

to its lateral edges is as 25 to 21 (Levy). The secondary
planes also, which appear on the figures 1 and 2, are found on
the crystals of manganite, as may be seen by examining the

figures of that mineral in the works of Phillips and Levy.
Kobell comes to the conclusion that there are in nature

two hydrates of the red oxide of iron, viz. Fcg O3 4-HO, and
2 FegOg + 3 HO: the first very rare, the second common.

My observations lead me to believe that the first is by no means
uncommon in England, as appears by the following examina-
tion of brown iron ore from different localities.

a. Compact brown iron ore accompanied by very minute

crystals from the Forest of Dean. Specific gravity obtained
from a fragment 4*11. It contained 1 per cent, of silica, and

deducting this lost 9*8 per cent, by ignition.

/3. Fibrous brown iron ore, part of a stalactite, from the
same locality as the last; sp. gr. 4*22: loss by ignition 9*41

in 100.

y. Fibrous brown iron ore from Cornwall; sp. gr. 4*19;
loss by ignition 1 0*24 in 100.

These specimens, then, all appear to belong to the same

species, FegOg + HO.
B.

1 then examined a specimen, also from Cornwall, which was

partly compact and breaking into smooth splintery fragments,
and partly earthy. The sp. gr. taken on a fragment = S*71j
taken from the powdered mineral= 3*98. 8 grs. dissolved in

muriatic acid and examined for alumina gave a barely per-

ceptible precipitate of that substance ; I could not detect any
phosphoric acid, but obtained a trace of a white malleable

metal, whose sulphuret was soluble in hydrosulphuret of am-
monia, and which appeared to be tin. It lost 14 per cent, by
ignition. The following was the result of analysis made on
10-99 grs. :

—
*
According to Levy the forms are not incompatible.

—Vol. iii. p. 161.
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In 100.

Silica 0-26 2'4.2

Water . 1-57 14.-28

Sesquioxide of iron .... 9'03 82*16

... of manganese . . 0*1 24' 1*13

Trace of alumina, tin, loss . . 0*006

10-99 99-99

Deducting the silica and using the same atomic numbers as

before, SFeaOg+SHO would contain in 100,—
Theory. Experiment.

Peroxide of iron. 85'57 r*.. ,.1^?- 85*4)784.*32\,

g* 1'15/'Ox.manf
Water. . . . 14*43 14-53

100* 100*

This, then, is the substance called limonite by Beudant,
and the analysis of D'Aubuisson commonly attached to the

crystallized mineral first described refers to this species.

C.

I have also examined a specimen of fibrous brown iron orej
which was ticketed " Brauner Glasskopf

" from Wansiedel.
This specimen was covered externally by a blackish, brilliant

substance about one-tenth of an inch thick, which separated
from the body of the specimen on hammering it, and broke

off in small, brilliant, concretionary masses, which might at

first sight be mistaken for crystals. The powder of this sub-

stance was of a purplish red. It lost 5-3 per cent, of its

weight by ignition.
19835 grs. of the body of the specimen which had a fibrous

structure, separated from the external coating, yielded on

analysis
—

In 100.

Silica 0-29 1*46

Water 2-46 12*42

Red oxide of iron .... 17-02 85*80

I Oxide of manganese . . . 0-26 1-30

Excess 0*20 ___
19-835 100-98

This analysis agrees with the hypothesis that the substance

is composed of single equivalents of the two mineral com-

pounds just described, but it would be altogether premature
from this single result to assume the existence of such a defi-

nite compound.
Indeed these experiments seem to me to lead rather to the

notion that all the brown iron ores having a crystalline struc-
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ture, including the fibrous varieties, belong to the species
first described, and are composed of 1 atom of peroxide of

iron and 1 atom of water.

D.

A solution of persulphate of iron was precipitated when

boiling by a solution of carbonate of soda
; the precipitate was

washed with large quantities of hot distilled water and then

dried at 212°. It was of an orange-brown colour, and had a

specific gravity of 3*77.

To ascertain the degree of purity of this substance, 20 grs.
were dissolved in muriatic acicf, and chloride of barium added ;

this gave a precipitate which, when ignited, weighed '3 gr.
=

•1 sulphuric acid. 20 grs. were also dissolved in muriatic acid,
and precipitated by caustic ammonia ; the liquid filtered, eva-

porated to dryness, and the residue ignited, weighed '298 gr.,

consisting of sulphate of soda mixed with the oxides of man-

ganese and iron. From these experiments it would appear
that the substance cannot contain more than about 1 per cent,

of impurity derived from its mode of preparation. When ig-
nited in a platina crucible it lost 1405 per cent, by one experi-
ment, and 14*15 by a second

3
it was therefore 2Fe20j;+ SHO,

A portion of this substance contained in a test-tube was

placed along with a thermometer in a bath of fusible metal ;

it began to give off water at about 260° ; it was kept at a little

below 400° till no more water was given off; the remainder
then lost by ignition

10 per cent. ; it was therefore converted

into Fe^Og+HO at that temperature. When the tempera-
ture of the bath was raised to 500°, or a little higher, more
water was given off, and by weighing it appeared that nine-

tenths of the quantity of water contained in the substance

could be driven off at that temperature, but not the whole.

A portion of the native sesquihydrate (B) behaved much in

the same manner, and appeared to be converted into FegOg
+ HO at a temperature between 380° and 400°.

The native protohydrate (A B) heated to 512° did not lose

more than f^jths per cent., this was probably hygrometric. It

begins to give off' its water however at a temperature consi-

derably below red heat, which is visible by daylight.

XL. Observations on the Action of Animal Charcoal.

By Robert Warington, JSsg,*

A BOUT twelve months since a friend requested that I
•**• would undertake the performance of an experiment for

• Communicated by the Chemical Society j having been read March 17,
1845.
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him, which, if successful, he considered might prove of im-

portance. The idea had occurred to him in passing one of
the large breweries, that, from the greatly increased demand
for pale ale, such as is exported to India, as a beverage for

home use, it would be practicable to discharge the colour from
the ordinary beer by artificial means, and thus obtain the de-

sired object. What rendered this, he said, the more import-
ant, was the difficulty he had heard expressed by persons in-

terested in the matter, in preparing an article sufficiently pale
for the purpose of sale, the malt employed requiring to be
made expressly for this quality of beer. To effect this deside-

ratum, he considered that all that would be required would
be to pass the fluid through a medium of animal charcoal, and
that the ordinary amber colour of ale would be thus partially
removed. I undertook to make his experiment for him, at the

same time telling him that I thought the beer would be ren-

dered very flat and the flavour much injured, but certainly not

anticipating what followed. The method adopted, as pre-

senting the least objectionable points to the successful attain-

ment of the desired object, was to pass the cold ale through a

stratum of animal charcoal placed on a paper filter, and to

repass the filtrate through the same medium until the required
effect was obtained

; the ale operated upon was high-coloured,
and had a bitter taste and the fine aroma of the hop. The
colour was rapidly removed, but the ale was found on tasting

extremely vapid and flat, and the whole of the bitter flavour

was found to have been also abstracted. Not being prepared
for this result, I was surprised at the rapidity of the action,
and resolved immediately to carry on the investigation by
substituting other and stronger bitters in the place of the hop.
For this purpose a quantity of the ale which had previously
had the flavour of the hop removed by charcoal was prepared,
one portion of which was boiled with bruised gentian root

and another with the raspings of quassia wood, but on passing
these decoctions when cold through the charcoal filter as be-

fore, the whole of the intense bitter flavour which they had
imbibed rapidly disappeared.

It now occurred to me that this property of animal char-
coal might be made of considerable utility to the chemist, as,
from all our information up to the present time, it does not
affect the active alkaline organic principles, and therefore

should prove the means of separating the bitter of the hop and
other materials from that of strychnia or morphia as con-
tained in nux vomica or opium, it being frequently stated that

some persons, vendors or makers of this common beverage,
are in the habit of adding these and other materials in small
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quantities to their beer to give it a more intoxicating power.
1 therefore digested some nux vomica in coarse powder with

a part of the ale prepared for the previous experiments, and

on passing this when cold a great number oftimes through the

charcoal the bitter flavour still remained, and hence I con-

cluded at the time that my hypothesis was correct. Other

engagements broke in on my experiments at this time, and

prevented my prosecuting the investigation further.

About ten days since, however, I was recalled to this subject

by some other experiments, and tried the effect of animal

charcoal on the decoctions of some other astringent bitter

substances, as oak bark, Peruvian bark {Ci?ichona cordifolia),

and others, all of which had their flavour entirely removed.

It may be as well to mention here, that in this second and also

in a subsequent series of experiments the animal charcoal was

added to the warm solution of the material under trial, and

they were digested together on a sand-bath until the full effect

had taken place, after which the fluid was passed through a

filter. The charcoal used was the ordinary bone-black of the

sugar-reflner purified by digestion with hydrochloric acid,

washed as long as any saline matter was abstracted, and then

dried and heated to low redness. I then tested the extent of

this extraordinary power of charcoal by suiimitting a decoc-

tion of aloes to its action, with the same results, the whole of

the bitter flavour being removed.

I had proceeded thus far when I was referred by my friend

Mr. Henry to a work published at Breslau in 1842, by MM.
A. Duflos and A. Hirsch, entitled Okonomische Chemie, where,
under the article Beer at page 65, I found nearly all that I

had observed described in a few words ; namely, that the bit-

ter of the hop, and of all other vegetables used as substitutes

for it, as gentian, wormwood, &c., and even aloes, was removed

by animal charcoal, but that the bitter of nux vomica, which

is often made use of in England, was not affected.

On looking over my experiments, however, my attention

was arrested by finding that the decoction of the bark of the

Cinchona cordifolia had had the whole of its bitter removed.

Now, on the grounds stated in the previous part of this paper

regarding the active principle, this should not have been the

case. I therefore took a small quantity of disulphate of quina,
dissolved it by heat in distilled water, and then added the

charcoal, and discovered that the whole of the bitter was re-

moved in less than a minute. A solution of acetate of mor-

phia was also submitted to the action of charcoal with a like

result. A watery solution of strychnia was similarly affected,

and this made it necessary to repeat my former experiment on
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nux vomica, which had been made on a cold solution and

simply filtering it through the charcoal ; it was now digested
with the aid of heat, and the whole of its bitter flavour quickly
disappeared. The statement of Duflos and Hirsch, on this

point, is not therefore entirely correct.

To try the extent to which this abstracting power proceeds,
2 grains of disulphate of quina were dissolved in 2 ounces
of distilled water, and animal charcoal gradually added in

small quantities to the warm solution until the whole of its

bitter flavour was removed; it was found that VI grains of the

charcoal had been required to effect this.

It becomes a matter of surprise that this power of animal
charcoal has, as far as I am aware, never been observed be-

fore, notwithstanding the frequent and extensive employment
which is made of this agent in the preparation of the vegetable
alkalies, their salts, and a great variety of other substances of

an organic nature, for which it is directed to be used for the

purposes of discoloration in all our chemical works and phar-
macopoeias. Numerous analyses of organic substances, in

which it has been employed, will also be open to error on the

same grounds.
Before leaving this branch of the subject, I should refer to

a paper, and 1 believe the only one that bears particularly on

any of thq previous statements, by Dr. Louis Hopffi in the

17th volume of the Journal de Pharmacie, p. 172,
" On the

property of Charcoal in destroying the bitter flavour of many
bodies;" in which he gives a series of comparative trials with

wood and animal charcoal at a temperature between 78° and
86° Fahr. on solutions of a specified strength, of the extracts

of bitter herbs, woods, roots, barks, leaves, flowers and fruits.

I annex a few examples from this paper of substances which
have formed the subject of experiment in the present commu-
nication, as I believe that the great discrepancies which will

be noticed arise from the charcoal employed by Dr. Hopff'
not having been well prepared.
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appeared entirely on agitating its solution with a great excess

of animal charcoal.

By analogical reasoning I was led to try the effect of this

agent on salts of inorganic constituents, and here a similar ac-

tion was exerted. A large quantity of sulphate of magnesia
was removed from its solution in water, as also of chloride

of barium, sulphate of soda and other salts. The fact of sul-

phate of lime being removed from its solution has I find been

already noticed by Payen and Graham.
On laying the preceding experiments before the Society, I

stated that I proposed to carry on the investigation, but I

have since met with a paper by M. Chevallier*,
" On the ac-

tion of Animal Charcoal on Metallic Salts," in which he also

proposes investigating its action on the organic salts. Had I

been aware of the existence of this paper at the time, I cer-

tainly should not have brought my own experiments forward,
and shall not continue the investigation until M. Chevallier

has closed his researches. I can only express my regret that

I should even thus far have anticipated his results.

XLI. On the Application of Photography to Registering the

Thermometer and Barometer. By Henry Hennessy f.

THE delicacy required in an instrument for registering

continuously the indications of the thermometer or ba-

rometer is such that contrivances of a merely mechanical na-

ture could never fulfil such a purpose. As I am not aware

that the photographic process has been ever applied to effect

this desirable object, I here present some account of my at-

tempts at showing the practicability of such an application of

that process :f.
It occurred to me a few months since, that the

shadow of the mercury, or whatever fluid may be used to in-

dicate by its oscillations physical changes going on in the at-

mosphere, could be received upon a sheet of prepared photo-

graphic paper or a Daguerreotype plate. In proceeding to

make the necessary experiments, I found that the common
mercurial thermometer was not adapted for my purpose. No
method in my power could prevent the light from travelling
as it were around the column of mercury, and thus preventing
the formation of a distinct shadow. It appears that the best

method for obviating such an inconvenience would be to have
the sides of the thermometer tube made of some opake sub-

*
Comples Rendiis, vol. xix. p. 1279. f Communicated by the Author.

X [We are informed by Mr. Hunt, that many years since, Mr. Thomas
Jordan tried a great many experiments on using photographic papers to

register meteorological instruments, and published his results in the Reports
of" the Polytechnic Society.

—
Ed.]

Phil. Mag. S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 180. October 1845. T
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stance, while the front and back should each consist of a thin

film of glass equal in breadth to the bore of the tube. In the

absence of such an instrument I used a spirit thermometer,
the tube of which had a large bore and a small external dia-

meter. This was inserted in a slit made in the side of a flat

box, and the portions at each side of the spirit column were
blackened. A sheet of photographic paper, prepared with

bromide of potassium and nitrate of silver, was placed on a

plate of glass which was drawn by clockwork through the

box. The plate was at a distance of nearly •! of an inch from
the column of spirit in the thermometer, and five feet from an

open window. The window faced towards the east, but the

direct rays of the sun did not fall on the apparatus during the

experiment. As the plate passed before the thermometer, a

beam of light was thrown upon it more or less high, accord-

ing to the height of the spirit in the tube or the temperature
of the surrounding air. A shadow bounded by a defined

curve was thus formed, as is shown in the figure.
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The imperfections of my apparatus having rendered thie

motion of the plate carrying the paper rather irregular, the
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shadow was not perfectly continuous, but, as can be perceived,
a series of white spaces were interposed between each of the

dark portions. The translucency of the coloured spirit also

permitted some light to act upon the lower part of the sheet,

making faint prolongations of the dark spaces,
or In my first experiment the temperature was registered in

this way for only five hours ; in my second, the result of which
is exhibited in the diagram, the operation was carried on for

nine hours, or from ten in the morning until seven in the af-

ternoon. During the course of the last experiment, the sky
was occasionally much obscured so as to lessen the intensity
of the light, and botiieKpei;in;hent&w>eire;'performed during the

'pi'esent monlh.ijjqqn :jiU no Hni Ion bib nii>, .

h When results so satisfactory have been obtained with such

itnperfect apparatus as that which I have used, it is super-
fluous to anticipate what would take place under more favour-

able circumstances. The application of photography to re-

gister the height of the mercury in the barometer ought to be
still more practicable than in the thermometer, as in the

former case the shadow thrown on the paper would be so

much broader than could ever be possible in the latter. I

trust that I shall soon be able to present such facts on this

portion of the subject as will effectually clear up all doubts.

The experiments which I have made on the application of the

Daguerreotype and calotype, although yet incomplete, have
been satisfactory. From the researches of Prof. Draper and
others on the action of artificial light upon Daguerreotype
plates, I have been led to hope that temperatures and baro-

metrical oscillations can be registered continuously at night
as well as by day. In using a lamp to produce a shadow of
the fluid column in the instrument, it may at first appear that

errors would be produced, from the circumstance that the

shadow would not always have the same proportion to the

column. But that such errors would be inconsiderable ap-
pears from the easily deduced formula

!
l+ m '

where in the case of a thermometer @ represents the number
of degrees in the true temperature, 5 the number recorded on
the plate, H the height of the bulb of the instrument above
an horizontal plane, h the height of the flame of the lamp
above the same plane, I the perpendicular distance from the

flame of the lamp to a plane passing through the mercurial

column parallel to the plate, and vi the distance from the mer-
curial column to the plate. A similar formula would give the

T2
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true height of the mercury in the case of a barometer. If

circumstances should render the correction obtained by the

foregoing formula of any importance, tables could be easily

calculated to facilitate its practical application.

Dublin, August 14, 1845. .»;)i, .
}

o,i,;!i,v-

XLII. Cojitributions to Actino-Chemistry,
— The Chemical

Changes produced by the Solar Rays on some Photographic

Preparations examined. By Robert Hunt, Keeper of

Mining Records, Museum of (Economic Geology '^.

1. "DEING desirous of ascertaining, with more correctness
-*-* than has hitherto been done, the nature of the changes

produced by solar radiations upon the various preparations
used for photographic purposes, I instituted, a short time

since, a series of experiments with this object in view. Com-

mencing with the salts of silver most commonly used in this

new and beautiful art, it is my intention to proceed with all

organic as well as inorganic bodies, which the researches of

late years have shown us undergo a chemical change by ex-

posure to sunshine. This inquiry must necessarily extend

itself over a considerable period, but by confining myself

strictly to the examination of one compound at a time, 1 hope
to be enabled gradually to place the entire subject in a more

satisfactory light than it is at present. The results I have al-

ready obtained are in the highest degree satisfactory; and as

they have reference particularly and solely to the oxides, ni-

trate and chloride of silver, I see no good reason for with-

holding their publication. As the examination of the other

preparations is completed, I shall, from time to time, forward

my results to the editors of the Philosophical Magazine.
2. During the past five or six years, the attention of some

of the most eminent philosophers of Europe has been turned

to the subject of photography. The result has been the dis-

covery of a great number of most interesting processes ; and

in some few cases the chemistry of the changes produced by
ACTINIC power has been examined and explained. This has,

however, so rarely been the case, that I shall ofier no apology
for proceeding anew over the entire subject; and I hope in

every instance, where I do not acknowledge the previous la-

bours of other inquirers, that the omission will be set down to

its true cause—my ignorance of those labours—and not attri-

buted to any desire on my part to arrogate to myself the merit

of any discovery which is fairly due to another.

* Communicated by the Author.
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•3j9IB0f0f| J-. TO i>iL ., .-.,
Oxides of Stiver.

3. To a weak solution of nitrate of silver in distilled water

a very dilute solution of pure baryta was added, and the re-

sulting precipitated oxide of silver received upon plates of

glass. When the whole of the oxide had fallen down, the

fluid was removed very slowly by means of a small glass si-

phon, so that the powder on the glass plates might not be dis-

turbed. Without being removed from the vessel in which

the precipitation was effected, the oxide was dried at a very
moderate heat, and there resulted exceedingly thin films of

the oxide of silver on the glass, quite free from all organic

matter, every precaution being taken to prevent its presence.
4. These plates were exposed to full sunshine for periods

varying from one to twenty-four hours, one-half of them being
covered with an opake body. The brown oxide of silver

(protoxide) was gradually darkened, so that after half an

hour's exposure, the exposed part was a much deeper brown
than that which had been covered. This darkening process
was continued until a perfect black was produced, after which,

by the prolonged action of sunshine, a very remarkable

whitening of the oxide takes place, and proceeds slowly until

it is of a very fine olive colour. uinn'ursv

5. On immersing one of these plates in Strong ammonia, all

the oxide which had been kept from the solar action was dis-

solved off, whereas the exposed part did not appear to be

acted on. Another plate, immersed in a solution of twenty

drops of nitric acid in 300 drops of water, was acted on in pre-

cisely the same manner; the oxide being entirely removed from

the unexposed portion of the glass plate, whilst the changed,
or actinized part, appeared to remain untouched. From this

we might consequently infer that the oxide of silver had been

leduced to the metallic state. Moderately strong nitric acid,

dissolving the whole from the glass, seemed to render this in

every way probable.
6. Metallic silver, in however fine a state of division it may

be, conducts electricity; consequently it was expected that

the changed oxide would conduct the current of a voltaic bat-

tery. One of the glass plates covered with oxide was made

part of the circuit, between a single pair and a galvanometer
of great delicacy, but not the slightest indication of any con-

ducting power could be detected.

7. Films of oxide of silver were darkened all over by long

exposure to sunshine. One was placed in ammonia and an-

other in very dilute nitric acid. It was now discovered that

the ammonia did dissolve a portion of the actinized oxide
;

it
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became of a pale brown colour, and was found to hold silver

in solution. The dilute nitric acid also dissolved off some
oxide from the plate, as was shown by its becoming milky on
the addition of muriatic acid. On adding some potash to the

ammonia, and dissipating the ammonia by heat, a black pre-

cipitate was formed. The precipitate from nitric acid by
potash was dark brown. The general characters of this oxide
were the same as those of the suboxide of silver examined

by M. Wohler. '-?
"*

?-y;>yiq
odi btin

jirij^iy abysa

8. After havin^'remBVfeJd'asf'mtiich'a'^'ji'bssible from the gla^^

plate by solution in ammonia, there was still a film upon the

surface of the glass, which upon drying became nearly black,

appearing of a fine olive-green colour when looked through.
It was now ascertained that this film conducted an electric

current, and on pouring over the plates nitric acid diluted

with an equal quantity of water, the films were dissolved off

with the formation of nitrous acid fumes. V^'"\
9. These results prove to us that the influence of thfef'filleJ*

raical rays (actinism) on the protoxide of silver, converts it

into a suboxide and into metal. I have not been able by
the longest exposure to sunshine to reduce all the suboxide
to the state of metal, unless organic matter was present.

10. Pure protoxide of silver being spread whilst moist upon
paper, by means of a camel-hair pencil, and carefully dried,

passes in the course of a few hours, if the sun shines strongly,
into a perfect black, the whole of which dissolves off' in am-
monia. This salt precipitated by potash, the ammonia being
dissipated by heat, gave upon reduction the exact formula of
Wbhler's oxide (Ag20).

11. By continuing the exposure of these papers for a few

days, their colours were changed from black to an olive. Am-
monia dissolved nothing, and diluted nitric acid was equally
inactive. In moderately strong nitric acid, however, the

paper was almost immediately rendered white with the forma-
tion of nitrous acid fumes. Any analytical results from pre-

parations on paper are so liable to error, from the inconstant
character of the composition of the paper itself, that they are

scarcely to be depended upon. But by very carefully drying
two weighed pieces of paper until they lost no further weight,
and even heating them up to a point but a little below that at

which the paper would scorch, placing them both in warm
tubes and hermetically sealing them, exposing one to the ac-

tinic influence whilst the other was preserved in the dark,

opening the tubes under the same circumstances, burning the

papers at the same temperature, and weighing the ashes

against each other, I succeeded in reducing the sources of
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error considerably ; and the result was, in several experiments,
that the actinized oxide lost in weight exactly (or very nearly)
the weight of the oxygen of the oxide employed.

12. Several trials were made to ascertain if the films of

oxide of silver on the glass plates lost weight upon darken-

ing; but, although some evidence was obtained that they did

so, it must be admitted that it was not at all satisfactorily

proved to be the case by this means. The films seldom ex-

ceeded a grain in weight, and the pieces of glass upon which

they were spread generally weighed 200 grains; it will

therefore be easily conceived how difficult a thing it was after

an exposure of some hours to sunshine, and under all the va-

rying conditions of temperature and atmospheric moisture,
to decide with anything like accuracy the loss by weight of

oxygen of the oxide employed ; the more so as evidence was
obtained to show that the finely divided metal had the pro-

perty of condensing water within its pores with some rapidity.
I cannot refrain from venturing to express my opinion, that

the silver reduced by actinic power is different in many re-

spects from silver brought to an equally fine state of division

by mechanical means.

13. The oxide of silver, as is well known, is soluble in am-
monia ; by exposing such a solution to the action of the at-

mosphere, a pellicle forms upon its surface, which Faraday
considers a peculiar oxide. If this solution is spread over

paper and dried, I believe a similar oxide of silver is formed.

This paper darkens by exposure to light with some rapidity,
as does also the film formed on the surface of the ammonia.
After darkening, it will be found that the darkened parts are

no longer soluble in ammonia, or in diluted nitric acid, but

that moderately strong nitric acid dissolves it with the forma-

tion of nitrous acid vapours. In this case, consequently, we

may conclude that the oxide is reduced t^^lJiCj metallic state

at once by the action of the sun's rays. =

14. Perfectly pure silver, as is well known, does not com-
bine with oxygen by exposure to the air ; but silver reduced
as above by solar action, becomes oxidized by exposure, and
after a short, Mwe ammonia will disspjLv^.o^^a.cppsiderable
portion. rri'! off .("a <;';r>':*if! 1>'«('_'

ji, ,;,i, Nitrate of Silver,

f^ lis. Nitrate of silver does not change by the action of light,
unless organic matter is present, for which it is so delicate a

test, that Dr. John Davy recommended it as the most useful

for ascertaining the presence of minute quantities in a solu-

tion. It has been stated that the " nitric acid appears to be the

agent which destroys the animal texture, and the black stain
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is owing to the separation of oxide of silver*;" and this opi-
nion has been very generally entertained. I am satisfied,

however, that something more than this takes place, and that

an actual combination of the organic body with the silver en-

sues; and I hope to have an opportunity of examining some
of the very complicated phaenomena which have presented
themselves to my notice, during investigations which have

been made incidentally to the present inquiry, into the influ-

ence oforganic matter upon the salts of silver and gold, during
exposure to light and heat.

16. Count Rumford appears to have been the first who no-

ticed that carbon had the property of reducing the salts of

gold and silver from their solutions, at a temperature below
that of boiling water in the dark ; and that the same precipi-
tate of pure metal took place by exposure to the sun's rays.
He inferred from this, that the "chemical properties attributed

to light" were due alone to the heating powers of the sun's

rays. The error of this has long been known, as experiments
with the prismatic spectrum have shown that the rays in which
the calorific power exists at its maximum have little effect in

producing any such reduction. The precipitation of the silver

from the nitrate in solution takes place very speedily under

the influence of the solar rays which have been deprived of

their heat by being passed through plates of alum or rock-

salt, and when the temperature of the solution is kept at

32° F. ';

17. Nitrate of silver dissolved in distilled water was spread
on paper ; it was allowed to darken to a chocolate-brown :

ammonia now dissolved off* the darkened surface, proving it

to be in the condition of an oxide. The exposure being con-

tinued for some hours during very bright sunshine, a surface

of a peculiar russet colour, and of a dirty appearance, resulted.

Ammonia did not now possess the power of altering the co-

lour; it removed some oxide from the paper, which arose

from undecomposed nitrate of silver, protected by the super-
ficial film from the action of the rays of the sun. But if the

darkened paper was previously soaked in distilled water,
until ail the free nitrate was dissolved out of it, neither am-
monia nor dilute nitric acid separated any oxide, clearly

showing that the darkened surface was metallic silver.

18. Some nitrate of silver in distilled water was boiled with

a grain or two of animal gelatine for some hours in the dark ;

the solution became coloured a fine brown, but even after

standing for many hours no precipitation took place. Potash

precipitated the oxide of a black colour, which ammonia dis-
* Turner's Elements of Chemistry.
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solved. The solution being of a brown colour, I am led to

infer that this is a suboxide of silver (7.)"
19. A similar solution of nitrate of silver and gelatine was

put into a stoppered bottle and exposed to sunshine ; it speed-
ily darkened, and in about two hours the solution was so

opake that the sun could scarcely be seen through it. Its

colour was a grayish-green, which it retained during an ex-

posure to very bright sunshine for five days. It was ex-

pected that an increase in the acid reaction of the solution

might be detected during the progress of the precipitation.
Such can hardly be said to have been the case: the solution

was repeatedly tested with litmus paper, but the change of co-

lour was very nearly as decided at first as after the entire

length of the exposure. Does the nitric acid enter into com-
bination with the organic compound, or is it itself decomposed
by the combined action of the solar rays and the organic
matter ?

- 20. It was with great difficulty that the precipitated matter
could be separated from the solution; this was at length ef-

fected by subsidence, and it was found to be entirely soluble

in ammonia, giving a reddish-brown solution. The bottle in

which the solution had been placed was coated with a thin film

of an olive-coloured matter, transmitting green light, upon
which neither ammonia nor very diluted nitric acid acted.

By nitric acid diluted with an equal quantity of water it was

very speedily dissolved, the bottle becoming filled with nitrous

acid fumes. It is apparent from this experiment, that the first

action of the light is to liberate the protoxide of silver from its

combined acid, then to set free another proportional of oxy-
gen, and that eventually the suboxide is entirely reduced to

metallic silver. The nitric acid and the organic compound
are evidently thrown into some new conditions by the agency
of the sun's rays, the examination of which I reserve for the

present.

Chloride of Silver.

21. Perfectly pure chloride of silver was prepared by dis-

solving crystallized nitrate of silver in distilled water which
had been boiled with a little nitric acid, to ensure the absence
of any organic matter : it was then precipitated by pure mu-
riatic acid, well-washed with distilled water, separated by sub-

sidence, and dried on glass in a sand bath. In diffused light
this chloride changes colour very slowly, and eventually as-

sumes only a light lead colour. In bright sunshine it darkens
much more rapidly, and becomes brown by about one hour's

exposure.
22. Under the influence of the prismatic spectrum, two very
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decided colours are produced on the pure chloride of silver,
—

a blue or fine rich lead colour, by the space between the most

refrangible green, and the extreme edge of the violet rays, bor,

yond which for some distance the same colour is produced,;
but gradually lowered, until it becomes a mere tint of a lilac

hue, at a distance beyond the visible spectrum, equal to about

one-third its length. Now, supposing we divide the visible

group of rays into 100 parts, this tinting goes on over a space

equal in extent to thirty-four of such parts. Over the space
covered by the ordinary and the extreme red rays, a very de-

cided red impression is slowly made. By combining the in-

fluence of the red and the blue rays, the chloride with tole-

rable quickness becomes of a fine brown colour. I find it

would be quite practicable to arrange a scale of colours with

which the actinized chloride of silver might be compared, and

thus enable us to ascertain with tolerable correctness the re-

lative quantities of heat and chemical power existing in the

solar rays at any time. By means of an arrangement similar

to that used by Mr. Shaw and Dr. Percy, by which the chlo-

ride is restored, after darkening, to its original condition by
the action of chlorine, a very accurate and interesting series

of observations might be made*.
,/

23. As it appeared probable that artificial heat would prop^

duce similar effects to those described as the result of expo-

sing chloride of silver to the thermic rays, many experiments
were made with this view. In no instance however would ar-

tificial heat directly applied or reflected from a metallic sur-

face produce any change in the colour of the chloride of silver,

short of the point at which it is converted into horn silver,

and then the colour is but very slightly altered ; and even if

the heat is incautiously allowed to become too great, it only

passes into a lead colour, this change arising from the reduc-

tion of some portions of the chloride to the metallic state.

From this we may infer that the solar and terrestrial heat have

properties distinct from each other, or perhaps that solar heat

has, of itself, in its ordinary state, no particular pov/er in pro-

ducing a change in the chemical condition of bodies, but that

it modifies the action of actinic force, in a similar manner to

which light has been shown to do so (see the published experi-
ments of Herschelf, Becquerel J, Draper and the author §).

24. Mr. Fox Talbot, and, following him, most other inqui-

rers, have stated that in the preparation of the ordinary chlo-

ridated photographic papers, it was necessary, to ensure sensi-

bility to solar action, that the chloride of silver should have

7 j*
Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxv. p. 450.

-f* Philosophical Transactions, 1841. J Annalcs de Chimie, 1843.

§ Philosophical Magazine for 1840, 1842, 1843, 1844 and 1845.
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some free nitrate of silver in mixture with it. It was import-
ant to ascertain, if possible, the cause of this. Three pieces
of glass covered with films ofchloride of silver, by subsidence,
in the manner recommended by Sir John Herschel, were se-

lected; one was exposed quite dry, another moistened with
distilled water, and the third with a solution of nitrate of silver.

The action was most rapid on that wetted with the nitrated

solution, the next in order was the moist one. In an hour

they were however darkened to as nearly as possible the same
shade of colour.

"f^25. The glass plate over which the wash of nitrate of silver*

had been applied, was soaked in distilled water to remove any
of that salt that might remain undecomposed. The three

pieces of glass with their darkened films were then boiled se-

parately in nitric acid diluted with double its quantity of water.

The colours of the plates were but very slightly changed.
The liquids were then examined for silver, and in that alone
in which the plate on which the nitrate had been spread had
been, was any detected. It was evident that the nitric acid
had either dissolved off oxide of silver, or oxidized metallic

silver and then dissolved it. The films on the other plates
were not changed in colour by the applicaXion of either ara-

rfi'onia or hyposulphite of soda. uioif
i i)ojii '(/qn n ?.A .frii?

^6. Three similar plates of glass covered with films of chloi-

ride of silver wei'e placed in jars of pure hydrogen and nitro-

gen gases and in atmospheric air, and then exposed to bright
diffused daylight. The object of this was to ascertain if the

nitrogen of the acid, or the hydrogen of the water, were likely
to assist the change in any way. The chloride in the nitro-

gen and the atmospheric air darkened equally in equal times.

The first action of the hydrogen on the chloride of silver was
to reduce it to the state of metal over the surface. But as soon
as the chloride began to darken, this bright metallic film was

removed, and the whole darkened equally, but to a deeper
tint than either of the others. These plates, as in the former

case, were boiled in diluted acid, from which experiment I as-

certained that the hydrogen plate alone gave any evidence of
the presence of oxide of silver or revived metal. ix

27. It may appear that this metal was produced by the hy*.

drogen independent of the actinic power, but I find when
chloride of silver is plunged into hydrogen gas in bright sun-

shine, that no reduction of the chloride due directly to the

hydrogen takes place, yet most distinct evidence of the pre-
sence of metallic silver after darkening has been obtained.

We thus learn that the advantage of the nitrate of silver over

the chlorideis, that it is more readily reduced to tjie metallic
..tdi Liife t-i-oi ^ti'eii ^hti tOtdi idi snisBgsM ijs3iriqoeolirt4 ^
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state (17.) than the chloride; and that the well-known acce-

lerating power of moisture is due to the decomposition of

water, and the influence of the nascent hydrogen, in reducing
the argentine salt.

28. The principal point was now to ascertain the condition

of the chloride of silver after it had been thoroughly darkened

by exposure. Many experiments were tried, in various ways,
which need not now be detailed, as they were in varying de-

grees successful; to one alone which gave very satisfactory
results I shall at present confine myself. Pure chloride of

silver was prepared with great care, as before stated (21.), well-

washed with boiling distilled water, until neither nitrate of

silver nor muriatic acid produced any precipitate, and then

dried. Five grains of the salt were put into a long test-tube

full of distilled water, and placed in the sunshine to darken,
the powder being frequently moved that every part might be
acted upon by the sun's rays. It was found, even after an

exposure of a few minutes, that the water contained chlorine;
it became opake on the addition of nitrate of silver, and this

very gradually increased as the chloride darkened. The

darkening was continued for several hours, after which the

solution was filtered to free it from chloride of silver, and
nitrate of silver added to the filtered fluid ; chloride of silver

was precipitated, which, when collected and dried, weighed
1*4 grain on one occasion, 1 grain on another, and 1*5 grain
on a third trial. It is very difficult to ensure the darkening
of every portion of the chloride of silver, it adheres in little

masses ; these are darkened on their outer surface, and the in-

terior is then protected from the solar influence; this was over-

come as much as possible by repeatedly breaking down those

small particles with a glass rod. On drying the darkened
chloride and weighing, it was found that the loss of weight
was scarcely a quarter of a grain. From this it is evident that

the chlorine liberated by the sun's rays must have been partly

replaced by some other body ; and it becomes highly probable
that the darkened chloride is in the state of an oxychloride.
No oxide of silver could be detected by digestion in diluted

nitric acid.

29. The exposure in the water was in another case conti-

nued for many days, but no greater degree of darkening oc-

curred ; but a curious fact was now noticed. It was found that

during the night nearly all the chlorine which had been libe-

rated during the day was recombined, and that the darkened

powder became much lighter. A similar effect to this, but a

more striking one, has been noticed by Dr. Percy and Mr.

Shaw, when chloride of silver is darkened by light in an at-
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mosphere of chlorine. Some other salts of silver exhibit this

curious phsenomenon in a striking manner, as will be showQ
in future communications. , .,

„ . , r^
"^^

30. Pure chloride of silver was dried on a glass plate dftd

heated nearly to the point of fusion ;
it was then placed in an

atmosphere of chlorine and darkened in very bright sunshine.

No loss of weight could be detected by the most careful ma-

nipulation and with a very delicate balance. There is no very

satisfactory way of explaining this, except we suppose that the

liberated chlorine is retained by cohesive force in connection

with the finely divided particles of what we must regard as a

subchloride of silver, unless we return to the old theory of

the compound nature of chlorine.

31. In these experiments the presence of organic matter has

been carefully avoided. It now became necessary to inquire
into the condition of the chloride of silver darkening by the

solar rays on paper. Bath post paper, highly glazed, was co-

vered with chloride of silver in the usual way, all free nitrate

of silver being washed off'. The prepared paper was then ex-

posed to light for forty-eight hours, in which time it darkened

and became of a fine olive-brown. The paper was now cut in

pieces; some parts were immersed in very dilute nitric acid,

which produced no change; others in ammonia, which had

not the slightest effect upon them
;
therefore it was evident that

no oxide of silver was present. On putting fragments
of the

paper into nitric acid diluted with equal parts of water, all the

darkened portion was rapidly dissolved off*, and the paper was

left of a lilac colour. Hence we have very satisfactory proof
that metallic silver is eventually formed on the surface of the

chloridated photographic papers, and that the under sensitive

surface is preserved in the condition of a subchloride of silver

by the opacity of the superficial coat.
j'

32. From other experiments which do not properly belong
to this paper, I am inclined to believe that the first action of

the solar rays (I avoid using the term light, considering these

phaenomena as the result of a modified principle) is to liberate

one- half of the combined chlorine, which is very readily,

moisture being present, replaced by oxygen. By the conti-

nued action of the exciting cause, the other proportional of

the combined gaseous element is in like manner set free and

replaced. We have seen (3, 4, 5, &c.) that oxide of silver is

in a short time decomposed under Actinic power, and hence

we have eventually, nearly pure metallic silver in a state of

extremely fine division. It will be seen that organic matter

plays an equally important part with the chloride of silver as

it does with the nitrate of that metal when under the influence
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of that mysterious power which appears to emanate from the

solar orb.

33. Admitting the imperfect character of the results which
I have endeavoured to record as faithfully as possible, I can-

not but regard them as important, and they appear to point' to

some general law, which is probably applicable to those phae-
nomena which Moser has described, and which are in all pro-

bability acting a grand part in the mutations of the universe^

The same power which we detect changing the film of chloride

of silver on the photographic paper, has been in action for

countless ages on the earth's surface ; and by pursuing with

due care the investigation, we may be enabled to proceed,

step by step, into the great laboratory of nature, and discover

the various causes which have been in operation on the con-

solidated masses of this globe, and which are producing mul-
tifarious chemical changes, to the excitation of which are due
the great magnetic phaenomena which are exciting so much
the attention of philosophers.
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XLIII. Proof of Fermat's Undemonstrated Theorem, thc^t

^n ^ yn
-- ^n ^g Qj^iy possible iti 'whole numbers "when w = 1

or 2. By S. M. Drach, Esq., F.R.A.S.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal,

Gentlemen,
^^j s\<\h?m<i^s> ei aons-rsfllh ^Ai

' E may evidently regard k, y and z as mutually prime,
for a divisor common to two must enter the third, if

an integer solution be possible, .*. two are odd and one even.

o^tT ZJ ?-n ^- "trioa. S^ '*

, '^. ,-1-1, , »i
'

r^'^^ j]*JL>m^::i>;j/p

By the rules 01 this analysis (buler s Algebra, pt. 2. ch. xii.),

it appears that if

l= a-p- + 2
(

^

1.2. .2f
=

A,)^-^'^'
and ''«

Y= C" 2'" + S A j q»-^ip^i cf^-i a*,
'^

that « Z2 - c Y2 = {ap^
- c (fY .

Put therefore a—%, Z=2;^, c=j/, ¥=3/"* .'.,v=^zp^
— cq%

and «»« =2»«_p'»+ SAip'*-2'52<^w-iy^ or

. ... .... .

l«:p»(l + ..SA.Y^i^)');
-' -. .I>ho

atoibiuipid e 82'3f mum ,:yi«u|Vj
^P ^^

'fos ea.tejbc«prd ow)

Hi fttn—i /4a""-' r.
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similarly, the equation in Y givesiw lav/oq eooiiaia^ni imii "io

1 + SAil-g-) Jfij ^niJiimbA .88

If w = 1, p = 1 =:
gr; if w > 1, Af > 1, and as a? is positive,

Jt^z^ q^y'i therefore
2?'*

is multiplied by a series of positive
terms =2Ai x a quantity less than unity; whilst the factor of

^ is similar, but = S Aj x quantity
> 1, .\p^ > g'"*

"^ order
that the respective products shall =1.
.Combining the last found equations, vk'e obtain by the b|^

P \^z (~~^ ^— ~E H)—\ jt j«ij_ »^ ~3— f+

the difference of these quantities is therefore zero. But put-

ting the coefficient of the eth term in the binomial develop-
ment = Bj, so that

Pi — /J_
^~^ 1—2n 1+4;?— 2?n 1 +3n — 2in_^ \

^'~\n *

2w
'

S»
* 2m— 3w

*

2zw— 2» Vi -V
-. -: •'KMr. v'd ,2'W

l-2 z — 2.W 1— 2 2- l.w
^ - ^ 2?w-« 277^^

'
"VS^ avoiViia 'i^AV oT

the difference is expressible by
t.^^rMa^TKaO

when w=l,jp=g', w— 1=0, the equation is satisfied ; when
n exceeds unity, we have 1 — 2 « w = a negative quantity, and

consequently the factor within
( ) is positive, as is also

(^ -J-^)'"; but then Bj = Bj-i x the product of two negative

fractions, and is consequently of the same sign as B,_i or

Bj_2 ... or Bj, but Bj is negative, .'.0 = a series of exclusively

negative quantities^ which is impossible, unless a factor com-
mon to all = 0, which is here 1 — w, as the case of y= is of

course excepted. Consequently w= 1 is the only odd possible
value of this exponent.

Case 2, w = 2 ?«, or x^'^ t= z^^ —y«.
As the sum of two squares is never of the form 4 ? + 2 or

4 2 + 3, it follows that x must be even and y odd ; also is is

odd. Moreover, m must be odd, as we know that the sum of

two biquadrates cannot be a square, much less a biquadrate



(unless in thjeext^eptedcas^ of y asp^ J^at therefore by the

ordinary ^ule, ^= "Zpq, z=p^ + q\'^y^p'^^'g^\^&[\cQ
p and q are prime to each other, and ,,•__,4- J — s«

— = 1 +
6J 21 fcilDG^ i9r#tol Dili /fj ~-^j 2 ?.b990X9 -lo aliJfjpQ

s« woK

•I9lfi9i§ ^^IlBiJTf!j^a^2^kMaff^^-«i»i|im.^-r(^^^d tej-jngy/ij
jiavui 9(b iu>rfy/,,rn'^9J-hini prlJ.gc 'jpl

an ^tiMO I'jb ilJ

fe#W|Wfi^lS^i^ffl«t44»aj§lB.fyyfe +j/) fQR

^_/x+yy g^)Tfo-(2yaWT!ft?f . > r|- to— li/'"-^+ (g??/'»-
' -^z +y)

and as ;r +
2/

is even whilst m and »z— 2 are odd, there would
still remain a fractional ^. Further, if 2; +3/ = 4/, z +y is of
the form 4j + 2, so that one term will have \ and the other |,
for a remainder.

Hence, as p^ q-'^
— a quantity -^ by (2; +j/)

-r- {z—y) to the
first power only, it follows that {z-^y) -^ {z—y), or their pro-
dmct z^—y'^, must be a square. Putting therefore z = r"^ -{ s%

^^Sfnt^orrrJ^tinU .(_-ioJ:i(.l«!lJ;..ni-
o:i.i(> . li ii-x/a ,3i.;fu 'jijon e '^d

y^ut](U, g^are real and prime ta each other, so ar6"r ihtiTsX

.•^as we cannot suppose p^
—

5'^= (r^+ s^)~'" without introdu-

cing the imaginary sign of \^ — 1 iii the factorial result,

He»ce KiiIdcJe9
^Ilxj't

02 9L iqiR X
jDjihsfi 9ri4o2_9aix)BneK|aJm ^^^ _ , hog ^rfj-fiio

opoilBi9bianoD eiriT .zlBmiaa 'loiialai arij lo bne npra lo boot

isoilqat'
'

2"w -i-
*I

^^ora siuoo'iq oi aJqfnaJJB ^nfiffi 0} bgl scd

'"-r/sh^?''** s ^i!?0''fo yongioftab B bb ^bioB ofiodq^odq lo

889T;^o*iq ai ^ ^ :_^u{S!fL|uorii^2.Gjq9&9'iq
i9V9 Jg-orn ,Jn9b

ilaidw fno4* ^ L> . > t

'

- ... .'' PT, Jnariiavy^^Tx?! jis<jtiii|to|^Blo

,89nod nggd 9VBd J:
1 • 2 .. 2 ?

.!9ijd and bioB oi'to^lq^oiiq

9(tJ oj 7U9*9iib ii vlqqn « 1 . 2 . . ? gvcrf aniio wnii^olqaia lo

Setting out from either end, the extreme quantities are

equal, and have the same coefficient, unity, but the upper co-

efficient afterwards more and more exceeds the corresponding
under one, for at the hh. term they equal their immediate pre-
decessors multiplied by arlj \(d biiirjinirmfaoD ^

J ,C4^8I t<iCioViO .081 .oK .VS.^ JoV .e .d .T^^ifv .\sin
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r- 2 ?» — 2 z + 2 2 w — 2 e + 1 _ m — i-\-\ / 2 m _ \
" 2? — 1

*

2l
~

i \2« — 1 /

J w — i + 1

and
J

.

l!!^ _ '?

Now m equals or exceeds 2 / — 1, .•. the former fraction is to

the latter always in the proportion of 1 +«:!,« being posi-
tive ; consequently the upper coefficient is continually greater
than the under one, as far as the mid-term, when the inverse

march begins, but the upper one still retaining its greater

magnitude. Hence the difference, which ought to be zero, is

the sum of positive multiples of real squares, a series which

cannot = 0, unless a common factor in the coefficient va-

nishes; the one for i=\ is 2 m {2 m — 1) =2m, whence m=
or 1, and as m [m

—
1) enters all the terms, these are the only

possible values (the case of ^- or 5 = is of course excepted).
But m cannot = 0, for then o(P+ y^= z^i .•. ?w= 1 or w = 2 is the

only possible even value of the exponent.
Hence I consider Fermat's proposition to be correct.

London, August 18, 1845. S. M. Drach.

[In publishing this asserted proof of Fermat's theorem, we are actuated

by a hope that, even should it be found unsatisfactory, the method may
contain useful suggestions.

—Ea. Phil. Mag.]

XLI V. On an (Economical Method ofprocuring Phosphate of
Lime and Magnesia from Urine for Agricidtural Purposes,

By John Stenhouse, Ph.D.^

THERE
are few points in agricultural chemistry which are

at present believed to be so fully established, as that the

earthy and alkaline phosphates are indispensable to the perfect

development of those plants and seeds which constitute the

food of man and of the inferior animals. This consideration

has led to many attempts to procure more abundant supplies
of phosphoric acid, as a de^ciency of that element, it is evi-

dent, must ever present a serious impediment to the progress
of agricultural improvement. The chief sources from which

phosphoric acid has been hitherto obtained, have been bones,

guano, and the urine of men and animals. The usual ways
of employing urine have been, either to apply it directly to the

fields in its liquid state, or by neutralizing it with sulphuric

acid, and evaporating it to dryness, till it forms a mass of salts,

which renders it easily transportable. In the liquid state, from

its great bulk, urine is an inconvenient article to collect and

* Communicated by the Author.

PhiL Mag. S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 180. October 1845. U
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transport to any distance, and any attempt to reduce it to the

solid state by evaporation, involves so large an expense for

fuel as to render it in most cases quite unadvisable.

The method by which I purpose to procure phosphoric
acid from urine is not by evaporation, but by precipitating it

in the state of the insoluble phosphate of lime or bone-earth.

This is easily and cheaply effected, by merely adding a slight
excess of lime-waterj or still better, of milk of lime, to the

urine so long as it causes a precipitate. This precipitate,
when produced by means of lime-water, has a bulky gelati-
nous appearance, very much resembling alumina, and, as will

be seen by the subjoined analysis, consists of basic phosphate
of lime with a little magnesia and some organic matter. After

standing for some hours, the precipitate subsides pretty readily,
and the greater portion of the supernatant water may be easily
drawn off" by a siphon. The remainder may then be removed

by collecting the precipitate on any suitable filtering appara-
tus. On drying the precipitate, which, as we have already

mentioned, is very voluminous, it shrinks exceedingly. For
the purpose of obtaining this precipitate, it is by no means

necessary that the urine should be in a concentrated state
;

I

have been able to procure it quite readilyfrom urine diluted

with ten times, or even more, of its weight of water. It is in

this circumstance that the chief advantage of the proposed
method consists, as urine can thus be made available as a

source of phosphoric acid, even in the very diluted state in

which it usually passes into the common sewers, when it has

hitherto been regarded as unfit for any useful purpose. When
the precipitate is destructively heated, it blackens, owing to

the considerable quantity of organic matter it contains; and

it emits at the same time a disagreeable ammoniacal smell, so

that it is by no means destitute of nitrogen. The organic
matter I believe to consist chiefly of mucus which has been

carried down by the lime. A quantity of this precipitate dried

at 212° F. was subjected to analysis. It gave
—

Lime 44-96

Magnesia 1 '32

Phosphoric acid 40'18

Loss by ignition, organic matter and water 13'S4

100-00

As I have already mentioned, the precipitate when heated

to 212° F. gives off an ammoniacal smell, and consequently,

when it is meant to be employed as a manure, should be dried

at a very gentle heat. The quantity of nitrogen contained

in the precipitate, when dried at an ordinary temperature, was
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more than I expected. One portion dried in this way gave

by Will's method \'9i per cent, nitrogen, or nearly two per
cent.; a second quantity, dried at 212° F., gave only 0*88 ni-

trogen. Another portion, air-dried, when heated to redness,

gave only 41*19 per cent, of fixed residue.

One pound of urine precipitated with lime-water gave, when
heated to redness, 19*92 grains of phosphate of lime and mag-
nesia. A second pound of more highly concentrated urine,

similarly treated, gave 32*38 grs. of the same substances. Both

quantities were urine in its natural state. It is clear that these

results can only be regarded as approximative, as urine varies

so much in concentration in every individual, according.to the

circumstances in wiiich it is produced. £ djiwsmirto
The amount of phosphate of lime obtained froni a pound

of urine is, it must be confessed, by no means considerable.

When we reflect, however, what an immense quantity of di-

lute urine may be readily obtained from the common sewers

of some of our large towns, it is clear that this is a source

which might be made to furnish the fields with large quanti-
ties of the phosphates which are at present passing into the

riveis, and which thus, for a long time at least, remain un-

availing for agricultural purposes. In conclusion, I shall

shortly describe the way in which I believe the operation of

precipitating the phosphates may be most conveniently con-

ducted on a large scale. The urine, in the state in which it

passes into the sewers, may be collected in any suitable pond
or tank, and the lime-water, or what is still better, the milk of

lime, may be prepared in a second tank of much smaller di-

mensions situated on a higher level. The milk of lime should

then be run into the first tank containing the urine, and the

liquids well-mixed by agitation so long as a precipitate falls.

I gready prefer employing a slight or even a considerable ex-

cess of milk of lime, rather than lime-water; for though the

phosphoric acid in the urine is completely precipitated by
either reagent, lime-water produces a gelatinous precipitate
which does not subside so readily and is difficult to filter,

while milk of lime throws down a tlocculent precipitate which
is much more manageable. When the mixture of the lime

and urine has been left to repose for some hours, the precipi-
tate subsides pretty fully, so that three-fourths of the water

may be readily drawn off by means of a siphon. By remo-

ving a plug at the bottom of the tank, the remainder of the

water may be run off through any suitably constructed filter-

ing apparatus, and the phosphate of lime and magnesia ob-

tained as a bulky gelatinous mud.
The mass may be rendered perfectly dry, either by exposing

U2
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(t^il shallow vessels to the rays of the sun, or to a current of dry
or hot air. When dry it forms a friable mass, which, wh^fl

slightly rubbed, crumbles into a very fine powder. The quan-

tity of lime required to precipitate the phosphoric acid from

urine is by no means great, and the only difficulty experienced
in the whole process is in the filtration, which proceeds much
more slowly than could be wished, though I have no doubt
that a little practice would suggest the means of greatly, dimi-?

fiishing, if not of wholly obviating this impediment,jj{f, g.^ ^^
Glasgow, August 26, 1 845, ,

,y -^oqrnoosb ii

\*"KS. Since the above was written, I have aiSdfe'rtkined that

/tl|e difficulty in filtering and drying the precipitate, to which
reference has more than once been made, may be greatly obvi-

atetl by intimately mixing a small quantity of finely-powdered
wood-charcoal with the precipitate, after the great bulk of tWe

water has been drawn off by means of a siphon or otherwise.

The quantity of charcoal which is necessary for this purpose,
is by no means considerable; it has the effect of rendering the

precipitate tolerably porous, and thus greatly facilitating its

being filtered and dried. If the charcoal-powder, before being
mixed with the precipitate, has had a considerable quantity of

putrid urine filtered through it, it becomes strongly charged
with ammonia, and is thus rendered much more valuable as a

manure. The urine which has been used to impregnate the

charcoal can, of course, be run into the tank, and the phos-

phoric acid it contains be prepipitated with lime in the way
already describ^^,,,,,- ^„^ „| M^^Xboqums'^ oi ^ML
XLV. Supplementary 'Remarks on 'Elimination^ and on the

ii.nTheory of Equations. By James Cockle, M.A.^ of Trinity
-IV College, Cambridge; Special Pleader^.

^i(5'
TN the development ofj^^(10.)tj l«it the coefficient of
--

Zp Zq Zr be denoted by {p q r\ with the exception of

^that of ^^ ^hichwe shall represent by «i, and let
\o cit^Xciio^ vti—sv 't si-KY • 's.^ i'o ^ t* it) znoiJonifi

,f)Iqioanq ziih lo anoianoixo 2utfivdo oih lo zatxom vS .V= 'V

subject to the condition that, when m of the quantities p, q, r

become equal, the last terms of (11.) and (12»)-are to bedi-
vided by ?;z (tw— 1 ) . . 2 . 1, then, if 'ijgiJaavni sesdjt Wb ni

^,^.»
Communicated by T. S. Davies, Esq., F.R.S., F.S.A., &c.

"

"

"f See my paper in this (August) Number of the Phil. Mag. p. 126, line 3.
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jno-il biDXi
onorf^jsoflq sjit sJfiJiqiaojq oJ bs'iiopai arnil to vjii

tHS'yUffek^is of J from 9, 8, 7, 6, into 2, ^j 6, 8, respectively,
for we may groir}i as we please the squares into wliich-^?i(9j:)
is decomposed. This gives us after reduction J^'^^

== vui;)

.tcffj hyni/Q 1=72 -2 + 78^a5biTiy -iij^fe^ +70*b ^arfig •.8.9^*)

-rvJo
^iJ«9'f§ ad ^^fiffr^obcfn naa^fiado nfid? -v-offr -.ofi 93119^3191

(if

the terms which (after substituting for ^3 in/^(9.) its value

derived from (16.)) contain 2,/, then, a^ being the coefficient

^(.§fi? .k,t^ rm\k. ., ,>9i..i,i .-n,9d

b9x^i/;d9 ^<,l§n8-ij8 eamoyjjJ j ? \ y.J Vya^ H ft annu bi-iiuq

'; '*nfiy*ve'''^'gefeM,^matever be the VBXWm^^m^^
j/^(10.), and is applicable to the annihilation of the 2ndj 4th

and 6th terms of the equation of the 6th degree; but, in case

the order in which the squares into which /^(9.) is decom-

posed are to be grouped should in any instance become mate-

rial, the last paragraph will have to be modified accordingly.-
'"''''7: [Supplement to p. 384 of the last volume.)—Let n = 4,

and add a term, N<p (.?'),
to the right-hand side of (3.) ; then

a product similar to (4.) may be obtained by means of the prin-

ciple, that "(Pi, <P25
" • <pn-i being linear and homogeneous

functions of Aj, Xc^ x^ and
(p^*"^ denoting the result of substi-

tuting .v'-''^ for A' in f ; then, when tt is composed of symmetric
functions o^ x, &c., tt'' (=;S{<Pi<P2' • 'P'»-2<P"«-i}) consists of

symmetric functions of
.Ti

. .
.:p'i

. . . x''^ •*

"
so that, when x"=x'f

ir^^= 9r". By means of the obvious extensions of this principle,

v/hich is a branch of one of numerous classes of the same kind

as that used in paragraph 3, we may add to (3.) as many terms

as we please, for any values of Ji. These remarks are made
with reference to paragraphs 5 and 6. It is possible that

in all these investigations we may be able to derive some aid

from the quaternion theory, a different distribution of a, &c. ;

and it willbe borne in mind that a want of symmetry in the



coefficients of an equation sometimes disappears in its roots, as

is the case with the equation ^iJfoq
>luiifcf riadqiuq sldoloetu

*
. ii|

riidJ io I'lcq laJJfil artj gniiub
w,« +3/,ty + --^iy^,*iiq(^2

+ t/^^y a^^e^fq oJ emh
* I't '<"•** '/J to yiae-<fri

which has one root symmetric with respect to yj{ srfj t^sgeao

Birchington, near Margate,
""^ ^J'" ui-t^yv snj io moJJod odi ol

August 29, 1845. Soa odi rnoii bgieiBqsa sd ^''^631

__j__
^ .i'iOiiqvc: L An I-

XLVI. 0» M^ Action of Bleaching Powder on the Salts of
Copper and Lead. £^ Walter Crum, Esq., F.R.S.^

IN February 1843 I read to the Philosophical Society of

Glasgow an account of a rose-coloured oxide of copper
which I had obtained by the action of bleaching powder and
lime upon nitrate of copper. Although I had then made
numerous analyses of this substance, prepared under a variety
of circumstances, I had been unable to obtain from it the full

amount of oxygen which a definite compound must contain,
and delayed therefore to make it further known until I should

have the opportunity of producing it in a purer form. In
the mean time the rose-coloured substance was observed, and

correctly described, by Krxiger of Berlin, as a combination of

the oxide of copper, or, as he calls it, cupric acid, with lime.

Having completed my experiments on this subject as far as

my leisure will permit, I shall now state the results I have
obtained.

When the hydrated oxide of copper is added to a solution

of bleaching powder it changes colour and becomes brown.

Oxygen gas is then plentifully disengaged, and the efferves-

cence continues till the whole of the hypochlorite of lime is

decomposed. The brown precipitate suffers no change during
this decomposition. When separated from the soluble mat-

ters, it is found to contain no chloiine and no excess of

oxygen. It is anhydrous oxide of copper. Hypochlorite of

soda produces the same effect.

If we add nitrate of copper to a solution of bleaching pow-
der containing a considerable quantity of lime, and previously
cooled to below the freezing-point of water, a bluish-green

precipitate is formed. When the precipitate subsides, we
find the solution of a fine blue colour and containing copper;
but in what state I have not examined. As the heat advances

to the ordinary temperature, the copper in solution, as well as

* Communicated by the Chemical Society; having been read April 21,
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the precipitate, changes colour, and both at last become an
insoluble purplish black powder. Oxygen gas is disengaged
during the latter part of this process, and continues for some
time to prevent the precipitate from subsiding; but after

twenty or twenty-four hours the evolution of gas nearly
ceases, the particles having united into larger grains sink

to the bottom of the vessel into moderate bulk, and may then

readily be separated from the soluble matters, by repeated

mixing with cold lime-water and drawing off the clear liquid
with a syphon. The precipitate thus obtained is, as I have

said, nearly black
;
but by triturating upon a piece of glass

it is seen that its real colour is rose-red.

Exposed to the action of boiling water oxygen gas is dis-

engaged from this substance, and brown anhydrous oxide of

copper is left behind. Acids dissolve it, witn the liberation

of oxygen gas, mixed with the carbonic acid taken down by
the lime. The solution in nitric acid gives no precipitate
with nitrate of silver. Exposed to the air the substance is

speedily changed into the green carbonate. In attempting to

press and then to dry it in vacuo over sulphuric acid, a large

proportion was changed into the brown oxide mixed with car-

bonate. It can only therefore be examined in the moist state

and newly prepared. I shall describe the process by which
I have obtained the best results.

Twenty grains of black oxide of copper, prepared by cal-

cining the nitrate, are dissolved with the assistance of heat in

70 grs. of nitric acid, specific gravity r35. Fifty grains of

fresh hydrate of lime, sifted through fine calico, are mixed
with 1 lb. solution of bleaching powder of specific gravity 1'06,
and added to the solution of copper. When the precipitate
becomes granular, as already described, it is quickly washed,
and decanted until the lime water comes off nearly pure. The
precipitate is then put into a wide tube over mercury, an ex-

cess of sulphuric acid added to it; and, after pouring out as

much as possible of the solution which is thus formed, caustic

soda is added to absorb the carbonic acid. In six experi-
ments made in this way, 20 grs. of oxide of copper produced
a compound which yielded of oxygen gas, after the necessary
corrections,

—
1-875

1-886

Mean
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By calculation 20 grains CuO changed into Cu2 O3 ought
to yield, by Berzelius's numbers, 1*98 grain of oxygen. A
nearer approximation than in the foregoing results is scarcely
to be expected; for although there was no perceptible disn!

engagement of gas during the washing of the precipitate i^j

these experiments, it is certain that oxygen always escapesij

during the time so employed. ijuuot

The quantity of lime necessary to the production andi(^f^3fj)

bility of this oxide is not more than 1 equivalent after saturafvi

tion of the nitric acid : 1 atom of lin)e to 3 of copper gave

only 0558 gr. of oxygen gas instead of the mean quantity
of r828 ;

2 atoms to 3 of copper yielded 1*295. 1 conceive^
the rose-coloured powder then to be a compound of an oxid^
of copper with lime, in which the copper exists in the state o^^

sesquioxide, Cu2 Og. ,,

I have not succeeded in producing this oxide by means of

the hypochlorites of potash or soda, even with the alkali in

great excess ;
but by adding caustic soda to a solution of hyto

pochlorite of lime, and afterwards nitrate of copper, we obtain,)

the calcareous compound (lime being precipitated along witHj
the copper) in a state of division so fine as to show the rosQj
colour as soon as it is formed. This method, however, docii?;)

not serve for the purposes of analysis, for the powder neveiV
becomes

granular^^ aj?^dj rem^^i||i,,^lje^-§f(^^,;fl^_,
l?u||^y,,tfl„A)^n

washed.
\r^ -^ovio]f>*''l ->m']^^^u vrlybixo oHi inml

It will now be doservea that the dehydratmg action of then

hypochlorites upon oxide of copper must depend upon th^o

momentary formation of a sesquioxide in which the oxygen q
has replaced the previously combined water. ,ij{

The solution of bleaching powder in which the sesquioxid/^y
has been formed is of a fine but very pale pink colour, andg
contains so small a proportion of the colouring ingredient^cJ
that the nature of that body can scarcely be discovered by I

analytical means. The second washing of the oxide is colour-to

less; but if a very minute portion of sulphate of manganese
be added, the pink colour is restored. When manganate of

potash is dropped into nitric acid, the well-known red colour

of hypermanganic acid is produced. In lime water the colour

is bluish green ; but in bleaching liquor, even with excess of

lime, we have the peculiar amethystine colour of the solution f,

in which the sesquioxide of copper has been produced.^
Bleaching powder has long been said to contain manganese,lo
and to this I at first attributed the pink colour of the originaLil
solution ; but I afterwards found that it could be reproducedu;
from pure Irish limestone which I employed. Even marblejjt

gives a pink solution in the same circumstances.
-\^)
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i^ lined ^it!i a beiautifiil rose-colourecl deposit, whicli remains

attached to the glass when thp other matters are washed out;
but it fades away in^^Tqvt'li^urs, particularly when exposed
to light, and cannot ev^i*!''!!^ long preserved in the solution

in which it forms. Dissolved in dilute nitric acid, copper is

found in the solution and no manganese. There can be no
doubt that, like the precipitate, it is the sesquioxide of cop-

per in combination with lime. , ,
. •

.,„ ^,u i,^ „,.;+

I he red oxide oi iron has also trie power of decoraposiiigj
the hypochlorites. This fact, as well as the formation of ^^

superoxide of copper, was observed many years ago by Mr.
Mercer of Oakenshaw, and stated by him to the British

Associatidti in 1842, in a paper containing some interesting

speculations on these and other weak affinities
which.,fti,yje!fj^r^e

to many of the phaenomena of catalysis. ;;" .^^j' .iVnpcml ^dt
'When a solution or bleaching powder is mixed with nitrate

of*6pper, alight bluish -green powder precipitates, the bulki-

ness of which renders it somewhat difficult to wash. This

powder is very slightly soluble in water, and scarcely changes
colour in boiling. Heated in a glass tube over a spirit-lamp,
chloride of copper sublimes into a cooler part of the tube, and
water escapes. The residue consists of black oxide of copper
mixed with a quantity of chloride, which may be separated
from the oxide by washing. Professor Graham, who sug-

gested to me this experiment, remarked the analogous effi^ct

of boiling water in separating water from a hydrate. It

proved to be a hydrated oxichloride of copper, the substance

known by the name of Brunswick green, and formed in a

variety of other circumstances. Analysis gave me nearer

SCu O, Cu CI than ^Cu O, Cu CI ;
but the presence of c^jr^^ ^

bonate in the specimen left me in doubt upon this point, aii4

1 could not resume the inquiry. In this reaction the whole
of the hypochlorous acid is set free.

^.^ ^.^^^ ^, ^^ ^^^ .^^^

\ 'aI^CuO NO5) + 3(CaO CIO, CaCi) >lnin orfj .babhe sd

:.'^^,f,(CaO NO5) + 3CuQ„fQuGi + 2Gaei +^ 3CIO. Joq
. . . L - ' I

1 > !, < 1 111

Peroxide of lead is often produced by passing a stream of

chlorine through a solution of sugar of lead. The chloride

which accompanies it in this way may be also converted into

peroxide by employing a solution of bleaching powder instead- ;

of chlorine. The peroxide produced by these means hasia...
.

light brown colour, although washed with dilute nitric acid

and boiling water. I have succeeded, by the following pro-
cess, in forming a compound, nearly colourless, of j)eroxide

of lead and lime. Dissolve in water 1 lb. of nitrate of lead,
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and add it, along with 3 equivs. of lime, to 16 pounds of a so-

hition of bleaching powder of sp. gr. 1"08. Heat the mixture

gradually to 160° Fahr. and stir it frequently during five

hours. Pour off the clear liquid, add 16 pounds more of the

same solution, and continue the heat three hours longer. The
combination is obtained white with only a slight brown tinge.
It is quite insoluble in water, and when dried does not alter

in the air. Nitric acid, by dissolving the lime, leaves the

peroxide of a deep black colour, and therefore much deeper
than that obtained by any of the processes usually employed.

I have had no means of determining the proportion of lime

contained in this plumbate. With less than two equivalents
to one of oxide the compound is not white; and an excess of
lime cannot afterwards be dissolved away by an acid without

discolouring the salt.
* '

I found it convenient in these experiments to prepare a

quantity of cream of lime, by dropping newly-burnt lime into

boiling water, stirring up, allowing the sand and the grosser

parts to subside, and pouring off the superstratum. When
this again had subsided for some time, the water was poured
away, and the cream of lime which remained corked up in

small bottles for use. By this means I had always at hand a

quick lime, whose equivalent I knew, free from sand and free

from carbonate. Marble, of course, answers the best for this

purpose.
*^'

Manganese, again, appears in the nitric acid which has been

eiiiployed to decompose the plumbate, in the state of a pink-
coloured hypermanganic acid. When this solution is poured
off and more water and nitric acid added to the peroxide that

is left, a small quantity of sulphate of manganese restores the

colour. Peroxide of lead, prepared by the same or by other

means, when dried, does DPt.yigld the.pink. jCplour without

the application of heat. Ux/oa sifJ ni BxiofJsviagrfo sn, ;

XLVI I. Proceedifigs of Learned Societies.

ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY.

[Continued from p. 226.]

April 11, /^N the Longitude of Paramatta. By C. Rumker, Esq.
1845. ^^ Communicated by Dr. Lee.

The object of this communication is to show that the method

of determining the longitude by means of moon-culminating stars

can be extended to large meridional differences. The observations

of the moon and moon- culminating stars made at Paramatta are

compared with those made at Greenwich, Paris, Abo, and Konigs-

berg, and the results have proved satisfactory. The correction to
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the assumed east longitude, lO*^ 4'" 6** 25, from the^xaean of all the

observations, is + 0'''967 ; -wheiocei )^© rpulting longitude is

IQH 4m 7S.217.

Gn the Use of a new Micrometer, and its Application to the De-

termination of the Parallax of Mars at his
ensuingj Opposition. By

M. Boeruslawski. Communicated, with a Le^er, to'ttle I^reii^'enti

from Sir John Herschel. ..

This communication is introduced ^f/iUki following letlf^r from
Sir John Herschel ;— ,.

" '"

ifjq&Db -bum jvjoiQ-iartJ ban «in««ColHngwood, March 30, 1845. q

•^"^Mydfelirfeli',—ll'feq\*e^''^e¥tAis^ion to lay before the AstrondJ

ftScal Society the accompanying communication from M. Bogus-
lawski, just received, in which he describes a new micrometer, and

urges its application to the determination of the parallax of Mars at

his ensuing opposition. ,- .4
" M. Boguslawski, as will be observed, requests me to take q^

myself the sole charge of directing and arranging the observations

he recommends. My engagements utterly preclude the possibility

of my undertaking this duty, or any part of it. Nevertheless, being

willing and desirous, so far as I am able, to forward this or any
other well-recommended scientific object, I have considered it, on

the whole, as my duty to forward his letter where it is sure to receive

every due consideration ; leaving it to the Council, if it should seem

of sufficient importance, to make any arrangements they may see fit

for meeting the end in view. . ,.
,

jsvulv ^-xtU' ;^mi"i

"I ought to add that I have myself had in' use, for some time

during my observations at the Cape, a process of micrometrical mea-

surement by means of the transit of stars over the moveable wire of

a position micrometer, set at a given angle of inclination to the par-

allel, which I have designated as the method of oblique transits for

the purpose of determining the distances of double stars, which ap-

pears to me nearly or quite identical in principle with this of M. Bo-

guslawski." An account of this method, and the results obtained by its use,

have been for some time written for the press, and will form part of

my forthcoming observations in the southern hemisphere.— I remain,

my_,deajL Sir^c. „
___^__ „

J. ^ .^ Herschel."
...\\;-^.-^Z ^^:-v.^^^.T V>..rr^^^ A.-^

The author states that he intends shortly to publish a detailed ac-

count of the construction and use of this micrometer, for observing
differences of right ascensions and declinations of stars. Its prin-

cipal peculiarity consists in this, that its scale is not dependent upon
the individual telescope employed, and is therefore independent of

the optical power of it, except only as far as the distinctness and

precision of the images are concerned. An account of some obser-

vations made with it will be found in some of the forthcoming num-
bers of the AstroHomische Nachrichten. It consists simply of one wire,

thread, or lamina, which is placed in the common focus of the object-

glass and eye-piece of a telescope, as a diameter across the field of



vieW] itt'^elr'i^ riitttiiier 'as^bfufii^'i^iuftd thte c^htre'M 'every direcq

lion, and to make -with the declination circle any given angle. The
author then proceeds to show, that if r°, t', and T, be the times of

passage across the wire of three stars (the first two being known,
aWd.the third being unknown or its position required), whose right

ascensions are a°, a', and A, and declihations ^°, 8', and D, for any

given position of the wire ; and if 6°, 9', and 9, be the correspond-

ing times of transit of the same three objects for any other positioit

transverse to the former, then ••'-•^-- '• ^ ..-."-. io

-too ,doj(Iw .nodi^oq odi tol D-^08 ""^XL : ('
" ^ )-\^ —^.hmcno

or ^''"%^^.''^^^^fyj;^^CT_2^^i2M:]

^

(T-r°)^(9 --<f )
^

boiooi

,t>8-fii^8f ilooqvl ;(> .w) 01 -^^S 30iuii>i^ i"^' —r°)—{^''r^%aiiho'J

Silftiabigfioo ;tiii3t>^.rfe : ^iH ^^ , (^
~
^p
~
^T
~

"^Pr
'^"^-^'-^"^ ^f^T"

-do sdi no isJyraoiorxif ^ (^ ~T.r /r'/lTdTnTlj*^ ,iol .oanabBnoo

ijyiJjBSsn b djiv/ bIe<Jsfj'i('5' + J°) + i'f bov/yiv vtibuaJg aRw Ji ,8lo9r

-Bpa£L ?rfi,t jtO .,':;
^

:v/'Joffg^ir;; •.M•f^,:o vhc'utjiaiviollol
Qh/Wnen the unknown object is a planet, since its position is deter-

mined by observations made at two different times, T and 0, a cor*-

rection will be necessary for its motion during the interval of time
©—T; and the author determines the corrections to be applied to

the times 6 and T, to reduce thena to the same epoch.
'The author considers this micrometer, both from its simplicity

and from the precision of its results, to be exceedingly well adapted
for observations of Mars and neighbouring stars, for the purpose of

determining its parallax ; and he gives the following formulae for

tj^^
value of the parallcix :

—
,f J^l^et \|/vv and \J/e be the latitudes of two observatories favourably
situated for determining the parallax by observations of right ascen-

sions, or differing considerably in longitude, t|/w being the latitude

of the western and ^^ of the eastern station. Let also A^ and

He be the corresponding hour-angles of Mars ; A^ and Aj the

observed right ascensions, reduced to the same instant; aadJDitiie

approximate decimation ; then . >
rfj-onsi

^„
Jhe horizontal paraUax of Mars . ^^^^^ ^^^^^

^^^^^ .fBooLq
liofi

^ (Ae — Aw)cosBiI \o Jioiai'/ib iijupa gdt

-9VII03 ^iamijwza ,^ cos ^^ sin A^ — cos ^t, sin hj./ 1 aioiaiad;}
fanis)

'"
Again,

^

ifDn ancl Dg denote the declinations bi)served at "two

stations differing very considerably in latitude (N denoting the

northerlv and S the southerly station, and, the rest of the notation
,

. -..Ill j\ jO'iJ-.'.b :* .

being suitably changed),
1 he horizontal parallax- , . ,

^
• i t r -i r. , ,

-

,90fi :
si"^ ^n ~ sin 4'3 + tan D cos ^|/s cos hs — tan D cos v|/n cos hj, i^

f '-This communication is accompanied by a list of stars selected Hy
-t^ author as favourably situated for observation at the ensuing op-
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positioo of, Mflr^^tilii* list includes many of those set down for a

similar purpose in the Nautical Almanac for 1845.
,j jj^j^ „^j^j

loMay 9,—The following communications were read:—
f,,^^^ -lofilni^

,iilr. Extract of a Letter from the President to the Secretary.. , ,.,.

fHf'I forward ypu a new epoch of y Virginis for this apparitipn^

thinking it may be welcome to such of our Fellows as are following

up the orbit of that remarkable system, which i^romises, compara-

tively, to be to double stars what Halley's comet is among that clas3

of bodies. I made the observations in Dr. Lee's Observatory, s^t

Hartwell House, with my former instruments, which are always

obligingly kept in readiness for my immediate uae. The mean mi-

crometrical readings gave 174° 3 6'- 6 for the position, which, cor-

rected to the meridian, and brought to proportional parts, afford

Position 185° 23'-3 (w. G); Distance 2"-10 (w. 4); Epoch 1845-34.

"The measures made on the 2nd and 3rd inat. mferit considerable

confidence, for, previously to my placing the micrometer on the ob-

jects, it was steadily viewed in an unilluminated field with a negative

eye-piece magnifying 240 times, under which the minute companion

following nearly on the parallel was distinctly seen. On this occa-

sion, the wire-micrometer was under a positive eye-piece of 340

times during three sets of the measures, and once under one of 600';

and the rock-crystal was applied with its power of 145, doubled hjr

the interposition of the achromatic lens described in my
*

Cycle.'
'*

IL On a new construction of the Divided Eye-glass Double- Image

Micrometer. By O. B. Airy, Esq., Astronomer Royal.
,' Tlie author remarks, that the convenience and accuracy of the

*d'ouble-image micrometer are so great that it is highly desirable tb

removie, if possible, any of the inconveniences to which it is subject.

The form in which he has employed the instrument is that of a four-

glass eye-piece, the second lens (as measured from the object-glass)

being divided, and one or both segments being moveable. The Se-

cond lens must therefore be placed in such a position that every

pencil of rays coming from the object-glass is equally divided upon
the two segments,

—a condition which is satisfied when the distance

of the second lens from the first is (sensibly) the same as the focal

length of the first lens. When this adjustment to focal length is

perfectly made, and when also the observer has the power of securing
the equal division of light upon the two segments for one pencil

(and therefore for all), the use of this eye-piece is extremely conve-

nient. Without any effort in placing the eye
in a definite position,

p!. single image, in wl^ateyer pai^ of Sie field, is broken up into t\yo

of equal intensity.
The most important defect of the micrometer is this, that, unless

certain conditions are respected, the images will be coloured in all

parts of the field of view except the centre. This colour is not pro-

duced, like the colour in an achromatic object-glass, from the want
of convergence of all the rays in one pencil to the same focal distance.

.It arises from a lateral chromatic disturbance of the focus of each

ijencil ; and it may be represented most conveniently by tracing the
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course of the axis of each pencil, considered as a single ray subject
to chromatic separation, through all the lenses to the eye, when, if

they enter the pupil in any relative direction, except that of paral-
lelism, they will produce the sensation of chromatic separation in the

direction of the radius of the field of view. In this micrometer eye-

piece such a defect is wholly inadmissible, and therefore the first

condition is, that the
eye-piece

shall be (without reference to the

fault describe4^ aii'd«v^dttt t^ai^ to separation of ima£t«^'y

achromatic.
". !^wTort')n-H,„..e,f, ,, .,,_^ F

-B.f^

The theory of achromatic eye-pieces was given by the author in

the Cambridge Transactions, vol, ii., and the first divided eye-glass
micrometers which he. constructed were made of four-glass eye-

pieces in which the equation of achromatism was satisfied, subject
to the condition already mentioned, that the distance between the

first and second lens should be equal to the focal length of the first

lens. But in the use of these a new inconvenience soon manifested

itself. The separation of the images is produced by so moving a

segment of the divided lens that the pencils of light are received upon
a part of the segment where the surfaces are inclined, so that there

is introduced in this part of the eye -piece a prismatic refraction and

consequently a prismatic dispersion. In general, the dispersion thus

produced will not be so modified by the passage of the rays through
the two remaining lenses that the rays of all colours (as separated

by the motion of the segment of the second lens) will enter the eye
in a state of parallelism ; and therefore the separated images will

appear coloured from this cause without respect to the part of the

field of view in which they are seen. iiiuoiu u-i ./ m. ms io

This failing is, perhaps, more important than tli^ '6tiif^j for it'

affects the estimation of the scale of the micrometer as well as the

ordinary use of the micrometer. The only practicable method of

ascertaining the scale of the divisions is to place a wire in the me-
ridional direction across the centre of the field ; to make two images
of a single star by separation through a known number of divisions

in an equatorial direction, and to observe the transit of these two

images across the wire. If one or both images are coloured, so as

to present the appearance of a spectrum in the direction of separa-
tion, these transits are uncertain, and the estimation of the scale-

divisions derived from them will be uncertain.

It was not till long after this inconvenience had been perceived
that it occurred to the author that it was possible to ascertain, in an

algebraic form, the theoretical equation upon which the removal of

this chromatic dispersion would depend, and thereby to discover

whether the two equations (of achromatism in the ordinary case of

no separation of images, and achromatism as regards only the disper-
sion produced by the separation of images) could be satisfied simul-

taneously, and without disturbing the assumption that the distance

between the first and second lenses should be equal to the focal

length of the third lens. On forming the equations, and substi-

tuting trial numbers, he had the gratification of discovering that

numbers could be found for the distances and focal lengths which
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are very favourable as regards the breadth of the pencil of rays where
it meets each lens, and which leave the focal length of the first lens

perfectly arbitrary, so that the power of the eye-piece may be changed,

preserving all its properties undisturbed, by merely changing the first

lens. This is the "new construction" proposed as the object of the

paper.
The algebraic investigation is then given in detail ; and the author,

after the reading of the paper was concluded, gave an oral explana-
tion, illustrated by diagrams, of the construction and the theory upon
which it depends,

June 13.—The following communications were read :
—

I. On the Ephemerides of Jarchi, the Chaldean Months, and the

derivation of Orion and his Dogs. By S. M. Drach, Esq.
The author suggests, on the authority of Weidler's Historia As-

tronomice, that the first astronomical tables and ephemerides published
in Europe are those of Rabbi Solomon Jarchi, although still inedited.

Jarchi is supposed by Dr. Jost to have lived from the years 1040 to

1105 (Gesch. der Israel,, vol. vi. p. 243).
The author then proceeds to the consideration of the passage of

the book of Job, contained in the thirty-first and thirty-second verses

of the thirty-eighth chapter :

" Canst thou bind the sweet influences

of Pleiades, or loose the bands of Orion ? Canst thou bring forth

Mazzaroth in his season ? or canst thou guide Arcturus with his

sons ?
" And he cites the opinion of the Rabbinical commentators

for the meaning of each of the astronomical words contained in it.

He then gives from Buxtorf 's Lexicon the meanings of the names
of the Jewish months, and concludes that their calendar is founded
on the agricultural occupations of the Chaldean shepherds, who were

employed during winter in preparing the fleeces of their flocks f^
clothing, &c.

He thinks it not impossible that the numerical values of the names
of the months indicate the number of days wherein celestial phaeno-
mena recur, mystically decomposed for priestly purposes ; and he

gives instances in which certain combinations of their values repre-
sent pretty nearly the synodical periods of some of the planets. ^

There is some reason for supposing that Orion, Sirius, and Pro-.

cyon, may be regarded as Hellenized Egyptian names by dropping
the final syllables, and that they may thus be referred to the Chal-

dean dialect.

H. Extracts from a Letter to the President, dated Picket Berg,

Cape of Good Hope, January 1, 1845, from C. Piazzi Smyth, Esq.
Communicated by Captain Smyth.

Great Comet of 1844-45.
" Another splendid comet is at this moment astounding the south-

ern hemisphere and displaying the most interesting series of phaeno-
mena, which are passing away unrecorded, because the Institution is

still without sufiicient means,
" The apparition of this comet, 1844-45, is just such an opportu-

nity, such a crucial test of his theory, as Bessel is so ardently desi-
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rous of beholding, provided, however, as he would of course be, with
a sufficient apparatus.

"
During the first nine days of its appearance to this end of the

colony generally, this comet was only seen once at the Royal Ob-

servatory, on account of the clouds which form so frequently to the

west, because Table Mountain is there ; and, now the comet is going
southward so very fast, that it will probably soon be out of reach of
the equatoreal mounting of the telescope. This state of things has

already supervened in the case of Mauvais' comet, which has been
observed since October, and is likely to be visible for a long time to

;

come ; but from the middle of December its south declination has
been so great as to place it beyond the range of the instrument at

the best times for observation. Now, therefore, a polar axis mount-

ing is being hastily run up."

Meteorology .
—" A large mountain is too generally associated in

idea with constant clouds and stoi'ms ; but two years' experience on

great elevations at this end of the colony shows decidedly that the

highest position is by no means, on that account solely, liable to

most mist, or vexed with most wind ; such effects depending more
on the proximity of the sea, and the configuration of the neighbour-,

ing country.
"
Winterhock-berg, 6500 feet high and 60 miles from the sea,:had

little wind and less mist; but one of its off- sets contains a kloof, or

cleft, which serves as a vent for the wind which has been blowing
up the Worcester and Tulbagh valleys ; and, in this kloof, 1200 feet

high, there is generally abundance of both wind and cloud,—the .

latter of that sort which is forming at thesai^e tiugif PA th^ to{k^^>l
Table Mountain, 3600 feet high. ..,1/:. ^

'.;„,,i"
Kamiesberg, 5500 feet high, a cold mountain, isolated in ex-;

tensive warm plains, had little wind ; but Klyp Rug-berg, only 1000
feet high, situated on the edge of a steppe dividing a cold region
from a hot oiue, was, suljject to.

JSYJiivi, }rialent ^4 ^OjUytiiipal^lpejfQi^^i,

examplq.,! l,uu^ ^.o-.-fTici^ •iu".Tt^ v. .v/ohd 'nJr.m<n f-,-/ ,[ -tilt rir ,',imi" In the plains there generally prevails during summer a cert^j^j

degree of haziness and indistinctness in the atmosphere, highly ])re|,'f

judicial both to the definition and the intensity of any distant illu-

minated object, A residence on a high mountain shows that there

is spread at such times over the whole lower country a stratum of

dry fog to the depth of 3000 or 4000 feet, not aff'ecting the dew-

point, of a smoky colour, but so rare as to be unsuspected by a
per,-* j

sou immersed in it. When he is above its level the peaks of distap^i
mountains in a similar condition appear well-defined, and of an in^^,

tense blue or purple colour, while all belpw is indistinct, dancing,.,
and boiling, and overcome by a general murkish gray tint. Thjis,,

peculiar fog may last in summer two or three months ; in the winter,^,

only as many days, and it is then more rare and attains a greater; ,

height. It is usually formed gradually, and is at length precipitate^/^
or dissipated by rain ; but it is sometimes very sudden, and appat(;

rently capricious both in appearance and disappearance ; no oth^^j
important changes being evident at the time. , o'

. . » u^o^^u ,OHi .HA ::^ .lov ,t :<i, .^m^ :^^\
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" What' this fog is seems a question very difficult to solve. An
infinite numljcr of substances on the surface of the earth are con-

stantly giving out their peculiar vapours ; even metals do so, a fact

implied by their having a smell ; for to be perceived in that manner;
particles must be flying off from them as from camphor. How high
do such vapours ascend in the atmosphere, how long do they re-

main suspended, and are they at times precipitated, or are they de-

composed ?

" Smoke appeai-s to play a part, though perhaps a very small one,
in the business. From the universal practice all over the colony of
'

burning the land,' or the bush, there is seldom a week passes with-
out there being numerous fires burning in one's neighbourhood. In

clear, calm weather the smoke from one of these has been seen rising

up, cumuliform, 3000 or 4000 feet in height, and then forming a
level stratum sometimes fifty miles in length, and this has continued
several days, the fire still burning and the calm still enduring. While
the dry fog jjrevails, a smoke from the plains has been seen to I'ise

up 4000 feet and be lost in the upper layers of this haze, while at

the same time smoke from the top of a neighbouring mountain 6000
feet high, has only risen up about 200 feet, and has then slanted off

downwards and mingled with the same.
''** In clear weather, on Winterhock-berg the theodolite telescope

(aperture 2 inches, power 25) has shown a pile of rough stones (12
'

feet high, 12 feet broad at the base, and 3 at the top) on the Cedar

mountains, nearly seventy miles distant, so clearly, that an object*'
one-third the breadth of the top would have been abundantly visible."^

From the same station a man was seen on Picket Berg, 45 miles off;''

and on this, one of Hottentot's Holland Sneew Kop, the spars at the^

Lion's Rump signal station (40 miles off), have been most clearly
visible. And what is very deserving of notice is, that some of the''

very best definition have been witnessed on these mountains in thal^

middle of summer with a light northerly air; while at the same''

time, in the level country below, a strong south-east wind has been

blowing with its usual accompaniment of large, faint, woolly blotches
in the place of what ought to have appeared, viz. stellar points." '^J

Magnitudes of Stars.—" Bessel's recommendation of steel specula'!
reminds me of a series of astronomical jjhoenomena that are passing^'
unrecorded, viz. the changes in the magnitude of some stars. '

"In March 1843, Mr. Mackay wrote from Calcutta to Sir Johil''

Herschel that
ij Argus had become as bright as Canopus, from which

Sir John concluded that
ij
was making another step forward, and

would in time rival Sirius and the planets. But, after having for a •

few days in the beginning of the above-mentioned month approxi-'
mated to Canopus, ij

dwindled down again very rapidly. But Sir Johtt'*

was not far out, for, although the star may not be advancing by suc-t'f

cessive steps, it seems to be doing the same by undulations ; for, in"
March 1843, it did not go down to the point whence it started, and'^

it is now again on the increase. It is, and has been for a month,

brighter than Canopus, half-way indeed between him and Sirius, and
is very red. "^'^^ ''" '" '""•"'' -;iuju r-Myujiii'j JiujJ'i()i||iii

Phil. Map, S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 1 80. October 1 84-5. X
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" Not having been able yet to get my tourmalines applied to a

telescope, I cannot report on their actual sufficiency for measuring
the magnitudes of stars ; the principle, however, seems to answer,
inasmuch as a mode of observation is produced, in which the only
variable element is angular motion.

" Numerical measurement of the periodical and secular changes
in the colour of stars would seem to be as important as that of their

lustre. My plan for doing it cannot be put into action without a
clock-moved telescope. The principle is merely this :

—a prism is

to be introduced into the tube of a telescope so as to make the linear

spectrum of a star, instead of the round white image to be viewed by
the eye-piece. The mean yellow ray is to be brought by mechani-

cal adjustments to a fixed point in the field, and, the spectrum being
divided into a number of spaces of certain angular extent, the bright-
ness of each is to be measured separately, as in the case of the mag-
nitudes of the stars.

" White stars of all sizes will, of course, show the same relative

intensities in the different divisions of the spectrum ; while coloured

stars will exhibit a preponderance in the part which answers to their

colour. To eliminate the differences of the effects of the atmosphere,
and to determine what is white light, a method must be pursued si-

milar to that in the discussion of the measurement of magnitudes ;

and the colour of the star will ultimately be expressed by numbers,
"without attempting to determine by what particular designation such

a tint would be conceived by a person of ordinary eyesight.

2-
1-

^1+

.2+

3+

" Let this be a spectrum divided into equal angular spaces of 2"

each, the one marked being the yellow ray ; by means of a perfo-

rated plate in the focus of the telescope, each of these portions is to

be brought singly and successively into view, and have its brightness

separately measured as a single star
;
the several portions of colour

will then be represented thus :
—
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obtained in numbers (free from theoretical objection), and capable of

having the probable error computed, it should; be ajdopted until

something better can be advanced.
"

It will not do for any one to tell the public, even in the case of

the magnitudes of stars, that ' he has tried all instrumental methods,
and found all to be inferior to estimation by the naked eye ;

'

be-

cause, so long as such a method of observation is the only one fol-

lowed, so long will the assertion remain mere rhetoric,—a consump-
tion of time without producing its equivalent of useful effect. Let
us rather remember the primary and aphorismal foundations of prac-
tical science, such as :

—
*" Science begins with the observation of common facts, but, even

at this stage, requires that the observations be precise.'
^*' Facts are the materials of science, but all facts involve ideas,

aM' since in observing facts we cannot exclude ideas, we must take

care that for the purposes of science, the ideas be clear and vigo-

rously applied. Therefore, facts for the purposes of material science,

should involve conceptions oi the intellect only, and not emotions, and
must be observed with reference to our most exact conceptions,
number, place, figure, motion, force, &c.'

"

XLVIII. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

ON OXIDATION BY MEANS OF CYANOGEN.
BY M. P. C. BOUDAULT.

THE
author observes that chlorine, bromine and iodine are not

the only bodies which possess oxidizing power by indirect

action ; and he shows that cyandgen, which has been proved to act

in many cases as an elementary body, is also susceptible of effecting
oxidizement.

The instability of cyanogen, when dissolved in water, always ap-

peared to offer an obstacle to the author's proposed researches on
this subject ; it therefore occurred to him to replace cyanogen by a

compound, in which this body was in loose combination, or, so to ex-

press it, in a mobile condition, that it might readily act upon oxy-
genated compounds, and separate their oxygen ; and these condi-

tions appeared to be fulfilled by the ferridcyanide of potassium, or

red prussiate of potash. This salt, when heated out of the contact

of air, is decomposed into nitrogen, cyanogen, ferrocyanide of po-
tassium, cyanide of potassium and carburet of iron ; but when de-

composed in air it yields peroxide of iron and more cyanogen. It

appeared therefore to the author that this compound might yield a

portion of its cyanogen by certain acid reactions ; and this was found
to be the case.

When the equivalent of potassium, which chlorine removes from

ferrocyanide of potassium to convert it into ferridcyanide, is added to

it, no reaction takes place between them, even in a month, at ordi-

nary temperatures ; but when boiled and concentrated, peroxide of

iron is precipitated, cyanide and ferrocyanide of potassium are

formed, but no oxygen is obtained.

X2
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The author concluded that the decompbsitiort of ferridcytinide into

ferrocyanide, would afford cyanogen which would act as if it were

free ; and he found that when he heated oxide of lead in a mixture

of ferrideyanide and potash, he procured binoxide of lead, and the

solution contained ferrocyanide of potassium only. Ha^dng thus

proved that the ferrideyanide might be substituted for cyanogen aft

an oxidizing agent, experiments were performed on the superoxi-
dizement of various oxides.—Journ. dePharm. et de CA., Juin 1845.

miilunqimii s i&:1u(i ,boouboH\ kl J!i')1ii) on noidtjiloa i}{fJ0 jj tii vMa
SUPEROXIDIZEMENT OF METALLIC OXIDES 'l^YMfiANS OF T&jk

FERRIDCYANiDE OF POTASSIUM. BY M. BOUDAULT.
,

'

',

The author remarks, that metallic oxidjes/ in' gdneitalrlliave ai ten-

dency to pass to a higher degree of oxidizemerit ; and some of them

undergo it with great readiness, under the oxidizing influence of

cyanogen, either at common temperatures or when boiling, accoud*-

ing as the oxide is more or less superoxidizable.
'

: 's!'!

Oxide of Manganese.—When protoxide of manganese, which has

been precipitated without the contact of air, or a salt containing this

oxide, is added to a mixed solution of cold ferrideyanide of potas-
sium and potash, there are immediately obtained peroxide of man-

ganese and ferrocyanide of potassium : with a large quantity of pot-

ash, crystallized peroxide of manganese was formed. If; instead of

adding an excess of ferrideyanide, an excess of a salt of manganese
be employed with a large quantity of potash, a reddish-brown pre-

cipitate may be obtained, which is probably the manganoso-man-
ganic oxide.

Oxide of Nickel and Oxide of Cobalt.—The protoxide of nickel,
when added to an alkaline solution of the red salt, does not appear
to be superoxidized ; and if it be boiled for some time decomposition
occurs unconnected with oxidizement.

The same is the case with oxide of cobalt ; there occurs, never-

theless, a moment in which the oxide of cobalt seems to be super-
oxidized, but it is probably reduced by the ferrocyanide which is

formed.

Oxide of Lead.—The superoxidation of lead is the most marked
of any oxide ; a salt of oxide of lead, or the oxide itself, when dis-

solved in potash, is converted into binoxide, and almost always preci-

pitated in the crystalline state ; this latter fact, however, ajipears to

depend upon the quantity of potash employed. On some occasions

the author obtained minium by employing excess of the salt of lead,
and heating the liquor but slightly.

Oxide of Copper.
—The ferrideyanide of copper, or the oxide, are

superoxidized by the mixed solution of ferrideyanide of potassium
and potash ; there are obtained a black precipitate, and ferrocyanide
as usual.

Oxide of Tin.—The salts of protoxide of tin effect a reduction of

the ferrideyanide, which indicates superoxidizement ; but the author

could not ascertain the nature of the oxide which is precipitated.
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This oxide may probably be ithe Stsuanate of protoxide of tin, difeco-

veredbyM. Fremy (SnO, SnaQG). ; : n ,

:, .,
, Qxide of Chromium, "when dissolved in potash and heated with the

ferridcyanide to the boiling-point, is converted into chromiite of pot-
ash ; and if sufficient oxide be used, all the ferridcyanide is reduced

to ferrocyanide ; this is evidently an exanaple of very energetic oxi-

dation, for hitherto chromate of potash has not been procured in the

moist way. ,s\ :, a> \> .-,^v.^iv''\ 'iV. ,,vn\\ov. .>,;,.' : -.u^u-,,-' i .m.^ •..•;..!'

Oxides of Gold and Silver are not superoxidized by the ferridcya-
nide ; in a cold solution no effect is produced, but at a temperature
near that oi ebullition, peroxide of iron is precipitated ; and the so-

lution contains ferrocyanide of potassium, and cyanide of gold dis-

solved in the cyanide of potassium.
•: The salts of silver exhibit similar phsenomena, viz. the formation

of ferrocyanide, precipitation of peroxide of iron ;
and the solution

contains ferrocyanide of potassium, which being precipitated by al-

cohol, cyanide of silver and cyanide of potassium were obtained.

These facts are not included in simple oxidizement, they are true

decompositions.

Sulphur may also be oxidized by this same influence ; it becomes

sulphuric acid. ... ; .

Acids and Salts.—Certain mineral acids may be oxidized, whether

free or combined; phosphorous acid and the soluble hypophosphites
are converted into phosphates ; sulphurous acid yields sulphuric acid,

the sulphites ai'e converted into sulphates. Oxalic acid, and oxalates

added to the alkaline solutipn, yield carbonates almost instantane-

ously. :,.:i;in:i!C Jli} :{U'/.l.io-l([
:'-l jiOiiiV^ JjjmjjJoo. UC

'l:-

M. Boudault gives the following explanation of the phsenomena
which he has described :

—the ferridcyanide of potassium is consi-

dered by him as a double salt, that is to say, as a compound of per-

cyanide of iron and cyanide of potassium ; this percyanide of iron,

therefore, does not exist in a free state, and being a very unstable

salt, it is retained in the red prussiate by the cyanide of potassium.
As soon as a reaction takes place in the presence of this salt, it has

a tendency to be decomposed, and the author gives the following as

explanatory of his views :
— »;.:jui.

^
Cys Fe2 + Cy3 K^ = Cy'^ Fe^+ Cy^ K^ + Cy . V^ ^^^*'^'^^

On adding potash and oxide of lead, we have' ^^"f j
'

.„ „

^

,

, Py^Fe^Cy^K^ + Cy -H K + Ph^^^^ ,rf;*„, y

.. , . ^ ,,,y. =?;Cy°-Fe"-Cy=*K3+ CyK-f-PbO^up -^^^ ^^^^ j,

.ijij^l io iiiig ^r. = 2CyFe Cy^K^ + PbO^juiiinini. boai^jdotoiiiVA ti'U

By this formula we find two equivalents of•

fiitbb^iifnroS of'^yota^^iii
and binoxide of lead, which is what we obtain by the reaction which
it explains.
-The author considers the ferridcyanide of potassium, und&r the

circumstances described, as ferrocyanide, minus potassium, and con-

sequentlj'^ as possessing an equivalent of free cyanogen, capable of

replacing eyauegen. It is therefore demonstrated, M. Boudault

oncludes, that cyanogen possesses the additional analogy with chlo-
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rine, iodine and bromine, of being like them an eAergetiq o^iz^ffn;—Journ. de Pharm. et de Ch., Juin 1845.,io imii Mitnimocasb svad

PHOSPHORIC ACID FOUND IN ALMOST ALL ROCKS*. i[«<!

The following extracts from a lecture by Dr. R. D. Thomson in

the forthcopaing number of the Quarterly Agricultural Journal of

Scotland, taken in conjunction with the paper printed in the Philo-

sophical Magazine on the Inorganic Constituents of Lichens, render

it obvious that few rocks will be found destitute of phosphoric aoidfi i
'

''iUifknq

Greywacke Soil.—By explaining geologically the dependence of'

the soil upon rocks, and tracing the production of various soils from

their respective rocks, not only may much interest, but much instruc-

tion be derived in the chemical studies of the agriculturist. During
the last winter many careful analyses of rocks have been made.

These I do not intend to describe at present ; but, as an example of

the importance of such analyses, I may notice those of the greywacke
and the superimposed soil at Balkerr in Wigtonshire. The experi-
ments were conducted by my pupil, Mr. James M'Bryde, under my
immediate direction. The analyses of the rock and soil are placed
in parallel columns for the -sake of comparison. Specific gravity 6f

the rock 2-76.

Decomposed soil.

Fibre ,

Organic matter and
some water of un-

decomposed soil

Phosphate of iron ...

Peroxide of iron

Carbonate of lime ...

Magnesia
Chloride of sodium \
Sulphate of lime ... /

Soil.

1-01

12-51

2-49

7-60

•74

1-72

005

Greywacke.

0-94

9-94

trace.

Partially iindeeom-

posed soil.

Gravel
Stones

Silica

Alumina

Magnesia
Lime
Potash and soda

Water ,

lilfiKj If;'-)i^(,ploo

Soil.

6-39

19-16

38-79
8-30

0-69

0-55

Greywacke.

72-18
11-68

2-30

0-96

0-95

2-40

The important fact that phosphoric acid is contained in greywacke
is demonstrated by this analysis. In another examination we found
a somewhat larger amount, and the variation may be considerable in

different localities. A comparison of the preceding columns enables

us to deduce the effects of cultivation. It is obvious that phosphoric
acid and carbonate of lime have been added artificially. Phosphoric
acid has been long known to exist in volcanic rocks (Boussingault's
Economie Rurale, i. 561), and the fact has been confirmed by Mr.
Fownes, but I am not aware that its occurrence in primary rocks was

pointed out until the experiments made here in 1843, upon lichens,

demonstrated the fact J. I have since analysed all the primary rocks,

* Communicated by Dr. Thomson.
- - ...li. .,.-;.i^,.w

f See also the very complete researches of Mr. Sulllvaii ori' tins Sit)^ct
in our last number.—Eds.

'' '''

X See the Journal of Agriculture for January 1846, No. 8. '--^
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and have never found it absent. Indeed the former experiments
have demonstrated, that on those rocks where we find lichens grow-
ing, we may infer the presence of phosphoric acid and of various

salts ; and the same inference applies to all localities where marshy
vegetation exists.

Greenstone Soil.—The following analyses were made by Mr. James

Paterson, Barnego, near Denny. The greenstone upon which the

soil is superincumbent, consists of hornblende in small crystals, with

portions of quartz and some particles of calcareous spar. There is

probably also felspar, but, owing to the minute nature of the ingre-
dients of which the rock consists, it is difficult to discriminate the

substances with the eye. The analysis of the rock and soil has been

repeated each twice :
—

Soil. Greenstone.

Specific gravity 2"91.

I. II. I. II.

Silica 5000 49-70 5020 51-20

Phosphate of iron 6-10 6-66 2-00 2-04

l-16\
)-83/

Lime. 2-64 3-50 9-12 8-76

Magnesia and some potash 4*20 4-31 10-40 9*66

Soluble salts 1 '63

Organic matter 10-69

Water 500 2-00 1*50

Peroxide of iron 14-04 14-16 \ ^^ .^ 20*66
Alumina 5-60 5-83/

^° ^" 630

100-00 100-12 100-12

The large amount of magnesia in the rock obviously belongs to

the hornblende, the predominating constituent of the rock.

Limestones.—The experiments made in the Glasgow laboratory
have proved the existence of phosphoric acid in the Irish limestone
in minute quantity, but in a somewhat greater amount than in the

English chalk, thus establishing chemically the parallelism of these

two rocks in a geological point of view. The determination of this

fact was conducted by Mr. John Thomson, M.A., in a most satis-

factory manner. Limestone from Ireland, which is employed abun-

dantly at Glasgow and on the Ayrshire and Wigtonshire coasts, was
examined and compared with chalk from Cromer on the coast of

Norfolk. The results were as follows :
—

Phosphoric acid in Cromer chalk . 0-77 per 1000 grains.
Irish limestone . 0-905

Scottish Magnesian Limestone.—I requested my pupil, Mr. James
G. Stevenson of Jarrow, Shields, to examine the magnesian lime-
stone of Sunderland for phosphoric acid, but we could not detect a
trace of it in 1500 grains. We then turned our attention to the

magnesian limestone of Berwickshire, as found on the Tweed be-
tween Kelso and Coldstream, and formerly burned at Hadden, and
which I had found some years ago to possess the following composi-
tion:—



ijrti? .agfini x^ecifie gravity ;. ill utri al 2;R83n089b Tjlauoivoiq lannt-m

io olB-Sdie. iu^arbonate of linaerj'.-4v/ 49*150(^1 oJ baifxiorf nood ^nivijil

i& 9iii^ ajJii^SftrbonatejOf magnesia 44'00Qi9l gniad airiJil arij ,fiboK

Silica 4-000 —
; awollol

Phosphate of iron ... . 0*74 0*727

u., r_ - Peroxide of iron . 1*200
, . moa anojIqaoiW

80-5i; Alumina 1 *GOO.t; fiiiimx/1/v

tS'We found it to contain a decided amount of phosphof?6'tlG4d, as

Exhibited in two trials made by Mr. J. C. Stevenson. '

' ^'

A similar limestone exists in Stirlingshire, at Boquhan, and is be-

lieved to extend to the south-west, although I have not had an op-

portunity of tracing it. For the opportunity of examining this lime-

stone, I am indebted to the attention of William Murray, Esq. of

Polmaise. The specific gravity of this limestone varied from 2*753
- tO'2*830 and 2-833. i l!!.i <•-

owi The following are analyses of four different specimens^iitH yiii

-ioa-i -• •

]_ 2.
'

3_ uiui-jiui^^

jbiiCarbonate of lime ..o..i,^..;k^..^^'JS3*69 56*07 53*06 ''fiiVoO

,1* bCarbonate of magnesid'':... Q.. /,{.' 43*49 39*34 43-11 ^!'

bioB Phosphate and peroxide of iron.,. 0*96 0-74 2*34

_^j Silica and alumina 2-46 3-85 , l,-49

ynji The first analysis was made by myself j Nfe. 2,*tiy Mr'; ArcMbald
? Sinclair, Hillhead, Stirling; No. 3, by'M^i J(Kn Th6'A^tfti,''ph. ;

and No. 4 by one of my assistants.
'

Fr)H(K((f'oo'>fi ton ^i juiifn.i!,-:

f.<yjBy three analyses the composition of ttiJS' liittiftiMJOnfe •\Vay'iiStefe^-

;ii^1kined to be, stating it in another form,
'

^- ''/-!':

-iKO -^filfal^; nq "io 9ii/;}xiffl js dJiw ^ggo^i o1
^'jgg^g"-^'^ V/^ ^'

oxii r.

Magnesia'

'

:'5«'V?i?iSC^^*'S24^^'-^"'^
-^""'^^ '

^0*465
o^^i

Phosphate of^ffbff«r'.«^^9^^^'^^'i&-§e^'^' '^"^'#4^^,. ; 0-279
-^JI Silica and alumina ..">^.'-:H

'' ^6^'^ n'^-flHim'^''
'

2*958
j;iaua-Carbome acid and \^k«e!i^A"' %'S^^'"I''4t-9§r'"' ':46^00 .

^d baioo'iia ^iyl-Jlq^o'-^ ^'fora r-s aiii'l .D-ijoaj-n <(linaao od Jonii£o<ri

Odi M<'' <:rfr, ..i-ir-r;. '] '. , MTnirc
'

•ii', -^' Mi ; V }f i '(Fli'^ri '^i i rfiif1if[ii- i; -'.;ii;>ll

fiJXAM INATION OF SOME NATIVE AND ARTIFICIAL COMPOUNDS
-fiu-5 mU ^F'J'HOSPHORIC acid. by C. RAMMELSBERCh.
-oiq modtrA xloiii." oi

[Continued from p. 237.]'
' '"''"^^''^ '^ "' ^^^^^^'

xIT \3x:'Hf 7(f ^.^Phosphate
of Alumina and Litha.

.^-^^^^^^ ^^^j^,^,,

^;;)j.i If,• after washing the phosphate of alumina obtained frdm a sdlution

,\s4'-
alum by precipitation with j)hosphate of soda, we dissolve it in

solution of potash until it is saturated, and then add a solution of

chloride of lithium, a voluminous precipitate is formed, which, ac-

cording to Berzelius, contains phosphoric acid, alumina and lithia.

When washed with cold water and dried, it forms a white, very loose

powder, which is readily soluble in acids, and on being heated parts
with a large quantity of water. For analysis it was heated to red-

ness, the residue dissolved in muriatic acid, and the alumina as well

as the greater part of the phosphoric acid precipitated by ammonia.
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Eifter ««liicli, what remainecfe, as also of lithia, were estimated in the

manner previously describied/- In another fcxj)criment, the mass, after

having been heated to redness, was fused with silica and silicate of

soda, the lithia being leftifcHitf 4f oonsid^ration. Therefeults were as

follows:— ('dot- ri.-

Phosphoric acid .. 2^^''^ 22^73 •"'>''i^2-e4^^^^t'1 = 24-36

Alumina 3&m ' S8-'ll fiflimul^ = 35-08

., i,hit\mH^^i^tiUi'h*'1nii7,iii^ in\n3:jh n a'mlnoo oJ :ti bSijss • 9^84

Water.. ..fl«fcHS^.>j>^?:jOa. .iHa^flftimi aim* o//} li0f»t.aO'72

'><^i(kh'Maa'W<tile^foll6Alaiig'ferifi'uM,^*^'^'-'
onni^omU idiml^. i.

-ornil «uiJ ^.fiirnnij-x'j !o |j(i^i.(V<o(((j<^
.jI} i(iT*.li ^unomi lo TfJinuliorf

to .pkS .v/rnul/I miiilliW Jii nriiinom -jdl V) brjidabni ms I ,oaolH

But little is at present known concerning', (the composition
' of

the artificial compounds of phosphoric acid and alumina.
' Two

principal salts are distinguished
—

1, neutral, formed by the preci-

Oiipitation, of a neutral aluminous salt by 2NaO, P2O3, to which,

consequently, the composition 2AL O.^, SPc^Oj is assigned; and 2,

a basic Sfdt, which is formed by dissolving the former in an acid

and precipitating it by excess of ammonia. This is usually re-

i,;gJMfded as 4AI.2OJ, 3Po Oj, although we are unacquainted with any

.^yjalysisof it. We know that a compound of phosphoric acid and

alumina is not decomposed by fusion with carbonate of potash,
because a large portion of it is dissolved out with the excess

of alkali when it is washed with water. Berzelius, in analysing
wavellite, made use of a method in which the decomposition was
effected by heating it to redness with a mixture of an alkaline car-

bonate and silica. Fuchs also used basic silicate of potash with the

same view. But Berzelius's method is somewhat tedious, and the

addition of silica always causes a portion of it to remain in the alka-

line liquid, and on evaporating it and adding carbonate of ammonia
it cannot be entirely removed. This is more completely effected by
using a solution of oxide of zinc in carbonate of ammonia, but the

subsequent separation of the zinc renders the process still more com-

plex. The object is attained more rapidly by dissolving the sub-

stanch in a sufficient quantity of sulphuric acid which has been pre-

viously diluted with an equtd bulk of water, and then adding a

proper quantity of potash, which is also dissolved by heat. The
whole is then mixed with a considerable quantity of alcohol of 0'863

sp. gr., and set aside for some hours. Alum and sulphate of potash
then separate, whilst the sulphuric and phosphoric acids remain in

solution. It is filtered, washed with alcohol, the residue dissolved

in water and the alumina precipitated by ammonia. The alkaline

filtrate is treated with water, evaporated until the alcohol is removed,

supersaturated with ammonia (whereby a few millegrammes of a pre-

cipitate are produced, arising from a trace ofalumina) and precipitated
with chloride of calcium. The precipitated liquid should be filtered

with exclusion of the air, as it constantly contains sulphate of lime ;
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it is washed for a short time only, dissolved in muriatic acid, and
some alcohol added to the water with which it is diluted. On filtra-

tion, the sulphate of lime remains, and ammonia precipitates pure
phosphate of lime only.

a. So-called neutral Phosphate of Alumina.
—If a solution of alum

is mixed with one of ordinary phosphate of soda until the latter

produces no further precipitate, the filtered liquid, which, although
containing excess of the alkaline precipitant, reacts strongly acid, is

free from alumina, but contains a considerable amount of phos-
phoric acid. It might thus be readily imagined that the decompo-
sition which ensues here is similar to that in the case of silver,

where, as we know, (2NaO, H0)Pi,05 throws down 3AgO, P2O3.
The precipitate, when carefully washed and dried in the air, forms
a white, very loose and hygroscopic powder, which after having
been dried in a stove, loses 39" 17 per cent, of water at a red heat.

When dried in vacuo over sulphuric acid, it lost in four experiments
30'63-33*05 per cent. The results of its further analysis were,—

With silica and With silica and With sulphuric acid

sulph. potash. carb. soda. and sulpn. potash.

Phosphoric acid 35-07 37*55 41-85 38-62 36-92
Alumina 26-34 26-14 24*50
Water 39-17 33*05

The quantities of oxygen in the alumina and phosphoric acid in

all these analyses approximate to the proportion of 3 : 5 ; the com-

pound is certainly
= AI0O3, P2O3, but the quantity of water it con-

tains varies, inasmuch as the salt dried in the air contains 9 eq., that

over sulphuric acid sometimes 8, sometimes 7 and 6 eq. It is pro-
bable that the latter number of equivalents of water belong to a de-

finite hydrate, and the intermediate grades correspond to a mixture

of salts containing 6 and 9 eq. of water.

b. So-called basic Phosphate of Alumina.—To procure this, the

previously described salt, whilst still moist, was dissolved in hydro-
chloric acid and precipitated with ammonia. The precipitate is

still more transparent and gelatinous than the former, and is washed
with greater diflliculty.

The salt dried at 212° in a water-
The salt dried in the air yielded

— bath gave,
—

with silica and With silica and With sulphuric acid

carb. soda. carb. soda. and sulph. potash.

Phosphoric acid 34-57 3 = 36-81 37-04 3 = 38-61

Alumina 36-78 4 = 35-34 37-27 3736 4 = 3706
Water... (28-92) 29-04 18 = 27*85 2379 15 = 24-33

The compound is consequently 4AI2O3, 3Pj05, and contains when
dried in the air 18 eq. of water, at 212° however only 15 eq.

Vauquelin has stated, that when phosphate of alumina is digested
with a solution of carbonate of potash, it is converted into pure alu-

mina. In repeating this experiment, allowing the digestion to con-

tinue for fourteen days and then boiling the mixture, it was found

that a part (one-fourth) only of the acid of the supi)osed neutral

phosphate of alumina was removed during its conversion into the so-
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called basic salt. Of the methods recommended for analysing an

aluminous precipitate, especially after it has been heated to redness,

the author found that of Otto, by means of a magnesian salt, the best.

It is not however applicable to quantitative analysis, as it always

yields too little.

l;.'t; i nil iliilU „. . ,
-'

, 'li ii'Mf?/'
Viviamte.

We have already several analyses of this mineral, which however

differ considerably, and do not give its real composition, as all the

iron it contains is estimated as protoxide, although both the protoUff

and peroxide enter into its composition. They are as follows :— ii-

Fromthelsleof Bodenmais From St. Agnes in Prom New Jersey. From Kertsch tf'
France (Laugier). (Vogel). Cornwall (Stromps^). ,. ,('i;hoi5^8ftn), ^ ,

Crimea (Segetl^yi

Phosphoric acid 21 26-4 31^825 _, ilgg, ,.
24-95

Protoxide of iron 45 41-0 41-2266 '^^^'' ^^^'^B-dl""^
'

48-79

Water
._34 31;0

27-4834 2714 2626 '

100 98-4 99-8934 99-51 100*
'
'

The author analysed a variety of vivianite, which was indistinctly

crystallized in the form of needles ; it came from the Mulica hills in

New Jersey (and was probably the same as that analysed by Thom-

son, and which he called Mullicite);
—and also the well known qry-

stalline variety from Bodenmais. .. /;

1. Viviamtefrom New Jersey.
—a. The solution of the mineral in

muriatic acid was precipitated by ammonia and hydrosulphuret of

ammonia ; the sulphuret of iron was dissolved in nitro-muriatic acid

and precipitated by ammonia ; the phosphoric acid was thrown down
from the former solution by chloride of calcium. In a second expe-
riment (b) the fossil was heated to redness in dry hydrogen gas, and

the water which escaped was estimated.

The muriatic solution was evaporated to dryness, then fused with

carbonate of soda, to estimate the oxide of iron. Finally (c), a por-
tion of the mineral was boiled with dilute muriatic acid and a weighed

portion of copper, until the whole of the iron was reduced to the

state of protoxide.
2. Vivianitefrom Bodenmais.—The mineral was at first treated as

above with copper, the solution freed from copper by sulphuretted

hydrogen, evaporated to dryness, the residue heated to redness with

carbonate of soda, washed with water, and thus the oxide of iron

and phosphoric acid estimated in the usual way. If we first of all

suppose the whole of the iron to exist in the form of peroxide, the

analyses yield,
—

tt, tU — i^i • . '"•From New Jersey. From Bodenmais.

„,j.„ *. . <- ,', «. b.

Phosphoric acid. ..... 28-40 29-01

Peroxide of iron 49-74 49-36 51-21

Water 27-49

But the peroxide of iron estimated in c amounts in the vivianite. of

New Jersey barely to 12-06 per cent., in that of Bodenmais to

11-60 per cent., so that the remainder must be considered as prot-

oxide of iron. The mean quantities of these results calculated with
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thisiview yield afe folio\ys^:-428feO pidr/<jenbi|jho^pborio;aoidi':34*8i2

per centv protoxide oi laba^iI ii^9)lip«d cetSbjypeittaidtvkX noii, ^iaU

27'49 of water. /'uMin -ah iil .n')3f^ ^oiaoood Lafi I'ilrrrr sJi

- ^'\iiviaiixte is isomorphous with cobalt blGom, the composition > of

which, according to Kersten, is = SCO, 2AsO,, + 8H0. Vivianite

is likewise in its origin 3FeO, PoO^ 4 8H0 ; but we ordinarily find

it only in pseudomorphous crystals,' -w^hich nevertheless possess all

the characters of genuine crystals, fbr' instance in their perfect clea-

vage. One portion of the protoxide has become more highly Oxidized,

and thus the blue colour of the mineral is produced, which is origin-

ally white, as is shown by the impure earthy varieties. Exactly tfiie

same takes place with the artificial protophosphate of iron, which

passes more rapidly into the double salt of the protoxide from its

aggregated condition, and which exhibits the composition of vivianite,

except that it contains more peroxide. The formula of vivianite

should thus clearly illustrate what change has taken place in this

oxidation ; and this is exactly the case if the mineral contains 3

eq. of peroxide of iron, 18 eq. of protoxide of iron, 8 eq. of phos-

phoric acid, and 56 eq. of water. The quantity of water is the same
in both phosphates, and agrees exactly, with >th8iJ;^jpp;j^aipted.^,Jik^
artificial salt.

Oc 1)? 0*1
Bearing these facts in mind, we arrive at

'' '

q ''r

6(3FeO,P2 0i-^8HO) + (3Fe,,03, ^P^OfiTf8H0)
as the formula for vivianite ; and calculation according to this re-

quires 29'10 per cent, phosphoric acid, 33*00 protoxide of iron, 12'22

peroxide of iron, and 25 "68 water. Now as the artificially prepared

compound merely differs from vivianite in containing 2 eq. only of

the proto-salt, and perhaps this alone yields a blue compound, which
also exists in vivianite, its formula may be constructed thus :

4(3FeO,P20i+ 8HO)4-
[2(Fe3 03P20, -I- 8H0) + (SFcoOg, 2P0O3+ 8HO)]

Thus we at once see how the perphosphate of iron, 3Fe203, 2P.^05
+ 8H0, is formed from 3FeO 2P,,05+ 8HO. 2 eq. of the Iktter

have exchanged half the water for 3 eq. of oxygen, for
'"

'.

'

^n^ q "SCSFeO, P.O3+8HO) = 6Fe 60+ 2P2 03+ 16Hd^'Y'
«[b.ari^?^93.2P,03-f

8H0 = 6Fe 90-f2P,03 + 8HO'„ (OHG ^
omrt -^Idmdiphosphate of the Proto- and Peroxide of Irony

>""f'"^ "'^'*

It is well known that phosphate of soda, (2NaO, HO) Po r,,
throws

down a white precipitate, which subsequently becomes blue, from a

solution of the protosalts of iron. If 1 eq. of phosphate of soda is

used to 2 of crystallized protosulphate of iron, the liquid separated
from the precipitate is colourless, but strongly acid, whilst the salt

of iron has a slightly acid reaction, and the salt of soda itself is pow-
erfully alkaline. It contains a considerable quantity of phosphoric
acid, as well as a small quantity of protoxide of iron ; hence the pre-

cipitate cannot, as has usually been considered, consist of 2FeO,
P2 Oj, but of 3FeO, PcjOj, and is thus analogous to the silver salt.

The precipitate quickly becomes blue on the filter ; when dried in the

iiinorn
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iir it:fotmS'.a brigbt blvie' powder,' Wbith is petfectly unxiistmguish^

able from blue iron ovQv lothe water-bath it loses a portion of

its water and becomes green. In its analysis, a method exactly-

similar to that used for vivia niteJwa8'adopte%^and)^ve;tftle'folWw-

iug' results :•-*( ; i»-;. O !f. -- -.1 .'I j.'f^'iwl (/! i'ni!n(,>o>G il'in!//

bnri ^{lniUMi)i.) au HiU i 0H8 V.,0,4 .0/48 xii-;2ho >.U. iii oAnoAii si

.b9.vcibl/I%lff^«t 9J^iA5u003(^li35|8;[M/..85,-28,f.l,, u3;= 25-OG .9^B7

-nigno if(^iri¥/i .birjuboiq ^J [jsTinirn -. 2r93 24 = 22'56.i(j haa

ailii^faomiSbund'iilay ;be expressed by the formula i fr \\\r

d-ml// ,ii 2(3FeO, p2 0,+8HO)+ (3Fe,, 0„ 2P, 0,+ 8HO^«J
9«««^

8;»i raoi't -iDr/oJoKi 9iii ; ""it ylwi,,Ki sidm aassuq

.Qjinisiviv 'io noiii8oqmo*P^'7'Ao5/^^««'^<? </ /roHnB.noiJibnoa baJfi^oiji^w

oi iff: a^eutrrtl' solution of a persalt of iron, as amtnoriio^sulpftd'teof

f^dn, be precipitated with phosphate of soda (2NaO. HO) P;^ 0^. tHft

filtered solution has an acid reaction, although it contains an excess

of phospha,te of soda ; hence the precipitate does not correspond in

composition to the phosphate df soda, but- ittuat be a basic'^ikX

pound. It yielded on analysis,-^ '"'M' '

/;".'.
'^'

P0O3 .... 36-50 ^. \ = Z%-\0 -^^ ^^'^'^^''

Fe^Os . . . ."'^ 41^6 ^^'
'^°^^'l = 42-6^'^'*^ ^""^^^^^

iCfig-hlQi^JS .QO^Sd) + (OH4 ^'td'^prm^
A compound possessing the same composition is obtained" by

adding phosphate of soda by drops to a solution of protosulphate of

iron, until the precipitate ceases to be redissolved. The solution when
filtered becomes turbid by exposure to the air and deposits a yellow-
ish-white granular precipitate, which iw'^enWashed is identical with

the above salt.
, mcI -ii ,

Basic Perphosphaie of Iroi^ 1,0 a''!)?]

, ;By the action of alkalies a portion of the acid is removed froqi

the perphosphate of iron, and two basic salts are formed. A. If the

salt be dissolved in a small quantity of muriatic acid, excess of am-
monia be then added and heat applied, a bright brown basic salt is

formed. Its formula is SFe.^ O3, 2P. 0^ -|- 16 HO, or 2(Fe., O3, Po O,,

+ 5H0) + Fe.^ O3 6H0. B. If the perphosphate of iron formed in

this manner, or by precipitation, be digested for a considerable time

with dilute solution of potash, the whole of the phosphoric acid is

not removed from the oxide of iron. This substance is a very basic

salt of definite composition, which suffers no further decomposition
from an excess of alksdi. It consists of—-

. P^OsSe.yJwoxl^SlJii .Wjhu(r 1 = 5-68 :)iq Ml moil

Fe.2 O3* ; :'; ; ''94'29 jToijOiSD-aD.ss ^'3^<> j:; sfiri jnoii ^o

and 18 consequently loFe^^O^. P^O,.^'
gniuinoo il .QailrAla ^IIoItj

-a-iq yriJ o^^tTDii : auii u. .u- . /': '.anifp IlBffla B 8B Il9V/ ae ,bi3£

.O^'ilS \(i Jgianoo .h^t^h'^kosphate of Umtv ^iiA ar. .Jonxuso aJsiiqio

*''Iii th^ abbVe experiments it very frequently T^appeneatlmt a liquia
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rendered acid by muriatic acid, and containing soda as well as phos-
phoric acid, was digested for a considerable time with a mixture of

chloride of calcium and ammonia in excess, for the purpose of pre-

cipitating the phosphoric acid. The precipitate was heated to red-

ness, dissolved in hydrochloric acid, and decomposed by sulphuric
acid and alcohol. The phosphoric acid in an average of fourteen ex-

periments amounted to 45'71 per cent., consequently the compound
consisted of 3CaO, Pa O^. If, however, a pure solution of 2NaO,
PqOj be precipitated by a mixture of chloride of calcium and ammo-
nia, we obtain 2CaO, Po O^. According to Berzelius, the same pre-

cipitate is formed by adding the salt of soda to the soluti6n of chlo-

ride of calcium by drops. If, however, the method of proceeding be

reversed, and the addition of the precipitant be continued as long as

the liquid has an alkaline reaction, or the lime salt be added to a so-

lution of phosphate of ammonia containing free ammonia, 8CaO,
3P2 O5 is formed. 2CaO, Pg O5 is crystalline, both the basic salts

are gelatinous, and 5CaO, Po O3 is mucous, resembling in this respect

precipitated fluoride of calcium.—Poggend. Annal., vol. Ixiv. p. 251—
271, and 405-425. .aaii

ANALYSIS OF TAURINE.

Professor Redtenbacher of Vienna, formerly a pupil of Liebig,
has subjected taurine (the asparagine biliaire of Gmelin) to a new
analysis, and has found it to contain 26 per cent, of sulphur; this

substance, on account of the regularity of its crystalline form, is

one of the most beautiful presented by organic chemistry. The
chemists who have analysed taurine, overlooked the presence of

sulphur, and gave as its formula, C''H'NO'°.—Journ. de Pharm. et de

Ch., Juin 1845. ••• • •
\t.f'. nifit ; M,h \[^Ra tiita

DOUBLE SALT OF [bi] CHLORIDE OF MERCURY AND ACETATE Ol(
COPPER.

M. Wohler formed this double salt by mixing cold saturated so-

lutions of its component salts.

The compound is gradually deposited in concentric hemispheric
crystals of a deep blue colour and great beauty. It is nearly inso-

luble in cold water ; in boiling water it is converted into a bright

green powder, and bichloride of mercury remains in solution.

According to repeated analyses performed by M. Hiitteroth, and
which agreed satisfactorily, the blue compound is formed of two

equivalents of chloride and one equivalent of anhydrous basic acetate

of copper, or in 100 parts, of—
[Bi] chloride of mercury .... 67*65

Acetate of copper 32"35

loo^

Jown. de Pharm. et de Ch., Juin 1845.
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RAIN DURING THE PRESENT YEAHiff Iibfi J3

Mr. Luke Howard has furnished us with the follo\*iiig monthly
amounts of rain for this year up to the end of August inclusive :

—
January .... 0-83^ ^^^ '''/'\".'\

February .... 60 1

^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^
March 1-85

[
.

April 1*36],, :,
.

'OiBcas baa aif{«Eg*
^^ o\->hv\d:>

t^iQ^T^'^^^
«5 ?

'

•

-q "'(i'O'l

-9iq aoiBS 3ib
^^^i^^^^^'o/'^firfg.g- ^

13-40 last four months.

-olrio lo ndiJirtSfetll l^'Vf' U-SeJ
18 09 .

9craniM90u-i, .

.

.^gr^g j^ ^^^ ^jgl^t ^^^^j^^^^leo tojba
tlie usual average of a year being 26

inche^^^-f^.j^^^ ^'^ ^'^ j^^pil y^^

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR AUG. 1845.

ChiswicL—August 1. Fine: cloudy: overcast. 2. Very heavy rain. 3. Cloudy:

showery : partially overcast. 4. Cloudy: fine: clear. 5. Showery. 6. Very
fine. 7. Rain : thunder-showers in afternoon : clear. 8. Fine. 9. Rain :

boisterous, with rain. 10. Overcast. 11. Heavy showers : thunder. 12. Over-

cast. 13. Slight rain : cloudy : showers. 14. Densely clouded. 15. Cloudy:
clear and fine. 16,17. Cloudy. 18. Very fine : rain. 19. Foggy : heavy rain.

20. Very clear: cloudy. 21. Very fine. 22. Cloudless and very fine. 23. Over-

cast : rain at night. 24. Very fine. 25. Foggy : very fine : rain at night. 26,

27. Fine. 28. Clear : cloudy. 29,30. Bright sun and very fine. 31. Slight
haze : very fine : overcast.—Mean temperature of the month 2° below the

average.

Boston.—Aug. 1. Windy: rain yesterday (rain p.m.). 2. Fine : rain a.m. and

r.M. 3. Cloudy. 4. Rain. 5. Cloudy: rain a.m. and p.m. 6. Cloudy. 7.

Cloudy : hail and rain, with thunder. 8. Cloudy. 9. Cloudy : rain early a.m.

10. Cloudy: rain early a.m. : rain a.m. 11. Cloudy : rain p.m. 12. Cloudy:
rain early A.M. 1.3. Cloudy. 14. Cloudy : rain a.m. and p.m. 15. Cloudy:
rain early A.M. : rain P.M. 16— 18. Cloudy. 19. Rain : stormy p.m. : rain a.m.

and p.m. 20. Stormy. 21. Fine: rain p.m. 22. Fine. 23. Fine : rain p.m.

24. Fine. 25. Fine : rain p.m. 26. Fine: rain p.m., with thunder and light-

ning. 27. Fine. 28. Cloudy. 29,30. Foggy. 31. Fine.—Not so much rain

in one month since August 1831, nor so cold an August since August 1833.

Sandwick Manse, Orkney.
—Aug. 1. Bright: clear. 2. Bright: cloudy. 3.

Rain: rain and cloudy. 4. IJain : showers. 5. Cloudy: fine. 6. Bright:

cloudy. 7. Damp : rain. 8. Much rain : rain. 9. Bright : clear. 10. Bright:

damp. 11. Cloudy : drizzle. 12. Cloudy. 13. Cloudy : drizzle. 14,15.
Showers. 16. Showers: cloudy. 17. Bright : damp. 18,19. Showers: cloudy.
20. Rain: showers. 21. Bright: cloudy. 22. Cloudy : rain. 23. Bright:
showers. 24. Clear. 25. Rain : clear. 26. Much rain : rain. 27. Bright :

clear. 28. Cloudy: clear. 29. Cloudy : damp. 30. Showers : drizzle. 31.

Fog : drizzle.

Applegarth Manse, Dumfries-shire.
—Aug. 1—3. Showery. 4. Rain heavy a.m.

5, 6. Slight showers. 7. Fine and fair : a few drops. 8. Fine and fair. 9. Rain

all day. 10. Slight shower. 11. Fine : a few drops. 12— 16. Fine. 17. Rain

from 11 A.M. 18. Shower. 19. Showers. 20. Fair, but cloudy. 21. Fair

and fine. 22. Fair, but cloudy: stormy and rain p.m. 23. Heavy showers.

24. Fine after one shower a.m. 25. Heavy rain : thunder. 26. Fine : one

shower. 27. Fair and fine. 28. Very fine and clear. 29. Fine, but cloudy.

30, 31. Very fine.

Mean temperature of the month 56°*4

Mean temperature of Aug. 1844 54 *6

Mean temperature for 23 years 57 '0
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XLIX. A Theoretical Explajiafion of the Aber7'atio7i of
Light. By the Rev. J. Challis, M.A.^ Plmnian Professor

of Astronomy in the University of Cambridge'^.

\ T the meeting of the British Association held at Cani-
"^^

bridge last June, I brought forward a theory of the

aberration of light, the same in principle as that which forms
the subject of this communication, but requiring some eluci-

dation with respect to its applicability on the undulatory hy-
pothesis of light. My present object is to show how it applies
on that hypothesis, and for this purpose I proceed to state,

first, the general principle of the theory.
Let 5 and w (fig. 1) be simulta-

neous positions of two visible ob-

jects, one of which, 5, is fixed in

space while the other is carried by
the earth's motion with the eye of

the spectator. For instance, s may
be a star, and w the wire of a tele-

scope. Let the straight line joining
the positions s and tw be produced
to meet the straight line e^e^, in

which the spectator's eye is moving
in the point e?. Take ^ e to e'tio in

the ratio of the earth's velocity to

the velocity of light ; and let e and

TO be simultaneous positions of the eye and the object la. Now
the light which started from w in the direction w^ at the in-

stant the eye was at e, arrives, in company with light from 5, at

^ when the eye comes to the same point; and the eye receives

the impression that to and s are in the same direction, because

it receives light from each object proceeding in the common
• Communicated by the Author.

PhU. Mag. S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 1 8L Nov. 184-5. Y
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direction siioe?. But at this instant the object "do is at tsd (ww'

being taken equal and parallel to e^), and the directions of

the objects from ^ are really separated by the angle se'w'.

Let us now consider two objects which both partake of the

earth's motion, and let p, w^ and
e,

be simultaneous positions
of the objects and the spectator's eye in the same straight
line. Draw pp' and w^ te/ parallel and equal to

e^e',
and join

elis^j^. Then, since w^'ro
is to wp in the ratio of the earth's

velocity to the velocity of light, it follows that the object at w,
and the light which started from p in the direction pw when
the eye was at

e^,
arrive at w at the same instant. Hence the

eye at e' receives at the same time light from p and w coming
in the common direction pwe', and consequently sees the two

objects in the same direction when they are really at p' and

w', and therefore really in the same direction from e'.

It thus appears to be a necessary consequence of the earth's

motion and the temporaneous and rectilinear transmission of

light, without making any hypothesis about the nature of light

or the manner in which the eye receives impressions, that the

directions of two objects, one of which partakes of the earth's

motion and the other is fixed in space, are separated by a cer-

tain angle when they appear to [)e coincident, while two ob-

jects, both of which partake of the earth's motion, are really

in the same direction when they are seen in the same direc-

tion. The angle of separation, it is plain from the figure, is

equal to the ratio of the earth's velocity to the velocity of

light, multiplied by the sine of the angle which the direction

of the earth's motion makes with that in which the light comes.

This result is a complete explanation of the phaenomenon of

aberration, if only the following remark be added, which, as

far as I am aware, has not been before made with reference

to this subject. The visual direction of a celestial object is

necessarily referred to the visual direction of an object which

partakes of the earth's motion, and astronomical observation

has discovered that these directions are relatively affected by
aberration, but does not determine whether the star or the

wire of the telescope is seen out of its true place. We are

therefore at liberty to suppose, as the foregoing theory re-

quires, that the apparent place of the wire is affected by aber-

ration. It is clear that observations of terrestrial objects

alone could not detect aberration (its maximum amount being

very small), simply for the reason that two objects partaking
of the earth's motion are really in the same direction when

they appear to be so, though they may not be seen in their

true direction. On this account geodetical observations are

unaffected by the aberration of light.
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It will be seen that in the above explanation it is assumed
that light travels from the object to the eye in a straight line.

According to the emission theory of light such is the case, and
if this view of the nature of light be adopted, nothing further

need be said. The same would be true on the undulatory

hypothesis, if we might suppose the aether to be absolutely at

rest. But it is impossible to conceive that the earth can move

through space without communicating some motion to the

aether which surrounds and pervades it. It is therefore ne-

cessary, if we adopt the undulatory theory, to inquire how
far the preceding explanation will be modified by taking ac-

count of the motion of the aether. And here I may remark,
that the theory I am explaining is widely different from that

which Mr. Stokes has proposed in the July number of this

Journal. According to Mr. Stokes's views, the phaenomenon
of aberration is entirely owing to the motion which the earth

impresses on the aether, and which at the earth's surface he

supposes to be equal to the earth's motion. On the contrary,
I have to show that the amount of aberration will be the same
whatever be the motion of the aether, and if this cannot be

shown, the undulatory theory, and not the foregoing expla-

nation, is at fault. 1 am, however, so fully persuaded of the

truth of the undulatory theory, that I have no doubt this pro-

position admits of proof, and the following I consider to be

satisfactory.

Let, as before, e and iso (fig. 2) be simultaneous positions of

the eye of the spectator and a terrestrial object, as the wire of

a telescope, and let luminous waves from a distant fixed object,

Fig. 2.

as a star, proceed in the direction 5 w e', accompanied, after

reaching w, by waves fromw, so that the eye at ef receives the
Y 2
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impression that w and s are in the same direction. Suppose
the aether which is situated between e' and w to be moving
with a uniform velocity, and let n S represent in magnitude
and direction the space through which it is curried while light
travels from nso to ^. The line n d may be of any magnitude
less than ^ e, and in any direction not necessarily in the plane
eiio'ud ^. Join wn. Now the motion of the luminous waves

from ISO to e' is compounded of two motions represented by
w n and n /, the former of which is due to the motion of pro-

pagation of the wave through the aether, and the other to the

motion of the aether itself. It is well known that the motion

of propagation is in the direction of a normal to the front of

the wave, and that the front of a given wave continues par-
allel to a given plane so long as it is propagated through fluid

at rest, or through fluid moving with a uniform velocity in a

given direction. Also the normal to the front of a wave is in

the direction of vision. Hence if f' 5' be drawn parallel to

nw, this will be the common direction in which the objects w
and s will be seen. Consequently, if the front of the wave re-

tained its parallelism the whole distance from the object to the

eye, the true direction of the celestial object s from e' would

be e'5', when the true direction of the terrestrial object iso

from ^ is e' ixif. The aberration would consequently be an

angle s' e'w', different from the angle we'te/, which is known
from observation to be the actual angle of aberration.

It is not, however, true, as we have supposed above, that

the front of a wave continues parallel to itself in passing

through the aether put in motion by the earth's motion. For

evidently the wave is propagated through portions of the

aether moving with different velocities in different dii'ectionSi

and the effect this circumstance has in altering the direction

of the normal to the front of the wave must now be consi-

dered. For the following method of calculating this effect, I

am indebted to the very ingenious and original mathematical

reasoning contained in Mr. Stokes's communication above al-

luded to. I have only given the reasoning a more geometri-
cal form.

Let sa (fig. 3) be a portion of the path in space of a given

point of a wave of constant form, and let a and b be two

points of the wave indefinitely near each other in the same

phase at the same time. Join a b. Since the velocity impressed
on the aether by the earth's motion is very small compared to

the velocity of light, ab must be nearly perpendicular to sa.

Let V/ and V/ represent the velocity of the aether at a and b,

so far as it is due to the earth's motion, and let that at a take

place in the direction ?iam. Also let V represent the uni-
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form velocity of propagation of the wave througli the aether.

Then, since the point a with regard to the direction of motion
of the aether is m advance of the point b, the velocity of the

aether is less at a than at b. For we are here considering a

position in that part of the {ether which, with regard to the

direction of the earth's motion, is in advance of the earth's

centre; and it is plain that if we trace at any time a line of

motion in that part, beginning at the earth's surface and pro-

ceeding in the direction of the motion of the particles through
which it passes, the velocity will be less the further we advance

along this line. Let the velocities V^ and V/ continue uniform

during the small time dt, and let the small straight lines ae^
b d he respectively the spaces through which the points a and
b of the waves are carried by the composition of these veloci -

ties with the uniform velocity V. Join de. Draw ac equal
and parallel to bd and join c d. It is easy to see that as the

motion of propagation is less opposed by the motion of the

aether at a than at 6, « ^ is greater than b d, and inclined to-

wards bd. The general effect of the aether's motion is, there-

fore, to throw the normal to the front of the wave more and
more in the direction towards which the aether is moving; and
this effect would be similarly found to take place if we consi-

dered a position on the other side of the earth's centre.

I proceed now to calculate the amount of deviation of the

normal, and to determine the planes in which it takes place.
For this purpose let us resolve the velocity Vy into w along a c,

u along a b, which we may suppose to be in a given direction

perpendicular to ac, and w along a straight line through a

perpendicular to a b and a c, and let us first consider the ef-

fect of u and w, abstracting from v. The point e will thus be

in the same plane as a b d c, and if v! be the resolved part of

V/ in a by we have cd — de, which is very nearly c o, equal to

{u'
—

u) 8 1. Hence if a c = 8 5, it follows that the angle cao
iu' —II) It ^ ^T Is , 1-1

=.-—
_

But V = ^ very nearly, neglectmg the ratio

of Vy to V. Hence the angle cao = —^^, which is the angle

of deviation of the normal in the plane cab. The sum of all

such angles for the whole course of the wave may be found

by taking, since 85 is perfectly arbitrary, ac of such a length
that u' at c is the same as u' at b; or, which is the same thing,

d u
supposing u' — u =

-J-
ds. Hence if Uj be the value of u at

the earth's surface, and Uq at any distant point of the course,

the whole deviation in the plane of u and w = •
'

^ --
. At a
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distance much less than that of the moon from the earth, Uq

must be quite insensible. Hence for any celestial body the

u
deviation = —. So the deviation of the normal in the plane

of V and ia is ^. The resulting deviation is therefore

k^
—- in a plane containing the direction of the motion of

the aether at the earth's surface and the direction of the course

of the wave j that is, in
fig. 3, the plane nac^ and in fig. 2 the

plane iso^ n. Now since 11 ^ in fig. 2 represents the velocity

of the aether at the earth's surface, ^f drawn perpendicular

to tuw represents Vu,^+ v/^,
so that the angle e'wf) which is

the same as s^ ^, is equal to ^—'-. This then is the

aberration arising from the different states of motion of the

parts of the aether through which the wave is propagated, in

consequence of which, when the normal to the front of the

wave is in the direction e' s', the object is really in the direc-

tion ^ s. Thus the actual angle of separation between the di-

rections of the two objects s and w is se' isJ when they are

seen in the same direction e' s'. This angle is the same that

we found without considering the motion of the aether, and it

therefore follows that the amount and law of aberration are

the same whatever motion the earth impresses on the aether.

The foregoing mathematical reasoning does not appear in

any respect wanting in generality, and is equally true whe-
ther udx + vdy + niodz be or be not an exact differential. It

may, however, be remarked, that as the angle cao was found
d u

to be equal to -7- S /, so we might find the angle e do equal to

dix)

-^ 8 1, the axis of x being supposed parallel to a b. But if

the form of the wave alters in no respect, the angle e do is

equal to the angle cao, and consequently -r- = -^—. So

J- = -}—. It would seem therefore that the motion of the
d s dy
aether must be such as to satisfy these equations, at least ap-
proximately, the reasoning being only approximate. Now
it happens that whenever the motion of an elastic fluid is such
that the terms involving the squares of the velocity may be

neglected (and the case before us is one of this kind), we have
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for determining the motion the approximate equations follow-

ing:

dx
"

dt^ dy dt^ dz
~~

dt'

Hence, supposing no force impressed, we obtain approxi-

mately,

Tt\dlf~di)~' TATz" d^J
~

'

d . /dv (i'^\ _ ()

di\dz dy)
These equations are true, not because the functions in brackets

, -.11 -1 du dv du
do not contam t, but because approximately -j- = -r-, -r-

ay O/X CL %

diso dv d lio=
-j—f

and -r^
=

-j-.
Thus the corresponding equations

above are accounted for without affecting the generality of the

previous reasoning.

Cambridge Observatory, Sept. 29, 1845.

L. On the AUotropism of Chlorine as connected isoith the

Theory of Substitutio?is. By John William Draper,
M.D., Professor of Chemistty in the University of New
York*'.

[With a Plate.]

T^HE researches of M. Dumas on chemical types have
-*- shown that between chlorine and hydrogen remarkable

relations exist, indicating that the electrical characters of ele-

mentary atoms are not essential, but rather incidental proper-
ties.

The extension of these researches has given much weight
to the opinion that the electro-chemical theory may be re-

garded as failing to account for the replacement of such a body
as hydrogen, by chlorine, bromine, oxygen, &c.

I do not know that as yet any direct evidence has been of-

fered that the electrical character of an atom is not an essen-

tial quality, but one that changes with circumstances. It ap-

pears to be ratiier a matter of inference than of absolute de-

monstration.

It is the object of this memoir to furnish such direct evi-

dence, and to show that chlorine, the substance which has

given rise to the discussions connected with the theory of sub-

stitutions, under the very circumstances contemplated, has its

electro-chemical relations changed.
* Communicated by the Author.
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More than two years ago I brought before the British As-

sociation some of the facts. They were subsequently published
in the Philosophical Magazine, in a memoir on " Tithonized

Chlorine," July 1844'), The connexion of these experiments
with the discussion between the theory of substitutions and

the electro-chemical theory is obvious.

Very recently M. Berzelius has published an important

paper on the Allotropism of Simple Bodies *, the object ofwhich

is to point out that many of those bodies can assume different

qualities by being subjected to certain modes of treatment.

Thus carbon furnishes three forms—charcoal, plumbago and
diamond.
To a certain extent these views coincide with those which

have offered themselves to me from the study of the properties
of chlorine. They are not, however, altogether the same. M.
Berzelius infers that elementary bodies can, as has been said,

assume under varying circumstances different qualities. The
idea which it is attempted to communicate in this memoir is

simply this ; that a given substance, such as chlorine, can pass
from a state of high activity, in which it possesses all its well-

known properties, to a state of complete inactivity, in which

even its most energetic affinities disappear; and that between

these extremes there are innumerable intermediate points.
Between the two views there is therefore this essential differ-

ence ;
from the former it does not appear what the nature of

the newly-assumed properties may be; from the latter they
must obviously be of the same character, and differ only in in-

tensity or degree, diminishing from stage to stage until com-

plete inactivity results.

In the case of chlorine, the same activity which is commu-
nicated by the indigo rays can also be communicated by a high

temperature, or by the action of platina. The term " titho-

nized chlorine," which I formerly used, is therefore too re-

stricted, and indeed in this view of the case improper. The

simple appellations active and passive, are perhaps the best,

and I shall therefore employ them.

The points which this memoir is intended to establish are,
—

I. That chlorine gas can exist under two forms. In the

same way that metallic iron can exist as active or passive iron,

chlorine can assume the active or passive state.

II. Having established the fact of the allotropism of chlo-

rine, I shall then show its connexion with the Theory of Sub-
stitutions of M. Dumas, and how the most remarkable points
in that theory may be easily accounted for.

The time perhaps has not yet arrived for offering a com-
* A translation of this paper was published in Taylor's Scientific Me-

moirs^ part xiv., 1845.—Ed.
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plete mechanical explanation of the assumption of an active or

passive state. It may be remarked, that a very trivial modi-

fication of our admitted views of the relation between atoms

and their properties is all that is required to give a consistent

explanation of every one of these facts. Instead of regarding
the specific qualities of an atom as appertaining equally to the

whole of it in the aggregate, we have merely to assume that

there is a relation between its properties and its sides ; and
that any force which can make it change its position upon its

axis will throw it from the active to the passive state. But
this is nothing more than the well-known idea of the polarity
of atoms.

Phcenomena of the Decompositio7i of Water by Chlorine in the

Rays of the Sun.

From the various facts which might be employed, as offering
the means of establishing the allotropism of chlorine, I shall

select those which arise from an examination of the phaeno-
mena of the decomposition of an aqueous solution of chlorine

by the rays of the sun.

For many years it has been known that an aqueous solu-

tion of chlorine undergoes decomposition by the aid of the

solar rays. Several of the most remarkable phaenomena con-

nected with this decomposition appear to have been over-

looked. Among such may be mentioned the singular fact,

that chlorine, which has thus been influenced by the sun, has

obtained the quality of effecting this "decomposition subse-

quently, to a measured extent, even in the dark. Not to an-

ticipate what I shall have to offer on this point, I shall now

proceed in the first place to establish the various facts con-

nected with the decomposition in question.

Having provided a number of small glass vessels, consist-

ing of a bulb and neck, of the capacity of from 1*5 to 2'0

cubic inches, I filled them with a solution of chlorine in re-

cently boiled water, and inverted them in small glass bottles

containing the same solution, as shown in Plate IV. fig. 1.

With these bulbs the following experiments were made :
—

I. An aqueous solution of chlorine does not decompose in

the dark.

One of the bulbs was shut up in a dark closet, and kept
there for a week, being examined from time to time. No de-

composition was perceptible, for no gas collected in the upper

part of the bulb.

II. A solution of chlorine decomposes in the light.

One of the bulbs was placed in a beam of the sun reflected

into the room by a heliostat. For sixteen minutes no change
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was perceptible, then small bubbles of gas made their appear-
ance ; they increased in quantity for a time, but finally the

speed of decomposition became uniform. On analysis by de-
tonation with hydrogen, after washing out any chlorine con-

tained in it, this gas was found to contain 97 per cent, of

oxygen.
III. The rapidity of this decomposition depends on the

quantity of the rays and on the temperature.
In various repetitions of these experiments on different days,

I soon convinced myself that the rate of evolution of oxygen
depended on the quantity of the rays. Among other proofs I

may mention this : after ascertaining the rate of decomposi-
tion in the reflected beam, if the bulb be set in the direct sun-

shine, the bubbles increase in number, the total quantity of

oxygen evolved becoming greater in the same space of time ;

an effect obviously due to the difference of intensity of the re-

flected and incident beams. When a certain point is gained,

apparently no further increase of effect takes place on increa-

sing the brilliancy of the light, as I found by employing a
convex lens.

With respect to the influence of temperature.—If, while

one of the bulbs is actively evolving gas in the sun's rays, it

be warmed by the application of a spirit-lamp, the amount of

gas thrown off becomes very much greater : a difference of
a few degrees produces a striking effect. As an illustration

of this I placed in the sunshine two bulbs which were nearly
alike, except that one of them was painted black with India

ink on that portion which was furthest from the sun. The
rays coming through the transparent part had access to the

solution, and then impinging on the dark side raised its tem-

perature. On measuring the quantity of gas collected, it was

found,—
In the transparent bulb . . . 3 '46

In the half-blackened bulb . . 6"19

IV. The decomposition of water, once begun in the sun-

beams, goes on afterwards in the dark.

1st. This very important fact may be established in a variety
of ways. Thus, if a bulb be removed from the sunshine

whilst it is actively evolving gas, and be placed in the dark
after the gas has been turned out of it, a slow evolution con-

tinuously goes on
;
the gas collecting in the upper part of the

bulb.

2nd. A bulb A, fig. 2, having a neck i, the end of which
was bent at c upwards at an angle of about 45°, was employed.
After exposure to tlie sun, by inverting the bulb and with one

finger closing the extremity c, the gas disengaged could be
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transferred to a graduated vessel and measured. I satisfied

myself, by several variations of this arrangement, that the

small quantity of water introduced from time to time when
the gas bubble escaped from the end of the tube c, exerted no
essential influence on the phaenomenon. The following Table
shows the amount of gas evolved in the dark during the pe-
riods indicated.

The bulb having been exposed to the sunshine, in ten mi-
nutes the evolution of gas commenced, and in an hour 'lO?

cubic inch having collected, this was cast away and the ar-

rangement placed in the dark. To prevent the undue escape
of the chlorine, a piece of flat glass, </, was laid on the open end
of the tube c. In each successive hour the quantity of gas

given in the following Table was then evolved:—
1st hour . . -0162

2nd -0159

3rd -0086

4th -0060

5th -0038

6th -0031

and for four days afterwards gas was collecting in the bulb in

diminished quantities.
V. This evolution of gas in the dark is not merely a gra-

dual escape of oxygen originally formed whilst the solution

was exposed to the sun, but is traceable to an influence conti-

nuously exerted by the chlorine, arising in properties it has

acquired during its exposure to the rays.
If a bulb which has been exposed to the sun be raised by a

spirit-lamp to such a temperature that its gaseous constituents

are rapidly evolved, its extremity dipping beneath some of the

same solution in the bottle, after allowing a sufficient space of
time for the disengaged chlorine to be re-dissolved, and the

oxygen be turned out of the bulb, it will be found, on keeping
the arrangement in the dark, that oxygen will slowly disen-

gage as before.

Now there is every reason to believe that any small amount
of oxygen dissolved in the liquid would be expelled with the

chlorine at a high temperature. We therefore have to infer

that the chlorine, after this treatment, still retains the quality
of causing the decomposition steadily to go forward.

The oxygen which thus accumulates in the course of time
in the dark, after an exposure to the sun, does not arise from

any portion of that gas held in a state of temporary solution,
nor from peroxide of hydrogen, nor from chlorous acid in the

liquid undergoing gradual decomposition. From any of these

states a high temperature would disengage it.
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VI. The evolution of gas is not of the nature of a fermen-

tation, for when it once sets in tlie molecular motion is not

propagated from particle to particle, but only affects those

which were originally exposed to the rays.
Let a bulb be filled with chlorine-water which has been ex-

posed to the sun, and in a second bulb place a quantity of the

same liquid equal to about one-third of its capacity. Fill the

remaining two-thirds with chlorine water which has been
made and kept in the dark, and after keeping both bulbs in

obscurity for some days, measure the volumes of gas they con-
tain. If the qualities of chlorine which has been changed by
exposure were communicable by contact or close proximity
from atom to atom, we might expect that both the bulbs would

yield the same quantity of gas, but this is very far from being
the case; and in such an experiment I found that the bulb

containing the mixture gave only one-fourteenth of the gas
contained in the other.

VII. The quantity of gas which thus collects in the dark,

depends on the intensity of the original disturbance, which in

its turn depends on the time of exposure to the rays, to their

intensity, and other such conditions. In other words, the

rays are perfectly definite in their action, a long exposure

giving a larger amount of subsequent decomposition, and a

short exposure a lesser amount.
On exposing a bulb filled with chlorine-water to the rays

until bubbles of gas began to appear, and a second one until

the decomposition had been actively going on for a quarter of

an hour, and then transferring both to the dark, and measu-

ring the oxygen which collected at the end of a day, I found
in the former one-twelfth of what was contained in the latter.

VIII. In a given quantity of chlorine-water, the decompo-
sition in the dark corresponding to a given exposure to the

light having been performed, and the proper quantity of oxy-

gen evolved, and the phaenomenon ended, it can be re-esta-

blished from time to time as long as any chlorine is found in

the liquid, by a renewed exposure to the sun.

In a glass vessel, like fig. 3, which indeed was nothing more
than one of Liebig's drying apparatus, I placed a sufficient

quantity of chlorine-water to fill the larger vessel, and also the

vertical tubes half- full. After exposing this to the light for a

certain time, until decomposition had fairly set in, I placed it

in the dark, and found that for several days it gave off gas, the

quantity continually diminishing. Finally no more gas was

evolved ; but the liquid still contained free chlorine, as was

shown by its colour. I therefore again exposed it to the

sun, and repeating the former observation, found that it
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evolved gas for several days in the dark. A third exposure
was followed by the same result.

The form of this vessel renders it very convenient for these

experiments, because when sufficient gas has collected for the

purpose of observation, it is easily removed by inclining the

instrument, without the necessity of introducing fresh quantt-
ties of liquid.

Having found, as has been said, that the rapidity of the de-

composition depended to a certain extent on the temperature,
it seemed desirable to determine whether heat alone could

bring about the change.
IX. The decomposition of water by chlorine is not brought

about by mere elevation of temperature when the liquid is set

in the sunbeam ; although heat accelerates, it does not give
rise to the phaenomenon.

1st. I raised, by a spirit-lamp, the temperature of one of

the bulbs nearly to its boiling-point, or until so much gas was

given off that the liquid was expelled from the tube to the

bottle beneath. If, at this temperature, which probably was

higher than 200° Fahr., chlorine had been able to decompose
water, an equivalent quantity of oxygen would have been pro-

duced; but on allowing the apparatus to cool, all the gas was

re-absorbed, with the exception of a small bubble amounting
in volume to y^^gy of the water. This bubble, which was left

after the chlorine was recondensed, I found in three different

experiments contained 32, 33, and 36 per cent, of oxygen,
the remainder being nitrogen ;

but this being nearly the con-

stitution of the gas which is dissolved in ordinary water, the

source from which the small bubble came was inferred to be

the water used in these experiments.
2nd. One of the bulbs was painted black all over with

India ink; its temperature now rose much higher than in

former experiments when it was set in the sun, but not a bub-

ble of oxygen appeared.
X. When chlorine-water has been exposed to the sun, the

oxygen accumulated in it is readily expelled by raising the

temperature.

Having exposed one of the bulbs used in the last experi-
ment until it was actively evolving gas, I raised its temperature
with the spirit-lamp until the bulb was full of gas; but on

cooling this gas did not all condense, as, in the last instance, a

large quantity remained behind : this was oxygen.
These ninth and tenth facts are of further interest as bearing

upon a question which has been much discussed by chemists,—the nature of the bleaching compounds of chlorine. The
chloride of lime, and other such substances, probably have the
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same theoretical constitution as chlorine-water. Berzelius and
Balard suppose, that in this solution chlorous or hypochlorous
acids exist. It might be inquired, if this be the condition of

things, why does not an exposure to heat alone evolve oxygen ?

for chlorous acid is exceedingly liable to decomposition by
slight elevation of temperature; and we should be justified in

inferring, that if any of this acid is to be found in chlorine-

water, it would be decomposed at the boiling-point. M. Millon

adopts the view, that the bleaching compounds are metallic

chlorides, analogous to the corresponding peroxides. But
the ninth fact seems incompatible with this view. If chlorine

water is analogous to peroxide of hydrogen, and the last be

what its name imports, and not merely oxygenated water, it is

difficult to understand why, when chlorine water is boiled,

oxygen is not given off. If the atom of chlorine and the atom
of oxygen in this body are placed under the saqie relations to

the atom of hydrogen, it seems necessary that the chlorine

atom at 212° Fahr. should expel the oxygen atom and chlo-

rohydric acid form. It is probable, indeed, that the two oxy-
gen atoms in peroxide of hydrogen are related to their hydro-
gen atom with different degrees of affinity, and that one of

them is retained far more loosely than the other. But this

would correspond with our ideas of oxygenized water and not

peroxide of hydrogen, and leads us to the conclusion that the

solution employed in this memoir is strictly a solution of chlo-

rine in water.

XI. The decomposition of chlorine-water when placed in

the sunbeam does not begin at once, but a certain space of
time intervenes, during which the chlorine is undergoing its

specific change.
I need quote no further instance of the truth of this than the

experiment given in support of the second ftict. This is the

same phaenomenon which takes place when chlorine and hy-

drogen are exposed together; they do not begin to unite at

once, but a certain space of time elapses, during which tlie

preliminary tithonization is taking place, and when that is

over union begins (Phil. Mag., July 184'4').

On the Relations of Chlorine and Hydrogen,

We have thus traced the cause of the decomposition of

water, in the case before us, to a change impressed upon the

chlorine by exposure to the rays of the sun. In this decom-

position three elementary bodies are involved, chlorine, oxy-

gen and hydrogen.
We can therefore reduce the problem under discussion to
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simpler conditions, and study the relations of each of these

substances to each other and to the solar rays successively.
When a mixture of oxygen and hydrogen gases, in the pro-

portion to form water, is exposed to the most brilliant radia-

tion converged upon it by convex lenses, union does not ensue;
the reason being, as I have formerly shown, that those gases
are perfectly transparent to the rays, and do not possess either

real or ideal coloration.

For the same cause, water exposed alone for any length of

time to the sun, or to the influence of a large convex lens,

does not decompose. It is transparent and cannot absorb

any of the rays.

But, as is well known, a mixture of chlorine and hydrogen
unites under the same circumstances with an explosion. I

have formerly proved that this depends on the absorption of

the indigo rays, for in the indigo space the action goes on

with the greatest rapidity.

If, therefore, this phasnomenon is due to absorption taking

place by the mixture, it is easy to determine the function dis-

charged by each of its ingredients.
I transmitted a ray of light through hydrogen gas contained

in a tube seven inches long, the ends of which were terminated

by pieces of flat glass, and then dispersing the ray by a flint-

glass prism, received the resulting spectrum on a Daguerreo-

type plate. Simultaneously, by the side of it, I received the

spectrum of a ray which had not gone through hydrogen, but

through a similar tube filled with atmospheric air. On com-

paring the resulting impressions together, I could find no dif-

ierence between them.

1 therefore infer that hydrogen gas does not exert any
absorptive action on the solar rays.

In one of the foregoing tubes I placed dry chlorine gas, the

other containing atmospheric air as before ;
and receiving the

two spectra side by side on the same Daguerreotype plate, I

found that a powerful absorption had been exercised by the

chlorine. All the tithonic rays between the fixed line H and

the violet termination of the spectrum were removed, and no

impression corresponding to their place was left upon the

plate. On repeating this experiment, so as to determine with

precision the rays which had been absorbed, I found that

chlorine absorbs all the rays of the spectrum included between

the fixed line i and the violet termination, and is probably ef-

fected by all those waves whose lengths are between 0"00001587
and 000001287 of a Paris inch, and inasmuch as it absorbs

photic rays included between the same limits, it is to their

absorption that its yellow colour is due.
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In the Philosophical Magazine the same result was estao

blished by me in another way. I found that a ray which had'

passed through a given thickness of a mixture of equal vo-

lumes of chlorine and hydrogen, lost by absorption just half

as much of its original intensity as when it passed through the

same thickness of pure chlorine gas, a result which obviously
leads to the conclusion, that when chlorine and hydrogen
unite under the influence of the sun, they discharge function^J

which are different, the chlorine an active and the hydrogen a

passive function. The primary action or disturbance takes

place upon the chlorine, and a disposition is communicatexJfd-^

it, enabling it to unite readily with the hydrogen.
; i f )ni

By arranging a series of tubes containing a mixtui'e of thescP'

gases in the spectrum, it was found that the gases situated
4in^'^

the indigo space went into union first. •' '» 'on ?jvh ylod iitdT

These various experiments enabling us thus to trace to th^^
chlorine the source of disturbance, I have next to remark, that'^^

chlorine, which has been exposed to the rays of the sun, has

gained thereby a tendency to unite with hydrogen, which is *j

not possessed by chlorine which has been made and kept iit''^

the dark.

In proof of this I may cite an experiment from the Philo-

sophical Magazine (July 1844).
" In two similar white glass

tubes place equal volumes of chlorine, which has been made
from peroxide of manganese and muriatic acid by lamplight,* ^^

and carefully screened from access of daylight. Expose one "'

of the tubes to the full sunbeams for some minutes, or if the

light be feeble, for a quarter of an hour: the chlorine which "

is in it becomes tithonized. Keep the other tube during this'*"

time carefully in a dark place ;
and now, by lamplight, add to

both equal volumes of hydrogen gas. These processes are

best carried on in a small porcelain or earthenware trough,
filled with a saturated solution of common salt, which dissolves

chlorine slowly ; and to avoid explosions, operate on limited

quantities of the gases. Tubes that are eight inches long and
halfaninchin diameter will answer very well. The tubes

now contain the same gaseous mixture, and differ only in the ;^
circumstance that one is tithonized and the other not. Place *-*

them therefore side by side before a window, through which" •*!

the entrance of daylight can be regulated by opening the
^*^

shutter; and now, if this part of the process be conducted '-""^

properly, it will be seen that the tithonized chlorine com-
mences to unite with the hydrogen, and the salt water

rises in that tube. But the untithonized chlorine shows no

disposition to unite with its hydrogen, and the liquid in its

tube remains motionless for a long time. Finally, as it be-
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comes slowly tithonized by the action of the daylight impinging
on it, union at last takes place. From this, therefore, we per-
ceive that chlorine which has been exposed to the sun will

unite promptly and energetically with hydrogen ; but chlorine

which has been made and kept in the dark shows no such pro-

perty.
This form of experiment may be supposed imperfect, since

the chlorine is in a moist condition and confined by water. I

have therefore made the following variation.

I took a tube A, fig. 4, six inches long and half an inch in

diameter, closed at one end and open at the other, and ce-

mented its open end on a piece of flat plate glass M N, one
inch wide and two long, ground on both sides, and having a

hole, p, one-sixth of an inch in diameter perforated through it.

This hole was not in the centre of the glass, but on one side,

as shown in the figure. The interior of this tube was per-

fectly clean and dry.
A second tube B, consisting, as is shown in

fig. 4, of two

portions, a wide portion B, and a narrower tube c, was ce-

mented on another piece of ground plate glass, similar to the

foregoing in all respects. The tube c was oj)en at its lower

extremity, and the entire capacity of B and c conjointly was

adjusted so as to be equal to the capacity of A.

Next I filled A with dry chlorine and B c with dry hydro-

gen, and kept them from mixing until the proper time by
operating in the following way :

—
I placed the ground glasses face to face, as shown in

fig. 5,

with a small quantity of soft tallow between them, arranging
them in such a way that the aperture which led to the inte-

rior of A was open.

Through this aperture dry chlorine was conveyed. It was

generated by a mixture of peroxide of manganese and chloro-

hydric acid in the flask D, fig. 6, and passed along a tube E
filled with chloride of calcium. A slender glass tube/ con-

veyed it to the bottom of A, which was then filled by displa-

cing the atmospheric air. When A was supposed to be full

of chlorine, it was slowly lowered so as to bring the tube out

of the aperture, and as soon as it was disengaged the glass

plates were moved in such a manner by sliding them on one

another, that the aperture leading into A was shut, but that

leading to B was open. The vessel A was thus filled with

dry chlorine and securely closed.

In the next place I filled B with dry hydrogen, which was
done as follows :

—To a bottle G, fig. 7, containing dilute sul-

phuric acid and zinc, a drying tube, K, of chloride of calcium

was adjusted, and at its upper end a cork h arranged, so as to

Phil, Mas:. S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 181 . Nov, 1 84)5. Z
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receive tightly the tube c. In a short time, therefore, B be-

came full of dry hydrogen, the surplus escaping through the

open aperture p. The two ground glass plates were now
moved on one another in such a manner that they mutually
closed each other. The vessel A was therefore filled with

dry chlorine, and the vessel B c with an equal volume of dry

hydrogen, without communicating for the present with one

another.

I had provided two sets of these tubes as nearly alike as

they could be made, and operated with them in the following

way:—
In a dark room I filled the tube A of each of them with dry

chlorine, in the manner just described, and confined it by sli-

ding the plates. One of the tubes was retained in the dark

room and kept carefully screened from the light, but the other

was set for halfan hour in the sunbeams. The chlorine which

was in it underwent the specific change which it is the object
of this paper to describe.

After restoring this tube to the dark room, and waiting a

few minutes for it to gain the same temperature as the other,

the tubes B c of each set were filled with dry hydrogen in the

manner described.

In each instance, as soon as the plates were moved on each

other so as to confine the hydrogen, and were released from

the cork h of the drying tube K, fig. 7, their lower extremity
was dipped beneath the surface of some water contained in the

saucer P, fig. 8
;
the two sets of tubes being held steadily in a

proper position by the aid of a wooden frame Q R, Q R.

The two sets of tubes now differed from one another in no-

thing but the circumstance that the chlorine of one had been

exposed to the sun and that of the other had not.

The gases were now brought in contact. This was easily
done by sliding each pair of ground glasses until their aper-
tures coincided, as shown in fig. 9. The hydrogen now rose

through the hole into the upper vessel, the chlorine descend-

ing through it, mutual and perfect diffusion of the two gases

rapidly taking place. This was done by lamplight in the

dark room. And now it could be ascertained that the gases
were at the same temperature in the different tubes, and that

the experiment had thus far been carried on successfully, by
the water retaining its level at the same point in the tube c of

both sets. If that which had been in the sunshine was

warmer than the other, as soon as the apertures coincided a

bubble of gas would have escaped through the water, or at all

events the level would have changed.
It remained now to open the shutter of the dark room, the
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tubes having been previously set in such a position that the

light would fall equally on both. As soon as this was done,
the chlorine which had been exposed to the sun united at once

with its hydrogen, and the water rose in the tube c. But in

the other, which had not been exposed to the sun, no move-
ment took place until the gases had had time to be affected by
the light coming through the open shutter.

When care has been taken to have the gases made quite

dry, and, owing to the narrowness of the tube c, no aqueous
vapour has had time to contaminate the gas in B, so that no
water is present to condense the chlorohydric acid as it forms,
a little delay may be occasioned in the liquid rising in the tube

the chlorine of which was exposed to the sun. But after a

time a mist arises in the neighbourhood of the water in the

narrow tube, due to the chlorohydric acid condensing, and
then the process goes forward with regularity.

It appears, therefore, that chlorine, by exposure to the sun,
contracts a tendency to unite with hydrogen, which is not pos-
sessed by chlorine which has been kept in the dark.

Qn the Allotropism of Chlorine, or its Active afid Passive.

States.

In what then does this remarkable change, impressed by in-

digo rays upon chlorine, consist? This is the question which

immediately arises from the phsenomena we have had under

consideration.

To this I answer, that when chlorine has been thus influ-

enced, its electro-negative properties are exalted, and it has

passed from an inactive to an active state.

It is now fully established that a great number of the ele-

mentary bodies undergo similar modifications. Many of these

can exist in no less than three different states, and these pe-
culiarities are impressed on the compounds to which they give
rise. To these peculiarities Berzelius has recently directed

the attention of chemical philosophers, in his paper on the

Allotropism of Simple Bodies, and its Relation with certain

cases of Isomerism in their Combinations. He shows, that of

the elementary bodies now known, many undoubtedly exist in

several allbtropic states, and infers that all are liable to ana-

logous modifications. He indicates that the isomerism of

compound bodies is due, sometimes to the different modes in

which the atoms of which their constituent molecules consist

are grouped, and sometimes to the different allotropic states

in which one or other of those elements is found. Thus, as

M. Millon has remarked, the intrinsic difference between car-

buretted hydrogen gas (CH) and otto of roses (CH), which
Z2
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are isomeric bodies, may perhaps consist in this,
—that in the

former the carbon is under the form of common charcoal, and

in the latter under the form of diamond.

The following instances from Berzelius may serve as exam^

pies of these allotropic states. -' '

Carbon is known under three forms, charcoal, plumbago,
and diamond ; they differ in specific gravity, in specific heat,

and in their conducting power as respects caloric and electri-

city. In their relations to light the one perfectly absorbs it,

the second reflects it like a metal, the third transmits it like

glass. In their relations with oxygen they also differ surpri-

singly ; there are varieties of charcoal that spontaneously take

fire in the air, but the diamond can only be burnt with diffi-

culty at a high temperature in pure oxygen gas. The second

and third varieties do not belong to the same crystalline form.

Silicium exists also under two forms. In its first it burns

with facility in the air under a slight elevation of temperature ;

but if it be previously exposed to a strong red heat, it changes
into the second variety and becomes incombustible, so that it

v/ill not oxidize when placed with nitrate of potash in the hot-

test part of the blowpipe flame. As is well known, there are

two forms of silicic acid, one soluble in water and hydrochloric

acid, but passing into the insoluble state by being previously
made red-hot. The silicium, therefore, carries in its combi-

nations the same properties that it exhibits in the free state.^^
'

In the same manner it might be shown that sulphur, sele-

nium, phosphorus, titanium, chromium, uranium, tin, iridium,

osmium, copper, nickel, cobalt, and a variety of other bodies

exist under several different forms, with distinctive proper-
ties that are often well-marked. In several of them the influ-

ence of this allotropic condition is plainly carried into the com-

pounds, as is well shown in the two varieties of arsenic which

give rise to the two arsenious acids.

The passage from one allotropic state to another takes place

commonly through the agency ofapparently very trivial causes,

such as slight elevation of temperature, and the contact of cer-

tain bodies. Thus iron, which is so easily oxidized under or-

dinary circumstances, appears to lose its affinity for oxygen
after it has been touched under the surface of nitric acid by a

piece of platina. It then puts on the attributes of a noble

metal and simulates the properties of platina and gold.
This remarkable instance of the passage from an active to

a passive state, as Berzelius remarks, may lead to a conjecture

respecting the true condition of certain gases. No one can

reflect on the inactivity of nitrogen gas under ordinary cir-

cumstances, contrasted with its equally extraordinary activity
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^IHieonatituentof organic bodies, without being struck with

()bi9japparent connexion ofthat phaenomenon with those of allo-

tropism. And though Berzelius, with his customary caution,

in^rely insinuates that nitrogen can exist under two forms, the

facts which are here developed in relation to chlorine seem to

show that that opinion rests on something more solid than

conjecture. The iiabitudes of many of the gaseous bodies

strengthen this conclusion. Oxygen gas refuses to unite when
mixed with hydrogen, precisely in the manner of chlorine ;

and it requires a certain modification to be made in the elec-

tro-negative element before water or chlorohydric acid can

result.

Just, therefore, in the same manner that so many elemen-

tary bodies can put on under the influence of external causes

an active or passive condition, I infer as the final result of the

experiments brought forward in this memoir, that chlorine is

one of those allotropic bodies having a double form of exist-

ence ; that, as commonly prepared, it is in its passive state,

but that on exposure to the indigo rays or other causes, it

changes and assumes the active form ; and that in this latter

state its affinity lor hydrogen becomes so great that it decom-

poses water without difficulty, as in the experiment which this

memoir is designed to illustrate.

0« the Relation of the preceding Conclusions 'with the Theory

i of Substitutions.

I, Having thus explained the facts which appear to indicate

the allolropism of chlorine, I shall now offijr some considera-

tions on it& (COBpexion with the theoi'y of substitutions of M.
Dumas. ! rtlfJfbjo Ico/!" ;(i .iiy>lTf:f!f-l;'>'/ «t'>''

Admitting the fact that the electro-negative qualities of

chlorine are exalted upon its exposure to the indigo rays, and

that the resulting effect is not a temporary thing, but one which

lasts for a considerable period of time, as appears to be proved
in the Philosophical Magazine (July 1844), we can give a very

plain and simple account of the decomposition of water by this

gaseous substance under the influence of sunshine.

Upon the same principle that a mixture of chlorine and

hydrogen may be kept in the dark without union for a long

time, so may a solution of chlorine in water be preserved.
The chlorine is in an inactive state.

But if anything is done to make the chlorine take on its

other form and pass to the active condition ; if, for example,
it be set in the sunshine, its affinity for hydrogen is exhibited,

and decomposition is the result.

The qualities thus communicated to the chlorine not being
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of a transient kind, but remaining for a length of time, we see

how it is that after an exposure to the sun decomposition is

subsequently carried forward in the dark.

If the power which chlorine assumes, of uniting with hy-
drogen and carbon, depends on a change in its electrical re-

lations, a passage from the passive to the active state, we might
expect that those various causes, which in the case of other

elementary bodies bring about analogous changes, and throw
them from one allotropic condition to another, would here also

exercise a perceptible action. Among such causes we may
enumerate the action of a high temperature, and the contact

or presence of other bodies.

It may be remarked, in the instances to which Berzelius

has referred, that exposure to a high temperature is one of
the most frequent causes of allotropic change. In the case of

chlorine the remark holds good, for, as is well known, when
a mixture of chlorine and hydrogen is passed through a red-

hot tube, chlorohydric acid forms with rapidity. The high
temperature therefore impresses upon chlorine the same ten-

dency to unite with hydrogen which is communicated by the

solar rays.
But the contact of other bodies frequently determines in a

given substance an allotropic change. Thus, when a piece of
iron is placed in nitric acid in contact with platina, the iron

becomes less electro-positive, or, what is the same thing, more

electro-negative than it was before, and the acid can no longer
oxidize it. The contact of the very same substance, platina,
determines an analogous change in chlorine, giving it at once
the capacity of uniting with hydrogen. The porous condition

of spongy platina is not essential to the result, for clean pla-
tina-foil exhibits the same phaenomenon.

In the case of iron, the action of a high temperature on the

contact of platina throws the metal from the active to the pas-
sive state ; in the case of chlorine, the same causes apparently
produce the opposite result, throwing the gas from the passive
to the active state. But the difference is rather in appearance
than in reality. In both cases it amounts to the same thing,
and is an exaltation of the electro-negative qualities of either

substance respectively.
The same causes therefore which produce allotropic changes

in other bodies produce analogous changes in chlorine.

Now among the physical facts connected with the theory of

types and substitutions, two are prominent:— 1st, the union of

chlorine with hydrogen, giving rise to the removal of that hy-
drogen as chlorohydric acid ; 2nd, the subsequent function

discharged by the chlorine which has entered as an integrant
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portion of the molecule, and occupies the place of the hydro-
gen removed. This function is in many instances that of the

hydrogen itself, and it is this fact which is the remarkable

point in the phaenomena of substitution, that an intensely elec-

tro-negative body can act the part of a positive body. It is

this fact which is leading chemists to the conclusion, that the

properties of compound bodies arise as much from the mode
of grouping of their constituent atoms, as from the qualities of

those atoms themselves.

But if it be admitted that the experiments related in this

memoir establish the aliotropism of chlorine, then it is plain
that a very different, and perhaps satisfactory account, of the

phaenomena of substitution may be given.
As has already been said, no difficulty can arise in account-

ing for the removal of hydrogen from organic bodies, or for

the first fact just alluded to. This removal will ensue when-
ever processes are resorted to which bring the chlorine into an
active state. When we expose acetic acid and chlorine to

the sun, the latter becomes active, gains the quality of uniting
with hydrogen, and chloracetic acid forms. Probably the

same change could be brought about by the aid of spongy
platina and heat. Upon the second fact, the similarity of

function discharged by the chlorine which has replaced the

hydrogen atoms with the function of those atoms themselves,
a flood of light is thrown by other phaenomena of aliotropism.
If a piece of iron be dipped in hydrated nitric acid, though it

may be acted on for a few moments, it rapidly becomes pas-
sive ; and so with the chlorine atoms which have substituted

the hydrogen. In the circumstances under which they are

placed they rapidly revert from the active to the passive state.

They no longer are endued with an intense electro-negative

quality, they have assumed the condition of inactivity. The
fact that chlorine in chloracetic acid simulates the functions of

hydrogen in acetic acid, is not more remarkable than that

iron touched by platina under nitric acid simulates the proper-
ties of that noble metal.

Do not therefore these considerations seem to point out, that,

if we admit the fact that simple substances can exist in differ-

ent states, in a passive and active form, the phaenomena of sub-

stitution are deprived of much of their singularity ?

Thus, to recall once more the same example to which I have

before referred, and which has been so well illustrated by the

researches of M. Dumas; the transmutation of acetic into

chloracetic acid exhibits a double phaenomenon,
—
-Ist, the ex-

istence of active chlorine expressed by the removal of hydro-

gen, activity having been communicated by the rays of the
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'sun, or by some other appropriate method; 2nd, the existence

'of passive chlorine in the particles of chloracetic acid.

ihuiy consider, that were no other instances known, the two

-'eases cited by Berzelius of the double forms of silicic acid and

arsenious acid establish the fact, that a given allotropiccondi-
' tion may be continued by an elementary atom when it goes
into union with other bodies. And I regard the various cases

in which hydrogen is replaced by iodine, bromine, &c., in

which in the resulting compound those energetic electro-ne-

'gative elements fail to give any expression of their presence
and activity, as analogous to other common and too much

- overlooked facts. Chlorine which is in the dark may be kept
in contact with hydrogen without exhibiting any of its latent

energies. Touched by an indigo ray it instantly assumes the

active state, and a violent explosion is the result.

To use therefore the same nomenclature to which Berzelius

has resorted in the case of other allotropisms, we may desig-
nate the ordinary form of chlorine, procured by the action of

chlorohydric acid on peroxide of manganese, as Cl/3, and

admit that this passes into the condition Ci« by the action of

the solar rays, contact of platina, or a high temperature; and

that in any case ofsubstitution, the hydrogen is removed under

the condition CI «, and the resulting compound molecule con-

tains Cl/3; the assumption of the passive state disguising the

presence of the electro-negative atom.

The explanation here given of the phaenomena of substitu-

tion involves the position, that chlorine, when brought in rela-

tion with carbon, under certain circumstances, is thrown into

the passive state,
—the state CI |3.

We naturally look for di-

rect evidence that this is the case. It seems to me that there

are many well-known chemical facts v^hich tend to establish

this passive condition. In the first case to which we turn, the

chlorides of carbon, the inactive state is established in a stri-

king manner. The affinity which exists between chlorine and

carbon is apparently feeble, yet when these bodies have once

united, the chlorine is brought into such a condition that it

has lost the quality of being detected by the ordinary tests

which determine its presence. How strongly does this con-

trast with the case of chlorohydric acid ! a feeble affinity unites

carbon and chlorine, and intense affinity unites hydrogen and

V chlorine ; yet in the former case the chlorine is undiscoverable

by the most common tests, in the latter it yields to them all.

And the causes are obvious ;
in the one case it is in the pas-

sive, in the other in the active condition.

I have hitherto spoken of the active and passive states as

though they were fixed points in elementary bodies, and as
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though the transition from one to the other was abrupt and
sudden. I have done this that the views here offered might

<'be unembarrassed and distinct; but there are many facts which

''4«rye to show that the passage from a state of complete acli-

-'Vity to a state of complete inactivity takes place through gra-
*=dual steps. Thus, in carbon itself, there are undoubtedly
•^ many intermediate stages between the almost spontaneously
f'hiflammable varieties and diamond, which is, under common
•circumstances, incombustible. Berzelius admits three allo-

tropic conditions of this body, C jt, C/3, Cy. Between the

'*first and last term of this series, it is probable that several in-

''termediate bodies besides plumbago might be found, their ex-
• istence establishing the gradual. passage Xvoni one, tp-.the .pther

state.
'

ybnii.tdUi ii an oyihtn ii/i n\ hyihrntV .-'.licj cju

For similar reasons, in this memoir the illustrations and ar-

guments given have for the most part been restricted to one

substance, chlorine. It need scarcely be pointed out, in cou-

xlusion, that if the views here offered are true, very much of

'this reasoning may be transferred to other bodies, as oxygen,

l^nitrogen, hydrogen, sulphur, &c. When oxygen and hy-

Wlrogen are mixed, there is no disposition exhibited by them
to unite; and this does not arise from their happening to have

the gaseous form. As in the instance we have been consi-

dering, if they be exposed to a high temperature, or to the

influence of platina, the active condition is. assunve/d with

promptitude, and union takes place.*; >d noijndfUM/'^ >'l'l

The power which carbon possesses of throwing bodies into

<'A completely passive state, is far from being limited to chlo-

J-ine ; it re-appears in the case of sulphur. The sulphuret of

carbon yields to none of the tests to which we commonly re-

sort for determining the presence of sulphur, for the simple
reason that its sulphur is in an inactive state. This substance,

moreover, serves to illustrate what has been said of the gra-
dual passage of bodies from a state of complete activity to one
of complete inactivity. Berzelius recognises for it three dif-

ferent allotropic states, an alpha, beta, and gamma condition.

In none of these is it in that condition of absolute inactivity
which it assumes in the sulphuret of carbon*,nffi .i-

i

In offering these experiments and arguments to the consi-

deration of chemists, I am fully aware of the magnitude of the

change which would be impressed on the science generally,

* For these examples, the chloride and sulphuret of carbon, I am in-

debted to M. Millon's paper, Remarks on the Elements which compose
Organic Substances, and on their Mode of Combination, Comptes Itendus,
t. xix. p. 799. That chemist, however, gives a very different explanation
of thephaenomenainvolved^iij m gjiuoii ij\jXi\ pxuN i;Mi\, li^iliur;;

•
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and especially on several of our modern theories, by their re-

ception. The long-established idea of the immutability of the

properties of elementary bodies would to a certain extent be

sacrificed; and it is probable that before these results are

conceded, more cogent evidence of the main principle will be

required. In the mean time, however, it is plain that the ad-

mission of these doctrines throws much light on theories now

extensively attracting the attention of men of science, and for

that reason they commend themselves to our consideration.

1 have offered no opinion here on the atomic mechanism which

is involved in these changes from an active to a passive state,

though it is impossible to deal with these things without the

reflection arising in our minds, that here we are on the brink

of an extensive system of evidence connected with the polarity

qf atoms,—an idea, which, under a variety of forms, is now

occurring in every department of natural philosophy.

University of New York, July 29, 1843.

LI. On the Diffusion qf Gases.

By Thomas Starkie Thomson. Esq.

To Richard Taylor, Esq.
Dear Sir,

f\^ perusing lately the highly interesting volume on Natu-
^^ ral Magic by your distinguished co-editor. Sir David

Brewster, I was much struck by his description of natural

phaenomena which had for many years past occupied n)y con-

sideration.

As one fact which was new to me bears directly upon the

subject of my previous communications to you on the Diffu-

sion of Gases, and will, I think, tend further to elucidate the

matter, I may be allowed to offer some observations upon it,

and shall introtluce them by the following quotation from the

learned author.
" The great audibility of sounds during the night is a phae-

nomenon of considerable interest, and one which had been
observed even by the ancients. In crowded cities, or in their

vicinity, the effect was generally ascribed to the rest of ani-

mated beings, while in localities where such an explanation
was inapplicable, it was supposed to arise from a favourable

direction of the prevailing wind. Baron Humboldt was par-

ticularly struck with this phasnomenon when he first heard
the rushing of the great cataracts of the Orinoco in the plain
which surrounds the Mission of the Apures. These sounds
he regarded as three times louder during the night than du-

ring the day.
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" Some authors ascribed this fact to the cessation of the

humming of insects, the singing of birds, and the action of the

wind on the leaves of trees; but M. Humboldt justly main-
tains that this cannot be the cause of it on the Orinoco, where
the buzz of insects is much louder in the night than in the

day, and where the breeze never rises till after sunset. Hence
he was led to ascribe the phaenomenon to the perfect trans-

parency and uniform density of the air, which can exist only
at night after the heat of the ground has been uniformly dif-

fused through the atmosphere. When the rays of the sun
have been beating on the ground during the day, currents of
hot air of different temperatures, and consequently of different

densities, are constantly ascending from the ground and mix-

ing with the cold air above. The air thus ceases to be a ho-

mogeneous medium; and every person must have observed
the effects of it upon objects seen through it, which are very
indistinctly visible, and have a tremulous motion as if they
were dancing in the air. The same effect is perceived when
we look at objects through spirits and water that are not per-

fectly mixed, or when we view distant objects over a red-hot

poker or over a flame. In all these cases the light suffers re-

fraction in passing from a medium of one density into a me-
dium of a different density ; and the refracted rays are con-

stantly changing their direction as the different currents rise

in succession. Analogous effects are produced when sound

passes through a mixed medium, whether it consists of two
different media, or of one medium where portions of it have
different densities. As sound moves with different velocities

through media of different densities, the wave which produces
the sound will be partly reflected in passing from one medium
to the other, and the direction of the transmission wave

changed ; and hence in passing through such media, different

portions of the wave will reach the ear at different times, and
thus destroy the sharpness and distinctness of the sound.
This may be proved by many striking facts. If we put a bell

in a receiver containing a mixture of hydrogen gas and atmo-

spheric air, the sound of the bell can scarcely be heard."
With all due deference to so great an authority as Sir David

Brewster, I cannot admit the analogy between the non-exist-

ence of sound in a mixture of hydrogen gas and atmospheric
air, and the interruptions to hearing and vision produced by
the refraction of sound and light "in passing from a medium
of one density into a medium of a different density." Surely
when hydrogen gas and atmospheric air are mixed in a re-

ceiver, there cannot exist media of different densities? In
accordance with the law of the diffusion of gases, the arrange-
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meii^6f the molecules of the three gases concerned ri'i'iisit 'be^

perfectly symmetrical. I see in this fact a confirmatioii of ari^

idea which I believe I was the first to announce, of the exist-'

ence of an attractive force between mixed gases of a double

character; in one sense a chemical force, because it exists'

only between the particles of dissimilar gases ; in another
sense a mechanical force, because it obeys a mechanical law,*—the law of diffusion as ascertained by Prof. Graham. In'

atmospheric air, which is a mixture^ not a chemical combina-

tion^ of oxygen and nitrogen, the chemical force is so feeble'

as not to interfere with the communication of sound, as it

would take place in a homogeneous medium. But in a mix-
ture of oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen, the conditions are

changed ; the superior chemical affinity of oxygen for hydro-
gen disturbs the mechanical equilibrium of the system ; the
molecules cease to vibrate, as in a homogeneous medium;
and sound ceases to be communicated, as I infer from the fact

announced by Sir David Brewster.

I cannot better conclude these remarks than by adding to

the interesting facts previously quoted, the explanation of a
similar phaenomenon which I have never seen noticed before.

In Lancashire, where I passed the early years of my life, I

soon found that it was, among the farmers and country people,
a traditional observation, that when the distant hills appeared
unusually distinct, it was a sign of approaching rain. This I

attribute to the homogeneity of the atmosphere under such

circumstances, with respect to aqueous vapour.
The whole intervening space between the eye and the di-

stant object is saturated with moisture, and consequently
vision is more perfect, as there are no series of media of dif-

ferent densities to interfere with the direct transmission of

light.
I am. Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

Richmond, October ], 1845, Thomas Starkie Thomson.
'

" —
LII. On Grotthus's Theory of Molecular Decomposition and

Recomposition. By W. R. Giiove, Esq., F.R.S., Sfc, and

Professor of Natural Philosophy in the London Itistitution.

To Richard Phillips, Esq., F.R.S.

Dear Sir,

'^I^HE great mystery of voltaism, or the phaenomenon of two
A constituents of a chemical compound being eliminated

at distant points without any apparent disturbance in the in-

tervening liquid, is accounted for, as you are well aware, by
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Grotthus, on the supposition of a series of molecular decom-

positions and recompositions. This theory has become almost

universally adopted by electro-chemists; I have frequently
availed myself of it in my lectures, and, though with some
doubt and hesitation, have applied it to explain the action of

the gas battery. I have ever been anxious, if possible, to ac-

count for new phaenomena by generally received theories, one
main object of a theory being to collate facts in a manner
which may render them conventionally intelligible, while plu-

rality of theories introduces anarchy into science.
^ ,,<

It has lately, however, struck me very forcibly that the gas

battery presents a strong objection to the theory of Grotthus,
or in other words, that it places us in a dilemma in which we
must either abandon this theory or the generally received

views (I think I may say established laws) of chemical affinity.

My difficulty is this. In a single pair- of the gas battery, we
must, according to the theory of Grotthus, suppose that oxy-

gen and hydrogen tear asunder oxygen and hydrogen already
united ; for whether we suppose the action to begin at the hy-

drogen extremity of the electrolyte, or at the oxygen, or at

both simultaneously, the force which produces the composition
of water is regarded by the theory sufficiently strong to over-

come the force by which its constituents are already ,^^i,l;e,dj

i,e. a force is equal and unequal at the same time. ,iiihr(i u

The gas battery also presents cases where, according to this

theory, a more feeble affinity overcomes a more powerful one,
as when water is the electrolyte and deutoxide of nitrogen and

oxygen the gases : we have indeed some instances in chemistry
where the oi'der of affinities is reversed, as in the decomposi-
tion of water by iron, and of oxide of iron by hydrogen, sup-

posing the oxide to be the same in each case, which is much
doubted ; but we have no instance, as far as I am aware, of

the divellent and quiescent affinities being identical, as for in-

stance, the affinity of oxygen for hydrogen decomposing water,
that of oxygen for iron decomposing oxide of iron. Where
water is decomposed at the electrodes by a series of the gas

battery, the same difficulty does not arise ; as, abandoning all

theory as to the transfer in the cells of the battery, there is

nothing inconsistent in the fact, that the reduplicated force of

a series of affinities should overcome an equal or stronger af-

finity taken singly, just as we decompose potash by a series of

affinities of zinc for oxygen ; but in the single cell there is no
such exaltation of intensity.

It may be said that the pulverulent platinum exalts the che-

mical energies of the gases, but this I think is inconsistent

with all we know of the catalytic action of platinum ; all the
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observed facts go to prove that platinum reduces the gases to

a state analogous to the nascent state, i. e. one at which their

specific chemical energies are at the highest, but it does not

change their specific energies; thus platinum enables gaseous
oxygen to combine with gaseous hydrogen, but it does not

give to oxygen the affinities of chlorine, or to hydrogen those
of potassium. Even the granting this hypothesis, however,
does not extricate us, as whatever specific power the platinum
may possess in respect to the gas, it must also possess in re-

spect to the electrolyte ; it can scarcely be supposed to assist

combination and yet not to prevent decomposition of the same
molecule; it is an equation upon any view.

Nor can it be supposed that the action in the liquid of the

gas battery cells differs from other cases of electrolysis; the

line of discharge in the gas battery affects the magnet, and in-

deed forming portion of the voltaic circuit, it would be con-

trary to all analogy to suppose it exceptional in respect of its

mode of action. An hypothesis might be framed which would

regard the action of the gas battery as resulting from the

formation of a soluble peroxide of hydrogen and perhydruret
of oxygen; but if so, a similar hypothesis must be extended to

all cases of electrolysis ; and this view presents many difficul-

ties. Perhaps some of your correspondents may be able to

solve the theorem ; for if not reconciled with facts, however

ingenious and useful the theory of Grotthus be, it is a theory,
while the gas battery is a fact, and in case of collision, it is

needless to say which must go to the wall.

I remain, my dear Sir,

Yours very truly,
W. R. Grove.

LTII. 071 the Proportion of Nitrogen contained in Alimentary
Substances taken from both the Organic Kingdoms as a com-

parative measure of their Nutritive Po'xser. By Dr. J.

Schlossberger and Alexander Kemp, Assistant Chemi-
cal Teachers in the University ofEdinburgh^.

'T^HE distinction between the elements of the reproductive
'* and those of the respiratory functions, is probably one
of the most fertile ideas for which physiology is indebted to

modern chemistry; even if we do not admit that division in its

full extent, nevertheless we must allow it to be a beautifully
conceived idea, and one founded on a great amount of observa-

tion. It may be assumed with safety that no other classifica-

tion of the substances comprised under the vague designation
* Communicated by the Authors.
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of alimentary bodies, has in an equal degree represented the

essential differences in their chemical composition and their

physiological effects, or has presented to the eye of the mind
the important part which these substances perform, as the

above-mentioned distinction, which is also identical with that

oi azotised and non-azotised bodies.

In order to give some indication of the state of confusion

which existed, even in this most elementary proposition of

dietetics, previous to that distinction being made, it may not

be more than necessary to mention the idea of that classical

author, Dr. Prout*, that the nutritive power is in direct pro-

portion to the quantity of carbon. At the present day not a

single fact is known which can support the idea of the animal

body being able to form azotised from non-azotised substances,—
possibly, under the influence of ammonia or of nitrogen

from the atmosphere; on the contrary, all experiments, as

well as daily observation, seem to prove the absolute neces-

sity of azotised food for the preservation of the individual.

Chemistry has likewise demonstrated the presence of a more
or less high, but constant proportion of nitrogen in all the

tissues and fluids of the animal body, while in all those sub-

stances which, according to our modern ideas, are the most

nutritive, namely, the proteine compounds, the carbon is pre-
sent in medium quantity. Those substances esteemed by
Prout the most nourishing, because richest in carbon, as the

fats and oils, must be altogether excluded from the list of re-

productive bodies, except in so far as fatty matter is necessary
to the formation of animal cells. The chemical physiologist
could make use of the theory of Prout, in measuring the

fitness of the bodies necessary to respiration, if along with

the carbon could be taken into account the quantity of com-
bustible or unoxidized hydrogen contained in them ; but for

those substances, which in the strict sense of the word are ca-

pable of being transformed into blood and animal tissue, ac-

cording to our present knowledge, the capability for these

purposes may be estimated relatively by the amount of nitro-

gen. This has been already done to a certain extent by the

researches of several chemists and physiologists, but, so far as

we are aware, it has been confined to vegetables; and it there-

fore appeared to us not to be without interest to make use of
the same principle in extending the investigation to the various

alimentary substances taken from the animal kingdom, and so

to give to the physiologist a basis founded on facts in a de-

* See Mayo's Outlines of Human Physiology, p. 206, second edition,

London, 1829.
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partment which has hitherto been so defective in the myst^m
rious doctrine of nutrition.

Already Boussingault and Liebig have demonstrated, that

in general the amount of proteine compound, and therefore

that of nitrogen, is in a direct ratio to the phosphates: this

proposition has as yet been extended only to vegetable mattersj>-
but will most probably preserve its value when applied like-

wise to those derived from animals. In so far as the nitrogen

may be taken as an indication of the quantity of these salts,

we could not find any observations as to how far it might be
also applied to the gelatigenous compounds ; and we have al-

hided to this as a very interesting field for future research,

particularly with regard to the phosphate of lime, which!^
seems so universal and so necessary to the whole animal oeco-<

nomy.
It seems to be at present a proper time to overcome an ob-

jection, which, if not alluded to, might have been made against^
our attempt to determine the nutritive power of animal ali-

ments; it is with regard to the delicate question of the use of

animal gelatine, which seemed to Mulder, and likewise to us, »

as not at all decided by the experiments lately made at Paris.
'

It is a fact sufficiently proved by the experiments of Magendie,
Tiedemann and Gmelin, that any substance, even the most

nourishing, if very simple and used without admixture, cannot
sustain animal life for any length of time; and if it was proved
at Paris that dogs fed exclusively on gelatine perish, it is far

from being just to conclude that the substance is not nutri-

tive, as we should be compelled to apply the same rule to al-

bumen and fibrine, by the exclusive use of which an animal
would no less speedily perish. At all events gelatine has a

high value as nutriment, if even that value arises alone from
its being useful in the formation of gelatigenous tissues; in

addition, the gelatigenous tissues, as well as those containing

proteine, in regard to their formation and chemical constitu-

tion, seem to lie in close relation, although that relation is at

present not perfectly understood*. The experience of our
best physicians at the bedside of the patient tends to prove
that during convalescence a well-prepared gelatinous diet, but

not exclusively gelatinous, is highly nutritious.

All organic alimentary substances, as presented to us by
nature, are mixtures, but seem to be pretty constant in their

composition, although variously modifiecl by our different

modes of cooking them. Of such natural mixtures, the

greater part taken from vegetable bodies have already had the

* See Mulder's Chemistry of Animal and Vegetable Physiology, trans-

lated by Fromberg, 31 9 and following pages.
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proportion of nitrogen contained in them determined by pre-
vious observers; and we believe we shall best introduce the

subject by a concise representation of that which has been
done in regard to the vegetable part of our aliments, which
will likewise afford the best means of comparing the result* i

of our experiments on animal substances.
- The following table shows the amount of nitrogen contained

in 100 parts of the dry vegetable bodies named in it:—
Rice 1-39

Potatoes V5
Turnips 1'7

Rye 1-7

Oats 2*2

Wheat 2-0 to 2'3

Carrots 2*4

Barley 2-0

Maize 2*0

Peas 3-8

Lentils 4*4

Haricots 4*5

Beans 5*1

White bread 2'27->i

Brown bread ..... 2*63

Glasgow nnfermented bread 2*14'

Essex flour 2'17
Canada flour 2*21

Lothian flour ..... 1-96

United States flour . . . 1-82

>

Boussihgault, Economte'^

Jlurale, Paris, 1844,
tome 2™% p. 438.

R. D. Thomson, in the

London and Edinburgh
y Philosophical Maga-

zine for November
1843.

Agaricus deliciosus .

russula . .

cantharellus

4*6 ^ Schlossberger and Doepping,

4*2 >- Li^'^'S's Annalen for October

a a \ 1844, Chemical Gazette,,
•

^'Z" J July 15, 1845.
,^,

Boussingault has calculated from the results of his experi-

ments, that which he calls the equivalent nutritive powers of

these substances for the domestic herbivorous animals, and
Thomson has also given one for those bodies which he exa-

mined. We omit these tables, as we have the intention of

constructing a table of our own for all the substances which
are used as food by man, and which have been hitherto exa-

mined in this respect.
We may now proceed to the relation of our experiments.

All the substances made the subject of observation were first

carefully dried at 212^ F., and then analysed according to the

method of Varrentrapp and Will, slightly modified to over-

come some practical difficulties.

PM.Mao^.S. 3. Vol.27. No. 181. A'bi;. 1845. 2 A
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Intermediate between animal and vegetable aliment, as daily
observation teaches and chemical analysis confirms, is to be
found the most general food of the young of the class Mam-
malia, namely, milk.

I. Cow's milk. O'^O* gramme* of the dried residue, ob-

tained by evaporating the fresh-drawn milk in the water-bath

and subsequent desiccation at 212° F., yielded 0'241 grm. of

the ammonio-chloride of platinum, corresponding to 3'78 per
cent, of nitrogen.

II. O'^SS grm. human milk, ti'eated as in the first experi-

ment, gave O'll grm. ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to

1*59 per cent, of nitrogen.
Human milk is, according to most analyses, one of the

poorest in caseine, and in this respect is very far inferior to

that of the cow, but in consequence of this may probably be

more easily digested. The amount of nitrogen in milk, which

corresponds to that of caseine, comes much nearer to the pro-

portion contained in vegetables than any other kind of aliment

from the animal kingdom.
Of the substances obtained from milk and used as food, we

have examined only that of cheese, selecting four of the kinds

most commonly used in Britain.

III. 0'485 grm. of Dunlop cheese gave 0*4;61 grm. of am-
monio-chloride of platinum, equal to 6*03 per cent, of nitro-

gen.
IV. 0*475 grm. of Gouda cheese gave 0*532 grm. of ammo-

nio-chloride of platinum, equal to 7*11 per cent, of nitrogen.
V. 0*444 grm. of Cheshire cheese gave 0*471 grm. of am-

monio-chloride of platinum, equal to 6*75 per cent, of nitro-

gen.
VI. 0*477 grm. of double Gloucester cheese gave 0*525

grm. of ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to 6*98 per cent,

of nitrogen.
VII. 0*557 grm. of a very old double Gloucester cheese,

abounding in mites and mould, in the condition in which it is

sought after to gratify the depraved taste of the epicure, gave
0*463 grm. of ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to 527

per cent, of nitrogen.
We add here, as being similar in composition, the yolk of

the egg of the common fowl.

VIII. 0*526 grm. of well-dried yolk gave 0*387 grm. of

ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to 4*86 per cent, of ni-

trogen.

* The balance used in these analyses having been made by Deleuil of

Paris, and being only furnished with French weights, will account for the

introduction of the word here, and in the other analyses throughout the

paper. The French gramme is equal to 15*444 English grains.
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Somewhat more nutritive than milk, and more nearly allied

to cheese, is a series of bodies obtained from the lower orders
of the animal kingdon. We give here, as examples, the

oyster and one or two others.

IX. O'-ilS grm. of the oyster, Ostrea edulis, gave O'S-tG

grm. of ammonicHcbloride of platinum, equal to 5*25 per cent,

of nitrogen.
• bublyiv ,.1 ^ i

As this seeiined to us a' very low result, we repeated our

analysis, which, however, confirmed our first experiment ; in

this case 0*354< grm. giving 0'283 grm. of ammonio-chloride
of platinum, equal to 5*07 per cent, of nitrogen.

X. 0*354 grm. of the yellow matter (liver and bile) from
the crabfish, Cancer communis^ gave 0'4'18 grm. of ammonio-
chloride of platinum, equal to 7'52 per cent, of nitrogen.
XL 0*377 g»*m. of the common mussel, Mytilus edulis, gave

0'4i9S grm. of ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to 8*41

per cent, of nitrogen.
XII. 0*308 grm. of the above animal, previously boiled,

gave 0*510 grm. of ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to

10*51 per cent, of nitrogen.
LitWe find that many of the organs of the higher animals, for

example, the liver of the ox, nearly agree in the amount of

nitrogen with those substances we have just treated of.

' XIII. 0*432 grm. of ox liver gave 0*726 grm. of ammonio-
chloride of platinum, equal to 10*66 per cent, of nitrogen.
'X XIV. 0*419 grm. of the liver of the pigeon gave 0*778 grm.
of ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to 1 1*80 per cent, of

nitrogen.
For the reason just mentioned, we here likewise notice the

analysis of the muscles of some kinds of fish, which, from

being quite saturated with oil, give a low amount of nitrogen ;

for instance, that of the eel containing 6*91 per cent., and

pork ham, from the large quantity of salt, giving only 8*57

per cent. ; but we shall return to these more in detail. The
connecting link between the two extremities of the nutritive

scale of animal aliments we have formed, appears to be the

dried extract of meat, which is sold under the name of port-
able soup, or bouillon. t

XV. 0*441 grm. of portable soup, of an excellent quality,

gave 0*845 grm. of ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to

12*16 per cent, of nitrogen. Osmazome is therefore a body
rich in nitrogen, probably from containing oxide of proteine,
and perhaps also kreatine.

We shall give our results on the different kinds of flesh,

including that of the fishes also, with which we begin.
Common eel, Anguilla vulgaris.

—The flesh of this fish is

2 A 2
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poorer in nitrogen than any of the others which we have exa-

mined, in consequence of the large quantity of fat or oil it

contains; indeed, during the whole desiccation it was floating
in a liquid fat. ,ri x ! lu

XVI. 0'34;5 grm. of raw eel's flesh gave 0'379'^rin»!!Qf
ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to 6*91 per cent, of ni-

trogen.
XVII. 0*306 grm. of boiled eel's flesh gave 0*329 grm. of

ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to 6*82 per cent, of ni-

trogen.
XVIII. 0*293 grm. of eel's flesh, which had been previ-

ously washed with distilled water and afterwards boiled in air

cohol as long as any matter separated, yielded 0*667 grm,
of ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to 14*45 per cent,

of nitrogen, a quantity as great as that from the higher ani-

mals.

XIX. 0'274 grm. of the flesh of the salmon, Salmo Fario,

gave 0*533 grm. of ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal, tp

12*35 per cent, of nitrogen. . .,

XX. 0-286 grm. of boiled salmon gave 0*437 grm. of am-
monio-chloride of platinum, equal to 9*3[OrjJi?F cept^ tP^ PitfOt

gen. ro-o.'cifiti "^o .Ttioy tnj
XXI. 0*319 grm. of the purified muscular fibre of the sal-

mon gave 0*785 grm. of ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal
to 15'62 per cent, of nitrogen,
XXII. 0*271 grm. of the raw herring, Clupea Harengus,

gave 0*590 grm. of ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to

14*48 per cent, of nitrogen.
XXIII. 0*314 grm. of boiled herring gave 0*636 grm, of

ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to 12*85 per cent, of ni-

trogen.
XXIV. 0*350 grm. of purified muscle of the herring gave

0*802 grm. of ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to 14*54

per cent, of nitrogen.
XXV. 0*4065 grm. of the milt of the herring gave 0-940

grm. of ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to 14*69 per
cent, of nitrogen. This substance is therefore as nutritive as

the muscular parts of the fish, containing the same amount of

nitrogen. m-xt

XXVI. 0*316 grm. of the flesh of the haddock, Mglefinm
communis^ gave 0-729 grm. of ammonio-chloride of platinum,

equal to 14*64 per cent, of nitrogen.
XXVII. 0*331 grm. of boiled haddock gave 0*677 grm. of

ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to 12*98 percent, ofnitro-

gen. Whereas in the case of the herring, salmon, haddock, and

eel, the proportion of nitrogen was considerably diminished



by boilrng the -flesh for about half an hour, the reverse of this

occurred in some of the other cases ; for example, in the mus-

sel) the flesh of the ox and calf. These are mere observations

of facts, arising probably from accidental causes; the modifi-

cation which meat undergoes by boiling not being sufficiently
understood by chemists at pi-iesent, although Mulder has

proved the formation of oxide of proteine by it; from
the observations just made, no general conclusion can be

drawn, because they do not seem to coincide, at least at first

sight.
* XXVIII. 0'271 grm. of the purified muscle of the had-

dock gave 0*671 grm. of ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal
to 15*72 per cent, of nitrogen.

'• XXIX. 0-348 grm. of the flesh of the flounder, Platessa

FlessuSi gave 0*783 grm. of ammonio-chloride of platinum,

equal to 14*28 per cent, of nitrogen.
'^^XXX. 0*342 grm. of boiled flounder gave 0*818 grm. of

ainmonio-chloride of platinum, equal to 15'18 per cent, of ni-

trogen.
XXXI. 0*301 grm. of purified muscle of the flounder gave

0*745 grm. of ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to 15*71

per cent, of nitrogen.
We have selected the skate, Raia Batis, as a fair example

of the cartilaginous order of fishes.

XXXII. 0*415 grm. of the flesh of the skate gave 1*066

grm. of ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to 15*39 per
cent, of nitrogen.
XXXIII. 0*402 grm. of boiled skate gave 0*964 grm. of

ammonio-chloride of platinum^ equal to 15*22 per cent, of ni-

trogen.
XXXIV. 0*407 grm. of the boiled muscle taken from the

claw of the crabfish gave 0*877 grm. of ammonio-chloride of

platinum, equal to 13*66 per cent, of nitrogen. From this

analysis we are led to believe that the muscles of the Crustacea

are as rich in nitrogen as those of much more highly organised
animals.

XXXV. 0*299 grm. of the flesh of the pigeon gave 0*570

grm. of ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to 12*10 per
cent, of nitrogen. This is a surprisingly low number, more

especially as the muscle of this bird was nearly free of fat.

XXXVI. 0*334 grm. of boiled pigeon gave 0*649 grm. of

ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to 12*33 per cent, of ni-

trogen.
XXXVII. 0*166 grm. of the purified muscle of the pigeon

gave 0*344 grm. of ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to

13*15 per cent, of nitrogen. The fibre used in this experi-
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ment most tenaciously retained a small quantity of the colour-

ing matter of the blood. We have already given the analysis <

of the liver of this bird (experiment XIV.) .

XXXVIII. 0'347 grm. of lamb gave 0"725 grm. of ammo-
nio-chloride of platinum, equal to 13*26 percent, of nitrogen.
XXXIX. 0*320 grm. of the purified fibre of lamb gave

0*734 grm. of ammonio-chloritle of platinum, equal to 14^5Ch

per cent, of nitrogen. ;v fu r \v,\\i ii^ft

XL. 0*336 grm. of mutton gave 0-651 grm. of ammonio-
chloride of platinum, equal to 12*30 per cent, of nitrogen. In
this case it was found extremely difficult to separate mechani-

cally the whole of the fat : it is necessary to notice this, as
the numbers are somewhat lower than might have been ex-

pected.
XLI. 0*341 grm. of boiled mutton gave 0*728 grm. of

ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to 13*55 per cent, of ni-

trogen.
XLII. 0*335 grm. of the purified fibre from mutton gave

0'779 grm. of ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to 14*76

per cent, of nitrogen.
XLIII. 0*318 grm. of veal gave 0*696 grm. of ammonio-

chloride of platinum, equal to 13*89 per cent, of nitrogen.
XLIV. 0*379 grm. of boiled veal gave 0*866 grm. of am-

monio-chloride of platinum, equal to 14*50 per cent, of ni-

trogen.
XLV. 0*214 grm. of purified fibre from veal gave 0*532

grm. of ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to 15*78 per
cent, of nitrogen.
XLVI. 0-306 grm. of ox-beefgave 0*675 grm. ofammonio-

chloride of platinum, equal to 14*00 per cent, of nitrogen.XLVII. Last experiment repeated. 0*292 grm. gave
0*633 grm. of ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to 13*73

per cent, of nitrogen.
XLVIII. 0*331 grm. of boiled beef gave 0*781 grm. of

ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to 14*98 per cent, of ni-

trogen.
XLIX. 0*392 grm. of purified fibre of beef gave 0-919

grm. of ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to 14*88 per
cent, of nitrogen. The liver of the ox gave 10*66 per cent,
of nitrogen (see XIII.).

L. 0*216 grm. of the lungs of the ox gave 0*504 grm. of
ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to 14*81 per cent, of ni-

trogen.
LI. 0*359 grm. of pork-ham gave 0*485 grm. of ammonio-

chloride of platinum, equal to 8*57 per cent, of nitrogen.
LII. 0*395 grm. of the boiled pork-ham gave 0*777 grm.
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of ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to 12*48 per cent, of

nitrogen.
LIII. 0*384; grm. of the purified fibre of pork-ham gave

0*860 grm. of ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to 14*21

per cent, of nitrogen.
We regret that at the time when these experiments were

made, we were unable to procure fresh pork, but we thought
that an examination of the salted and smoked substance would

not be devoid of interest.

From these results we see that there is no appreciable

change produced in the composition of the fibre by the pre-

paration and length of time it had been kept; if however we
take equal weights of the prepared ham and of the fresh flesh

of the sow, we shall of course find a considerable difference

in the amount of nitrogen from the large quantity of salt which

is present in the prepared ham. We conclude this account

of our experiments by giving the analysis of the white of the

e^g of the barn-door fowl.

LIV. 0*369 grm. of the white of the egg gave 0*781 grm.
of ammonio-chloride of platinum, equal to 13*44 per cent, of

nitrogen. The quantity of nitrogen in pure albumen, as de-

termined by Mulder, is 15*8 per cent.

We take the liberty to add to these experiments the follow-

ing remarks:—The proportion of nitrogen in purified mus-

cular fibre seems to be identical, from whatever part of the

animal kingdom it may be obtained ;
and the differences given

by the results of analysis may be fully explained by the diffi-

culty, or even impossibility, of analysing it in an equally pure
or impure condition, as obtained from different animals, in

which it is always mixed with cellular tissue, minute vessels

and nerves. Moreover, it is extremely difficult to get rid of

traces of fat and hematine.

That the chemical properties of muscular fibre in the whole

animal kingdom are identical, one of us endeavoured to prove
in a former research (Schlossberger, Vergleichende (Jnter-

suchungen icber das Fleisck verschiedener Thiere. Stuttgardt,

1840). In contradiction to a very generally-received opi-

nion, it appears to us that the muscles of fish are as rich in ni-

trogen as those of higher animals; at first sight, however, owing
to the presence of a greater quantity of water, and in some

fishes, as the eel, to a difficultly separable fat, its amount ap-

pears very much lower. Further, as the proximate principles
are essentially the same in both classes of animals, it seems

to us that they should be equally nutritive, although this pro-

position is also directly opposed to another very general pre-

judice. According to our scale, the oyster does not seem
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nearly so nourishing as it is generally reputed to he by com-
mon opinion, although it is possible that the proteine com-

pounds in the lower classes of animals may be found to be
much richer in phosphorus, in sulphur, and in phosphates
than in the higher. Should this prove to be the case, we can

see, that although the proportion of nitrogen may not be so

great, nevertheless that they might act more powerfully as

stimulants, which, as regards the oyster, is believed by some
of our best physicians. We intend in a future series of expe-
riments to direct our attention to this part of the subject.

In order that our views on this subject should not be mis-

understood, it is necessary for us to state, that we do not con-

sider the proportion of nitrogen, taken alone, to be an absolute

measure of the nutritive power of our aliments; but as there

is a total want of any positive data in regard to this subject,
and as so many different and contradictory opinions are given
in the works on dietetics

"'=',
it must be granted that any at-

tempt to fix a standard for comparison is not without interest.

With respect to the capability for nutrition, we are far from

denying that the physical condition, the state of admixture,
the peculiar kind of proteine compound, the amount of water

and other inorganic matters, of fat, and lastly, the effects of

cookery, must necessarily have a very great influence on the

physiological effects of our aliments.

There is one consideration in particular which requires to

be noticed, namely the distinction between the absolute amount
of nutritive matter and that portion of it which is in such a

state as to be easily digested and assimilated by the system,
in the same way as a soil produced from minerals abounding
in alkaline salts is not always the most fertile as regards plants
with a predominance of alkaline bases, but the fertility of

which depends on the amount of these bodies contained in a

state in which they can be taken up and made use of by the

plant. Thus an aliment abounding in nutritive matter may
be inferior to one with a much smaller quantity as regards the

nourishing effects produced by it; if in the first of these cases

only a part, in the second the whole may be easily absorbed
and assimilated. Here we must rely upon the experiments
of the physiologist as to the degree of digestibility of different

substances ; and there already exists an excellent basis in the

researches of Beaumont and of Blondlot. This is one of the

questions, in which, by the co-operation alone of the physio-

logist and chemist, any progress can be expected to be made

* See all works from t*lenk's Bromatologia to the latest, as Paris's Trea-
tise on Diet, as well as our standard works on Materia Medical' and we
think it will be allowed that we have not asserted too much.
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iti' the eliTfcidationdf this point. If the work were once fairly

begun by the physiologist, chemistry would not be long in

rendering that assistance which would then be found neces-

S^^y ;
for example, in the various experiments which might be

liiade in artificial digestion, from the results of which as one
element in the calculation taken along with the proportion of

nitrogen as the other, it would at once be possible to deter-

mine scientifically the real nutritive value of the different kinds

of aliment; the importance to our dietetics of this method of

determination, which at present exists only in idea, would
then not only be felt by the patient, but by the whole human
race. ''' e'^'w { •i-'.'-' *•

''"Table of the comparative proportion of nutriment in our

^i'ganic aliments. If we assume the amount of nitrogen in

human milk, perfectly dried at 212° F., to be repi'esented by
100, we can then express the degree of nutritive power of the

other alimentary substances by the following numbers;

raoi'l iv'A 9#<^§:^^«^^^' mm -lol v

Rice . .k^.yji;.: ^dLtftoiBil

Potatoes iiOiyii i>d3.tijifUOi|84

Turnipifc> mh i^be-i-AAm 106

Rye . ^iCiijiliu X^^IV *' 106

Maize . . . . 100 to 125

Barley . . . . . j ;

Unfermented bread: jcrf^"

Glasgow iiciiii^ J4 'iu

Oats . . <<i byJi.li"U<

White breadtJia/Ufn .inu

Wheat .'1 .g>"J.f«i.^jlill9' to 144-

1?5

134
138
142

lUCi 150
166

201

239
264
276
283
289

Carrotspt ,ydt

Brown bread . . . .

Agaricus cantharellus .

Peas . . . yuu HI.

Agaricti§-rus.snlainey|» »

Lentils ii'uJo iiiil -t^i Ui

Haricot beans * i ^ i

Agaricus deliciosus . .

Beans Jo.^j^^iJuc-ojiih.iuSaO

u.ii !.j alio Animal.
.jo1{m,,,i(J

Human milk * »>-• mn n iOQ
Cow's milk inloit|Xf4 a(i . 287

Oyster . ..,,>,,. 305
1r1^ r )-., trivial 'JfO oi - „^^
Yolk of egg/ rJi-r^rlA >'<^

305
Cheese . . . . 331 to 447

Eel, raw . . . .
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Animal (continued).
Veal, raw 873

... boiled .... 911

Beef, raw 880
... boiled .... 942

Ox-lung 931

Purified muscular Jihre Jrom
various animals.

Fibre of eel . .

''';.j
'

Sdltnon .

.«
'

herring .

... haddock

... flounder

pigeon
lamb

908
982
914
988
988

775
916

Fibre of sheep
.». calf .

ox
sow

928
993
935
893

Proximate -principles of ani-

mals, calculated from the

quantity of nitrogen as de-

termined by Mulder.

Pure proteine . . . 1006
albumen
fibrine .

caseine .

gelatine .

chondrine

996
999
1003
1128
910

LIV. On the Evaluation of the Sums of Neutral Series. By
J. R. Young, Professor of Mathematics in Belfast Col-

lege^.

THE attention of several analysts has been called of late to

the series 1 — 1 + 1 — 14- 1
, and the long-prevail-

ing doctrine that the sum of this series to infinity is neces-

sarily
—

, is beginning to be questioned, and the true charac-

ter of it to be recognised. There is danger however of mis-
take arising in another direction, for it has been affirmed that

this series cannot be — , even when regarded as the limit of

the converging cases of the general series 1 —x-\^x^—a^-\-x'^...
It is my wish in the present communication to point out the

error of this statement, and to notice the circumstances which

appear to have led to it.

And in the first place I would observe, that when the series

in question is intended to represent that which the general

converging series becomes in the extreme case of a; = 1, it is

considered as identical with I — 1 + 1^ — 1^ + I'* I""', or

rather,
—

indicating more explicitly the connexion of this ex-

treme case with the general series of converging cases that it

terminates,—it is considered as identical with

\ G0/\ 00/ \ 00/ **"\ 00/

Again, the general expression for n terms of the series 1 — x
* Communicated by the Author.
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•'flr^ — j;^ 4- Scc^iifw to yidi'l .ibaonhnoa) la«<mK

the accuracy of which expression, under all circumstances as

to the values of .r and «, this latter being a whole number, is

universally admitted. It is also allowed, when n is infinite,

that all the convergent cases of the series, short of the extreme

case X =: }, are comprised in the single fraction . Now

although I hold it to be an axiom, that if the expression suf-

fice for all cases, short of the extreme case, it must of necessity
suffice for that too, yet it may be well to show the entire con-

sistency of this truth with the general expression [1.] for n =
infinite.

In order to this, let 1
j-

be put for a; ; then it is plain

that we shall commit no error if for w + 1 we write k. co
'

; so

that the sura of the infinite series

;!:(!_
n + u_n^ _ (,_>)% (,_

^ r-
o; \s:\ ; -*^. v ^ f"^ ^ ^ //u? 1o

no»fh9JJP*i4irp
w|U b^ <;orreGtly expressed by-

- > i ^ f
' —'

v^ arfj -l

,,;,; ijrio
/(Til?, 1 \

^>t.c»<.irMDob ^m

;.r.' s = ^ _iZ±—llL^ .

'

yn-u,.

,,.,fT i . tm. vi4*
ll-'-^);

il^liil + C 1 t) 91

whatever be the value of it.
f ^

Take now the extreme case,"^ia:'<36 , which in feet is tharw^

a?=l, and we have
,^1^

'

,^_, {-o-i)r-°°;
^....:i

But it is well known that ( 1 ) = —
, and that

(
—

j
>'.

= 0, consequently i) vjiip'lq-i^;^ aUom.j^nlfB.Mr set

^ ~
7 Tx 7 p\ T" 2

'

.«>?wiini!ft>i

14.(1 )
i + (i )

The extreme case of the general series l — a: + x^— a-^+'Scc.,

which we have here been considering, the case namely of

*= 1) has been considered exclusively in reference to its con-
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nexion with the convargent csLse^ of tnat series; out the fijj^me

^

extreme ciise may be regarded as lirarting the diTiergenl cases,
and therefore— its connexion exclusively with these cages

b(.'in;>- symbolized— as identical with ",'

'^^ '*"'"'' "' '""

JSd tHfttii*easoning as before, and recollecting that \\-\ )

== ^, and that e'^' is infinite, we infer that the limiting case of

tJie series of divergent cases is, like every one of the case§
which precedes it, infinite.

But the series 1—1 + 1— 1+ &c. is frequently met with in

analysis uncontrolled by any law binding it in connexion with
a continuous series of either convergent or divergent cases,
and where, in consequence, it would be unwarrantable to re-

place it by either of the forms employed above, since in these

the fact of such connexion is, as an essential condition, im»-

pressed upon each ; and it is from overlooking this circum-

ptance that the series in^ciint irfr Ai'dii&c. is so often errone-

ously assumed to be the representative! of —. As an illustra-

tion, suppose the summation of the infinite series , ,

2 3 4 5
, o

^

-lui I)bi?
{I "as. 5 5.77.9 9.11

'

^38^3 j^ni^isv

'were required : the true value would be obtained' by'siibtiract-

ing the lower of the following series from the upper, and then

dividing the remainder by -fif^^-^^^^i;
A iioUiicl ahl aioliid baji,

2 3 il-^riw
f« J'JGTJsdB jiodii js t'^4"8I

mil JR Siwvi o8lft-wjfj-»* ^cf^{—ei«w^ f' &Cir;oqa'i badaildnq
i« badisiidoq ai bmi ,«;;*^' ..Mnul^ UkoA daril Ijs^oH

_^ ^
_l_

_1 _ &^'3'i^t
^^^^ ni jrfjgaoi

<i(j (li d^^noffjlB Jfidi ,3J;;.5 '» ' v ''^<t jifik viau jib^ ^qfirf-taq gi Jl

+ ——
-, seeing that the lower series must always project

one term to the right beyond the upper. Now if we replace

the series [2.] by
—

, twioeithe sum of the proposed series

' iif] -

2^ ^"'%— '
jiliw

aofxonno;) ^ii lo ghBm
will be ambiguously

— —^ +^ ; 'which 'is absurd,

It is plain that the sum of the series [2.] is to a certain ex-

tent indeterminate, being indifferently 1 or 0; and on the
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choice of these will obviously depend the sign with which

r-t-^^-^-Viv^ or, which is the same thinff, --^ is to be taken:—it

will be minus for the first mentioned value of [2.], and plus
for the other, so that the sum of the proposed series is

2 \3 2/
~

12*
' ' l\^

The term neutral series, a term I believe first adopted by
Hutton, should I think be in strictness confined to the forms
which arise, as in this example, independently of all connec-
tion with, and therefore uncontrolled by, the laws which goverii

general algebraic series. .jjuului eJi iafjj>3o iq lijul//,

It may not be superfluous to remark, iri pli^sing, that 'the

Series here discussed is very intimately connected with the
doctrine of definite integrals, a doctrine into which a good
deal of error will be found to have crept. A very able con-
tributor to this Journal, Mr. R. Moon, Fellow of Queen's

College, Cambridge, has, I see, recently turned his atten-

tion to this important topic (Phil. Mag. vol. xxvi. p. 483). It

will be seen however, from the present communication, that I

have been constrained to differ from him, as to the general
theory of the series 1 — 1 +1— 1-4- &c., regarding that series

as strictly and exclusively
—

, when it is the limit of the con-

verging cases of I -x- + x'^—a:^+ &c. I will merely add fur-

ther, that I invited the attention of analysts to this subject, in

connexion with non-converging series generally, in a paper
read before the British Association at the York meeting in

184-4, a short abstract of which appears in the volume of

published reports: the same paper was also read at the

Royal Irish Academy in January 1845, and is published at

length in the Proceedings.
It is perhaps scarcely necessary to state, that although in the

preceding reasoning I have considered 1—1 + 1—1+ &c.,
when really a limit, only in connexion with l — x + x^^—a^-t

&c., yet the same reasoning applies when it is viewed in con-

nexion with 1 —x'^ + x^—a:^ + &c., or in general with 1 —x*
+ ^-^ — x'y + &c.; and, when the series is strictly neutral and

isolated, that I regard the assumption, which would connect
it with any particular case of this last general algebraic form,
to be no more unwarrantable than the assumption ordinarily
made of its connexion with 1 — a; + x'^~x^ + &c. It is this

assumption which will be found to vitiate several important
and generally received results of analysis, for it is only when

Jj^ie
assumed connexion

.act.iwJl^ ^xjsts,
that the unique value,
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usually attributed to the series, ought to be admitted, and then

it may be admitted with perfect confidence. This I now pro-
ceed to exemplify. ^r>

[To be continued.]

LV, Pn the Oil produced, by the Action of Chlorine on Cin-

namic Acid. By John Stenhouse, Ph.D.*

IN
a paper on the Action of Chlorine on Cinnamic and Ben-
zoic Acids, published in the August number of this Ma-

gazine, I described the formation and some of the properties
of a remarkable oily compound which is invariably formed
whenever cinnamic acid is heated in contact with either chlo-

rine or hypochlorous acid. I shall now proceed to detail

some additional observations which I have been able subse-

quently to make upon the oil
; but as the mode of its forma-

tion has been pretty fully described in the previous paper, I

do not think it necessary to repeat it here.
' ^

The oil is heavier than water and has a very peculiar arOJ

matic smell, which reminds one at once of the oil of bitter al-»

monds and of that of Spiraa Ultnaria, though it is not exactly
like either of these bodies. When strongly heated, it readily
catches fire, burns with a green-coloured flame, and emits

fumes of muriatic acid gas. When boiled with potash lye, it

is partially decomposed with the formation of chloride of po-
tassium. When some bits of sodium are put into it, bubbles

of a gas, apparently hydrogen, are given off, the oil becoming
hot and inflaming with explosion. Ammonia does not appeap
to act upon it, either in the liquid or gaseous state. Sulphu-
ric acid does not dissolve it in the cold, but with the assistance

of heat first reddens and then chars it. A portion of the oil,

which had been rendered anhydrous by being allowed to stand

for some days over a mixture of quicklime and fused chloride

of calcium, was then very cautiously distilled. The first por-
tion which came over was colourless and neutral, but what
followed became more and more acid, the last portions exceed-

ingly so, evolving fumes of muriatic acid and assuming a deep
yellow colour. The first portion of the oil which had been

dried in this way was subjected to analysis. The chlorine con-

tained in the oil was determined by passing it very slowly over

a large quantity of red-hot quicklime in a very long tube.

Unless great care is taken to conduct this operation very

slowly, the oil passes over the hot lime without giving up all

its chlorine. When a condensing apparatus is attached to the

ppe^ end of the combustion-tube containing the lime, an agree-
* Communicated by the Author.
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ably smelling oily liquid collects in it. Its smell resembles
that of the other benzyle compounds, and it crystallizes on

cooling. Its quantity however is extremely small.

.ui.tjnoj Per cent.

1. 0-.5533 oil distilled over quicklime gave 0-6615 ClAg= 2468 CI
2. 0-259 grm. gave 0-259 CI Ag = 24-67 CI

,'"• '

,, ,;/ ' Mean 24-62 Ci

a. 0'3201 grm. burned with chromate of lead gave
0-1395 HO and 0-793 CO^.

b. 0-2569 burned with chromate of lead gave 0*1145 HO
and 0'632 carbonic acid.

-^ i^ , juia.,^

^^'^'*''
Carbon. . 67%6

'

''^''''Bim'^^^^^^^^^^^
Hydrogen . -i-S^ 4-95 •

, ,

Chlorme . 24*62 24*62

97-02 96-66 ;'fn-R

As the oil was always partially decomposed when distilled

off fused chloride of calcium, another portion of it was re-

peatedly rectified with the vapour of water. The oil then

came over quite colourless and neutral. This operation also

freed it from a quantity of resinous matter which very readily
forms in it. The purified oil, when freed from water as well

as possible, was still more completely dried by being kept for

some weeks over sulphuric acid in vacuo. The sulphuric acid

on standing smelt strongly of oil of bitter almonds.

0*2781 oil well- washed with water and dried under the air-

pump, gave 0*702 carbonic acid and 0*134 HO. d

. Q-2602 oil gave 0*2245 CI Ag =. 24-1 7 CI per cent. oi

, isrJ^i&eB Siinijiw ^Carbon . . 68*84 'ai^n
• ^^''

'

Hydrogen. 5*35 i'V^''?"^
' Chlorine . 24*17 -^iwl bfirf d:)niv/

A second quantity of the oil was prepared in a similar way,
and also dried w vacuo over sulphuric acid. ^

a. 0-4149 oil gave 0*3065 CI Ag= 18*22 CI per cent. \ Meaii,

\b. 0*256 oil gave 0*192 CI Ag = 18*50 CI per cent.J 18*36
'

c. 0*4193 gave 0*202 HO and 1*0835 carbonic acid.

d. 0*357 gave 0-1795 HO and 09242 carbonic acid.
,,

c. d. !

Carbon . . 70-47 70*62

Hydrogen . 5*35 5-57 I

Chlorine . 18*36 18-36

When the chlorinated oil is treated with strong nitriq acidj

it is readily attacked with copious evolution of deutoxide of

nitrogen ; and at the same time a very pungent disagreeable
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vjipour, which affects the eyes strongly, is given off. When the

liquid is concentrated and allowed to cool, the oil is found to

be converted into a crystalline mass. The crystals were pu-
rified by being repeatedly crystallized ; they had a strong acid
reaction and were very soluble, both in hot water and in al-

cohol, out of which liquids they crystallized very readily.
When dried at 212° F. and subjected to analysis, 0*2128

grni.
substance gave 0-388 CO. and 0-061 HO. '. '"V'^"" ""'J^'

Lalculated numbers. ^
^ j

...
Atoms, per cent. Fount!. •'"'/'^^

Carbon . 14- 50-25 49-72C*^->
''••"'

Hydrogen "'5"*' u^-ggijayuinruj ud j^^jgn bttiitit,

Nitroffen . '! '^''g**?^
''"' >ilni'(um d-jum ,iut

Oxygen . 8 38-29 * thfyziv vlJaisloJ

i 00-00

The silver salt was prepared by neutralizing the acid with
ammonia and precipitating the solution with nitrate of silver.

The salt formed a rather bulky precipitate.
a. 0-2225 of the silver salt gave 0-0844 metallic silver

= 38-83 per cent, oxide; the calculated quantity is 39"12:|ier
cent, oxide.

b. 0-2985 of the silver salt gave 0-329 carbonic acid apd
0*041 water.
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benzoic acid, so that the result obtained is exactly what might
have been expected from the action of nitric acid on a carbu-

retted hydrogen of the benzoic acid series containing a little

.oil of bitter almonds. ^ .

, ,'In conclusion, I may mention that the production p^|tuis

oil, from its striking and peculiar properties, furnishes an ex-

cellent test for detecting the presence of cinnamic acid.

A quantity of the chlorinated oil was also treated for some

days, both exposed to the light of the sun and in diffused light,
with dry chlorine, in the hope that perhaps a crystalline com-

pound might be produced. In this however I was unsuccess-

ful; much muriatic acid was given off and the liquid became

tolerably viscid, but no crystals were formed.

LVL Note on the Existence of Phosphoric Acid in the Deep-
1 Well Water of the London Basin. By Thomas Graham,

Esq., F.R.S.^

THIS
water is obtained on piercing the London clay, which

forms an impervious bed, generally exceeding 200 feet

in thickness, and flows from fissures in the subjacent chalk.

It is always highly soft and alkaline, and remarkable for the

predominance of soda salts over earthy salts among its solid

constituents. I have never found it to contain a sensible quan-

tity of potash, although salts of the vegetable alkali appear

among the constituents of the water of the deep Artesian well

of Grenelle.

When evaporated considerably, a small deposit takes place
in the London deep-well water, which consists chiefly of car-

bonate and phosphate of lime. The remaining liquid gives
with nitrate of silver a precipitate of chloride and carbonate

of silver, which is white without any shade of yellow; but if

a portion of the water, amounting to an ounce or two, be eva-

porated to dryness in a platinum capsule, without removing
the precipitate, and the heat afterwards continued so as to

raise the temperature of the resulting dry saline matter to low

redness, then, on redissoKing -by distilled water, and adding
nitrate of silver, a precipitate is obtained, in which the yellow
colour of the phosphate of silver is very perceptible. The

earthy phosphate is decomposed by ignition with the alkaline

belonging to the water, and the soluble phosphate of soda is

produced.
The following are the results of the analysis of the water

from the deep well in the Brewery of Messrs. Combe and

Communicated by the Chemical Society; having been read May 5,

1845.

Phil. Mag. S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 1 8 1 . Nov. 1 845. 2 B
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Delafield, Long Acre. An imperial gallon of the water con-
tained 56*45 grains of solid matter, 100 parts of which gave-

—
Carbonate of soda 20*70

'

Sulphate of soda 42"94
Chloride of sodium 22*58

Carbonate of lime 10*96

Carbonate of magnesia .... 1*92

Phosphate of lime 0*34

Phosphate of iron 0*43

Silica 0*79

100*66

The growth of green confervse in this water is extremely
rapid, and occasions inconvenience when the water is kept in

open tanks. It is a subject perhaps worthy of inquiry, whe-
ther the value of some waters for irrigation may not depend
upon their containing phosphoric acid, this constituent having
hitherto been generally overlooked in waters.

LVII. On a Crystallized Alloy ofZinc^ Iron^ Lead and

Copper. By Warren De la Rue, Esq.*^

THE alloy in question was obtained from the worn-out

amalgamated zinc plates used in the voltaic battery after

the mercury had been recovered by distillation. As the sul-

phate of zinc, resulting from the solution of the zinc in the

battery, is exceedingly pure, it follows that the residue of the

plates contains, besides the mercury used for amalgamation,
most of the impurities contained originally in the whole plates,
and the metal obtained therefrom is consequently much infe-

rior in quality to the original rolled zinc.

Zinc in a fit state for rolling is obtained by running off the

fluid portion from a mass of cast zinc which has been allowed
to cool down to a certain point after fusion, the metal left be-
hind being less pure than that which flows off*. The manu-
facturer who furnishes me with rolled zinc and takes back the

zinc obtained from the worn-out plates, informed me that the

latter is unprofitable to re-work from its leaving an unusually
large residue in refining ; this statement induced me to inves-

tigate the composition of this residue, and 1 proceeded in the

following manner.

About 22 pounds ofworn-out plates being introduced into an
iron pot, and the mercury distilled oft' by heating it to redness,
the fused metal was fined by adding a quantity of tallow and

* Communicated by the Chemical Society j having been read May 5,

1845.
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stirring well ; after the oxide had been withdrawn the metal
was removed to another vessel to cool ; it weighed about 15 lbs.

When partially solidified the fluid portion was drained oflfi

leaving a considerable portion of the metal in a spongy state,

and occupying the same bulk as the whole mass ; one part of

zinc plate residues usually gives the following results :
—

Zinc -673

Mercury .... •O'iS

Dross and loss . . 'gS^

1-000
this average being taken on a quantity of old plates amounting
to 2^ hundred weight.
The spongy residue, examined with the microscope under a

power of twenty to fifty
times linear, proved to be composed

of minute, perfectly clean and well-formed crystals of the form
of right rhombic prisms; their breadth varying from the

g^^^th to s^o'^h of an inch ; the angles of the base are of about
119° and 61 respectively.
A selected portion, free from scoria, weighing 5 grammes,

was subjected to analysis, and found to be an alloy of zinc,

iron, lead and copper. After solution in nitric acid the lead

was separated as sulphate, which weighed '441 grm.
The copper being precipitated by sulphuretted hydrogen

and then converted into oxide weighed '09 gramme. The
iron being thrown down as succinate from the neutralized solu-

tion, and after the removal of the soluble salts, washed with

ammonia, and ignited, there resulted •184'7 gramme of per-
oxide of iron.

The zinc, precipitated by carbonate of soda, gave when

ignited 5*6213 grammes of oxide of zinc.

These results give the following composition of the alloy :
—

Grammes. Per cent.

Zinc 4-500 = 90*

Iron -128 = 2*56

Lead -300 = 6-

Copper -072 = 1-44

5-000 100-00

These quantities agree very exactly with the following for-

mula:—
Per cent. Per cent.

Calculated. Found.

240 Zn = 89-99 90-

8 Fe = 2-52 2-56

5 Pb = 6-02 6-

4 Cu = 1*47 1-44

2 B2
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It is possible that these substances may be combined into

proximate constituents, and the alloy be a compound of these,

but we have no data for so grouping them. On re-melting,
however, a portion of these crystals, the mass separated into

two portions,
—a metal considerably more fluid, and a com-

pound more infusible than the crystals; these I have not

examined. ; .-

From the preceding analysis, it will be seen that a portion
of alloy amounting to but 10 per cent, is capable of retaining
in combination 90 per cent, of zinc : this will account for the

large portion of difficultly fusible metal in a pasty state which

frequently rises to the top of the melting-pot in fusing com-
mercial zinc, and which is probably an alloj. ofjsia9jcomlj)inejl
with but a small portion of other metal>^ //xcaaaaan zzmioot

•'•' i«.'i ._Hi,l ,111, f'\lOl1l i ',x:=:

LVIII. Some Experiments on Ozone.
'

" '

^'^'^^ '% A. W. WittiAMSON, Esq.*>
«99tJ eiie mh

I
Tf* naS^ teen satisfactorily proved by MarigiiacYj'^ffi^ ^^e

phaenomena attributed to ozone have no connexion with

the presence of nitrogen. He finds that the ozone odour may
be developed in liquids free from nitrogen as well as in those

which contain that element. He decomposed by the voltaic

current a portion of water from which atmospheric air was

carefully excluded, and found that the peculiar smell of ozone
was given off, as abundantly after a continuance of the action

for several days, when a quarter of the liquid had disappeared
in the form of gas, as at the beginning of the decomposition.

Marignac confirms Schonbein's statement, that the odorous
matter in air acted upon by phosphorus, is identical with that

present in the oxygen set free by the electrolytical decompo-
sition of water; and indeed recommends, as the most con-
venient way of preparing ozone, to pass atmospheric air over

phosphorus. The substance made use of in his researches

was thus prepared.
'

^

The object of the experiments I am^a()Oti? to describe was
to obtain some explanation of the phaenomena which gave
rise to the supposition of the existence of such a body as ozone.

The poles of a Bunsen's battery, consisting of four elements,
were plunged into sulphuric acid diluted with three volumes
of water. The hydrogen from the copper plate at which it

was evolved was allowed to escape into the atmosphere. The
oxygen which was evolved upon a plate of platinum was col-

* Coranmnicated by the Chemical Society i h§y.ing.been Tgad May^l^,

t 'Comptes Rendus ti fJcadimie, Mars isi^^^l^'^ •'"9"P^^"2.nl
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lected in a small tubulated glass bell placed over it, and two-

thirds sunk in the liquid. Hence it was conveyed into a tube

filled with chloride of calcium, through which it passed with-

out any diminution of its peculiar smell. The oxygen thus

(hied was conducted into a glass tube filled with copper turn-

ings and heated to redness. At the further end of this tube,

which was kept cool, globules of water soon made their ap-

pearance, which on being removed were speedily reproduced,
and continued increasing so long as the process lasted. The

-oxygen, on entering the tube full of copper, being quite dry,
it thus appears that water is formed by the reducing action of

the heated metals ".'
i^-»^'" alOicjjt vUhi j/fub i.

In the manner "of peifotmin^ this e^peHmfent, there are two
circumstances which take from the result the certainty of cor-

rectness necessary for drawing conclusions. These circum-

stances are the following:
—

1st. The copper turnings having, by heating to redness in

the air, been covered with a coating of oxide, were reduced

by means of a current of hydrogen gas, and although the ex-

cess of that gas had been removed as far as possible by a cur-

rent of dry atmospheric air, yet it was possible that some

hydrogen might adhere to the porous copper, which would

account for the formation of water on oxygen being brought
to the hydrogen at a red heat.

, *, ,

'

2nd. Hydrogen being somewhat soluble in water, the oxy-

gen may in passing through the liquid have taken up some
traces of that element, and on coming in contact with the

heated metal the two gases would combine.

To obviate the first of these objections, the oxidated copper
was reduced by a current of dry carbonic oxide gas, and to re-

move the possibility of free hydrogen being carried over with

the oxygen, the latter was passed through a tube filled with

spongy platinum, and then again over chloride of calcium. It

was, however, found that the substance producing the peculiar
odour was either decomposed or absorbed by the platinum,
none of it passing over.

The difficulty was at length avoided by evolving the oxygen
from a liquid in the decomposition of which no hydrogen is

set free. Oxide of copper dissolved in sulphuric acid was

decomposed instead of water. The oxygen then evolved pos-
sessed precisely the same odour as that from acidulated water,

and after careful drying was conducted into the heated tube

containing copper turnings reduced by carbonic oxide.

Water speedily appeared at the cool end of the tube, and

the quantity continued increasing as long as the process lasted.

In subsequent experiments, oxygen prepared in the manner
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just described was dried and passed through a small glass tube
heated to redness by a spirit-lamp; on coming out of which
it had completely lost all odour. At the end of this tube a
chloride of calcium tube was then fixed, which had been accur-

rately weighed.
After the oxygen was conducted for a short time through

the heated tube, the chloride of calcium tube was found to

have increased perceptibly in weight.
Water through which oxygen charged with ozone was al-

lowed to pass assumed the odour of it. When this solution of

ozone was added to a solution of iodide of potassium and

starch, a pale blue colour was produced; ferro-cyanide of

potassium containing ozone gave a blue precipitate with a

proto-salt of iron. Lime water formed with the solution of

ozone a heavy and apparently crystalline precipitate. Baryta
water behaved in a similar manner. The liquid after the pre-

cipitation gave no reaction with iodide ofpotassium and starch ;

but on an acid being added, a blue colour immediately ap-

peared. The odour did not reappear.

Oxygen charged with ozone was next passed through a tube
surrounded by *a frigoric mixture consisting of chloride of cal-

cium and snow; but nothing perceptible was deposited.
The following experiments were made for the purpose of

ascertaining whether, as has been assumed, the substance

causing the ozone odour is also produced by the action of

phosphorus on atmospheric air.

Through a glass tube filled with pieces of phosphorus a
current of moist atmospheric air was driven by means of a

gasometer ; it assumed the peculiar odour so well known to

accompany phosphorus. Water, through which this air was
then allowed to pass for a considerable time, remained inodo-

rous, gave not the slightest reaction with iodide of potassium
and starch, left ferro-cyanide of potassium unchanged, and

gave all the reactions of a dilute solution of phosphoric acid.

On repeating this experiment it was performed in a some-
what different manner. The air which had passed over phos-

phorus was allowed to pass directly into the iodide and

starch, and a deep blue reaction soon ensued in that part of

the liquid on which the bubbles in passing through first acted ;

and was increased, in a greater proportion to the air passing

through, when a rapid current of air was driven over the

phosphorus instead of a slow one. On again, as in the

former instance, passing the air through water and then treat-

ing the latter with iodide of potassium and starch, no reaction

was obtained. We have here an evident difference between
the reactions of the substance contained in the electrolytic
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oxygen and that produced by the action of phosphorus on

atmospheric air. To what then is to be attributed the reaction

produced by the direct action of air passed over phosphorus
on iodide of potassium and starch ? The following experi-
ment was made. In a long and wide tube loose pieces of
asbestos and pieces of phosphorus were placed alternately.

By heating the tube thus filled the phosphorus was partly
melted into the asbestos, and partly sublimed upon it; thus

exposing a far greater surface than in the former experiments.
After the tube had completely cooled, atmospheric air was

driven through it into the iodide and starch, but not the

slightest reaction was produced.
This result plainly indicates the cause of the reaction in the

preceding instance. The phosphorus was there unable for

want of sufficient surface to absorb all the oxygen of the air

passing over it. A mixture of phosphoric acid and oxygen
therefore went over, and by their simultaneous action on the

iodide of potassium set iodine free. As soon as a sufficient

surface was given to the phosphorus all oxygen was absorbed,

phosphoric acid was alone carried over by the nitrogen, and
the iodide was decomposed in a different manner.
Lime water, through which the air thus treated with phos-

phorus was passed, deposited a voluminous sediment, consist-

ing of phosphate of lime. This liquid cleared by a few drops
of acid remained afterwards unclouded on being heated with

chloride of mercury : it consequently contained no phospho-
rous acid. With iodide and starch it gave no reaction, either

alone, or after an acid was added to it.

These experiments appear to me to show,—
I. That the peculiar properties belonging to the oxygen

set free by the agency of the electric current are produced by
the admixture o^ a. peroxide or acid of'hydrogen ;

II. That by the action of phosphorus on atmospheric air

the same substance is not pr-oduced.
That this compound of hydrogen and oxygen is not identical

with Thenard's peroxide, would appear from the fact of its

being volatile and odorous, properties which the other does

not possess. I have repeatedly prepared Thenard's peroxide
of hydrogen by decomposing peroxide of barium with different

acids, for the purpose of satisfying myself whether it ever

possesses odour, but have always obtained a negative result.

The oxygen disengaged from it by the action of peroxide of

manganese is as inodorous as the liquid itself. The oxygen
obtained by the electrolytical decomposition of an aqueous
solution of peroxide of hydrogen possesses the same odour,

only apparently in a somewhat greater degree, as that from
water.
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The bleaching action which the substance contained in elec-

trolytical oxygen produces when dry on litmus paper, is a fact

which of" itself indicates that it must be a peroxide. It is well

known that chlorine does not possess that property, but only
such combinations of oxygen, as give up this element with

great ease, as for instance hypochlorous acid.

I cannot conclude this notice without expressing the obliga-
tion I am under to Professors Liebig and Buff for their kmd^
irection and assistance during these experiments.

I

LIX. Some Researches upon the Connexion between the Ro-
tation of'the Earth and the Geological Chaftges qfiitSr&ti^afa,,

By Henry Hennessy, Esq.* > jaixs vi'.nuwwi^iVOuMVm'v

T is now generally acknowledged tli'at the agency of modern
'

causes in producing geological changes on the surface of
the earth is of no inconsiderable importance. Although the?

amount of matter which in the course of centuries may change
its position on the surface of the earth, by the action of ele-^'

vating and degrading forces, is thus locally important to the

earth's surface, it must appear insignificant when compared
with the mass of the entire globe. From this circumstancej -

it may at first appear futile to examine how the rotation 6f»

the earth could be affected by the mechanical action of the

changes in position of such comparatively minute portions of
its mass. It may be said that observation has not yet disclosed

any irregularity in the period of the earth's rotation, but this

could occur when the causes producing such an irregularity
would be counteracted by others having a contrary tendency^

It is here proposed to examine how certain changes of po*i
sition, with respect to the earth's centre of masses on its sur-

face, would affect its rotation. Let « represent the earth's

angular velocity of rotation, M its mass, v the sum of the ve-

locities impressed on it, by which both its rotation on its axis

and its translation through space are produced, h a perpen-
dicular from its centre to a plane passing through the centre
of the impressed forces, and I

j|i^;a§?i^Ai <?ltjn?5feii9/jta.
whole mass. 1 hen

. „ .
..aot^aagovjisi? ai ybod ailj

ii JaJ .aaJiiriib'io-oa ^ij-. fiii^ ah jnelaai pdJ^iinolanB-ttai

.From this well-known formula, it is evident that any change
in the value of 1 must produce a corresponding change in the

value of (w. If fl represent the arc through which a point on
the surface of the earth is carried during a certain time /, and
if t' represent t when w becomes w' by a change of I into 1',

^ftth aril "lo lojo Hoq oh raoit a;wii>}eii)

* Communicated by the Author.
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-.*:>!:,• iji jjyiJi I, i; i< I § JiiJij-
f

9 Ji'iv/. HDL' id. miiilj^i:ji(l ml »

iaiti B ai t*i9q*jTuqpijil no'"
"~

^' rfS'juTTo kJifaj^yxo Ifi'jitvJoii

''fffelib^ .abixo'ioq b od Jauai Ji i£(lj edJBuiuni ib^Ji !o ^\Ai<i

vliio jijii f'^Jiaqo'iq JfiriJ daaaj-otl/JOH ^-joij arriiolilj J«ilJ iJvroii><

niiw Jiit^mab airit qo 9^g=<4.jri9g^xo«io»2noiJi»Ti«lfrrt»5 (8>ir

It IS thus apparent that when the moment of inertia of the

earth changes by a known quantity, the change in s^der^,al .

time can be calculated.
^

.

^

_
^

.

This fact furnishes a method for ascertaining whether,*

during certain defined intervals of time, an equilibrium has

been maintained between the forces which tend to elevate or

to depress the external crust of the earth. If any unknown
residual 'phccnomena exist on either side, their existence will

be made known by finding the difference between the total

mechanical actions exerted by the known elevatory and de*

grading forces.

The earth may be considered as a spheroid surrounded by
a thin shell, whose external surface is covered with protube-
rances and depressions. A change in the moment of inertia

of this shell produces a change in the moment of inertia of

the whole earth, which is compounded of that moment, and
of the moment of inertia of the internal spheroid. In finding
both of those moments of inertia, the following general method,!

is employed. I-

It is well known that if a solid of revolution be supposed to

consist of an infinite number of plates perpendicular to the

axis, and each plate of an infinite number of concentric rings,
tlie moment of inertiaiofitan^jisou&rivm in igoaeralt be ex-

pressed by J-} w(iH dfjirnBy) ol bsaocjoiq jthI <-j i\

niiJi dJi £io e^<i:6i.' r^ /*^rt'<J'iis'j''l-l70^ i:»yq<i'ji AivH tiiuij^

k'djjfiO yilj lit.

TT being the ratio of the diameter bf:ai ibircle to its circumfe-

rence, r the radius of one of the rmgs, p its density, x the

abscissa, and y the ordinate of the generating curve. The
distance of the extremities of the zone from the origin of the

co-ordinates, are expressed respectively by I and /'. When
the body is heterogeneous, it will be found more convenient

to transform the rectangular into polar co-ordinates. Let R
represent the radius vector of a point in the ring, 9 the angle

comprised between the plane of R, y and the plane of x^ y,

and ^ the angle comprised between R and the plane of y, z.

As R is the same for all points in the ring, the plane of R, y
and the plane of x, y coincide, and 6 = 0. If the origin of

the co-ordinates be at the extremity of the axis of x^ and if the

distance from the point where the radius vector of the ring
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touches the axis be called A', then a? = A' (1
— sin ^),

R =
^r2 + a^sm^^^. Thus, if p be given as a function of «

or R, it can be expressed as a function of r and % or (r, ^).
y, a function of a?, can also be expressed as a function of "^ or
F (^), and (a) then becomes

-y*
^

J^ 2 7r A'<^(r,^)^cos^rfr^>^. . (3.)

In the case of a spheroid, where A' is the semi-polar axis,
and the plane of y, z coincides with the plane of the equator,^ is evidently the latitude of the ring, and y = a (1 + ^) cos ^,
e representing the ellipticity of the generating curve. If the
earth be supposed to consist of an infinite number of sphe-
roidal shells, it has been shown that the density of any shell

which will agree best with the known ellipticity of the earth
and its mean density, is represented by the formula*

A sin a a
^ a

where p represents the density of the shell, a its semi-polar
axis, and A and q constants. The value assigned to q is ex-

pressed by q — — i p representing the semi-polar axis of

the entire spheroid. If I^ represent the moment of inertia of
the internal spheroid, then

''=(l + ^)cos^'
(*•)

and

b representing the semi-equatorial axis of the entire spheroid.
Butt

\ tanqa/ \^j q''a-^ qatanqa

2 2 9^ f^^
^

iauqa iaiVqa

To completely eliminate e and a between this equation and

(4>.),
is a step which must beat present considered impossible.

An approximate solution could be obtained, but the result-

ing expression would be so long and complicated as to be

entirely useless. It is evident, however, that when e is small,

its equality in every shell can be assumed without material

error. Let e tlierefore be equal to the ellipticity of the exter-

nal shell, so that

*
Airy on the Figure of the Earth. f Ibid.

5m
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^at^-^^
; (5.)

*.
=
-/*/„ '^'A4r'sinQ-jL^)cos^>!'*i*; (6.)

When ^1'== -V and ^^ = — -
> or when the above is inte-

grated throughout the whole mass of the spheroid, it becomes
- 6912A r/25 „ \ 5 ^ ^ ,^ \,. ,^.

When a becomes p and p becomes ^\ the density at tne

surface of the spheroid

,
A . 5 V. V rt;> ./. A = P f .

p'
=— sm - TT,

- ~ .5
V 6 sm— TT^

6

/, Substituting this value of A in
(7.)> and remembering that

8
;Mi =-T7rp'Z»^^, Mj being the mass of the spheroid, we shall obtain

- 864 r/25 o «\ ,5 ,

2 5 1 <**,*- gibn

I

sm-x

If the spheroid were homogeneous, we should have, after

making the necessary substitutions in (3.) or (6.), and inte-

grating throughout the whole mass of the body,

^ / 2j^pr5cosWr(i*=:^i<.<2«''=|Maf,(9.)

-fy
15 5

,,^y

a result easily obtained by the ordinary methods.

In finding the moment of inertia of the external shell so as

to be able to appreciate the changes which it may undergo,
it should be remembered that as geological changes have not

the same magnitude or importance at every latitude, a change
in the moment of inertia of the whole shell can be found only

by considering the changes of the moments of inertia of its

different parts. biijo // noir^oitj
Let the shell be supposed therefore tobonsist of a series of

zones, on each of which geological changes occur in a com-

paratively uniform manner, whatever may be the nature or

extent of the changes on any of the others. Let ^i, ^gf ^3» &c.

represent the moments of inertia of the zones in the northern
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hemisphere, and ^j, ^ ^3, &c. the moments of inertia of the

zones of the southern hemisphere, ^j and ^j being those of.

the zones in the immediate vicinity of the equator. Then J
the moment of^jn^if^ of the entire shell will be obtained by
the equation ^(0\

the external shell being so thin that the variati<5^ in its den-

sity may be neglected, and its moment of inertia found as if

it' were homogeneous. Let the zone ^j be included between

the latitude
vj/j

and the equator, the zone ^2 between
rj/i

and

t^2) and so on to the zone 0„, included between ^n-i and v^^,

TT

or — •

Similarly, let ^„ ^c^
and

i!,^^,
be included respectively

between the equator and dj, 6 and ^2, 9^_i and 9,„.

The values of the moments of inertia of the zones will be

then found by the equations which follow, where A^ Bj, Ag,

B2, &c. represent the semi-polar and semi-equatorial axes of

the imaginary spheroidal shells which correspond to each

zone of the northern hemisphere; and A'^, B'l, A'2, B'g have
a^ similar meaning with respect to the zones of the sou^therh

Hemisphere.
ifi aiiJna aiu JuJ .ericq^iJi to^aivxii^

10 ^anJ

^i=:f^' JpAiB^cos^^rf^

^'
., 'Mil.)

*^ V'l *
.

1 •

Jff^iarf'ddt'

*

.n^93b sH) I0

M12.)

^,„=/*^^pA'„B'Vos^r/^

llie values of Aj, Bj, StcT; A'^, B\, &c., mi^st be found fpi;
each zone by the following method.

;

Let T represent the thickness in feet or miles of a zone of
the external shell, the mean latitude of the zone, « the polar
semi-axis of the earth, /3 its equatorial semi-axis, D the depth
of the lower surface of the shell below the surface of the sea,

R^ the radius of the earth at 0, and R the radius of the in-

ternal spheroid at the same latitude. Then

R = R^ - (D - T), Rgz=^/ (aS sin^ O + ^^ ^052 e).

Let y correspond to «, )j
to /3, as D — T, or G does to Ro.

^Ln -^-
« (R^ ± G) -

, ^ (R^ ± G)
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<ii* :>^»H«^^
« (-/ (^^ «i"^ Q + /3^ cos^ @ ) ± G) ^3^

W a9no.

l'«9iIT .lOJcup.V (a-^sin^® + /S^cos^©) "ib'no)ej|il)

^d b9niQjjJo_i>jj (ii^ (flt^
sin^ Q + jS^cos^ 0) ± G) ^npom

9'"
^ -

-v/(«2sin2 + /32cos2 0)
' noljBupa arfj

A and B representing the general values of the polar and

equatorial semi-axes of the shell corresponding to the ZQO£io£
the shell whose thickness is T. /boi yJi^

When investigating the moment of inertia of the shell rot

asny zone, it will be found most convenient to consider the

centres of gravity of the parts of the shell, or the surface pass-

ing through the centres of gravity of all its parts* as eqtii-

distant from its interior surface.'^
*

^^ '^^ ,Y>l^nf.<- -^,
.o

No matter how irregular any zone of theshell may bcj itsf

thickness can be considered without much chance of error, as

the distance between two imaginary surfaces each of which,

is equidistant from the surface passing through the centres of

gravity of all the parts of the shell. Let the internal surface,

of the shell be at the mean depth of the sea, the position of its

external surface being determined by the distances of the cen-

tres of gravity of its parts. Let the entire shell be supposec}-;
to consist of an infinite number of pyramidal frusta, which if

prolonged would form pyramids meeting at the earth's centre.

Tile height and dimensions of the base of each frustum being

infinitely small compared to the height of its entire pyramid,
we can without sensible error consider it as a parallelopip^d.
Let H represent the mean height of the land above the level

of the sea, and D the mean depth of the ocean. The height
;
of a parallelopiped whose external surface is on dry land is

'ithen H+ D, and the distance of its centre of gravity frorai=

each of the 'surfaces of the shell - (H+ D). Similarly,- D

represents the distance of the centre of gravity of a parallelo-

piped whose upper surface forms a part of the surface of the

ocean, from the interior surface of the shell. Let As repre-,
sent an indefinitely small portion of the surface of the land,
A s' a similar portion of the surface of the sea, Sj the density of

the land, and Sg the density of the ocean. The
equation^fjMj

the value of Cj, the thickness of the shell, will be— rr" i

HS(H + D)As8t . P(§2SA5^ + SiSA5)
:+ D) ^2 A s+'Sgt) XK7}

"^
2 {2 As + 2 As)

Hs(D+ H)S^ D(8, sM-Si s)~
{S,(H+ D)s + 82Ds'}"^ 2(s' + s)

* • • • ^'""^

In an examination of the equilibrium of the degrading and

elevatory forces on the surface of the earth, it is indiffierent
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whether we examine the action of one or both as affecting the

earth's rotation, we can therefore examine the change in C^
either when it is diminished or increased : it will be found
most convenient to examine its change in the former case.

Of the two principal causes which operate in diminishhig Cj
or degrading the level of the land, a knowledge of the inten-

sity of one will suffice for our purposes. We shall therefore

proceed to find an equation expressing merely the diminution

of Ci from the transportation of solid matter from the high
levels of the parallelopipeds to their lower levels. This course

is adopted from the conviction, that however little is our pre-
sent knowledge of the degradation of land, an accurate esti-

mate of its annual amount can be obtained with more certainty
than a knowledge of the subsidences of portions of the earth's

crust produced by causes comparatively hidden.

Let
//j, ^25 ^3> &c. be the heights of any places above the

level of the internal surface of the shell, from which are trans-

ported in the same time the masses p^, jSg* J^a* &c., then by the

theory of moments, the result will be in effect the same as if

the entire mass p^ -\- P^ H-i's + ••••> oi" P were carried from
the distance

U _ ^l?I + /^2P2 + ^3P3 + '---

(15
X

Similarly, if fj, Zg, /g, &c. represent the heights of any places
above the same level to which any masses

(7,, §'2, g-g,
&c. are

transported, the resulting mechanical action will be in effect

the same as if the whole mass
g'j + §'2 + §'3 + ••••> oi* P were

removed to the distance from the internal surface of the shell

expressed by the formula

TT _hi\ + iiii + h% + ""
/^R^^^-- Q vio-;

After the removal of P from Uj to Ug, let Cj become Cg, then

C2 will evidently be expressed by the formula

C2 = C,-|(Ui-U2); (17.)

where
jw.
=

Sj (H + D) s + 82D 5', the mass of the zone of the

shell. By means of the equation (14.), we can calculate the

thickness of the shell when P is at Uj ; and its thickness when
P is at U2, can be obtained by (17.). We can then find G,
which being used in the equations (13.), will serve to point
out any particular values of A and B. The same process

being performed for every zone, the value of J in (10.) will be

obtained, and by the final substitution in (2.) of Ij + J for I,

and Ii + J' for I' (J' being the value of J when Cj changes to
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Cg), we can ascertain tlie actual change in sidereal time pro-
duced by the removal of masses on the surface of the earth

from high to low levels. It is evident, that when calculating
the value of J' by means of Cg, the masses of the zones of the

shell must not be changed from what they were when ob-

tained from Cj.
To show that the general equations which have been ob-

tained in the preceding part of this memoir can be applied to

the determination of geological questions, the following nume-

rical application of them has been made. This problem would

be solved if it could be shown that an appreciable change in

the length of the day would be produced by an amount of de-

gradation of the earth's surface, such as would be within the

limits of what geological considerations render probable for

the interval of time between the periods when the data may
have been obtained for determining the change in time.

Let T represent any appreciable change in the length of

the day. Then in the equation i' = t
j,

t' will become t ± r^'r

the upper sign being taken when I'> I, the lower when I'-<I,

and the former notation being used. Hence T=t il —-r) in

the case now under consideration. But

I'= I, + l',-l3, I= I,+ I,-l3,

Ij representing the moment of inertia of the internal heteroge-
neous spheroid, I'g

—
13 the moment of inertia of the external

shell with the mean thickness €5, and I2— 13 the moment of

inertia of the shell with the thickness C,. The value of t

will therefore be represented by the formula jr
>

,<;

If C„ Cg, and D the mean depth of the sea, be supposed
the same at every latitude, and if we substitute the values of

Ij, I2, I'g and I3, found upon these suppositions in the above

equations, we shall have, when we solve it with respect to Cg,

C2=D-/3+^J-|%~D
+ Ci)(/3-D+ C/-^[k(«-D)

03-D)4+ ^((«-D + CO(^-D +
CO'^-(«-D)(/3-D)4)]|.

'

P V
But C2=C.-^=—,

V representing Uj— Ugj or the mean vertical space through
which the mass P is transported. Eliminating Cg between

the last two equations, and we shall obtain



1^.

substituting^ ^iSiffijCl ibfiJisalub iSlKi, S being the suifoce d^^X^i

iiih^the dbov^t&iiibual^fAkitbtfabfirit of the two equations e:^-^^

pressing the value of Cg, we have used for brevity the lettej^'ft ;

/cy A% and K, for the following expressions iTrr... .,j.. i^.^^uaip

uifi:>

level of the sea is equal to the mean depth of the ocean, ana
for the value of the latter two miles, the surface of the sea

twice that of the dry land, and the density of the water half

that of the land, the value of C^ will evidently be two milesJ'

A value of V not very inconsistent with observation woula
^

be half a mile ; those of « and /3 are obtained from Mr^'^

Airy's treatise on the Figure of the Earth. We have made

of a- Seconil,' as it has feeen 'shoM^fl^tllkif th^ length"
. 1000 ,., .

, -yf,,

of; the day had varied since>, the time of Hipparchus by tl^^
one-three-thousandth part of a second, the value of the secula^;

equation of the moon would be changed by more than
^l*^.

The sidereal day being repreSferitRfti^^H^ ilf^fcAfbl^^.ju.
».(.;.,;- ^. ;.»,.,./;,.. .;,f?,v.

.|^uw:, Huki lu jioujiunoi vii'l .aim

86400000 :q

will be less than five feet multiplied into the area of all tJaol

dry land. ".^^'^ 1 ^ii'*
':ip^^9^ ibyinqasci ^i/ Jon

{f?^'

The amount of dei^datibttof tHe J««tijU stir^lttce' repre-
sented by the above quantity appears to be within the limits

which can be assigned by geological observations. »*

Dublin, July 9, 1845.

LX. On a Peculiar Method of obtaining the Sesqui-Jerrd^

cyanide of Potassium. By Prof Schgsnbein, of Basle*. =

MY experiments on ozone have shown that this substance,
like chlorine, is capable of transforming the yellow

ferrocyanide of potassium into the red one. The other daf
* Communicated by the Author.
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I made use of this property with the view of preparing a com-

paratively considerable quantity of the last-named salt. To
arrive at this end, I put into each of twelve large balloons filled

with atmospheric air a piece of pure phosphorus, an inch
long,,^^

in such a manner that halfof the bulk of the pieces of phospho-
rus was immersed in water, whilst the other half was exposed
to the action of the ambient air. I left the whole to itself at

a temperature of 70° F. for about twelve hours, after which

time the atmospheres of the vessels appeared to be so muchkj

charged with ozone, that their smell resembled that o^i chlo7\

rine; paste of starch containing some iodide of potassium be-

came instantaneously black in them, litmus paper was bleached

within a few minutes, &c.

Things being in this state, the acid was carefully removed
from the balloons by rinsing them with distilled water, and
then an aqueous solution of the yellow prussiate was poured
into one of the vessels. I need not say, that in shaking the

solution with the ozonized atmosphere of the balloon, the odo-.^

riferous principle disappeared almost instantaneously. Aftei**

the ozone had been entirely taken up, the solution was trans-'

ferred to a second balloon and shaken; from thence poured
into a third vessel, and so on until ozone acted no further upon^
the liquid, or what comes to the same thing, until the solution"

no longer yielded prussian blue with nitrate of peroxide of

iron. The solution, on being now suflficiently evaporated,

yielded most beautiful crystals of the red cyanide. It is

worth while to state here, that under the circumstances men-
tioned so much ozone had been developed, that the ozonized

air of two balloons was sufficient to transform completely
5 grammes of the yellow crystallized salt into the sesqui-cya-
nide. The formation of this compound depending upon the

elimination of part of the potassium contained in the yellow

prussiate, it follows that besides the red cyanide another alka-

line substance must be formed. What that compound is, I

am not yet prepared to say, but I have reasons which make
me inclined to believe that ozone combines with some po-

tassium, changing the latter into a peculiar peroxide of that

metal soluble in water and able to co-exist with the red cya-
nide. Those reasons are, that the solution of the yellow cya-

nide, after having been decomposed by ozone, exhibits a much

stronger alkaline reaction than the yellow salt does ; and that

the said solution, by being acidulated with dilute sulphuric

acid, colours deeply the paste of starch containing iodide of

potassium. It is a remarkable fact, which I ascertained many
years ago, that peroxide of lead or of manganese acts in the

same manner upon a solution of the yellow cyanide as ozone

Phil, Mag. S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 1 8 1 . New. 1 84.5. 2 C
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does. That circUhislahce seems to^^peftk in favour of the

supposition of ozone atid pefpxide^.^.)lf|ad being similarly
constituted.

. ; ) u ni ^ ru ^ <

Before conchuliug this rtoticevl'iTisUPt^iill^(^njitu*t»tremarki
that according to my experimfents the methods which yield
ozone more abundantly than any other hitherto made use of^

consists in exposing clean phosphorus to the action of stagnant
air and water at a temperature of 70"-80° F. M. Marignad
and some other chemists, with a view of producing ozone as

abundantly and easily as possible, caused a continuous cur-

rent of air to pass over phosphorus ; but how imperfect that

method isj appears from the factj that the distinguished che-

mist of Geneva procured with his apparatus, working night
and day for four weeks, no more ozone than was just sufficient

to decompose ^2 grammes of iodide of potassium* it seems
that the presence of some ozone in the atmospheric air favou^^

Very much the formation of that substance, and probably acp
counts for so little ozone being obtained by Marignac's method.

iiOllr; .
. -- ..-: =

'•' ^^ - LXl. On the Nature of Ozone. o
oJ bogoqxa Qy p^^f. c. F. Schcenbein o/BasleK''^

^1 -X^'^

THE properties of ozone, and the circumstances under

which that remarkable substance is produced, render it

highly probable that ozone is a peculiar peroxide of hydrogen.
MM. i)e la Rive and Marignac have lately ascertained the

highly interesting fact, that dry oxygen, on being exposed to

the action of electrical sparks, yields ozone; and from this fact

the philosophers of Geneva have drawn the conclusion, that

ozone is nothing but oxygen brought into a peculiar condition

by the agency of electricity. Simple and well-founded as that

inference seems to be, it is nevertheless so extraordinary that

I cannot help making a remark or two on .the subject. ^.

\'_
It has very often been asserted that electricity is capable

of modifying the chemical properties of elementary substances,

for instance, the degree of the oxidability of metals, &e. As
far as I know, there is however not one single fact known that

proves the correctness of the assertion in a satisfactory man-

ner, for what is called the passive state of some metals brought
about by voltaic currents, or the protection of metals effected

by voltaic means, are phaiuomena referable to other than elec-

trical causes. As far as our knowledge goes rt^garding the

influence exerted by electricity upon simple bodies, it does
notji

to my apprehension, entitle us to admit that their chemical pro-

perties are in the least altered by electricity ;
on the contrary^

* Communicated by the Author.
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the present katte^JfJiseieric^'fenders it rather more ihan pro*
bable, that thaf^ ^gedt, powerful as it is in other respects, is in-

capable of causing in a direct manner any material change in

the chemical bearings of elementary bodied.

If the conclusion tirawn by the distinguished philosophers of

Geneva should Iiaj)pen to be correct, the transformation of

common oxygen into Ozone by electrical action would be a

case quite unique, and on that very account of the utmost

scientific importance. Such a fact would indeed almost imply
the possibility of transforming one elementary body into an-

other by the agency of electricity, for in many respects ozone

differs as materially from oxygen as any two heterogeneous
bodies can possibly do. It is true, modern chemistry has made
us acquainted with a number of facts which prove that undel'

given circumstances the same elementary substance may exist

in different conditions. Those peculiar states have, however,
as far as I know, not yet been observed in any gaseous ele-

mentary body* ; and it is further known that the allotropical
modifications of simple bodies have as yet been brought about

by the agency of heat only, and in no case by that of electri-

city. It is said that chlorine, alter having been exposed to

the action of solar light, enjoys the power of combining with

hydrogen in the dark, and at the common temperature. Sup-

posing Dr. Draper's observation fully correct, the elementary
nature of chlorine is not half so certain as that of oxygen ; an^
then we must bear in mind that the modification which chlor

rine undergoes under the influence of light is insignificant \\

compared to that which oxygen is said to suffer when exposed
to the action of electricity.

If Ozone be nothing but oxygen modified by electrical
influ*!

ence, it follows that a given volume of absolutely pure, i. is.

anhydrous oxygen, when sufficiently long acted upon by elec-

trical sparks, must be entirely transformed into ozone, i. d.

changed in such a way as to be readily and completely taken

up by a solution of iodide of potassium or of the yellow ferro-

cyanide of potassium. An experiment of that kind has not

yet been made; but if any chemist succeeds in transforming
one cubic inch only of what is called completely dry oxygen
into ozone, we must admit the Correctness of the conclusioii

of the philosophers of Geneva, extraordinarj' as it may appeal*
to us. Before such a decisive result is obtained, I continue

to consider ozone as a peculiar peroxide of hydrogen ;
and

the principal reasons which determine me to maintain that

view are the following:
—

^1^^ \'^'u^^: ?}^S' !^^'^^\
1. Ozone is such a powerfully-smellh^^ stioststiids{>''t!i^t tii*-

* See Prof. Draper's paper in the present Number, p. 327.—Ed.
2 C2



#8 ^^ro1^^SdlGBn5eln on Si£ ^ture^^Oz^L

iS^^SLlio Quar.rio J5 oJ i\ snidnaee yd nerit .npiJieonniQaabj
r^. Qi>aTi titles qfpzone, Wy far toohiiBjHte W^.^cjmingl

fey\ weight, still perceptibly colour the
test-pas!|.^j,^^^ Y^oiTi

^ Hence it follows that a quantity of aqueous vapour,' so small

J^S cannot be ascertained even by our most delicate hygrp-

scopicnl tests, is sufficiently large to produce with oxygen so

much ozone, that the presence of the latter is detected both

by the nose and the test-paste. MM. De la Rive's and Ma-

rignac's conclusion is founded upon the assumption that the

oxygen with which they made their experiments was abso-

lutely dry ;
and if chemists admit that moist oxygen, after ha-

ving passed through strong sulphuric acid, does not contain

any trace of aqueous vapour, this inference is drawn from tlie

fact, that in oxygen treated in the manner indicated, no water

can be detected by any hygroscopical means hitherto known.

It is however very possible that minute quantities of vapour

escape the hygroscopic action, of sulphuric acid ;
it is very

possible also that oxygen obtained even from melted chlo-

rate of potash still contaiuj^ some traces of water, and that

tbose minute quantities of vapour are large enough to pro-
duce ozone sufficient to colour the test-paste and aifect the

sense of smelling. Such a conjecture seems indeed to be far

less bold and more in accordance with the present state of

chemical science, than the view which MM. De la Hive and

Marignac have taken of the subject. If my opinion should

happen to be correct, the very property exhibited by oxygen,
of producing traces of ozone when the former happens to be

exposed to electrical action, would prove the most delicate

means ofdetecting the minutest quantities of vapour contained

l^^j^
that gas. . -'t

..,.., In lorramg a judgement respectmg the nature oi ozone, 1

think one thing ought not to be left entirely out of consider-

ation, namely the fact, that in spite of some material diffdr-

ences of properties which exist between ozone and Thenard's

peroxide of hydrogen, both bodies exhibit many chemical

bearings very similar to each other. Both substances possess

bleaching powers, both of them transform a number of metallic

protoxides into peroxides, both produce sulphuric acid ifadded

to sulphurous acid, both are destroyed by a great number of

J, organic matters, &c. ;

_fj-*,l myself and M. Marignac have ascertained that ozon^is

destroyed when exposed to a certain degree of temperature.
. Now that chemist must admit that heat has the power to an-

nihilate the peculiar condition which oxygen is said to assume

when placed under electrical influence. It
app.(eju:s^tqme

that



the fiict alluded toJs more satisfactorily accounted for by ad--

mitting thataxrre ^structioil of ozoiie dej>eiuls upon 'its

. dcconiposlLion, than by ascribing it to a change of state 6f

oxygen by heat. M. Marignac is inclined to consider elec-

Ijtficity
as the engendering cause of tlie ozone ))ro(Uiced by

means bi phosphorus, and thinks the electricity necessaiy
for the })roduction of the odoriferous principle to be dev'6-

loped in consequence of the chemical action taking place be-

tween the oxygen of the atmosphere and phosphorus. On this

point I made many experiments some years ago, because I
"

thought it possible that electricity had something to do with

the chemical generation of ozone. I did not however succeed

in tracing any sign of electricity developed under the circunl-
"

stances mentioned. Now as the most powerful discharges ef-

fected l)y our electrical arrangements produce quantities pf
ozone immeasurably minute, when compared to those which *a

small piece of phosphorus is able to generate at the same tinie,

I doubt as yet very much the conclusion that electricity hks

something to do with the generation of chemical ozone; and' I

doubt it so much the more as 1 am not convinced at all that aiiy

chemical action is accompanied by a development of electricity.

Before concluding, I take the liberty to suggest a simple
method, by means of which the question regarding the nature

of ozone may be decided in a satisfactory manner. From the

notice above given. On a Peculiar Method of preparing tfte

Iletl Ferrocyanide of Potassium, it appears that under fa-

vourable circumstances so much ozone was formed in two bal-

loons only as to enable me to transform by that odoriferous

principle 5 grammes of the yellow prussiate into the red one.

This fact proves, that in the case mentioned a quantity of

ozone had been produced sufficient to be ascertained by weigHt.
. Supposing the atmospheres of a number of balloons cha^'ged
with ozone as strongly as possible, let those atmospheres

pass through tubes containing either chloride of calcium or

asbestos drenched with strong sulphuric acid, so as to de-

prive the ozonized air of its vapour as completely as possible.
Cause the dried atmospheres to go through a narrow tuhie,

heated so as to destroy entirely the ozone passing through \t.

Now if the view I have taken of the nature of ozone be coV-

^
rect, under the circumstances mentioned, that odoriferolis

substance will be decomposed into water and oxygen ;
aiid

having in our balloons a measurable quantity of ozone, it

follows that the quantity of water resulting from the decom-

position of the ozone must also be large enough to allow of

being collected by hygroscopic substances and ascertained by
Wfio-ht" '•Jiuiiiyy iiutintivKjj li^iinju'.^ jiij LWJiiiiim

Basle* Aue 20 1845
'3^"^"^^''' kol'iiasb labfii/ bdoxjfq riadw
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The eJcperlRiei^t? reporded \i\
this paper were undertaken prinqi-

pally with the ultijqaatq view pf ascertaining with exactness what'

qpftntjty of ingrganic piatter is removed from the soil by the seeds

of^ crop pf whj^at^ The author first inquires what is the avcrq,ge
amount of the inorganic or incombustible portion of a given quanr.

tity of wheat;, a question to. which no satisfactory answer has yet
been given. The result of the author's experiments is, that wheat

yields, by slow combustion, a residue of from 1^ to If per cent. He
then proceeds to determine by experiment the degree in which this

result is influenced by previous drying at different temperatures,

varying from 230° to 260° Fahr., and finds that a heat of 245° is

flot sufficient to expel all the moisture contained in wheat ; for while

the loss of weight is then about 8 per cent, by a heat of 260°, the

amount of this loss is 10 per cent. When the heat is so great as to

occasion decomposition, the saline matter contained in the wheat

fuses, and a portion of the carbon becomes so entangled or firmly
adherent to it, as to be incapable of separation by burning. Hence
he recommends, in order to obtain greater uniformity in the results,

that the wheiat subjected to these experiments should be dried at a
low temperature, such as that of a room in summer, and be allowed
to remain a few days under its influence. The author tried the

eflvect of the addition of nitric acid, with a view to save time by ac-

celerating the combustion ; but found that the results could not bp
relied upon when this plan was adopted, and he was therefore obliged
to relinquish it. He next directed his inquiries to the ascertaining
whether the quantity of inorganic matter was in proportion to the

specific gravity of the grain, that is, to its weight per bushel
; and

this he found in general to be the case. The conclusion he deduces
from this investigation is, that the mean amount of inorganic matter
removed from the soil by the grain of a crop of wheat is exactly one

pound per acre. .,,!, ,
.

. ,
,

'<0n Benzoline, a n«w organLp Salt-base obtained (from Oil of
Bitter Almonds." By George Fownes, Esq., F.R.S.

Pure oil of bitter almonds is converted, by the action of a strong
solution of ammonia, into a solid white substance having a crystalline

form, and which was termed by M, I^aurent hydrobenzamide. The
author found that this substance, by the further action of alkalies,

became harder and less fusible than before, and not differing in che-

mical composition from the original substance, but exhibiting the

properties of an organic salt-base. To this substance the author

gives the name of benzoline. He finds that the salts which it forms

by combination with acids are, in geneml, remarkable for their spa-

ring solubility ; and that many of them, as the hydrochlorate, thp
nitrate and the sulphate, are crystallizable. Of the properties of

these salts the author gives a detailed account.
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Junq 5—'^* Electpo-Physiologigal .Rese?irch^." .Memoir First.

By Professor Carlo Matte^Qcj, (Commupicated by Michael Fara-

day, Esq., D.C.L., F.R.S,
The autjipr dp§cribes several arrangements by which he was en-

abled to make new experiments in confirmation of th^ l{>ws of niua-'

cular currents, of which he has given an account in his recent work,

^nfitled
"
Traite des Phenomenes J^^lectro-Physiologiques des Ani-

iTiaux." He finds that, in these experiments, the employment of a gal-^

vanometer is unnecessary, as the sensibility of the electroscopic frog
of Galvani gives sufficient indications pf the electric current without

the use of that instrument. "•

The general results obtained ffom t.)iese experiraeiits are the fol'^

lo.\ying.
1; <\yMl

In the first' place, the intensity' jltld diirWitJO bf the muscuiai>'dtii^
rent is independent of the nature of the gas in which the muscular

pile is immersed. Secondly, it is altogether independent of the ce-

rebro-spinal portion of the nervous system. Thirdly, the circum-

stances which exercise a marked influence on its intensity are the

conditions of the respiratory and circulatory systems. Fourthly, those

poisons which seem to act directly on the nervous system, such as hy-

drocyanic acid, morphia and strychnine, have no influence on the ner-

vous current. Fifthly, sulphuretted hydrogen has a decided influence

in diminishing the intensity of the muscular current. Sixthly, the in-

tensity of this current in frogs varies according to the temperature in

which the frogs have been kept for a certain time during life ; a result

wljich, of course, is not obtainable with animals which do not take

the temperature of the surrounding medium. Lastly, the intensity
of the muscular current in animals increases in propprtion to the

rank they occupy in the scale of beings ; and on the other hand, its

duration after death is exactly in an inverse ratio to its original in-

tensity. The author concludes by stating his belief, that the pro-

perty of the muscles immediately connected with their electric cur-

rents, is identical with that which was long ago denominated by
Haller irritability, but which is at present more usually designated

by the term contractility. IJe ascribes the development of this

muscular electricity to the chemical actions which are attendant on

the process pf nutrition of the mugcles, and result from the contact

qf arterial blood \yith the muscular fibre. He conceives that in the

natural state of the muscle, the two electricities thus evolved neu-

tralise each other at the same points at which they are generated ;

while in the muscular pile contrived by the author, a portion of this

electricity is put into circulation in the same manner as happens in

a pile composed of acid and alkali separated from one anott^er by §
simply conducting body.

'' -fino ^T

June 19.—"On the Connexion between the Winds 6f the St.

Lawrence and the Movements of the Barometer." By William

Kelly, M.D.j Surgeon ll.N., attached to the Naval Surveying Party
on the River St. Lawrence. Communicated by Captain Beaufort,

.R.N., F.R.S.

The author adduces a greal; number qf observatiojJS which are in



.opposition to tlie generally received opinion, that th^^OMejyi^^^),the

'/barometer lifis always a tendency to fall when ithfe -wijia-j* atrp^g.

."'During a period of fifteen years passed iu the Gulf and River St.
*

Lawrence, he found that the barometer as frequently risers as,^i^lls

'under the prevalence of a strong wind ; and that the winds often

,'l)lo\v with gi-eater force with a rising than with a falling barometer,
lie gives a circumstantial account of the progress and course of va-

rious gales which fell under his observation during that period, and
'

I'roni which he infers the existence of a steady connexion between
"''ihe jirevailing winds of this region and the movements of the baro-

"iineter,and enters into an inquiry into the mode in which that in-
'

'jstrument is affected b}' them. The extensive valley of the St. Law-
'';i'ence is hounded at its lower part, for a distance of nearly 500

'"'miles, by ranges of hills, rising on each side to a considerable cleva-
'

tion. Within this space, the ordinary winds follow the couree of the

'"river; and in almost every instance when they approach from wind-

jWard, the barometer rises with theni; and when, on the other hand,
'

the wind approaches from leeward, the barometer not only falls be-

. fore the arrival of the
vvindj bi^t p^^ni^jnu^s

to fall until it has sub-

[.^^
"a^" t • ,.-vo /d baruud emy ^

„
.i ^ i i

, An ajipendix is subjoineo'qontaining extracts ironi the tabular re-

gister of the barometer and winds at various points in the valley of

"the lliver St. Lawrence, during the years 1834 and 1835, acconipa-
' nied by remarks on different, points deserving notice in particular

1^'
cases.

^ '' On tlic Elliptic Polarization of Light by reflexion from Metallic
''

Surfaces." By the Rev. Baden Powell, M.A., F.R.S., Savilian Pro-

fessor of Geometry in the University of Oxford.

hL ^P ^ former paper, published in the Philosophical Transactions

.rop^i8i3, the author gave an account of the observations he had
7 'ma^o on the phainomena of eUiptic polarization by reflexion from

certain metallic surfaces, but with reference only to one class of

"comparative results. He has since pursued the inquiry into other

relations besides those at first contemplated, and the present paper
;
is devoted to the details of these new observations, obtained by va-

ryiiig tlie inclination of the incident rays, and the position of the

plane of analysation, and by employing different metals as the re-
^'

fleeting surfaces. By the application of the undulatoiy theory of

light to the circumstances of the experiments and the resulting phaa-"

nomena, the law of metallic retardation is made the subject of ana-

'^'Jytic investigation. A polariscoi)e of peculiar construction, of which
"

a description is given at the conclusion of the paper, was employed
in tlie experiments : and tables are subjoined of the numerical re-

sults of the observations.
" On the Gas Voltaic Battery. Voltaic Action of Phosphorus,

Sulphur, and Plydrocarbons." By William Robert Grove, Esq.,

M.A., F.R.S., V.P.R.L, Professor of Experimental Philosophy at

"the London Institution.

', The author, referring to a paper of his published in the Philoso-

^'"^hical
Transactions for 1843, states, that in repeating and verifying



soiTio, df tne'bxjiei'iments thfirem c6ntainen, he was led to tnose \tnich

lorrii tlu; subject of the present memoir. Witli the I'onu of gas bat-

•^Itery last dosctibeil iti that paper, by which the interfering action, of

^''tfte external air in excluded, he finds that deutoxide of nitrogen as-

"^6'ciated with oxygen gives a continuous voltaic current; and that

•'"tfie volumes respectively absorbed by the electrolyte are as foui'ito

^*'6iie, indicating the formation of hyponitrous acid*. .'

i' .V|\, f ••

bni.
Passing to the more immediate object of tlie present papVr,'ne states

"'Hhat liaving observed nitrogen procured by the combustion of plios-

'"l^horns to give rise, in the gas battery, to a temporary voltaic c^r-
'"tent, lie was led to believe that phosphorus, although an insolijlble
"

^rfoii-conductor, might, by means of the gas battery, be made the

'^texcitant of a continuous voltaic current, analogous to the zinc ele-

''ftient of ah ordinary voltaic combination. This expectation was ve-

'"Tified by experiments, a series of which is given; phosphorus being
'i'nspcnded in various gases and voltaically associated with

oxj'^gen.
The experiments were continued during several months, and the

"results indicated the same consumption of phosphorus with reference

"^'fe the oxygen, as would occur by the formation of phosphorous acid;
the phosphorus being thus burned by oxygen at a distance. Phos-

'

''J)horus and iodine, bdifi'ifdff-Cohducting solids, being each suspended
'^^'io nitrogen in the associated tubes of a gas battery, give a continu-

'^'ttiis voltaic current, and are consumed in equivalent ratios. Sulphur,

"^teji^h'd^ in nitrogen and associated with oxygen, gives a voltaic

current when fused. Other volatile electro-positive bodies, such as

''camphor, essential oils, aether and alcohol, when placed in nitrogen
"knd associated with oxygen, gave a continuous voltaic current. '.

The autiior observes that the gas battery which in his former ex-
''
periments introduced gases, by the present experiments renders solid

and'liquid insoluble non-conductors the exciting constituents of vol-

taic combinations, and enables us to ascertain their electro-chemical

relations : it also introduces the galvanometer as a test of vaporiza-

•Anew form of
ga^^iSP^M^?^ft^^^ ^indefinite

number of cells are charged by the liydrogen evolved from a single

piece of zinc ; the oxygen of the atmosphere supplying the electro-

^ Negative element. The charge of the battery is self-sustained, in a

*<'nianner somewhat sinlilar to the Doobereiner light apparatus.
*'"' "Tlie Blood-Coi-pusele considered in its different phases of deye-
''Ibpnient in the Animal Series." By Thomas Wharton Jones, Esq.,

;' f^R.S., Lecturer on Anatomy, Physiology and Pathology, at the
''

Gharing Cross Hospital.
'

This paper' IS divided into three parts: the first relating to the

blood-corpuscles of the Vertebrata ; the second to those of the In-

vertebrata ; and the last to a comparison between the two. He first

describes the microscopic appearances of these corpuscles in differ-

ent classes of vertebrate animals, beginning with the skate and the

frog, and proceeding to birds and mammifera ;
first in their early

'^Mfitolbryonic state, and next in the subsequent periods of their growth.
d'He' finds in oviparous "\rertebrata generally, foTir principal forms^ of
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corpisctes;^ ^HeieJie distinguishes as the phases, first of the i7min
nule blood-cell, which he describes as a cell filled with granules, dis-ii

closing by the solvent action of dilute acetic acid on these grjuiules
a vesicular, or as the author terms it, a

"
celltpform" nucleus. These!

granule cells appear under two stages of development, namely, thei

qoarsdy granuloua stage and the finely granulous stage. The se-

cond phase is that of the micleolated blood-cell, oval in shape, con-

taining a vesicular (or
" cellseforni ") nucleus, and red-coloured mat-

ter. These cells likewise appear under two stages of development;
colourless in the first and coloured in the second, in which last stage
it constitutes the red corptiscle. In the early mammiferous embryo,'
he finds, in addition to the former, a third phase, that offree vesicu'-

lar nucleus, exhibiting, like the nucleplated cell, the colourless v^^<
the coloured stages. i;j,tt:.ilij U'H\n'^•'.^:n) oii; aJa3iim.'>qz9
On examining the corpuscles of the lyrfiph»of (vbriebrate'arBima)^^

the author finds them in all the classes to be identical in structure

with their blood-corpuscles, and diftei-ing only in the inferior degree?
of coloration attending their last stage. In the oviparous classes, \\&

observes that the nucleolated are more numerous than the granule
cej Is, while in the mammifera the latter are predominant, which is

the reverse of the proportion in which they exist in the blood of

these animals. He finds that some of the nucleolated cells of the

contents of the thoracic duct exhibit a marked degree of coloration,
and have an oval shape ;

thus offering a resemblance to the blood

of the early embryonic state. . . :;,ij

' The blood-corpuscles of all the invertebrate animals in which ;th*i

author examined them, present the same phases of granule and
nucleolated cells as in the higher classes, except that in the last

stage of the latter phase the coloration is very slight, but the vesi-

cular nucleus is frequently distinctly coloured. As in the higher
classes, corpuscles exist in diff'erent states of transition from the gra--

nular to the nucleolated form of cell. In some of the invertebrata,

corpuscles are found which appear to be the nuclei of some of the

imcleolated cells become free
;
and these the author considers to be

abortions, rather than examples, of cells having attained their third

phase of free cells. Corpuscles are also met with in these animals^
in greater or less abundance, belonging to the lowest forms of or-

ganic elements, namely, elementary granules.
' The comparison which the author institutes between the blood-

corpuscles of the vertebrate and invertebrate divisions of the animal

kingdom, tends to show that they in all cases pass through similar

phases of development, except with respect to the last, or coloured

stage of the nucleolated cell, which they do not attain in the lower

classes of animals. He finds that the blood-corpuscles of the crab,

according to an analysis made by Professor Graham, contain a sen-!

sible quantity of iron, perhaps as much as red corpuscles. He con-

siders the corpuscles of the blood of the invertebrata, inasfar as re-

lates to the absence of nucleated cells, as resembling those lof-tiiB

lymph of vertebrate animals. /i::i.!

bicu5«iOn some peculiar modifications of the Force-pf Cohesion, with
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rderende to'the formis and structure of Clt)ud$,»IBlMS aadl M^i)
branes." By William Addison, Esq., F.L.S.I Hiiilw AVvv\mmAi\%Amvc

In the course of his researches into tho nature and
dfiffin'^fi4<u|->

bercles in the lungs, and into the physical prupertits of. wbftf'ieftEeT,

tions of the human structure, the author had occasion to notice vft-

rious fibrous and membranous forras ajrising solely fjom pliy»ical

agencies. On pursuing the inquiry, he-observod a class of ]))i;eiio-

niena indicating some peculiar modifications of the force of coliesiou.

Thus he found that transparent liquid streams are visible when va-

pours or fluids mingle with one another, and also when solids are

dissolving in a fluid ; and that opake deposits, assuming the appearr-

aoce of clouds, form on those streams, rendering visible the lines

of junction of two fluid or gaseous surfaces. A great number of

experiments are described illustrating these general facts, which are

afterwards applied to explain various phsenoraena of clouds, films

and membranous formations, resulting from the operation of the

different cohesive forces which are called into action, under a diver-

sity of circumstancesjifjylwjj UtJ?iid jaci gft§«r)9p!,btldi«!S ftmiihrOttgHt
into mutual contact. ; jmiui o'lom uig biJxdojlDnu ;jfl) iiiift r^oviorfdo

"On the formation or secretion of Alkaline and> KarUtyl fl^disi

by Animals." By Robert Rigg, Esq., F.R.S. .:.7')i <n(i

From the results of a comparison made by the author of the

weight of the ashes obtained from a quantity of bread, equal to that

which was the sole food of two mice during thirty^eight days, with
the weight of the ashes of their excretions during the same period,
it appeared that the latter exceeded the former in the prop<>rtiQD of
1334 to 934. The amount of soluble salts was also found ta ;be

greater in the latter than in the former. From these data, the

author infers that both alkaline and earthy bodies are fornned 4)H|<

of their elements by the animal system, and found in their; ,e«fij»9

tions. I

,

" An Account of the Observation of the total Eclipse of the 3un
on the 2 1st of December 1843." By Eientenant J, O, E. Ludlow,
E.I.C. Engineers, Superintendent of the Magnetic Observatory at

Madras. Communicated by J. C. Melville, Esq., F.R.S., Secretary
to the Hon. the Court of Directors of the East India Compajiy.

The author reports the results of his observation of the eclipse,

which was unfortunately much interrupted by the passage of clouds j

and he has also taken the opportunity of making observations onithe

Magnetic Dip and Horizontal Intensity at certain places onbi?
journey. -ui

" On the Barometrical Variation as affect^ by the Moon's JJjjf

clination." By Luke Howard, Esq., F.R.S.i. iink, )i)i; „,,>>

In this paper, which is a continuation of thit wWbb was publi^J^
in the Society's Transactions for 1841 (p. 277), and in which the

average result of the author's observations extended only from the

year 1815 to 1832, similar records of calculated averages are given
down to the year 1841, and a comparison drawn with those of the

former period. The author places the whole of these data in the

hands of the Royal Society, for the purpose of being made the basis



-nadogji^ili ^ai^ieT yd bus ; noiJuIoe ni ladJagoi iaizo £f>oa 1o aJBiIq

aif* dMr{^1kaimtt}ai^£ahii9!lPiHb»]Jbi$tes kirtim healthy state, arfd^ttii

8<A«)il)Un£^hMCEiH;«^Itfitita©pfinarfh3aia^^ By I k-ury Beifee

The author, having observed that in some states of disease there

.jodturi'Mfthei urine a great excess oi' tlie earthy phosphates;, \vas in-

duced to ihvystigute the subject ; and as a preliminary infjuiryi-'fti
sdScbrtatii! thtetaniations in the amount of these ])hosphates at differ-

-eribitimfeBiMiiltihfe.^ame pei-son in a state of health, and to trace the

i^CQUSie^iwiiickrdieteninihi^taiir excess or a deficiency of these salts in the

'(itrUiei;iii>ottn^ dH theiiMlliie-.tiiUG, -the variations in the quantity of
othe alkkiinj8ip^sjiliaite3(cdntainid>iin iit, with a view of discovering
-»rheth[*rtlLESeiBariatiqns;aDe: influenced by the same, or by different

Ij»ufleSj^l';Tltei;pttiiflcipial'iresultsv!lJo -which his experiments have con-
ifluiOted/ him aa^ the ifolldwing.' 1:1The quantity of the earthy phos-
fspfeatesiin'theiiiridevoidedisooffiiafter taking food is considerably
egreateEthiHi'in'fchat voided at c^her times ; and this happens whethor

f^Jae: meal: consists of aliaiiaial foodor of bread only. After long fast-

'i«|gi'jt^pioportion of earthy phosphates is considerably diminished.

}^)BDtherj(l*hier hand, the alkaline phosphates are present in greatest

bqBa,]lititjrclrhen the food consists of bread alone : when meat alone is

oHkeijpithe deficiency in those salts is still more marked than the
j^isoefe Art the former case. Exercise occasions no change in the

fijpiftnlfltjbsrf the earthy phosphates, but causes an increase of nearly
(iojkivtl^tiids^n ithe amount of alkaline phosphates ;

but its influence is,

bontithieiwbQle, less than that of diet; The earthy phosphates are in-

.fdOMfsfed
in quantity by chloride of calcium, sulphate of magnesia,

*!t»Milo6b.lcined magnesia taken into the stomach.

-/<i The; author next examines the conditions in which the urine is

alkalescent, and which he considers to be of two kinds ; the one, long
k^^gm^aisammoniaaal, and arising from the presence of carbonate of

naooiinpnia ; and the other, which has not hitherto been distinctly re-

HfSignised, arising from fixed alkali, and appearing most frequently

T^fUrine secreted during a period of from two to four hours after

-birtakfast, in persons suffering only from defective digestion. Under
nthese circumstances, it may be, when voided, either turbid from

namorphous sediment, or clear and alkaline when tested, or free from

deposit and slightly acid. If in either of these last cases it be heated,
an amorphous precipitate falls down, which is soluble in dilute hy-
-drochloric acid, or in a solution of biphosphate of soda. Healthy
s-urioe may at any time be made tayield a precipitate of earthy phos-
phates by heat, even though it be acid, by having a portion of this

acid neutralised by any alkali, or by phosphate of soda, the fluid

becoming more acid when boiled. A solution of earthy phosphates
in biphosphate of soda also gives a precipitate on boiling, if some of

nits acid reaction is removed by any alkali. The fluid when boiled

otecomes more acid to test-paper, indicating the formation of a more
jtbasic earthy phosphate. A result precisely similar is obtained when



-nomiaron >pho8phate<o{ soda^^ iphesphflteibfliJnae^iia^diaj Kitle iWiphbs-

phate of soda exist together in solution ; and by varying the quan-
r^^titiesof eaeh of these substancesjitiie various* pbaenoinedai wbiiih the

iiurineoocasionalljr presents may ibfe- iAitatfed^ Thetimidiattthidi the
'alkalliesoend^ of Ithe. urine froai:fixed!alkali^euiBrilly occuTriyiddicaies
.ikf^, «Ki^tende of^mi& alkaline«pkas{>}iiate^oii lof^me vaLtb(ynbAe^nislBAli

dtaitfae^Dodb 'io fcsJjjJg omoo iii iBili bavTjgJo §nr/i;ii ,7oiiJu/i oiiT

-ni
*i^)B,9ikmi(^ett^M(ii)lmii{JtewaJko ^t^hmsiau SilBeckiuEsq.

-lolubenobgdeti^dh^ ecrotbck) itefj^iis/;(»]hiiauBdoatEoi£isatifeiieiidrdothe

'jiteofatstlfdbidbda^ckiimBbM tbeiaecMes ii€4he^ utems, biAhih ^emilim-

iybpghariifcd e2Hli^giBvjdifitktiia^j>Kitib a<«ite?c{9 todeti9iiinii3i^i£ab|yr/(d)ang8s

')ar«idDBaifFafaIt ioithBHAihiitlieaittvnifd^njditEandil:) }£e,<@i^D8in)iaaibaty

^totbeeiibatonMeai details .tif itheflarolatioiT ctf tihegb'eabijjld.hchiiic

Jnersrajlthfljcomposition of ithe semilunar ganglion, and the diatriba-

tion ofj.liiie}JMranahi^s'.'pasabciQdikrg ofradixi^to iti^odiifqraiilabdomiml
viscer^uJ Hjiisdtdticl^ialansi |iarei^'Ehatr"irhiHeiI(li1ier>idtvaarsa sAei\^iB)iih)iir

\iierves from the venal, the fallopian tubes from the 'hypogastrid^^iifald
fthe bladder, rectum and va^i^iua from the pelvic plexu8,ithe oetTi^s

supplying the uterus are continuations oi the hypogastric jpleacte,
and that they undergo, during pregnancy, no further changej 'eit^r
Jin size or position, except that which is the sini})le consequence^^
*tlie enlargement of the organ over which they arc distributed, and
sthat they undergo no other change during a second pregnancy. He
ithinks it probable, moreover, that tlie vessels of tiie uterus do not

iiecrease in size after parturition, but are only contracted in their

cavity. He notices several points relating to these subjects, which
are still open to farther investigation. Tiie paper is aecom]>anied

rby highly finished drawings of the appearance of the dissected parts.
"On a Peculiar Source of Deterioration of the Magnetic Powers

of Steel Bars." By William Sturgeon^uEsq. JzGommunicated by
S. Hunter Christie, Esq., Sec. R.S. o 91I ifofriv/ Una Ju^oeolsAln

The author concludes, from various experiments on the ehainges
in the magnetic force of steel magnets produced by subjecting them
to blows with a wooden mallet, or other modes of creating tremors

or vibrations among their particles, that the most apparently trifling
mechanical agitation is sutBcient to occasion a considerable diminu-
tion of magnetic power ;

that this loss, when it has taken place from
such a cause, is permanent ; and that in every case, after reaching a
certain point, it attains its maximum, a fact which implies, in every

magnet, the possession of a specific retentive force, of vThich it can-

not be deprived by any further mechanical commotion of its parti-
cles. The more highly a bar is magnetized, the more it becomes

susceptible of a loss of power by agitation.
" An Account of a Protracting Pocket Sextant." By Colonel

Bainbridge. Comnmnicated by P. M. Roget, M.D., Sec. R.S.
J The object of the invention here described is to facilitate and ex-

pedite the making of sketches and surveys for militaiy purposes on
actual service, and by serving at once as a sextant and protractorj so

that as soon as an angle is tak^n; it may at once be i^id down on
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p^piffby'MtjloyiH^thd tWd'Iegs of ihe itistfwitl^nt' as i^uletk "A^ de-

scription referring to a diagram is given of this portable sextftht/' -^^

** Observatioti^dn the Growth and Dey^opwient of thft EjftAfer-
misi" By Era^mtta WilsOri,' Esq., F.lLS*iiEj€tetiii^ir'flfl!^ttatdttit'a»*

Physiology ifi'the Middlfesei Hospital.'
'•'

f
r 1 nr.wnf'n n vfVh^i.u^.

' The author adduecS evidence derived from his niidroseopic obsei*--

vations, in confirmation of the commonly received doctrine l-espect-

ing the origin of the cells of the epidermis and epithelium generally,
from the materials filfnijihed by the liquor sahguinis or plasma of
the blood; which fluid; pas^irig by eiidosniosfs through the walls' of
the capillary vessels and peripheral boundary of the sut-fa6e, deVfii

lopes grahules by a Vital process, tinalbgdus to coagulation, 0\\ ft*

careful exatnination of ' the Inrief surface of the epidermis with the
aid of the microscope, he finds it to be composed of four kind^ of

elements, arranged in such a ttianher as to constitute an irregular

platie, Similar to a tesfeelated of mosaic pavement. These elements

are,—1. Gramtles, which the author tevms, primitive, of a globular'
form, solid aiid apparently homogeneous, and measuring about

l*20,000th part of an inch in diameter. 2. Aggregated gtamdes^
having about double the diameter of the former and apparently com-

posed of as many of these as can be aggregated together without

leaving an unoccupied sjiace in the centre of the mass. 3. Nucleated

gmrntks measuring in diameter from the 6()00th to the 4000th part
of an inch, each being composed Of an aggregated granule as a

nucleus, enveloped by a single layer of aggregated granules, giving
to the whole mass an oval ot circular, and at the same time flat-

tened shape. Their constituent granules have acquired, during this

aggregation, greater density, and are separated from each other by
distinct interstitial spaees filled with a transparent homogeneous sub-
Stance* 4i Nucleolo'-nUcleolated cells pervading tlie deep stratum of
the epidermis, and of Which the longer diameter measures from th^

3000th to the 2500th part of an inch. These cells, which constitute

the principal portion, and may be regarded as the chief constituent
of the epidermis, are formed from the nucleolated granules, on the ex-
terior of which there is superposed a transparent layer, bounded by a
well-defined outline, by the dark interstitial substance of the wall ofthe
cell ,• the nucleolated granule being the nucleus, and the aggregated
gt-anule the nucleolus of these primitive cells of the epidermis. The
author is of opinion that the nuclei, up to a certain point, grow with
the cells, by the Separation of the original granules from tlie deposi-
tion between tliem of interstitial matter, and also by the cleavage of
the latter and the consequent multiplication of the granules. This

peripheral growth of the cells is totally different from the mode of

growth described by Schvvann, and explains the disappearance of the
nucleus in the scales of the epidermis. The observations of the
author lead him to believe that the same process of development and
of growth is foflowed In the epithelium as in the epidermis ; and he
offers evidence, showing that similar arrangements take place in the
cells of melanosis, in the pigment cells of the choroid membrane of
the eye, and in those of the skin of the negro.
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Having in a former paper shown that,' cotitnary to a oorattionly

rec^ivfid opinion, the tertipferatul-e of ' the human body, is mea-
sured by a thermometer placed unddr the tongtif", is not a constant

one* tlie author has. resumed the inquiry, and givcS) in the present

p^per, the results of numerous observations made with a particular
instrument constructed for the purpose, admitting of minute accu-

racy (each (hgree of the scale being divided into ten parts), and

Ay.ben used vvitli the precautions pointed out* affording satisfactory
indications in many problems which may be proposed relative to the

temperature of man, &c., and confines himself to a small number,;

offering the information he brings forward only as a preliibinary

qontribution in aid of their solution. it <,ii ^uqoyao-ioim yili 'io bin

.; The paper is divided into seven sectioii$^jrt> m h^y^nsiiiii .s^JfT^fnoh

, < The first treats of variations of temperature during the tWeflty-four
l^Qurs. The author finds from his observations, that the temperature
i« highest in the morning, on rising after sleep; that it continues

high, but fluctuating, till the evening ; and that it is lowest about

midnight, ranging on an average from 98'7 to 97'9. ;i modr, ^iiii/cil

,
The second, of variations during the different seasons* ^n'Rhfe'Se^jMSt

finds, bear some reUition to the temperature of the air, but less than:

nught be expected; which he attributes .to,the. m^owty of the
.ob-^.

servations having been made
within^(^flWi>WBidlaifJcj|?fiunistance!9iplo

culiarly favourable to uniformity. ,'
; r ,

> i • : 'xin
TJie third, of the influence of active exercise on the temperafctti'e^

The effect of this, when not carried to the length of exhausting, fft!4

tigue, he finds to be elevating ; and that the augmentation iSj wit|jij»;

a, certain limit, proportional to the degree of muscular exertion.;; nub
The fourtli, of passive, such as carriage exercise. The effeefcjfilS

this in a cool air, contrary :tp;thpt)Ot^(lJl^^i»'ftl^hin^g^e^,ii(j^ng>j^^pl*^A

appear to be lowering. .VV .if-n' nr 'fo jij^rf lijOor.S' odt ot diOOO^'
The fifth, of abstinence from all exercise in a cold atmosphere.

This he finds to be depressing in a still greater degree ; sitting in a
cold church has occasioned a reduction of temperature frojij loi'fei!'

2°, the air of the church being from 42° to 32°. it .f>-l[jv/

The sixth, of sustained attention or exertion of mind, Thisvvould

appear to have the effect of raising the temperature, but in a;Bauc.h

less degree than bodily exercisei .foi-jim silt irult t 'Kjilfm;

The seventh, of taking food. JtinfeukiM appear that a ligjbi|||oe^if

such as breakfast, alters very little the temperature, whilst ?^JlMBil^t

meal, such as dinner with wine, tends to lower it. »
! jdi

The conclusion drawn by the author from his observations} <!^*^
sidered in their greatest generality, is, that tho temperature of mart

is constantly fluctuating within a certain limit; regularly during
the twenty-four hours; and irregul^rl^rjIocpwikigiiteriMa^tppefftMfttt^
of certain disturbing circumstances^,mr'. u[t ni i> .//oKnf ?\

rf,i7.'(r!'^
io

Should multiplied observations givii similar f^sufe, he ihfer^ Ifilit

they will admit of many applications, both as regards the regulation

.oigya adi lo mAa adi lo saodi ui hiUi ,i»(a uili
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of clothing, the warming of apartments, and possibly the preven-
"'

tion and cure of diseases,—conducive alike to increase of comforts

and health.

Tables ai'e appended, containing a series of observations extend-

ing through eight months, in which not only the temperature of the '

body is noticed, but also the frequency of the pulse and of respira-

tion^ and the temperature of the air.
*' On Ozone." By C. F. Schoenbein, Professor of Chemistry at

Basle, in a letter to Michael Faraday, Esq., D.C.L., F.R.S. Com-
municated by Michael Faraday, Esq.
The author finds that the peculiar substance he has denominated

ozone, and which, reverting to the opinion he originally entertained,

he now believes to be a compound of oxygen and hydrogen, is ob-

tained readily and in great abundance by placing phosphorus in im-

mediate contact with water and atmospheric air at a temperature of

about 30° Cent., but that none is produced when water is absent.

Heat was found to effect the decomposition of ozone. He infers,

both from his own experiments and those of M. Marignac, that the

presence of nitrogen, instead of being essential to ihe formation of

ozone, as he formerly believed, does not in reality contribute in any
way to the production of that substance.

" On tlie Theory of Vision," in a letter to S. Hunter Christie, Esq.,
Sec. R.S. By William Ford Stevenson, Esq., F.R.S.

The author adduces two experiments, of placing before the eye an

object, the ends of which are marked, in a vertical position, as
"
clearly demonstrating that objects are not presented to the mind

as they are found upon the retina, but in the actual position in which

they are placed before the spectator."
" On the Compounds of Tin and Iodine." By Thomas H. Henry,

Esq. Communicated by Richard Phillips, Esq., F.R.S.
Different properties have been assigned by different authors (as

Sir Humphry Davy, Gay-Lussac, Boullay and Rammelsberg) to a .

combination of tin with iodine. With a view to explain these dis-

cordances, the author instituted the series of experiments detailed

in this paper, and which have led him to the conclusion that the

substance obtained by heating tin with twice its weight of iodine is

a mixture of two salts, differing from each other in their composition.
One of these is soluble in water to a slight extent without suffering

decomposition, while the other is immediately decomposed on coming
into contact with water; the former being the real proto-iodide de-

scribed by Boullay, and the latter being a biniodide, a salt of which
no particular description had hitherto been given, but which was

probably the compound noticed by Sir Humphry Davy as being of

a brilliant orange colour. The author found that this biniodide sub-

limes at a temperature of 356° F., while the proto-iodide, if protected
from the contact of air, may be heated to redness without subliming.
The author did not succeed in obtaining a combination of tin and
iodine corresponding to the sesquioxide, although Boullay supposes
that such was the composition of some yellow crystals which were
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formed by the mixture of solutions of proto-chloride of tin and of

iodide of potassium. A more detailed account of the properties of

the iodides of tin is reserved for a future communication. !*M:m

Supplement to a Paper "On the Nervous Ganglia of the Uteruii."

By Robert I^e,M.D.,F.R.S., Fellow of the Royal College of PhJ^i
sicians. '"'

The author is confirmed in his views regarding the arrangement
of the nervous filaments distributed to the uterus, as described in his

papers printed in the Philosopliical Transactions for la-il and 1842,

by his recent dissection of a gravid uterus at the full period, and
which he considers as demonstrative of the accuracy of all the state-

ments which are contained in those communications. •' '

,
,. , ,m\

LXIII. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles. ;

'

ON THE RED COLOUR OF LITHARGE. BY M. LEBLANC.

THE author remarks, that M. Fournet is of opinion that red li-

tharge contains more oxygen than yellow litharge, and that it

owes its colour to a certain proportion of minium ; and several spe-
cimens yielded him unquestionable traces of it. M. Thenard and
most other chemists attribute the colour of litharge to the same

cause,
The author, without denying that litharge slowly cooled may in

certain circumstances absorb oxygen and give rise to minium, and
which is stated to be a fact, is of opinion that another cause must be

assigned for the production of red litharge ; and his grounds for this

opinion are the following :
— 1st, the red litharge which he examined

yielded no oxygen by heat ; 2nd, the same litliarge, carefully exa-
mined by means of pure nitric acid, gave no binoxide of lead, whereas
a trace of minium, added to yellow litharge, without even modifying
its tint, was discoverable by this test ; 3rd, red litharge, heated to a

temperature at which it disengaged no oxygen, and quickly thrown
into water, became yellow. Experience shows that these variations

of structure and colour in litharge, dependent upon the temperature
at which it is produced, are not occasioned by changes of chemical

composition, but by isomeric or dimorphous modifications ; the difi-

ferences are also connected with the different densities of the speci-
mens.

The author concludes from his experiments, that oxygen may bs
dissolved by litharge in fusion, as it dissolves in silver, without form-

ing a superoxidized compound ; he is further of opinion that the dift.?'

ferences between specimens of litharge are those of structure, colour,

and density, without any variation in chemical composition ; and
these differences are produceable at pleasure in the dry way, accord-

ing to the circumstances of temperature and rapidity of cooling.—-
Journ. de Pharm. ei de Ch., Septembre 1845.

ANALYSIS OF THE SILICATE OF MANGANESE FROM ALGIERS.

BY M. EBELMEN.
This mineral is found in veins in the primary formation of th? en-

Phil. Mag. S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 181. Nov. 184-5. 2 11
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iVons of Algiers, and it accompanies an ore of manganese -which is

now worked. It consists of two distinct portions, one lamellated

in three directions and of a rose colour
; the other, on the surface

exposed to the air, is black and earthy, and about one-third of an
inch thick ; it is, however, easy to ascertain the junction of these

two substances; it is very evident that the black portion is the

rose-coloured mineral altered.

Red Mineral.—The density of this is 3'559 ; it scratches glass ; its

texture is sometimes laminated and sometimes granular ; it fuses

before the blowpipe, but not very readily ; it does not efFen'Csce

with acid ; boiling hydrochloric acid acts slowly and with difficulty

upon it, and deposits silica ; the solution was found to contain pro-
toxide of iron and of manganese, with lime and magnesia.

In order to analyse this substance, a portion of it was fused with

carbonate of soda ; the fused mass was treated with hydrochloric
acid, and the silica separated by the usual process ; this was entirely

dissolved, after being weighed, in solution of potash ; the iron and

manganese were precipitated together from the solution by means of

hydrosulphate of ammonia ; the sulphurets were dissolved in con-

centrated hydrochloric acid, to which was added a small quantity of

nitric acid to peroxidize the iron ; the peroxide of iron was then se-

parated from the oxide of manganese by succinate of ammonia.
The liquor from which the iron and manganese were separated

was saturated with an acid, boiled and filtered to separate the sul-

phur, then saturated with ammonia, and precipitated successively by
oxalate and phosphate of ammonia ; the lime was estimated in the

state of sulphate. The results of the ansJyses were as follows :
—

;,,.;,^
Silica ;.... 45-49 /. „

"r; Protoxide of manganese. 39-46'"^^°^?;
;Zn Protoxide of iron ., .,^.,. 6-42 ' ^"'^^

^IL Lime .?t*^^ 4-66.d„Io8flI
^lii Magnesia :'r.-^^?!^f^'?./ 2-60

flortifH^^-
' - '/;: ,.: ,

' ^ 9a 63

j/;i(^his rose-coloured substance is therefore bisilicate of manganese
-(rhodonite of Beudant), as indicated by its external characters. A
very considerable portion of protoxide of manganese is replaced by
isomorphous bases; the formula of this mineral is (Mn . Fe . Ca Mg .)

Black Substance on the Surface of the Silicate.—This substance is

friable ; heated in a tube it yields water. Hydrochloric acid attacks

it readily, with disengagement of chlorine, and leaves a rose -red re-

sidue.

To analyse this substance, it was acted upon by hydrochloric acid,

and the chlorine evolved was received in a very clear solution of sul-

phurous acid mixed with chloride of barium ; the boiling was dis-

continued soonafter the decoloration of the substance, and the com-

,plete expulsion of tlie chlorine.from the receiver, in order that the

red matter should be at; little acted upon as possible. The solution

of sulphurous acid boiled and filtered yielded sulphate of barytes.
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t^ie weight of which served to ealculabe the oxygen contained in the

najneral above the protoxide.
jjhThe liquor derived from treating the black mineral with hydro*
«hl6ric acid was filtered, then evaporated to dryness to separate some
flocculi of silica, and again filtered ; the manganese, iron and lime

were separated by the means already described ; no magnesia was

found. i.;,M,i,,^

..liThe tesidueiunattackedby the hydrochloric acid was calcined and

weighed, the gelatinous silica was then separated by liquid potasHt
tlie portion insoluble in the alkali consisted of small rose-coloureil

grains, which, examined by the glass, appeared to be perfectly simi'-

lar to the bisilicate from the centre of the specimen. In fact, by

acting upon this matter by carbonate of soda in the platina crucible,

there was separated by acid 0'48 of its weight of gelatinous silica, a

quantity very near that obtained by the analyses of the bisilicate. ;•)

To estimate the water of the black mineral, a portion of it was

heated in hydrogen, by employing a platina crucible with a tubulated

cover ; a greenish substance was obtained which was acted upon by
hydrochloric acid without evolving any chlorine. The loss of

weight of the mineral heated in the hydrogen consisted of,—1st, the

water ; 2nd, the oxygen above that which corresponded to protoxide,
which was known by the weight of the sulphate of barytes, so thatt

the difference of the loss in the current of hydrogen wou^d give the

water. baliod ^hioR vlb Aim hBiBiuiRB ssivf

, fhe results of theL^naLy^ea.jy^iBfotamB Afivr I)9?x5fntn» rrArfj .indq
uAi ai IWaXer. . ,'^'^f,Qaui Qiii.iJ&iaosams.'io. eiiidq- 10* 14 .j/slfixo—

: aw'Oxygen , .': .';'r.-L'-i!;^'3dlla sdluiai siX . .oj.i:si^j94 lu olai?

Protoxide of manganese. ......... •

a^^ko-
43'00

Peroxide of iron .

:^^.,^f^^^i^ ^^ bbUCJbW f^J^^^^ • V • •

:
•

Wol? ^n.^blitc53t)'iT i ^^
, 11, -J f Gelatmous sinca 2*40
Insoluble residue

| q-^^^^^^^ ^^^^ted upon 27-20

99-60

When it is considered that the rose-coloured silicate is acted upon
by boiling in hydrochloric acid, it will be admitted as probable, that

the small portion of gelatinous silica occurring in the analyses' is

derived from a portion of the bisilicate. Admitting this supposition,
and subtracting from the quantity of protoxide of manganese fottnd

that which corresponds to the gelatinous silica, and which is 2 -It),

the remainder, 40-90, contains a quantity of oxygen equal to that

occurring in the sulphurous acid. It may also be concluded that the

black substance is a mixture of hydrates of f)eroxide of man^tie^e
and iron, with a certain proportion of unaltered bisilicate. iiil'H

If also this composition be compared with that of the ro3^-co-

feured matter, it will be seen,— 1st, that the silica and the magnesia
have completely disappeared during decomposition, as well as the

greater part of the lime ; 2nd, that the protoxides of iron and of

manganese are converted into hydrates of peroxides, and occur in

the black substance in the same relation as in the unaltered mineral.

-^Ann. des Mines, tome vn.'-'-^"^ JjUi. Uolxoc! ijiyj^ iu<si!jn'[Ur< lo

2D2
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'8ol*r .TiiBlqait'niiciJib production Jcri'jjwAteHAi^tousijgusuiTtf'.
slamie bfiri iloidv/'io \i'y'BT"M.. EBELMlillfriHiB ,sJifiirp to vJemv aifi-K

When either of the two silicic asthers which I have'^d^fir^^ff^'
scribed* is exposed to the continued action of a moist atmosphere,
the liquid finally solidifies to a transparent mass. This prodiK^r

very delicate and fragile in the first days after its solidification, cod-

tracts more and more under the influence of the moist air still rt^-'

maining diaphanous. Two or three months are requisite in ope-

rating on 5 or 6 grms. of aether, for the substance to cease to lose iij

weight and for its molecular movement to terminate. The substance

prepared as above is hard, faintly scratches glass, and possesses

great cohesion ; its lustre, its fracture and transparency are per-

fectly comparable to the most beautiful rock crystal. Its density f^

1-77. It is a hydrate, which contains twice as much oxygen in the

silica as in the water, the formula ^jf'^^fc^ is consequently (SiO)'^

HO. v\C?.0Vsi\*\ :•

It is essential, in order that the product may not become fissured

during the contraction it experiences before attaining the definite

formula (SiO)'- HO, pot to allow the moist air to enter except by ai^

aperture of very small diameter. During the whole of the experi-

ment the flask containing the silicic aether exhales an alcoholic

odour, which persists a long time after the solidification, proving
that only a portion of the organic matter had separated from the

silica when the solidification took place. The contraction
proceedp^

the more slowly the less easily the moist air is renewed in the
appa-^

ratus, and this slowness appears indispensable to the success of the|

operation.
From the properties of the hydrate of silica, we may be allowed

to hope that it may be turned to advantage in the construction of

optical instruments. It is my intention to make some
experimentgi^

in this direction.—Comptes Jtendus, Aug. 25, 1845. m
-oiq bnj?

'

; yd ii

-9b0X#fiiTi^^.^PyiEl9;AL PRODUCTION
OF^HpROPH^^^

-m£ JbxIJ am baftaiisa elfBIS^^' ^^^LSf^^gT^^g \q^ ; anirienua ^im.

"TBy slightjr-mbcBfying the process for the prepafatjon :<)f;by<Jr^te
of silica, described in the preceding paper, there is obtained, in-

stead of a diaphanous product, an opake substance, which become^
entirely trajisparent when placed in water, in a word, true liydron

phane. It suffices for this purpose that the silicic aether employed
retain a little chloride of silicium, which happens when an excess

of alcohol has not been employed in the preparation of the sethert

On exposing this aether, still somewhat acid, to the action of moist

air, there is obtained a solid mass, which is at first transparent,

but ends by becoming opake after some weeks' exposure to the aii?|

The translucidity of this substance is so much the less the greater

the proportion of the chloride of silicium in the ajther. Some of the

fragments have the semi-trunspai-tney of opal. They all become

entitely .transpareiil ill.water. . ., ^..„i. .j

oldBjIijsrnai ei
^JS^C^^eg Pliil. Ma;;, vol. xxv. i^/sfe?^*^^ ^^-^^ sbbo riofia
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We'arfi' therefore able artificially to reproduce hydrophone, this

rare variety of quartz, and the curious property of which had struck

itt^neralogists. .,i,^ .
^

, ,
,

, .j^ .^^ j^;^ yjjA Very small proportion of foreign substances suffices m fact- to

modify the translucidity and the appearance of the hydrate of silicac

thus a small flask containing silicic aether having been closed by mjsr

tajce with a cork, which belonged to a bottle full of creosote, tQjBj

aether, on becoming coagulated under the action of moi^it air, yielded!
a slightly yellowish silica, and merely translucid like chalcedony

:

the product thus obtained was not hydrophanous.
•

,

I propose to continue and to vary these experiments, which appear
to me of great importance and of considerable interest.— Conwiei
Re7idus, iSept. 1.

, /, a

sdJ tit ti9§'{xo lioutii 8X3 001 , il// .ejBibvd b ei Jl .VT'I

^(Oi8) ^fi„3uf«»^^??:fli|^NTS
IN vnoxo.^J>j^^ .^^^ ni bb jsoilia

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal. .OH
ho-titefgj^^i]gtt^JfTniT ;, ,., .,<.K^o ni JjsiJnsaao ei ll

^'ifi'rom the many able papers which
occasiori^^''j^U^.^^'^a^

Journal on photography, by Sir J. Herschel, Messrs. l^ttof/Hmifc
and others, I am induced' to believe that any facts bearing on that

most interesting subject will be welcome. I therefore hasten tli'

communicate them for the information of your numerous readers. ''^*'

My attention has lately been directed to ascertain what other sttlii'

stances besides chlorine and bromine, separately and combined, pds-^
sessed the property of accelerating the action of light on a DagueV-
rean or iodized plate ; and after many trials, I found that the vapoiiS
of ammonia possesses this singular quality in a very remarkable ^^
gree. I first employed it with iodine alone, by simply iodizing a plate
to a full yellow colour, and then exposed it for a few seconds to the

vapour of ammonia in an exceedingly attenuated state by adding a few^

drops of strong ammonia to a little water, just sufficient to recognisS'
it by its odour ; thus prepared it was placed in the camera, and pro-
duced a perfect impression of a building in half a minute in mode-
rate sunshine ; and several other experiments satisfied me that am-
moniacal vapour has a very quickening action on. iodine alone. My
next step was to ascertain how it would operate with bromine ; exJv

pecting it would either destroy or accelerate its action, I was reite

joiced to find that it had the latter effect, and that plates prepared in

the usual manner, with iodine and simple bromine water, are ren-

dered infinitely more sensitive by exposing them a few seconds to

this vapour than they are without it. Having found that I could ob-

tain a perfect impression in sunshine instantaneously, and that five

or ten seconds only were sufficient in a moderate light, I indulge the

hope that, with its assistance, moving objects may therefore be

taken with facility. I should inform you that I have employed thia

substance in a variety of shapes, by exposing the plates to its influii

ence previous to placing them in the camera, or by allowing it to be?

evolved in it during the operation, or just before it is used, and in

each case have found it eq^ually efficacious. What is remarkable
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al90,t:k)|e ftpcelerating influence of the ammouia seems to be retained

in the camera for a considerable time, notwithstanding its volatility ;

in fact I have sometimes thought its presence in the operating room
alone had an accelerating influence, and am persuaded it will be

highly advantageous in a room where bromine or iodine is evolved,

•whose presence is known to suspend the action of light altogether;
this vapour, on the contrary, neutralizes them, and instead of retard^

ing the process, hastens it.

I have not had time to institute further experiments, which I think

the subject well worthy of. My object now is simply to direct the

attention of photographists and the scientific world to the facti and
I shall be much mistaken if this compound of hydrogen and nitrogeij

4oes not prove a valuable adjunct to the photographic art, ^ ^„^^ ^oq
I am, Gentlemen, . as ion m^

26 Tavistock Place, Tavistock S^—YjMir most obedient Servant,

October 20, 1845. iTAvaaaao JAOi W. H. Hetsvett.

P.S. I should add that my experiments were made with two me-
niscus lenses of

smaljk aperture
in front, and worked at the chemical,

not the visuali focus/with achromatic
glas^s. I have no doubt much

ipore §atis£^ory.J%suits-iaay. be obtained.]^
- . .-— •.>-

: aiaworiz rijiv/ teuoiaiaiod xt-jf .8 1 aOTSJziod : niei . ^

: Jafioiavo vbgnsCt .IS .idr". -uoisisioa .r

QJ%inripiV}l««mp«l» Of mines by MRA^B^,mj THE ELECTRIC

'.i3e;i,AMPV (Letter of M. De la Rive to M, Boussingault.)
Jriaii — . »

lU see, by the Compte Rendu des Stances de VAcademie, that you are

engaged in seeking means to employ the voltaic pile in lighting
mines. This subject has also occupied my attention for a long time.

I have made several attempts, which have not been all equally fortu-

nate ; but I have lately had more success, and am now engaged in

maturing a process which I think is both ceconomical and convenient.

The pile which I employ is formed of several concentric cylinders,
of copper ox platinum, separated from one another by porous cylin-

ders, so as to form four or five pairs in a series ; the positive metal

is a liquid amalgam of zinc, or stUl better, an amalgam of potassium ;

the liquid is a solution of sulphate of copper, in case the negative
metal is copper, and of chloride of platinum when it is platinum.
One of the chief difficulties is to maintain the light constant. In

this I have not yet perfectly succeeded ; but I have gained much by
employing small hollow thin cylinders of coke, analogous to those

employed in Bunsen's battery (except that their dimensions are

much less), and by arranging these cylinders as the wick of a lamp.
A ring or thick metallic disc, of the same diameter as the cyhnder
of coke, is arranged above the latter, so that the electric current

escapes between the two. Care must be taken that the current

pass from the coke cylinder, which is below, to the metallic con-

ductor, which is above, in order that the particles of carbon, trans-

ported from below up, fall by their own weight. The whole, that

is to say, the coke cylinder and the metaUic adjustments which

support it, as well as the ring or disc which serves as conductor, is
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jvkced in k ^all glass balloon hermetically closed. It is not ne-

cessary to make a vacuum in this, because the little oxygen which
it contains is very quickly absorbed by the incandescent coke ; but
care must be taken to intercept entirely all communication with the

external air. With regard to the battery, it is adjusted on the

outside of the balloon to two metallic stems, which communicate,
one with the coke cylinder, the other with the metallic conductor.
It can be changed or charged anew without altering anything in

the internal arrangement.

According to the strength of the battery, it is well to employ two

points or two cylinders of coke, rather than a single one to a
metallic conductor. The preparation of the coke is also A'ery im-

portant; I have made several experiments on this subject, but I

am not as yet completely satisfied.—Comptes rendus, Sept. 15th.

jg

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR SEPT. 1845.

Cliiswick.—September 1. Thick haze : fine. 2, .S. Overcast. 4. Dense dark
clouds : clear. 5. Cold and overcast. 6. Hazy : fine. 7. Cloudless and very
fine, 8. Foggy : clear and fine. 9. Foggy, clear. 10. Foggy: uniformly
overcast : slight rdin. 11. Overcast throughout. 12. Slight haze : clear. 13.

Thick fog: very fine. 14. Densely overcast : showery. 15. Hazy: very heavy
rain: clear at night. 16. Thickly overcast : heavy rain : boisterous at night.
17. Overcast: rain: boisterous throughout. 18. Very boisterous, with showers:
clear at night. 19. Boisterous. 20. Fine: rain at night. 21. Densely overcast :

rain. 22. Clear : partially overcast and fine. 23. Cloudy : frosty at night.
24. Clear and frosty : very fine, with bright sun: clear. 25. Densely overcast :

drizzly. 26. Slight haze : cloudless and fine. 27. Uniformly overcast : slight
drizzle : rain at night. 28. Cloudy throughout : clear. 29. Densely overcast :

rain. SO. Cloudy and fine.—Mean temperature of the month 4^° below the

average.
Boston.—Sept. 1

— 5. Cloudy. 6—9. Fine. 10, 11. Cloudy. 12. Fine.

13. Fo^y. 14. liain: rain early a.m. 15. Cloudy: rain, with thunder and

lightning P.M. 16. Fine : rain early a.m. 17. Rain : rain early a.m. 18. Cloudy.
19. Windy. 20. Fine. 21. Cloudy : rain early a.m. : rain p.m. 22. Cloudy:
rain early a.m. 23, 24. Fine. 25. Cloudy. 26. Fine. 27. Cloudy : rain a.m.

28. Cloudy. 29, .30. Fine.

Sandivick Manse, Orkjiey.
—

Sept. 1. Haze: clear. 2. Clear. 3, Cloudy*: clear.

4. Cloudy. 5. Clear. 6. Fog : cloudy. 7. Bright : cloudy. 8. Rain. 9.

Damp. 10. Fine: clear. 11. Bright: clear. 12. Cloudy. 13. Bright: cloudy.
J4. Damp: clear. 15. Cloudy: clear. 16. Bright: clear. 17. Bright: cloudy.
18. Rain : cloudy. 19. Bright : clear. 20. Bright : cloudy. 21,22. Showers:

cloudy. 23. Bright: cloudy. 24. Cloudy. 25. Rain : clear : aurora borealis.

26, 27. Showers. 28. Hail-showers : showers : sleet. 29. Showers. 30. Cloudy :

showers.

j4pplegarth Manse, Dumfries-shire.
—

Sept. 1— 4. Fine, though cloudy. 5. Fine,
but clear. 6. Fair, but cloudy. 7. Fair and clear : raw frost. 8. Fair, but

cloudy. 9. Rain all day. 10. Fair, but cloudy. 11. Fair and fine. 12. Very
fine. 13. Moist and cloudy. 14. Showers. 15. Hoar-frost : shower a.m. 16.

Fair, but cloudy. 17. Heavy rain. 18. Very heavy rain. 19,20. Rain p.m.

21. Fair and drying. 22,23. Very fine : hoar-frost. 24. Wet a.m. : cleared up.
25, 26. Fair and clear. 27, 28, Heavy rain. 29, 30. Showers p.m. ?i3

n ^, Mean temperature of the month
,|.,.^.^.,.j..,.y,,,y. ;§g.°"^, , osjSCf

ibidw ?.j!Tora3ai;iIiij xllcJdm orb brtc lalixiilYo a.Ioo arij ,y-B8 u3 ar
* This morning there was a fall oif ashes ovcr'all>iDrktiey'ii)iipiB%ntly Volcanic;

and supposed to be wafted from Iceland.
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LXIV. On the Comets isohich have been discovered since July
1844. By J. R. Hind, Esq.

To the Editors.qf the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

Gentlemen,

I
HAVE prepared, at the request of Mr. Bishop, a few re-

marks on the comets which have recently appeared, and
I forward them in the hope that they may be found useful to

those who desire information on the subject without possessing
the various astronomical publications in which it is generally
to be found.

I also avail myself of the present opportunity to inclose you
some results which I have lately obtained for early comets, by
means of the Chinese Astronomical Annals.

I have the honour to be, Gentlemen,
Your most obedient Servant,

J. R. Hind.

On the night of July 7, 1844, M. Mauvais discovered a

telescopic comet in the constellation Hercules: it was de-

tected at Berlin by M. d'Arrest on the 9th. During the

month of August this comet was easily observable ;
it pre-

sented a fine round nebulosity with a lucid point about the

centre, and was distinctly seen in the strong twilight. It was

followed by European astronomers until the second week in

September, when it became invisible from proximity to the

sun. Within ten days after perihelion passage (October 17),
Mr. Mann rediscovered it at the Royal Observatory, Cape of

Good Hope, with the assistance of an ephemeris calculated

by M. Nicolai, and forwarded to the colony by the Astrono-

mer Royal. From this time until March 10, Mr. Mann ob-

served it most indefatigably ; and he has furnished us with a

series of measures which will prove of the greatest value in

Phil. Mag. S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 182. Dec. 1845. 2 E
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1844. Oct. 17-33613.
Greenwich mean time.

180 24 9-6

31 39 6-4

48 36 21-7
9-9321180.

Motion retrograde.
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final researches on the elements. At the latter end of January,
Professor Encke with the Berlin refractor, Mr. Lassell at Li-

verpool, and many others again observed the comet. I caught

sight of it on February 2, when it was seen without much

difficulty in Mr. Bishop's eleven-foot refractor: the state of

the atmosphere near the horizon prevented our taking obser-

vations at an earlier date.

The parabolic elements of this comet have been computed
by many astronomers. M. Nicolai has based his calculations

on four normal positions, three before and one after the peri-
helion passage; his results are almost identical with my own,
obtained from three observations, July 8, November 2, and

February 8.

Nicolai.

Per. passage (T) 1844. Oct. 17'37544.
Berlin mean time.

Long, of perihelion (x) 180 23 55-2

Ascending node ... (^) 31 39 4-9

Inclination (i) 48 36 237
Log. least distance {q) 9-9321208.

Motion retrograde.

Our longitudes are referred to the mean equinox of 1845,

January 1, and the perihelion is reckoned in the manner most

usual among astronomers, viz. on the ecliptic to the node and
thence on the orbit. The elements require very small correct

tions, and these will be best applied when we are in possession
of the reduced Cape observations. M. Nicolai suggests that

the slight diflf'erences between his calculations and the normal

positions may arise from eccentricity in the orbit.

First or Periodical Comet of Tie Vico.

Before the last comet had disappeared in the sun's rays,

another was found by Father De Vico, at the Observatory of

the Collegio Romano at Rome. It was discovered on August
22 in the constellation Cetus. Mr. Mehrop of Hamburg, and

Mr. Hamilton Smith of America made independent discove-

ries of this comet. Astronomers very soon found that a pa-
rabola would not satisfy the observations, and M. Faye of

the Royal Observatory, Paris, calculated the elements by
Gauss's general method, from which it was evident that the

true path of the comet was elliptical, and that the period of

revolution could not l)e more than six years. The discovery
of another periodical comet so soon after astronomers had re-

cognised that of Faye, among the ^ew which revolve in less

than eight years, is as singular as it is important. I subjoin
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the ellipsis deduced by various computers for this interesting
comet.

'"'

Faye.
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curved towards the north. Mr. Maclear considered the ge-
neral outline "more sharp and clear than the great comet of
March 1843."

This comet was found by M. Colla at Parma on February 5,

and by Dr. Peters and Mr. Cooper at Naples on February 7.

I saw it with great difficulty on March 3, and Professor Challis

observed it until the 11th of that month with the great equa-
toreal at Cambridge. When I found the comet on March 3,
it was barely perceptible in a dark field, and was observable
with extreme difficulty. A faint oval nebulosity was all that

could be distinguished in the large refractor. At the Cape of

Good Hope, Mr. Mann observed the comet until the 12th of

March, and in addition to measures for position, he has fur-

nished us with some interesting observations on the angle of

position of the tail and anterior luminous matter. With re-

gard to the latter phaenomenon, we have the following remarks
in the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society for

May:—"On January 11, a faint ray of luminous matter,
about 1;^° in length, was seen to extend from the anterior por-
tion of the comet's head in a direction opposite to that of the

tail. The breadth of this ray near the head was about 2', in-

creasing slightly towards the extremity. Its borders were

comparatively well-defined, and the light gradually diminished
in intensity from that portion nearest the comet's head until it

became insensible. A dark space seemed to separate the

head of the comet and ray." It is further remarked, that on
the 27th of Januar}^, the northern borders of the tail and an-

terior ray appeared distinct and sharply defined, but the light
was fainter on the southern border of the tail, while the corre-

sponding border of the ray could no longer be traced. The
anterior ray extended about 5' from the head of the comet,
but the actual connexion of the two could not be traced. Mr.

Waterston, who observed at Bombay, first noticed this singular

appendage on the 16th of January, and traced it for 3°, the

edges being well-defined and parallel. On January 31 the

ray was still seen, but very indistinctly. A similar appearance
was noticed in the comet of 1824.

The Cape observations do not yet admit of complete reduc-

tion, the places of the comparison stars being generally unde-
termined. I have reduced Mr. Caldecott's observations and

compared them with an ephemeris computed from a set of pa-
rabolic elements which I obtained in March last. The final

positions, ephemeris, and comparison of observed and calcu-

lated places will be found in the Astronomische NachricJitcn
;

I shall merely transcribe the elements. ...,.j^
..,•,

jv.
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-0T> Old T>^^^^' I^ecember 13'68294'. Gfeenwich mean tim?.

ft ... 118 23 24 1 '^^^^^q-^^^^^^-

,c y-iBU'tds...... 45 36 3*riiUoU,M yd Lh

^rn«il') i08?9toiM iKifi ,};
'[Motion direct.

WHfert'Mt'.'M^ahlfi'^'bbservations are finally reduced, a more

complete investigation may be made, and perhaps we shall

then learn something respecting the nature of the conic sec-

tion described by the comet. From some sextant observa-

tions taken in Ceylon, and the positions furnished by later

observations in Europe, I found an elliptical orbit, as pub-
lished in the Astronomische Nachrichten of Prof. Schumacher,
and also in the Compfes Rendiis of the Royal Academy of

Sciences at Paris. The period in this ellipse was about forty-

eight years, but on receiving Mr. Caldecott's observations, it

became evident that the earlier observation employed was

jttiikch'in^ error, and that the probable orbit would be hyper-
-bolic. It is somewhat singular, that about the same time M.
Clausen, misled by an erroneous observation at Rome, found

an ellipse of thirty-three years' period for De Vico's second

comet; thus affording in a short time a double proof of the

necessity of extreme accuracy in cometary observations, and
likewise of the adxmntage arisingfrom the jpublication of the ori-

ginal measures, in cases where there is no check to be expected,

from corresponding observatioiis : by original measures may be

understood the mean differences in right ascension and decli-

nation of the comet and comparison star, which affords the

practical astronomer an important means of checking the de-

duced place of the comet, and likewise the accuracy of the

star's assumed position.

i,.u-^ui<^.'.uii)r Comet of di^Kwest.

On the 28th of December 1844-, M. d'Arrest perceived a

nebulosity in Cygnus, which proved to be a telescopic comet.

Cloudy weather prevented general observation until the second

week in January, when it was seen at most of the observato-

ries. About the middle of February the comet was within

20,000,000 miles from the earth : at this time it was distinctly
visible with the smallest optical aid

;
I saw it frequently with

a telescope one foot in length and about one inch aperture.
The exact determination of the elements was attended with

more than usual difficulty, from the comet being so nearly in

opposition. M. Sievers of Altona computed the orbit by
Gauss's general method, and obtained hyperbolic elements :
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nevertheless a parabola satisfies the observations very well.

The following are the later determinations of the orbit;jtr8Bw

Nicolai.

T Jan. 8-19615.
Mean time at Berlin.

v 9°1 19 57-2

ft ... 336 44 30-5

i 46 50 30-5

Log. q 9-9567518.
Motion direct.

!-,j.i
Gotze.

Jan. 8-193091.
Mean time at Berlin,

9°1 19 39-07
336 44 30-33

46 50 3008
9-9567392.

Hind.

Jan. 8-165484
Mean time at Greenwich.

9°1 20 22-1

336 44 12-9

46 50 39-0,

J.;,'NnnyVc. ,m

fjilj^iid

o{ u

nnHj

|Bfno3 B

to'i 6>IiI

All the longitudes are referred to the mean equinox^bf
1845-0. ' '^

The comet was observed generally until the middle of

March, but it was seen at Berlin with the great refractor until

the 30th of the same month. Its appearance was that of a

large bright nebula, not quite circular, with a bright nucleus'

situated eccentrically, though very slightly so. '.'-

A'i> .M
Second Comet of Tie Vico. /<! hnu

On the night of February 25, 1845, another comet was
found at Rome by De Vico, in the constellation Ursa Major.
When first observed in this country, it was brighter than the

last comet, of a circular form, with a very fine lucid spot or

condensation of the nebulous matter in the centre. We saw
it at this Observatory until April 1 7 ; at Cambridge it was ob-

served several days longer. The elements have been deduced

by many computers, but I shall only transcribe those which

depend on the widest extent of observation. M. Faye's ex-

cellent orbit was communicated to me by letter, the others are

extracted from Professor Schumacher's Astronomische Nach-
richten.

Faye.
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constellation Perseus. During the first half of the month it

was distinctly visible to the naked eye. The nucleus was very
bright, equal to a star of the third magnitude, and a tail 2° in

length was seen until moonlight interfered. On June 9, with
a low power on Mr. Bishop's refractor, the tail was evidently
bifid ; one well-defined branch extended to a distance of about

2^° from the nucleus, the other train was much shorter and

very ill-defined. The tail was far brighter on the preceding
than on the following side. In about a week from this time,
a coma formed round the nucleus, and the tail assumed a fan-

like form, somewhat diminishing in length. Prof. Santirii ob-
served the comet at Padua until the end of June, but it was
not generally seen after the 20th.

The most rigorous investigation on the elements of this

comet is one recently published by M. d'Arrest. From fifty-
two right ascensions and fifty-four declinations he deduced
seven normal positions between June 7 and 17. From these,

by the method of equations of condition with least squares,
M. d'Arrest computed the most probable parabolic elements,
and by a direct solution of the equations (a term depending
on a small variation in the eccentricity being introduced), he
found that the resulting elements were hyperbolic, with an ec-

centricity = I •0025942. It appears, however, that the result

of my calculations relating to the comet of 1596, undertaken
at the suggestion of Prof. Schumacher, induced M. d'Arrest

to ascertain how the observations would be represented by an

ellipse, with a period of 249 years; and he finds elements

agreeing in the most satisfactory manner with his normal

places. It is therefore extremely probable that the comet of

1596, observed by Tycho, is identical with the great comet of
June 1845.

M. d'Arrest's elliptical elements are as follows :
—

T 1845. June 571064. Mean time at Berlin.

O / //

^ 337 48 56-l}^^^"^q-^'^^^'^-
i 48 4158-7

»in-ie= (p= 81 50 22-3

Log. «= 1-598394.

Motion retrograde.

The details of my investigation on the comet of 1596 will

be found in the Astronomische Nachrichten. The tempestuous
state of the weather only permitted Tycho to observe the

comet on three days, but the observations were made at very
convenient intervals for the determination of the elements.

The copy of Tycho's observations, from which I calculated the
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comet's positions, was transcribed from the originals by Prof.'>

Schumacher: it differs in no material points from the published
details in the Cometography of M. Pingre.
Mr. Bishop's Observatory, Regent's Parkjli Jii Hlhii ioji H/:IfafejilBvig

j.
. November 3, 1845. 7- i^fj-i>i:A <,t

'

. >-iay/<in/) ,\ry6\

-~r~- \ni[ VJ,",lHaJP

L'XV. On the Elements of several Comets not "previously com-

puted. By S. R. Hind, ^sg'.

N the appendix to ihe Connaissance des Term fo^rJ84^,, M,
Edouard Biot has given a translation of several Chinese

catalogues of comets and extraordinary stars: these records

l}ave enabled me to calculate the elements of five comets whose
orbits were previously unknown. From the nature of Chines^
observations no great dependence can be placed on elements
deduced from them, nevertheless it is probable that the results

will be sufficiently near in the generality of cases, to show
whether the comets are identical with any that haye be^^n,©^}-
served and computed in after times. '

Prof. Schumach.er has pul)lished the elements of the comets,

in 568, 574< and 1385, in his Astronomische ISlachricJiten. The
orbits of the comets in 574 and 770 are extremely uncertain,
the others are, perhaps, tolerable approximations. I attempted
the elements of a comet in the year 12 B.C., but could arrive

at no satisfactory conclusions, owing to the vagueness of the

C^iinese description. ii li

In the present paper all dates are given in th^iJfflimi slyle,

Vjpless
otherwise mentioned.

I Second Comet of568.—In the third year of the period Thien-

ho, on day Ki-ouei of the seventh moon (September 3), an ex-

traordinary star was seen in the stellar division Fang (com-
mencing at 77 Scorpii) and in the division Sin (commencing at

0" Scorpii) : it became gratlually larger and moved towards the

east. At the end of September it entered the group of stars

surrounding a Ophiuchi and a Herculis; it passed by the star

on the right of Ho-ku (y Aquilae). On day Kouei-ouei (Sep-
tember 27) it passed over the Hou-koua («, /3, y, SDelphini),

entering the stellar division Tchi (commencing at « Pegasi) :

it passed over Li-koung (A, [u Pegasi). On day Jin-yn^ ninth

moon (October 16), the comet entered the stellar division

Koei (commencing at ^ Andromedae) and gradually diminished.
On day Jin-su (November 5) it arrived on the north of Leou

(determining star
/3 Arietis) about 1° and disappeared. It was

visible during sixty-nh)e days. M. Biot, in addition to the

above, has the following extract:—"June 28 (under Fei-ti of

Tchinp period Koiiung-ta^ second year, sixth moon, day Jin-
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tseu)^ a strange star was seen to the east of the constellation

Ti (commencing at « Librae)." But it is to be observed, that

in 568 there was no day Jiiir-tseu in \he sixth moon : the date

given by M* Biot falls in the fifth moon. The next day, Jin-

iseu, answered to August 27 in the seventh moon; and I am
strongly inclined to think that this is the date intended, for

the following reasons:— 1st. Ma-tuon-lin says the comet ob-

served on the day Ji?i-tseu was situated to the east of Ti (Li-

bra) ; and this position agrees very well with that which the

second comet of 568 would have occupied on that day, for on

September 3 it was in Scorpio, and moving in the order of

signs : it would therefore pass through Libra previous to Sep-
tember 3. 2nd. The Chinese state that the comet was seen

in all sixty-nine days, and that it disappeared on the day Jin-

su of the ninth moon, or on November 5 : this fixes the day
of its discovery on August 27, or on day Jifi-fseu of the seventh

moon, which is therefore very probably the date intended in

the extract given above.

The following is my parabolic orbit for this comet:—
Perihelion passage 568. August 28*27. Greenwich meantime. Julian style.

O I

Longitude of the perihelion on the orbit... 316 47"! o •
r c«q

: Longitude of ascending node 294 36/^q"»"0''
»* ^oo-

Inclination to the ecliptic j...:.'. iir\^\'\
^ ^

Perihelion distance ....;\:...'l?.^7,.?.\V..9,-.. ;

'

0-889 log. == 9-94.91.
'' Motion direct.

'

This comet made a near approach to the earth at the end
of September.

-^'-^ i'^
V"i' '^

T/ie Comet of 574- was discovereclWtti^ third year of the

period Kien-te, second moon, day Wou-ou (April 4) : it was
of a bluish colour and appeared to the south-east of the con-
stellation Auriga; it was about 3° in length, and moved

slowly to the east. On day Jin-tchin, fourth moon (May 8),

it entered into Wcn-tchang (5, o, <$>
Ursae Majoris). On day

Tifig-wei (May 2.'j) the comet entered the square of Pe-teou

(«, /3, y, 8 Urs£e Majoris) ;
it afterwards left it and became gra-

dually fainter. The comet was seen in all ninety-three days
(M. 13iot thinks we should read sixty-three days). From
these positions I have deduced the following elements, which
are very uncertain :

—
Perihelion passage 574. April 7"28; Gfeepwith mean time. Julian style.

Mov\ Longitude of
periheMpA-Wt^^.^ '^^'*^<^VKliSiUk of 574

.Longitude of ascending node ... 128 17/ ^^,!
°^ ° ^'^"

'"''':*'

-'

Inclfnatipn .! 46 2,\^
" '""

'£"
"L6g;[iei'meli<!)h distance 9-9836.

lit '.'A- V- \ 'iJunij r- Motion direct.

-•'Ma-tuon-lin hris some additional particulars relating to a
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comet in tiiis year (no doubt the same as the above). On day
Y-mao of fourth moon (May 31), it was on the confines of

Tse-kong (the tail of Draco) : it pointed to Ou-ti-tso (/SLeonis),
and moved slowly towards the south-east. The colour was a

pale red. On day Kia-tse, fifth moon (June 9), it stopped to

the north of C/mng-tai («,
x Ursre Majoris) and disappeared.

Comet of 770.—In the fifth year of the period Ta-lii fourth

moon, day Ki-ouei (May 26), a comet appeared in the con-
stellation Auriga: it had a luminous train 30° in length. On
day Ki-mao^ fifth moon (June 15), the comet was seen in the

north. On day Kouei-ouei (June 19) it moved towards the

east; it^approached the star in the middle oS. Pa-ko (8, ^, ^, A-,

i Aurigae and the small neighbouring stars of Camelopardalis).
On day Kouei-mao^ sixth moon (July 9), it was at 2° of San-

koung (stars in Asterion, under
>j Ursse Majoris). On the

25th of the same month it disappeared.

My rough parabolic elements are :
—

Perihelion passage 770. June Q'Q. Greenwich mean time. Julian style.

Longitude of perihelion 2lr;, . rTTn
LoniitudeufLscendingnode ... 89 / ^^'1"^"°'' °^ ^^O.

Inclination of the orbit 60

Ji.pg.4i8t;aqce in perihelion 9*7801
Motion retrograde.

These' elements very much resemble those computed by
Pingre for a comet in 1299, and, with the exception of the

perihelion distance, they bear considerable analogy to those of

the comet which passed the perihelion in December 1S18.

The Comet of 1385 was discovered in China by the astro-

nomers of the Ming dynasty, on October 23 (period Houng-
•wou, eighteenth year, ninth moon, day Wou-yn) : it was then

on the borders of Thai-wei (a constellation of stars in Leo and

Virgo, surrounding /3 Leonis) ;
it touched /3 Virginis, and left

Thai-iioei by what the Chinese termed the "great gate," i.e.

between /3 and
>j Virginis. On day Y-ijeou (October 30) it

entered the division Y (commencing at aCrateris): the tail

was about 10° long. On day Kcng-i/n of tenth moon (Nov. 4),

the comet touched the group Kiun-men (^ Hydrse, &c.) : the

tail swept Thien-miao (the stars in Pixis Nautica). From this

description I have deduced an orbit, which may perhaps serve

to recognise the comet if it should reappear.

Perihelion passage 1385. Oct. 16*26. Greenwich mean time. Julian style.

O II

Longitude of perihelion 101 47"! p • n^o-
Longitude of ascending node... 268 31 /^q"'"^''

^^ J-^^'^'

Inclination to ecliptic 52 15

Log. perihelion distance 9*8886
Motion retrograde.
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The Comet o/' 1433 was observed both in Europe and China.

In the eighth year of the period Siouen-tef eighth (intercalary)

moon, day Jin-tseii, a comet was seen near Thien-tsiang (6, /,

xBootis): the tail was about 10° in length. On day Ki-sse

(October 2) it entered Kouan-so (Corona BoreaUs) : it swept
the stars 8, jw,, i, \l/, ^ Bootis. On day Ki-mao (October 12) it

was seen again, entering the group of stars surrounding
a Ophiuchi and a Hercuhs (a Chinese constellation) : it swept
the star Tsin (xHerculis). The comet was seen twenty-four
days. The elements which I have computed from this de-

scription, though doubtless very uncertain, have a striking

similarity to those of a comet discovered by M. Montaigne in

1780 and calculated by Olbers. 1 place the two orbits Ijin

juxtaposition for the sake of easy comparison. i>'

'

' ^ Comet of U33. ^';*^^"/f
Second Comet of 1780,

Perihelion passage. Nov. 5*]9. Greenwich Dec. 1*85139. Paris miean
mean time. Julian style. time. New style.

L:"|:of&'*de??o}E-.--xofl433.
. -

f
«

«f
Inclination 77 or 76° 72 3 30

Log. perihelion distance 9-5166 or ^^^ 0-329. q= 0'51528.

Motion retrograde. Retrograde.

It is extremely desirable that we should extract as much as

possible from the aimals of the Chinese astronomers ;
in those

cases where the probable identity of comets seen at intervals

of many hundred years can be brought to light by the aid of

their records, we in some measure anticipate what would
otherwise be the work of centuries to come. It is true that

these bodies can now be observed with the greatest accuracy,
and that the researches of modern geometers furnish us with

ready means of ascertaining the period of revolution when the

observations can be implicitly depended upon; still the Chinese
records enable us to search for past returns of a comet, whose

periodicity is suspected, and thus render it possible to carry
back its history to a more remote period than any European
observations we possess. In addition to those comets already
computed by Burckhardt, Pingre and myself, M. Biot's ex-

cellent memoir exhibits the path of several others, perhaps in

sufficient detail to allow of rough approximations to their ele-

ments.
W...W,,,... ..,,..... .. ,. .^.w.^., ^.,: .-. .

-^.v.
... ^ ^.,

Mr. Bishop 8 Observatory, Regent s Park, J.Tv. JCIIND.

November 3, 1845.
daili-itiqlo ybuJij^iio.J

3bfii3oii3K JtttrJoM



i^)l[!lf)vObservatio?is on a paper by Prof. Faraday concerning
^jriMectric Conduction and the Nature of Matter. By Richard

lah^AW^^mi^sq..., ..^-».l>

1o aJiBq ins'iatiib <^o^Ric%ard TtmloTi Esql'"'^
«*

^^
bluow Jfi

^''' ^
'Sir,

'

""''^ Siii.f e.i (•J3v;)v/oir,4i!jj;jiv:.uu OS ioVL .09r,q«

TN February'-^'ltfs'i jfea^f k^>fMeV frStt"^i^re^^Bi^ kfedfafjr
was published by you, expressing an opinion that the im-

material centres of force of Boscovich * have a greater claim
to be regarded as true than the solid atoms of Newton

;
and

in which he represents his preference to result from the con-

templation of certain^cifs relating to electrical conduction and
insulation. In going over his arguments I have not arrived

at the same conclusion, owing to a difficulty in admitting an

assumption which I find mixed up with the facts. It will be
better to give Mr.Faraday's meaning in his own words: he says," The view of the atomic constitution of matter which I think

is most prevalent, is that which considers the atom as some-

thing material having a certain volume, upon which those

powers were impressed at the creation, which have given it,

from that time to the present, the capability of constituting,
when many atoms are congregated together into groups, the

different substances whose effects and propeities we observe.

These, though grouped and held together by their powers, do
not touch each other, but have intervening space, otherwise

pressure or cold could not make a body contract into a smaller

bulk, nor heat or tension make it larger; in liquids these

atoms or particles are free to move about one another, and
in vapours or gases they are also present, but removed very
much further apart, though still related to each other by
their powers If the view of the constitution of matter al-

ready referred to be assumed to be correct, and I may be
allowed to speak of the particles of matter and of the space
between them as two different things, then space must be
taken as the only continuous part, for the particles are con-

sidered as separated by space from each other." All this may
be accepted as descriptive of matter as it is regarded by the

theory of solidity ; and with this admission we proceed at once

to the main question, namely, to which of the two parts of a

body does its electrical conducting property belong ; does it

appertain to the centres of force themselves, or to the spaces
which envelope them ? I agree with Mr. Faraday that the

conducting property does not belong to space, because if it

did, it would follow that as all bodies indiscriminately are )t^
' ' >

[* See Priestley's "History ofVision," &c., and "Disquisitions on Matter

and Spirit," vol. i. p. 34, &c.—Ed.]
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plete with spaces, so all bodies, without exception, would be

conductors, however much their natures might otherwise

differ. This conclusion is manifestly inevitable, for to deny
it would be to impute different qualities to different parts of

space. Not so inevitable, however, is the next conclusion

which I have to notice : "Metal is a conductor; but," says
Mr. Faraday,

" how can this be except space be a conductor?
for it is the only continuous part of the metal ; space therefore

(holding the theory of solid atoms) must be a conductor, or

else the metals could not conduct." That gentleman there-

fore sees no alternative but in believing that " the reasoning
ends in a subversion of the theory (of solid atoms) alto-

ge^f:-" hn v^ vi'vjJOH^ To' -
V7/0 ,r"X^J:^r;. .„„,.. ,;,di ^r.

1 his second conclusion would be as unavoidable as the pre-

ceding one, provided we knew, as a fact, that absolute con-

tinuity is necessary to electrical conduction
; Mr. Faraday

has assumed this to be the case, but I am not aware that any-

thing has ever been observed in the nature of matter from
which it can be inferred. By the old maxim, that matter can-

not act where it is not^ absolute continuity is made necessary
to conduction

;
but this maxim is itself an assumption needing

the evidence of facts, and therefore it may not be adduced as

a proof of any other assumption.
The chief cause why I have thought it necessary thus to

attempt the vindication of the theory of atoms from a charge
of inconsistency, is because I think there is a way of looking
at that theory, by which the conducting and insulating pro-

perties of bodies appear more intelligible than on other doc-

trines ;
and this without involving any other assumption (be-

yond the mere existence of the atoms) than the hypothesis
that different sorts of atoms are naturally associated with wi-

equal quantities of electricity. The degree of probability

attaching to this hypothesis may be estimated by reflecting
that if we had to assume its untruthfulness, that is to

saj', that

all atoms, however unlike in their natures, had equal quan-
tities of electricity naturally combined with them, the assump-
tion might be deemed much more questionable. I will now

beg permission to give an outline of the view I have taken of
the theory of atoms, so far as it relates to electrical conduction
and insulation,;; and :%s it is; simple^ jt, ra^y3i)§idQ|j^iij».ia,Jfew
words. ...;.,..,„^j .,[/ ,-!,;,. ,.,^.,^;.

( >
,,.,.^rf? .,M.^!^^-^.' -hlHvr

In his "
Researches," Mr. Faraday has adduced an expe-

riment to prove that the quantity of electricity naturally
combined with matter is enormously great ;

after making every
allowance for the difficulty of a correct estimation, we may
safely infer the quantity to be great enough to apportion to
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each atom of matter sufficient electricity to envelope it. In

the second place, we know, by facts, that the force by which

electricity is attracted by matter is greater at shorter distances;
from whence it follows that the electricity around an atom of

matter will approach to it as near as possible, thus forming a

sphere of which the atom is the centre. Again, by the theory
of solidity, a mass of electrical matter, or electricity, may be

regarded as composed of electrical atoms, just as a mass of

ordinary matter contains ordinary atoms; and thus the sphere
of electricity which surrounds an ordinary atom will consist

of a number of electrical atoms arranged in concentric strata.

The number of electrical atoms belonging to a given ordinary
atom may be assumed to be such as to complete its external

spherical stratum, or, on the contrary, it may be such as to

leave that external spherical stratum more or less imperfect.

Now, in the former of these two cases, where the sphere of elec-

tricity has an unbroken surface, we have all the conditions ne-

cessary for electrical insulation ; and in the latter case, where
the surface of the sphere of electricity is broken, we have all

the conditions essential to electrical conduction. jf?

To explain this more fully we may begin with conductors.

Imagine a line of ordinary atoms, each of which naturally has

on the bounding surface of its mass of electricity ten electrical

atoms ;
and place the ends of this line in connexion with two

bodies oppositely electrified. Thereupon so many of the

electrical atoms of the plus charge as can find room will place
themselves in the broken electrical stratum of the first ordi-

nary atom of the conductor; because when there a certain

part of each electrical atom then in that stratum, in the ag-

gregate amounting to ten whole atoms, will be attracted by
the said ordinary atom. This manifestly is required by the

law of force, which is greater at the lesser distance
;
and be-

cause the aggregate of all the parts is at a less distance than

are any ten whole atoms in the same stratum. At the other

end of the conducting line the negative body will be appro-

priating to itself the ten superficial electrical atoms naturally

belonging to the most proximate ordinary atom of the con-

ductor ; because this atom, in its turn, can make an equal
demand upon the next in succession, that one on its neigh-
bour, and so onward continually to the plus end of the line,

•without at any time the attractiveforce being called upon to act

at an increased distance. The first ten plus atoms being thus

virtually discharged into the minus body, a second similar

number will then be transferred in like manner, and after that

a third, and thus the conducting action will be repeated as

many times as is requisite to convey the whole electrical
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charge of the plus body into that which was equally minus.

According to this explanation of electrical conduction, that

phsenomenon essentially depends on the facility possessed by
an ordinary atom to receive on the surface of its mass ofelec-

tricity a surplus of electrical atoms at an equal distance from
tjhe common centime, as are already some of its own.

In the case of insulators, we have ordinary atoms with per-
fect external spherical strata; a condition obviously incapable
of conducting electricity, because no surplus number of elec-

trical atoms, presented by a plus body, can possibly arrive so

near to the first ordinary atom of a line as are already its owfo
most distant electrical atoms. ,YV

It is not my intention. Sir, to enlarge here on this view of
matter and of electrical action, because to trace the branches
of the subject would exceed the limits that could be allowed
in your valuable periodical. I hope soon to lay before the

public my electrical opinions in a detailed form
; but, before

concluding my letter, I will just allude to what appears to me
to be an aptitude in the theory of atoms to meet the exi-

gences of electrical excitation and chemical affinity; which I

think may both be shown to proceed from one and the same

cause, the difference in result depending only upon unequal
susceptibilities to locomotion. To have the most simple case,

imagine two dissimilar ordinary atoms to be placed in con-

tiguity; the atoms, being dissimilar, have unequal quantities
of electricity around them, forming spheres of unequal radii.

On the surface of each electrical sphere let there be one elec-

trical atom, necessary to make up the complement of its

mass of electricity. It is manifest that, on the reciprocal ap-

proach of the electrical spheres, the two external electrical

atoms will place themselves between ihem, both in a line at

right angles to the common axis, and in this position one-half
of each external electrical atom be attracted towards each or-

dinary atom. If the ordinary atoms be now forcibly separated,
both of the external electrical atoms will attach themselves

to the sphere of least radius
; because the electrical attrac-

tion acts with the greater force at the lesser distance, and be-

cause also an atom is by its nature indivisible.

I am, Sir, yours, &c., nimmh
Richard LAMiNGi'oJ

Clichy-Ia-Garenne, near Paris, Oct. 4, 1845. v
"

iv.



LXVII. On the Transformation of Elliptic Functions. By
Arthur Cayley, Esq.^ M.A., F.C.P.S., Fellow ofTrinit])

College^ Cambridge^.

IN ^ former paper I gave a proof of Jacobi's theorem, which
I suggested would lead to the resolution of the very im-

portant problem of finding the relation between the complete
functions. This is in fact effected by the formulae there given,
but there is an apparent indeterminateness in them, the cause

of which it is necessary to explain, and which I shall now
show to be inherent in the problem. For the sake of sup-

plying an omission, for the detection of which I am indebted

to Mr. Bronwin, I will first recapitulate the steps of the de-

monstration.
'•

If— CO, -^wf be the complete functions corresponding to

(p A", then this fpnction is expressible in the form

^r=^n(i+;m CO +

Letp be any prime number, j«.,
v integers not, diyisib.le jj»^^

p, and

""

^
The function

j,

— <p (:y + 2
fl) <p{a;+ 4>Q) <p{x + 2 {p— })&)

'Pi^-f^' ^ ^Tf~"' f{2{p-l}Q)
is always reducible to the form

:cu(i + , /^ ,
,) - n /l+

^
\ .

\ m' co' 4- w' o7 I 1 1 j

y
m' + —uJ + n' + Y^/

rd

Or
(pj

X is an inverse function, the complete functions of

hich are —-
co',

-— v'
2 2

CO, u by the equations

which are —-
co',

-— u'. And where co', u' are connected with
2 2

co' = — (a CO + ^ y))

u' = («' CO + f' u).

mt'jH(

a, I, «', S' being any integers subject to the conditions that

a, ^' are odd and «', ^ even ; also

* Communicated by the Author.

t Aualogous to the K, K' i of M. Jacobi.
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^A\«i >

u,S' — va! i= I' p • '^^^'^ ^ -^ "^ *' HI 1 1( A

fxS
— V a = Ip,

/,' ^' being any integers whatever. In fact, to prove this, \^
hrtve only to consider the general form of a factor in tWe nu-
merator offpi.r. Omitting a constant factor, this jl<^''

}uWlo(|
- -- . 1 ,^it((ll:inijl

1
. ^>i^i-.biii \iu3ryiu.iL^ti& af a^adj ijjcl

^mco + nv + 2rU ^ ^^^* ^: *. V>

artdit^fs tci be shown that we can always satisfy the
equattfiiirf^

or the equations ttG^tmmmm

^ m + 2 r
[ji,

= m' a + n'
ot'j

'

pn + 2rv = in'S + n' §'
;

and also that to each set of values of »z, n, r, there is a unique
set of values of m', n', and vice versa. This is done in the

paper referred to. Moreover, with the suppositions just made
as to the numbers a, €' being odd and a', § even, it is obvious

that J7i' is odd or even, according as m is, and n' according as

n is, which shows that we can likewise satisfy11 11
m -\-

— CO + n + — V + 2r Q = m' + — co' + n' + — o'
;

and thus the denominator of
<pj

x is also reducible to the re-

quired form.
; ^ ^ _.

,^ j^

Now proceeding to the immediate object of this paper, a, €,

a', §', and consequently «>', o' are to a certain extent indeter-

minate. Let A, B, A', B' be a particular set of values of «,

^, a', &, and O, P the corresponding values of w', y'. We
have evidently A, B' odd and A', B even. Also

AB'-A'B=p,
/x B'

- V A' = Vp,
j«.
B — V A = hpf

O = — (A CO + B o),
P

U = — (A'w + B'o).

By eliminating w, y from these equations and the former

system, it is easy to obtain '"' '^

w' = a O + & U,
y' = a' O + 6' U,

Phil, Map. S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 182. Dec. 1845. 2 F
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where ,r/,,K)ff.,"| ^,tf.fj

a = l.{uB'- SA'), b= _±(«B-gA),

p p
^ '

The coefficients «, i, «', 6' are integers, as is obvious from
the equation ju, (a B' — § A') = jo (L' «

— / A'), and the others

analogous to it ; moreover, «, V are odd and a\ h are even,
and

a i' - a' ^ = 4- (
A B' - A' B) (a g' - «' g) ;

i.e. aV — cdh = \.

Hence the theorem,—" The general values aj', o' of the

complete functions are linearly connected with the particular
system of values O, U by the equations, w' = « O -f 6 U,
y' = a' O + i' U, in which a, V are odd integers and «', h

even ones, satisfying the condition ah' — a' b ^= 1."

With this relation between O, U and w', u', it is easy to

show that the function
(p^
x is precisely the same, whether O,

U or w', y' be taken for the complete functions. In fact, sta-

ting the proposition relatively to (p.r, we have,—" The inverse

function ^ x is not altered by the change of w, y into c«', y',

where co' = a a> + ^ y, y' = «' «> + S' u, and «, &, «', S' satisfy the

conditions that a, §' are odd, «', § even, and aS' — a' § = I."

This is immediately shown by writing
m CO + n V = m' oo' -{- 7i' v',

ox m = Tu' a + w'a',

n = m' S -{• n' S'.

It is obvious that to each set of values of m, n there is a unique
set of values of m', n\ and vice versa: also that odd or even

values of w, m' or n, w' always correspond to each. It is, in

fact, the preceding reasoning applied to the case ofp = 1.

Hence finally the theorem,—" The only conditions for de-

termining w', v' are the equations

oo' = — (a w + S v). v' = — («'«; + & u).

where a, §' are odd and a', § even, and

u^' — u' ^ =: p^ |U<
§' — V «' = yPj ju,

§ — V a = Ip,

I and V arbitrary integers: and it is absolutely indifferent

what system of values is adopted (or J, y', the value ot (pyX
is precisely the same."

We derive from the above the somewhat singular conclu-

sion, that the complete functions are not absolutely deterrai-
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nate functions of the modulus; notwithstanding that they are

given by the apparently
determinate conditions^ _

_i_

'
n;

~ ''

I /*" dx

-f

In fact definite integrals are in many cases really indeter-

minate, and acquire different values according as we consider

the variable to pass through real values, or through imaginary
ones. Where the limits are real, it is tacitly supposed that

'tthe variable passes through a succession of real values, and
: thus CO, u may be considered as completely determined by
these equations, but only in consequence of this tacit suppo-
sition. If c and e are imaginary, there is absolutely no system
of values to be selected lor w, u in preference to any other

system. The only remaining difficulty is to show from the

integral itself, independently of the theory of elliptic functions,
that such integrals contain an indeterminateness of two arbi-

> trary integers ; and this difficulty is equally great in the sim-

plest cases. Why, d p7iori, do the functionSii v <v ifoiVjuiji

.
, r dx

,

"' pdh -" "f "

contain a single indeterminate integer ?

Ohs. I am of course aware, that in treating of the proper-

ties of such products as 11 I 1 + J, it is absolutely^ \ mw \- 7iv/

necessary to pay attention to the relations between the infi-

nite limiting values of w and w, and that this introduces cer-
'

tain exponential factors, to which no allusion has been made.
But these factors always disappear from the quotient of two
such products, and to have made mention of them would only
have been embarrassing the demonstration without necessity.

LXVIII. On the Diunial Cha?iges of the Aqueous Portion of
the Atmosphere^ and their Effects on the Barometer. By
Thomas Hopkins, Esf.*»^

— ^ 5^-— 'c

T is admitted by meteorologists, that the various quantities
of aqueous vapour which exist in the atmosphere during

the different hours of the day, contribute to the production of

• Communicated by the Author ; having been read at the Manchester

Literary and Pliilosophical Society, October 7, 1845.
' '*" ^*- "

2 F 2
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the variiible atmospheric pressure, and the semi-diurnal fluc-

tuations of the barometer. The vapour is, at a certain hour
in the morning, at its minimum quantity, from which it in-

creases during the day up to its maximum
; after that it de-

cHnes, and its variable pressure is exerted on the mercury of
the barometer, and affects the height of the coUimn. This
takes place in a less or greater degree in all latitudes, though
to the greatest extent near the equator.
The quantity of vapour existing in the atmosphere in each

hour of the day is ascertained from the dew-point, or point of

condensation; it having been found that each particular

quantity of vapour diffused through the air has its separate

dew-point. The dew-point is therefore taken as the measure
of the quantity of aqueous matter existing in the atmosphere,
and of the vapour pressure, at every period of time. This

pressure, thus ascertained, being deducted from the whole at-

mospheric pressure, furnishes the amount of the gaseous'

pressure, as given in our Meteorological Registers and Tables.

But, is the dew-point a correct measure of the quantity of

aqueous matter that passes into and remains in the atmosphere
during the different times of the day ? On the answer to this

question it depends whether the hourly vapour and gaseous
pressures on the barometer are, or are not, correctly given in

our registers. If the dew-point be a true measure, then the

pressure arising from aqueous matter may be taken to be such
as is stated in those registers, and so far all the reasonings

respecting the causes of the diurnal fluctuations of the baro-

meter may be correct ; but if the dew-point is a fallacious

measure of that pressure, then the alleged facts may be un-^

founded, and the conclusions drawn from them erroneou'si^^^;
There is reason to believe that in certain parts of the world,

and for considerable periods of time, the dew-point may be a

correct indicator of the pressure of aqueous matter, but in

other parts it may not ; and in order that we may trace this

difference, in different times and places, we will inquire what
are the relative quantities of vapour that hourly pass into the

atmosphere, in some of those parts from which we have been
furnished with accounts, and endeavour to learn whether
those quantities are such as to accord with the dew-points.

Kaemtz, a German meteorologist, in his Course of Me-

teorology, has furnished tables of the hourly vapour pressure
in different places, deduced, in the usual way, from the dew-

point, and among them of that which is found to be the mean
of the year at Appenrade, in Denmark, from seven in the

morning to eleven in the evening. At seven, the pressure, in

French measure, is 8 millimetres '119, from which it increases
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until one in the afternoon, when it reaches 9*511. From this

time it diminishes, and at 11 p.m. is only 7*863. .,^ , ,

The same writer has given the vapour pressure on ;|[he

coasts of the Baltic, at Trapstow near the Rya, for the months,

of July and August. It appears that in those parts the mini-,

mum pressure for July is 10"05 at two o'clock in the morning,
and the maximum is ll'il at two o'clock in the afternoon.

For August, the minimum is 11-18 at three o'clock in the

morning ; and there are two risings, the first until ten o'clock,

when it is at 12*05 : from this time it falls till two, and then,

suddenly rises until three o'clock, from which time it falls for

the rest of the day. From these statements we find that there

is, on the coasts of the Baltic, particularly in August, in the

middle of the day, a material departurp^from a single ris^, and
a single fall in the vapour pressure. ^'.V/g.q^.nofiijv .jdj 'tp bpr;

There are also tables for Zurich^ and otnei* places m its

neighbourhood. At Zurich, in the month of June, the mini-

mum pressure is 10*56 at 4 a.m., from which hour it rises

until 8 A.M. After this it falls a little, and irregularly fluc-

tuates until 8 P.M., when it reaches 11*34-, having fluctuated

greatly during twe|y^et ho^i;i^ t;^rnelxr.,fr,9nx.§,4fM? ^^^^t^\f9^and ranged 0-78.
,^.,, yhrjod edt \^AVdi\u thiipasf) ji i\me.i>i\^

In September, at the same place, the mmlmum viras at
5 A.M., and there were two risings, with an intervening fall..

The first rise was up to twelve o'clock,—four hours later than
the first in June; and the advance above the minimum was

1'73, making a greater range than that of June by 0*95.

Here, too, the disturbance in the middle of the day is very

palpable. These parts of the world are at comparatively low

levels,
—the first named being near the sea, and the last (at

Zurich) an inland situation, which, though considerably above
the sea, is not on a mountain.
When these observations were made at Zurich in the month

of June, others were made on the adjoining mountain, called

the Righi, 1402 metres above the Lake of Zurich. On the

Righi, the minimum pressure was at 5 a.m., an hour later

than that on the plain, being then 6*27, from which it rose

until noon, and reached 7*54, making a range of 1*27. From
this hour the pressure declined until five the next morning.
On the Faulhorn, a mountain in the same locality, but

higher than the Righi by 870 metres, observations were made
in September, at the same time as others were made at Zu-
rich ; and on the mountain the minimum pressure was 3*40,
and occurred at 6 a.m., an hour later than at Zurich. From
this time it rose until three in the afternoon, when it reachedj
5*07, making the range in the day so much

a!^,,]^'$,7i.'(|^j|s|
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thus shown that the range of vapour pressure was greatest,
not where the temperature was the most raised, and where

evaporation must have been the greatest, but in the latest and
coolest month, and on the highest mountain ! And in Sep-
tember the pressure increased to the latest period of the day,
not near the surface, the source of evaporation, but on the

high mountain. These irregularities show that some cause

was in operation, which determined the vapour that had been

produced by evaporation from the surface of the earth in the

warm and comparatively dry month of June to continue in-

creasing at the low level up to eight in the evening, but to ac-

cumulate only to a moderate extent, whilst on the mountain
it accumulated to a much greater extent, but not later than

until noon. In the cooler month of September, however, the

vapour accumulated to about an equal extent, and about the

same times, on the low level and on the high mountain, pre-

senting a great difference between the action of the vapour in

June and in September. The absolute pressure of the va-

pour, it will be recollected, is greater in the lower than in the

higher strata ; but the increase of that pressure is greater in

the higher part in the dry and warm month of June, while it

is only equal in the moist and cool month of September,

showing that it was not merely expansion and diffusion of the

vapour produced by evaporation that were in operation, but

that some other cause was at work, which made the vapour
accumulate on the mountain more than on the plain in June»
but not in September;'-'J'^/^>J"''''"'J.''''^J \^> jugi^v/ yiij .to jw|

In high latitudes thfe'^^i^ *(!)? 'thS' Vi;j:5tttif i^"tfiei6fig't'1ft

winter, and the most in summer. In Halle, in Prussian

Saxony, for instance, it is 4*509 in January, and in July
11*626, almost three times the amount; and the same kind of

difference between winter and summer is found in other

northern parts. Generally it may be said to be the least in

winter and in cold climates, and the most in summer and in

warm climates.

When the dew-point, contiguous to the surface of the

earth, is the nearest to the temperature, which is, say, at four

or five in the morning, both the temperature and the dew-

point are the lowest. From this time the temperature rises

more than the dew-point, until the former reaches the highest

point for the day. There is consequently in the lower part

of the atmosphere an increasing difference occurring between

the temperature and the dew-point up to the time of the high-
est temperature. But this does not take place in the same

degree in the higher strata, as in them the dew-point pro-

gressively approximates to the temperature, until at some
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iieight the two become the same. In the forenoon, therefore,

the lower air has its temperature removed progressively fur-

ther from the dew-point, but when it ascends, it approaches
the dew-point of the higher strata, until at last, at some

height, condensation takes place and cloud is formed. When
this occurs, the vapour that is in the air below the cloud,

being partially relieved from incumbent vapour pressure,
ascends more freely from the lower to the higher regions,
where the cloud is forming. Thus it is the rise of tempera-
ture near the surface that increases evaporation and raises the

dew-point, and the vapour produced by this evaporation ex-

pands and forces its way upwards by its own laws of expan-
sion and diffusion. But in ascending it cools by expansion
1° for, say, every 500 yards, whilst it has to pass through the

gaseous atmosphere, a medium which is made colder by its

own law of cooling, 5° for every 500 yards of elevation ;

therefore, as the vapour ascends, it must at some height reach

a temperature low enough to condense a part of it and form

cloud. On the formation of the cloud taking place, a part of

the vapour that is in the atmosphere is converted into globules
of liquid (water), and the pressure of this condensed vapour
on that immediately below it nearly ceases: for these globules
of water, unlike the vapour from which they have been

formed, do not rest upon or float in the vapour atmosphere
alone, but also on \.\\q, gaseous portion ofthe atmosphere, which,
from its superior quantity and density, will sustain the greater

part of the weight of this floating water. The lower vapour,
relieved from a portion of that which previously pressed on it,

expands upwards more rapidly, and ascends sometimes so

Ireely as to prevent such an accumulation as shall further

raise the dew-point, although evaporation continues active

below. Indeed the pressure from above may be so far re-

moved by cloud formation, and the ascent of the vapour be

rendered so free and rapid as to lower the dew-point, as took

place both at Zurich and on the coast of the Baltic. The

processes which have been here described may be traced by
attending at the same time to the dew-point and the heights
of the ordinary and the wet-bulb thermometers. These are

exhibited in the Plymouth registers and diagrams, presented
to the British Association by Mr. S. Harris.

By reference to these, it may be seen that at Plymouth the

difference between the dry and wet-bulb thermometers is, at

five in the morning, say about 1° of Fahrenheit. This dif-

ference increases until one in the afternoon, when it is, say,

4°; evaporation must therefore have gone on with increasing

activity during this time ; and at three o'clock, that is two

hours after the time of highest temperature, the diff*erence
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between the two thermometers is <^reater than it was at elevenc

o'clock, two hours before the highest temperature ! Evapo-
ration must therefore have been more energetic, and must
have continued to throw into the atmosphere more vapour
from eleven to three than it had done four hours earlier !

Now, if increase of vapour pressure always accompanied in-^

crease of vapour, the increase of pressure at Plymouth must
have continued up to three o'clock ! If however we look at

the curve or line of the dew-point, which represents vapour
pressure in the diagram, we find that it did not rise after

eleven o'clock, but continued stationary from that hour until

4' P.M. ! It is therefore apparent, that at Plymouth the quan-
tity of vapour which by evaporation passed into the atmo-

sphere in the middle of the day, to add to the general atmo-

spheric pressure, in some form, was not indicated by the dew-

point. And analogy authorises us to infer, that in other parts
of the world, the state of the dew-point during the same

portion of the day does not express the quantity of vapour
that has passed into the atmosphere, and which must have
added to its general pressure on the barometer.

In the Toronto registers, reported to the British Associa-
tion at York in 1844 by Col. Sabine*, the state of the wet-bulb
thermometer is not given. But we may assume that if it had
been given, it would have shown the same features as those
we have in the Plymouth registers and diagrams. In this

report it is, however, stated that Mr. Caldecott has trans-

mitted to England five years of hourly observations with the

wet and dry-bulb thermometers at Trevandrum, near Cape
Comorin, where a large quantity of vapour generally exists

in the atmosphere. It appears from these accounts that the
minimum and maximum pressures of the atmospheric vapour
are there found to occur within three hours of each other,—
the minimum coinciding with the coldest hour, 6 a.m., and
the maximum occurring so early as at nine in the forenoon !

Now, it is very desirable that it should be ascertained whether

evaporation did or did not go on freely from the wet-bulb
thermometer from six in the morning, not only until nine in

the morning, but until two in the afternoon, the time of the

highest temperature. Although the dew-point ceased to rise

at nine, it is to be presumed, reasoning from analogy, that,

energetic evaporation continued through the middle of thaj

day, and it probably was (as at Plymouth) more active be-

tween nine and two in the day, than it had been in any part
of the time between six and nine in the morning. And the

vapour which was thus produced at Trevandrum between
* This report was inserted jp the February Number of this Journal for'

the present year.—Ed,
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nine hnd two, or still later in the day, may have ascendjed and'

formed cloud, which cloud must have added to the general

vj'eight of the atmosphere. Had we accounts of the state of
the wet and dry-bulb thermometers, and of the dew-points at

different heights, there is little room to doubt that we might
trace the ascent of the vapour at Trevandrum until we found
it collected and floating in the atmosphere as a cloud, and in

that form adding to the general weight of the atmosphere.
Colonel Sabine saj's that the maximum of vapour pressure

occurring at Trevandrum at 9 a.m. may be a consequence
of the sea-breeze blowing at that time. 1 have however
shown that the daily sea-breeze is itself produced by the di-

urnal cloud formation ;
the sea-breeze is only another effect

arising from the same cause. The sea-breeze blows towards
the part, because the atmosphere has there been made lighter
than in adjoining parts by the heating power of condensing
vapour. The wind too that comes from the sea, particularly
in the fine season, when the diurnal disturbance of the baro-

meter is the greatest, comes more fully loaded with vapour
after nine o'clock than was the air over the land before that

time, and ought to increase the vapour pressure after that

hour, instead of stopping the increase. If ail the vapour
that arose had to come from the same land surface of the

locality, it might be supposed that evaporation could not con-
tinue to supply an adequate quantity to raise the dew-point
after nine; but when the sea-breeze sets in, a current of air

comes from an extensive sea surface, and brings with it the

vapour which had been evaporated from that surface, not only
up to nine o'clock, but until ten, twelve, or two o'clock, '0r'

still later ; the tendency of the sea-breeze is therefore not 't6'

reduce, but to increase the supply of vapour. It may also be

remarked, that whilst the maximum of vapour pressure is

said to occur at Trevandrum at nine o'clock, the sea-breeze
does not set in at Bombay until about eleven or half-past eleven.

Supposing both these places affected alike by the sea-breeze,
the cause of the stoppage of increase of vapour pressure,
whatever that cause may be, must have been in operation two
hours before the sea-breeze commenced blowing. odi

Formation of cloud is a cause sufficiently powerful in its

operation to prevent the dew-point rising at Trevandrum after

9 A.M., as the vapour produced after that hour may be equal
only to that which is consumed in cloud formation ; and we
are authorised to conclude that it is to that formation we are
to attribute the stoppage of the dew-point at Plymouth at

eleven, and at Trevandrum at nine o'clock, instead of having
it rising with the temperature during the hottest portion ©f
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the day in both places. And in the more northern or drier

climates, if we do not always trace the same stoppage, it is to be
attributed to the absence of daily cloud formation. In a very
dry and cold climate there is not in the course of the day suf-

ficient water evaporated to produce a daily thick cloud, and
therefore small vapour pressure goes on increasing with the

temperature up to the hottest period. Under these circum-

stances, the vapour pressure, when exhibited in a diagram,
forms a regular curve, having one rise and one fall in the

twenty-four hours ; but where much vapour exists, and much
more is produced daily, the dew-point does not at all times

indicate the pressure which results from evaporation, because
the rise of the dew-point is stopped at certain periods, not by
a cessation of the production of vapour, but through its as-

cent in the atmosphere and conversion into a floating cloud.

Boiling water in the open air does not rise above 212°, yet
heat continues to pass into it from the fire that is under the

water. The reason that the temperature of the water does
not rise higher is, that as much heat passes from the water

into the air as from the fire into the water. In like manneff|
evaporation of water may continue to throw vapour into the

air without the quantity in the air increasing, because con-

densation may convert vapour into water as fast as evapora-
tion furnishes it. But neither the fire nor the vapour is an-

nihilated,
—the fire passes into the atmosphere and the vapour

becomes cloud, and we may trace both of them in their new
state of existence, and mark the effects they produce.

Taking the period of a year, in all places the average daily
march of the temperature shows a single rise from about six

in the morning till one or two in the day ; and evaporation,
as shown by the wet-bulb thermometer, increases with the rise

of temperature. If the whole weight of the vapour thus pro-
duced were to be registered and exhibited in the form of a

curve, that curve would be the same in form as the curve of

temperature, having one rise and one fall. But in the actual

curve or line of the dew-point there is frequently found to be

a fall where there should be a rise. At Zurich and near the

Baltic the departure from the regular curve is considerable ;

in Plymouth the line is level from eleven to four; and in

Trevandrum, if a curve were formed, the line would cease to

rise at nine o'clock, five hours liefore the hottest period 1 At
Trevandrum the minimum and maximum of the dew-point
occurred within three hours, whilst on the Faulhorn they
were nine hours asunder ;

at Zurich, in June, they were six-

teen hours asunder; and in other parts similar anomalies

occur. These irregularities may be accounted for on the sup-
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position that condensation of vapour produces them, because

that process is very irregular in its action ; but if this suppo-
sition is admitted to be true, it will follow that the dew-point
is not a correct measure of the daily addition that is made to

the weight of the atmosphere in the middle of the day by the

vapour that has been thrown into it, and therefore it does not

present the means of ascertaining the separate gaseous pres-
sure. For the same operation that keeps down the dew-point
in the middle of the day, creates cloud that floats in and rests

upon the whole mass of the atmosphere; and the gaseous

portion of that atmosphere must then press on the surface of

the earth, not only with its own weight, but with the addi-

tional weight of nearly the whole of the cloud that is then

floating in it. And if the curve of gaseous pressure, as com-

monly given, does not show a rise resulting from this addi-

tional pressure, it is because the whole atmosphere is at the

same time made lighter by the heat which has been liberated

by condeuvsation of vapour.

LXIX. Account of a remarkable difference het*ween the Rays
ofIncandescent Lime a?id those emitted by an Electric Spark,

By John W. Draper, M.D., Professor of Chemistry in the

University oj^ New York*".

^OME years ago M. Becquerel discovered that the rays of^ an electric spark, if they were transmitted through a

screen of glass, could not excite the phosphorescence of sul-

phuret of lime.

To make this experiment, wash a metallic plate over with

gum-water. Dust upon it, from a fine sieve, a quantity of

Canton's phosphorus (oyster-shells calcined with sulphur), and
allow the plate to dry. An uniform surface is thus obtained,
suitable for these purposes. Place before that surface a piece
of glass and a piece of polished quartz, and discharge a Ley-
den phial a few inches off, so that the rays of its spark may
fall on the plate. It will be found that under the quartz the

phosphorus will shine as much as on the spaces that have not
been covered ; but under the glass it will remain almost en-

tirely dark.

Last winter I observed the curious fact, that when this ex-

periment is made with a piece of lime incandescing on a
stream of oxygen, directed through the flame of a spirit-lamp,
the glass, so far from being unable to transmit the rays, ap-

pears to be as transparent, to ; itKeajt as .^qus^rU
or atmospherio

air. -r'Hq ('MJfo ((i hiiP. ••t'th il>j

•ilfi 4io iit^iidjlCommunieated by the Author. , .)^
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•i; A screen of glass is opake to the phosphoric rays of an
electric spark, bttfeisrquile tai^i^^aeeqtto those of incandescent

It might be supposed that the very brief duration of an
electric spark has something to do with the phaenomenon; but
the voltaic arc passing between charcoal points gives the

same results. I caused its rays to impinge on a plate fon

thirty seconds, and observed the obstructing effect of glass ij^j

a very satisfactory manner. That a certain portion of the rays
does pass through, may be shown by continuing the light for

a few minutes, when the phosphorus will begin to shine und^i
the glass.

I came to the conclusion, also, that the transient duration
of the light had nothing to do with the phaenomenon, because
the lime light occasions phosphorescence in glass in the space
of a single second ; but in that time the rays from a voltaic

arc could not traverse a piece of glass so as to produce a sen-

sible effect, the phosphorus beneath it appearing quite dark ;

and yet this light is incomparably brighter than the lime

light. I ,j'>jj:

'

-rn

The blue light which is emitted when a platina wire, in

connexion with one pole of the voltaic battery, is brought
down upon some mercury in connexion with the other, and
the green light which is obtained when two copper wires are

the medium of discharge, appear to produce the same effect

as charcoal points.
It is therefore neither the colour nor the duration of the

light that determines this result. It seems to depend on a,

peculiarity of the electric discharge. j
;

Some time ago I determined the refrangibility of the rays
of an electric spark which excite phosphorescence in sulphuret
of lime; they are found at the violet extremity of the spec-
trum. I have made attempts to ascertain the position of the

active rays of incandescent lime. They cannot pass through
the blue solution of ammonio-sulphate of copper ;

but through
the red solution of sulphocyanide of iron, and also a strong
solution of bichromate of potash, they pass; in the latter case

almost as copiously as through atmospheric air.

The phosphoric rays of an electric spark are in the violet

space, but those of incandescent lime are at the other extre-

mity of the spectrum.
An Argand lamp, when made to burn very brightly, emits

phosphoric rays which traverse glass. As has been proved

long ago, the sun rays possess the same property.

Thus, therefore, the rays of incandescent lime, of an oil

lamp, and of the sun, can excite phosphorescence through
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p;lass; and differ from those of an electric spark, or galvanic

discharge, in which that peculiarity is deficient. '-J

I have also remarked some curious cases of spectral api^

pearances,
—

they are analogous to those instances to which I

first drew public attention in 1840, and which, at a later dat^^
M. Moser brought before the British Association. They are

interesting, as affording an ocular proof of "
secondary radia-

tion." The following experiments may serve as illustrations:—
Place a key, or any other opake object, before a sensitive

phosphorescent surface, and having made that surface glow
intensely, by a galvanic discharge, between charcoal points,
continued for two or three minutes, on removing the key an

image of it will of course be seen. This image in a short time

will disappear. Then shut the plate in a dark place, where
no light can have access to it in the daytime. If in a day or

two the surface be carefully inspected, in the dark, no trace

of anything v/ill be visible upon it
;
but if it be laid on a piece

of warm iron, a spectral image of the key is suddenly evolved.

It is still more curious, that a number of these latent images
may co-exist on the same surface. Provide a phosphorescent
surface, on which the latent image of a key, impressed a day
or two before by the galvanic discharge, is known to exist.

Take some other object, as a metal ring, and setting it before

the surface, discharge at a short distance a Leyden jar. The

phosphorus shines all over, save on those portions shaded by
the ring; it exhibits therefore an image of" that body. This

image soon fades away, and totally disappears. Set the plate
now upon a piece of warm iron ; it soon begins to glow, and
the image of the ring is first reproduced ; and as it declines

away, the spectral form of the key gradually unfolds itself,

and after a time it totally vanishes. ^
A series of spectral images may thus exist together on a

phosphorescent surface, and after remaining there latent for

a length of time, they will come forth in their proper ordfir

on raising the temperature of the surface.
'

'^i^'

Tlife idea that phosphorescence is merely the light of eleo^^

trie discharge from particle to particle seems to me wholly JiJi'

compatible with such results. idR

LXX. On the Evaluation of the Sums of Neutral and Periodic'

Series. By J. R. Young, Professor of Mathematics in

Belfast College.
^ ^;:;;;;^^

'

ibidw'ay^Sbd^rfq
[Continued from p. 366.]

*
*

,

^j^-^f

IVf ETHODS for the evaluation of what have improperly
^^^ been called neutral series—those series namely which
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'iftnit the convergent cases of the general forms considered
above—were proposed by Leibnitz and Daniel Bernoulli:
these methods have been the subject of a good deal of contro-

versy, which, as they are really true, would, no doubt, have
been spared if they had been based upon firm mathematical

principles. The considerations offered in the preceding part
of this paper will conduct to a very easy and satisfactory proof
of Bernoulli's rule.

Let the terms of the limiting series in question be repre-
sented by /j, ^25 i^3>

&c. These are such, that if we take the
first term, the sum of the first two, the sum of the first three,
and so on, we shall find that, after a certain term, the former
sums will recur ; so that the several results always return in

a certain definite cycle or period. Suppose this period of re-

sults to be

oj /"^nt'- Sj, 5.2, .% Smi i'grnJT.iaea to

t^ithout stipulating anything as to the order in which 'these

m values succeed one another: let the sum o[ 7i terms of the
series be represented by S„, and put ^foc. hu J:-J

S« = 5i, .
f

.,,1/
^/t "t* ^w+I + ^«+2 — S.

3>

^« I" tfi + i + tn + 2 T .... /n + TO— 1
— ^w«

Now whichever of the individual results, in the entire period
of results, 5^ or

55, &c. be considered to represent, it is plain
that n may be chosen so as to render each of these equations
untrue; but notwithstanding this, it is equally plain that the
sum of them all will be perfectly accurate, whatever be 71

;

that is,

' . »0«-^ f^+l -1
——

t« +2+ ••• =—— -,
riM\ -•/>•

^^ ^ ^ m '

a result which shows that whatever value we give to w, the
left-hand member of this equation is a constant quantity. But
if the series we are now discussing be the limiting case of a

general converging series proceeding according to the ascend-

ing powers of X, then, as already shown in the preceding part
of this paper, when n is infinite, 4 + 1, 4+^5 &c. are each zero.

Consequently

q _^ »t 4-% -f ^ -f . . . Sm

which is Bernoulli's rule.
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;,.y.
This rule cannot, as usually supposed, apply lo series that

lire strictly neutral ; that is, not connected with more general
forms by the principle of continuity ; nor can it apply even

where such connexion exists, unless, in virtue of that con-

nexion, the terms tn+n ^n+25 &c. become zero. It cannot

apply therefore to the series

cos w — cos 2 a; + cos Sx— cos 4*0; + &c.

when it passes into iiiri g'iiiijoima io

1 _ 1 + 1 _ 1 + 1 _ &c.,
"" '^ '-- ^

^iibr to

'^'^'a + ^cos^ — ccos2^ + acosSx + 5cos4^— ccos5;j7 + &c.y

in which c = a + 6, when it passes into

a + b — c + a + b — c+ &c. ;

and this consideration alone is sufficient to show the fallacy
of asserting the general value of the first of these series to

be 4.
'*'"'''

Let us now examine the series ''fiy* -H ? jIj .r.

— + A cos d + A^ cos 2 fl + A^ cos 3 9 + ... A" cos n $,

so intimately connected with Fourier's integral, and which
has already been the subject of consideration in Mr. Moon's

paper before adverted to. This series, as there shown, or
much more simply, by common division, arises from the de-

velopment of the fraction ; ,v v/ov^^

IV' 1 — A" ,=j1ii?3i3o

2(1 — 2Acos6 + A^)
' * •

^i> VJ:rn r iMfJ

so that, taking account of the remai?ider of the ^ivisibrii'tfte

general equivalent of the series is this fraction minus

cos(n + pe-Acoswg
"^

1 - 2 A cos 9 + A^
• • • • L^-J

Now confining our attention to the continuous values of A, it

is obvious, upon the principles laid down in the former part
of this paper, that in the extreme ease of A = 1 and « = 00 ,

the fraction [2.] vanishes; and [1.] alone correctly represents
the sum of the series in the limiting case.

;
It may be proper to remark here that [1.] is affirmed to

be the true value of the series in the case of A = 1, solely in

consequence of that case coming under the control of the ge-
neral law of continuity which governs all the cases furnished

by the continuous variation of A, cos S being fixed. It is not
allowable simultaneously with this continuous variation to in-

troduce considerations connected with the variation of cos I?:
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for the quantities themselves, and all their changes, are essen-

tially independent of one another. Each value of cosfi, as A
passes through its changes, gives rise to a distinct series of

cases; and we are not to assume the law of continuity in pass-

ing from one of these distinct series to another, through the
variation of cos 9: if we wish to consider the continuous re-

sults of this latter variation, A must be regarded as fixed.

I make these observations in case it might be imagined that

there was anything anomalous in the circumstance that [1.]

gives for the limiting value of the series in every case of
cos 9, except the single case of

cqS/(3|=^1j^ ^yhen the value is

.

u,, 2(i--A)^~.2(i.-^A)T:,;^,^?^"*:".^~.4fi^Hf
It thus, I think, appears that Mr. De Morgan is not ifif'

error, as Mr. Moon supposes, in affirming [1.] to be thfe'*

limit of the proposed series when A = I. The real error, sd^

frequently committed in analysis, consists in confounding"' '^'

—
H- cos 9 + cos 2 3 + cos 3 9 + &c. ad infinitum

-

,<i

with the limit of

— + A cos 6 + A?cos 2 9 + A^ cos 3 9 4- &c. ad infinitum^

and calling [1.], when A = 1, the sum of the former; an^i
this belongs to the same class of errors as those discussed vck^

the preceding part of this communication. 1 reserve a nior^)
detailed examination of the influence of them for a future ocj-^
casion. • jj

Poisson, in the 12th volume of the Journal de VEcole Poly^jfi

teclmique, a source which I have not as yet been able to consultif j

has, I believe, entered upon an examination of the series whichfj
form the subject of the present paper ; and I think he connects

{

the extreme case of each with the continuous series of cases

as I have here done. But, from all that I can collect respect-

ing his memoir, he falls into the errors here noticed, and
which it has been my principal purpose to point out and correct, .1

by showing the essential distinction between an isolated series

and a series connected to a chain of others by the bond of|(»

continuity. The symbol
—

prevents the condition implied in'*'

this connexion from being obliterated in the extreme case ;

and I think that this symbol, together with the symbol V— 1*..*

employed for an analogous purpose in my former paper, in ,

the August Number of this Journal, might, with propriety, be.'

called symbols of continuity. By disregarding the influence^
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of these, in extreme cases, we disconnect those cases from the

others, remove from them a condition which they must other-

wise have obeyed, and regard them as isolated and indepen-
dent. For example, the isolated case of the general series dis-

cussed above, which arises from putting A= 1, is

h cos 5 + cos 2 5 + cos 3 5 + ... cos n 9,

of which tlie correct sum is the expression [2.] above, for[l.]

vanishes^ that is, the sum is

cos (» + 1)9
— cos n d

^

2'( f— cos d)
'

and it is the error committed in confounding this isolated and

independent case with that which is really the limit of the ge-
neral series, and therefore under the control of the law of con-

tinuity :
— it is this error (and errors such as this) that has led

to the additional error of supposing sin oo = and cos co = 0,

since it was found that the sums of the two series, supposed to

be identical, would really differ in the case of « = co
,
unless

the sine and cosine of an infinite arc v/ere made equal to zero.

In some instances cos oo is assumed to be 1 instead of 0,

an assumption which, like that just noticed, seems to be ne-

cessary in order to prevent contradiction in the results of cer-

tain definite integrations ;
which integrations however will be

found to involve the same error as that noticed above in re-

ference to series ; the error, namely, of bringing an isolated

expression under the dominion of an arbitrary law, and then

reasoning upon it in reference to that law. Although, as stated

above, it is not my present intention to consider at any length
the influence of this error upon the existing theory of definite

integrals, yet it may be proper to adduce an example of it.

It is easily proved that

/•* a /*°° 1

/ e-''''cosxd.r = 5, / e~"'^sinjrr7.r =-——5,

from which it certainly follows, though the inference is denied

by Mr. Moon, that in the limit, when a = 0, the true values

of these integrals are and 1. Yet it is not true, as Poisson

and his followers affirm, that, in virtue of this, .fia^i

/ cos X dx ss 0, / smx dx =^ \i

inasmuch as these and the limits of the foregoing general
forms are very different things. I ventured a conjecture above,
that Poisson countenances this important error in his memoirs
on series and definite integrals in the Journal of the Polytech-

Phil. Mag. S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 182. Dec. 184.5. 2 G
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nic School. I am confirmed in this conjecture from the man-
ner in which that clistinf;uished analyst treats cases of the kind

here discussed in his Theorie de la Ckalenr'. thus, in reference

to the isolated case of the general series above, when A = 1,

he says,
" Elle est de I'espece des series periodiques qui ne

sont ni convergentes ni divergentes, inais qu'on pent nean-

moins employer en les conslderant comnie les limites de series

convergentes, c'est-a-dire en muitipliant leurs termes par les

puissances ascendantes d'une quantite infiniment peu differ-

ente de I'unite."— Theorie de la Chaleur, p. 119. And again,
"
L'integrale d'une quantite periodique qui s'etend a I'infini,

doit toujours etre consideree comir.e la limite d'une autre in-

tegral dont les elemens decroissent a mesure que la variable

augiDcnte, et sont nuls quand la variable est infinie; observa-

tion semblable a celle que nous avons deja fait relativement

aux series infinies de quantites periodiques."
—

Ib.^ p. 207.

And this is the erroneous principle to which the mistakes ani-

madverted upon in Mr. Moon's paper are all to be traced,

and which will be found to affect the accuracy of many other

received results in the doctrine of series and of definite inte-

grals.
It may perhaps seem that the principle here deprecated, and

which consists in i)ringing an isolated and independent case

under the control of a law which governs a continuous series

of cases, with the view of effecting a particular purpose,
— it

may perhaps seem that this principle is virtually sanctioned by

myself at p. 363 of the present paper, where 1 give to the in-

finite exponent in the expression for S the peculiar form k. oo '

—to the exclusion of other forms for infinity that may appear
to be equally admissible— merely, it may seem, to effect a par-
ticular purpose. But it is not so. Any form for the exponent
in question, other than that I have given to it, would be erro-

neous; as I shall show in a subsequent number of this Jour-

nal, if I be indulged with a brief space for that purpose.

JhXXI. Oil the Application of Voltaic Ignition to Lighting
Mines. % W. R. Grove, Esq.y M.A., F.R.S., Professor

of Experimental Philosophy in the London Institution.

To Richard Phillips, Esq., F.R.S., ^c.

Dear Sir,

IN
the Comptes Rendus of the Paris Academy of Sciences

for the 1st and 15th of September last, are conmiunications

by M. Boussingault and M. De la Rive, on the employment
of the voltaic disruptive discharge for the illumination of mines.
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-{\|fc Bpussingault is inclined to believe that some of the acci-

hul^htsin mines have ocduretl from draughts or currents of in-

T&immable gas, and not from the carelessness of the workmen
<liu the use of the safety-lamp, to which they are generally at-

itributed ; he considers that the voltaic arc, being independent
lof atmospheric air or other supporter of combustion, in the

'^'frsual sense of the word, might be rendered practically avail-

able. M. De la Rive states that he has been occupied with

the subject, and pix)poses a cylinder of close-textured charcoal,

similar to that of Bunsen, with a metallic ring or plate above

it} the carbon being renderecl the positive terminal of a vol-

taic pile, the particles transferred from it to the disc fall down

again by their own gravity, and a tolerably constant light is

obtained
; the vessel containing the electrodes is hermetically

sealed, and the oxygen being soon exhausted by the ignited

charcoal, the ignition proceeds in the residual nitrogen. M.
De la Rive appears, however, to have met with but partial

successy ^ud ^ays thenei are still many difficulties to contend
With"*^.'-. 'M i., . .: . V.I,

M iFour or five years ago, soon after publishing the nitric acid

batter}', ] was naturally struck by the facility and constancy
with which the voltaic arc could be obtained by that combi-

nation, as compared with any previous one, and made several

attempts to reduce it to a practical form for the purposes of

illumination, but my success was very limited. By attending
to certain precautions, which I will not stop to describe, I

could occasionally keep up a steady voltaic light in attenuated

nitrogen for four or five hours, but it was never sure ; from
some unseen imperfection in the charcoal, or other cause, it

would become suddenly extinct; the glass also in which it

was ignited became gradual!}' dimmed by a deposition of con-

densed carbon vapour; it was costly, from the number of series,

and consequently of equivalents of zinc and acid consumed ;

too bulk^' for portable purposes, and from the intensity of the

heat, unless the recipient was very large, the collar of lea-

thers and joints, into which the wires were sealed or cemented,
were destroyed ; and when ground plates were employed,
the grease was liquefied. M. De la Rive does not state his

method of hermetically sealing the vessel he employs; this I

found one of the most difficult parts of the process. Not

being able satisfactorily to overcome these difficulties, I aban-

doned it for the time, and made some experiments on another

method of voltaic illumination, which appeared to nie more
• A translation of jVI. Deki Rive's paper will be found at p. 406 of the

present volurap.-^Ee, ,
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applicable to lighting miiies';' their publication "vt'a^ postponed,
and I had nearly forgotteii jKeta.

'

iiHtJ'F
'rfefhinded by tWe'

papers above-mentioned. -''Miu ,
.ii.. -ji

'^'l substituted the voltaic ignition 'ofsi 'platina wire for the

disi'uptive discharge. Any one who'ha^ seen the common
lecture- table experiment of igniting a platina wire by the vol-

taic current nearly to the point of fusion, will have no doubt
of the brilliancy of the light emitted ; although inferior to that

of the voltaic arc, yet it is too intense for the naked eye to

support, and amply sufficient for the miner to work by. My
plan was then to ignite a coil of platinum wire as near to the

point of fusion as was practicable, in a closed vessel of atmo-

spheric air, or other gas, and the following was one of the

apparatus which I used for this purpose, and by the light of

which I have experimented and read for hours :
—A coil of

platinum wire is attached to two copper wires, the lower parts
of which, or those most distant from the platinum, are well-

varnished; these are fixed erect in a glass ol" distilled water,

and anotlier cylindrical glass closed at the upper end is in-

verted over them, so that its open month rests on the bottom

of the former glass ; the projecting ends of the copper wires

are connected with a voltaic battery (two or three pairs of the

nitric acid combination), and the ignited wire now gives a

steady light, which continues without any alteration or incon-

venience as long as the battery continues constant, the length
of time being of course dependent upon the quantity of the

electrolyte in the battery cells. Instead of making the wires

pass through water, they may be fixed to metallic caps well-

luted to the necks of a glass globe.
The spirals of the helix should be as nearly approximated

as possible, as each aids by its heat that of its neighbour, or

rather diminishes the cooling effect of the gaseous atmosphere ;

the wire should not be too fine, as it would not then become

fully ignited ;
nor too large, as it would not offer sufficient re-

sistance, and would consume too rapidly the battery consti-

tuents ;
for the same reason, i. e. increased resistance, it

should be as long as the battery is capable of igniting to a full

incandescence.

The helix form offers the aidvantages, that the cooling effect

being lessened, a much longer wire can be ignited by the same

battery: by this increased length of wire, the battery fuel is

oeconomised, while a greater light is afforded ; by the increased

heat, the resistance is still further increased, and the con-

sumption still further din)inished, so that, contrary to the

usual result, the increment of consumption decreases with the
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exaltation of etFect protlucecl. The very necessity of inclosing
the coil in a glass recipient also augnients the heat, the light,
and the resistance; if I remember rightly, Mr. Faraday first

proposed inclosing wire in a tube for the purpose of being
able to ignite a longer portion of it. Lastly, only two or three

cells are required (one indeed might be sometimes sufficient^
and the whole apparatus thus becomes portable and oecono-

uiical. The light is perfectly constant, subject to no fluctua-

tion or interruption, and the heat is not so excessive as to

destroy the apparatus. ^, j, „ i , ;
-*. ^i i , :

As the effect of different gases on radiant neat is an ifp-

portant element in the practical application of the above,''!
had commenced some experiments on this subject, and tlie

following I find in my note-book as the effect of four differ-

ent gases. A voltameter was interposed in the circuit in or-

der to furnish a better test of the amount of ignition than the

eye, as, according to the position of Davy, that a wire bei

comes a worse conductor in proportion to its increase of tem-

perature, the amount of gas in the voltameter should be, as

indeed in these experiments it turned out to be, in inverse

proportion to the degree of ignition. As a further test, the

increased volume of the gas by expansion was noted, though
the apparatus was not constru<fted for showing ibis increase

with delicate accuracy. V.,/^,f+; „ . ^, ,';+.,- 't
•
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I had intended to have carried these experiments furtner

with other gases*, and also with condensed and rarefied air,

but was interrupted ;
and as it may be some time before I may

be able to renew them, I think I cannot do better than sub-

mit these experiments, with your permission, to the readers

,^
*'I have some doubt whether the different gases do not exercise a spe-

cific action on the ignited wire, somewhat in the nature of catalysis ;
it' a

wire be brought by the voltaic current to a white heat in atmospheric air,

and a vessel of hydrogen inverted over it, .^|ji^..]igljijt jj^jis ^j^d(i^ly^.e^^n-

guished as the flame of a candle would be. -»l i' ' .ihiofiu)v.''U v>
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of Ihb Philosophical Magazine, while the
"riiretitldtt'bf.gfcp

eritiflc men is directed to this subj^dttiAdtUial pi-ddfe' t*AW'

alone test their efficacy.
' '-'' ' • • ul; / >

I remain, d^ar Sir, yours truly,
"^

W. R. Grovi^P

LXXII. Repli/ to Sir David Brewster's " Observations oil tfik^

Discovery of the CompositiOii djf W^h/^H;'*,'jBt/ A British

Quarterly Reviewer. <!.!.,,, i

<
'

Jo Richard Taylor, Esq.

Sir,

^TTILL you allow us space enough in your excellent Jour-
^^ nal to reply to a strongly-worded complaint by Sir

David Brewster, which appeared in your Number for Sep-
tember last, against a passage concerning himself in the British

Quarterly Review for August 1845? The passage offensive

to Sir David is quoted below. It occurs in a brief discussion

of the relative merits of Watt and Cavendish as discoverers of

the composition of water, in an article on "Lord Brougham's
Lives of Men of Letters and Science who flourished in the

reign of George in." ^ 4
" Sir David Brewster afterwards tobk 'up the subject (Edin*'^

burgh Review, No. 142), and endeavoured to mediate between
the contending parties, but to little purpose. For he chose

to consider it a question of national honour, involving the rival

claims of Cavendish the Englishman and Watt the Scotch-

man; and whilst he was willing to divide the merit between^

them, assigned to his countryman the lion's share." - UiiB

Sir David declares, in reference to the paragraph we haV«P

quoted, that it contains "very unfounded and unjust asser-*

tions;" that our object was to injure his character and wound
his feelings ; that it manifestly was " the reviewer's desire to

infuse into his statements a bitter personality;" and he further

speaks of our having occasioned him " the annoyance of re-

butting the calumnies of the British Quarterly reviewer."

The special charges which Sii' David Brewster brings

agairist us we shall allude to immediately. In reference to

the general one, of our remarks having been pervaded by an

animus against him, we beg to assure Sir David that we had

not, in the passage he complains of, the remotest intention of

injuring his character or wounding his feelings: that we were

actuated by no animosity tosVards him, and were guiltless of

the slightest desire to vex or annoy him by aspersion, calumny,
or insinuation. Sir David Brewster we know only as the
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most dislinguislied original observer in natural philosophy
which Great Britain possesses; and he is a philosopher whom
we delight to honour. As such we freely subjected his opi-
nions to criticism, as in similar circumstances we should feel

ourselves at liberty to do again ; but we shall have little diffi-

culty in satisfying Sir David himself, that in so doing, we did

not in the least overstep the bounds which are conceded to

impartial reviewers.

The special charges brought against us are,
—

1st. That we declare Sir David Brewster to have been ac-

tuated by unworthy motives in deciding between the claims of
Watt and Cavendish as discoverers of the composition of

water.

2ndly. That we represent him as having preferred Watt
where in truth he preferred Cavendish.

The first charge is contained in the following statement :

" The assertions of the British Quarterly reviewer are equally
offensive with the language which conveys them. He charges
me, by name, with having decided a great scientific question,

interesting to the whole civilized world, ymn motives of na-

tional feelings
— with sacrificing by a temporising verdict Ca-

vendish the Englishynan to V/att the Scotchman^ - -and, under the

pretence o^ dividing the merit, with assigning to my countryman
the lion's share,'' The italics are Sir David Brewster's. In

reply, we must be allowed to say, that we brought no such

charges against Sir David as he accuses us of having made.
Our statement was to the effect, that his attempt to mediate

between the partisans of Watt and Cavendish was to a great
extent unsuccessful, because he made a national—a Scotch-

and-English question, of the dispute as to the discovery of the

composition of water ; whilst he assigned the chief merit to his

countryman Watt. That he made a national question of it,

Sir David Brewster will not deny. Here are his own words.

We quote from his article on Watt, in the Edinburgh Review,
No. 142, p. 496 :

—" We cannot conclude this part of our

subject without adverting to the discussion of it which ema-
nated from the chair of the British Association at Birming-
ham. We regret that such a meeting should have become the

arena of a controversy involving feelings so deeply personal, as

•well as national." The italics are our own. Here Sir David
Brewster surely declares that he considers the question a "na-
tional

"
one. In what sense he considers it such will appear

from a further statement: " Scotland will not soon forget the

attempt which was lately made, by one of the Council of the

British Association, to rob our illustrious countryman Dr.



Black of his grand discoviery of latent heat ; and it is an nnfor-

jtunate
circumstance that the President should have been spe-

cially requested by the same Council to draw up a discourse,

in which another of our coimtnjmen should have been deprived
of an honour so justly due to hirn." That we were not singu-
lar in drawing the conclusion we published, will appear from
the fact that Mr. Harcourt speaks of the writer of the passages
we have quoted as "a northern critic who views this question
of individual justice as one of national honour*." We are

at, a loss, indeed, to understand how any one who reads the

passages we have selected, can differ from us in opinion, and
are surprised that Sir David Brewster should judge us so

harshly, because we have said that " he chose to consider it

a national question," which it seems to us he certainly did.

\^[
Whether Sir David Brewster acted judiciously in thus ap-

pealing to the feelings of our scientific men as Englishmen and

Scotchmen, is a matter of opinion. We think that he acted

unwisely in so doing, the more so, that the great advocate of

Cavendish, viz. Harcourt, was an Englishman, and many mem-
bers ofthe Council of the British Association were Cavendish's

countrymen also, and could not but find something unpleasant
in the passages which we have quoted. We believe, accord-

ingly, as we have implied in the paragraph to which Sir David
Brewster objects, that he greatly injured the effect of his state-

ments by his allusions to nationality. Sir David, however,
need not attribute to us, on that account, any concealed pur-

pose of insinuating against him a charge of dishonesty, or par-

tiality, in adjudicating between Watt and Cavendish. We
can only emphatically say, that we had no intention of attri-

buting any such motive to him.
Sir David Brewster's reply to the second point is as folT

lows :
—" In place of dividing the merit of the discovery be-

tween the Englishman and the Scotch man, and giving the lion's

share to my countryman, I have given the whole merit of the

discovery to Cavendish the Englishman, and have reserved

only for Watt the Scotchman the merit of the previous hypo-
thesis." In reference to this, we have only to say, that Sir

David, in rebutting our charge, takes for granted that our
estimate of " the lion's share

"
is the same as his own ;

in other

words, not to ring the changes on that phrase, he conceives

that we are at one with him as to what the merits of the question
between Watt and Cavendish are, whilst we have totally mis-

stated his views regarding them. Accordingly, he is at a loss

=
;
* Report of the Ninth Meeting of the British Association. Postscript to

the President's Address, p. 23.
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to d^tide whether we tieVfei* tedd his article, and ai^e t'h^more

ignorant of his opinion*'^ '(W''h{lVing read it, did not understand

»it; or both read and understood it, biit purposely misrepre-
isented it. He inclines to the last view. We bei? to assure Sir

EtetW'Bfewster that we spent several days in studying his

•nrticlfe, and made ourselves master of his views. We fear,

however, that he laid down our review too speedily on coming
to the passage which offended him. Whether so or not, if he
will now do us the justice to peruse it, he will find that, hold-

ing the views which we distinctly stated we did, we could
'fiot but consider Watt as having received the "lion's share"
in Sir David Brewster's division of the merit between him and
Cavendish. In so doing, however, we did not call in ques-
tion the perfect honesty and sincerity of Sir David's opinions.

-According to Sir David Brewster, "The great merits of

ithese two great men are fortunately not in collision. Mr.
!W"att will for ever enjoy the honour of that singular sagacity
which presented to him the hypothesis of the composition of

water ; and Cavendish will never lose the glory which belongs
to him ofhaving given that hypothesis^ ^whether he was cognizant
of it or ?iot, theforce and stability of truth.''-—Edinburgh Re-

view, No. 142, p. 4-96. -^^'^^'^t'
'^''''^' "' '-'"''^'^ ^:^i^?;^aiiq

Jd;
'•:

t

According to our vie\^''¥nU9it^%ir^^'^toinffilkftn'fidl^^
it, this mode of stating the question robs Cavendish of halt^

and that the best half, of his merit. The conviction that water

is a compound of hydrogen and oxygen, we believe to have
been an inference on the part both of Cavendish and of Watt.
The former inferred it from his own experiments, the latter

flom Priestley's repetition of those of Cavendish. For Caven-
dish we claim the merit both of making the necessary experi-
ments and of understanding and explaining their meaning.

According to Sir David Brewster, Watt showed what the

meaning of the Experiments would be, and Cavendish made
them. To us, the man who explains the nature 6f a phaeno-
menon appears much more praiseworthy than he who merely
observes it. We accordingly think that Watt gets the lion's

share of merit, if he be counted the interpreter, whilst Caven-
dish is reputed only the observer of the phsenomena in ques-
tion. We did not, however, cast any moral censure on Sir

David Brewster for holding his view, nor did we misrepre-
sent his opinions. He accuses us of mistaking his estimation

of merit, taking for granted that we accept his standard of ex-

cellence, whereas, like all other critics, we were stating our

view of it according to our otaw standard of merit^^ Jafi<i%hat

that was we stated distinctly.
Mi:,\'\no-n aiu
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In conclusion, we have only further to observe, that Sir

David Brewster has found ground of oflf'ence in several phrases,
which we beg to assure him were used most innocently, and
coniain no such covert insinuations as he seems to think are

lurking within them. The passage which has given him so

much offence was intended to express the following and no
other truths :

—" Sir David Brewster afterwards published on
the subject, and tried to mediate between the contending par-
ties, but ineffectually; for he discussed it as a question of na-,,
tional honour affecting the claims of Cavendish the Englisht
man and Watt the Scotchman, and in the adjudication of

merit he placed his countryman highest."
We have not sought to reply to the charge of discourtesy

preferred against us by Sir David Brewster, for naming him
as the author of an unacknowledged Review article. We did

it inconsiderately ; hut if we have satisfied Sir David, that it

was with no unkindly intention we referred to him as the writer

of a paper so notoriously and so evidently his, we trust he will

forgive this transgression of

A British Quartekly ReVieweICL^'
'November 1, 1845.

LXXIII. Riemarh on Mr. WdWamioti's^^xpefiments 7')^rd^
f(^ ing Ozone. By Prof. G. F. Schoenbein of Basle*.

I T is rather amusing to see the variety of opinions which
-*- have been given out respecting the nature of the odori-

ferous matter disengaged by phosphorus in moist atmospheric
air. To some, that principle is either nitrous or nitric acid

according to others, it must be considered as phosphorous of^

hypophosphorous acid. M. De la Rive and Marignac think

it oxygen modified by the electricity which they suppose to

be disengaged during the chemical action of phosphorus upon
atmospheric air : oxide of arsenic, or arsenious acid resulting
from an arseniferous phosphorus, was once mentioned as likely
to be ozone, and some went so far as to declare that substance

to be nothing but organic matter changed by phosphorus
into ozone. I myself was inclined for a time to consider

ozone as a constituent part of nitrogen. Mr. Williamson f
has lately augmented this list of opinions by one which

has certainly the merit of being the most original of all^

* Comrtiilnicated by the Author.

t Mr. Williamson's paper will be found at p. 372 of the present volume.

—Ed.
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fo^ if I Understand it correctly, it broadly denies that any

peculiar substance at all is formed during the action of phos-

phorus upon moist air. That gentleman asserts, at least, in

distinct terms, that under the circumstances mentioned no
itiatter is produced which bears the slightest relation to that

disengaged at the positive electrode during the electrolysis of

water. Mr. Williamson made two experiments, on the re-

sults of which he founds his opinion : in one of them he

passed a current of air over a piece of phosphorus and con"

veyed it into the test- paste; in the other he followed the same

methodi, with the difference, however, that the phosphorus
employed by him had previously been brought into a state of

minute mechanical division by the means of asbestus. In

the first case the paste was coloured, but not in the second ;

atid from those results he drew the inference that the pro-
duction of colour was due to the action of phosphoric acid

and free oxygen upon the iodide of potassium, and that no
ozohe was formed by phosphorus. Though this conclusion

implied the most direct contradiction to my own statements,
and those made by Marignac, Mr. Williamson did not think

it worth his while to repeat the experiments which I have so

circumstantially described in my little work On the Chemical
Production of Ozone, and satisfy himself whether, by em-

ploying another method of experimenting, he might not ob-

tain results a little different from those he had come to. In

my opinion, common fairness required him to do so before he
had so broadly negatived the correctness of what I myself
and others had stated as well-ascertained facts. But what-

ever the reasons were which prevented him from repeating

my experiments, 1 take the liberty to tell him most distinctly,
that his conclusion, according to which the odoriferous prin-

ciple disengaged by phosphorus from moist atmospheric air

has nothing to do with the ozone developed at the positive ,

pole during the electrolysis of water, is entirely unfoundeUi'}^
and I continue, notwithstanding his results, to maintain that

the very same substance is produced in the action of phos-
phorus upon air which is disengaged either at the positive
electrode during the electrolysis of water, or at the points out
of which electricity happens to pass into the atmospheric air.

My reasons for being so positive on this point are founded on
the following facts:—

I. Chemical ozone (and I mean by that the odoriferous

principle produced by phosphorus placed in moist atmo-

spheric air) destroys, with great energy, all vegetable coIouim*

ing matters at common temperatures.
•

3. Chemical ozone oxidizes at common temperatures most
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rf]/Si!^fliidjSiibist^i^eSilb
the highest degree of which they are

c^^abler'eveh sflver is so acted upoiii !> nuj
"~

3. Chemical ozone transforms a series of metallic protoxidttsi
into peroxides, for instance, those of lead, manganese, cobalf^
nickel, silver* njf!

^'4. Chemical ozone, at common temperature, converts^

iodine into iodic acid, phosphorus into phosphoric acid, sul-

phurous acid into sulphuric acid, hyponitric acid into nitric

acid. .ij

5. Chemical ozone changes iodide of potassium into iodatie

of potash, a great number ot' metallic sulphurets into sulphates,
for instance, sulphuret of lead into the sulphate.
""'^. Chemical ozone destroys instantaneously sulphuretted,

seleniuretted, phosphoretted and ioduretted hydrogen- ni

7. Chemical ozone transforms the yellow prussiate of potHf
ash into the red one.- '''' ^ •

8. Chemical ozone, stsrSiich, is insoluble in water.

pj'^.
Chemical ozone when heated to a certain temperature

ii^ destroyed.
10. Chemical ozone possesses the power of polarizing ne-

gatively gold and platinum. m
The odoriferous principle disengaged at the positive elec4

trode during the electrolysis of water has, according to my
experiments, exactly the same properties; and I have not yet
been able to detect the slightest difference between chemical

and voltaic ozone. Hence I conclude, of course, that these

substances are identical. If Mr. Williamson will take the

trouble of putting a piece of clean phosphorus into a bal-

loon filled with common air and containing some water, in

such a way that the phosphorus is partly immersed in the

fluid and partly in contact with the ambient air, and leaving
the whole to itself at a temperature of 70° to 80° F., after a few

hours he will find in his balloon an atmosphere which will

serve to convince him of the correctness of the statements

above made. Mr. Williamson will allow me to tell him why
the negative result of what he calls his decisive experiment

proves nothing against the correctness of my statements ;
and

indeed his very mode of experimenting could lead to no other

than a negative result. If phosphorus in a state of rather

minute mechanical division be shaken with voltaic ozone, the

latter is instantaneously taken up or destroyed, just as if it had

been treated with iron filings or any other readily oxidizable

body. I need hardly state, that an atmosphere of chemical

ozone does not in the least differ from one of voltaic ozone,

i. e. is destroyed by being put in contact with phosphorus.
Now Mr. Williamson making use in his decisive experi-
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ment of phosphorus CKhibiting a very large surface, if coir^^

pared to the volume of air passing at a time over that phosphor
rus, it is manifest that under those circumstances, ozone, imme-

diately after its having been formed, must have been taken up
again by the substance under whose influence it was produced.,
Ozone disappears also, only a little more slowly, if into a

bottle containing ozonized air a common piece of phosphorus
is. placed, and that bottle happens to be closed air-tight. In

that case ozone is destroyed and re-formed as long as there

are free oxygen, water or aqueous vapour and phosphorus in

contact with one another. The last trace of oxygen being
transformed into ozone, and nothing left but nitrogen and

ozone, the latter will soon be entirely absorbed by phospho-
rus, and the bottle contain nothing but nitrogen and the phos-

phatic acid.
, ,, ,

One word or two more, and I shall have done. Mr. Wil-

liamson, who is a beginner in chemistry, will not, I am sure,

take it ill, if I, being his senior, take the liberty of advising
him to- be on future occasions a little more circumspect and

reserved before he broadly denies the correctness of state-

ments of others,
—of statements which have been the result of

long, laborious, and I add, of conscientious researches ;
of

statements, the truth or groundlessness of which can be so

easily ascertained if there is no disinclination to do so.

'Basle, Aug. 20th, 1845. a, ,)i ^\th. u.juu
" ^•

''

,

- — ' ' .'
'
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f ^j
^IjXXIV. On Atomic Volume and Specific Gramty.

~r^\By
Lyon Playfair, Esq..i Ph.D. and J. P. Joule, Esq."^-

Section I.

'I'^HE discovery of Gay-Lussac, that gaseous bodies com-
-*• bine in equal or in multiple volumes, and that the result-

ing compounds stand in a similar simple relation to their con-

stituents, is one of the most important discoveries ever made
in physical science. Its utility has been diminished by its

supposed inapplicability to liquid and solid bodies, as its own
exactitude at different temperatures is entirely owing to the

equal expansibility of the same volumes of different gases by

^qual increments of heat. mi\h
In its most simple form, therefore, it was a priori iinpl*-0-

bable that the law of Gay-Lussac should apply to the liquid
and solid forms of matter. But, as the larger number of sub-

stances are either liquid or solid, and incapable of passing into

* Communicated by the Chemical Society } having been read Mky 17,
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tlie gaseous state, even at very high temperatures, the im-

portance of discovering the law which governs the volumes of

these forms of matter, has long been I'ecognised, and for some
time past lias much engaged the attention of philosophers.
'(i!(The first chemist who drew attention to this subject was
Dr. Thomson, who published a Table*, in the year 1831, of

the specific volumes of certain of the metals, obtained by di^

viding their atomic weights by their specific gravities. In

this table a remarkable coincidence of volume is observed in

several of the metals most nearly allied in chemical characters.

More recently the subject has been examined in detail by
Kopp, Schroder and Persoz, whose researches have thrown
considerable light on this obscure department of physics. :>

Koppt drew attention to the circumstance, that in many
cases isomorphous bodies possess the same atomic volume,
the law being correct when the isomorphism is strictly accu-

rate, but approximating only when this is not the case. He
admits also that perfect equality of the volume exists only at

particular temperatures, on account of the unequal expansion
of isomorphous crystals. odi iA .riou

Schroder J made the interesting observation, that tire re-

mainder is the same when the primitive volume of the corre-

sponding member of a series of analogous compounds is sub-

tracted from them ; thus AO, BO and CO leave a constant

remainder when the known volumes of A, B and C are sub-

tracted respectively froHj the known atomic volume^ of the

compounds. .;^ oi!j ;

•

> doii') fli

Kopp§ confirms this disdovery to a certain extent, belie-

ving, however, that the primitive volumes A, B and C must be

assumed in certain classes of salts to be different when in com-
bination with O from their volumes when isolated. He also

announces the discovery 1|
of a great regularity in the })hysical

properties of analogous organic compounds, so much so, that

the study of the physical characters of the compounds of one

body enables us to predicate those of the corresponding com-

pounds of another substance. -^Z

The discoveries of Schroder and Kopp, with regard to

ihe atomic volumes of liquid and solid bodies, do not, except
in a very kw instances, indicate an approach to a simple mul-

tiple ratio of volumes, and are therefore only in a small de-

* Chemistry of Inorganic Bodies, vol. i. p. 14. sj'

; lf Ppggendarff's 4\Wol^^t yflff^^l^"- > ""'^ Annnl^n c{cr Chevife, yo], xxxvi.

X PoggendorfTs ^i^wwa/ew, vol. I. p. 554.

§ Ueber das Spec'ifische Gewicht der Chemischen Verhindungen. Ifrank-

fort, 1841.

II
Annalen der Chemie, vol. xli. p. 79-
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gree connected with the law of gaseous volume. We tliere-

fore thought it desirable to enter into a series of inquiries on

this most important subject, and we have now the honoup tb

lay before the Society the First Part of these researches, i*^

.-J; Hitherto the inquiry has been principally confined lo solid

bodies, on the just ground that their diminished rate of ex-

pansion offers less difficulty to the discovery of the law regu-

lating volumes. But there is an objection to the use of so-

lids, which to a certain extent counterbalances this advantage,
viz. that tliey do not present matter in a perfectly uniform

condition, free from cohesion. On consideration, therefore, we
were led to believe this objection to be so powerful, that we
conceived it to be preferable, so to se}iarate the particles of

the body under examination, as to destroy their cohesion,

without at the same time altering their chemical properties.
Solution in water was the obvious means of effecting this

purpose, according to the notions generally entertained of so-

lution, and it was therefore resolved to experiment princi-

pally upon soluble bodies of well-known and defined constitu-

tion. At the same time, it was necessary to examine the re-

lation of the solid volume to the volume of the body when in

solution, so as to indicate the connection between the solid

and the liquid atom.

The specific gravities of salts are little known, and even
when recorded are described so differently by different ob-

servers, that it was necessary to determine the specific gravity
in each of the cases upon which the experiments were insti-

tuted. Hitherto the volumes of solids had always been re-

ferred to an equal volume of water; in other words, the solid

form of matter had been reierred to its liquid form. This dif-

ference of conditions was no small impediment to the discovery
of a law which might beVmodified for each form of matter*.

By determining the volume of the substance in solution, we

compared it in its liquid state to the liquid form of matter in

which it was dissolved; and by contrasting the volume of the

solids with each other, and also with their volume when ren-

Before leaving the notice of the labours of those who have preceded
'tis in inquiring into the nature of specific gravity, we must not omit to no-

tice the speculations of the ingenious Persoz, who (in vol. xl. of the

Ann. de Ch. et de Phys., p. 119) drew attention to the equality in volume
of isomorphous bodies, and even of some which were not isomorphous.
Persoz also believes that the volumes of all bodies are multiples of 56, or

half the atomic weight of water ;
but this idea does not agree with recorded

observations, and is directly contradicted by accurate estimations of spe-
cific gravities.

—See the work of M. Persoz, Introduction h VEtude de la

Chimie Moleculaire, page 834 et seq.



dered liquid by watery we conceived that we might be placed
in more favourable conditions for elucidating a law.

fBishop Watson* was the first chemist who endeavoured
to estimate the increase of volume when salts dissolve in water

;

for, although both Gassendust and the Abbe Nollet:]: had
written, and Ellis§ had experimented upon the same subject,

they had arrived at conclusions entirely erroneous, which were
removed by Watson's more accurate experiments. Watson's

apparatus was rude enough, being a matrass capable of hold-

ing 67 ounces of water, into which he projected 24 penny-
weights of each of the salts upon which he experimented, and
noted the rise in the neck of the matrass. He completely ex-

ploded, however, the idea that saline substances dissolve in

water without increasing its bulk.

Between the time of Bishop Watson, whose investigations
on this subject are most profound, when we consider the

period at which he wrote, and that of Dalton, there were no
labourers in this field to whom we need draw especial atten-

tion. In the year 1840, Dalton
||
made the interesting dis-

covery, that sugar and certain salts on being dissolved in

water increase its bulk only by the amount of water pre-exist-

ing in them. He generalized this observation by assert-

ing that all hydrated salts dissolve in water, increasing its bulk

merely by their amount of water of hydration, while anhy-
drous salts do not at all increase the bulk of the water in

which they are dissolved.

But it must not be forgotten, that when Dalton published
this paper, he was much enfeebled by illness, and on this

account it does not derogate from the acuteness of the phi-

losopher, that Mr. Holker was unable to confirm Dalton's

results in repeating the experiments in 1843**. He did so,

however, in the case of sulphate of magnesia, and approxi-

matively in that of one or two other salts. As Mr. Holker's

paper has not been published, we are unable to state his claims
in the progress of this subject; but we believe that an attempt
was made to show a multiple relation in the increments of

isomorphous salts, although his experiments were conducted

*
Philosophical Transactions, 1770.

f Gass. Phys. lib. i. sect. 1 . cap. 3.

\ Lccons dc Physique, vol. iv. § Berlin Memoirs, 1750,
*

II

" On the quantity of Acids, Bases and Waters in Salts, and a new niod^fR
of measuring them," read to the Manchester Literary and Philosophicaliit

Society, 6th October 1840, and published as a pam))hlet. ,,^^-**
Paper read to the Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society, but ^*

not published. [The paper here referred to will be found at p. 207 of th^*

present volume of this Journal.—Ed,]
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without reference to the density or temperature 0(fijtl»e soll>i^

tion oa which he^operated. ; '"- ^ ii

b9ifK)VB'j#rid o«^ ^f In the experiments about to be described,
the apparatus for estimating the volume of
bodies when dissolved, consisted of a glass
bulb, to which a stem was attached. The
bulbs varied in capacity from 1000 to 4000

grains of water, and the diameter of the stem
was from one-eighth to one- sixteenth of an

inch, according to the character of the ex-

periment. In the bulbs employed for ordi-

nary purposes, each grain ot water occupied
about a quarter of an inch in the stem, and
as the graduation was made in grains of water
at 60°, the experiment could be made to the

tenth of a grain of increase in volume. In

every case care was taken that the salts used
were rigidly pure, and in their proper state

of hydration. The distilled water employed
to dissolve them was deprived of air by long-
continued boiling, and preserved for use in

stoppered bottles. The salt was introduced

by a tubulure in the side of the bulb in the

following manner. The bulb was filled with

water until it reached a fixed point in the

stem, when it was reclined and the stopper
removed. A weighed quantity of salt was
then introduced by a dry funnel, and the

stopper re-inserted, care being taken that no
air was admitted during the operation; the

increase in the stem, after the salt was dis-

solved, gave the volume of the quantity of

salt used in the experiment. It was found by
repeated trials that no loss of volume or error

was occasioned by the moistening of the tube

during the time it was in the reclining pos-
ture, for the precaution was always taken to

moisten the walls of the tube pz'evious to the

experiment. It is evident that the volume occupied by a salt

in solution must be modified by the position of the point of its

maximum density. Despretz has shown* that the tempera-
ture at which solutions are most dense becomes lower in pro-
portion to the quantity of matter held in solution. It is also

known, from the experiments of Dalton and others, that from
.,

the point of maximum density to about 30° above or below it,

* Annates de Ckimie, vol. Ixx. 1839, p. 81.

P/iil. Macr. S. 3. Vol. 27. No. 182. Dec. 1845. 2 H
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water and dilute solutions expand according to the square of

the temperature from that of greatest density. From Des-

pretz's table of the expansion of water, it appears that the

law is not true as far as 212^. As far however as it does hold

good, it is evident, from the properties of the parabola, that

the volume occupied by a salt in solution will increase in arith-

metical progression with the temperature at which the experi-
ment is made.

For instance, let a a in the following diagram be a parabola

representing the expansion of water, and let Z> 6 be a similar

parabola representing the expansion of a solution. Let the

latter parabola have its vertex or point of greatest density

opposite 30°, while the former parabola has its vertex at 40°;

then xx^ x' x', x" x", &c., quantities which increase in arith-

metical progression, will represent the volumes occupied by
the salt in solution at the temperature of 10°, 20°, 30°, &c.

In a similar manner it may be shown that the volume occu-

pied by each equivalent of a salt in solution at any given tem-

perature will increase with the density of the solution. In

order to ascertain the amount of influence exercised by a

change in the position of the point of maximum density, we
have made a series of experiments on the expansion of water

and of solutions by heat, which we propose to lay before the

Society in a succeeding memoir. In order, however, to render

evident the augmentation of volume caused by increased den-

sity, we have constructed the following table of the volumes
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iooccupied by 172 grains, or one equivalent of sugar, in solu-

-rtioiis of different degrees of density,
sdj JBiij 8iii'iqqr> j- ^. ; ,,

i>Iofl 83of) ji f'ft jfi/tr, , , ., , Table. L
Mi'-.,''ii .i.i.i i;

Ratio ~6f tHe quantity of sugiit to

the quantity of water
in which it was dissolved.

r ,- :m\ uJ: 120:

d'UA(|/?;n
noijrjlii{ |i

io i,^,:,,

TemperataM.

60
62
52
62

k'iij

ji(; Volume in

.girain measures
:<)' of water.

9900
105-09

107-01
108-06

jjioUiyiiji.

ifili/riic

srii JaJ

y;Ji8n9b

; "O-i- M, . .

-.1^ fAs the rate of expansion of dilute solutions is so near that

of water, it was in most cases sufficient, for a very close ap-

proximation to absolute accuracy, to take the observation

within a few^ degrees below 60°, the temperature of the gra-
duation of our volumenometers. Whether this temperature of

graduation is the best to adopt, is a point which we shall have

to discuss in our future communications ; but at present it

may be sufficient to state that its convenience was considerable,
as being the average temperature of our laboratories. In all

cases, then, in the following experiments, unless where it is

otherwise stated, tlie temperature of the solution was about

60°, which was also, of course, the temperature of the water

before the salt was introduced. In the case of the sulphates
of the magnesian class of metals, the temperature chosen was

higher than 60°, in order to make up for a diminished rate

of expansion, owing to a greater degree of dilution in the

solution.

The specific gravity ofthe salts was determined in an equally

simple manner. A saturated solution of the salt about to be

experimented upon (made l)y dissolving an excess of the salt

by heat and allowing the solution to cool) was placed in the

apparatus already described, and a weighed portion of the

salt was then introduced, care being taken that the tempera-
ture did not vary during the experiment. As the new por-
tion of salt could not dissolve, the increase in the stem indi-

cated the volume due to the quantity of salt introduced, and
afforded data for calculating the specific gravity. In many

v.'.cases oil of turpentine was used instead of the saline solution*

It was frequently desirable^ especially in the case of hydrated
salts rendered anhydrous, to avoid the use of water, and in

the case of organic compounds, also of turpentine; and to

meet such cases we constructed the following simple appa-
ratus, which we believe to possess various advantages.

2H2
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A is the receiver of aji air-pump,
furnished at the top with a collar and

} jj < oa

sliding rod. BC is a small graduated a {t -r 1 [

tube filled with the substance, the vo- '^

lume of which is to be determined; Jtf/ ,

is closed with a stopper E, perforated •

*

with a hole of dimensions so small as
"

i ,

to prevent any oi the salt rrom lai ms -'
-•

out. D 13 a cup or mercury placeici

immediately below the graduated tub^
C. The sketch indicates the position
of the apparatus on an air-pump when
the experiment is about to be perform-
ed. The receiver is then exhausted as

thoroughly as possible, and the indir

cation of the siphon-gauge is accu-

rately noted. The graduated tube

is then lowered by means of the sli-

ding rod until it touches the bottom

of the cup containing the mercury,
which, after the admission of air, flows into the tube until it

is filled. The whole contents of the tube are then thrown
into water, and the salt is washed away by decantation. The

mercury is dried by bibulous paper, and restored to the tube.

If the temperature be different from that which it possessed
in the first part of the experiment, it is restored to the origi-
nal temperature, or a correction is made for the difference.

It is now obvious that the space in the tube unoccupied byi
the mercury is that which was formerly filled with the salt;«

To this, however, must be added a slight correction for the

imperfect nature of the vacuum, which is not Torricellian,—
a correction which need not exceed g^o^^^ ^^ ^^^ volume
observed. With these preliminary descriptions and observa-

tions, we now proceed to describe the details of our experi-

ments, throwing them into various classified groups of salts,

for the purpose of easy reference.

The first group described is remarkable for containing a

large amount of water of hydration.

Sulphate of Copper, CuO, SO3 -f 5HO = 1 24-88.—The
third part of an equivalent of this salt, 41 '62 grains, dissolved

in 3140 grains of water at 32°, with an increase of 13*15, but

dissolved in water at 90°, with an increase of 15'0. a Ji ttioii

CuO, SO3 + 5HO, vol. in solution 45-0. >> rriv&b

^jrHalf an equivalent of this salt, 62*44 grains, being immersed
hi a saturated solution, occupied the volume of^^7' 7' water-

grain measures. MnUvr :. ;s)-iad /u»n> -,<-

.: <L.iy^iuixV fi:,'\iil MBD tc:inJIlini)qX3 lft19V32 io
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CuO, SO3 + 5HO,^Vbl.'6iPsalt 55-*
q'^i.i^'I^.S^i9ii=iintnt

Kopp found for the specific fjraVity^of this'sali th'^;?iiuiilfl)er

^

2*274
-jrii.;-: , .11!!!.].// UjTin ycljii

Sulphate of Alumina, AI2O3, 3S03+ 18HO= 333*7..-^^H^"^
salt used in the experiments was carefully prepared, and
obtained in tolerably good crystals. The eighth part of an

equivalent, ^l*? grains, dissolved in 1000 of water, with ari

increase of 20*0 in one experiment, and J 99 in anothefa tHfe .

temperature of observation being si^; ''J^^'^) ';oio(rv!-.jniB=.a,nn

I. Sulphate of alumina, vol, in solution 16Q*0f|> gij] io

«fj bojj'f,'fMMean*ffjiSJ'i9vit59T6>r!'[' .bo

The same quantity of salt thrown into turpentine caused
in two experiments an increase of 25*0, aii«J in a third of

-•ii<r. ji{; lo .''.nji'jfn v(? bf)'fi)Vvi){ nad) jii

-I. Sulphate Bkmm^^^ki^'^m^/] ii^'^'^^l^f

'

Mean . . 199-6 ... 1-671

\o

Sulphate ofSoda, NaO, SO3 + lOHO = 161-48.— Sulpholef
of soda, crystallized out of a strong warm solution, carries

down 10 atoms of water. Of this salt, about one-fourth of an

equivalent (40*4 grains), on being dissolved in 1000 grains of

water, caused in two experiments an increase of 23*0, at a tem-

perature of 59°; and in a third experiment of 22-8 at the

same temperature. / daidw jfiriJ ei ^luo'ism odi

i/][I. NaO,SOs^+ lOHO, vdl^'in^&6Iiitior^^l»g^^^ o"^;

The same quantity of the salt being immersed in a saturated

solution occasioned an increase of 278 ;
and on a second ex-,

periment, of 27'2 at a temperature of 62°*io lo'aaoqTjjg sdj i6\

I. NaO, SO3 + lOHO, vol.
ot^ajt 'uf^^^^f^^^

-i: ,^o:v'A. j\Mm^-\r,': ••109-9 ... l-469:Jt

When sulphate of soda crystallizes from a weak cold solu-

tion, it carries down a quantity of water, corresponding to

eleven equivalents. In two experiments, the volume in solu-

tion of salt procured in this way was 98
;
but we apprehend

that the water is merely mechanical, ibr reasons which will

be seen hereafter, as the volume of the salt itself, by a mean
of several experiments, came out to 119*5, whereas had this
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eleventh atotii of water been combined it should have been
121.

' ' ' ' -.''iv);- .> /: .;i,. riu\

^Bibardit'fif ^orf/*, Na0;'2BO3 + \0UO^'l^l^9/^..i^^d

dissolving 40 grains of this salt in 1000 of water, the increase

was 19'2 at a temperature of 55°.
'

;>-
^ •

NaO, 2BO3 + lOHO, vol. in solution 91-7li «« djiw

Half an equivalent, or 95*61 grains, on being placed in a

saturated solution, occasioned an increase of 55*5; and 47*8

grains caused an increase of 27*5; both experiments being
made at a temperature of 55°.

Sp. gr.

I. N^O, 2BO3 + lOHO, vol. of salt 111 ... 1-722
II. ... ... ... 110 ... 1-738

Mean . . 110-5 ... 1-730

Chloride of Strontium, Sr, CI + 6HO = 133-32.—There
are two hydrates of chloride of strontium, the one with nine,
and the other with six equivalents of water. To determine
which of these hydrates was under examination, 4'324grammes
were heated to redness with a loss of 1*75 gramme = 40-47

per cent., showing that the hydrate was that with six equiva-
lents of water, which gives by calculation 40*50 per cent.

On dissolving 40 grains of this salt in 1000 of water, the

increase occasioned at a temperature of 5Q° was 16*0; a se-

cond experiment, in which the same Quantities were used,

gave exactly the same result. '^ J^idi nifiiiso aJiop -ei Ji aonsH

I. II. Sr CI + 6HO, vol. ih'sblufibn SS-S.-
'

•'/7 m
The same quantity of salt (40 grains), immersed in a ^Ui-

rated solution, caused an increase of 20*0 at a temperature of

57°; and on a second experiment of 19-7.^
' - ci<)<'ivif> Ji J: g p_

.jrriDl

I. SrCl + 6HO, v<il.offeait 'e6'6f"'... 2-600' ''of!^

II. .":»', ^^'f '';[;;''' \...^^'''-' 65^6
... 2-030 ^i '^^)

Mean' . . 66-1 ... 2-015
Chloride of Calcium^ Ca CI + 6HO = 109-92.—On dis-

solving 55 grains, or the half of an equivalent of this salt, in

1000 grains of water, an increase of 28*0 was obtained at the

temperature of 70°; and in a second experiment 27*6 at 60°.

„!,.,,.,, I. Ca CI + 6HO, vol. in solution 56-0 ,""':

- n. , .,f.,,,,, ,,;.j,,i,^
... 55^

<)7 9ilj 98irj WO Mean . . 55-6

The same quantity of salt thrown into turpentine caused an
increase of 32*7 and 32'8 in two experiments.

I. CaCl + 6H0, v0l,pf§art '#4''... 1-682

II. ... ...

' '

65-6 ... 1-677

Mean . . 65'5 ... 1-680
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Chloride of Magnesium, MgCl + 6HO = 10-2'16.—Millon

has lately described this salt as containing 6i atoms of water ;

but, as we have not been successful enough to obtain this hy-
drate, we retain the old formula. 25*54' grains, or the fourth

of an equivalent, dissolved in 1000 grains of water at 53°,
with an increase of 14"0.

Mg CI + 6HO, vol. in solution = 56*0.

The same quantity, 25*54 grains, gave, in four experiments,

respectively, 16*5; 16*0; 16*4; 16*5.

Sp. gr.

I. Mg CI + 6HO volume of salt 66*0 ... 1*548

II 64-0 ... 1-595

111 65*6 ... 1-557

IV
66;0 ... 1-548

Mean . . 65*4 ... 1*562

The salts now examined are not calculated, on account
of the deliquescent character of several of them, to produce
absolutely accurate experimental results; but, notwithstanding
this circumstance, the determination of their volumes is suffi-

ciently uniform to indicate the theory. The actual volume
observed for each of the salts in solution, when divided by 9,

the atomic volume of water, yields as the quotient the same
number as that representing the atoms of water in the salt.

Hence it is quite certain that the salts now described dissolve

in water without adding to its bulk more than is due to the

liquefaction of the water in chemical combination with them.

The volumes of the salts in their solid state possess a num-
ber considerably higher than that representing the liquid vo-

lume, but affect a divisor, which is the same for all the salts,

allowing for errors of experiments, or for alterations caused

by incidental circumstances. This divisor is a number either

equal or approximating to 11. When the volumes of the

salts in the solid state are divided by this number, the quotient

represents the number of atoms of water attached to the salt.

The most natural view of this circumstance is to suppose that

water in combination as a solid with a salt possesses a higher
volume than liquid water, just as in the case of ice. If this

view be correct, the atomic volume of the salts described is

the same in the state of a solid as when in solution, the only
difference being, that in the one case the volume is expressed

by liquid, in the other by solid water. In this case, however,
water in combination with a salt does not possess the same
volume as ice, which, according to our experiments, detailed

in another part of this paper, has a volume of 9*8, and not of

a number approaching to 11.
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Yet there is nothing extravagant in the idea that water

combined with a salt may have a volume different from that of

ice. Indeed, we are inclined to l>e of the opinion that ice

itself represents nearly the mean of the volume of water un-

combined and that of combined water. Be this as it may, it

will be observed, as we proceed, that the number 11 is the

best exponent of one class of our experiments on specific gra-

vity ; and therefore, without resting its claims to acceptance

entirely on the present experiments, we assume it in the fol-

lowing tables as the theoretical result for each class of salts.

With these views we tabulate the experiments whicU ba»ve

been already detaned.
ijr^; .. (>;>

Table II.—Showing the volumes occupied by cer^ain'"saits

containing a large amount of hydrate water.

Name.

0(^ -gnhd 9iirJRp9tTrr!

,q8

^'

H2S-r ... 0-082

Atomic

Weight.

Volume in solution,

il
^ o

B =s

> g

, V ! ri Volunje 98 «ajt.

3 S

> o
•I I

Sulphate of ]

copper...... J

Sulphate ofl

alumina .... j

Sulphate of 1

soda /
Biborate of"!

soda ...... J

Chloride
of|

strontium . J
Chloride ofl

calcium .... J

Chloride Qf,l

magnesium. J

CuO, SO3+5HO

AlgOa/sSOs-i-isHO

NaO, SOa+lOHG

NaO,2BO3+10HO

SrCl+6H0

CaCl+6H0

MgCl+6H0'

124-88

3337

161-48

191-23

133-33

109-92

102-16
11!

45-

159-6

91-6

91-7

53-3

55-6

560

45

162

90

90

54

54

54

55-4

199-6

109-9

110-5

66-1

65-5

65-4

55

198

110

110

66

66

66

2-270

1-685

1-468

1-738

2020

1-665

1-548

2-254

1-671

1-469

1-730

2-015

1680

1-562

There are some salts which do not take up any space in

solution, except that due to their water, but which assume a

volume due to one of their constituents on becoming solid ;

the potash and ammonia alums are examples of this class.

Sulphate of Alumina and Potash, ^\^a SSOg + KO SO3
+ 24HO = ^T^'S^r—59 grains of alum dissolved in 1000

grains of water, gave the increa.se of 27*0 in one experiment
and 27'1 in another, both at the temperature of 60°.

J^,^ Ajpiifi, vplume in solution 21 7*3

jiU .i^riiMh n?
Mean

218-1

217-7

..,..vIO
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tion, an in-

)t ; of 34;-^
foil rtli, all

y>Oti thiwving- 59*37 grains into a saturated solution, an
in-^

clTease of 34*4' was obtained in the first experiment
Hfi a second ; of 34*3 in a third ; and of 34'*2 in a

at'ti fert^tieruture about 60°;
....—:

^.
; -:

9Hr«i II I. Alum, vol.'brsalf --275*2 '^.'^'T^o sd lliv^

.«•!§ DaroixII. ... ... 277-6 ... i.7iinoqx9 Jasd

oofmtfprJII. ... -> iiJi ^;.!^:^v 274--4. ... \'-is\i\n\R ;\m
Uol ed) alV. ... n ow jSltiamii g7g-6 ... . 1-7S^

^> ih'iiim

. tlB2 ^o 83ala dono t^ediP^^.*! ff^i^S'^^ ^^."^ F^^"* S^'^p'
.J .r,,:.:... ..,„,, ,^;-, .,,.,.. ,.,li .•vtcii:-!';* . •'•- >' ^.' -.-.ih dti 7/

Sulphate of Alumina and Ammonia^ A\^Og, SSOg + NH4O,
SO3 + 24HO = 454-26.—20 grains of this salt dissolved in

4100 grains of water with an increase of 10*0 at 58°. tjsaT

Ammoniacal alum, vol. in solution 227" 1

The eighth part of an equivalent, 56*78 grains, immersed in

turpentine, caused a rise in the stem of 34*9 in one experi-
.rpienj »nd 351O

inaindtljieiv
the temperature being 60°.

' ' '^^
I'^i ?~ !

: M ^'"
':^.; ; j Sp. gr.

le [Ammonia alum|y6lr0|f Skit 279*2... 1*627 ^»^^-m
T^^

Meah
280*0

279*6

1*623

1*625

Chrome Alum, CrgOg, 3SO3+ KO, SO3 + 24HO = 504*1.—On dissolving 32 grains of this salt in 4100 grains of water,
an increase of 13*7 was effected at 37°.

_ jiiJkii«8t.liou i Chrome alumj v61'.* in solution 215*8 '^'^^ 1 \ '.

3jB-iodi.''i

oa-j I In two experiments 63 grains of this salt thrown into tur-Bbo?

pontine caused an increase of 34*5. ?ff>n<>Irf3

Sp. gr.

1*826Chrome alum, volume of salt 276';

l7-on Ammonia-alum, FcjOg, 3SO3+ NH4O, SO3 + 24HO'"^
= 481*03.—On dissolving 30*06 grains in 1000 grains of'
water, an increase of 14*3 was obtained at a temperature of

, Iron alum, vol. in Solution' 2^8 I'looy* :m^hli\o^

The eighth part of an equivalent, 60*13 grains, producea
an increase of 35*0 measures when thrown into turpentine.

.
' • '

• ;'••'' o '

Ammoniacal iron alum, vol. of salt 280*0
'

..". "irvlo ."
^

Pyrophosphate of Soda, 2NaO, PO5 + lOHO ='22'f 15.'4rf/r
The eighth part of an equivalent of the crystallized pyrophos-
phate, 28 grains, dissolved in 1000 grains of water with an in-

crease of 11*2 in one experiment and of 11*3 in another, the

temperature in both cases being 58°.
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Pyrophosphate of soda, vol. in solution 89*6

90-4

Mean . . 90-0

On immersing 56'04/ grains of the salt in a saturated solu-

tion, an increase of 30*5 was obtained in two experiments.

Sp. gr.

Pyrophosphate of soda, vol. of salt 122-0 ... 1*836

By tabulating the results thus obtained we find the follow-

ing relationship between the class of alums.

Table III.— Showing the volumes of certain Alums*.

Designation.

Nanje. Formula.
Atomic

weight.

Volume in solution. Volume in stat« of «alt.

la
3"«

-a b

^w

Potash alum ...

Ammonia alum.

Chrome alum...

...{
Iron alum

Pyrophosphate \
of Soda ...J

JAlaOs.SSOj.KO.SOal
\ +24HO J

/AI2O3.3SO3+NH4OI
1 SO3+24HO J
rCrA.SSOa + KO.l
I SO34-24HO J

FejOg, 3S63+NH4O, 1

SO3+24IIO /

2NaO,PO5+10HO

474-95

454-26

5041

48103

22415

2177

2271

215-8

228

90

24

25

24

25

10

216

225

216

225

90

275-2

279-6

2760

2800

122

275

275

275

275

121

1-727

1-652

1-833

1-749

1-852

1-726

1-625

1-826

1-718

1-836

The peculiarity of the salts described in the above table is,

that the quotient of the divisor for the potash alums in the

solid state is not the same as in the state of solutionj and that

the ammoniacal alums possess one volume in solution greater
than the corresponding potash alums, both of which peculi-
arities will find an explanation as we proceed. Pyrophos-

phate of soda shares this peculiarity, and is therefore intro-

duced into the table.

We now proceed to describe a class of hydrated salts,

in which the divisor for the solid volume is certainly not the

number 11.

Carbonate of Soda, NaO, CO2+ 10HO= 143-4.—On dis-

solving 35-85 grains of this salt in 1000 grains of water, the

increase was 22-5 in one experiment at 64% and 22-9 in a

second experiment at 65°.

I. NaO, CO2 + lOHO, vol. in solution 90-0

r II 9V6

Mean . . 90*8

* Vidf conclusion for explanation of the high volume of ammonia alums.
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On throwing 35*8 grains of the salt into turpentine, the in-

crease was 24'-7, 24*5, 24*6, and 24*8 in consecutive experi-
ments with different specimens.

, 1 i
SP' S""'

t. Carbonate of soda, vol. of salt 98-8 ... 1-451
•^

il, 98-0 ... 1-463

Bll 98-4 ... 1-457

/ty/ ^''""" "99-2 ... 1-446

Mean . . 98-6 ... 1-454

Rhombic Phosphate of Soda, 2 NaO HO, PO5 + 24110
= 359*1.—The eighth part of an equivalent of this salt, 44*9

grains, dissolved in 1000 grains of water with an increase of

27-0 in one experiment, and 27*1 in a second; by some mis- '

^ :i
j

take the temperature of the solution has not been recorded.

I. Phosphate of soda, vol. in solution 216*0

II. ... ... ... 216'8 ^«*^

<i

"

'/ <\ I: Mean . . 216-4

*l^e Same quantity of salt thrown into turpentine caused aff"
"

terease of 29-4 in two experiments, and 29-5 in a third. '« 'laB*o1

S^-i|«'Jli|
.

Sp.gr. iiinomniA

jyp , -1, : Phosphate of soda, vol, of salt 235*2 ... 1*527 /

I

II, \,^\ 235-2 ... 1-527 ^^^•"o-'rf^

sn-rman, ••

''-^^^
236*0 .,. 1-521 mulRmii

988-rsi.8 i^Kf i \: Mean ••, (miim255'5 , ,.. 1-525 i?orfqoT^q

i—Sub-phosphate of Soda, 3NaO, PO5 + 24HO = 381*6.^"^^''

The eighth part of an equivalent of this salt, 47' 7 grains, dis-

solved in 1000 grains of water, with an increase of 27*1 in

two experiments at 48°. - I>iiu<<

I. II. Sub-phosphate of soda, vol. in solution 216'8 ^^•'

The same quantity of salt thrown into turpentine produced
an increase of 29*4 in two experiments under favourable

circumstances, although in another experiment, in which we
were not satisfied with the state of hydration of the salt, the

increase was only 28*9.
1 ,, , •,'

Sub-phosphate of soda 235*2 ... 1-628! (>.!.f.n..

''
Arseniate of Soda, 2NaO, HO, AsOg -t-24HO = 402-9.—

On dissolving 50*36 grains, the eighth part of an equivalent,
in 1000 grains of water, an increase of 27*2 was obtained at

a temperature of 54°. iXa Ijiiu:/^^

Arseniate of soda, vol. in solution 217'6'^

The same quantity of salt thrown into a saturated solution

caused an increase of 29-0 in several experiments. This salt
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,^'^1 vxi \ydknrjoQ>iindi pi „
;i,i.

:

>, /fir. j./iut, .'nnnv ".. i'll

IOse§ rt^ iWatjii; ,WW\^9h lacility that it
,

is alnaost impossible^,
to obtain it in a state well-fitted for experiment. In two speT*
cimeiis of salts, prepared at different times, the volume for thia

above quantity of salt was 29*7 and 29-8 ; but as in most cases.
it was only 29'0, we give the result most generally obtained, j

fbi(, Arseniate of soda, vol. of salt 232-0 ... 1*736 !o

^^^ub-arseniate ofSoda, SNaO, As05+ 24.HO= 4<^5-2:^T^^^
eighth part of an equivalent, 53*15 grains, of this salt dissoIv6'(l^

in 1000 grains of water, with an increase of 27*0 in one ex-'

periment, and 26*9 in another, at a temperature aboiit 5*5 .
"'

I. Sub-arseniateofsoda 216-q.
j^.^;.,^'^''.^^^^^^

..•fvm|^fhoa.r 1^
(HUVO ... Mean . . 215*6

The same quantity of salt immersed in turpentine caused
an increase of 29*4 and 29*5 in two experiments.
-nii li'Sub-arseniate of soda, vol. of salt 235*2'^"''^ f*fe08

.'1' IIi"a ^.:,j^.uj-
..

^^.;V';-/-^' -i;.
•; ^"; 236*0 1*801

1i'-:u\ Oil) ni nnrj .ylr/n'iB orlrjiifig no htow 1)——:
—

, /Mean
:

. •. 235*6 1-804;

Cane-Sugar, C^c^HnO^^^i 171-60.—25*8 grains of sugar
dissolved in 3140 grains of water caused an increase of 14*8

at 32"^; 42*9 grains, or the fourth of an equivalent, gave an
increase of 25-0 at 60° in two experiments.

I. Cane-sugar, vol, in solution 98-4

II. ... 100-0

. -IHi hfiis f9%pn K)tM'0 ••• . lOO'O

*->)'< " '"Mean . . 99-5

300 grains of sugar-candy thrown into alcohol previously
saturated with it, caused an increase in the first experiment
of 188*0, in the second of 188*75; in a third experiment,
49-65 grains thrown into turpentine caused an increase of

31*0; and the same quantity, in a fourth experiment, of 31-1,
the temperature in all the cases being about 60°.

iU hjiii Cj2.if-
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the solid volume have any relation to that occupied by ice,,

we have determined the specific gravity of" the latter with great]
care. The distilled water, which we converted into ice, was

deprived of air by long-continued boiling, and a weighed por-
tion of the ice was quickly immersed in water at 32

,
the ba-*

lance being kept at the same temperature during the weighing
of the ice. The rise in the stem of the volumenometer, in which

fragments of ice had previously been placed, indicated the

volume due to the quantity of ice immersed. On treating in

this manner 54<"2 grains of ice, a rise in the stem of 59 was

produced ; and in a second experiment 52*8 grains of ice oc-

casioned an increase of 57*5, the temperature in both cases

being exactly 32°.
' ' '-

Specific volume. Specific gravity.
I. J'Oe volume 9-797 ... 0-9186

Mean
,q;,,^ o'^"?8%-GS"bni>

0'mS4> oe^Qtoai he

As the true specific gravity of ice is a subject of much im-

portance, we place here all the recorded results, as given in

Bottger's most useful work on specific gravity, and in the first

volume of Scoresby's Arctic Regions,

"'^f Specific gravity of icie
'

0-888 Dulk. '^, ^^^'^f^
...

f
. ... -. 0-937 Irvme.' .

,,
„. ooo *

fiB 97fis jja3f«7iu|vs^^nfi
t^

0.9^5 Willian^i's^r^ ff
^

' ^^
^^

: 0-885 Meineke.
'

^'^^^«^*'^™

0-905 Heinrich Krkh.
. ..'•': ... 0-927 Osann.
...*' ... 0*950 Roger and Duilnas.

...;•: ... 0-920 Scoresby.

Ylanof" i-rq
Mean . . 0-919 - H!v>i«d io ?.nht^ 008

The mean of all these experiments, differing oiity-flj^^^
from our own determination, warrants us in concluding that

our result is accurate, and that 9*80 may safely be taken as

the specific volume of an atom of ice. Now it must at once
strike the observer of the previous experiments, that this num-
ber forms the divisor for the volumes of the salts described in

the present section. ov (.ingua-onxjJ
... , ,1 i

.11!

M
. - , .. v. . < nesM

ft rfDfffw rti 3fa?lr 2Jn389'rq"?Jf'^3 "io esfilo R no«)393 Bfdi nl
•

/nr. yd '

;^'i ion ^^hnab DiC gamolo?
rn; !>

^
/f ?i)ofiq '^rlt nl fnfofintj ^in

>{9rfl i9^
-isrijsd // i97ooaib oT .isdrfruri smsz gril lo aalqijlum \l6hmz
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Table IV

Me8srs. Playfair and Joule oti

Showing the volumes occupied by certain Phosphates,
Arseniates, Carbonate of Soda and Cane-sugar.

Designation. Volume in solution. Volume of salt.

Name. Formula.

S V

feS

s o

u

Carbonate of soda

Phosphate of soda

Sub- phosphate"!
of soda J

Arseniate of soda

Sub-arseniate \
of soda J

Cane-sugar

NaO,CO2+ 10HO
r 2NaO, HO, PO5 1

I +24HO ]

3NaO, P06-I-24HO

rHO,2NaO,AsOs'l
t +24HO J

3NaO, ASO5+24HO

C12H11OH

1434

359- J

381-6j

402-9

425-2

171-61

90

216-4

216-8

217-6

215-6

99-5

10

24

24

24

24

11

90

216

216

216

216

99

98-6

235-5

235-2

232-0 24

235-6 24

107-5 11

98-0

236-2

235-2

235-2

235-2

107-8

1-463

1-627

1-622

1-713

1-808

1-691

1-454

1-525

1-622

1-736

1-804

1-596

Connected with the latter group, there is a class of salts

which come out uniformly with themselves, but the divisor of
which is not 1 1 in the solid state. We subjoin them in the

following group.
Sulphate of Magnesia^ MgO, SO3 + 7H0 = 123-86.—

When this salt is dissolved in a large quantity of cold water,
the volume observed after solution is always less at ordinary
temperatures than that due to the water contained in the salt.

That this diminution is due to a contraction caused by an af-

finity of the salt for water is shown b}' the fact, that anhydrous
sulphate of magnesia dissolved in a large quantity of water

actually lessens, instead of increasing the bulk of the water;
and to compensate for this contraction, a certain tempera-
ture has to be given to the water. In the following expe-
riments with the sulphates of magnesia, zinc and iron, this

circumstance has been attended to, and the temperature is

given at which the results come out exact.

31 grains of crystallized sulphate of magnesia were dissolved

in 3140 grains of water at 32°, and caused an increase of

15'22 ; at 85° the increase was 15'75. , . „

MgO, SO3 + 7HO, vol. in solution 63. .// i[&e

Half an equivalent, 61*93 grains, being placed in a"sa{"u-

rated solution of the salt, caused an increase of 37"5 in one

experiment, but in three other experiments the increase was
not greater than 37'2 ;

the temperature in all the cases being
54°.
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salt, but this has been determined by Kopp, who ^ives it at

2*037, without however describing the character of the hy-
drate which he examined. It is possible, therefore, that it

may not be the same as that which we have examined; but ,
'

presuming it to be so, the volume of this salt, according to
;

I gKc^}! yf^^^ he I

^^, ' S'',- :'' = '?" Sp.gr. .imsVi'
!

'

NiO, "SO3 + 6HO, vol. of salt 64.-6 ... 2-037.

The volumes of the magnesian sulphates with 7 atoms of

r water are obviously less than those which would result were m^,

:"'"lhey multiples of the volume 11. But as we have already
'

: i ..seen that the water of hydration does not always enter into
'^

j

combination with the volume 11, but occasionally with thatofVjj>'

1 ^"•19*8, or the volume of ice, the results obtained may be ex-
;'

j^{;(plained on this view. Graham*, in his researches on the
,„'

!

phosphates, and on the heat of combination, drew attention

to the fact, that the atoms of water seem to be attJiched to-

gether \xitwos. Mil Ion t more lately has shown that the two
last atoms of water in sulphate of magnesia are less firmly
attached than the five remaining atoms; tl^t.a magnesian;
sulphate in fact may be viewed as

\Mlf3' 'i ) fcj; niuaJ

MgO, SO3 + 5HO + 2HO.'«v# «^flt ni nuDqqn

That 5 atoms of water form the natural numbers for the mag-
'

nesian sulphates we have evidence in the salts of copper and

manganese, both of which possess these 5 atoms of water in

combination with a volume of 11, at least.

CuO, SO3+ 5HO vol. ofsalt 55-4 (P. and J.)

MnO, SO3 + 5HO ... 57-6 (Kopp.)

As then the two additional atoms of water are retained by
a less feeble affinity than the remaining five, may we not as-

sume that they are present, as in the case of other salts pos-

sessing a feeble affinity for water, with the volume of ice,

whilst the original 5 atoms possess the higher volume of 11 ?

The following table will show that this hypothesis gives re-

sults by calculation which do not differ widely from those ob-

tained by experiment. .

Q,ff^^{ j>,

* Phil. Trans., "part "l . 1837, page 67.

f Annales de Chimie, 3 s^rie, t. xii.
j).

134.

!9 iid Jonna:* ,qoo '5^
omfia 91

i\\lU

.^^Ok.kdi. .O'
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water is exactly the same as that of ice itself. Sugar belongs
to this category, not because the FIj, Ojj are feebly attached,
for it has yet to be shown that they are present quasi water.

The fact however that these 1 1 atoms of hydrogen and oxygen
take up the same space as liquid water in solution, and as ice

in the solid state of sugar, and that the 12 atoms of carbon

have ceased to occupy space, is a matter of supreme interest,

and cannot fail to lead to important results when we come to

the consideration of organic compounds.
The fourth class in this section finds its representatives in

the sulphates of the magnesian class of metals, and perhaps

ought to include the magnesian chlorides also. They possess
their constitutional water with the usual volume of 11, while

the water feebly attached is present with the volume of ice.

Although, then, we have four distinct groups in the section

of salts possessing a large amount of hydrate water, we have

only two modifications of volume, the one represented by a

number equal or approximating to 11, the other by the vo-

lume of ice itself, viz. 9"8.

We now proceed to the consideration of salts which either

are destitute of water, or contain it in small proportion only.
The volumes affected by them must be volumes peculiar to

themselves, and not, as in the present section, to the water

with which they are combined.

Section II.

Sulphates with a small proportion of Water of Hydration,

Anhydrous and Double Sulphates.

Sulphate of Potash, KG, SO3 ^ 87-25.—Half an equi-

valent of this salt, dissolved in 3140 grains of water of 37°,

increased 7*2, and at 80°, 9*0; the same quantity dissolved

in 1000 grains of water at 66°, increased 90.

I. II. KO, SO3, vol. in solution 18-0

A whole equivalent of the salt being placed in its saturated

solution effected a rise in the stem of 33*0 at a temperature of

55°; and a repetition of the experiment gave the increase

33-1.
Sp. gr.

I. KO, SOg, vol. ofsall 33-0 ... 2-644

II. ...

'

... 33-1 ... 2-636

Mean . . 33-05 2-640

Sulphate of Potash and Sidphate of Water, KO, 803+ HO,
SO3 = 13635.—The fourth of an equivalent (34-08 grains),

being dissolved in 1000 grains of water, caused an increase of
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9*0 at a temperature of 59°, and 33 grains dissolved in the same

quantity of water occasioned a rise of 8*75 at 44°.

.19JBW Jl 360'
^r? KO, SO3+ HO, SO3, vol. in solution

«3aic*:qiv"^
•
M-v.- -^

- -.-" /
- -..-

•

... sfl-i

iiodifialo:
' Mean . . 36-05

-t?H«lfi'an equivalent (68*2 grains) of the salt, previously

fused, immersed in a saturated solution, produced a rise in

the stem of 27'5 ;
and a second experiment with the same

quantity, but with salt which had not been fused, of 27*6, the

temperature on both occasions being 55^.

Sp. gr.

^:. I. KO, SOg + HO, SOa,, Yfllv of salt 55*0 ... ,2-479
II. ... ...

; r,. 55-2 ... 2-470

Mean . . 55*1 ... 2*475

Sulphate of Ammonia^ NH4 O, SO3 + HO = 75-25.— In

three separate experiments, in which 7525 grains of this salt

were dissolved in 1000 grains of water, the increase was ex-

actl^y
36-0 at 60°.

I. II. III. NH4O, SO3HO, vol. in solution 36-0

Half an equivalent (37*6 grains) being immersed in a satu-

rated solution at 49°, caused, in two experiments, an increase

of 21-5.

Sp. gr.

I. II. NH4O, SO3 4- HO, vol. of salt 43-0 ... 1-750

Sulphate ofAmmonia and Sulphate of Water, NH4 O, SO3
+ HO, S03= 1 15-35.— Half an equivalent (577 grains) of

this salt, dissolved in 1000 grains of water, gave a rise in the

stem of 23-0 at 5^°, in two separate experiments.

I. II. NH4O, SO3 -f HO, SO3, vol. in solution 460

The same quantity of salt being placed in its saturated solu-

tion, caused an increase of 32-5 in one experiment and of

33*0 in a second, the temperature in both cases being 58°.

Sp. gr. /
"

' 1 ^fH4 0, HO,2S03, vol.ofsalt 65-0 ... 1-775 '^«"^'

II. ... 66-0 ... 1-747

Mean . . 65-5 ... 1-761

Sulphate ofSoda and Sulphate of Water, NaO, SO3 + HO,
SO.3 = 120-64.—The fourth of an equivalent (30-16 grains)
dissolved in 1000 grains of water, in the first experiment with

an increase of 4*6, in the second of 4-7, both at a tempera-
ture of 06°.

2 I 2
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io fanji
r|."Nap, SO3+HO, SOg^ Vol.in soJutiori'^ ii'8i.4^;si'j.il

\n>u.r''
»..-«. t v.-.-i., !„,,. ,->uf>

:
,

- Mean .->. ,i8,"6r

S'he same quantity of salt thrown into a saturated solution

catised, in two experiments, an increase of 11*0 at a tempera-
ture of 5^!°. .VyV\> ^^^^^^\^A,^'? \^,.x\^ ^s(\S.'\:^ 'n^.

^'uli io h 'o rlj-md) • -"
! I'.V- Of !^'-!B'''08

{idia-i^il' Bisulphate of RQOftj.vol. of salt^,, ^^'P, ,.,..^,$r7^z.i, ,

,\Animoniacal Sulphate of Copper^ CuO, SO3, HO + 2NH3
= 123'0.—The fourth of an equivalent (30' 8 grains) of this

fsubbtance in beautiful large indigo-blue crystals, dissolved in

1000 grains of water, with an increase of 13*3 in one experi-
ment and 13*0 in another, the temperature being 54 and 50°.

^L CuO, SO3, HO + 2NH3, vol. in solution 53-2

ftr- .:/" '".., -":;;./"' ^' ...%^^. - -^-52*0-

V 61 '5 grains of this salt placed in the solution from which
it had crystallized, caused an increase of 34'3, and on a repe-
tition of the experiment of 34*4, at a temperature of 60°.'^ "'

Sp.gr.
- I. CuO, SQ3, HO + 2NH3, vol. of salt 68-6 ... l'79S

JalEoilJ iii baagJgxiaDo c&w -h-'d^ '\ij,ii^iis>voi\i d 68-8 ... 1*788

aiLdflisqrnsJ r> In died Jiriooaa Mk^n ^'/.(^!i'.l' 68*7 ... 1'790

Sulphate ofCopper and Sulphate ofPotash, CuO, SO3 + KO,
SO3 + 6HO = 221 -31.—The fourth of an equivalent (55-32

grains) dissolved in 3140 grains of water at 32°, increased to

16-3, and at 72° to 18-0.

CuO, SO3+KO, SO3+6HO, vol. in solution 72*0

The same quantity of the salt placed in its saturated solu-

tion, caused an increase of 24*7 in one experiment and of 24*6

in a second, the temperature on both occasions, being SS"^.

I. CuO, SOg+ KQ, S03+6HO,Y^l.^^Saltr{'i98-8 . 2-239

IIO^ ifi ea.. noiluloiw^ii .lov ^UHd -f-,,G)L^ ,0 98-4 . 2-249
" - - "~ Mean . . 986 . 2*244

•

Sulphate of Copper and Sulphate of Ammonia, CuO, SO3
-f- NH4O, SO3 + 6HO = 199*88.—On dissolving 50 grains
of this salt in 1000 grains of water, an increase was occasioned

in the first experiment of 20-2, in the second of 20-3, both at

a temperature of 59°.

I. Sulphate of copper and ammonia, vol. in solution 80*8

If U ii •
>.',i6 .

: ....
itHol/i

... .,. ... 81'2
.OJTKj- O?'! .Ot^T/ v>'uu>.i-nuV '>M» Mean . . ^T^
On immersing the same quantity in a saturated solution, an
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increase of 2j5*4« w^s obtained, in the first expeifiniient, and of

26*4;5 in the second, both at a temperature of 59°.
j

\

r.^'ddO, SOs + NH*tf; SOs + 6H0, vol. of salt 105-6 .. &S*
noiillpa baJfi-iwJB?. r^.Qhii iiv/qixIj iim lu -^JjJnfi.nlOS-S . 1-889

-Biaqms) n in O-lIlo agrjaTjni iir ,^Meani-is.{Xi> 105-7 •• l-H.vloo

Sulphate of Zinc and Sulphate of Potash^ ZnO, SOg + KO,
SO3 + 6HO = 221- 86.— The fourth of an equivalent of this

salt (55-46 grains), on being dissolved in 1000 grains of water,
infcreased to 18 at a temperature of 60° in two experiments.
^-V'

•

I. II. ZnO, SO3 + KO, SOg + 6H0, vol. in solution 72.
"' The same quantity immersed in a saturated solution, caused

mi increase also in two experiments of 24>' 7, the temperature
being 56°. 3'"=^" a'ujjrnsqiirjj odJ j'lartJonjs ni O'CI \nux jnoin

--.=- ..uijjj!. : ,il i(iv ,\W.^ f. OH .08 .OpSp.gT.
If,%Zn0, SO3+KO, SO3+6HO, vol. of salt 98-8 ... 2-245

Sulphate of Zinc a?id Sidphate of Ammonia^ ZnO, SOg -f

NH4O, SO3 + 6HO = 200.—On dissolving 45 grains of

Jt^ls salt in 1000 of water, an increase of 18-0 was occasioned

in three separate experiments at a temperature of 58'^.

I. II. III. ZnO, SO3 + NH4O, SO3 -f 6H0, vol. in solution 80
"

On adding the fourth of an equivalent (50 grains) to a sa-

turated solution, an increase of 26*4 was occasioned in the first

experiment, and of 26-3 in the second, both at a temperature

I. Sulph. zmc and ammonia, vol. of salt lOS'o ... I'oS*

11. ... ... 105-2 ... l-90i}?

0-gr noit„{o.ni.lo..Oi^^^^^- «• 105-4 ... 1-897

.^, Sulphate of Magnesia and Sulphate of Potash, MgO, SO3
i KO, SO3 + 6HO = 202-29.—When a quarter of an equi-
valent of this salt (50*57 grains) is dissolved in as many as

3140 grains of water, the volume at 32° is only 15*45, but is

18 at 80°. This gives for the salt in very dilute solution—
MgO, SO3 + KO, SO3 + 6HO, vol. in solution 63 at 40°

72 at 80°

* The same quantity of salt after immersion in a saturated

solution gave in the first experiment an increase of 24*3, and
in the second of 24*4, both at a temperature of 57°.
.« iIjOU . .

. . ,,.,. Sp. gr.

I. Sulph. magnesia and potash, vol. qf^alt. 97'2 . 2-081

^hs nortolo8 ni Am ,«inonimxi bnii Tftffttfo * t ^1^ ' ^'^^^
"

;> Mean . . 97-4 . 2*076
'

Sulphate of Magnesia and Ammonia, MgO, SO3 + NH4O,
SO3 + 6H6 = 181*12.--The fourth of an equivalent (45*28
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grains) being dissolved in 1000 grains of water, caused an in-

crease of 20*0 at 60° ; and a repetition of the experiment at the

same temperature gave the increase 20*1 . «^ fioeiyib arane

I. Sulph. magnesia and ammonia, vol. in solution SO'O

II. ...
,

^^
... ... ... 80-4

'^i'.^'L Mean . .

80'^;:

The same quantity of salt placed in a saturated solution,

gave on two occasions a rise in thestem of 26'3 at a tempera-
ture of 60°. l3fdw <'.fio<r!«3T io! 'xoslvif:.

I. II. Sulph, magnesia and ammonia, vol. of salt 105*2 . 1*721

Sulphate of Iron and Potash, FeO, SOg+ KO, SO3+ 6HO
= 216'73.—The eighth of an equivalent (2709 grains), when
dissolved in 1000 of water, caused an increase of 9 at a tem-

perature of 65°.

Sulph. iron and potash, vol. in solution 72.

The same quantity immersed in a saturated solution occa-

sioned a rise in the stem in two experiments 12*3 at a tem-

perature of 61°.

Sp. gr.

I. II. Sulph. iron and potash, vol. of salt 98*4 ... 2*202

Sulphate of Iron and Ammonia, FeO, SO3 + NH4O SOg
+ 6HO = 195'55.—On dissolving 33*45 grains of this salt in

1000 of water, the increase in the first experiment was 13*4",

in the second 14, both at a temperature of 59°; a third expe-
riment with 66*9 grains, gave the increase 28 at the same tem-

perature.
I. Sulph. iron and ammonia, vol. in solution

II.

III.

Mean . .

48*89 grains of the salt being projected into a saturated so-

lution, caused in the first experiment an increase of 26*4, in

the second of 26*5.

Sp. gr.

I. Sulph. iron and ammonia, vol. of salt 105*6 ... 1*851

II. ... ... ... 106*0 ... 1*845

Mean . . 105*8 ... 1*848

In the last section we gave the volumes occupied by those

salts which did not occupy any space of themselves, but merely
that due to their combined water. The divisor for the vo-

lumes observed in solution was therefore necessarily 9, or the

atomic volume of water itself. But in this section we have

..experimented upon salts which take up space quite inde-
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pendent of their water of crystallization, even when they con-

tain water, and yet the most interesting result follows, that the

same divisor, 9, continues for the volumes ascertained by ex-

periment. The volumes in solution of the salts examined,

allowing for errors of observation, are therefore always mul-

tiples of 9,
—the atomic volume of water. The volumes of

the solids are, like those of the previous section, multiples of

one and the same number, that number being also, as in the

former case, 1 1 ; but the ammonia salts do not arrange them-
selves under this divisor for reasons which will be explained

presently. The averages of the experiments on all the salts

are thrown into the following table, into which is also in-

troduced the exact numbers which would have resulted had
there been a strict accordance with the law obviously indicated

by experiment.

Table VI.—Showing the volumes of certain Sulphates with a small pro-

portion of Water of Hydration, Anhydrous and Double Sulphates.

Designation.
Volume in

solution.
Volume in state of salt.

Name.

Sulphate of potash . .

Bisulphate of potash.

Sulphate of ammonia

Bisulphate of am- \
monia j"

Bisulphate of soda...

Ammoniacal sul- 1

phate of copper J

Sulphate of copper"!
and potash J

Sulphate of copper 1

and ammonia... f

Sulphate of zinc 1

and poteish j

Sulphate of zinc \

and ammonia... j

Sulphate of mag-1
nesia and potash J

Sulphate of mag- \

nesia & ammonia j

Sulphate of iron 1

and potash J

Sulphate of iron 1

and ammonia ... J

Sulpiiate of nickel "1

and potash J

Formula.

KO, SO3
KO, SO3+IIO, SO3
NII4O, SO3+HO

NH4O, SO3+HO, SO3

NaO, SO3+HO, SO3

CuO, SO3HO+2NH3

CuO, SO3 + KOSO3 \
+6II0 J

CuO, SO3 + NH^O, 1

SO3 + 6H0 J

ZnO, SO34-KO, 803!
+CHO J

ZuO,S03+NH40,S03l
+ 6H0 J

MgO,S03+ KO, SOgl
+ 6110 J

MgO, S03 + NH40,\
SO3 + 6HO ]

FeO, SO3+ KO, SOgl
+ 6H0 J

FeO,S03+NH40S03l
+ 6H0 /

NiO, SO3+ KO, SO3I
+ 6HO /

Atomic

weight.

a "
3 1?

4) .5

3 -^

.0 01 *

87-25
136-35

75-25

11535

120-64

12300

221-31

199-88

221-86

20000

202-29

181-12

216-73

195-55

218-99

180
i
2

3605! 4
36-0

46-0

18-6

52-6

720

810

720

80-0

72-0

80-2

720

80-7

71-5

33-05

551
43-0

65-5

440

68-7

98-6

105-7

98-8

105 4

97-4

105-2

98-4

105-8

1000

o s> s
t ^ .

3J3 ^
^ S (J!

&8
sg-

2-644 2-640

2-479|2-475
1-7101-750

1-7471-761

2-742.2-742

1-790

2-235 2-244

2-019

2-241

2020

2-043

1-829

2-190

1-975

2-212

1-891

2-245

1-897

2-076

1-721

2-202

1-848

2-190
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The correspondence between the observed and calculated

results in the preceding table, as far as regards the potash
salts, is so striking as to remove any doubt of the basis upon
which the calculations are made. It is therefore of interest

to consider the results indicated by the table a little more in

detail. The first point of remark is, that in every case the

ammoniacal salt has one volume greater in solution than the

corresponding potash salt. Sulphate of potash possesses two
volumes in solution

; sulphate of ammonia divested of one vo-

lume for its atom of water possesses three. These volumes
are respectively carried through the whole class of double

sulphates. The volumes of these double sulphates are made

up of the sum of the volumes of their constituent salts, which

appear, therefore, to be united unchanged. We saw in the

previous section that the magnesian sulphates dissolve in water

without increasing its bulk more than is due to their water of

combination. The same takes place in their double sulphates,
for subtracting the volumes of the atoms of water which have

been carried by the sulphates into their union with sulphate
of potash, the remainder shows the volumes belonging to the

latter salts, as indicated by direct experiment. This is

strikingly exemplified also by bisulphate of soda. Sulphate
of soda was shown in the last section to possess no volume in

solution, and in this acid salt we find that the sulphate of soda
has in solution ceased to occupy space, for the resulting vo-

lume of the acid salt is only 18 or 9 x 2, which is the atomic

volume of sulphate of water, as ascertained by the volume

occupied by it in bisulphate of potash and bisulphate of am-

monia, and as determined also by a calculation, which we have

made, of the volume occupied by hydrated sulphuric acid in

a dilute solution, founded upon recorded specific gravities.

Although the ammoniacal sulphates, on account of their

analogy to the potash salts, have been introduced into the

above table, it is obvious that the numbers representing their

volumes are too wide from the theoretical numbers to be con-

sidered multiples of 11. Hydrated sulphate of ammonia af-

fects four volumes, 11x4, but the anhydrous salt obeys a

different law. On immersing in turpentine 33' 15 grains of

anhydrous NH4O, SO3, the increase was I9'6 and 19'5, the

mean being 19*55 water-grain measures. This gives 39" 1 as

the vol. of the equivalent, and 9'8 x 4 = 39*2. Anhydrous
sulphate of ammonia affects, therefore, 4 vol. of ice; and the

double salts consist of the magnesian sulphates with 6 equiva-
lents of water attached to an equivalent of anhydrous sulphate
of ammonia, as will be seen from thefplJlQwipg table of, theif

solid volumes and specific gravities. .c,qx9 avie,,:J'JOua bivjvoa /'
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Solid

volume by
expe-
riment.

Hint .->

SoUd
volume by
theory.

Specific

gravity by
expe- ,

riment.

Specific

gravity by
theory.

Sulphate of ammonia ~'<l'>'vd"J)j
Sulphate of copper and ammoma.i'....

Sulphate of zinc and ammonia

Sulphate of magnesia and ammonia...

Splphate of iroB and ammonia., >,,.,.i.,.

105-4

105-2

.105-8,

103-2

105-2

105 2 1

J ^696

,1-891

1-887

1-721

1-848

1-691

1-900

1-901

1-721

'.-' •

.!:iiai, ' ;;i: ;;; - -/jrurro/

As one of the members of the group of double salts here
described takes up no space of itself, it became of importance
to ascertain the volume of the salt when deprived of water,
and also the space occupied by the double salt reduced to the

same state. In this examination it was quite unnecessary to

obtain the volumes in solution, because it was obvious that

salts not occupying in solution a greater volume than that due
to their water of hydration, would, in their anhydrous condi-

tion, take up no space at all. In fact, we had ascertained that

not only was there no increase in dissolving such salts in

water, but that actually there was a contraction if the water
were in large proportion to the salt; when this is not the case,
the increased expansibility of the solution prevents the con-
traction being observed.

In the following examination will be found almost all the

salts previously described in their hydrated condition, with

the exception of the phosphates and arseniates, which we re-

serve for another paper.

Sulphate of Magnesia, MgO, S03= 60-86.—Half an equi-
valent of this salt, 30*43 grains, thrown into turpentine,
caused an increase of 110 ; but in a second experiment the

increase was 11*5, the temperature in both cases being 65°

lii oJniMgO, SO^;voi;j<if'«»It! .22iO lifieJofg-'yifeS'^i '^golfinxi

ijHt ^niHfDaavqdi 8'fDdinutt yd.t 23'0 ... 2'646 'aj ovodii

-'jfriniiiv'.22-5 ... 2'706

Siilphate of Zinc, ZnO, SO8=80'43.—Half an equivalent
of this salt, 40*22 grains, projected into turpentine, caused an^
increase of .11*05 »nd, in anotbeir experiraent^QfJiO'S., ,.,,,,, j,,.,

^ ' ' • Jiv'i' -ii.i'>' .y>\vi^^i\')iii ffifi-vTi-'sutr.vv (Pp'';g>'--';-!if)d nfiaia

-^OTh/dJ^"^' ^^3» vol. of salt 22^),j.iis.,„ ,3*639 , .bv adi

jdj biifi ,-m'V.^ .. .?"i->... ^y^lv" 3'7g3 ,,j 'jii-Ak\\ui

-uviupa a Mvf zaiM^^i\tA'iiiA^j.v3'l'%B)
... , 3*68l2jli5a alduob

Sulphate of Copper, CuO, SOgrr 79*88.—Half an equiva-
lent, 39*94 grains, of the salt placed in turpentine, caused
in several successive experiments an increase of exactly IIW^
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Sp. gr.

CuO, SO3, vol. of salt 22-0 ... 3-631

Sulphate ofIron^ FeO, S03= 75-3. - Half an equivalent of
this salt, 37'65 grains, caused, in two experiments with the
same salt, a rise of 12*0, which gives for the equivalent 24*0
and a specific gravity of 3*138.

Sulphate of Cobali,CoO,SO.^= 77-69.—On immersing 19'42

grains of this salt in turpentine, an increase of 5'5 was ob-
tained in two experiments ;

this gives for the equivalent 22'0,
and for the specific gravity 3*531 .

Sulphate q/'Soda, NaO, S03= 71'43.—On throwing a whole

eqirtvaient of this salt into turpentine, the increase was only
27*5 in several successive experiments, which gives for the

specific gravity 2*597. Karsten found its specific gravity to

be 2*631, a result approximating to our own; attention is

drawn to this circumstance because both results are anoma-
lous.

Sulphate of Silver, AgO, S03=156'4'8.—On immersing in

turpentine 78*24 grains of this salt, the increase was 14*7,
which gives as the volume ofthe equivalent 29*4, and a specific

gravity of 5*322.

Chromate of Silver, AgO, Cr03= 168*49.—The fourth of
an equivalent of this salt, 42*12 grains, gave an increase, when
thrown into turpentine, of 7*3 in two successive experiments.
This gives 29*2 for the volume of the equivalent, and 5*770 for

the specific gravity of the salt.

Sulphate of Copper and Potash, CuO, SO3 + KO, SO3= 167*31.—41*82 grains, the fourth of an equivalent, thrown
into turpentine, caused an increase of 14*9 in one experiment
and of 15*0 in another, the temperature in both cases being
54°.

Sp. gr.

CuO, SOg-f KO, SO3, vol.ofsalt 59*6 ... 2*807
60*0 ... 2*788

Mean . . 59*8 ... 2*797

Sulphate of Nickel and Potash, NiO, SO3 + KO, SO3 =
164*99.—41*54 grains caused an increase of 14*2 in one ex-

periment and 14*5 in a second, the temperature in both cases

being 54°.

NiO, SO3+KO, SO3, vol. ofsalt 56'4 ... 2*9l5

57*5 ... 28*69

Mean . . 56*95 ... 2^7
Sidphate of Zinc and Potash, ZnO, SO3 + KO, SO3 =

167*86.—41*96 grains, the fourth of an equivalent, placed in

turpentine, caused an increase of 14*9 in two experiments.
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Sp. gr.

ZnO, SO3 + KO, SO3, vol. ofsalt 59-6 ... 2-816

Sulphate of Magnesia and Potash, MgO, SO3 + KO, SO3
= 14<8*29.—37'07 grains, or the fourth of an equivalent,
caused in one experiment an increase of 13*9, and in a second

of 13'8, the temperature being 56'^. iij-^q-i a inu,

-do JVIgO, S03+KO,S03,vol.ofsalt 55-G ... 2-667
(.155

'

.,.«,.. ... ...
55;2

... 2-686 .nu\

Mean . . 55'^ ..^ 2-676 h\m

Sulphate of Manganese and Potash, MnO, SO3-I-KO, SO3
= 163-07.—40-8 grains of this salt, one-fourth of an equiva-
lent, placed in turpentine, caused an increase of 13"5 in one

experiment and 13-6 in another, at a temperature o^ 55'^. '.

" ''

'

MnO, SO3+ KO, SO3, vol. of salt 54-0 ... 3^olo '^^^

iBnic.:!-
- ^ -

.2:996,;"'

•.ft £C' Mean . . 54-2 ... 3-008 rr-r

Sulphate ofCopper and Ammonia, CuO, SO3+ NH4O, SO3
= 145-88.—36-53 grains of this salt thrown into turpentine,
caused an increase of 16'7 in one experiment and 166 in an-

other, at a temperature of 60°. '^^^

Sp. gr. /idj

I. Sulphate of copper and ammonia 66'6 ... 2*190:HT
II. ... ... ... 66;2 ... 2-204 jdi

08 ^O/i ^->oA> t^^ Mean . . 66*4 ...2-197''^

Sulphate of Zinc and Ammonia, ZnO, SO3 + NH^O, SO3= 1 46-0.—30 grains of this salt thrown into turpendiie* 9au^e<|
an increase of 13-5 at 60°.

'^ "'
f

'

^ o?"
Sp.'gr.

Sulphate of zinc and ammonia, vol. of salt 65*7 ... 2-222

Sulphate of Magnesia and Ammojiia, MgO, SO3 + NH4O,
SO3 = 127-12.—The fourth of an equivalent (31*78 grains)

placed in turpentine, caused an increase of 16*5 in the first

experiment, and of 16-4 in the second.

I. Sulphate of magnesia and ammonia 66-0 ... 1"926

II ... ... ... Q5-6 ... 1-938

Mean . . 65-8 ... 1-932

Sulphate ofAlumina, Al2033S03=17r95.—This salt, and
the anhydrous alums, offer difficulties to the correct estima-

tion of their specific gravity on account of their great porosity
and liability to carry down air. Tlie best mode of obviating
this source of error is to introduce a metallic wire previously
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moistened with turpentine into the volumenometer, and employ
this to break the numerous air bubbles which arise on im-

mersing the salts. The following estimations were taken with

great care, but from this source of error may possibly be in-

accurate.
'^

The eighth part of an equivalent (21-49 grains), immersed
in turpentine and treated as described above, gave results

varying from 9-8 to lO'O, the mean result being 9'9.

•Ic(,"b.' ... 0-SL^ Sp.gr.

Al^Og^SOg, to4'^:=of salt 79-2 ... 2-171

Sulphate of Alumina and Potash, A\c^0^3S0^ + KO, SO3
= 259-36.—The eighth part of an equivalent (32-42 grains)
of anhydrous alum, immersed in turpentine and treated as

described in the case of sulphate of alumina, gave an increase

o€,l^;^,ftnd 14-6 ia two experiments. .n^ij^„gj,.,(j

5 a'

, I. Alum, vol. of salt

u. ... ...

116-0

116-8

2-236

2-220

... 2-228

S03 = 238 2.—The
,,,.,,?! &||§„^| "llMean . . 116-4

Ammonia Alum, AI2O33SO3 + NH4O
eighth part of an equivalent of this salt (29*77 grains), tre^t^J^a
as in the previous cases, gave an increase of 14*6 in twotei^faa

periments^ ,.
1 ,: ^

^ ^^
. :"" ^^j^"^

Ammonia alum, vol. of salt 116-8 ... 2-039 licdqfu^
'

^
'ii&dQhsf'.

Carbonate ofSoda, NaO, C02= 53-47.—The equivalent otn
this salt, thrown into turpentine, gave an increase of

exactly,"^
22-0, which makes its specific gravity 2*430.

'.^

Chloride of Magnesium, MgCl = 48-12.—The anhydrouSua
chloride of magnesium used in the experiment was made hf;,

saturating equal portions of muriatic acid with magnesia an4i

ammonia, mixing together, evaporating to dryness, and heattufi

ing to redness.

Half an equivalent (24*06 grains), thrown into turpentin^
caused an increase of ll'O in one experiment and of 11*1 ii^v'd

a second. f „

,,.,,,,,,,.,,,,
I. MgCl,vol,

*:^-?l ... I
..}^'

'"
^?^ ,0??

'',".
j

... :

Mean '.

CMorlSe of Calcium, CaCl = 55*92.—This salt was ren-'jj

dered anhydrous by fusing it in a platinum crucible for somfiilD

time. 28 grains of the fused salt, thrown into turpentined'^

caused an increase of 1 1-3 at a temperature of 63°. ^J^.

mh
\\.' i~ A}-',
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^olqma hnBtiaJornonamuiov odJ oJrii aniJn Sp. gr. i « banaJgiorn
_rr,: ,,o '^^IrnGaGly voLfdf'ialt- 22^-5'-iiv. 2-480 --.'< ot -h

Chloride of Cobalt^ CoCl = 65*0.—On throwing the fourth

of an equivalent (16'25 grains) of anhydrous chloride of cobalt

into turpentine, an increase of S'^ was obtained in two expfiri-

ments. and or S'Q in a third trial. , r
^ .^'

'' ^ .

' ).ins'iJ
I>f'*5pftm^iit'jq'i(jj

111

•^"^irCoCl, vol. of salt li^^^^}} 2-954.* '

J^ni\^i«7

II. ... . ... 22-0 ... 2-954

III. ... ?'Pt.. JfB8')o2fe» e{.0^ 2-902

08 ,0:H 4- gO^f: i Mean ,^^,c^ \,^g•]^,^,,,,^>2-937

*fABL^ V^r<-f7Showing the volume occupied by certain Hy-
drated Salts rendered Anhydrous.. . .:

'

,•' ' ^lU m b9dnofe9i>3<^.e9'i;)fII ji'

Designation.

Name.

Jkal

O:^ .O ' r/
-I- Of^- "^

ZnO, SO3
CuO, SO3
FeO, SO3
CoO, SO3
NaO.SOg •-' '^'

AgO.SOs
AgO, CrOg
AI2O33SO3

CuO.SOs+KG.SOg

NiO,S08+KO,S03

ZnO,S08+KQ,S05 ,

MgO,S03+KO,S03

MnO, SO3+KO, SO3

CuO, SO3+NH4O, SO3

ZnO, SO3+NII4O, SO3

MgO, SO3+NH4O, SO3

'St

>^

It2 S
11"

u

Sulphate of magnesia
Sulphate of zinc. .... .

Sulphate of copper. . .

Sulphate of iron

Sulphate of cobalt . . .

Sulphate of soda

Sulphate of silver . . .

Chromate of silver. . .

Sulphate of alumina .

Sulphate of copper 1

and potash j

Sulphate of nickel 1

and potash j

Sulphate of zinc \
and potash j

Sulphate of mag-1
nesia and potash J

Sulphate of manga- "1

nese and potash. /
Sulphate of copper 1

and ammonia ... j

Sulphate of zinc 1

and ammonia ... J

Sulphate of magne- 1

sia and ammonia J
Potash alum
Ammonia alum
Carbonate of soda ...

Chlotide of cobalt ...

Chloride of magne- \

slum J

Chloride of calcium .

Al2 03 3S03+KO,S03 259-36

Al2 03,3S03+NH40S03 238-2

NaO, COj 53-47

Co, CI 65-0

''

^^''°^C1^*«^
"^

'55-92

80-43,
79-88

75-3

77-69
71-43
156-48

168-49

171-95

167-31

164-99

167-86

148-29

l«3-07

145-88

146-0

22-5

21-85
22-0

24-0

22-0

27-5

29-4

29-2

79-2

59-8

56-95

55-4

54-2

66-4

65-7

22

5

5

55

55

55

55

55

6 66

6 66

127-0 65-8

116-4

116-8

22-0
221

221

22-5

6 66

2-766 2-706
3-656 3-681
3-631 3-631
3-423

3-531
3138
3-531

2-597
5-322

Aiv4vU^v^5•770
2171

2-7973-042

2-998

3-034

2-694

2-964

2-192

2-212

1-924

2-427
2-955

2-187

2-542

2-897

2-816

2-676

3-008

2197

2-222

1-932

2-228
2039
2-427

2-937

2-177

2-485
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^>-^The preceding table exhibits various points of great interest

ks regards isomorphism. Hydrogen has for a long time been

recognised by chemists as equivalent to a magnesian metal;
and hence the sulphate of a metal of this class should possess
the volume of sulphate of vi^ater. The volume of bisulphate
of potash is 55*0 by experiment, which leaves 22*0 for that of

sulphate of water, on deducting the volume of sulphate of

potash, which is 33"0; and the same result follows when the
volume of sulphuric acid is deduced from bisulphate of soda,
if we suppose the sulphate of soda to enter that salt with two
volumes. Thus we have— dT — 8 x d'^i ,3ji

_^^^^j^^>lphate
of water ... . = 22^^ l^fe^ ^^^^^'""

Sulphate of a magnesian oxide= 22 -f- 11 =2
-.-r* (ii

We now see that bisulphate of potash (sulphate of water
and sulphate of potash) is exactly equivalent to the double

sulphates of the magnesian class. {Vide Section V.)

Bisulphate of potash (HO, SO3+ KO, SO3) =55
Sulphate ofmagnesia and potash(MgO,S03 + KO,SOg)=: 55.

It is now comprehensible why bisulphate of soda should
hiave a volume of 44*0 in the solid state and only of 18*0 in a

state of solution ; because sulphate of soda which assumes a

volume in the solid state becomes added to the same volume

possessed by sulphate of water, while in the state of solution

the proper volume of sulphate of soda disappears altogether.

Bisulphate of ammonia possesses a volume due to a com-
bination of sulphate of water and sulphate of ammonia, with

a volume of 11x4, and it will be .observed that the same
result attends the double sulphates of the magnesian metals

with sulphate of ammonia.

Bisulphate of ammonia (NH4O, SO3+ HO SO3) =66
Sulphateofammoniaandcopper(NH40,S03H-CuO,S03)= 66.

The cause of this singular result is in the mutual conver-

tibility of the primitive volumes 9"8 and 11.

It is very curious to observe the large number of volumes
which have disappeared when the salt combines with water.

Thus sulphate of alumina in its anhydrous state possesses a

bulk equal to 79'2, which has ceased to occupy space in the

hydrated salt ; and still more remarkable instances of this are

seen in the alums, which add to this the volumes of their alka-

line sulphates. A curious result obtained in the examination

of the hydrated alums is now explicable. We found that the

potash alums took up in solution only the space due to their

water ;
but that the space occupied by them in the state of

salts was one volume in addition to this quantity. In the pre-
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ceding section we observed tliat sulphate of potash possessed
the singular property of expanding one vohinie in becoming
solid; 9 X 2 in a state of solution becoming 11.x 3 in the

state of a salt. It is impossible to refrain from accepting this

as an explanation of the increase of one in the quotient ob-

tained by dividing tlie volumes by their proper numbers,Q
and 11—24 x 9 becoming 25 x 11.

The difficulties, to which we have already alluded, prevent
us placing much confidence in our results for the anhydrous
alums. Sulphate of alumina seems to affect eight volumes of

ice, 9*8 X 8 = 1B>'^\ in ammonia alum the latter becomes
united to the volume of anhydrous sulphate of ammonia,
9'8 X 8 + 9'8 X 4 = 117*6; while potash alum should con-

sist of 9*8 X 8 + 11 X 3 = lir4. It is unnecessary to re-

mark that these theoretical numbers possess only an approx-
imation to our experimental results. [Vide remarks on Sec-

tion V. .rf.im'Oi:!
vtisdqlUfi

The sulphates of soda and silver' ^nd the corresponding
chromate are also obviously exceptions to the general rule of

the solid volume being multiples of 11. But in the last section

we had similar exceptions in salts which ranged themselves

under 9*8 or the volume of ice. The sulphates now under

consideration have the same divisor, if sulphate of soda be not

considered an exception, as the variation is decidedly too great
to be attributed to a mere error of experiment ; it ought how-
ever to be observed that Mohs gives for the specific gravity
of this salt 2*462, a number much more in accordance with

theory than our own result ; but as our experiments have been

often repeated, they may perhaps be viewed as an argument in

favour of an opinion, deduced from other considerations, that

sulphate of soda has a double atom 27*5 x 2 = 55, which

is 11 X 5.

Name.

V 2

Sulphate of soda '27-5 3

Sulphate of silver
'

29-4 3
Chromate of silver 29-2, 3

29-4
29-4

29-4

2 ^

2-430
5-322

5711

2-597
5-322

5-770

lu n&9»

Section III.

Nitratesf ^c.

The nitrates do not in general aflect a large proportion of

water of hydration, and are therefore well-calculated to show
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the volume occupied by anhydrous salts. It will be observed
that they present some peculiarities.

Nitrate of Potash, KO, NO5=101-3.—The halfof an equi-
valent of this salt, 50*65 grains, being dissolved in 1000 grs.
of water, gave an increase of ] 8*05 at 45°.

KO, NO5, vol. in solution 36-1

The same quantity of salt, 50*65 grains, thrown into tur-

pentine, caused a rise in the stem of 24*5, 24*4, 24*5 in three

successive experiments.
Sp. gr.

I. KO, NO5, vol. of salt 49-0 ... 2-067
II. ... ... 48-8 ... 2-075""'*

'•'

III. ... ... 49-0 ... 2-067

Mean . . 48-9 ... 2-070

Nitrate of Ammonia, NH4O, NO5=80-3.—The volume of

nitrate of ammonia in solution was determined by dissolving
40-15 grains of this salt in 1000 grains of water. In one ex-

periment the increase in the stem was 22-5, the temperature

being 57° ;
in a second the rise was 23'0 at 63°.

I. NH4O, NO5, vol. in solution 45
II. ... ... ^6^0

Mean . . 45-5

Half an equivalent of this salt, well-dried (40*15 grains),
on being immersed in turpentine produced an increase in

three experiments of 24*7, 24*5, 24*5.

I. NH4O, N05,vol. ofsalt

II.

III.

Mean . . 49*1 ... 1*635

Nitrate of Soda, NaO, N05= 85-45.—On dissolving 85-45

grains, or one equivalent, of this salt in 1000 grains of water,
an increase of 27*1 was obtained, the temperature being 59° ;

but on repetition of the experiment at the same temperature
the increase was only 26*0.

I. NaO, NO5, vol. in solution 27*1

II. ... ... 26-0

Mean . . •iQ'B

The half of an equivalent of this salt, 42" 72 grains, well-

dried, produced an increase on being thrown into turpentine
of 19-6 in three experiments and 19-5 in a fourth trial.
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I. NaOjNOsVol. ofsalt 39-2 ... 2-18oT, .

ILj , ,... ... 39-2 ... 2-180

'rtir '"'... ... 39-2 ... 2-180
''?i '^^^'^f^

•"
-^ _^ 39^ ^ 2-190

Mean . . 39-1 2-182

Nitrate of Silver, AgO, NO5 = 170-0.—On dissolving 42-5

grains of this salt in 1000 grains of water, an increase of 6-8

was effected at a temperature of 59°.

AgO, NO5, vol. in solution 27-2.

The same quantity of salt, 4*25 grains, thrown into turpen-
tine, produced an increase of 9-8. j

{

AgO, N05 vol. of salt 39-2 ... 4-336

Nitrate of Lead, PbO, NOg^ 165 '75 .—This salt gives very
unsatisfactory results on being dissolved in water; at low

temperatures the volume for the atom is equal to nearly 18*0,
or 9 X 2. But at higher temperatures the volume in solution

approaches nearly to 27*0, or 9 x 3
; and, although the re-

sults do not come out exact, unless corrected for expansion,
we are inclined to view the latter as the true result. 83 grs.
dissolved in water gave an increase of 12-5

; in a second ex-

periment of 12*7, both at a temperature of Go°.

PbO, NO5, vol. in solution 25-0

25-4

Mean . . 25-2 m>^

The fourth part of an equivalent, 41-43 grains, immersed in

turpentine, gave an increase of 9*7 ; 82-87 grains gave the in-

crease 19-2 ; and in a third experiment 19-0. *
'

'. ,

I. PbO, NO5, vol. of salt 38-8 ... 4-272
II. ... ... 38-4 ... 4-316

III. ... ... 38-0 ... 4-362

Mean . . 38-4 ... 4-316

Nitrate of Barytes, BaO, NO5=130-85.—Half an equiva-
lent of this salt, 65-42 grains, dissolved in 1000 grains of
water with an increase of 13-5 at a temperature of 60°; and
a repetition of the experiment was attended with the same
result.

BaO, NO5, vol. in solution 27-O.

The same quantity of salt, immersed in turpentine, caused
an increase of 19-8 in three experiments, and 20-0 and 20-2
in two other experiments; the salts being all different speci-
mens, and decrepitated previously to the experiment.

Phil. Mag. S. 3. No. 183. Suppl. Vol. 27. 2 K
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caused an increase of 29*5, which gives for an equivalent of

the salt the volume 59'0, and a specific gravity 2'04'J.

^ Nitrate of Magnesia, MgO, NO5 + 6HO = 128-8.—The
fourth part of an equivalent of crystallized nitrate of magnesia
(32 "2 grains) dissolved in 1000 grains of water at 60°, with

an
injcrease

of 18*1 and 18*3 in two experiments.

/
I. MgO, NO5 + 6HO, vol. in solution 73-2

':!fYlrIIj')if;/(,f;V).j^!:
"ih-Ur.i." ": ... 72*4

•:
>-j;7^toj.;Hi*n;MHH»|

in l;,-.Mean . . 72*8

The same quianntyWirbwn' into turpentine produced an
increase of 22*0, which gives for the volume of an equivalent
of the salt 88*0, and for its specific gravity 1"464.

Nitrate of Bismuth, BiO, NO5 + 3HO = 160-33.—This

salt, being decomposed when thrown into water, is not fitted

for determining volume by solution; but when 80*16 grains
were thrown into turpentine, the increase was obtained in two

experiments of 29-2 and of 29-4.
!

Sp.gr.
I. BiO, NO5 + 3HO, vol. of salt 58-4 ... 2-745

II. ... ... i^'J'. ... 58;^
... 2-727

Mean . . 58-6 ... 2-736

Basic Nitrate of Mercury, 2HgO, NO5 + 2HO = 291-0.

—This salt cannot be dissolved in water without the forma-

tion of a subsalt, unless the water is used in small propor-
tion

;
it is therefore unfitted for our experiments, as far as

regards the volume in solution. On immersing 68-7 grains
ii^ turpentine, an increase of 16-2 was obtained in two suc-

cessive experiments. This gives 68*6 as the volume of the

equivalent, and a specific gravity of 4*242.

Basic Nitrate of Lead, 2PbO, NO5 = 277-72.—This salt

is so insoluble, that it is difficult to determine its volume in so-

lution with any great degree of accuracy. The sixteenth part
of an equivalent dissolved in 1000 grains of water gave an
increase of 2*6, which seems to indicate a volume of 9 x 5.

69*43 grains, being immersed in turpentine, gave an in-

crease of 12*3 in several experiments.
Sp. gr.

Basic nitrate of lead, vol. of salt 49-2 ... 5-645

The same multiple relation of 9 is carried through all the

salts of this class dissolved in .water. The divisor for the

solid volume is, however, different from the salts of the pre-
vious sections. Exceptional cases were pointed out in their

examination, in which 9*8, or the volume of ice, became the

divisor; and in the present group of salts we observe a won-
derful uniformity in this respect.

2K2
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Tapi*J5! VIII.—Showing the volumes occupied by certain Nitrates.

Designation, .
, ,

'''- .!0Ij;jJ08 li

Volume in Volume in state of salt.

Name. r FMmula.

ih) oniitmiYtui ohii n

Atomic

Weight.

•i.

s ° 4) S
s g-

8.5"
.23

CO —

a|-

•^tj

E|

Nitrate of potash ...

Nitrate of ammonia
Nitrate of soda
Nitrate of silver

Nitrate of lead

Nitrate of barytes . .

Nitrate of strontia ..

Nitrate of black \
oxide ofmercury j

Basic nitrate of 1

mercury J,
Basic nitrate ofO

lead ji

Nitrate of bismuth .

Nitrate of copper...
Nitrate of magnesia

KO, NOg
NII4O, NO5
NaO, NO5
AgO, NO5
PbO, NO5
BaO, NOg
;SrO, NO5

HgjO,N05+2HO

2H^,NOs+2HO

BiO, NOj+SfiO
CuO, N0s+3H0
MgO, N0s+6H0

101-3

80-3

85-45

170-0

165-75

361
45-5

26-5

27-2
25-4

130-85 270
106-0 26-5

2820 540

2910

48-9

49-1

391
39-2

38-4

39-8

39-2

58-9

68-6

5
5

4
4
4
4
4

6/

^pM:
160-33'

120-8

128-8

45

72-8

,.;Tr
%hh
58-6

59-0

88'0

49-0

49-0

39-2

39-2

39-2

39-2

39-2

58-8

68-6

49-0

58-8

58-8

88-2

2-067i2070

l-639|l-635
2-1802-182
4-3364-336

4-228;4-316
3-3383-284

2-7042-704

4-7964-785

4-2424-242

5-66715-645

2-727I2-736
2-054 2047
1-4601-464

It is almost supei-fluous to offer any remarks upon this

group of salts, especially as we shall have to consider several

of them in a future section. It cannot escape attention, that

the nitrates of soda, silver, lead, strontia and barytes possess
the same atomic volume, as might have been expected from
the isomorphism of several of them. Nitrates of soda and

potash do not possess the same atomic volume, and therefore

their alleged isomorphism, deduced from the observation by
Frankenheim* of microscopic crystals of nitrate of potash
similar to those of nitrate of soda, is highly questionable. The

principal exception to the volumes of the nitrates now de-

scribed being multiples of ice is that of nitrate of lead, which
has a volume of 38-4, instead of 39*2

; but this must be due
to the nature of the salt, which comes out as unsatisfectorily
ill a state of solution as in the solid state. ''^*^_ ^>^ '>»^^»^^V
'

' .no biTB ^baJatiq

Section IV. -;5. ^^ n.o.>^, ..,^,,.,..

Chlorides, Bromides and Iodides.

Chloride of Potassium, KCl = 74*7.—On dissolving 37*5

grains of this salt in 1000 grains of water, the increase was
13'3 at a temperature of 5*^° ;

a second experiment with the

*
Poggendorff's Ann., vol. xl. p. 447.
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^^^M¥(iHfiitJfy gave the fncrcase'l^-^^At?^'^*'^ and a

jp^riMeiirgave 13*7 at 65°.

I, K CI, vol. (in solution
.ihv V: o.ti:J«

^1
S3

11 Wj,
-; h

5 °-

3 gi

26-8 f"

27-2

26-8

i .: i
\

The whole of an equivalent thrown into turpentine (the

L_lsalt having been decrepitated) increased 39*6, and 39*3 in two

[o'jofejiperiments. Half an equivalent, 37'35 grains, caused a rise

In the
Sjt|Bm,ofjj{|-6-pj^wo.pperiment^J;.^

^
<'89i-3 ,i.>/ .a-soo

i
[1;

I

'•i

>-8a
I

iti-8fl! ifi

la-8(> MeiDL

E?887

0-*?i i

...Jiliuv ill '»)iri)i

Chloride of Ammonium,^}!^ Cl= 53*66.—Half an equiva-

lent, 26*83 grains, dissolved in 1000 grains of water with an
increase of 17*5 at a temperature of 60°j,,^',1^^p

'^^""^'-^'

the increase was 18*0. o/: ,(bu

3For
riments at 63^^

I. NH4 CI, vol. in solution
siAi iioqj; -erA^msi '{jia 'loiio 0J^cJJ0iJi]-i

I/ri9V9a isbitUj) oi s'/cn llj3ff?? "^V..^^ Ylltji:

ixsfli tHoiitnailxi oqcoao lonrir. Mpoji
'

36*0

36-0

"35^

iflg I0 (jj/rnp

ixcttii 1^.1
i B fli mod:) In

Our experiments on the specific gravity of this salt gave
1*578 as an uniform result, indicating a volume of 34*0.

' *

,
Bromide of Potassium,, KBr = 117*6.—The fourth part of

an equivalent, 29*4 grains, on being dissolved in water at 49°,

gave in two experiments an increase of 7*2 ; which gives for

the volume of the salt in solution 2S'8. The same quantity
of salt, immersed in turpentine at 63°. caused an increase of

:jiTboJjaiK
KBr, vol. of salt 44*0 ... 2*672

iodide of Potassium, KI = 165*82.—This salt was decre-

pitated, and on dissolving 41*5 grains gave an increase of

11*0 at 57°; a second experiment with 83 grains gave an in-

crease of 22*0 at 55°.

t?. :^nrvIog8ib

I. KI, vol. in solution 44
44

Mean . . 44

On projecting 41*45 grains of this salt, previously decrepi-
tated, into turpentine, an increase of 13*6 and 13*5 was pro-
duced in two successive experiments.
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4^^ ,,^^j8^.vJ^l(iyi^ir ,afflc?.j0?jilQ o%«o\b.

Half an equivalent, 42*6 grains, being immersed in a satuH;^

rated solution at 62°, caused an increase of 1 7'0 ;
a second expe-

riment with the same quantity of salt gave an increase of 16-6.

^^. CuClj2HO, vol: of salt 33-2 ... 2-566

l-6;|i.
. riB9r/r

^^ 34-p .... .2-505. ,.

,i^^o'naeoftl!opper and Ammonium, CuCl+ NH4Cl+ 2HQr>
= 138"84.—34*7 grains of this salt, being dissolved in 1000<2

grains of Avater, gave an increase of 15*5 in the first experi-
ment and of 15*4 in the second, both at a temperature of 68°. _

j^„j, I., ,C!i^Ci;|7JJffl(4i?i.Tf2HP,,TGl.ia solution 62-0,! ;,;

an 97r§ {ioisfrr 'io"^tiiniJUp smijji: oiU ruMiy/jo*«i»;
t^ii^c ^'-'^^

Mean ..£•<*! U^B^'foar

32 "46 grains, thrown into a saturated solution, caused an
increase of 16*1 in two experiments at a temperature of 60°,
and a repetition of the experiment confirmed this result.

Chloride of copper and ammonium, vol. of salt 68*8 ... 2*018

Chloride of Copper and Potassium, CuCl + KCl + 2HO
= 15 9*88.—34*7 grains of this salt, being dissolved in 1000

grains of water, caused an increase of 11*5 at 62°.

CuCi + KCl + 2H0, vol. in solution 53-0 A

The same quantity (34*7 grains), thrown into a saturated ^

solution, caused an increase of 14*3. . .n. ... n

CuCl + KCl + 2HO, vol of salt 6^'-^'^ ».'-'''4-426 ,

^fj

Chloride of Tin, SnCl + 3H0 = 121-39.—One-fourth of [

an equivalent (30"35 grains) was dissolved in 1000 grains of [I

water, acidulated with muriatic acid, with an increase of 9"0

at a temperature of 60° ;
a second experiment, with the same

quantity of salt and at the same temperature, gave an increase ,

-'u^ .>f!i t-sifci v^Ho;''t^i:m'^iu^i(^''^^-b"''^f'"^ '^'^'^f

lOsm+^J^.HVlr
Mean . . 36^

;"^f^^^;^
1?H9 Wtfie'^tiatintJ^i 30-35 grains, of the salt being immersed ,

.^.,

in a saturated solution, yielded an increase of 1 TO, the tempe-
'"'

rature being 60° ;
and exactly the same result attended the ^

repetition of the experiment.
.' ! Sp.gr.
-

SnCl + 3HO, vol. of salt 44-0 ... 2-759

Chloride of Tin and Ammonium, SnCl + NH4CI + 3HO
= 175-05.—On dissolving 44 grains of this salt in 1000 grains '^^^

of water, the increase was 18*3 at a temperature of 60°; a ni
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second expefitaetit with '

tftle 'iSkliie quatitii^'iiitia'W. £Hib 'fei^tne

temperatttre, gave an increase of 18-5:""'^ • -'^ tj; (i()i)iir<.> \-

I. Chloride of tin and ammonmm^^v^<il.^n"8bi!uuon 72*7
^^*

ai?S
•*

... S-Sf ifGS lo Toy .O
JJ2-J^

IDi.') .^
On immersing 43*76 gJ*ains of the.^lt in a saturated solu-

tion^, an increase of 20*8 was obtained at a temperature of

60^, which gives 83*2 as the volume of the
eg,uivalent, find

2-104 as the specific gravity of the salt,
'"'^'t ^ ~'^l? ? I

-
Chloride of Tin and Potassium, SnCl+ K^i^^^^^=1^-09^

—^On dissolving 24*3 grains of the salt in 1000 grains of water,
an increase of 8*0 was obtained at a teniperature of 60° ; and
48*5 grains, dissolved in the same quantity of water, gave an
increase of 15*5. to sT/l

I. Chloride of tin and potassium, vol. in solution 64*5 •

.iiisz^i ^idi barairtnoo Jnsmi'iaqxa Mean . . 63''^*^"'

On throwing tTie 'fom^th part of an equivalent, 49 graink,
'

into a saturated solution, an increase of 19*5 was obtained at

a temperature of
54°:^ni9d ^jkg gitli io gnimj; gp^ gr.

"^'^^^ -

SnCl + KCl+ SHO/'VOh'dfs^t^-'^tS-O''^... 2-514''^ ^^•''' -

A. Chloride of Mercury and Ammonium, HgCl + NH^Cl
+ HO.= 199*8.—On dissolving 49*95 grains of this salt in

1000 grains of water, an increase was obtained of 16*0, and in

a second experiment of 16*2, the temperature being about 60°
in both cases.

I. A. Chloride of mercury and ammonium, vol. in sol. h4:'6

'vo '^o ')p'k-y''">m fifi'dtbr .hVofi oiiBJTi'fVff dtiy T)%i.r,|(rh!i -—-7Mean . . 64*4

The same quantity of salt, thrown into a saturated solution

at 60°-, occasioned an increase of 17*0 in two experiments,
which makes the

vol,i^^,^|,Qf |;|}e,^^qu\y^lept 68*0, and the spe-
cific gravity 2*938.

B. Chloride of Mercury and Ammonium, NH4CI + 2HgCl
+ HO = 336-4.—On dissolving 42 grains of this salt in 1000

grains of water, an increase of 10*1 was occasioned in two ex-

periments at 54°, and of 10*2 in a third experiment at 60°.

I. II. NH4 CI + 2HgCl + HO, vol. in solution 80*9

III.
.,^.,ji,.

... ... 81;6
*:c"t'2 .. Mean . . 81*2

42 grains, or one-eighth of an equivalent, thrown into a

saturated solution of the salt, caused a rise in the stem of 11

in two experiments.
"" yrjixioni oiiJ •nU.
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OYiTimrrq 9(i t , J>noo9? Sp. gr.
-om 3tr€Ii 'B."Chlbridte*of mercury and 1 qq.-:."^

sFirfw;/ ammonium, vol. of salt . j-^^'^
- 3-822.

-do Chloride of Mercury and Potassium, KCl + 2HgCl + 2HO
mmtS66-5.—The eighth part of an equivalent, 45*8 grains,
being dissolved in 1000 grains of water, caused in two expe-
riments an increase of 10*1 at a temperature of 53°.m

J^J-J'f; Chloride of mercury and potassium,'^(
vol. in solution j>80-8.

:~The same quantity of salt, 45*8 grains, thrown into a satu-
rated solution, caused an increase of 12*0 in one experiment
and of 12-4 in two other trials, the temperature in all the
cases being 58°.

J.
I

Chloride of mercury and potassium,
vol. of salt

il

96-0

99-2

99-2

Sp. gr.

3-818

3-694

3-694

3-735Mean . . 98-1

Chloride of Mercury and Sodium, NaCl 4- 2HgCl + 4HO
= 368-5.—On dissolving 46-06 grains of this salt in lOOOgrains

jsiO-sif
of water, the increase was 12*4 at 63°. This gives for the

equivalent a volume of 99*2, or 1 1 equivalents. The same

quantity of salt thrown into turpentine produced an increase
of 15 3, which gives for the equivalent 122-4, and for the spe-

j
cific gravity 3*011.

Y' IA careful consideration of the previous experiments shows
i ( -that there are two distinct classes of chlorides, &c. The first

I
of these is placed in Table IX., and possesses 11 as the divi-

ifriu-iiU'

sor of the solid.

Table IX.

Designation. Vol. in solution.

J3 fi

u
O P^

Volume of solid.
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In the second class (Table IX. a.) the primitive volume is

9*8, or, as in the case of the double chlorides of tin, the me-
tallic salt enters into combination with the volume 1 1

;
while

NH4CI remains a multiple of 9*8. It is interesting to ob-

serve that NH4CI affects in combination as a solid the same
number of volumes which it has as a liquid.

Table IX. a.—Showing the Volumes in solution and in the
'

solid state of certain Chlorides.

Designation.
4a-

Vol. in solution. Volume of salt.

Name.

iUf
f.

Chloride of potassium
Chloride of sodium
Chloride of barium . .

Chloride of copper \
and potassium J

Chloride of copper 1

and ammonium ...j

Chloride of tin and"!

ammonium J

Chloride of tin and"!

potassium J

A. Chloride of mer-"l

curyandammoniura j

B. Chloride of mer- \

curyandammonium J

Chloride of mercury "1

and potassium J

^i

n
!?m3fe•^i^<

> s

is

a a

°xV S
S P<
3 X ^&

KCl
NaCl

BaCl+2110

CuCl+KCl+2H0
CuCl + NH^Cl
+2H0

SnCl + NH4Cl
+3H0

SnCl+KCl+3H0

IIgC14-NH4Cn
+H0 ;

2IIgCH-NH4Cn
+H0 /
2HgCl + KCl 1

+2H0 J

74-7

58-78
122-83

159-88

138'84

175-05

196-09

199-8

336-4

366-5

26-8

18-3

27-8

530

61-8

731

63-6

64-4

81-2

80

39-3

29-2

3907

65-9

68-8

83-2

78-0

98-1

39-2
29-4

39-2

686

68-6

83-2

78-4

68-6

88-2

98-0

1-905

2-000

3-133

2-331

2-024

2-104

2-501

2-912

3-814

3-739

1-900

2-011

3144

2-426

2018

2104

2-514

2-938

3-822

3-736

The results of the experiments detailed in this section afford

strong proofs of the law of multiple proportions, and exhibit

at the same time that remarkable alteration of the divisor of

the solid volumes which we have already noticed so frequently.

Thus, while many of the chlorides and bromides are multi-

ples of 11, we have decided exceptions in chlorides of potas-
sium and sodium, which possess for their divisor the volume
of ice, viz. 9"8

;
and this reappears in the double salts. ,

'jj,|',^^

It is impossible, however, not to see that these results are

somewhat singular, for in the double salts the chloride of

potassium forces the double salt with which it is associated

to assume the multiples of 9'8, and then exhibits its natural

isomorphous relation to chloride of ammonium, which per se

it did not possess. Chloride of ammonium, anomalous, in

being a multiple of 1 1 in the solid state, assumes four volumes>n
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miiltiplesidf'9;8>:ni the double cWorid€s,'iartd['<tfMii present©
the same number for its solid volume as chloride of potassium.
The isomorphism of potassium and sodium is so entirely hy-
pothetical, that it will not excite surprise to find the volumes
of the chlorides so different. We were less prepared to detect^

the difference between iodide and chloride of potassium ;
but)

have confirmed it by an examination of iodide of ammoniumj[

50 grains of which dissolved in 1000 of water with an increase*

^nBiffl^^^P^ gives
-—- = six volumes for the equivalent, a,

r6^i!ilt- Confirmatory of our determination of five volumes foi*^

iodide of potassium ;
the increase of one volume being in'^

conformity with the usual behaviour of ammoniacal salts.!'

We shall return to the consideration of the chlorides in a fti-'

ture section.
, . ,

' "^

nn io diiuo't 9fii gnioiiiq ^ajnararwqxa zig 1o iiBum ariT

io 08B9*ioni m; saw ^sah^^t^j^^-^'r^f^ain'i-g tt'SO .ixialxsviupa

bnu ^ia^lnnupo srlcf 'io 9(
'

gfi S'^Q 89/ig doiriw «lt*£S
-• Chromatesi-r - ^;4:.~ -, -.^f^ p^. p.-vo

The 6hromates present a class of salts which offer some

peculiarities with regard to their volumes, in elucidating which
we had occasion to repeat our experiments very often, and,

therefore, give the mean of the results, instead of taking up'

unnecessary space in the Transactions of the Society by de-

scribing each experiment individually.
Chromic Acid, Cr03= 52*19.—The chromic acid used in

our experiments was obtained by adding sulphuric acid to bi-

chromate of potash. It was in beautiful distinct crystals of^

nearly a quarter of an inch in length, being the finest and

purest specimen which we have obtained in many prepara-
tions of this acid.

The half of an equivalent, 26*09 grains, dissolved in 1000
of water with an increase of 9'0 at 72° j this gives 18*0 as the

volume of chromic acid in solution.

The same quantity of acid, thrown into the solution from
which it had crystalhzed, gave an increase of 9*7 and 9*8 in,

two experiments.
.<^^^^o^ m inoi

I. Chromic acid, volume 19*4 ,.. 2*690 ./] ^f g.gf
II. ... ...

, ,19"6,, ,.. 2-663

!f!^: Mean'^'^^'^.'^W^^V: ¥676
Yellow Chromate of Potash, KO, CrOs=99-50.—On dis-

solving 50 grains of this salt in 1000 grains of water, the in-

crease was 9*0 at a temperature of 58°; this gives 17*9 as

the volume of the equivalent in solution.

The mean result of ten experiments, on immersing 49*75
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grains in turpentine, was an increase of 18*55, which gives.

37*1 for the vohime of the equivaleat,>-and'j2f68Siaa theispei^
cific gravity of the salt. iu'r-'^nloq

\-)
ni?.frffjfOjrnn?l rnVV

Sesquichrornate of Po^«*/<, 2KO, 3CrOg = 251 'OD.—This

salt, which will be described in a future communication by
one of us, is obtained by boiling a solution of bichromate of

potash with an excess of finely pounded litharge. The oxide

of lead removes only one-fourth of the chromic acid of the

bichromate, and the solution on cooling deposits the sesqui-
chromate in flattened pinsms of a paler but more resplendent
colour than the bichromate of potash. On dissolving the,

fo,urth part of an equivalent, 62*77 grains, in 1000 grains of

water, the increase in four experiments at 58" was exactly
18*0

; this gives 72*0 as the volume of the equivalent in so^qr-f

tion. ... '-tii.i

The mean of six experiments, placing the fourth of an

equivalent, 62*77 grains, in turpentine, was an increase of

23*7, which gives 94*8 as the volume of the equivalent, and
2*648 as the specific gravity of the salt.

c BicM'omate of Potash, KO, 2Cr08 = 151*70.—^n ^^-
solving 76 grains of this salt in 1000 grains of water, an in-,
crease of 22*5 and 23*0 were obtained in. t\vo experiments at,'

V^j ?:ftriH? >o bjRjigni ^gilif^ai oriJ 'to mora ;)ftJ i^/vg ^s'loio'iadi

II. ... /llfijjbi/iluii Jflamri3c|k&&loB9 ^nidiioa
in \mu biDi, oxmt'iiij ;iiiT—.<M^f=^iP*J^P ^S^ osroonAO

~Jd,o|J>roB ohfuiylL'^.^'nlbj'if: '<^- h'^Qj^'^l^Q 8R"'". K'inflmhsqzfi.ii.ro
Half an equivalent of the salt, 75'84 grams, iramersed m

turpentine, gave an increase, the mean of ten experiments, of

28*9, which gives 57*8 as the volume of an equivalent, and
2*624 as the specific gravity of the salt.

Terchromate of Potash, KO, SCrOg = 203*92.—This salt

was obtained by mixing a solution of bichromate of potash
with nitric acid and crystallizing. On dissolving 51 grains
of the salt in 1000 grains of water, an increase was occasioned

of 18*0 at 60°; this gives 71*9 as the volume of the equiva-
lent in solution. .

.

On immersmg 50*98 grams m turpentme, the increase was
19*3 in two experiments, and 19*0 in a third trial.

I. KO, 3Cr03, vol. of salt 77*2 ... 2*641

II. ... ... 77'2 ... 2*641

villi -cU' '.' &?.C910
Bichromate of Chloride of Potassium, KCl + 2Cir03 =3

179*08.—The fourth part of an equivalent, 44*77 grains, being
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dissolved in 1000 grains measure of a dilute solution of mu-
riatic acid, gave an increase of 15*7 in two experiments at 57° ;

this result makes the volume of an equivalent in solution

62'8. ^'^-^! •.ij.>jxl

The mean of various experiments on Ihis salt gave'dtf 'it34

crease of 18*15 on immersing the above quantity of salt in

turpentine, which yields 72*6 as the volume of the equivalent,
and 2*466 as the specific gravity of the salt. -

The results now described show that the chromates fortti'a*

group different from the classes of salts hitherto given,
i-*

-'^^^

'it)TAB;^E X,^
—Showing the Volumes occupied by cert^j%. gj

-u.jjq jju 0f xisiiiaq
Chromates.

i^; ^fljij^joq

Designation.
Volume of salt

in solution.
Volume of salt.

'i i .f

[""170 8?

Name.

Chromic acid

Chromate of potash

Sesquichromate of potash.
Bichromate of potash
Terchromate of potash . . .

Bichromate of chloride 1

of potassium J

Formula.

CrOs
KO, CrOg
2K0, SCrOa
KO, 2Cr03
KO, SCrOg

KCl+ 2Cr03

.38

a s

>

52-19
99-50

251-07

151-70
203-92

179-08

) / 1 2

18-0

17-9

720
45-3

71-9

62*8

18-0

18-0

720
45

72

19-5

371
94-8

57-8

76-8

.63
I

72-6

jtfitfi n.trn.

I

2-676
2-682

2-648

2-624

2-655

2466

An inspection of the previous table will show clearly that

the chromates differ from the salts described in the former
sections. In the volumes in solution there is no difference j i

they are multiples of 9, and follow the usual law of the sum"

of the volumes, being made up of the volumes of the consti-

tuents of the salt. Chromate of potash possesses two volumes
in solution, exactly as is the case with its analogue sulphate of

potash. The latter salt affects three volumes in the solid state,

and so naturally should chromate of potash. In bichromate

of potash we see these three volumes appearing in solution,
united to two volumes possessed by the chromic acid attached

to the chromate of potash ;
in sesquichromate of potash they

again reappear, and so also in terchromate of potash. The
fact that the number of volumes possessed in the solid state

by the lowest member of a series of salts passes over into the

higher members when in solution, finds examples in the car-

bonates and oxalates, and is not peculiar to the chromates.

The solid volumes of the chromates possess decided peculi-

arities, being neither multiples of 1 1 nor of 9'&. Chromic acid
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itself is obviously twice the volume of ice, 9*8 x 2 = 19*6, the

experimental number being 19*5. But all the other salts in

this group refuse to arrange themselves under either of the

heads which we have found to explain most of the salts in the

previous sections. In an exception of this kind we are en-

titled to make an assumption which will in all probability be
near the truth, if by means of it we can bring into one uni-

form system a whole group of anomalous salts. Sesqui-
chromate of potash is of great importance in the history of
the chromates, from its frequent occurrence, although hitherto

it has been altogether neglected by chemists. Chromic acid

is actually able to displace sulphuric acid from sulphate of

potash, in order to gratify its love for the potash in the pecu-
liar condition of the sesquichromate. In numerous instances

of decomposition, as will be pointed out by one of us in an-

other paper, this sesquichromate appears. The sesquichro-
mate is not formed readily, if indeed it is ever formed, by
crystallizing chromate of potash with chromic acid in the

proportion of sesquichromate, the result being bichromate of

potash and chromate of potash, which crystallize separately.
Here then is a remarkable point in the constitution of the

chromates, which can only be explained by supposing that

sesquichromate of potash contains a double atom of chromate
of potash united to one of chromic acid. The decomposition
of bichromate of potash by oxide of lead necessarily implies
that its atom should also be doubled ; 2KO, SCrOg + CrOg
boiled with litharge, gives 2KO, SCrOg 4- PbO, CrOg.
We have found the volume of KO, CrOg to be 37*1, not

33*0, as in the case of sulphate of potash. Karsten obtained
the specific gravity 2*640, which gives the volume 37*6; and
Thomson states the specific gravity to be 2"612, which gives
the volume 38*1

;
the mean of all these experiments is 37*6}

which, multiplied by 2, for the reasons already stated, gives as

the volume of 2(KO, CrOg), 75-2. The natural volume of

chromate ofpotash, deduced from its analogy to sulphate ofpot-
ash, would be 11 X 3, or on the double atom II x6=sC)6. Now,
the assumption we make to explain this class of salts is, that
the double atom of chromate of potash enjoys its anomalous
character by adding to its natural volume the volume of ice,
thus 66*0 + 9*8= 75*8, which is not very far from the volunie
ascertained by experiment. This assumption of a volume of

ice, in addition to other volumes of 11, has been shown to

exist in the magnesian sulphates, and therefore its hypothe-
tical existence in the chromates is by no means extravagant.

Sesquichromate of potash must then be the double chromate
of potash united to an equivalent of chromic acid, 75*8+ 19'6
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= 9^*4, which is not very far from 94*8, the volume deter-

mined by experiment. Bichromate of potash would consist

of a double atom of chromate of potash and 2 of chromic

acid, or 75*8 + 39*2 = 1 15-0, which agrees pretty closely with
the experimental determination of 115'6 j and terchromate of

potash, in like manner, is 1 atom of double chromate of
pot^/i

ash with 4 of chromic acid, or 73*8 + 78*4 = 154-2, which
^a,,

almost exactly the same as 154*4, found in the two
consecu^;

tive experiments, and not far distant from 153-6, the mean ot

the three experiments. If /.orioMi^

This view receives confirmation from the volume of Peli-

got's salt, which certainly consists of the volume of KCl,
when in combination, added to that of 2 atoms of chromic

acid, 33-0 + 39-2 = 72*2, a number very close to the experi-
mental result 72'6. It is quite true that we have made a;^

gratuitous assumption at the outset of our explanation ; biit"

it is not surprising to find an unusual law prevailing in a class

of salts so anomalous as the chromates. When the experi-/
mental numbers, and those calculated on the assumption, are^
so near as we have shown them to be, there is, we think, au

good argument for the truth of the hypothesis. , ..^ -'^° "
iil JjUli t«i*bTu 'Jt •'r, tJ jii ^'lOJliW to %.iliH-Vg

r' .>;hi, Vi •),, iTABLE X.A. ''V OP 1r. JllOint'SJiCIXO

Name. WS'/rii

Chromic acid CrO
Chromate of potash, doubled (2KO,2Cr03)

Sesquichromate of potash
-j

^
i p n

Bichromate of potash . . .

| ^^^^^^gcS^^"*

J (2KO,2Crb3)
I +4Cr03

KCH-2Cr03

Terchromate of potash

Bichromate of chloride of

potassium

O P<

19-5

75-2

94-8

115-6

154-4

72-6

19-6

75-8

95-4

115-0

154-2

72-2

1^
o J3

2-663

2-627

2-658

2-638

2644

2-480

2-676
2-646

2-648

2-624

2-641

2-466

;)Ui

;//o

fJ7/

A singular result obtained in the examination of the anhy-
drous double sulphates seems to be explained by the behaviour
of the chromates. We found sulphate of copper and potash
and sulphate of magnesia and potash to affect a volume of

59*8 instead of 55*0, and we ascertained, by many experiments,
that this high number was not due to an error of observation.

Now, if we suppose the KO, SO3 in these salts to behave like

KO, CrOg in assuming one volume of ice on the double atom^
*

119*8 ^'^

then 2KO, 803= 75-8 + 2M0, SO3 = 44-0 = ^—^ =
59-9,.p

r r ??I.i.
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a iiumber almost identical with
ttve^j^^Wj^iental

resuM r

'^

this vicAv, then, anhydrous doiiSle sulphates aj-e consntute

on the type of red chromate of potash, the two volumes of.

CrOy being replaced by the two volumes of MO, SO^. Ah^j
hydrous alum was found to have a volume of 116*4

insteaa"^
of 111*4, but would be reconciled with theory, if we supposed.^

'

it to contain the peculiar KO, SOo analogous to KO, QrOoS
m this case the theoretical volume would be 11.6'3. , ...^ -.^

Section VI. .aiaamiisqxD 99iri:t ^Ai

-iiyH io 9mijl(>7 ja^ '^ 'Carbmdies"''^^ ^oVioo-n wsiv aiilT

grains of carbonate of potash in 1000 grains of water, the
ii^:^^

crease was 4*6 at 62°
;
the atomic volume in solution is

there-^^j

fore 9*2. The same quantity of salt thrown into turpentin^,,,

caused, in various experiments, an increase of 16*5 ; thisj^

makes the volume of the
jeq^^iyal^nt ^33;9^,,aj:}(^,th^,^p^^^

gravity of the salt 2-103.
Z'fA,^,'^J^ !:-.forti

Bicarbonate of Potash, KO, h6, SCO^ = 100-6.—
I^h^,^.

fourth part of an equivalent (25*1 grains) dissolved in 1000.,

grains of water, at 61°, with an increase of 8*9, and in another

experiment of 9*0. The mean of these results, 8*95, gives
as the volume of the equivalent in solution, 35*8. The same

quantity of salt, thrown into turpentine, gave an increase of

12*0, in various experiments, Mhich gives for the specific
volume of the salt 48*0, and for its specific gravity 2*092.

As this salt was one of the very few substances used in this

inquiry not prepared by ourselves, we take the mean of our

own result, and the only other recorded specific gravity of

which we are aware, viz. that by Gmelin, 2*012, and adopt
49*0 as the correct volume, and 2*052 as the specific gravity.

Bicarbonate of Ammonia, HO, NH4O, 2C02=79-3.—This

salt was made by exposing the carbonate of the shops to the

air until it ceased to emit smell, and then crystallizing the

remainder. On dissolving 19*82 grains, the fourth of an

equivalent, in 1000 grains of water, the increase was 9*0 at

55°, and 9*4 in another experiment at 62°. The mean result

gives 36*8 as the volume of the salt in solution. -

On immersing 19*82 grains of the salt in turpentine, an itt-io

crease of 12*5 was effected, which gives as the volume of tbmi'

salt 50*0, and for its specific gravity 1*586. 'Go

Bicarbonate of Soda, NaO, HO, 2CO2 = 84*64.—On dis^lt

solving 42*32 grains of this salt in 1000 grains of water at
"

67°, an increase of 9*0 was obtained ;
this gives for the volume

of an equivalent in solution 18*0. On immersing the same

quantity of salt in turpentine, the increase was 19*4 and 19*2

in two experiments.
Phil, Mag, S. 3. No. 183. Sup2)l, Vol. 27. 2L
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I. NaO, HO, 2CO2, vol. of salt 38-8 ...

II. ... ... 38-4 ...

Mean .

2-181

2-204

. 38-6 ... 2-192

Although we have examined other carbonates, we purposely
avoid bringing them into the present paper, because they in-

volve considerations upon which we are at present engaged
in minute study, and do not wish to hazard without sufficient

proof. We subjoin the few carbonates here examined in a

tabular lorm. !, .
. .,

Table XL—Showing the Volumes occupied by the Alkaline

Carbonates.

Designation.
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r.^ Section VII. ir
ir

Owalates.

^^^j^ pxalates pnered ap interesting' groiip
'

of salts for exa-

mination, especially on account of the accurate determination
c)f their composition and hydration by Graham.

^' (^xalate of Water, HOjCgOg + 2H0 = 63-26.—32 grains
of oxalic acid, dissolved in 1000 grains of water, caused an in-

crease of 18*5 at a temperature of 55°; the same quantity,

being subjected to a second experiment, caused an increase of

19; and a third experiment, in which 21 grains were dis-

solved in 9^ ounces -of^ater, occasioned an increase of 12 at

40°.

h'i "^1110,02 0^ + 2TJO, vol. in solution

3-1 ^u^ -.i

Mean!

36-5

37-5
36-Q

36-6

I A whole equivalent thrown into turpentine caused, in va-

rious experiments, an increase of 39"0, which gives for
it^

specific gravity 1"622. Richter states the specific gravity to

be 1*507 5
but it is impossible that he can have operated upon

a pure specimen, as we have repeated the experiments upoii
this acid very frequently. ..,

Oxalate of Potash, KO, Cg O3 + HO = 92-39:—A ^likn-

tity of salt, 42*5 grains, being dissolved in 1000 grains of

w-ater, gave an increase of 13*0
;
and the same result attended

a repetition of the experiment, the temperature in both cases

being at 60°.
,

.
,

() KO, CgOg 4- HOi vol. in solution 28*2 --i ^.i^;^;

i 46*2 grains of the same salt, being put into a saturated so-

lution, caused a rise in the stem of 22*0; a repetition of the

experiment with the same quantity gave the increase 2V9,
the temperature in both cases being 61°.

i u .hI «t

' ' f

^''^l; KO, C2 O3 + HO, vol. of salt 44-0^'iqUJ i' 2-100 '•
>

"II. ... ... ... 43-8- ... ^09
Mean . 43-9 2-104

Oxalate of Ammonia, Nil4O, C^ Og -t..H.6,rW>7^43*—Half
an equivalent of this salt (35'7l grains) was dissolved in 1000

grains of water with an increase of 18*0 at a temperature of

55°; and a repetition of the experiment with the same quan-
tities and at the same temperature, gave exactly the same re-,

suit.

2 L 2
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8niB-.§g(^. NH4O, C2 O3 + HO, vol. in solut»ij'^8©B 8'tl

35*71 grains, being immersed in a saturated solutidW,' gS.v^
in the first experiment an increase of 24*5, in the second of

24*4 ;
^tiie first experiment being at 48°, th€ second ali 50°.

''.-

"

Spi gr.

I.'^NH40, C2 O3 f HO, vol. of salt 49-0 ... 1*458

US-'^ .»' ^"*'i/i ... 48^8 ... 1*464

'^'iBinowalate of Potash, KO, C2O3+ HO, CgOg + 2HO =i±i

146*63.—To determine the volume of this salt, 18*33 graini^

were dissolved in 1000 grains of water with a rise of 6*8 at a

temperature of 57° ;
and the same result attended a repetition

of the experiment ;
in a third experiment, 25 grains at the

same temperature caused an iuprease of 9*0.

/waLII. Binoxalate, of/ potash, vol, in solution 54*4 ,,

i\m eiriilo 9raijloY oxli 8b g-Bt «9 .'^("B'jj?Jv^o a^co-iq
Half an equivalent of the salt (73*31 grains), being immersed

in a saturated solution, caused an increase of 37'4 in the first

experiment, and of 37'2 in the second, the temperature 1^9

both cases being 55°.
:^

OHi^ ,
.

>

^P-g''-

'^PK-vJ^nPiiioxalate of potash, vol. of salt 74;8 ... 1*960

•ainstg 81 rioiltt/ ni ^ia^fnixoflxs'tinooflg c t^ ; °0P „-Z- >o

^0 9aB8T3ni M.' ,
Mean . . 74*6

-
... 1*965

,^

Oxalate of Copper and Potash, KO, Cg O3 4- CuO, C2 G!^

+ 2HO = 177'25.—On account of the sparing solubility of

this salt, 11*08 grains, or the sixteenth part of an equivalent,
were dissolved in water, and caused an increase of 3*4 in two

experiments at a temperature of 59°.

I. II. KO, C2 O3 4- CuO, Cg O3 4- 2HO, vol. in solution 54*4

'The fourth of an equivalent (44*3 grains), placed in a satu-

rated solution, caused an increase in one experiment of 19*6 ;

in another of 18*9 ;
and in a third of 19*7 j all at a temperature

^Vttrying fi*om 54° to 57°* ^xiiiit^Ok guiviuijaibjuO—,Gi-i?c^
-

:.'!' .Z'V) >j '-.i:,'ji:;)ni -jdi POT. h: •I'liiSp.'Sr.

I. Oxalateof copper and potash, vol, of salt 78*0 ... 2*272
lA. ., ,,i, »»^iy,c -J v J i..»«'u (M.I ;!_._ ,j^ft»; .Jill lu ilP'Pi .'J'"-

*'"44

III. ,a*8£ 'ia 3aG3Tjiu*mti toDnmgtfjxa iaift J^Sl^il "if, 2^249
' "•;•.• Mean : .' 77'5 ,., 2*288

Binoxalate of Ammonia, NH4O, Cg O3 + HO, Cg O3 4- 2HO
f^ 125*69.—31*42 grains of this salt, dissolved in lOOOgi'ains
of* water, caused in the first experiment an increase of 18*0 at

60°; in the second, of 18*2 at 61°; in a third experiment, of



17*8 at'54°; in a fourth, 42 gfainsjdissolfjp^yir^ ^^Gf grains

Q^m^t^ increased 24-0 at 53°.
,.^^^„^ ^' .aniin^ Ll^ct

•io Jbnol. Bmoxalatc of anmionia,;Vi9]L Jft^^lTOP) t?Mff+ ni

••• ••• ••• § Ji JU

\^.7\t^'\ . «.Rt. ^_^ Mean . . 7l-9jj
The half pf 8n-.iequivalen!b;(^84 grains), being immersed

in a saturated solution, caused an
inci;^g^gcfl^O;^^^^^^v|^^^x-

penraents, and ot 40*0 m a third.
.>,,;n.-r'.t.',b oT £0()M

i> ir 8' If- *^^* '^

r'^-rJUoBinoxalate of ammonia, vol. of salt 80*p
^

«i'

sgp saiai-g ?,S tin3mi'r5qx3 InirffB ni
,

g^i^• *"
.O'C lo'S'axiO'i^iai itVi'Loauj,; ——

i^-ir- r/iirff » u r r ^^^^ I

• *

Oxalate of Copper andAm'moma,^tij0, C2 O3+ CuO,C203
+ 2HO = 156-38.—The solution of 18-3 grains gave an in-

crease of 8*6 at 65°; this gives 73 '3 as the volume of this salt

when in solution.
^' 'On immersing 20 grains in turpentine, an increase of 10*4

Was obtained, which gives for the volume of the equivalent

81"3, and for the specific gravity of the salt 1'923.

Quadrowalate of Potash, KO, Cg Og + SHO, C2 O3 + 4HO
= 255*11.^32*0 grains dissolved in water, gave an increase

of 15*0 at 60° ;
and a second experiment, in which 16 grains

were dissolved in 1000 grains of M'ater, gave the increase of

7*2 at a temperature of 44°.

''{''I. Quadroxalate of potash, vol. in solution 119*4

c^iJ-"^^.. .

... . ... .„ ,,,

• 114-8 i^

Offi ni J^'fc to 98B9ioni as baguBO bnn J^^ ni b^-rl^^^ovjw
63*8 grains, the fourth p'ar^ 0^311' equivalent,"ttirbwn into a

saturated solution, caused a rise of 35*1 in two experiments.
-ii.tcg fi H! J)'J::!iii(; .

-
"

.tfir>l!r/; Sp.gr.
; fiTIv Quadroxalate of potash,- vol. of salt 140*4 ... 1*817 j

Quadroxalate ofAmmonia, KO, Cg Og+3HO, Cg Og+4H0
= 234*15.—On dissolving 20 grains of this salt in 3500 grains
of water at 50°, the increase is 11*5, which gives 134*5 as the

volume of the equivalent in solution.

58*5 grains of the salt, thrown into a saturated solution,
caused in the first experiment an increase of 36*8, in tlie

second of 36*9, both at a temperature of 62°.

^,Jfj5sQjnadroxalate of ammonia, vol. of salt 147*2 ,
... 1*591

illrHi u ... ... ...
.

;
., 147-6 ... 1-586

!» jitnanihaqxa fa^riJ © ni Mean ict ,im(}M'iih'n: 1*589
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- The Volumes of the oxalates can only be explained by ajof

attentive consideration of the previous results. We have

already seen numerous instances in which the primitive vo-
lumes 9*8 and 11*0 become mutually convertible

;
this is stri-

kingly the case with the salts ofthe present section. Hydrated
oxalic acid has a volume 9*8 x 4

; oxalate ofpotash possesses the

volume 11x3, and passes with this volume into the binoxalate

and quadroxalate of potash, the oxalic acid in the binoxalate

being associated as two volumes of ice, although the water of

crystallization possesses the volume 11. Quadroxalate of

potash is to be viewed as anhydrous binoxalate plus 2 equiv.

hydrated oxalic acid, the latter having become 11x4 instead

of 9*8 X 4. The same explanation applies to the binoxalate

and quadroxalate of ammonia, the only difference being that

anhydrous oxalate of ammonia, 9" 8 x 4, takes the place of

oxalate of potash. On these views the following table is con-

structed. -

-,
.

' '

JesU) ^rigBJoq io 9Jfi]iixoibi!i»p fli i'l iH'n' noltulog otci p/e^iiiki^?,

Table Xn.--^howiiig^ithe volumes bcfeupiecl by Hjertaan DxsJates.

r'P^tS^'^m'.", .. ill

deijitoi

Vol. in solution. Volume in state of salt.

Name.

'd-t

CM
jaoxji

9Yod« noiiti/Ioa ni >,

ftid "^o oii^i'iiKi'iUtBiI.)i fUBXC

'\ \,\uf

Oxalic acid

Oxalate of potash...
Oxalate of ammo- 1

nia J

Binoxalate of pot- \
ash J

Binoxalate of am- 1

monia..... J

Oxalate of copper 1

and potash J
Oxalate of copper \
and ammonia... j

Quadroxalate of 1

potash J

Quadroxalate ofl

ammonia J

ZF I] u

TTWrf 44-

*0,C2 03-F2HO
KCCzOg+HO

11

en .a

NH40,C2 03-|-HO

KO,2C2 03-}-3HO

NH40,2Ca03-f-3HO

KO.CjOa-HCuO.CaO.
"

+2H0
NH4O, C2 Og+CuO.Ca O3

'

-f-2H0
'

KO4C2O3+ 7HO

NH40,4C2 03-|-7HO ,

63-26

92-39

71;43

146-63

125-67

177-25

156-k

25511

234-15

36-6

28-2

36-0

53-6

71-9

54^

7^-3

1171

134-5

36
27

36

54

72

-5i4

>2

117

135

39-0

43-9

48-9

74-6

8P-4

140-4

147-4

13
«' i

14

39-2

44-0

49-0

74-6

80-8

'm
140-6

146-8

1-616 1-622

2-1002104

1-4581-461

1-9651-965

1-5551-563

2-301,2-288

1-9351-923

1-814 1-817

1-5951-589

The examination of the volumes occupied by the oxalates

presents several points of great interest. The volume of oxalic

acid itself is a multiple of the volume of ice, or 9*8 x 4.

Oxalate of potash in its solid state possesses four volumes,
11 X 4, but loses one volume on passing into solution, as

usually is the case with neutral salts of potash. As one of
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these volumes is due to its combined water, the proper num-
ber of volumes in anhydrous oxalate of potash is three, and
these it carries into binoxalate of potash, which is therefore a

simple combination of oxalate of potash and hydrated oxalic

acid, the crystalline water pf the..latter having assumed the

volume lloq li,' ; , >xo
? t x 8'0 •

: r . . --. .A Insolution. As a salt.

KOjC^Og 18 ... 330
HO,C2 03 + 2HO ... 36 ... 41-6

Binoxalate of potash . . . 54 ... 74*6

The only difference between the volumes of this salt and

those of its constituents, when uncombined, is that the cry-
stalline water of the hydrated oxalic acid has assumed the

volume 11. Quadroxalate of potash consists of anhydrous
binoxalate of potash united to hydrated oxalic acid, as Gra-

ham has already announced in his researches on the oxalates.

The three volumes affected by oxalate of potash in its solid

state pass into solution with it in quadroxalate of potash, just
as we saw in the case of chromate and bichromate of potash ;

and the attached oxalic acid affects 11x4 instead of 9*8 x4.
';-

':-
- Insolution. As a salt.

r
. I. Anhydrous binoxalate of potash 45 ... 52*6

"11. Hydrated oxalic acid .... _72 ... 88-0

Quadroxalate of potash . . . 117 ••• 140'6

I The assumption of two volumes in solution above those of

binoxalate of potash was already characteristic of binoxalate

of ammonia, and the same increase is seen in the quadroxalate,

showing clearly that that salt must contain its ammonia quasi

binoxalate and not as oxalate of ammonia. It is very possible

that the volumes in solution of quadroxalate ofammonia should

be 14, instead of 15, but the temperature 31°, at which it

comes out 14 volumes, is so low, that it is more natural to

keep the volumes we have given in the table.

It is interesting to observe how closely oxalate of copper
relates itself to oxalate of water.

Volumes Volumes
in solution. as salt.

Oxalate of copper and potash .6 ... ^
water and potash .6 ... 7

copper and ammonia 8 ... 8

water and ammonia .8 ... 8

Thus, even in the apparently anomalous behaviour of bin-

oxalate of ammonia, in assuming two volumes more than the

corresponding salt of potash, we find oxalate of copper and

ammonia imitating its example. The reason of their increase

will be explained in the next section.
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-oiq aiifli ilea airii lo
aiQig^^Q^^ ^|i[YP''rf>^ ^O. *jffii9rtim ifioq

89vig floixl// J)9nr:^
' .'.^ .-

-,tfi7/ oini baiBq
-9qg srii 8B {>i$ubsalts and Ammoniacal Salts^i^-^ gfft g^j g-^.^

The salts which we have hitherto examined have been those

^ftltible in water, and having a constitution to a certain degree
well-defined. We have now to consider the insoluble sub-

salts, and, in some cases, their neutral insoluble types, and
also to ascertain how far the results thus obtained serve to

throw light on the constitution of ammoniacal salts.

. '^^Subsulphate of Copper, CuO, SO3, 4HO + 3CuO = 234-9.

—This well-known salt was made by adding ammonia to a

"{^lution of sulphate of copper. The fourth part of an equi-

valent, 58*7 grains, thrown into water, caused an increase of

19*1 aiid' 19'Q itt two Successive experiments;
" "' '

I. Subsulphate of copper, vol. of salt 76'4 ... 3'074
II. ... ... 76-0 ... 3-090

-Z3 ijoijiaoqmoo adi ixj m. ti}o"Sfil^^^>in ^^ii^it^ig. ^J^J
-

3;082''''

j^Subsutphate of Zinc, ZnO, SO3, 3ZnO, 4H0 = 237*3.—
This salt is apt to combine with more water than four atoms,
but may be obtained with four by drying at 212°. On placing
29-66 grains, the eighth part of an equivalent, in turpentine,
an increase of 9*5 was obtained : and on treating 22-8 in a

similar manner, the rise in the stem was 7*3. Both of these

experiments exactly agree in making—
Oifi-^ Uii rJJ/i^i^ .i .

Odv'i^' Subsulphate of zinc, vol. of salt 76-0 .... 3*122 .11

y^ Sulphate of Protoxide of Mercury, HggO, SO3 = 251*0.-^

This salt was prepared in the usual way by digesting one part
of mercury in 1 ^ part of sulphuric acid. The fourth of an

equivalent, 62*75 grains, thrown into turpentine, increased

^^r''''tt|,dffe5^iiofsalt 33-2 ... 7^6d'^'''' '''^'^

> !
'

Sulphate of Peroxide of Mercury, HgO, SO3 = 149*6.—
The salt used in the experiment was prepared by heating five

parts of sulphuric acid mixed with a little nitric acid, with four

parts of mercury until the whole became a dry saline mass.

On immersing 37*5 grains of the salt thus prepared in tur-

pentine, an increase of 5*8 was obtained, which gives 23*1 for

the volume of the equivalent, and 6*466 for the specific gra-

vity of the salt.

!,iU Subsulphate of Mercury, HgO, SOg -f 2HgO =368-46.—
•The last salt thrown into water and washed with warm water

is converted into the beautiful yellow powder known as tur-
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peth mineral. On throwing 57*4 grains of this salt thus pre-

pared into water, an increase of 6*9 was obtained, which gives
44*3 as the volume of the equivalent, and 8*319 as the spe-

jfjific gravity of the salt.
/.rui;;' i

-^.y.Chromate of Lead, PbO, CrOg = 1 G3 '9 7.-Tfdjj^ii^^jWfpg
81*98 grains of the chromate of lead, previously well-dried,
into turpentine, an increase of 14*5 was effected; this gives

,;^9'0 as the volume of the equivalent, and 5*653 as the speci^c

gravity of the salt.
,

,

S],Subchromate of Lead, VhO,QvO,^ + PbO = 275-7.—this
salt was prepared by projecting chromate of lead into melted

nitre, and afterwards washing out all soluble matter. On im-

jipersing 68*92 grains, the fourth part of an equivalent, an in-

crease of iro was obtained in two experiments. This gives
44*0 for the volume of the equivalent, and 6*266 as the spe-
cific gravity of the salt.

Sesquibasic Chromate of Lead, 2(PbO, CrOg) + PbO =
439*67.—The mineral, melanchroit, is of the composition ex-

pressed by the above formula, and has a specific gravity of

5*75 according to Hermann ; this gives the number 7^6*5 as the
atomic volume of the compound.

^^'\ Subnifrale of Copper, CuO, NO5, HO, 2CuO= 182-l7M-
"^e fourth part of an equivalent, 45*54 grains, caused an ia-;

'crease of 16*5 in two experiments, and of 16*4 in a third.
'^*

i:;! 1 ii.'vi II—-^ifivAGm ni sotsb v[jobx9 B;tn3fr! Sp. gr.

I. G!u0>NO5,HO -h2CuO, voLofsalt 66-0 ... 2*760
II. I- . i i: ... ;• 1W lu ,lo7 ..-Wx b. 66*0 ...2*760

WMes=:^(r^6,0.sH,^^m\^
- ^.^ •" ^'^^^

i ::r, ^fT'^.r.r/r »>.>-,. 'r> ,-rrf%rr,„ ?r.,, . Mean . . 65*87 ••• 2*765

A'. Suhnitrate of Bismuth, BiO, NO5, HO + 2BiO= 300*4.—This salt was prepared in the same manner as subnitrate of

copper, viz. by heating the nitrate to 400° or 500°. The fourth

part of an equivalent, 75*1 grains, thrown into water, caused^
in various experiments, an increase of 16*5, which gives 66*0

as the atomic volume, and 4*551 as the specific gravity of the

salt. V 1

B. Subnitrate of Bismuth, BiO, NO5 + 2BiO = 291'4..*^
This salt was prepared by adding nitrate of bismuth to a

large quantity of water
;
the white powder which falls by this

treatment, is composed, according to Phillips, of three equiva-
lents of oxide of bismuth united to one of nitric acid. It is

therefore the same salt as the one last described, deprived of

its constitutional water. On immersing 72*85 grains of the

salt in water, a rise in the stem of 13*9 was eifected, and 36'4u?

grains treated in the same way gave an increase of G'^wog^ ;9i :
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,„, f,4,,,S>BiO,JNO;„ vol. of salt 55-6 ... 5-241

tf;."l|r' T ... ... 55;2 ... 5'279

Mean . . 55-4 ... 5-260 Ci;t>-S bnu

Suhnitrate of Mercurij, HgO, NO^ HO + 2HgO= 39l4^.—^I'his salt was obtained in a yellow powder by adding the

crystallized subnitrate of mercury to water, and Avashing it,

according to the directions of Kane, with hot, but not boiling
water. The fourth part of an equivalent, 97'87 grains, thrown
into turpentine, caused an increase of 16-4, which gives 65-6

as the atomic volume of the salt, and 5-967 as the specific

gravity,
Ammoniacal Sulphate of Copper, CuO, SOg HO, + 2NH3=

123-0.—This salt has already been described in a previous
section

;
it had a volume of 54-0 or 9 x 6 in a state of solu-

tion, and of 68-6 or 9-8 X 7 in the solid state. The salt exa-^^

mined in that case was in fine large indigo blue crystals, and
was prepared by ourselves. Another portion, made by Mr.
Morson in small crystals, we found to possess a volume of

68-0 and specific gravity of 1-809. When this salt is heated

it loses one equivalent of water and one of ammonia, being
converted into a green powder, the formula of which is CuO,
SOg 4- NHg ; 24-27 grains of this, thrown into turpentine,
caused an increase of 9'8, which gives 39-2 as the volume of

the equivalent, and 2*476 as the specific gravity of the salt.

The latter salt on being moistened with water absorbs three

equivalents, and therefore assumes the atomic weight of

124*07; the fourth part of which, 31-0 grains, thrown into

turpentine, caused an increase of 15*9, making the atomic

volume of CuO, SOg + NHg + 3HO, G^'Q, and its specific

gravity 1*950.

Ammonia-Sulphate qf Zinc.—Kane describes several am-

monia-sulphates of zinc, obtained by passing a stream of am-
monia through a hot solution of sulphate of zinc, until the

precipitate at first formed is redissolved. The solution thus

obtained deposited transparent crystals in a few hours, but
these effloresced so quickly after being dried, that we did not
determine their specific gravity. The effloresced crystals

have, according to Kane, the formula—
ZnO, SOg + 2 NHg -}- 2 HO = 132-8.

We fear, however, that we have not been successful in pro-
curing this salt in its proper state, as the determination of its

volume varied between 57*5 and 640, results so discordant,
that it would not be safe to take their mean as a correct re-

sult. On heating this salt it loses water and ammonia, being
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converted into ZnO, SO3+ NH3; 267 grains of which (the

fourth of an equivalent), thrown into turpentine, caused an

increase of 10*8, which gives 39*5 as the volume of the salt,

and 2*479 for its specific gravity.

Ammonia-Sulphate ofMercury, HgO, SO3+ HgAd4-2HgO
= 486-0.—This salt, which Kane calls the Ammonia Turpeth,
was prepared by heating turpeth mineral with ammonia un-

til it became changed to a heavy Avhite powder. The eighth

part of an equivalent, 60*7;> grains, immersed in water, caused

an increase of 8*3 in two experiments ;
this makes the volume

of the compound 66*4, and its specific weight 7'319.

Ammonia-Sulphate of Silver, AgO, SO3+ 2NH3 =190-86.
—This salt was obtained in the usual way, by dissolving sul-

phate of silver in ammonia and crystallizing. The first speci-
men tried w^as in small, indistinct crystals, in the second in-

stance the crystals were large and well-defined. 25-62 grains

gave an increase of 8-6, and 37*7 grains of the better specimen
of salt gave the increase 13*2. wiasiuo ^cl boTBa-nrj gjBw

Ij. Ago, SO3 + 2NH3, voLof sair
64-^'"ff;r,;^^^

gal

"

^jMf .i>iiio,:.ri'ii. lo .)ifA* biu. iuiif.v to jdMatif?" ±Zri.''>I Ti

.OiiO .! .':;.-- '^o <;lr:rni()^ W*#ih-»^orr n-W^- '*>* 2-918, rf^o

Ammonia-Chromate of Silver, AgO, CrOg + 2NH3 = 202'8.

-i-This salt was obtained in fine large crystals, in the same
manner as the last salt. On immersing 25*35 grains in tur-

pentine, the increase was 8*3, and on treating 50*7 grains te

the same way, the increase was 16-5. ^'V
aim jjvvo i

. li -/
'

Sp.gr. I'Sf

')i ai J:»jjAgO,€r03+2NH3,voLjof salt 66*4 ... 3-054'iiiri

ohilSqg 8}i bm ,9*£» «QHF. f gllVl + 66'0 ... 3-073 nlo/

Mean . . 66*2 ... 3*063 ""

Ammonia-Nitrate of Copper, CuO, NOg + 2NH3 = 128-4.—On dissolving 64*2 grains, half an equivalent, in 1000 grains
of water, the increase was 32*0 in two experiments at a tem-

perature of 60°; this makes the atomic volume in solution

64-0. On putting the same quantity into turpentine, there

was a rise in the stem, in three experiments, of 340, 34*0,
and 34-8 ''^"^^'^""'' i''''^^" '"

'^'l'-
n-jir- -m^.. -.f..

I. CuO, NO5 + 2NH3, vol. of salt 68-0 *.. 1-888

II. ... ... ... 68-0 ,.. 1-88^
IJI. ^9mS ... 1-845 .

^^j^;.
Mean . . 68-5 ... 1-874

Ammonia-Sub-Nitrate of Mercury, HgO, NO5 + 2HgO
+ NH3 = 399-7.—This salt was prepared by adding a dilute
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solution of ammonia to nitrate of mercury, and was of a pure
milk-white colour, as described by Kane. On throwing 40

grains of this compound into water, an increase of 6' 7 "vyas

obtained ;
this gives a volume of 67'0 on the equivalent, ap||

5is970 as the specific gravity of the salt.

n Chloride of Copper, CuCl=67'l8.—The volume of hydrat?^
chloride of copper was shown to be 33 or 3 x 11 ; but we have
not yet examined the bulk occupied by the anhydrous chlo-

ride. The chloride was deprived of its water by a heat con-

siderably below that of redness, in order to prevent the forma-
tion of any sub-chloride. On throwing 33*59 grains, or half
an equivalent, into turpentine, the increase in two experiments
was exactly 11*0, which gives 22-0 as the volume of the salt,
and 3*054 as its specific gravity.

Ammonia-Chloride of Copper, CuCl+ 2NH3+HO= 1 10*3.—This salt was made by passing a stream ofammonia through
a solution of chloride of copper until the precipitate formed
had completely redissolved. The crystals, which deposited as

the solution cooled^ were dried in a receiver containing slaked

lime, so as to prevent the carbonic acid of the atmosphere
acting upon the ammonia

;
but in spite of this precaution the

crystals had slightly effloresced on the surface. The efflo-

resced matter was removed, and the pure crystals employed.
27'6 grains of them, when thrown into turpentine, produced
in two experiments an increase of 16*5, making the volume
of the salt 66*0, and its specific gravity 1*672. On dissolving
the same quantity of salt, 27*6 grains, in 1000 grains of water,
the rise was 15*9 at 62°, making the volume of the salt when
in solution 63*6.

On exposing this salt to heat, water and ammonia are ex-

pelled, and a green powder remains, having the formula CuCl
4-NH3. 21*07 grains of this salt thrown into turpentine pro-
duced an increase of 9' 6, making the volume of the equiva-
lent 38*4, and the specific gravity of the salt 2*194.

Subchloride of Copper, CugCl = 98*89.—The subchloride
used in the experiment was made by adding protochloride of
tin to a solution of chloride of copper. During the desicca-

tion of the salt it became slightly green, showing that a little

chloride had been formed by the absorption of oxygen ;
but

the change was so slight as probably not to interfere mate-

rially with the result
;
42*2 grains, thrown into turpentine,

caused an increase of 12*5, which gives 29*2 as the volume,
and 3*376 as the specific gravity of the salt.

Subchloride of Mercury, Hg2Cl= 238*33.—The fourth part
of an equivalent, 59*58 grains, thrown into turpentine, caused
an increase of 8*3.
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*^i Hasserifratz states the specific gravity to be 7'17G, a result

Very near our own determination. 'do

Subchloride and Amide of Mercury, Hg2Cl + HggAd^i*?.

458-1.—^The eighth part of an equivalent, 57*26 grains, thrown

into water, caused an increase of 8*3 and 8*4iifi two experi-

ments^^^oij)^'^^^^ 9ri:t \(\ bytqij;)ao >iljjd arij horrimflza
ts'^ ion

-tUK. ;V -' - '' " •- " -'= '^^ r.,.,,;.„,..r. .,.,.,
ghiioIri-Sp.'^. abii

-Brrnd. Black compound of calomel &7*flfeHi.w' 6'816 ^,hi«

^Ifirl M.,«aiirij^ Vic-tJ.: j^niY/aajiJ iiU 66^4
'

..: 6-899 -oM

8in9raii9qx9 0Y^i nr
9Pi?'?-t^||^g{J:t ^afTrinpggig ... 6*858 «^

"
¥li?8attU8e<Sin the experiments was prepared in the

ugi^sff

way, by acting upon calomel with ammonia.
,

'

Chloride and Amide of Mercury, HgCl+ HgAd= 254*5..^
—

The excellent researches of Kane, so often alluded
to,^

have

shown that the above formula represents the composition of

w^hite precipitate. It must be dried by a pretty strong heat,

to get rid of all its hygrometric water. On projecting 63-8

grains, the fourth 'of an equivalent, into water, an increase of

11-2 was obtained in two experiments; this gives 44-6 as the

specific volume /3^ ^.fm^Wh^^^^^^^'^^^i^^
Basic Chloride'^and'^Amike^ofmerm H=

2HgO = 473-3.—This yellow compound was made in the

usual way, by boiling white precipitate with water. On

throwing 59*2 grains into w-ater, the rise was 8*2 in one ex-

periment, and 8-3 in another.
^'"^^ ' " ''

\^.i^,^;^^2
'^ ^"'/^ I. The above salt, volume 65*5^^41.^^7^309

"O

nq oaifiiyq'iui oiui
n/^triJ

ik^. ^liU lo
^ju

ij;r:i ~ij;±^zz^I{Vi -^
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^brroModiia ailT—MS'hQ = lOguCl t-x3^c\oO '\o b^-^o^iV^iwia
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'- ' '' - Ji'vwd .i9qqoD "io abiiold) lo noiiuloa b oi ah

.aiiv/oxfa ^n33'i§ ^{brlgila aiiiiioad i'l iifig 3/iilo noii

iud jno^^vzo lo noiiqioadis adi ^cf bannol nsad bfid obiioldo

-aJBfli aialioini ot ton ^Idfidoiq eio ixfgila oa sby/ sgaxjrfo arfi

-fiaiinaqini otni nv^oidt ^gnre'ig S'JiJfe' jiluasi adi iliiw ^Ileit
. )raoIo7 orfi 8XJ S*C2 aavi^ doiriw (6-51 'io 98f>9ioni nc bsaneo

J\m 9rii 'to vtr/£ii^ oArogqa oAfzn (S^t't han

iffiq dtTuol 9riT—.88-882— [rj.-gH ,\st.\vi-^M. \p ^bho\A'i(SMl?»
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TABiEi^iii:
OHJi : sJItie:

—Showing the Volumes occupied by certaii

«B hawaiv c.
^^^^^ of Ammoni^.,3 ^^ j^-.,, ^^

pertain^Suhs^ts
and

ii aoxfl< . 4^i«i;%k4tiM

'ijAilliJiS'^iu
' jiiiv te w.jiafqlif8

—rttpijjmi

Volume
in solution.

trrt

i-

(IT VohiBieofsalt.

44

r Formnlt. ^r,,

(iod// tfloiJUlh^i
Name.

Atomic
"3 c

l<g*

Subsulphate of copper

Subsulphate of zWc

Protosulphate of mercury . . .

Persulphate of mercury
Subsulphate of mercury ...

Chromate of lead

Subchromate of lead

Melanchroit
Subnitrate of copper
A. Subnitrate of bismuth . . .

B. Subnitrate of bismuth . . .

Subpernitrate of mercury . . .

A. Ammonia-sulphate of\
copper J

B. Ammonia-sulphate ofl

copper J

Hydrate of ammonia-sul- 1

phate of copper j

Ammonia-sulphate of zinc...

Ammonia-turpeth

Ammonia-sulphate of silver.

Ammonia-chromate of silver

Ammonia-nitrate of copper .

Ammonia-nitrate of mercury

Chloride of copper
Ammonia-chloride of copper
B. Ammonia-chloride of\
copper J

Suhchloride of copper ......

Subchloride of mercury.. ..i,

Subchloride and amide of
"(^

mercury
Chloride and amide

mercury
Basic chloride and amide 1

of mercury J

°'}

r CuO, SO3, 3CuO 1

1 +4H0 I
/ ZnO, SO3, 3ZnO l

I ..+4H0 ;
Hg,0,S03

'

HgO, SO3
HgO, S03-l-2HgO

PbO, CrOg
PbO, Cr03+PbO
2PbO, 2Cr03+ PbO
CuO,N05HO+2CuO
B10,NOs,HO+2BiO
BiO,N06+2BiO

r HgO, NO5, HO \
I +2HgO I

CuO,S03,HO+2NH3

CuO, ^Oa+NHa

CuO,S03-f NH3 \
+3HO /
ZnO,S03,NH3

f HgO,S03 + Hgl
\ Ad+2Hg0 /
Ago, SOa-f2NH3
AgO, Cr03+2NH3
CuO,NOi+2NH3

r HgO, NOs 1

t +21IgO + NH3 /
CuCl

CuCl+2NH3-)-HO

CttCi+NHa
'

CujCl
• HgjCl

HgjCl+HgsAd

HgCl-fHgAd

HgCl-j-HgAd -I

+2HgO /

234-9

237-3

251-0
149-6

368-46

163-97

275-7

439-67

18217
300-4

291-4

391-49

123-0

97-08

124-07

97-8

486-0

190-86

202-8

128-4

399-7

67-18
110-3

84-11

98-89

238-33

458-1

254-5

473-3

54

63-6

54

63

63

76-2

76-0

33-2

231
44-3

29-0

44
76-5

65-9

660
55-4

65-6

68-?'

39-2

63-6

39-5

66-4

65-4

66-2

68-5

670

22
66

38-1'

29-2

33-2

66-8

44-6

65-9

3-051

3-082

7-606
6-800

8-374

6-266

5-710

2-760
4-551

5-298

3-082

3122

7-560
6-466

8-319

5-653

6-266

5-750

2-765
4-551

5-260

5-9325-967

(Yff

7-363

2-890

1-790

2-476

1-950

2-479

7-319

2-918

3-0733-063
1-874

5-970

3-054

1-671

7-221

6-941

5-784

7171

3-054

1-671

2-194

3-376

7-178

6-858

5-700

7176
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hnc if:

-.•a

The important researches of Graham have shown that water -,,

plays a most important part in the constitution of salts
; and

that salts with an excess of base may be viewed as hydrates,
in which oxide of hydrogen becomes replaced by a metallic

oxide. The previous experiments will be found to give this

theory the fullest confirmation. Sulphate of zinc crystallizes™
—

with seven atoms of water and affects a volume of 74*6 ;
and

sulphate of copper assumes the same state of hydration, when

crystallized with the latter salt, although per se it assumes

only five atoms. Placing together the subsulphates and hy-
drated sulphates of these metals, we perceive not only a close

similarity in their formulae but also in their volumes, as ascer-
S80C

isr^jjjgj ]jy experiment.

ZnO, SO3, 3HO, 4HO, vol.

ZnO, SO3, 3ZnO, 4HO, ..

CuO, SO3, 3HO, 4HO, vol.

CuO,S03,3CuO,4HO, ..

•0.1

74-6 \ I

76-2/'

74

7Q

. ; .jfi/acinS-

... (iiis^iH lo sindqluioiozl

^ii-.ji;iffi io sJisriqIoewl

y-fr'ff'iffT '^o MiBiiqluadoB
... X'-Q- iijiji io oiKOTOidD

'

; . :-<iidodisB

The difference between the two states of the sulphates iS(jmdu8

probably greater as stated than it actually is. We have al- i"8 ,A

ready shown that the magnesian sulphates with seven atoms
of water do not possess a volume of 77'0, because two of the'^^*!*^"^

atoms possess a volume of 9*8 instead of iro
;
and perhaps''^-*-

-^

a similar circumstance tends to reduce the volume of the
sub-;'j^?''^g

sulphates. Similar instances of replacement of water by a ,qqoo

metallic oxide are seen in other parts of the table. We have '^"'^'(^

already shown that nitrates of copper and bismuth possess 4 nmn/
volume of 58"8 or 9*8 x 6. We have also seen instances

in which 9'8, the volume of ice, in feeble compounds, be-'

came changed into the volume 1 1 when the salt entered
into'|°|^^^

combination. In this point of view, the subsalts MO, NOgnomffiA
+ HO + 2MO become assimilated to the hydrated nitrates jommA
MO, NO5+ HO + 2HO, the number of volumes in both;-,o(j3
cases being the same, the only difference being, that, in thctornmA
former case, the salts are multiples of 11, and in the latter™^ 3

of 9'8, or the volume of ice. The hydrated type affects six "[^^^^yg

volumes, and so do the subnitrates, as will be. s^enby the r(i;,iiig

following table. , ^,t, i f V> ^f-wB hue ')tv:uhoJj>

CuO, NO5, HO + 2CuO, volume 65-9 or 11x6
^

,

BiO,N05, HO + 2BiO, ... 66-0 ,,,11x6
HgO, NO5, HO +2HgO ... 65-6 j^.^'lrj^e

^''"*^'''^
^'f

^

We have further evidence of the equivalency of water to the
metallic oxide in anhydrous nitrate of bismuth, which has a
volume of 55*0 or 66— 11

; the formula for the salt being
BiO, NO5+ 2BiO. The conversion of the volume 9-8 into 11
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isbynomeans UQCommon, aud is /again seen in the subchrdfi
mates of lead. Chromate of lead has a volume sensibly the

multiple^f^^S.
~ ^:- w •

-m 33f» MM imri ^i' experiment. By calculation.

Chromate of lead 29-0 ...5-653 ... 9*8 x 3=:29-4 ... 5-577

Boullay gives the specific gravity of oxide of lead as 9*5,
which indicates the volume 11*7, a number not far from 11,
which we take as the unit volume. Subchromate of lead con-
sists of one equivalent of the neutral chromate united to one
of oxide of lead, but the three volumes of ice in the former have

changed in the subsalt to 11 x 3, and the same is the case in

the mineral raelanchroit, which contains two equivalents of
chromate of lead united to one of oxide of lead.

J Subchromate of lead, PbO, Cr03+PbO= 44 or 11 x 4

Melauchroit, 2 (PbO, CrOg) + PbO ni 76^3 or 11 x 7

In these salts we clearly see that oxide of lead takes up
the volume and plays the part of an atom of water, although''
we are ignorant of their hydrated types. The same function^
of an oxide is seen in turpeth mineral, in Mhich the 2HgOf
attached to HgO, SO3, assumes the volume of two atoms of

water, 22 + 22= 44. There can be little doubt from the pre-
vious examples of the equivalency of CuO, ZnO, BiO, HgOp
and PbO, not only to each other but also to \vater

;
and this

will be still more strongly seen by placing the volumes of these
and other anhydrous magnesian sulphates along with the vo-
lume of sulphate of water itself, as deduced from bisulphate
of potash.

Sulphate of Water, vol. by experiment 22*0
Zinc ... 21-8

Copper ... 22*0 •'^"t

Iron ... 24*0
Cobalt ... 22-0

Mercury ... 23*1 >
s*

The only cases in which there is an appreciable difFerencfe!'*

from sulphate of water are those of sulphates of iron and*^'

mercury, neither of which salts can be obtaijie^ wLthout diflEi?'^

culty perfectly pure in an anhydrous state.
" "^ "

^ ^^^
But if the equivalency of the magnesian metals to eacft^

other and to hydrogen be left in any doubt by the preceding*
table, this doubt would be entirely removed by a consideration
of the magnesian chlorides. The strongest muriatic acid ob-
tained has, according to Thomson, a specific gravity of 1 '203^^11
and contains 40*66 per cent, of dry muriatic acid

;
which is

equal to 5*91, obviously six atoms of water to one of muriatic
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acid, as pointed out by Kane. The atomic weight of this

compound, divided by its specific gravity, is
,.n^o

= 75*2j

which is not far from 72'0 or 9x8, considering that the re-

sult remains uncorrected for expansion ; this gives a volume
of IS'O or 9 X 2 for muriatic acid. The acid which possesses
a constant boiling-point and distils over unchanged has a spe-
cific gravity of 1*094, and contains 19'19 per cent, of absolute

acid, according to Davy, and 20*44 per cent, according to

Thomson. The mean of their results indicates the acid to

1 80*47
contain 16*4, or nearly 16 atoms of water. Now , ^., ,' •' 1*094
= 165, which is not far from 162, the volume of 9x18, ma-

king for the volume of muriatic acid in strong solutions 18*0

or 9 X 2, a result the same as that obtained by the last cal-

culation. These results, and that given in a previous section,

along with the fact that hydrochloric acid gas has twice the

volume of steam, leave no doubt that muriatic acid affects two
volumes ;

and converting the liquid into the solid volume, we
have a volume of 22*0 or 11 x 2 as the atomic volume of solid

muriatic acid. By contrasting this volume with the experi-
mental results on the magnesian chlorides, we find a very

great similarity.

Chloride of Hydrogen, volume 22*0 or 11 x 2

Cobalt ... 22*2

Magnesium ... 22*1

Calcium ... 22*4

Copper ... 22*0

Mercury ... 22*0

In dilute solutions muriatic acid affects only one volume,
and this has been shown to be also the case with chlorides of

copper and cobalt. Whether nitrate of water and nitrate of

a magnesian oxide possess the same volume it is difficult to

decide. Nitrate of water in the acid of specific gravity 1*42

seems to affect four volumes, and this acid, HO, N05,-f-3HO
is constituted on the same type as CuO, NO5 + 3HO; yet
90'2 63
Y^j^

—
"^

— 7y which gives four volumes for HO, NO5, while

nitrate of copper certainly does not possess more than three

volumes. Nitrate of water calculated on weak acids has

three volumes ; but there being no good fixed point upon
which to make the calculation, we must leave at present this

point undetermined.
An important question now arises as to the truth of the

supposition that two atoms of a magnesian metal are equal to

Phil. Mag. S. 3. No. 183. Siippl. Vol. 27. 2 M
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one of the family of which potassium stands as the type. In
calomel and chloride of ammonium we have a direct case in

point, and the similarity of volumes is very striking.
Diff.

Chloride of ammonium, NH4CI . . . 34*0^ . q

Calomel, Hg^Cl 33-2J^^'"

Tn this case we have taken chloride of ammonium, because

KCl assumes the volume of four atoms of ice.

Subchloride of copper, like NH4CI, possesses three volumes,

according to Karsten's experiments and our own, but these

three volumes are multiples of 9'8, and not of ll'O.

By experiment. Bv calculation.

.

^

,
,

"
,

Subchloride of copper, vol. 29*2 3'376 9*8x3= 29-4 3-363

Another illustration is furnished in sulphate of protoxide
of mercury and sulphate of potash.

DifF.

Protosulphate of mercury, vol. 33"20\„ , _

Sulphate of potash .... 3305j
These are instances in which two atoms of a magnesian

metal are at once shown to be equivalent to one of a metal of

the potash family ;
but it does not thereby preclude the pos-

sibility of two atoms of a magnesian oa^ide being equivalent
to one atom of potash. For example, a magnesian sulphate,

MgO, SOg, affects a volume 22, or 11x2, while the same
salt united to an atom of constitutional water has the volume

33, or MgO, SO3HO becomes equal to KO, SO3, which
also possesses a volume of 33. The most striking case, how-

ever, is seen when crystallized subnitrate of lead is compared
with nitrate of potash.

Nitrate of potash. KO, NO5, vol 49'0

Subnitrate of lead, PbO, NO5 + PbO, vol. . 49-0

The fact that two atoms of a magnesian oxide are equiva-
lent to one of potash, appears to find its explanation in the

circumstance that we uniformly find the salt of potash assu-

ming one volume greater than the corresponding salt of mag-
nesia. Honce, as the volume of the oxides corresponding to

the latter body is equal to unity, the equivalency of two of

their atoms to one of potash becomes a matter of necessity.
To sum up these remarks, we conceive (1.) that Graham

has taken the correct view in supposing subsalts to represent

hydrated salts, in which water has been replaced by a me-
tallic oxide ;

and (2.) that the volume of two atoms of a metal

of the magnesian family, in which Me include hydrogen, is

equal in volume to one of the potassium group ;
or two atoms
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of the former oxide, when combined, to one of the latter.

We are now in a condition to consider the salts of ammonia.
It is quite unnecessary to remind chemists that there are

two rival theories regarding the constitution of ammoniacal
salts. One of them, proposed by the profound Berzelius, is

that the salts of ammonia contain a hypothetical radical

termed ammonium, consisting of one equivalent of nitrogen
and four equivalents of hydrogen. Sulphate of ammonia i^i

tp be viewed as sulphate of oxide of ammonium, the latter

hypothetical body being equivalent to potash ; and hence the

isomorphism between the salts of potash and ammonia. The
other view of the constitution of ammonia is that proposed
by Kane, and so elaborately supported by him in his paper
on subsalts and ammoniacal compounds*. Dr. Kane supr

poses that an ammoniacal salt is formed on the type of a

magnesian salt, carrying along with it constitutional water.

Sulphate of copper . . . CuO, HO, SOg
Sulphate of ammonia . . HO, NHgH, SO3

On this view, amide of hydrogen is equivalent to, and plays
the part of an atom of water. If this be the case, amidogene
must be analogous to oxygen, and ammonia and a magnesian
oxide must possess the same atomic volume. At present all

this is purely hypothetical, and must be subjected to the test

of experiment before wq can admit it as a safe foundation on
M'hich to rear a theory. The means of deciding this question
seemed to present itself in an examination of the amides of

mercury, and of the crystallized salts of copper and zinc, in

which the ammonia is present quasi ammonia; and such

compounds have been described in the beautiful researches of

Kane on this subject. Wohler's white precipitate, HgCl
+NHg seems to be constituted in the most simple manner,
and possesses a volume of 33'0, which, deducting the volume
22*0 for HgCl, leaves 11*0, or unity, as the volume of NHg.
But again, m hite precipitate, HgCl -f HgNH2, affects a volume
of 44'6 by experiment, which, deducting 22*0 for HgCl, leaves

HgNHg also equal to 22*0, and yet the latter compound
should correspond in volume to NHgH. The heavy yellow

powder obtained by boiling white precipitate with water has

a volume of 66"(), and is constituted according to the formula

(HgCl + HgAd) + 2HgO; so that deducting 44'0, the ascer-

tained volume of the double amide and chloride, 22 or 11 x 2

remains for two atoms of HgO, giving the same result as in

the former subsalts, viz. the equivalency of HgO to HO, but

not to HgNHg; and another proof of this is afforded in the

* Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, vol. xix. part 1.

2 M 2
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reduetioo. of th^ tvolupie, of ammonia turpeth. Frpm; this cir-

cumstance, the view would appear probable that amide and
chloride of mercury are equivalent, and hence would follow

the equivalency of chlorine to amidogene. This receives fur-

ther support from the volume of the double subamide and
subchloride of mercury, HggCl+ HggAd, which has a volume
of 66*8, according to experiment. Calomel itself possesses
the volume 33*2, which, deducted from that of the salt just

described, gives 33 "6 as the volume of HggAd, showing the

jppmplete equivalency of the latter to the subchloride.

j.jjlt has been shown that chloride of mercury and chloride

of hydrogen are equivalent, and it now remains to be shown

by dir-ect proof that amide ofhydrogen (ammonia) is embraced

in the same category. Ammonia-chloride of copper, CuCl
-f NHg, was found with a volume of 39*2 or 9"8 x 4 ; chloride

of copper itself affects two volumes, which leaves for Ad, H,
as deduced from this salt, also two volumes. But the am-
monia in CUCI + 2NH3+ HO, if we were to suppose the salts

constituted in a manner so simple as expressed by their em-

pirical formulas, M'ould only have a volume of 33*0 for two

atoms, or 1^ volume for each.

In proceeding further, it will be seen that we involve our-

selves in inextricable difficulties, if we insist upon the equiva-

lency of NHgH to HO; or suppose the ammoniacal salts,

such as those described, to be constituted on the type of the

hydrated salts. Thus, ammonia-sulphate of copper, CuO,
SO3 + 2NH3 + HO, has a volume of 68-6 or 9-8 x 7 in its solid

state, and of 54 or 9 x 6 when in solution. Deducting 19*6

for CuO, SO3, and 9-8 for HO, there is again left 39'2, or

9*8 x 4 for two atoms of ammonia. The simple salt, CuO, SO3
+ HN3, has a volume of 39-2, which leaves 19'6, or 9*8 x 2 for

one atom of ammonia ;
but the same salt, when combined with

three atoms of water, yields the volume 63*6, which would
lead us to suppose that one atom of water is equal to one

atom of ammonia. We also find ammonia with the volume

11, or unity, when calculated from the observed volume of hy-
drated sulphate of ammonia. But in the ammonia-chromate
of silver, x\gO, Cr03-t-2NHs, and in its corresponding sul-

phate, we find on deducting 33*0, or 11 x 3 for the salts them-

selves, the residual 33*0 for two atoms of ammonia. Again,
however, we become perplexed by finding that the ammonia
in ammonia-pernitrate of mercury possesses the volume of an

atom of water. Thus, then, by considering the volumes of the

ammoniacal salts as containing their ammonia quasi ammonia,
and as constituted on the type of the hydrated salts, we ob-

tain the contradictory and absurd result, that ammonia,though



Certain, from these contradictory results, that the salts are

iiot constituted on the hydrated type.
Graham has thrown out the ingenious idea*, that the salts

now referred to may actually contain an ammonium in which
the fourth equivalent of hydrogen is replaced by an equivalent
ma. magnesian metal. Thus CuO, SOg+ NHg is constituted,

according to Graham, NHgCu, O, SOg, on the type of sulphate
of ammonia, NH3H, O, SO3. There is nothing whatever op-
tioscd to this view in Kane's researches, as he himself admits,
the only difference being that he considers the said salts to

TphtEiin oxide of copper and water united to amide of hydro-

gen, instead of to cuprammonium and oxide of ammonium,
according to the views of Berzelius and Graham. While,

therefore, Kane admits that amide of hydrogen is very closely
allied to chloride of hydrogen, he claims for the former body
an equally close alliance to water, by asserting that it is equi-
valent to a magnesian oxide, although it is difficult to conceive

why chloride of hydrogen has not a right to a similar claim.

Amide and chloride of mercury have undoubtedly the same

volume, viz. 22*0, and chloride of hydrogen also enjoys the

same number ; but water does not in any case do so. On
this point alone, then, are we at issue with Kane, for there

are many proofs that there is extreme probability in the view

propounded by him of the presence of NHgH and HO in

ammoniacal salts. On the former view alone do we contest

the accuracy of the opinion, leaving for future consideration

and research, to which we are now devoting ourselves, a more
defined notion of the reason why NHgH and HO are equiva-
lent in many instances, not in all, to potash. We have already
stated the incongruous results w'hich would flow from the

conception that ammonia was simply attached to the salts

examined. It is true that Kane gives to some of them a con-

stitution more intimate, and when he does so his theory ac-

cords with our results. But his conception of the equivalency
of NH^H to HO has led him in other instances to attach the

ammonia to the salt in place of water, and it is from these

cases that we dissent. If he merely means that NH2H can

replace HO in a compound, as KO, SO3 does in a magnesian

sulphate, then we cease to differ, because the resulting com-

pounds do not remain in strict parallelism ;
the only point

we argue against being that HO and NHgH are equivalent.
Thus we have, supposing all of them to affect the primitive
volume 9*8,

—
u.^jJ0iU^i^iiom*»iGraHa„.5 Element* of Chemistry, p. 410.«OO ^^^ ai^
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"*'^J^'^"W' HgO,NO, + HgO+2HO = 6 vol.
•''^'

HgO, NO5 + HO + 2HgO = 6 .#'J <>SA :t«flJ

HgO, NO5 + NH3 + 2HgO = 7 ..:
"

The first two members of the series have the same number
of volumes, because HgO and HO are equivalent, and the
last salt should also affect the same, if NHgH = HO. But
if we consider the last salt as equal to nitrate of ammonia, in

which HgO replaces HO, then it becomes intelUgible. / yiio

. i:
'

NH^H, HO, NO5 affects 5 + 2 of HO =7 "^^ "i

.•ri!.^.NH2H, HgO, NO, ... 5 + 2 of HgO = 7
'*

On the same principle we would arrange the other ammo-
niacal compounds. Thus CuO, SOg+NHg obviously ought
to be arranged NH^H, CuO, SO3, corresponding to NH2H,
HO, SO3, anhydrous sulphate of ammonia, and both affect,
as they should do on this formula, four volumes. We ob-
served a very decided peculiarity in sulphate of ammonia

; for

while in its hydrated condition the NH4O, SO3 could only be

equal to three volumes, in its anhydrous state, or when in com-
bination with salts, it assumed four volumes. The latter pe-
culiarity attends the alpha ammonia-sulphate of copper, and
is shared also by ammonia-sulphate of zinc, while the hydrate
assimilates itself to NH4O, SOg-j-HO.xJfnufi oraijg orll Jodftu

NH.H, HO, SO3 = 39-2
,

""
^r'T^r^"^^^ ^'^^^"^ ^'"^ ^"^''*

NH^H, CuO, SO3 = 39-2^''-^^ V^^^.^
^^'^^ 'iini^nah inoditW

NH^H, ZnO, SO3 = 39-2
"' ''•^^='"^' " ' ' "i ^»•^^-

(NH^H, CuO, S03=39'2) + {WC^'^^-^) + (NH3^1^*i=68-6
NH2H, HO, SO3 + HO = 44 ^ ^"^'^'- ^' ^'"^'

(NHgH, CuO, SO3 + HO = 44) + (2HO = 19'6) ^m-^'-
In ammonia-nitrate of copper we have an instance in which

the ammonia may be present either as nitrate of ammonia or
as ammonia ; for if we suppose the volume 68'5, which obvi-

ously indicates 9*8 x 7 = 68*6, to be made up of CuO, NO,
-I- 2NH3, we must assume that two atoms of ammonia are

equal to four atoms of ice, for we already have seen that CuO,
NO5 affects three volumes. On the supposition that the com-

pound contains a substance equivalent to nitrate of ammonia,
the volumes are equally intelligible.

NH2H, HO, NO5 =49'0
NH^H, CuO, NO5 = 49-0 + NHgH = 19-6 = 68*6

Perhaps, however, the clearest instances are seen in the

ammoniacal chromate and sulphate of silver. AgO, CrOg and

AgO, SO3 affect a volume of 9*8 x 3, and supposing a trans-

formation into multiples of 11, of which we have seen fre-

quent instances, 2NH3=33*0, or NH^slG'S, or 1^ times the
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number which we assume as unity. But on the supposition
that AgO takes the place of HO, the difficulty ceases.

NH^H, HO, SO3 =44
vjdmua « NH^H, AgO, SO3 = 44 + NH^H = 66
,). t„ NHjH, AgO, Cr03= 44 + NH2H = 66

Perhaps the most anomalous salt in the whole series ex-

amined is chloride of ammonium, which actually decreases

one volume in becoming solid, 9 x 4 in solution being 11x3
in the state of a salt. Chloride of potassium refuses to share

this anomaly, and we accordingly find it 9*8 x 4, and NH4CI
associates itself to KCl in the double salts. Four volumes for

NH4CI is undoubtedly what we should expect from its com-

position, and from that number being affected in solution and
in its double salts. We also see the three volumes entering
into alpha ammonia-chloride of copper, although the beta

ammonia-chloride, according to our results, seems singularly

enough to affect the proper four volumes.

NHjH, HC1 = 33

NHgCu, HCl = 33 -f- NH^H = 22 + HO = 11 = 66

NHgCu, HCl = 38-4 or 9-8x4 = 39-2

The double amides and chlorides, as we have already shown,
affect the same number of volumes as NH4CI when in solu-

tion, and might be placed on the same type as NHgHg, HCl.
Without denying that NH2H and HO may be so intimately
associated in the ammoniacal salts as to form the hypothetical

body oxide of ammonium, we would call attention to the facts,

which show that the resulting volumes of the ammoniacal salts

are made up of the volumes of the hydrated acid and amide of

hydrogen. It by no means militates against that view, that

in hydrated sulphate of ammonia we have one volume in solu-

tion less, and also in the state of a solid, than should result

from the combination of these two. CuCl has undoubtedly
per se two volumes, just as HCl has in a concentrated state,

or as NH2H has in combination. But the CuCl in CuCl
-I- 2HO possesses only one volume, the other having disap-

peared in the water; and HCl itself has only one volume in

dilute solutions. The disappearance of one volume in combi-
nation with water is by no means so surprising as the disap-

pearance of the volumes of 23 atoms of the constituents of

alum in the water in which it is dissolved, especially when we
find the salt under consideration, sulphate of ammonia, vindi-

cating its proper volume when in combination. The oxalate

of ammonia has its proper volume, just as has anhydrous sul-

phate of ammonia
; the only exception is the decidedly anoma-

lous salt—chloride of ammonium, although this also ceases



±o.,|^Ai;i,^malous in the double chlorides. By placing together
the volumes of the hydrated acids and those of the aramoni-
acal salts, it will be seen that the latter are made up of the
volumes of the hydrated acid united to amide of hydrogen
^l^qting two volumes, like HCl. ,;

•

J^ai^ulphate of amraonia=HO, SO3 =2 +NH2H=2=4
^y^J Nitrate of ammonia = HO, NO5 =3 + NH^H= 2=5

Oxalate of ammonia =HO, C2 63=2 + NH2H= 2= 4

jr.)jA,n the ammoniacal salts which we have described in this

section may be arranged in a similar way with a like result.

We do not profess to have resolved the cause of the equiva-
lency HO + NHg to KO ; nor do we insist that they do not

^nter into more intimate union to form NH4O. It must not

f)€ left out of consideration, however, that in almost every in-

stance the ammoniacal salt affects one volume in solution more
thap the corresponding salt of potash, and that the number
of iVolumes of the latter becomes augmented by one in pass-
ing from the liquid to the solid state, while the number of
volumes of the ammoniacal salt remains unchanged. It re-

quires a more minute knowledge of the constitution of salts

than we now possess to decide the question at issue.

Dlqillura flicifSD b io qii ohr.m zi iiss a \o smuloT arit lO .0

lodmisn sdi lo siqiili/xn fthWeHiddti. ^'''^''^'- ' f isdmwn adilo
.8-e

Although we have examined many other salts than tHdse

described in the previous pages, with results quite confirma-

tory of our views, we do not feel warranted in extending our

memoir, already much too long. We therefore conclude by
summing up, in the form of propositions, the laws which we
consider regulate the volumes of salts. At the same time we
do so with strict reference to the salts which we have de-

scribed, deprecating their hasty generalization, being our-

selves quite satisfied that there are peculiarities in other cases,
which must be subjected to close examination. This being
only the first of several memoirs on the same subject which
we intend to lay before the Society, we do not present this

investigation as being in itself complete.

Prop. I.—Compounds dissolved in water increase its volume

for every equivalent either by 9, or by multiples of 9.

This, in other words, signifies that the volumes of salts in

solution are either equal to each other, or are multiples of

each other
j

for 9, being the volume of nine grains, or an

equivalent of wftterj is 1 merely assumed- as the standapd:^aft

cofl^parison.
a. Certain salts, sucli as the magnesian sulphates, the
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nlums, &c., dissolve in water without increasing its bulk more
than is due to the liquefaction of the water which they them-
selves contain ; the anhydrous salt taking up no space in so-

lution. = '-'- -i^-'!^ ''-' '"
^:';""j"''

b. Anhydrous salts, or salts containing a StfteflF^p^^iNiliil
of \yatef, affect a certain number of volumes iu solution, which

pass dttnjgjYi|^;thp^..lin(9^^n^ed
into theii- 1^9^:^ .-yY^, ^her

c. Tne volume occupied by double salts when dissolved
is the sum of volumes occupied by their constituents vi'hen

separate, with the exception of certain cases described in the

previous sections.

,'i Prop. II.— The volume occupied by a salt in the solid state

has a certain relation to the volume of the same salt when in

solution; and has also a fixed relation to the volume occupied
^y any other salt. sjiM.irt

. a. The volume of an equivalent of any salt is eithei''l l|'>di]^

a multiple of 11, or of a number very nearly approachitig'tfi^
number 11. '!>'°

V^^^i

b: Or the volume of a salt is 9*8, or a multiple of 9'8j'bl^
in other words, of the. volume occupied by an equivalent of
solid water (ice), noiiaoup

c. Or the volume of a salt is made up of a certain multiple
of the number 11, added to a certain multiple of the number
9-8.

.On each of these heads we would 6fFer a few retnarks. ^

'With two assumptions we have been enabled to connect
with each other the volumes occupied by all the salts exa-
mined by us in the previous sections. These assumptions
are, that the divisor for the volumes of salts is either 11, or a
number very nearly approaching to it, or that the divisor is

9*8, the volume of ice itself.

We have been guarded in stating positively that the first

divisor is absolutely 11, because we do not in the pireseht
memoir enter into the connection between this number and the
volume of ice, 9*8. To shoAV, however, that our experiments
agree with those of recent accurate experimenters, and that
the number 11, which w^e have at present to announce empi-
rically, cannot be wide from the truth, Ave append the theo-
retical and experimental results upon the alums, which we
stated to possess twenty-five volumes, in which therefore any
considerable error in the number 11 would be multiplied by
25, and plainly show itself in the results. Notwithstanding
this severe test, it will be seen that the theoretical and ex-

perimental numbers are actually within the errors ^f the

balancesicdqlw^ nci^angBm adj «« xlDua ^aJiija nifiJiaJ .»
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Theoretical. By Kopp's* By our Mean of

sp. gr. experiments, experiments, experiments.
Potash alum . 1-727 ... 1-724 ... 1-726 ... 1-725
Chrome alum 1-833 ... 1-848 ... 1-826 ... 1-837

The number 1 1 must then be very near the truth, if it be
not absolutely the truth. We now append an equally severe

test for our view that the volumes of many salts are multiples
of 9*8, the number representing the volume of ice. If there

be an error in this number, it must become very notable in

the phosphates and arseniates, when multiplied by 24, or in

carbonate of soda when multiplied by 10. Perhaps sugar
itself will form as severe a test as could be desired, for we pro-
ceed on the extraordinary fact that the 12 atoms of carbon in

sugar have ceased to occupy space, and that the bulk of an

atom of sugar is just the bulk of Hn On, or its 11 atoms of

hydrogen and oxygen, quasi water, frozen into ice.

Theoretical

sp. gr.

Carbonate of soda . 1-463

Phosphate of soda . 1-527

Subphosphate of soda 1-622

Arseniate of soda . 1-713
Subarseniate of soda 1-808

Cane-sugar . . .1-591

Sp. gr. ac-

cording to

our expe-
riments.

1-454

1-525

1-622

1-736
1-804

1-596

other
author-
ities.

1-423 Haidinger.
1*514 Tiinnermam j

. q
none

,;[ ^rH

1-759 Thomso%p yin
none
1-600 Schiibler & Renz.

Thus even in salts so difficult to obtain in a proper degree
of hydration free from mechanical water, as those given in the

above table, the difference between the theoretical and experi-
mental numbers is not greater than might have been expected.
We give one other class of salts to illustrate position c in

Prop. II., there being in these salts a certain number of vo-

lumes represented by 11, and a certain number by 9-8, CuO,
SOg representing the number of volumes with the divisor 11.

Theoretical Sp. gr. by our Sp. gr. by other

sp. gr. experiments. authorities.

. 2-270 2-254 2-274 Kopp.

. 1-926 1*931 1-912 Hassenfratz.

, 1-854 1-857 l-MO Idem.

1-660 1-660 1-660 Idem.

2-033 ... 2-037 Kopp.

Stdpnate of copper
««^'=.*. zinc .

i1nni,rj|i-

iron , ,

magnesia
nickel

We have selected these three classes of salts as being the

most severe tests which we could apply to our theory, and

any chemist who has had experience in this subject will at

once admit that the theoretical and experimental numbers are

* Jiinalen der Pharmacie, Bd. xxxvi. S. 10.
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as near each other as the estimation of specific gravities by
any two different experimenters. We do not rest the claims

of our theories on our own experiments, but are willing to

admit the accuracy of other experimenters, especially of

Karsten, Hassenfratz, Kopp, and others who have preceded
us on this subject* ; while at the same time we believe that

our methods of taking specific gravities have enabled us to

introduce more uniformity into the results. The simplicity
of the methods themselves is due to Bishop Watson, who was
the first to take specific gravities by the increase in the stem

of an instrument; and to Holker the suggestion is due of

using a saturated solution instead of the water employed by
Watson. :')'j

We conceive that the primitive volume 9*8 is transformable

into the primitive volume 11, and vice versa, and for this reason

we sometimes see sulphate of ammonia 9'8 x 4, at other times,
in combination as in bisulphate of ammonia or the anhydrous
double sulphates, it is 1 1 x 4 ;

and numerous other instances

of transformation are presented in the previous sections.

The liquid volume being to the solid volume either as

9 : 11 or as 9 : 9*8, these numbers, used as the divisor for

the liquid and solid volumes respectively, usually yield the

same quotient. Thus the liquid volume of sulphate of cop-
45 55

per is 45, its solid volume is 55. —- = 5, and —- = 5 j

so that we say the salt affects the same number of volumes

in the liquid and in the solid state. In the same manner

subphosphate of soda has a volume of 216 in solution and of

2] 6 235
235 in the state of salt. Now -—- = 24 and ^^ = 24, so

that the number of volumes affected in solution and in the

solid state are exactly the same. This is a general rule and a

powerful argument ofthe accuracy of our position. The rule

has exceptions in salts of potash, in which the volumes are

increased by one volume on becoming solid ; thus KO, SOg
18 33—= 2 in solution, and -—r = 3 in the solid state. This is

9
'

11

* The only decided difference which we found from other experimenters
is in the case of hydrated salts. Thus our determination of the volumes

of the double magnesian sulphates and sulphate of potash (Table VI.) dif-

fers from Kopp's experiments as 99 : 103. These salts contain from 3 to

4 per cent, of mechanical water, as Graham long ago pointed out (Trans.

R. S. E. vol. xiii. p. 12), and the neglect of this in Kopp's experiments
has probably caused the difference. We take this opportunity of stating

that when more than one specific gravity is given by us, the salts have been

prepared at different times ;
in many instances this is not the case, but in

much the largest proportion it is so.



nSl'^iflicdidental s/^i^id^ Ittit art actiial augmentation of orti^

vbmrrie, a^ is proved by the potash alums, in which KO,SO^
has cidased to occupy space in solution, but on the crystallizai
tion of the alum the volume becomes increased by One, ob^

viously owing to this peculiarity of KO, SO^ ; thus alum ift

216 275 *•

solution -^ = 24, becomes —= 25 in the state of a salt. ,.<

This peculiarity is very striking, especially in the case

KO^COIj, which with a volume, of ^r = 3 as a solidrber

(ppp^p—
= 1 as a hqmd. ,

liet us endeavour to conceive the

extraordinary amount of power exerted in this case ; the wateir

in the volumenometer, on dissolving an equivalent ofKO, C(\,
descends from 33 to 9, so that a bulk ofsolid matter= 24 grains
of water disappears Avithin it. If we would compare the force

to that which would be required to compress the water into

this diminished bulk, we must deal in numbers of a magni-
tude truly immense. We have always been accustomed to view
as an exception the expansion of water on becoming solid, but
now we see with Longchamp, that the rule is universal ; the

salt (muriate of ammonia excepted?) takes up more space as

a solid than it does in its liquid state in solution. . ,7 XZ.J
We have stated that we desire not to be held responsible for

any rash generalization ofthese laws, which we do not extend
at present beyond the salts examined by us. Let us con-

sider the volumes of the ammonia alums, as an example of

the danger of applying either of the laws without a proper

comprehension of them. These volumes are certainly above

275, the volumes of the potash alums, and are between 279
and 280, according to our experiments and those of Koppu
Now let us suppose that the four volumes of NH4O, SO3 are

represented in the alums, and that only AljOg, 3SO3 has

ceased to occupy space, as it in fact does when hydrated,
then an ammonia alum AlgOg, 3SO3 + NH4O, SO3 + 24HO
may be viewed as 9"8 x (24 + 4) = 279'4, an^^^the, specific

gravities would countenance this idea.
!jp',^o^,f ovi^tl

.« £i>loibc eiil i?£- g''- by Sp. gr. by our Bp. gr. by Kopp f
f , , Ineory. experiments. experiment,

-f ^ASffiftoMrtifiSi^"'". 1-626 / 1-625 1-626 .

Y*^^'-
Ammonia iron alum 1726'^'^^'^"' I-7I8 1-71#^^'^

j

These results certainly approach the theoretical number

veiy closely ; and the theory may represent the truth. Biit

at the same time it is difficult to believe that the ammonia
alum is constituted on a different type from the potash alum;
We might suppose that the only variation between them is the



^fference between the volumes pf KO, SO3 and NH4O, SOg,
or the difference between 11x3 and 9*8 x 4. This.^f^j^yr

ence, 6*2, added to the volume of potash alum 273 -^f.^'r^^r^

281*2, which is not very wide from the experimental results,

and would give the specific gravity by theory for ammonia
alum 1*616, and for ammonia iron alum r/ll.o [These are

points which require further inquiry.
~ 'w ffortnk>r

.y^jWe do not refer here to the minor views embraced iuithe

preceding investigation, being anxious principally for inquiry
and confirmation into the three main theories propounded.
With one assumption for the volume in solution, and with two

assumptions for the volumes of solids, M-e have been enabled

to explain, as we trust, the specific gravities detailed in the

previous sections. We might perhaps with propriety indulge
in speculation, and apply these laws in explanation of iso-

morphism and dimorphism, but we prefer the safer course of

trusting to experimental investigation, part of which we shall

in a short time lay before the Society in an inquiry upon the

expansion of solutions, and on some other points connected

jHRith this important subject, io noisniiqxs srli noxJqsaxa an ar.

jii- . -. di ;qmfirf9;^aoJ diiv/ 998 qn y^oa

tirT~} 't((90Z9 BifforamB 'to a^fsnirra) vlin^?

LXXV. Analyses of the Ashes of Sugar- Caries from' the West
-?r"t''! Indies, jBj/ John Stenhouse, P^.Z).*

'Vl/'ITHIN the last few years, it has been satisfactorily as-
' '

certained, through the labours of the ablest experi-
menters in agriculture, that the fertility of a soil is dependent
on its containing certain mineral substances which are indis-

pensable to the nourishment and full development of the plants
wiiicli grow upon its surface. It is evident therefore that a

knowledge of the constituents of the ashes of plants, as furnish-

ing us with a view of all the inorganic substances which th^y
derive from the soil, and which they remove from it in har-

vest, must always be of the utmost importance for the guidance
of the scientific agriculturist. During the last three or four

years, the ashes of the larger number of our cultivated plants
have been subjected to very careful analysis, chiefly throngh
the exertions of Professor Liebig and his scholars.

As hitherto, however, the sugar-cane has been almost en-

tirely overlooked, I was induced, some six months ago, to apply
to some of the leading colonial proprietors to furnish me with

specimens of canes fi'om different localities. I need scarcely

say that my request was most courteously and promptly com-

pTied with. The following are the results of twelve analyses
rill. J ili I ;--.''., ;

*-' :.•- I ,". .

udi ^l raadi naawJsiuGommunicated by the AutHo»?uqq"3 Jdsiai yYV



534. Dr. Stenhouse's Analyses of the

of the ashes of sugar-canes from various localities in the
West Indies.

The first table (A) contains the results of these analyses, in

which, after the insoluble matter, consisting of coal and sand,
and the loss (iron), have been abstracted, the constituents are
calculated in the relative proportions per cent, which they
bear to each other. In the Table A. an error has been com-
mitted, by calculating that portion of the sodium and potas-
sium which undoubtedly existed in the canes in the state of

chlorides, as potassa and soda, thus introducing an excess of

oxygen, amounting in Nos. 3, 9 and 10 to 2 per cent., and in

No. 8 to almost 4 per cent. To remedy this error, a second
table (B) has been constructed, in which that portion of the

potassium and sodium, which in the canes are united to chlo-

rine, are calculated as chlorides.

A. Per-centic results after abstracting the charcoal and sand.
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given me by William Gourlie, Jun,, Esq. No. 9, consisting
of full-grown canes with but few leaves, from the island of

Grenada, was given me by Mungo Campbell, Jun., Esq.
No. 10, from Hampden estate, Trelawny, Jamaica, consisted

of transparent canes in full blossom, grown about six miles

from the sea, and manured with cattle-dung. No. 1 1 consisted

also of transparent canes from Ironshore estate, St. James's,
Jamaica

; they grew about 200 yards from the sea, and were
old rattoons, aKso manured with cattle-dung. No. 12, from

Content estate, St. James's, Jamaica, were young transparent
canes, grown about three and a half miles from the sea, and
manured with cattle-dung, guano and marl. For these last

three parcels I am indebted to the kindness of William Stir-

ling, Esq. of Kenmure.
The canes after being carefully cleaned were dried in a

stove, then charred on a plate of cast iron, and finally incine-

rated in a Hessian crucible at a very moderate heat, so as to

prevent the ashes from melting. The method adopted in

these analyses was chiefly that of Messrs. Freseniusand Will,

except in regard to the phosphoric acid.

The method of proceeding was as follows:—
I. A quantity of the ash (1 gramme) was boiled with nitric

acid, and the filtered liquor was employed to determine the

chlorine with nitrate of silver in the usual way.
II. Another quantity (about 1*5 gramme), dissolved in

muriatic acid, was employed for the determination of the sul-

phuric acid.

III. A third quantity (about 5*0 grammes) was boiled in a

silver basin for about an hour with a very concentrated lye of

caustic soda, to bring the silica into a soluble state, as the

ashes were not completely decomposed by boiling with acids.

The alkaline mass was then digested with nitric acid, evapo-
rated to dryness, again digested with dihite nitric acid, and
filtered. The silica, coal and sand in the insoluble residue

were determined in the usual way. .The liquor which passed

through the filter was employed for the determination of the

phosphoric acid, lime and magnesia. The v,'hole of the liquor
was measured in a graduated cylinder.

a. The sulphuric acid was determined in a portion of the

liquor by chloride of barium.

b. Another measured quantity of the liquor, after being
neutralized by ammonia, was precipitated by acetate of lead,
and the phosphoric acid it contained determined according to

the method given by Berzelius. The precipitate was well-

washed with boiling water to free it entirely from chloride of

lead, and the sulphate of lead precipitated along with the

phosphoric acid was calculated from the quantity of sulphuric



add tilveoilS^ c&)i»dii(iBH Hh W^o^AIwi y^l'jof course sub-
tracted, rj gqoiD OHfiO Vilv/ 39? lOfT ol) T -

c. The liquor from which the phosphate of lead had been

separated (6), when freed from lead by sulpliuretted hydrogen,
and rendered alkaline by ammonia, was employed for the de-
termination of the lime and magnesia, by means of oxalate of
ammonia and phosphate of soda in the usual way. In the last

five cases the determination of the phosphoric acid was con-
trolled by the process lately recommended by Fresenius with

sulphate of magnesia. (See Liebig's Aii7talen, July 1845, and
Chemical Gazette for October 15.)

IV. A fourth quantity of ashes (about 2-3 grammes) was

employed to determine the alkalies. It was digested with an
excess of barytes and a little water in a silver basin for about
two hours. The alkaline mass was acidified with muriatic

acid, and evaporated to dryness. It was then redissolved in

distilled water, and caustic barytes added to the solution, to

precipitate all the phosphoric acid, sulphuric acid, lime and

magnesia it contained. The filtered liquor was then freed

from barytes by means of carbonate of ammonia, and the clear

solution was evaporated to dryness and heated to redness till

nothing remained but the chlorides of the fixed alkalies. The
potash was separated from the soda by means of chloride of

platinum in the usual way.
It is evident, from the results of the analyses contained in

the preceding tables, that the sugar-cane, to ensure its success-

ful cultivation, requires to be furnished with a very large

quantity of silicate of potash, and also with a considerable

amount of the phosphates. In fact, there are few of our cul-

tivated plants, except perhaps wheat, barley and the other

Cerealia, which require so large an amount of these substances.

It is not wonderful therefore that the cultivation of the sugar-
cane, from the inconsiderate way in which it has hitherto been
too often conducted, should have been found rapidly to dete-

riorate, and in the course of time to exhaust most ordinary
soils. I apprehend, however, that this exhaustion of the soil

by the cultivation of the sugar-cane is by no means an vm-

avoidable result, and that by means of suitable arrangements
successive crops of sugar might be raised without the soils

being materially injured. Wheat, or any other kind of grain,

necessarily causes the removal of a portion of the valuable inor-

ganic constituents of the soil, such as the alkalies, phosphates,
&c., which can only be returned to it indirectly ; but with

sugar the case is quite otherwise. Sugar is a purely organic
substance, consisting of carbon and the elements of water, all

of which can be derived from the atmosphere, and contains

neither alkalies nor phosphates; so that if the ashes of the
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canes were carefully collected ami returned to the soil in an

available state, I do not see why cane crops might not be

grown upon the same land almost indefinitely.
'ladT .:>

*'; Under the present system, however, the crU^lf^"''<;ttW6s

^hich have been passed through the sugar-mill to squeeze out

the juice they contain, are burned under the coppers of the

boiling-house to concentrate the syrup. As this operation re-

quires a strong, brisk fire, the furnace in which they are burned
has usually a considerable draught, and therefore so high a

heat, that the ashes, from the large amount of alkalies and
silica they contain, are invariably fused into a hard, insoluble

glass or slag, ^"his slag or glass is usually thrown away, but

even if it were pulverized and spread upon the fields, from its

almost total insolubility, I apprehend it would be found nearly
useless as a manure. The only way to render the cane-ashes

available for this purpose, is either to burn the canes in an

open fire, at a much lower heat, so as not to fuse them, oi-,

what will probably be found much more advisable in practice,
to reduce the slags to a fine powder, and then to i'use them
for an hour or so, either in a large iron crucible, or in a re-

verberatory furnace, with an intimate mixture of one and a

half part American black ashes and one of carbonate of soda.

This operation, which is by no means either difficult or ex-

pensive, has the effect of reconverting the slags into soluble

alkaline silicates, and thus rendering them quite available for

the nourishment of the canes. After fusion with excess of al-

kalies, the slags may be readily reduced to powder, and with

a small quantity of either bone-dust or guano they will form

an excellent manure for either canes or wheat. It is advisable

to apply the guano and the fused ashes separately, as the ex-

cess of alkali present in the ashes would have the eff*ect of

dissipating part of the ammonia of the guano. The ashes of

almost any kind of wood, if burned in an open fire, so as not

to be melted, would, I believe, be found very beneficial to the

sugar-cane, and of course the more potash the ashes contained

so much the better.

The fluxing of the cane-ashes with alkalies, just recom-

mended, might, I think, be readily effected in most of the co-

lonies themselves, as a great deal of fuel is by no means ne-

cessary, and a bright red heat kept up for an hour or so is am-

ply sufficient; but as the quantity of cane-ashes produced on

an estate will not exceed a very few tons in a year, probably
not more than four or five, if so much, they might perhaps be

advantageously sent to Great Britain, where fuel is much

cheaper, and then returned to the colonies in a mainifactured

state.

Glasgow, November 11, 1845.
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LXXVI. On a Neva Class of Properties of Lines and Surfaces

of the Second Order. By the Rev. J. Booth, LL.D.f
M.R.I.A., Vice-Prijicipal of and Prefessor of Mathematics
in the Liverpool Collegiate Institutiofi^P'*-^ ^- ,.ao];jog ainoj

IT
lias sometimes been made an object of inquiry with geo-
meters, whetiier foci and directrices exist as well for the

minor as the major axes of a conic section; and the conclu-

sion generally acquiesced in by mathematicians seems to be,

that for the minor axes these points and lines are imaginary ;

this it would appear proceeds from assuming as a definition of

a conic section, some property which, instead of being funda-

mental, is merely a particular case of a more general theo-

rem
;

thus the definition of Boscovich, which is usually

adopted as the fundamental definition in elementary analyti-
cal treatises on this subject at the present day, that a conic

section is the locus of a point whose distances from a fixed

point, and from a given line, are in a constant ratio, is merely
a simplified case of the following more general theorem :

—
That if in any siirface of the second order isoith three unequal
axes, two planes {called directrix planes) are drawn through a

certain line, parallel to the circular sections of the surface, and

if a certain point he assumed [which may he termed the focus
of the surface), the square of the distance of any point on the

surfacefom this focus, hears a constant ratio to the product of
the perpendicularsfrom this point on the two directrix planes.
When the surface is one of revolution round the transverse

axe, the two groups of circular sections becoming coincident

in direction, the two directrix planes coalesce, and the perpen-
diculars are coincident and equal; hence the above quadratic
relation may be depressed to the common linear condition be-

tween the focus, directrix plane and any point on a surface of

revolution round the transverse axe, or on ,a section of this

surface passing through it.
'"' '

.

.,•«

*

. ,,-i ,

When the surface is an oblate sphertilrfj'^tftfe^Wfe^ttM'jimiifes
are in this case also identical

; the point termed the focus co-

incides with the centre; and if any central plane be drawn, it

will cut the surface in a conic section and the directrix plane
in a right line, which is lernied in the following paper the

minor directrix of the conic section,

wjn Another definition of a focus has been assumed, that the

ftjcus is a point in the plane of the curve whose distance from

any point on the curve is a linear function of the correspond-

ing co-ordinates; and in a very elaborate and masterly paper,

published in the number of the Philosophical Magazine for

* Communicated by the Author.
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January 1843, Mr. Davies ttieftts the question *of directrices

,
and foci in a manner perfectly general, and arrives at the con-

clusion, that there are but two foci and two directrices in a
conic section, a result arising from the arbitrary nature of the
definition which he had assumed as the basis of his investiga-

"'tion; a definition to which it would appear there lie two dj-

jectibns ; first, that it is merely an analytical condition having
"tio geometrical representation, at least such a one as would
show that these points should occupy the important position

they do in the theory of conic sections, a fact which becomes

^'^t once manifest, when these points are defined as the points
~'df contact of a plane touching two spheres inscribed in a right
cone, and which cuts it in a conic section ; and again, because
'the distance of the focus to any point of the common direc-

trix, or of the centre to any point of the minor directrix, is a
linear function of the co-ordinates of the point of contact of a

tangent drawn through this point of the directrix to the curve,
so that other points may be found which are not on the curve
whose distances to the focus are linear functions of the co-or-

^'dinates of certain corresponding points upon the curve.
^

It is true, that so long as a conic section is defined as a
^

plane section of a right cone, the minor directrices cannot be
'

exhibited by any construction at all comparable in elegance
with the geometrical method of defining the common foci and

'"directrices above alluded to; but if we define a conic section

as a central plane section of any surface of the second order,
the difficulty at once vanishes, and we can exhibit the minor
directrices with as much ease as we may the ordinary foci and
directrices: to give some of the leading properties of the

former is the object of the following paper.
nii -e-iiilupib

• - " Let « and 6 be the semiaxes of a central conic sectiohj <? the

eccentricity
= (

-—
2~") ' ^^'^j g"'ded by the analogy of the

ordinary directrices and foci, let us draw two right lines per-

pendicular to the minor axe, at the distance — froni the cen-
e

tre, these lines may be termed the minor directrices^, and on
the same axe let two points be assumed at the distance b e

from the centre, these points may be called the minorfoci.
In the hyperbola, as the minor axe is imaginary, the new

directrices must be drawn in a somewhat different manner,
Let 2 w be the angle between the asymptots of the hyperbola,
and on the transverse axe let two points be assumed at the

distance a sin co from the centre ; through these points let per-

pendiculars to the transverse axe be drawn, these lines are the

2 N 2
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^8 tY jL^ s*^ aJniorp'Bfw rii £) U asoriJosub 'lonim ant

JlSliJ^^nWWriabiyi It is almost needless, to mention that thQ

distances of the common directrices and foci from the centre

6f^4^'i^er^aarfi
a cos w and -^ respectively ; hence, in

tS^L^W!^kP^n>o%
where c« =

;^;^|^^,,ordmary
and

ftrfhtft* rfiWeft-J^J^' Coincide, as do also tHe^«WrM^.bn and mino^

foci ; whence we may deduce the very general and remavk-

k\}],(B conclusion that.

The common directrices andfoci of the equilateral hyperbola

possess tdoo distinct classes" of properties, t^ose ivhich belong to

them as being the common or ordinary directrices and foci, as

'also that other nerd> and equally extensive class, to 'which they
xtre in like manner related, as btiiig the minor directrices and

foci ofa central coiiic section. '^
^'^^^q

rf'>iti'' «bioo sdj ,M&h
•

In the circle the minor direciVi'^s-JifeiflfinltelydigCafle/'and

the minor foti coincide with the centre, as is also the case with

tlie ordinary directrices and foci.

Of the following theorems, most of which are, it is believed^

new, the demonstrations have been suppressed, as to any who
are moderately versed in analysis, and who take an interest in

the subject, it will give but litde trouble to supply them. It

may, however, be remarked, that the solutions of many of the

theorems may be effected with great brevity and simplicity by
the application of a new method in analytic geometry,—the

theory oftangential co-ordinates, an Outline of
v^^hic^i

was pub
lished some years ago by the author *.

lOfiim sdJ
jto ?.9ij^no'Ux*Na^f7n

3 sjafoff krfi dgnoiriT .III

tfilod'tsq'^d^Hl niS^Xfi o^r^7^ti^fy^d1;
"Xoko (Sgqifb srfj ni axn

owi nv/fiib g^sLsionl Jal ^o^pm sxh noSi imo^ i^Aio \aR bnu

t'T? TT ginioq 9d.tTfk49^j;p^iib iqiiistf^di !(;)
9no §ni}99ra abioa

'

, *. On the Application fcA^nfefeMl^^^c^tem^ of

duV^e? aml^ CurveiT SdrfaiHie'^ f.otfaofl;"Sfi«)iI^iaiifeWiir§1iMl : dam-

bridge, Deiglitons. odjo dosQ oJ 89lj^nxi jdgi'i )n a
'



the minor directrices D Q in wiB'^oints a, (3. y, 8^
the seg-

»i^)t§(k9i(|8^^lMrM£)ik^@&4S£>Cil^d«intl-e, u4m;h(tfm(l(^k^f

nf ^te tHe.
section become^

a
cii-^le.^h^recede to an infinite distance, hence tne lines Ua, Op, Oy,

P 8 are parallel respectively to the sides a, b, c, d of the qua-
(InfateMf^cfiMefe^re the an^l^ bfet\^eehi<i'iind

«?i's'ti^tiai'ty

the anglea O Sj and the angle between c and b e<\ua.) to th§

angle y O jS ; hence we infer, i/iai the opjiositc angles of a qiia-f

drilateral inscribed in a circle are togethff^ij^^Qi^J(^ two right

angles. ^-^^ 'm\\'\oi^ h6\ ^^i^ti ^'^-i'vt'ovv\V, uoiusv

V II. When two of the sides of the quadrilateral a and d^

supjxise, are fixed, the point of intersection of b and c upon
the curve being variable, the angle /3 O y is constant; or if two
fixed points be assumed on a conic section and a third var

riable, the cords which pass through the latter and the tw«^
former intercept on one of the minor directrices a segment
which subtends at the centre a constant angle; hence we may
infer, as in the last proposition, that the angle in a given seg-

odw 7ru5 oj an (bsaas'iqqua iigad surA gnoiJBiJanoniab adJ ^wsn
ni Jas'iami nn aifij odw hnR J^i\&aR ni baa'iav ^(bJB-oborn s'ju

Jl
.tnad^vfq^js

oJ
a^uoii

aljiil jud avig lliw i'l ^las^dus oih
„j.i 1 !. c r. . r. r ,

^ 'i'j79wut[ ;-^nf«

9 od \n(n aina'io^dt

n lo noJJfioifqqij odJ

i vd ogfi 8*i«3'^ smoa badeil

C\

III. Through the points B B', the extremities of the minor
axe in the ellipse, or of the transverse axe in the hyperbola,
and any other point P on the curve, let there be drawn two
cords meeting one of the minor directrices in the points tttt',

the segment tttt' subtends a right angle at the centre; hence

the angle in a semicircle is a right angle. ;

IV. Through the centre of a conic section let two right
lines be drawn at right angles to each other, one meeting the

adjlo

-drjq axiw
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curve in P, the other a minor directrix in R ; the right line

P R envelopes a circle whose diameter in the case of the el-

lipse is the minor axis, and in that of the hyperbola the trans-

verse axe.

V. Let a right line be drawn (fig. 2) cutting the conic sec-

tion in the points P P', and the minor directrices in the points

Q Q', the segn|e^^, V <^,f[j^ m^m^ equal angles ^|j t^(|.
centre.

'lo ./t/ruj. cj ?i,n()it,'i'i;,
'

[yittno-j'ja
VI. Through th6 pomts P and P' let two tangents to the

curve be drawn, one meeting the minor directrices in the

points T T', the other meeting the same directrices in the

points T t' ; the sum of the angles subtended at the centre by
the segments of the tangents T T and t t' intercepted between

the directrices is double of the angle subteiMied by /Q Q'^ thel

cord of contact, at the same centre. bnaqiDq aaoihlo oihn mli

VII. From the points Q, Q', let perpericnculai^s"be let fall

on O T, O T, and O T', O t' respectively ; these four perpen-
diculars are equal.

VIII. Calling the length of this perp^dicular _p, we sh^lfc

sin POP' p "'' ^^^ 3""^ eaoiiJDsiib lonim
have the. relation -—7\-rrr\i — 4^*^* '

^ .''•.-• ->< >^ f ' /^

r , sin QOQ' b

IX. Let a right line touch a conic section in P
(fig. 3), and"

meet the mijior directrices in Q Q', the distances O Q, O Q' of

the points Q, Q' from the centre are rational functions of the

Fig. 3.

^1
iO

mbM^i o>ir>ni amluolbnoqioq aaarlj
il^dw elj^nfi srii sd A isJ

«a'>iiJ39'iib lonim
joctnoo lo bio3 9

^b^^}d^J8 H O g/

anxsUj adi ni O Jnioq
o yno-jjniiagun li oi ii! lo fnoo 9itj ,w bric w ?)n

11 O 3fiil ofli fH ifiioq edi in y.i

ioq inlt ni ^.yoi

vuh nmm yd:

rl .IIIX

9(|j J99fn

Jdj^i'i £
X

iJoa'irixioiivn

iifiij3jin

O Jni6q 9f{j 6) anil «. wsib aw ^cuxjI -lonirn v,nibnoq?.9'nor»

co-ordinates of the point of contact P; and the rectangle under

these distances is to the square of the central radius vector

passing through the point of contact, as the square oi the di-
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stance of the major directrix from the centre is to the square
of the abscissa a of the point of contact, .juj « «i9qoIy/iii» ii ^i

or" O Q . O Q' : OP^ : : ^ :i^*^
'^"^"^ "^^' "^ ^'^*^

"

'5C!. Let the lines O Q, O Q' meet the same minor directrix

in the points Q Q", then in the triangle O Q Q" we shall have

the base Q Q' to the sum of the sides O Q + O Q", as the

eccentricity of the conic section is to unity, or

QQ" •
. u u . QQ" f"^

-^^

XI. On this tangent let perpendiculars be let fall from the

mhurrfoci C C, the ratio of these perpendiculars is equal to

that of the distances of Q and Q' from the centre. Hence
the ratio of those perpendiculars is also the same as that of the

segments P Q, PQ'; thus the perpendiculars from the minor

foci on a tangent, the distances of the points Q Q' (where this

tangent meets the minor directrices) to the centre, and the

segments of this tangent between the point of contact and the

minor directrices are all in the same I'atio.

XII. The product of the focal perpendiculars on a tangent
to the curve, is to the square of the central perpendicular on

the same tangent as the square of the semi-diameter passing

through the point of contact is to the square oi^ the semirmajoi"

axe,
^ •

or
-pa-

-
-^•

Let X be the angle which these perpendiculars make with the

minor axe, and let p p'
be the distances of the points Q Q' to

the centre,

then —r = ^^ sin^ a.

??

XIII. From any point G in one of the minor directrices

let tangents be drawn to the curve, and let the cord of contact

meet ll)e same directrix in the point H, the line G H subtends

a right angle at the centre O.

XIV. Or more generally, if from any point G in the plane
of the curve, two tangents are drawn to it meeting one of the

minor directrices in the points m and 7/, the cord of con-

tact meeting the same directrix in the point H, the line O H
'i^^bisects

the supplement of the angle /« O w ; and if from C, the

corresponding minor focus, we draw a line to the point G
meeting the directrix in the point H', the line OH' bisects

the angle mOn\ hence the lines O H, O H' are always at

right angles to each other.



^^•.;^l'i%W fif^l'ftWipi^n'
a minoi* directrix two taHgerits

are
clrawn,tQ^||)j^ qjMryeiWS^IJng tlie parallel axe in the points..

/./.', U)e line
/£ii?5Mf(}^tfifeme

O Ga constant ratio, or;^
2 b

=^fjis
the minor axis 2 Z. k^^ ^|t]^^^%^pp between:>'thit)

minor focus and minor directrix. ' = -^ '

The very same relation holds when the point is assumed
on the common directrix; for if from any point G on the com-*i>
mon directrix two tangents are drawn meeting the parallell)
axis in the points w', the segment vv' has to the Hne G Fii

(drawn to the corresponding focus F) a constant ratio, ortt
V V ^ CI

Qp =
jT)

as the major axis 2 a is to h' the distance between

the common directrix and corresponding focus. . . ( /v
XVI. From any point P in a conic section, perpendiculars,,

are let fall on the minor directrices, the rectangle under
these|'i!

perpendiculars is to the square of the semi-diameter pp^ing^
through the point P in a constant ratio, or .

• • I'-i
r»'r UT-/ 7-5 ,^, -qiiaiij anio(^ ibiriv/

i hn^ \ bIo'iIo & gsqol
adi ^rasfiJ 109816 PO^ a e flfla arlj aieriw &Jnioq arii

k being" the disfence between the centre' «fli|i^ ^hAft-i^"^
rectrix. s edi jjniyed ^noiJ

This theorem is analogous to that from which the ordinar^'-^^
definition of a conic section is usually derived; for let p p'

he
^

the focal radii vectores of any point on the curve py, the per*-''

pendiculars from this point on the common directrices, theri*^^

pv' 1 a^ F
iifi ^^ciOii'j'j'6 oittr—f-

= ~Y = —
2
—

2"
~

~2"> '^ ^"^
<i'iiai|

io <ion^ B

'ir,
't
jrhlDot'ih ?.f ^ e a a

^^ij^noa Tto sbioo 9di
Af bemg the distance between the centre and major directrix^m
a result perfectly analogous to the former. .jjg

XVII. From any point P in a conic section, let two cords^^o
be drawn through the extremities B B' of the minor axe, the^j
conic section of which the point O is focus, and which touchesto
the cords P B, P B', will also touch the minor directrices of
the curve, and the ordinate to the transverse axe through the

point P will be the major directrix of this curve. //j vna
XVIII. Let f be the angle between a pair of tangents -to ndj

conic section, pp' the distances of the point of intersection of
the tangents to the ordinary foci on the transverse axe, and;rn
w the perpendicular from the intersection of the tangents ou.Jj
the focal cord passing through one of the points of contact,,lj
we shall have the theorem

, ,,jj[

y;nB rioidw aalj^a p p' sin f = SHu ffyohiooiib adj \(d zyra^ divd
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XX. We shall find that peculiar relatiort^JeSi§¥^\V^H"
conic sections having the same minor directl*l<!^,''#9rt)^llat

analogous to those of confocal conic sections; wd'^M^M^hfi'^
the present occasion give more than a fevvof them.

"
'L'y^^/t'b^"

the distance between the common centre and one of the dir^^
trice%.then ithe axes are connected by the relaftc^^ °^ nwBib)

A Ai.^ 1 wo rectangular radn vectores bemg drawn from the
coriimon centre of two conic sections having the same minor

directrices, one to each section; the sum of the squares of the

reciprocals of those semi-diameters is constant, and the line

which joins their points of intersection with the curves enve-

lopes a circle ; and if tangents are drawn to the curves through
the points where the central radii vectores intersect them, the

locas of the intersection of those tangents will be a conic sec*- '

tion, having the same centre and minor directrices a&<jtiKfe*i

former. o£|t fbtdv/ mo-il JbHj oJ guonolcnfi si mo'iosdi airiT

XXII. Let a common tangent be drawn to two'^eonic sec-
'

tions having the same minor directrices, the line connecting
=

the two points of contact subtends a right angle at the centre.

XXIII. From any point in one of the minor directrices let

a series of pairs of tangents be drawn to the conic sections, all

the cords of contact will meet in a point on this directrix ; or
more generally, let there be a series of sections having the

same centre and minor directrices, and from a point in the
external one, let paii's of tangents be drawn to each of the in-

ternal sections; the cords of contact will all meet in a point
on the tangent to the external sectio|i dmtvn trough the

given point.
lonim sril douoJ o^Ii? iUw ^a ^1 ,9*1

XXIV. The'difl^Miifie'of tK^*%^Ve§'i6nR^-V^Hprocals of

any two coincident semi-diameters of two conic sections having
•

the same minor directrices is constant.

XXV. Let a series of conic sections, all having the same
minor directrices, be cut by a transversal ;

the segments of

this line between any pair of sections subtend equal angles at

the centre, and if through every pair of points in which tliisf'*^

line intersects the sections, tangents are drawn intercepted^
''

both ways by the directrices, the sum of the angles which any
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pair of these tangents drawn to the same conic subtends at

the centre is constant.

XXyi. Let a right line Q Q', and a point O be assumed,
and round the latter as pole let a constant angle revolve whose
sides meet the given line in the variable points Q, Q'; let two
other fixed points P P' be assumed, the locus of the intersec-

tion of the lines P Q, P'Q' is a conic section, which passes

through the points P P', and of which (when O is the centre)
the given right line is a minor directrix,

XXVII. Let a series of concentric conic sections, having
the same minor directrices, be cut by a common diameter, the

tangents drawn through the points where this diameter inter-

sects the curves, envelope a concentric conic section.

The solution of this question is so simply obtained by the

method of tangential co-ordinates, that I am induced to give
it here. Let ...^c,,

:>j cj.-..^.ii
^.s.. ......i.- ..•.

iBlimie fnog2y2 -|_ ^2^ =dip^ IipiijDdla o,w}.6T[^ .^)
be the tangential equation of one of the series of ellipses or

hyperbolas, and as they all have the same minor directrices,

^.., „. .... ±', ±3^ Ji,
, ^ . ^

._-.....-
-^^.

-9ra Jnsbndqaboi oa^ h^ ^^ij'irij^uoa ayitfl'l ^oifiw raafld

let^*4a4i^1be the projective equation of tlie diameterj then

cJasnua sdi jiaiiivv <sic —^- — ^ (3.)
. sdti*.i"F'il :3'b 01 as ni yrp ^ ^

Eliminating a and b between the equations (1.), (2.), and (5^)^"^^

we find - • • - .. -aaffi

tneequanon'^oi a' concentric equilateral hyperbola or ellipse.

In an early number we hope to return to this subject, and

apply this theory not only to oblate spheroids and central sur-

faces of revolution generally, but to surfaces of the second

order having three unequal axes, as also to systems of sur-

faces having coincident circular sections, groups which bear a

striking analogy in their relations to systems of conic sections

haying the same minor directrices; showing among other re-

markable properties, that every surface of the second order

hasfour directrix planes parallel two by two respectively to

the circular sections of the surface, as also four foci situated

two by two on the umbilical diameters.

\A 83on9b8 sab seiobusY hh'v:

-

'""«f;NL.ii?»irfqoaoJifW[ aril ai ^, _ .., — ......

.h^ .q .vi .ioyf ^i^\^^iKis^\ «b t^tmVjtK arid! ni bas Jiy&^ .^ «t4^ Ut>v
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By Prof. Elie WAiiTMANW*inaj ai s'lJnao orfj

'

9 vit. 0?i ^^f- Non-interference of Electric Currents.

58. A MONG the theories of electricity, those of statical

<, and dynamical induction appear to be of the g,veg\io
est importance. It may even be said that the explanation ^

of the phaenomena of induction would serve to establish th^i

true theory of electricity. On the other hand, some exp^rij
rimental data on the properties by which this fluid is allied

to, or distinguished from, caloric and light, would be very
useful for a clear comprehension of that action of influence,
which seems to belong to it peculiarly. I propose, in the pr^rja
sent memoir, to examine whether dynamical electricity can
cause interferences analogous to those which the two other

imponderable agents present. , .,t ji

59. Are two electrical currents issuing from similar or the
same sources, and primitively equal, capable of neutralizing
each other wholly or in part, when, one of them preserving a

constant intensity, that of the other varies until it becomes
almost evanescent compared with the first ? This is the pro-
blem which I have sought to solve by three independent me-
thods, that of induced currents, that of direct and continuous

currents, and that of derivations. The necessity of measu-

ring with great accuracy the conductors which the currents

traverse, and the absolute ignorance we are in as to the lengths
of the electric undulations (if indeed electricity is a phaeno-
menon in which the movements of the aether have a share),
render the experiments which I proceed to describe very de-
licate and tedious. They have all been repeated a great
number of times : the principal ones have been laid before tha
Soci^te des Sciences de Lausanne.

^^ r.oiTaupo oHj

usfetJnao D^A. Method ofInduced Currents.\^o^i^i eirfj^lqqe

60. In my first memoir I showed (22) that on passing di-

rect currents of the same direction by two inductor wires, a

current was induced equal to the sum of their elementary ef-

fects, whilst (23, 24), if the two inducing currents are perfectly

equal and in contrary directions, the two induced currents

neutralize one another, or, rather, have no sensible existence.

But on lengthening one of the inductor wires and leaving the

other constant, the equality of their conductibility and of
their inductive power ceases ; then the needle of the rheome-

* Read March 19, 1845, before the Societe Vaudoise des Sciences Na-
turelles. The first memoir was inserted in the Philosophical Magazine,
vol. XXV. p. 266, and in the Archives de VElectricite, vol, iv. p. 34,
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61. Two cases might present themselves between the limits

of induction, which correspond to zero and to an infinite length
of the additional wire, applying the word infinite to that which

compels the current to discharge itself wholly by the constant

wire. If for constantly increasing lengths we should find the

values of the induced current constantly increasing, or inter-

mittent values, one while greater, at another less, then only
there would be interference in the induced circuit. Now, a

multitude of experiments made with the apparatus and wires

previously described in § I., and in which the lengthening of

the inductor wire is effected by infinitely slow degrees, have

shown that the angles of deviation increase without any alter-

nation, and have led to the logarithmical laws laid down in

§ III. There is therefore no interference under the circum-

stances in which I have sought to produce it. Mhi\H \

62. This result was obtained in November 1841, andcomt-

m^micated to the students attending my lectures at the com-
mencement of the following year. It might perhaps be ob-

jected, that if the induction, whose characteristic it is to be in-

stantaneous, is produced by a single wave, it is not certain

that the phsenomena of interference are manifested in its de-

velopment. This objection would be analogous to that which

has been raised against the explanation by electric undula-

tions of the remarkable intermittence discovered by Professor

De la Rive *, in the conductibility of certain lengths of one and

the same metallic wire for magneto-electrical currents sub-

mitted to alternative and rapid changes of directionf. With
a view to remove all doubt in this respect, I have endeavoured
to cause two continuous currents, launched simultaneously in

the same wire, to interfere, either in a contrary or in the

same direction J.

ai noi B. Method of Direct and Continuous Currents^nci ohi

I
'63, The wires which I have used are noted in the foHow-

mc Table. They have been chosen quite cylindrical, and

'• Memoires de la Societe de Physique et d'Histoire Naturelle de Genhvei
vol. ix. See the sequel of these researches in the Archives de r Electricite,

vol. i. p. 75, where will be found the explanation of this apparent inter-

tf^^ikil^tfouri de Physique de VEeole Polytechnique, § 86^ ^^^^"03
1o

X M. Peltier has applied the same means, without employing it for the

same object, as I have, to graduate thermo-electric rheometers by his method

of the sum of tfie united currents, § XXII. of his memoir in the Jnnales de

Chimie et de Physique, vol. Ixxi. p. 225.
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directly ascertained
:^jipsayiip|eni accuracy, as they were not

geometrically rectilinear, nave been calculated by the formula

2jirnilafl} naawJod
89V|[93IP^^g^9:Mirfj2irn zazno owT .10

,jt^,.o,r otinflni nsol bne o-tos o)bii4q8ft'io3 rf3idw tnoiJoubnilo
in whicbrfj oJ 9Jin9nr biow odi Bnivlqqu ,9iiv/ IfinoiJibbc arft lo
jncJgiio L is'thS Idnglb soughtvln'inillimetres, dj elaqmoa
odj bnil P the weight of the wire,: in grammes, .HI .aiiw

-•^^\ns lo e^
its density, i:}«:no3 Jnsnuo baoubni arfj lo aoulBV

-y^Ino
iiofft l:lits radius. tR .'f^jf?«:»fT> of Iff// ^rro ^earjlBv \«^Usw

^ (The weighings were mad^f'byiBordn's method^ bAd)widi«ft
excellent balance constructed bj Fortin. The radii wfer6'esti>*

mated by the method of enroulemeiiL The densities are taken
from the best tables known. i>j}y9Tb ai o'liw lojoubni sib

ab'^Q aohnfi 8d:r iadi nv^oda
Name o£ the wires. Diameter,., f h'3fe5s¥ftrf bfA?°|i^ijfi 1

tt; -rr
grammes.
39700
31-404

66-892

65-705
200-255
62-050

21-59.3

28-116
3-599

metres. • ^^

0-8641 Ilia
0-927720
1 -007 160

r046243'T'
3-184726
0-828810

11-576000J;
4-216216
9-405405

Platinum wire. No. 2 .

, .:. ... No. 3 .

Copper wire. No. 2 ...

, ..., ... No. 3 ...

-do 90
aCJiJ! ^Q_ 4

nf fiil o1.?J : No. 5 -.;.'

rfiPrass wire, No. 3 .»Bv-tv/

,.1 No, 4.....

Steel wire, No. 1

22-0

22-0

8-9

8-0

8-9

8-9

=8-4

8-4

7-8

metre.

0-00200
000140
000300
0-00300
000300
0-00300
0-00050
0-00100
000025

61'. I constructed a rheometer with the copper-wire No. 5.

This wire makes only four revolutions, and is not covered

with silk. The two needles (selected from fifty)
are very light,

magnetized to saturation, and make an entire oscillation in

10"*1-. The point of the upper needle carries a small strip of

bhickened paper, which allows the deviations to be read upon
a frame of 0™-9 diameter.

65. In order to have sources of electricity always compara-
ble, and of a perfect constancy, I employed two thermo-elec-

tric pairs formed of metals which undergo no alteration in

the conditions in which they were to be placed. These met^als

are platinum and copper, pure and perfectly annealed. I

avoided all foreign metal, by rejecting the use of solder. The
wires of platinum No. 2 and of copper No. 3, those of plati-

num No. 3 and of copper No. 2, were stretched in a vice toi<«

length of 0™'010 ; then, after having connected these surfaces

of contact by a copper wire finer and better annealed, they
were plunged into equal quantities of pure mercury, intended

to equalize promptly the temperature throughout their whole

extent. This mercury was inclosed in two German glass test-
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tubes, of equal dimensions, and made from the same tube;
corks fixed from distance to distance separate the two wires

of each pair. The test-tubes, united by a leaden plate, in-

tended to keep them vertical and parallel, were immersed in

a tinned copper reservoir half filled with a solution of chloride

of calcium in water. Lastly, a double current lamp keeps
this bath at a constant temperature, indicated by an excellent

standard thermometer graduated on its own tube. fvjUn sna

QQ. All the communications from the extremities of the

pairs with the rheometer are effected by means of M. Pog-
gendorff's clamps, which have the advantage of securing an
excellent contact without springs or mercury. They are

massive parallelopipedons of pure copper, in which at intervals

three parallel cylindrical apertures had been bored, which are

traversed perpendicularly to their axis by three screws, a? Jib

67. To elongate the circuit of the pair of variable length,
I employ Mr. Wheatstone's rheostat. The one I have used
is formed of two cylinders of 0'"*06 diameter; their clamp re-

ceives the brass wire No. 3, which makes sixty revolutions, and
the serviceable length of which is 1 1™-3. This additional wire

must be of an homogeneous texture, perfectly cylindrical, and
of a very good conducting nature, without which it would oc-

casion perturbati9i}8'An:'t4e notations, which would obscure
the final result. •) <:-r;tff biU!' . (i :;i jL.';mJ?.

.^^j^8. The arrangement adopted for the experiment consiiSts

j||, placing the rheostat in the circuit of one of the pairs, and
in compelling the current of the other pair to traverse the

rheometer in an inverse direction to that of the first*. Each
current then possesses two ways of communication

;
either by

the large, short and homogeneous wire of the rheometer, or

through the heterogeneous and comparatively longer circuit

of the other pair. Experiment and calculation prove that

the derivation produced by this second method is so small

that it need not be regarded. For example, the current of
the second pair giving l^" deviation at -f 114° Cent., the

addition of the circuit of the other pair, not heated, causes

the needle to fall to 13° 30'. The first pair having produced
26° at -f- 114° Cent., the derivation caused by the other re-

duced the index to 25° 40', and no longer allected it sensibly,
when the deviation was reduced to 4° or 3° by the interposi-
tion of a sufficient length of the wire of the rheostat. As the

,* The following is a numerical example, intended to prove the delicacy

winy measuring apparatus. The thermometer marking -|- 143°,—
,b9ii<<i!The first pair made the needle deviate from 0'^ to 39° east

rfji// j-JThe second ... ... ... ^0 ...18 west

«jjjr-|5
And tlie opposition of their currents •••loij.'i'ltl'" 29 east.
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application of heat diminishes the conductibility of the metals
which I have employed, it may be imagined that the hetero-

geneous wire, the solder of which was raised from 116° to

140°, according to circumstances, would no longer leave 'i

passage, except for an imperceptible fraction of the current.'^

cv69. Leaving the circuit of one of the pairs invariable, that
Of the other was modified by insensible degrees (as the rheo-
stat allows of conveniently), by shortening the whole length
of its additional wire 11 metres, or by adding it to it, which

nearly destroyed its own current. The course of the needle
of the rheometer never indicated other than a progressive in-

crease or diminution of deviation, and proved the preponde-
rating influence of one current over the other, or their mu-
tual neutralization, on account of their equality in opposite
directions. qi sq ii'.^-

70. The experiment was repeated, sending the two currents
in the same direction by the wire of the rheometer. It gave
an analogous result, that is to say, t/ie most complete abse?tce of
intei'mittence in the progress of the needle for a constantly in-

creasing addition or subtraction of the additional wire. '^ ^f'^

71. I have made other trials with hydro-electric piles (6)^

employing Breguet's thermometer (5, c) as a means of metf^

suring. Two of Daniell's pairs were connected with that in-

strument by means of two very equal brass conductors, No. 4<.

On establishing a second circuit with two other similar wires,
so that the current, issuing from the same poles, should tra-

verse the thermometer in an inverse direction to the first,

the needle retuined to its zero of departure and remained
there. In order to be sure that this neutralization was not

apparent only and attributable to the circumstance that the

double circuit sufficed for the complete discharge of the bat-

tery outside the spiral, I repeated the experiment with four

steel wires No. 1, forming a double circuit, a much worse
conductor than that of the brass wires, and with ten pairs in-

stead of two. The result was the same. -wjoc> r ja;;

72. The following objections might perhaps b#~^l^d
against the method of direct and continuous currents :—^^ ''^'

a. It is advisable to employ a common source instead bf
two similar electrical sources. In the phaenomena of luminous
or calorific interference, the bundles which destroy one^''
other are derived from the same radiation.

" ''^'**

b. On the undulatory hypothesis of electricity, the circum-

stance that the vibrations must traverse a part of a circuit (the
wire of the rheostat) the diameter of which is diminished,

might prevent the possibility of their ulterior interference with

a current the vibrations of which have not undergone a like

modifiication



is«> ,<?. In a similar manner, the variations in length of one of

iitfe© circuits act upon the i7itensity of the current which ema-
nates from a constant source. Now it is possible that two
currents of unequal intensity may be incapable of interfering
in conditions in which they would be mutually destroyed if

their intensities had been equal.
'.73. It must be remarked, that the two first objections do
not apply to the method of induced currents. But, in order

to deprive them of all value, I have imagined a third, which
consists of employing only a single thermo-electric pair, the

current of which passes at the same time in part into the wire

of the rheometer, and in part into a wire of derivation. This
wire was the copper one No. 4, and the pair that of the pl"#»

jUduiii wire No. 2 and the copper one No. 3. ?

i^-Wmii ^' '
'- '^'-'- ^•' d^--' •• —

^mAfir^- ^ i^^ Msthjlipj Derivations.

74. When the circuit of a pair is closed with the rheome-

ter, three derivations may be effected :
—from the platinum

wire to the copper one, by thus compelling a part of the cur-

rent not to traverse the measuring apparatus ;
from the pla-

tinum wire to itself, by establishing at certain points of its

length junctions with the extremities of the wire of deviation,

and causing a variation both in the distance of these points
and in the length of this wire ; lastly, from the copper wire to

itself, by proceeding in an analogous manner.

75. The wire of derivation was 0™'003 in diameter, and

consequently could not be wound round the rheostat. To en-

sure a constant contact on its surface (an extremely important

condition), and to cause its length to vary so slowly that this

was necessary, I employed a tube of pure copper, 0"^*05 long,
with a bore of 0™*0034, and fixed in one of the holes of a

Poggendorff's clamp ;
its two extremities were split like a

porte-crayon, and the lips might be partially closed at will by

compressing rings.

76. H^one of the three derivations occasioned jphanomena of

interference. .r —i: .i.'r-,.;-^ •*.: .rf,.-<ir ;cav;r -l-.n-'j-d
-

77. The second derivation proved the remarkable action

of the conductibility on the intensity of the current, for the

copper wire No. 4 being a much better conductor than the

platinum wire of the pair, increased the deviation of the nee-

dle sensibly. In one of the experiments, by making thejunci
tions on the one hand on the platinum wire immediately after

its exit from the test-tubes, and on the other with the rheo-

meter, the index was propelled 15° from its first position.

This increase in the deviation became weaker, but without

any intermittence, when the first point of contact was brought
near the second.
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i^<!> ^•fc'VThe third derivation produced no sensible action on
the nfeedle, as was easy to foresee, since the wire of derivation

and that of copper of the pair were of the same diameter, and
as each one, taken separately, had a conductibility of its own
and dimensions sufficient to transmit the whole thermo-elec-

tric current.
'"• 79. The method of derivations appears to me to be free

from the third objection (72, c), that of the intensities. In fact,

the difference in the intensity of the currents which re-united

after issuing from one and the same source, and having fol-

lowed two entirely similar ways, was capable of being rendered

as feeble as possible without any result of interferences. Now
analogy being here our sole guide, it is necessary to remember
that in wholly similar circumstances, the vibrations of the

£Ether which constitute light, and those of the elastic fluids

which engender sound, have presented very evident phaeno-
mena of mutual destruction*. . .

LXXVIII. On FresneVs Theory ofDouble Eefraciion. %R.
Moon, M.A., Fellow of Qiieen's College^ Cambridge^ cmd^
the Cambridge Philosophical Society \. 4

tJFAVING on several previous occasions treated of the
-*•

theory of unpolarized light, and having, as I trust, ef-

fectually exposed the futility
of the celebrated hypothesis de-

vised by Fresnel for the elucidation of many of the principal

phaenomena in that department of optics, I now come to the

consideration of the subject of polarized light; upon his treat-

ment of which Fresnel's great fame now principally rests, and
to whose views in regard to which many of his adherents, who
have felt themselves compelled to give up his theory of diffrac-

tion, still cling with unshaken fidelity.
What my own faith

on this subject may be, it is unnecessary at present to disclose

further than this, that whether the original idea of transversal

* In the fundamental experiment of Fresnel, the bundles of light do not

necessarily reach the two mirrors under the same incidence, and have not

the same intensity when they interfere after reflexion. After M. W. Weber
had shown that the surfaces according to which sound disappears around a

vibrating diapason are hyperbolically curved, Dr. Kane succeeded, following

out an idea of Sir John Herschel, in constructing united tubes, the lengths

of which are in the relation of 2 to 3, or of 6 to 7, and which destroy by

interference one, in a determined number, of the sounds which is made to

pass through them. (Philosophical Magazine, vol. vii. p. 301 ; Poggendorflf's

/Innalen der Phj/dk, vol. xxxvii. p. 485.)

f Communicated by the Author.

Phil. Mag. S. 3. No. 183. Suppl. Vol. 27. 2 O
j
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vibrations is due to Young only or not, 1 pledge myself to

prove that the researches of Fresnel have not advanced us

one step beyond it.

Fresnel's first step in the mathematical part of his theory, is

to prove the existence of the axes of elasticity :
" a proposi-

tion," says Mr. Smith (Cambridge MathematicalJournal,vol.i.

p. 1), "on which the whole theory of double refraction de-

pends, and which Fresnel has proved by a metliod which has

the advantage of geometrical distinctness, but which is long
and rather difficult to follow out on that account." On the

same account I shall prefer to give Mr. Smith's elegant ana-

lysis in preference to the cumbrous processes of Fresnel, trust-

ing my readers will take my word for it, that whatever it may
want in "geometrical distinctness," it gains in logical clear-

ness. 'jV'j fj
_ ^i

'^ ^ _ ^1.1^
" The proposition is thu§ state¥^-Irf any s'^tem of parti-

cles acting on each other with forces which are functions of

their mutual distances, there are three directions at right an-

gles to each other, along which if a particle be displaced, the

forces of restitution will act in the same direction, u-iuur: l>ii«

"Let xy zhe the co-ordinates of the attracted point a?ij/]Z, ;

•^23/2 ^i '" be the co-ordinates of the attracting points ; r^ r^r^

... the distances between the attracted and attracting points;

^\ (^i) <^2(^2) ^3 (^3)
••• ^^^ attractions; XYZ the total resolved

forces along the axes, then we sUall
hjify^^gg ^^ ^j- ^^^^^ ^^^

.--(-

\o 90idt X'== —-
4>i (^1) + -\

— a (^2) + ^^iol« jisdJo
1 '2

ill zio& noituMizii't

and similarly for Y and Z. Now let j ^?i jdb) sdj juS

•i-iL

in /^ _ __

J«^9em aoiiuihzo-t ')o ooioi 3di dbrna ^'f9'/ ad oi r-
—

'7

rtnoo oi oldiMii^lk^m Zd^iTlbi([
I '.\n oJ lunoij-joqo'i*

^^itinib^o-cJ oiW ddirf/fful) ,!)np>t?/f9l)nu r»b I siffj iud
j Inij-A^iq

moil ^^ov ,L»tobyrfK3 S"'-' '\#h^iPte'piif«iite^4«'»«q
^i*' ^'^

Mfbo odi loY = -7— >s?):P»,>t
equilibrio. '^. f^S:!^^ oJ ':

oit .a:8
,5,5: feV

,
]\

V. "no/ (u. ;;. -.^.. .ijom arli I0 eoL... ...
,

; .3i8 ^$ + Z =^ i*s C^- ^ V^ «i- S + I- «^ + ilfi'^^ +'r^

" Let the particle recelVe fe' stnall displacement, the projec-

tions of which on the co-ordinate axes are ScT, Sj/, '6z. Then

supposing the displacement to be very small, the force of re-

stitution may be taken as proportional to it, so that we have
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o) ll98'^m d^K^
' '

'

tf^Rl'ip ?^fiug¥R)J auk gi anoilBidiv

-«oqoi. ^^'^'^J^ ^y •^; dxdz
,'xf9fIi9vo-?qoi

,.i,Ioy,i..: _ ilR g^ + -^^ge/ + ^Iz --^ 8^«« >o'^
-9b i.oi^.ff

-
rf^^;^°^

^
rfj/rf^*"-^

^
rfr^.f ^r,,J,/ no" ,(£ .q

" Now the force of restitution will be in theiAtrecfion m l^c?

displacement, if X Y Z be proportional to 8 a?, gj/,
8 «. Let

ylSfi) Jtuit^ab g'djimB .iM-avig at
•la'iaorf WriU 1 jfiuo33B araea

-J<i:nJ jl3n«9i1 10
?.92559a£)Wi^4tt>'xaxaflDJi^ oJ 93ii9i9l9-i(j fii

ajgr^I
/iun li rj/giBdw JadJ ^\ -M hi&ify^in Mni Uiw aigfaBsi ^ra gni
tnfiBl|>i|A^^I ni gnifig 3i '\?.e9nJ3niJ«ih Inyiiiarnoag" ni Jnaw

-iJiBq lo m^i^^ ^nBhl-dt^ luddd^nolimqo^q orlT "

'to
anoiJDnij'K^I^

H3!riV/
^^3 j^

''

'^'''*^'k'"'
"« ^niJon a9b

-nc Jdgii Jiv-___ = A', -T—j-
- B' -j—j- =s C'^jjwm ii9dJ

.,{f f,...'>rJr,rf2«3/
dzdx dxdy ,_.,, ^^ ^^j

and substituting in the former equations, they become >j9oi6j

.jSjU.-vijnK. (A-s)8^ + C'8j/+B'82; = 0, -i^^^^aJ" '

fc^s'Vr^ rain.
r;fg„ , m_ „>)g,, , Arg^_o -^J9cf •••l-Sf^s^•

Iwvfudyi hiJ;. B'Sa- 4- A'gj/ + (C ^s)d%^ p>'' c^ f.^}, *> T^) ^

from which it is easy to prove, supposing ifhef'Ulidi'^ljrocess

correct,
" that there are three directions at right angles to each

other, along which, if a particle be displaced, the force of

restitution acts in the same direction."

But the fact is, the above process is entirely fallacious if it

is meant to apply to the case of the motion of a particle of

the aethereal medium by which light is produced. What is

meant by the mysterious principle, that "
supposing the dis-

placement to be very small, the force of restitution may be

taken as proportional to it," I profess myself unable to com-

prehend ;
but this I do understand, that when the co-ordinates

of the particle, whose motion is being considered, vary from

x,y.i z \.o X \- 8^, y -k-'ty, z -\- S.s, the co-ordinates of the other

particles of the medium will vary from x^y^ Sj, x^y,^ z^, &c. to

Xi + Sa^i, ?/i + 8?/i, 2:1 + 8 ^j, ^2 + ^^^ j/2 + ^i/25 ^2+ ^^2» &c. ;

and that therefore the above values (A.) tor the resolved parts
of the force on the particle whose motion is beinff considej^ed,
are entirely fallacious.

''

"r.''' '"^1 -
i -f ••

^., The true valu^ ot X ni this case is.
,

r •, 1,

d a^ dxdy
"

dxdz
202
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nobo9iib aril

-uijpa 3f{j 4f?^£
'

narh 91b 89xjj arfj oJ I ! lo gsuljjy aril

and similarly for Y and Z ; from which it is evident, thiPU>
tafilc*<^ the existence of ^xrlS'^'SP efastlcity in ever)' .system of

-particJete acting on each other is mere absurdity. And hence
it appears, that the "

proposition on which the whole theory
of double refraction depends" is altogether untrue.

,). Will it be urged, however, that although the general pro-

position does not hold, there still may be particular systems
of particles for which it does hold ? 1 do not hesitate to state

my belief, that the existence of such a system is vnpossible ;

^and at any rate would challenge any analyst whatever to sug-

gest any such.

The case then stands thus :
—A writer states a proposition

as the basis of a theory ;
he offers a proof of the proposition,

which turns out to be fallacious; and not only is the proof
itself erroneous, but during the investigation there appears a

degree of evidence approaching to certainty, that the propo-
sition itself, after modifying it in every conceivable way con-

sistent with the case to which it is meant to apply, is untrue;
and there is moreover a jperfect certainty that it is incapable
of proof Thus we have a fundamental proposition of which
a false proof is given, a certainty that if true, it must always
remain a mere assumption incapable of independent proof;
and this in the face of the fact that there is every reason to

, suppose it untrue. Such a combination of circumstances

would have decided the fate of any other theory; why is this

to be made an exception to the rule? But to return.

Assuming the existence of the axes of elasticity, we are next

introduced to the surface of elasticity. Referring the co-or-

dinates to the axes of elasticity, we have ,

" - -- t- --- '

•^ lO ?3i0lJlfiq 9flJ 1o

jj
X = a8a? = ar cos cl\ -' - f-. ' -- - < ,

.

! Y — bZy = hr, pos ^ >- where a, h, c are constants.
,

7j = c'^ is = cr cos y J

Ifhe rest I shall give in the words of Sir John Herschel (vide

Encyclopaedia Metropol., art. Light, 1004):
" M. Fresnel

next conceives a surface, which he terms the ' surface of elas-

ticity,' constructed according to the following law :
—On each

of the axes of elasticity, and on every radius r drawn in all

directions, take a lengtli proportional to the square root of the

"(elasticity exerted on the displaced molecule by the medium in



the direction of thM #ftdius, or t» VF; thenjjfwe call R this

length, or the lra|^|^v#ct^ ^"^"ilii^^Q^^^lS^^^
shall have

^ts^, '^ s^

'

^ su

the values of R parallel to the axes are then ha^4>by the equa-

<^%ib tinobivo ei Ji rioiif// mo'ii j S bnc Y -fol vlmiimia bnr.

which we shall express simply as'«%A^, c% so that th^bqaq-
tion of the surface of elasticity will be, of the formt-uijqqB 3i

R2 = a^ cos^ X + ^'- cos2 Y i^^c^W^^f"^ sWuob 1o

'wiiere'TY Z now stand iox^^fi'AW'^^¥^^^^jWyi\i\i
^^he axes or co-ordinates. . ,':... '

/ "Let us now imagine a molecule displaced and allowed to

vibrate in the direction of the radius 11, and retained in that

line, or at least let us neglect all that portion of its motion

which takes place at right angles to the radius vector. Then
the force of elasticity by which its vibrations are governed will

be proportional to R^, and the velocity of the luminous wave

propagated by means of them, in a direction transverse to

them (or at right angles to 11), will be proportional to R.^^^*

Of this extraordinary proposition the accomplished authBr

does not offer one syllable of proof or explanation. Whether
FresneFs writings are equally deficient, I am not aware; but

another eminent mathematical writer, the present Astronomer

Royal, after bestowing, as we may reasonably suppose, some

degree of diligence on the study of Fresnel's papers, appears
to have found nothing better in the way of a demonstration

than the following (vide Airy's Tracts, 2nd edition^ p. 341) :
—

"To explain on mechanical principles the transmission of

a wave in which the vibrations are transverse to the direction

of its motion. '.
,-,

.
^

" In finjure adiomed let the lamt .. r. ? l u ,
'

dotsrepresenttheorigmal situations
,, ^^ K •

.r

of the particles ot a medium, arran-

ged regularly in square order, each » < » = ^ 8 a = X
q.

line being at the distance h from the ' jy i = yv^S
^ != Y !

next. Suppose all the particles in J -t^ = -^k So = S
each vertical line disturbed verti- , niavis Ikd^I laai an^
cally by the same quantity, the dis-

i^c^iJaM ciFjaqobvona
turbances of different vertical lines 93Blii/g & gsviaonoD Jxap
being different. Let s be the ho-

rn^a^n h^iont^znoo \YlfpJl
rizontal abscissa of the second row, ,/Rcjij<!rJy lo eaxu srij 'to

X — h that of the first, and x + h .bt.nal c 9jlBl^8nojlD9ii|
tliat of the third ; let ti u^ and ii! be th^fqW^Bfifft^
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ances. The motions will depend upon the extent to which we
suppose the forces are sensible. Suppose the only particles
w^hose forces on A are sensible, to be B, C, D, E, F, G (omit4
ting those in the same line, as their attractions are equal and
in opposite directions); and suppose them to be attractive, and
as the inverse square of the distance ; and the absolute force

of each = m. The whole force to pull A downwards is

§ni)njf^^ + (^ + tt.^^^i)«^*3fi5|Ag H«(^i«etoi^*^ gnrlBluDlcD

nsrfw n, m{h-u + u,) ^ mjh + u-u') ^^^^^j^

"
Expanding these fractions and neglecting powers of m— «,

and M—V aboyja l^e. first, tbefor^e tepdiog^o^i«i«w^ i^iStd
JO .*J09(dLre air.

i^ajli d:^w oJ wa] Jobxs iib dJiw baJnieup
3fIT

.Q^bij I oi^
*L
1^j

,

fp (2,ttl+ ^jowinf^ riaua 'Xo xliiow adj
-ns oJ loiab Jacui ;

2* '

,(,q jjininjemdi srii "io noiaauDaib
Puttmg for «i,

^ ^ ^^ ^ ^^ .yjin«.l'iQqqo ladio

U — -j-h + -V—2 '§^<'I
,8 wdmavoVI ,!ooqi9viJ

and for
«?^- JOHoupa^no

- ' lo ovbonoa oj \?.m si 3l *

-niad oi3(li lo xiilidiaaoq ^ „ d^uh^ ' "M^ixm eaaJnoa I Jud ;noi^
-lol

'jn9i{(j<!
B io

lBdi--lfet^.,-^.A -ir.rT^ .!=» oidiy Ifsaiavensii lo i^\»irft b
7o» ,Bo 9bnj3 oJ ^golsne on fMLlia biftnbaftJaiJa n lo asBo adT .alqrasxa
iN$(fifi# ^' ,3Jfi3V3 J!b jA .noijorn 9/Ii In ,tnii- itIH -^dl ni ?\ aaiw sdj ai^riJ
»iom rioum 97Bri

Jeur^^ljKuurtj.
?5i ; J \ rrtd^U '''' k^iSTenCTno afea/Ji

-io Idlnicq iKoin
9d'l--=-J«rialHl *w;-;j

I XT~2» '^^H" bawoJead :>dguodJ
arij 31 ,^(io3dj '(loisbSferadl Id- (loJ^ig'^''

"^ "i^diiw LsJoonnoo sonBlamuD

an eqaation of exactly the same form as^^h^t'ror TO^tfifeifi^is-

sion of sound. The solution therefore has the same form;
and therefore the transversal motion of particles supposed here

follows the same law, that is, it follows the law of undula-

tion." And moreover, if the above were correct, the velocity

of the luminous wave would be proportional to the square
root of the force of elasticity in a direction transverse to the

direction of the course of the wave.

Whether the above illustration—for at best it would be no-

thing more—is due to Fresnel or Mr. Airy himself^ I am not

aware : but the whole is erroneous from beginning to end.

The mathematics not only fail to meet the case under con-

sideration, but there is a palpable mathematical error in the

process, which, even admitting the data, completely vitiates

the result. I need but advert to the circumstance, that in the
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approximate values substituted for Wj and w', it is assumed that

h is small with respect to u, or that the distances between the

particles are small compared with their actual motions, a sup-
position entirely at variance with the assumed data of the pro-
blem. Hence it is plain that this supposed illustration is for

every purpose entirely worthless.

Thus as we were compelled to assume the existence of the
axes of elasticity, not only in the default, but in the face of evi-

dence, so we are compelled to assume this rule as to the mode of

calculating the velocity on a bare analogy to a case presenting
the most striking difference from that under consideration,

namely that of the direct transmission of an undulation when
the vibrations are in the direction of transmission. We are

not only compelled to assume the existence of undulations con-

sisting of vibrations executed in directions perpendicular to

the course of the wave,—respecting which it is not too much
to say, that it is impossible for the mind to conceive the possi-

bility of their existence,—but we are to suppose ourselves ac-

quainted with an exact law to which they are subject*. Of
the worth of such a theory I leave my readers to judge. The
discussion of the remaining portion of it I must defer to an-

other opportunity. ti^ ioi gnbiuH

Liverpool, November 8, ] 845. ~
-}- A '—— — a

* It is easy to conceive of transversal as the consequence of direct vibra-

tion, but I confess myself unable to conceive the possibility of there being
a surface of transversal vibrations in the same phase

— that of a sphere for

example. The case of a stretched cord affords no analogy to guide us, for

there the wave is in the direction of the motion. At all events, if the hypo-
thesis of transversal vibration is to hold its ground, it must have much more

thought bestowed upon it than it has yet received. The most painful cir-

cumstance connected with the later history of the undulatory theory, is the

manner in which ideas, in themselves perhaps valuable as hints, have been

dressed up into a settled theory. A truly philosophical mind, to which the

idea of transversal vibrations had once suggested itself, would have set itself

to work to discover, ifpossible, some method by which such motion could be

conceived, and would not have rested satisfied so long as a doubt existed as

to the perfect feasibility of the scheme. Thus it is that we may account for

Young not having attempted to carry his first notion any further. He saw,
no doubt, the difficulties by which the idea of transversal vibrations was be-

set, and was well-aware that till these were got over, it was hopeless to at-

tempt to enter with any chance of success into the discussion of their na-

ture and consequences. Fresnel, on the contrary, was satisfied with a series

of possibilities, upon which he has built a theory, not only of no value in

itself, as having nothing solid to rest upon, but from its crudity and manifold

errors discreditable to himself and to the age by which it has been received.

-lU m
-i(jrii.iii-:)iixiaua;iUii.i!.di.4Uiq « ii ^iniii Jud ,aojJi>i9bi2

?.9j8i.l£/ .(Isialqmoo ^jst) adJ §nijjimbc nova ,doidw .aaoaoiq
adj m JBd4 ,3onfiJ2£au3ii9 arij oJ n^^ha iud baan 1 Alu^i oAi



195. .'rth\VtK ^VJ0<iK5ii\1^ftli] iiWXi ^tiK^^s^^-iVwl

,M?,v,I,f ..^ :(: jtyyir;. ?.h iTheorem^. , *,,,! ........... . -;r;-.;a

pORTION!8iio£ithe'«bove paper (vide Phil. Mag,, p. 286^
-- for October last) possibly requiring iurther elucidation,
it may be observed that the conclusion in the odd case is better

proved as follows:— ^nuvjjj^yw

As the binomial theorem for whole powers extends 'to? frad--

(12 4^1 \
e. g.
—

(-
- = ]

,
—

\

= 7 ) j3 3 5 5 / '

the equations between 'fe, q^,, Ti, Y, exist if even these quanti-
ties are fractional. Let k be any whole number, and make

.nz'.ria

multiplying by 2 ^-^ikm-m ^nd then by a'^'*'^¥, - oJ BS sniJ

.ama-uxa laiiiia mMi iuo -gahi^z ^a^tcinq^s Ifiimonid stli

\6 tiaiil 9rfj»moii aldiywb^h^YlaJEibamTgps? ~D?*:H<n{T .8.^
.19w&f ajw S^ »to+<s

T^^rfilbi Ijj^-^I
•

-J J. msbhiio-y
-oM$<i -io

Mmiaj^:i
on

pi fjayjo^pm giatjiuj a^Mim/'i fiv:Li

= \p 2r*+Y + gry +-2 / + \;? ^*+ 1 — qj/^:A^A\
.a .M .B ^ ,

^ , \» / 1 1 \?

The foot indexes of B ought to have been doubled, and the

equation transforms to
•\^.k\

a /I

f)?o ri J
•

gij^*8i&^^ (
iiwJ

^' +
2 , _L

,
^

-Sraf figroc^j/^i
*A bBil rfniiiv/

iioiiJSJigB ^ 8«M-lij4»- «*^»-—o
—

( ) "^ -^'T^' 4**'
""^•'^

"^''''l

jAf being independent of ^, w = 1 gives p = l z=qi n -- i
enters all B,- except Bq = 1, .-. = 1 — (^ ^yf is the equation
in this case. If k = 0, z and j/ are indeterminate ; tor any
other value of ^^ ^=j/, and therefore jr= 0, an excepted case.
When w > 1, and ? > 0, all the terms are negative, whatever

^»ri.1 ui 89vi'n/5 gijd1 hrr^ .h'ld'insdn ylrfo ?i -t:^

" •. odi xi'Jiv/ /Ur/j

'duH niahSD lo noiff; Commtmicated by the Authon. rr ^hz89r Tialliqao
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maining terms ; but we vaeif'^WS^ k as great as we please,

aftt2zcr{3/i:-iWl.SlWfay(i)ip))a8il?lyf Bondferothisi fact6C >

lifegbt^^
without restricting the generality of the original equations, A
we may; always assume wlteu n,^ I, ,0 = sum of exclusiv«lyr

negative real quantities ; the absurdity of which proposition
shows that w cannot exceed unity. ac oiii e.is.

Case 2.—Page 288, line 9, is derived from division, and bv
KVi^T^-- r

;:,
t-

*"
-'^/ ^'•"'•'^ ^''^ :u ciiuic.iyibdug IjinOli

.*. the bracketed factor can evidently never become a square. .

Line 21.—Tl^e introduction of v^ — 1 follows fromj^l^^r,
ch. xii.

Line 26 to 28, deduced' from! tfee bindmial_^tl^^pfftjIqij{orn

Page 289, line 2, add respectively. ,

Page 289, line 8 (after magnitude),; from tfee-^syjismetry of

the binomial expansion, setting out from either extreme.

P.S. This case is immediately deducible from the first, by

considering x% i/- and z^ as raised to the odd wth power.
Are Fermat's papers preserved ii^

no cMteau or biblio-

N «/ X . S. M. D.

November 21, i845.^^y_ Vs' '^^ + I'^'^-V ~
^'^.^^

.< «|Tu _LXXX.u J^ii^ifg^nf^'atad
Miscellaneous ArticM.-Y--'.

udi bne J;
^n REsmRATioN. by prof. MAC^}gfy„j jool sriT

IN
a paper read before the Royal Academy at Berlm^"the"author

first enumerated the different views on the nature of respiration

which had been proposed, and especially urged against >^U those

theories which suppose that a chemical combination takes place in

the lungs between the oxygen and the blood, that they do not ex-

plain how it is that blood, after having been darkened by agitation
with carbonic acid, is again rendered of a bright red by oxygen or

atmospheric air, and is capable of again assuming its former arterial

colour, if its artdrlal tint depends upon oxidation ; foT carbonic

acid cannot deoxidize the blood, and how can it be conceived that

blood which has once been oxidized can be again oxidized a second

or third time, and so on, without having been deoxidized ? This

objection appears to the author so conclusive, that he considers it

sufficient to refute any theory which supposes chemical coinbidation

of oxygen with the blood to occur. "-- ^^ nad //

He*^ then alluded to the theory which he had proposed pi 837>

according to which the inspired oxygen does not contbiiife (iheiiii-

cally with the blood, but is only absorbed, and thus arrives in the

capillary vessels, where it is applied to the oxidation of certain sub-
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stances, converting them into carbonic acid, and perhaps also into

water. The carbonic acid, instead of oxygen, is then absorbed by
the blood, and reaches the lungs with it, to be removed by contact

with the atmosphere ; a fresh quantity of oxygen is then absorbed

instead of it, and undergoes the same changes.
The quantities of oxygen which were then separable from the

blood by the air-piAnp were but small. The author has now en-

deavoured to procure larger quantities from it, and has been occu-

pied with an examination of the general absorbent properties of the

blood, especially with regard to oxygen. With this object, the

blood was agitated with continually renewed portions of atmospheric
air, and to ascertain subsequently how much air it contained from

absorption, it was placed in a vessel filled with mercury, and which
was closed with an iron stop-cock. This was then screwed upon a
second vessel, likewise closed with a stop-cock, and containing car-

bonic acid. On opening the cock, the mercury fell out and the

carbonic acid ascended to the blood. The vessels were then sepa-
rated, and the blood continually agitated with the carbonic acid.

The vessel was then screwed upon another completely filled with

mercury, and the gas was allowed to collect in this. Carbonic acid

was then in the same manner again mixed with the blood, which
was then agitated and the gas also conveyed into this vessel ; and
this process was repeated several times. Finally, the collected gas
was examined, the carbonic acid being absorbed by caustic potash,
the oxygen being detonated with hydrogen, and the remainder con-

sidered as nitrogen. { <j(.j<i5j, 3<<Tii ^J3W

Although these experiments appear so simple,
'

it was at fitst im-

possible to carry them out, because the time which it was requisite
to allow for the subsidence of the froth after each agitation was so

great that decomposition commenced in the blood before the com-

pletion of the experiment.
This difficulty was subsequently removed by adding a drop of

bil, which when placed on the surface of the blood soon caused the

disappearance of the froth.
-.

Numerous and repeated experiments, made in this manner, on the

blood of calves, cattle and horses, have yielded tolerably uniform

results, the minimum of oxygen being 10 per cent, and the maximum
12'5 per cent, of the volume of the blood, and the minimum of ni-

trogen being 1'7 per cent, and the maximum 3*3 per cent, reduced

to the temperature of 32° F. and the mean barometric pressure.
The proportion in which the oxygen and nitrogen found in the

^as obtained from the blood are, affords another indirect proof that

no air had entered the vessels from without during the experiment.
Had this been the case, the quantities of the two gases found

would have been more nearly in the proportions existing in the at-

mosphere, whilst the oxygen ordinarily amounted to 3 and frequently
4 and 5 times as much as the nitrogen.

' Although the difference between 10 and 12'5 per cent, is not in-

considerable, still it might appear remarkable that the experiments

iigree bq well with one another, especially as they do not liberate the
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whole of the absorbed gas; but the more frequently fresh carb<»iic

acid is added to the blood, the greater must be the quantity of gas.
This is also true in practice; but alter renewing the carbonic acid

3 or 4 times, the increase in the quantity of gas was found to be so

small, that it fell within the limits of error of observation. More-
over, all the experinients were carried out under the same conditions.

About 400 cubic centimetres of blood were usually employed; a
smaller quantity was only used for some experiments. Too small a

quantity could not be applied, as the amount of gas obtained is very
small. The volume of carbonic acid, which was each time shaken
with the blood, was never less than that of the blood itself; nor could
much larger quantities be taken, because the vessels when com-

pletely filled with mercury would be managed with too much diffi-

culty, and would be readily broken. Even in their present size con-

taining about 700 cubic centimetres, they must be made of exceed*

ingly strong glass. They are tall and cylindrical, 'with a narrow
neck, and are graduated in cubic centimetres.

.! The quantity of oxygen which, as shown by these experiments,
the blood was capable of absorbing, is, as the author has proved, suf-

ficient to allow of the supposition that the whole quantity of air in-

spired is absorbed by the blood ; but it is doubtful whether the arte-

rial blood contains as much oxygen as that repeatedly shaken with

atmospheric air, and whether the quantities obtained were but a
small portion of the oxygen really absorbed.

To decide this, the experiments were varied, so that the blood
was first agitated with constantly renewed quantities of carbonic

acid, to remove the whole of the oxygen and nitrogen absorbed.
The blood was then repeatedly shaken with measured quantities of

atmospheric air, and the remaining air was again measured, and the

quantity of carbonic acid, oxygen and nitrogen ascertained by the
method previously described, when the quantity of oxygen and

nitrogen absorbed was found. From numerous experiments con-
ducted in this manner, the minimum amount of oxygen absorbed
amounted to 10 per cent, and the maximum to 16 per cent, of the

volume of the blood. In several experiments as much as 6*5 per
cent, of nitrogen was absorbed. ,

In one of these experiments calves' blood wafi uninterruptedly
shaken with atniospheric air ; it was then repeatedly agitated with
carbonic acid. By this treatment it yielded 11 "6 percent, of its

volume of oxygen, but absorbed 154*9 per cent, of carbonic acid.

This blood was then shaken with separate portions of a measured

quantity of atmospheric air ; it thus absorbed 15*8 per cent, of oxy-
gen, yielding at the same time 138'4 per cent, of carbonic acid.

Finally, it was again sliaken with carbonic acid, and again yielded
9*9 per cent, of oxygen, whilst it absorbed 92*1 per cent, of carbonic
acid. jiiii'KUB i !'jT>y/ii i-^' 'M'V

It is thus evident that by agitation with. !oarbonic acid Ave cap

separate almost the whole of the oxygen absorbed by the blood,
which would be the most striking proof that the oxygen is not che-

mically combined with the blood, but exists in it merely as absorbed.



These experiments show that the blood is capable of feibsbrbing

l-g- times its volume of" carbonic acid, a result which has also been

obtained by otHert^fbservers. They moreover show that it is capable
of absorbing from 10 to 1 2*5 per cent, of its volume of oxygen
from the atmosphere, consequently 10 to 12 times more than water

under the same circumstances,* aijd thj^ tbei'*t)s(>j:'ptiojp jof^nilij^en
amounts to 6*5 per cent.

Moreover, experiments similar to those above described were in-

stituted on the real arterial blood of horses which were of advanced

^Sei'''^"B'V^aMt4tf6n with carbonic acid there was obtained'st*^ M
.„ ,. Oxygen. Nitrogen.

!>frj3 jsoilia

• iJXUo
i|^g

luuii (lojrrjjji^iui'j isi^tjg
oj oostm n-isd 97firi

-yH Aim ii -gaisui xa^^^^n'i
'io anadqg ariJ

baegfgoB iaift dlo-iqsW
tblw bdiBTuisaioqua .isYew n'l '.

' "

.

' ' ~

.7,

^bandftitjteeyMeM.il^sfclll^ oxygen exists in at least as great quaa-
-tities in the' arterial blood of horses.

{! The author then shows, that from some observations upon the

quantity of the inspired air and of the blood which flows into the

dungs in a given time, we may conclude that the blood does not

absorb more than half the oxygen which the experiments above de-

tailed have shown to exist iji it. This portion is each time consumed
in the capillary vessels, and the remainder, amounting to the other

flbalf,. reBaains in the venpus hlood.—rP/i^mical Ga^e^^^^^^

9-J9W 8iioiJulo8 oriolxfooib'^d otij ; b
'

loa oiiolrfooib^{rf dijw bsJjsiirtag

r rf ANALYSIS or TITANtfEROtJfe TR6ij.
' '^

bffjj Boiha
_ ;

i>r-,Mj-Sti.Rose remarks, that the earlier analj'^ses of this substance

are discordant, on account of the imperfect separation of the titanic

acid and oxide of iron. The titaniferous iron of Egersund in Norway
has been analysed by M. Mosander, M. Kobell and M. H. Rose ; the

results obtained by the two first agree pretty well, but differ con-

siderably from those of M. Rose.

In three operations on the above-named mineral M. Mosander ob-

tained the following results :—
° '•'"'• '

oorM .......... .1. BiMn^nU ^Ilf-

Titanic acid
t

39-04 42'3i9r 77" ^^ "^^

Peroxide of iron 29-i6 23-21 25-95

Protoxide of iron 27*23 29-27 29-04
' 'i^otoxide of mangatteiitfrJ ii.aJB? moil ^iSlTg laftib giiag&i eseii'V

'^^
'Magnesia . .'^'iV^^i^V^ aboiiiQi^O^iii '1o]w22)oojs nh'^br

"'^^ ^ide of cerium and df«^«t«ittL'l-R 3vi^..oJ ieift oA) nr.df
fft-fijftbj?

Oxide of chromium . . . Ak^WM^^ s^ll^niBidQ-^'d lo vliii.iHfp

Silica;^ ?f^?{^9? P?M^A?99. ??¥5.cJ ^o©£^q8 od^bSQidi taiOiO?

^!'^:^
• .98-3-7- • fi^S^7 98^

S'SK
,
J , . .bios oinfijtT

The results ^of-M. KobeU's analysis are,— ^^,jj

Titanic acid 43*24

r f ^Peroxide of iron. ........... ., 28'66
-[oo,aa3fl'^ib oJp^.^^.^^.^^ ^^ j^^Oi.oJfbcnb^ifYd^y/Sqciir beioB oil

,maomauii6 biu^ ......... .....
i.yJiiixqxo3iq ^laJiil

^ranroilig
sxli baiosi
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Miscella^^q^^^^^^f^ ^

nood oak &,A /IVtanio acid ..,b<i>i» Huod-Kso-loMiZ^v eJi feomil \i
aWsqea «i Ji iB,Eeroxide of iroiVn x^rfT- -.ft-Kw^oad^^ffio ^d faaniisJdo

na^Y^o ^o
9rnil'drQt(Meids,o^i,«^iSflf.a-(,M.oi.0iM(M saidioede lo

•i>iBw nfidJ 9iom aomi* 21 oi 01 YfinaupDanoo ,Wia{q§i)mJxj orfj rnoit

"^M»)i."dJ<«W?'^1ft?4»S^^i, *rk^b|849ionBJafnuoiiD arnBe adi labnu

., .ia9D i9q S'9 oJ aJnaoraa
-m 9TW fc3cJh0.9b O. -

^^^g ^^ SPHENEi'"'^q^^ .79VODloM
booaBvhfno 979W do •

•. H.T ffipnd* no bolulhf',
M. Rose reraarks, that, the difficulty which exists .in. separating

silica and titanic acid occasions the few analyses of sph^ne which
have been made to differ considerably from each other.

Klaproth first analysed the sphene of Passau by fusing it with hy-
drate of potash ; the mass dissolved in water, supersaturated with

hydrochloric acid, left the silica as a residue, and the filtered solu-

tion was precipitated by solution of carbonate of potash; the pre-

cipitate after drying was digested in hydrochloric acid and left an

"iidditional residue of silica; ammonia poured into the filtered liquor

p'recipitated the titanic acid, and after its separation the lime was
"obtained by carbonate of potash.

Klaproth afterwards analysed the sphene of Salzbourg by digest-

ing Avith heat in hydrochloric acid ; the insoluble residue was fused

with carbonate of potash, treated with water, and the solation was

saturated with hydrochloric acid ; the hydrochloric solutions were

mixed and precipitated by ammonia, and the filtered liquor was
freed from lime by carbonate of potash. The mixture of silica and
iatanic acid, precipitated by ammonia, was moderately driied' and

^^reated with hydrochloric acid, which dissolving the titanic acid, left

^(be silica undissolved. ^ io aijizo bns hioB
^'' The results of these analyses were as follows t^svff^^^ n99<^ asd

r
, , f Silica ^ '?^^.^.•}% ''- '

36 {rd^i9bia
-oo i3lj.:

Titanic acitf^^.,.^^"'.®/?...^.^-* §g anoiJisiaqcfgaid;! nl

Lime ...'.'.'.'.'.'.'. '~}y^^^^ ;3ftiwonoig>d;t bgaiBJ

•'"
Magnesia ,...] trace

80-1^
Water.-.' W.%^'. ...«...•.-.. ^ -.»-... . biois iinrJiT

fie-flg ie-8e ai-es ttt. noii ^o ^zoioi
U\-P(i vo.oo ^o.rc.

. . , . .^ .r mnHo o^AMo-r'f
These results differ greatly from each 0$^,;-^jljj^pjC^ Jfp^^ ,b? aljher-

wise, on account of the methods employed : the second, was i^etter

adapted than the first to give approximative results ; but yqt the

quantity of lime obtained was too small. munuozdo io abizO
Cordier found the sphene of Saint Gothard to consist oi,^}^
i),) r^G vSUica ..%,,. 28-0

Titanic acid. 33-3

Lime .TZ'?}^ ?i^X^}^^ K^[¥pS4 M^slluasr adT

fi-'-p
. . . bioi5 oin^^

t*B'8^
, , ,^ . . MQ-iilooliyyi '^

He acted upp^^t by hydrochloric j^m^i^jwofj^t?,^
to dryness, col-

lected the silic?ion;^ filter, precipifcated tbe tatanicacid by ammonia.
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and afterwards the lime by caustic potash. M. Rose observes, that'

these three analyses, which have been made for a considerable time,'
are not entitled to great confidence ; he afterwards states, that Fuchs
has recently given an analysis of the sphene of Schwartzenstein in

Zillerthal, by a very ingenious method. The action upon it by hy-
drochloric acid not succeeding, he fused it with potash, and boiled

the calcined mass in distilled water, in order to get rid of the excess

of potash, and separated by the usual processes a small quantity of

silica dissolved in the operation. The residue was dissolved in con-

centrated hydrochloric acid, and the solution out of the contact of

air was left for several days in contact with copper turnings at a
moderate temperature. The silica formed a jelly, whilst the titanic

acid, reduced by the copper to the state of oxide of titanium, re-

mained dissolved in the liquor, which became of a deep blue colour.

The silica being separated, the oxide of titanium contained in the

liquor was converted into titanic acid, and precipitated by ammonia U
an oxalate poured into the filtered solution precipitated the lime.;
The quantity of copper dissolved by the hydrochloric aeidgaVe that-

of the titanic acid. .
> >!)n:jH

.jfWhe results were,— ij^iJadj .c.J{iOiiai| .-u^ !

Y<f ^' Titanic acid %A^.hA^'yyr- 4^2t T

anil yi'diBvbboy Silica 32-52
b9jfi3ii ba« . Limp,..!.. 24" 18
I bdbbjs sd oi si fafisi to slBJsaa ^b^y qq.^in; pdcf ^ laiBw sbvtT

M. Rose states, that the best method of analysing sphene, when
the determination of its three elements directly is desired, consists

in the use of concentrated sulphuric acid. The mineral, reduced to

an impalpable powder, is put into a platina crucible with sulphuric
acid diluted with half its weight of water ; the mass is to be heated
and stirred till the sulphuric acid begins to volatilize. The titanic

acid dissolves in the sulphuric acid, the lime and silica separate ;

when the mass is cold, it is to be treated with a large quantity of

water; the silica which remains is not however pure, but is of a

yellowish colour, and it requires to be five times treated with sul-

phuric acid to be rendered pure and colourless. When the solution

is treated with carbonate of soda it gives an insoluble residue, cer-

tainly more considerable in quantity than any of those yielded by
the same treatment with other silicates, but much smaller than the

residue left by the silica of sphene acted upon by hydrochloric acid.

r022 gramme of the sphene of Zillerthal gave 0-;538 of silica,

neglecting, after its treatment with carbonate of potash, a residue

of 0'052. This residue was completely acted upon by fusion with

bisulphate of potash ;
the fused mass, treated with water, left 0044

of insoluble silica. The filtered liquor contained no titanic acid ;

but by the usual process 0"008 of lime was separated from it. After
the separation of the silica, the titanic acid was precipitated by am-
monia ; it weighed 0'436 gramme, and contained 0-011 oxide of

iron, which was separated from the solution of the titanic acid in

^^^^oncentrated sulphuric acid ; the lime obtained after the sepa-
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ration of the ftitonici acid weighei^lf Oi^^yThejiesult of this analysis
is t;h§jirr.„;>'ii^:t- • • a'jju yiswi ujiv.n .•:;-'-{!:-:. ^ ._

.i{ou'>iiRAi ,8o;ti Silica. , . . . . . i.;-9oaeiMtfloo88588 oi baJJrtnaitoa 3tr

m nisJanasrtiBT// Titanic acid < otI#.^«aia^Im-rfHc5»a9vig^lJfl903t aiui

'(H 16 i'l noqu (Oxide of
ironhoriiam.suoinaglilCWtay

a yd ,lBdi*raHxS

baliod bn/j <d8JBjJ4n8ftiw. Ji. t>nii!Hi»tI.,gftit»s:jo86?^J(ja biajs oiiofdooib

?a90XD odJ 'to bh Js^ o* labio ni .tsJcv/ iiDJIil^SOfc
jsanra banroLBO adl

": ''hi.TiJo fLisr: 'rr--r -f' v. f

Tv;)*jjinq93 bffn
,rfsj;:tof^^ri

Sph^JJfeoWSyety readily fused with bisulphate j^fpokaslt^^andjiwe

analysis is easier than by sulphuric acid ; but the results bbtslMsl)

are less certain.—Ann. de Ch. et de Phys., Nov. 1845. a£v/ lij;

juiJiJij oih ^iiiilv/ .xlbt'*' -UOiiakLiiaiiii^' -d'i .a-iijjriiiqcfioj ateiabom

T mnrnp'*f+ ^o f>bixo V> o^rjf» '^rfJ o:« t^tfrroo sdt yd bwDbai .bbjs
ANALYSIS OF CASCARILLA—CASCARILtlNE. BV M. DUVAL,^;^

The following principles were found by the author in cascarilla i^
Albumen, Tannin of a peculiar kind, Crystallizable bitter matter

(Cascarilline), Red colouring matter. Fatty matter having a nauseous

smell. Wax,Gummy matter. Volatile oil of an agreeable odour, Resin,

Starch, Pectic acid. Chloride of potassium. Salt of lime, Lignin.
Of these various principles, the bitter matter, or cascarilline, is the

most interesting in the opinion of the author ; it was extracted by
the following process :

—The cascarilla reduced to a moderately fine

powder was introduced into a percolating apparatus, and treated

with water ; the infusions being mixed, acetate of lead is to be added ;

filter and get rid of the excess of lead by sulphuretted hydrogen ;

filter again and evaporate the liquor to about f , then add a little ani-

mal charcoal and filter again ; the evaporation is to be continued at

a very low temperature ; at a certain period a pellicle is formed, and

the liquor, before it acquires the consistence of a syrup, is to be al-

lowed to cool. Sometimes the matter does not crystallize ; it then

assumes a resinous appearance, and the greater part of it adh'feif^s^'tfif^

the vessel; this substance hardens on cooling.
'*-'* '*-'^'^

In order to purify the product, whether crystalline or resinous in

appearance, it is to be powdered, put into a tube, and alcohol of sp.

gr. 0'8763 added cold, and rather more than is requisite to moisten

it. After sufficient digestion, the alcoholic liquid, which is highly
coloured, is to be separated ; by these means the greater part of the

colour and fatty matter of the cascarilline are removed ; and the re-

sidue, which is evidently decolorized, is to be dissolved in boiling

alcohol of sp. gr. 0'8439; a little animal charcoal is to be added,

and after filtration the liquor is to be suffered to evaporate sponta-

neously. The residue is to be dried on filtering-paper, triturated

with cold and dissolved in boiling alcohol, filtered and set aside to

evaporate spontaneously, and
iijr

this the cascarilline is obtained

pure.
, ;. o:.v.:ii' ,v

^.-

;..

The properties of cascarilline are, that it is white and crystallized ;

the crystals, when examined by the microscope, have usually the

form of prismatic needles, and sometimes that of hexagonal plates.

Cascarilline is inodorous, bitter, but not immediately so, on account

of its slight solubility in water ; when heated in a glass tube, it fuses
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and yields a syrupy,li(iviifl Jeseffii^^ng, burnt sugar in appearance; it»j

melting-point is lower tlian that of salicine ;
on cooling after meltiiigi

it retains itg transparency and becomes brittle like resin ; if, on the

contrary, the action of heat upon it be continued, it decomposea^^

yielding^a vapour which reddens liti^us paper ; when rubbed with Ag
little jjotash and heated in a tube so as to be decomposed, it does

not restore the blue colour of reddened litmus ; when heated on pla-
tinum foili it burns without lejlving anyresidue. Cascarilline is soluble

in alcohol and aether, but is very slightly soluble in waterj biife never-

theless imparts strong bitterness to it ; the solution does not alter

l^ta^\\^^jafi4 is, not precipitated eitUer by .a^etate;Qr diapetate of ieaii,

by tannin or the slk^eSv Qo\^ QQncentrated sulphuric acid ilissolvesj

cascarilline and becomes immediately of a deep red colour with a

purple tint ; water added to it occasions precipitation ; the liquor
then appears of a grass-green colour, which is more or less deep ac-

cording to the quantity of water added ;
as the precipitate falls the

liquor becomes colourless, and the precipitate only retains the green
colonr. Excess of ammonia does not dissolve this precipitate, but

renders it of an ochre-yellow colour.

Concentrated nitric acid also dissolves cascarilline ; the solution

is yellow and is precipitated by ammonia, excess of which does not

dissolve the precipitate. '?

Hydrochloric acid also dissolves it and becomes of a violet colour,;'^

which the addition of a small quantity of water renders blue, and^T

more renders it green.
As cascarilline contains no nitrogen, and does not combine either ;

with acids or alkalies, it must be classed with the neutral non-azotizedi'jl

bodies, such as salicine, colombine, &c.—Journ. de Pharm. et de Ch^
Aout 1845. -'sorj xrtr .sm^i yrs .-^>«yrj ,T?

4i SrHfiAolDAL CONDITION OF tlOXTIDS^^ f, -^^
To Richard Taylor, i:sq. .:^ M :Mf imSB,

I cannot think that Mr. Armstrongs explanation 6i the fadt,—t.iT

that the temperature of liquids in the above condition is lower than -^

their boiling-point,
—is the true one ; or rather, I ought to say, that

his paper does not in any way account for the phsenomenon it so .i

ably, describes. if

The separation of the liquid from the dish depends upon the mo- ;':;

lecular relations between the liquid and the dish being altered by the- C

increased temperature of the latter ; and this is, I think, all that can
;,f^

be said of the matter in the present state of our knowledge. -/S

But, taking the sepg.ration as a fundamental fact, we must, to ex- 'f

plain the diminution of temperature, solve the following problem, at '/

least approximately >—
" A spheroidal mass of a vaporizable liquid is surrounded by a

medium of a temperature t, t varying from point to point ; required
* Mr. Armstrong's paper to which this note refers will be found at p. 52

of the present volume.
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the temperature of the fimd'&t'kwfMM'^^^ ^fi^iW'if^iyibn^lyd^S
terrained.

' '-'''^^ * ' '-'' '<'-' '*'"' -'"i-' :''^hH

We now see, on distinctly annunciating the qu6st3'6ri, iSitft/iii tii|^

vast diflference between the maximum valiie of t and the temperatuw
of the dish will be found a clue to the true explanation. '.(

I
renaai?V^^f^f

Sir, with great respect, ,|^

Your obe<iieii*!Sfcrvant, IJ

October 14, 1845. •.ultj! !; S. X. '•?

iii' ':!(!

,^.S. I shall perhaps at a future time attempt a formal solution tff'

th6 problem. It does not exclude M. Boutigny's views. *'

'i
<i

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR OCT. 1845. '1

Chiswick.—October 1. Very fine. 2,3. Rain. 4. Cloudy and fine. 5. Cloudjr^
and fine: clear. 6. Foggy: cloudy: rain. 7. Rain: cloudy: clear. 8. Foggy ^,
fine. 9. Rain : clear. 10. Heavy rain. 11. Rain, with fog : showery : clear :

slight frost. 12. Dense fog: cloudy : fine. 13— 16. Very fine. 17— 19. Over-
. cast and fine. 20. Densely overcast : clear and fine. 21,22. Fine. 23. Fine:^?
clear and frosty at night. 24. Dense fog : very fine. 25, 26. Foggy : partially^
overcast. 27. Overcast: clear. 28—30. Very fine. 31. Overcast—Mean tem-

perature of the month \° below the average. _ j,

Boston.— Oct. 1. Fine. 2. Rain: rain early a.m. 3. Cloudy: rain a.m. and
P.M. 4. Fine : rain p.m. 5. Fine. 6. Fine : rain p.m. 7. Rain : rain early am. :

rain A.M. 8,9. Fine : rain p.m. 10. Fine. 11. Rain : rain early a.m. 12.

Fine. 13. Cloudy: rain early a.m. 14—16. Fine. 17, 18. Cloudy. 19.

Cloudy : rain A.M. 20. Cloudy. 21. Fine. 22—24. Cloudy. 25,26. Fine.

27. Cloudy. 28. Fine. 29. Cloudy. 30,31. Fine. v^ri l*'u>iV

Sandwich Mante, Orkney.
—Oct. 1. Showers. 2. Bright : clear. 3. Cloudy:

drops. 4. Showers. 5, 6. Bright : clear. 7. Rain. 8. Rain : damp. 9, 10.

Rain. 11. Showers: rain. 12. Bright: cloudy: halo large. 13. Rain. 14.

Cloudy: rain. 15. Cloudy. 16. Showers. 17. Showers : sleet : cloudy. 18.

Showers : clear. 19. Cloudy : rain. 20. Rain: showers. 21. Cloudy : damp.
22. Damp : drizzle, 23. Damp ; cloudy. 24. Bright : rain, 25. Bright :

cloudy. 26. Showers : rain. 27. Showers : bright : cloudy. 28. Rain. 29.,
Drizzle : cloudy. 30,31, Showers : clear.

'"'

Applegarth Manse, Dumfries-shire.— Oct. 1, Fair, but threatening. 2. Dull :

rain, 3. Deluge of rain : flood. 4. Soft rain all day. 5, 6. Fair and clear :.

hoar-fro-t. 7. Fair, but cloudy. 8. Fair a.m. : rain p.m. 9. Rain early a.m. :%
cleared. 10. Slight showers p.m. 11. Fine: rain. 12. Fair, but cloudy : haIo<

13, Rain, 14. Fair and fine. 15. Wet a.m. : cleared. 16. Fair and clewy^;
17. Rain all day, 18, Frequent showers. 19. Rain. 20. Bitter showers. 21j./

Moist, but no fall, 22. Fair and fine. 23. Fair and fine: cloudy. 24. Drizzling- ,'"

r.M, 25. Beautiful day : one slight shower. 26. Fair, but chilly : rain f.uJ^-

27, 28. Wet. 29. Wet : very wet p.m. 30. Wet early a.m. : fine p.m. 31. Fafir

and fine.
,,i]r|.

Mean temperature of the month 49°'6
i,^l'

Mean temperature of Oct 1844 47 '2

Mean temperature of Oct. for twenty-three years . 46 '4
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'Boguslaw-ski (M.) on tffe

tis^^
*, tious of the force of cohesion, 395. micronjeter, 299.

j.,
,

_

i^firy (G. 13.) on a new coiistmaidji ofthe Eootli (Rev. J.) on a n^^is ef prc^^r-

divided eye-glass double-image micro- tics of curves
aud.cuaedjSurfac^ao(
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ihe aqueous portion of the, 427.
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?
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-^ •'barometrical variation, observations on,

;^^ 395.—
Hgebeerine, on the constitution of, 253.

-
^eck (T. S.) on the nerves of the uterus,

1'^. 397.
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'^' "^

the distillation of, 3.

Benzoline, researches on, 390.

i-JBinnev (W.) on the fossil trees found at

:_v>St. Helen's, 241.

the products of its decomposition^ 97,

264; draconyle, 119; analysis.qjE the

refuse lime of gas-works, 12iffaction

of chlorine on benzoic and cinnamic

acids, 129, 366; occurrence of phos-

phoric acid in rocks, 155, 161, 229,

310; on some phospbates, 156, 21^,

312; on the conjugate compounds, |71 ;

on toluidiue, 178; ozone, 197, 372,

384, 88ft, 400, 460 ; new method of

>^&t (W. R.) on the great syramet
barometric wave, 237.

Bleaching powder, action of, on salft of
copper and lead, 294.
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jqApfffd a^d.' Isai), 2Mi oxidatioD by
JB«»Wti»Wa»Oge«!-307 ; Uurine, 318 ;

^Oiibie salt of cliloriile of mercury and
acetjite of copper, ei. ; allotropism of

chlorine, 327
; proportion of nitrogen

iHnftiimentary substances, 330 ; cry-
stallized alloy of z,inc, iron, lead and

#?5)l*i5>;3^0 5; analyses of the ashes of

wheat, 390
; beuzoline, id. ; contrtbu-

ii^ iiu tbj^ebeuaistjryof the urine, 396 ;

compounds of tin and iodine, 400 ; on
the red colour of litharge, 401 ; artifidal .

production of diaphanous quartz and

Jiydrophane, 404; on atomic volume
and specific gravity, 4i»3; analyses of

tift*shes of sugar-canes, 533 ; on re-

spiration, 561; analyses of titaniferous

iroiliand sphene, 664 ; on casearilla aud
C^ScarilUne, 567.

Chlorindatmit, on the composition ui, 20.

Chloriae, oa the allotropism of, 327.

Chlorostyrole, preparation and proper-
tieiof, 109. n

Cinnamic aud benzoic acids, on the aQtidt

9Cfil*i)ifoie^w,;l5!9i 3156 r t«ssir^ivil«l?eH
Cinnamole, obsei-vations on, 116, .

'

Cl8[us-(M,) on tlieuew metal ruthenium,
230^ on osmium and its compounds,
232.

;

Clouds, Ofl the formation of, 395.

Coal-gas, analyses of, 24. .juii

Cobalt, on the magnetic relations of,,l«<-;

Cockle (J.) on the resplution of eciuations

Qjf/tiiejfijQbk degree, 125 ; on tlie theory
of equations, 292.

Cortifife of M. MauvaiS, 151, 409 ; first or

pecwdw^tlporoet of De Vico, 152,410;
great comet of 1844, 1845, 303, 411;
comet of D'Arrest, 152,413; second

efvnfit of De Vico, 414 ; Colla's comet, ,

41?.

Comets discovered since July 1844, on

tb)9,<409v ou the elements of several,

not previously computed, 151, 416.

Coait} ^tectJons, <m. systems of, having the

same directrices, 545.

Coiyugate compound!?, observations on

some, 171.

Corytigate points, on the theory of, 91.

Copper, on the actionof bleaching pow-
der on salts of, 294.

CorawUtesi on the structure and relations

of* 168.

Coulviev-Gravier (M.)»iiflwe8»*#i7(flB

^i)tiiig stars, 153. -- -,i\} no ( A) qrasX
Cnwa (W.) on the action of bleaching

powder on the salts of copper aud lead, :

Curves and cuned surfaces of the second

oH^Etcens new^ftse of cprogjcr^es «f, %

Cyanogenion oxida)iioifcbj>>nican8 of^888»;
*

Daltoj^iiPr, J.), iwticeoof tlidrlatej 139.; rj

Daubeny (Dr.) on the rotation of Crops,
and OJt the quantity of iuorgauic mat- i

ters abstracted from the soil by plants,
52.

, i

Davy (Dr. J.) on the temperature of -

man, 399.

De la Rive (M. ) on the lighting of mines {

by means of the electric lamp, 4{)QiuUi3L
De la Rue (W.) on tlie structure of elfite

tro-precipitated metals, 15; onailrjrw^
staUized alloy of zinc, iron, lead, «ii
copper, 370.

De Morgan. ;(A,); X)n the foundation of {

algebra, 226.

Diagraatsi,jQ^ aoSjeli«»d' of representing i

results of observations by, 127.

DiffiractioA^ on R^suors theory of, 46. I

Drach (S. M.) on Fermat's undemon-.i
strated theorem, 286, 560 ;

on the ephe-
niefides of Jarchiatid -the derivation of }

Orion and his Dogs, 303.

Dragon's blood, on the i)roducts of distil- >

Jationof, 119.

Draper (ftrof, J.W.) on tlie allotropism of
chlorine as connected with the theory
of substitutions, 327; on a remarkable O
difference Ijetween the rays of incan-

descent liwe and those emitted by,an >

electric spark, 435.

Duyftt OM-^ ^^*h*'*''*P'^cal constitution >

of casearilla, and on cascarilline, 567..

Eani8h*w (Rev, S.) oa a certain method D
of representing by diagrams the results

of observations, 127 ; on the values of )

the sine and cosine of an infinite angLc^
228. .liooO

Earth, on the connexion between thejM*
tation of the,and the gcologicaliduiDgM
ofit8 8iirf*c©y-376. 'T)infif(BiO

EbeUnen (M.), analysis of the silicate 6f

manganese from Algiers, 401
; on the

artificial production of diaphanous
quartz and hydrophane, 404.

Electric conduction, observations on, 420.

discharge of the jar, expcrio^^ttfjMbO
the, 35. ns aohift

induction, on various phicnbtueBa
Df,M7. !—r- laaq) for mines, on tl»e, 406, 442.—-^ S])ark, on a remarkable (Ulference

between the rays of incandescent lime
and those emitted by an, 435.

Ellpctricity, observations on the theory ;.

aiul ai)pHcations of, 165 ; on currents

of, produced by the vibration of wires .'

and metallic rods, 261 ; on the undn-

latory hypothesis of, 547.

Ele«*ro-«ae1alliirgy, obsevvatjons on, 16. <

ElectD9-^ywoi)e#f«l n^ea«chQi^;3^aa9H
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ElliptiS
'
ftitRjttott,^oo«>;tfcK:obf's-'^iii«!rt*-^^

transformation of an, 42, 424,

Epidermis, on the growth ftnd develop.

a»«»tof'the,'398.' oil IjaioiJikdB eisi

Equations, on the theory of, 292. .^S

—i*- of the lifth degre«Vio4Uhe9dBdlB*CI
tion of, 12.'). .eee.nsra

Emitic blocks, on the traft^p&W ef.'Sft'
"^'

Ettling (Dr.) on the products of the di-

stillation of the benzoate of copper, 4 ,

Faraday (Frof.) on the magnetic rela-

tions and characters of the metals, 1
;

on the nature of matter, 420^

Fehnat's und«mbn8trated problem, obser-

vations on, 286, 560. .•

Foibes (Prof. Bj)f>«lb9tlleE geology of

Lycia, 219. .

•*nnftRvia=-

Fowntfs(G.), researches oiibenzoline,39(>.

Fremy(M.)on osmium and its compounds,
238.

Frfesnel's theory of diffraction, observa-

tions on, 46.

Gasfiss^i^loured, on some cases of lines in

the prismatic spectrum produced-Uy
the passage of light through, 8lJ laqsiCl—^ on the dilfusion of, 346. lolff;)

G*&-works, on- the useful applicatiOilsM
the refuse lime of, 121. -'"^i b

Geological change* of the earth's surface,

on the, 376.

Geological Society, proceedings of the,

217.

Geometry, on the connexion between me-
chanics and, 228.

Glenard (M.) on the products of distil-

lai^oa ttf dragon's blood, 119.

Goodwin (Rev. II.) on the connexion be-

tsceeri^ the sciences of georaetiy and

nij^chaDics, 228.

Graham (
Prof. T.) on the useful applica-

tions of the refuse lime of gas-works,
121.

——on the existence of phosphoric acid

in the deep-well water of the London
Kasin, 369.

Grottbus's theory of molecular decompo-
sition and recomposition, observations

Grove (W. R.) on Grottluis's theory of
molecular (lecomposition and rftdom*—
position, 348 ; on tiie gas voltailOlt)at=

—
«ery,3if2; on the application of VoU
taic ignition to lighting mines, 442, <

Harknes^ (R.) on some fossil trees found'
atSt; Helen's, 241.

lleatj on tlie^^xistence of an C€]uivalent
relation between the ordinary forms of

mechanical iK>wcr and, 20.5.

Henderson (Pnjf,), memoir of the Ist«^<i9i3

Heune^ (H;) OH the application #fM09l3

«b«^bjRp icMfieRfatl tb«Bilmm^

ncxion between the rofation of th«

earth and the geological changes of its

surface, 376.

Hettrici (F. C.) on the theory and appli-

bation of electricity, 164.

Henry (T* H.) on the compounds of tin

and iodine, 400, - • -••'

llewett (W. H.), impt^veraentt^iit flMt
t.ography, 405. -bnijoqirjos

Hind (J, li.) on the comets which h-»li^

been discovered since July 1844, 409*
on the elements of several eMi^t^ioSii

previously computed, 416. "ioaqa bus

Hofmann (Dr, A. W.) on the tfti^?«(ftSi

position of chlorindatmit, 30; on sty-

role and some of the products of its

decomposition, 97 ; on toluidine, 178.

Holker (S.) on Dr. Dsfltdn's new method! >

of meawiring the water of crystalliza--
)

tiow hi different salts, 207. '>

Hope (Dr, T. C), notice of the late,

138. - )

Hopkins (\\\) on the transport of erratic

blocks, 56. -)

Hopkins (T.) on the diurnal changes oi-^

the atmosphere, and their effects Wi
the barometer, 427. ^'' -

Howard (L.) on the amount of rain du-'^

ring the present year, 319
; on the ba* J

roihetrical variation as affected by the 'J

moon's declination, 395, - J

Hitnt (H.). contributions to actino-che-

mistry, 25, 276. :'> to

Hydrogglh, t^6lirti6nl of chlorine and, 38tfu>^

Hvdrophane, on the artificial produoitWI
'of, 404. i£9i3

Imaginary zeros, on, 91. >" ^ ±v i;>mo9

Jacobi'« transformation >iifsfln^oriBM(ft8

function, observations on, 42. .*1^

Jarchi.on the Ophemerides of, 303. ^iamoO

Jones (T.W.) on the development of.tW

blood-corpuscle, 393. ' *on

Jones (H. B.) on the alkalescence of flWoD
urine, 396. '"'"

Jottte (J. P.) on the existence of an equi- O
valent relation ))etween heat and the

ordinary forms of mechanical power, J

206 5 on atomic volum« aftd specific J

gravity, 453, •^^'^ i^ ?'i^8 ito ^3ii

the winds of the St. Lawrence ailillttiw

Wbvewfew^«t the' HiflrometJer, 39^1tpivIx.'oD

Kemp (A,) on the proj^ion of nitrtJigHfr

Gonialt»M ik&HWsientary substancesjSSO: i3

Kersteni'(ftt«ftiCi) on th« oecuirewcc of

phosphoric acid in rocks of igneMif
6ti^n; i6iio aaaalniz harwo bitfi aavin >

Kol&etD^HJ)DA<tM#Jg»*r!cdiflfo«l*i^
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Lauiing (K.) oii elcctfk coUtlu'ction
ar.^

tlie nature of matter, 420. :"^

Lazulite, exatninatiou of, 234.

Lead, action of bleaching powder on the

sahsof, 294.

Leblanc'(M.)on tl;^' red colour of Lithnrjc,

,401.

Light, on the aberration of, 9, 321
;
on

the elliptic poljirization of, 392
;
ou

tiie theory of double refraction of, 554.

Llqmds, on the splieroidal condition of,

257, 568.

Litharge, on the red colour of, 401.

Lowe (E. J.) on a magnificent meteor
seen in Nottinghamshire, 41

;
on a

'

pfiacnonieuon in whicli the distant oh-

^ iepts were seen inverted, 4.1.

Lyell (Mr.) on the miocene tertiary strata

of Maryland and Virginia, and Nortl^
and South Carolina, 217.

Maclagdu (Dr. D.) on the constitution of

bebeeriue,.253.

Magnetip powers of steel Ijars, bn a pe-
culiar source of deterioration of the,

'

397.

^laguus (Prof.) on respiration, 58J.
""

Man, on the temperature of, 399;'. ^
,,

Manures, analyses of, 23. "^"*? •

lit'dher, on the nature of, 420.

Matteucci (Prof. C.) on the electric dis-

charge of the jar, 35
; researches iu

, i^ectrp-physiology, 391.

HYechaiiies, on the connexion between

geometry and, 228.

Mercury, on a double salt of hichloricTe

_ of, and acetate of copper, 318.

'i^etallic rods, on currents of electricity
. produced by the vibration of, 261.

'itetals, on the magnetic relations and
^^

c^ai'icters of tlie, 1
;
on the structure

of electro-precipitated, 15.

Metastvrole, preparation and properties

Meteorological pha^nomena, on some, 41
;

.yr-r^ observations,79, 159, 239, 304, 319,

:l-'t67, 569.

Micrometer, on th6 use of ,a Hew, 299 ;

description of a new, 301.

Miller (W. A.) on some cases of lines in

the prismatic spectrum produced l)y

the passage of light through coloured

vapours and gases, and from ccrt;.iu

coloured flames, 81.

Mipipriilogy,
examination of bahingtonite,

T2^ ;

'

'vvagnente, 156; lazuliie and

blue spar, 234
; amblygonlte, 236

;

brown iron-ore, 264 ; vivianite, 314 ;

gilicate of manganese, 401 ; hydro-

phane, 404
; titaniferous iron, 564

;

sphene, 565.

Mines, on the ailplicatibn' o* tl6cll5<fity ^

to the lighting of, 408, 442.

t^ jJSbtffR.) on'Msrfgr*' th66l*y of tUflVkdi

^ti_9jv46 ; on the theory of double r^-

ffaction, 554.

Murchison (11. I.) on tiie palffiozoio de^.

pos'its of Scandinavia arid the
l^ajttc

provinces of Russia, i 18. ,,

' "*

^iuspra>t (Dr. j! S.)'o toluuiine, 17«.''-'

NeutrarsCrics.on ti!' ;ihiution (!;' the

sums of, 3C2, 43/". ^
Nitriigcn, ou the pr'opo.-ion of, in vaffbtts

aliineutary substances, 350.
"'"^

NitrometastyroTe, prepaiation and pro -

. perties of, 114.

Nitrostvrole, preparation and properties
of, 102.

Orion, on the derivation of, 303.

Osmium and its compounds, research:^*

on, 232.

Ozone, observations on, 197, 372, Sf^i,

38(j, 400, 45Q.

Paramatta, on the longitude of, 298.

t'iios;sli;ito of lime and magnesia, on aH
(economical method of procuring, 289,

Iliosphoric acid, occurrence of, in rocks

of igneous origin, 155, 161, 229, 310 j

e:;amination of some native and artifu

„ ciul compounds of, 156,233, 312; de-
'

tection of minute quantities of, 162';

on the existence of, in the deep-well
water of the London basin, 369.'

Photographic preparations, ou the chei-

mical changes produced by the so'at

r.avs on some, 276.

l*h6tography, oh the application of, to

registering the thermometer and baro-

meter, 273 ; improvements in, 405.

Plants, on the quantity of inorganic mat-

ters abstracted from the soil by, 52.
,,

Pliiyfair (Dr. L.) on atomic volume and

specific gravity, 453.

Potassium, on a peculiar m'cthod of ob-

taining the sesqui-ferrocyanide of, 384.

Powell (Kev. B. ) on the elliptic polarisa-
tion of light, 592.

Quartz, diaphanous, on the artificiiil j>ro-

duction of, 404.

Ranimelsberg (C), examination of some
native and artificial compounds of

j)hos])horic acid, 156, 233, 312. .,

Redtenbacher (Prof.), analysis of tannine,

319.
_ ^ _ _'^^j2

Respiration, obsci"vat5ons on, 561 .

^
'.

'_

Richardson (T.), anaij'ses of farni-;^ird
manure and of coal-gas, 23.

Rigg (li.)
on the formation or secrctioh

of alkaline and earthy bodies by ani-

mals, 395.
.•

Rose (Prof. H.) on the chemical compo-
sition of titaniferous iron and sphene,
564

T
-Rbyiil'Asli'ononfiical Society, procecdingt

of the, 60, 144,220,298.



l^IkF^?^ m
Kuinker (( .) on the longitude of rara-

uiatta, 2i)8.

Ru'theiiiuu), account of tlie new metal,
2.10.

Sa^r (J. NV.) on tlie structure and re^

„ Rations of Cornulites and oihcr Siluriau
'

fossils, 158.

^;jl|;S^
oil Dr. Dalton's method of mea-

suring the water of crystallization con-

^

ta,iiu;d in, 207; on the specific gravities
of certain, 453.

^^Ipssberger (Dr.) on the proportion of
"

nitrogen contained in alimeatiu y sub-

stances, HHO.

§pha;nl)eiu(Prof.), oTjservations on ozone
as compared to cidoriue, 197 ; on a pc-

, iculiar method of obtaining the sesqui-

ferrocyanide of potassium, 384 ; ou the

nature of ozone, 386, 400, 'loO.

Sedgwick (Prof.) on the fossiliferoiis

slates of North AVales, 218.

Scsqui-chroiuate of potash, preparation
of, 501.

Sharj) (W.) on the ashes of wheat, 390.

Shootiug stars, researches on, 153.

Sigiilaria, on the connexion between Stig-
uiaria aiid, 244.'

Silicate of manganese, analysis of, 4ul.

Silver, suboxides of, 277.

S.myth(C.P.), meteorological notices by,
303.

^pectrnm.^ prismatic, on some cases of

lines in the, 81.

Spliene, analysis of, 5f)5.

Spratt (Lieut.) on the geologv of LycWi
219.

' -^Jrui

Stars, on the magnitudes of, 305,' .'.j' ,,,

Stenhouse (Dr. J.) on the products of the

di^tiUatiou of benzoate of copper, 3
;

on the action of chlorine on cinnamic
and benzoic acids, 1 29, 366

;
on an

OEco'nomical method of procuring phos-
.phate of lirne and magnesia from urine

for agricultural purposes, 289; ana-

lyses of the ashes of sugar-canes, 533.

Stevenson (\V. ¥.) on the theory of vision,
400.

Stokes (G. G.) on the aberration of light,

Sturgeon (W,) on a source of deteriora-

. tion oi' the magnetic powers of steel

'liars, 397.

Styrole, and pi-oducts of its decomposi-

tion, researches on, 97 ; effect, of vi-

fcratorv' motion on, :-J61.
',

.-isni

-O'^moo iEoimodo oifJ no (.H .lui4} 9«ofl

.ansdtje bns ao-x\ HuoidViaaih \o noijia

Substitutions, on the theory of, 337. ,

Sugar-canes, analyses bf'the aslies
OT,tS^.

Sullivan (\V.)on the presence ()f pTios-^

phoric acid in rocks ami minerals, 101,>'

229 ; on currents of clectriciiy pro-
duced by the vibration of wires and
metallic rods, 261.

S. X., on the^^-9^^^0^^ig5 J^^ij
quids, 068.

„f,;,,,,„.(^„ „.;,,.;-r,. c,U
Taurine, analysis of, 318.

Tliermometci", on tlic application of pho-
tography to registering the,. 273.

Thomson (Do, li. D.) on babingtbrnte,
123 ; on the occurrence of phosplipri^
acid in almost all rocks, 310.

Thonisou (T. S.) on the diffusion of gases,
346. ,:'1

Tilloy vT. G.) on the constitution
o^.%ej

Tin and lOOiiiGSiOa Ine compounas of,

400.
. ; , "7^*j4

Titatiiferous iron, analysis of, 564.
]_

Toluidjne, researches on, 178. ,.,.^y^

Uterus, on the nerves of the, 397.

\apours, coloured, on some cases of lines

in tlte prismatic spectrum produced
by the passage of light through, 81. .'

Vesuvius, eruption of, 159.

Vibration, i^jTects of, on chemical com-

bination, 264.
n-ii^nma

\ision, on the theory of, 400. ."j.
Viviaiiite, examination of, 313, ^^^

,

Volumenometer, description oif the, 4,>7»

NVagnerite, examination of, 156.

Warington (R.) on the action of animai

cliarcoal, 269.

Wartmann (Prof) on electric induQt^oa,
547..

;,,;'-'

Water, on the discovery of tlie conipps^
tion. of, 195,446; phajnomena of the

decomposition of, by chlorine, 329.

Wheat, on the ashes of, 390. .,

AViUiamson (A. W.) on ozonfe, 372.^'-^^

Wilson (E.) on the growth and developr
ment of the epidermis, 398.

Woliler (M.) on a double salt of [bi]-
diloride of mercury and acetate of

copper, 31 8.

Yorke (Lieut.-Col. P. I.) on brown iron

ore, 261.

Young (Prof. J. R.) on imaginary zeros,

and the theory of conjugate points, ,91 ;

on the evaluation of the sums of neu-

tral series, >i62, 437.

Zinc, iron, lead and copper, on a crystal-

.

Jizedalloy.^,^0,^^^^^^^^
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